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PEEFACE

THE object of this volume is to furnish the reader with material

for estimating the characteristics and influence of Plato the

Mythologist, or Prophet, as distinguished from Plato the

Dialectician, or Eeasoner.

In order to effect this special object within a reasonable

space, it was necessary to extract the Myths from the Dialogues

in which they occur, with only the shortest possible indication

of the Context in each case, and to confine the Observations

to the Myths as individual pieces and as a series. The reader,

therefore, must not expect to find in the Observations on, say,

the Pkaedo Myth or the Phaedrus Myth a Study of the Phaedo

or the Phaedrus.

The Greek text printed opposite the Translations and

followed by them throughout, except in a few places where

preferred readings are given in footnotes, is that of Stallbaum s

Platonis Opera Omnia Uno Volumine Compreliensa (1867).

I owe a large debt of gratitude to two friends for help

received.

Professor J. S. Phillirnore read all the Translations through

in proof with the most friendly care
;
and errors which may be

detected in these Translations will, I feel sure, turn out to be

in places where, from some cause or other, I may have failed

to make proper use of his suggestions.

The other friend who helped me, Frederick York Powell,

is gone. A few weeks before his last illness began to cause

serious anxiety to his friends, he read through all the
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Translations in manuscript up to the Phaedrus Myth, inclusive,

and I read to him nearly the whole of the Introduction, and

also other parts, especially those relating to the Theory of

Poetry. The help he then gave me by his suggestive and

sympathetic discussion of various points closed a long series of

acts of friendship on which I shall always look back with a

feeling of deep gratitude.

J. A. STEWAET,

OXFORD, December 1904.
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INTRODUCTION

1. THE PLATONIC DEAMA

THE Platonic Dialogue may be broadly described as a Drama
in which speech is the action,

1 and Socrates and his companions
are the actors. The speech in which the action consists is

mainly that of argumentative conversation in which, although
Socrates or another may take a leading part, yet everybody has

his say. The conversation or argument is always about matters

which can be profitably discussed that is, matters on which

men form workaday opinions which discussion may show to

be right or wrong, wholly or in part.

But it is only mainly that the Platonic Drama consists in

argumentative conversation. It contains another element, the

Myth, which, though not ostensibly present in some Dialogues,
is so striking in others, some of them the greatest, that we
are compelled to regard it, equally with the argumentative
conversation, as essential to Plato s philosophical style.

The Myth is a fanciful tale, sometimes traditional, some
times newly invented, with which Socrates or some other

interlocutor interrupts or concludes the argumentative conversa

tion in which the movement of the Drama mainly consists.

The object of this work is to examine the examples of the

Platonic Myth in order to discover its function in the organism
of the Platonic Drama. That Myth is an organic part of the

Platonic Drama, not an added ornament, is a point about

which the experienced reader of Plato can have no doubt.

The Sophists probably ornamented their discourses and made

1
Of. Cratylus, 387 B, rb \tyetv /j.la rt s &amp;lt;TTI T&V
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them more interesting by the insertion of illustrative fables or

allegories like the Choice of Hercules ;

l but the Platonic Myth
is not illustrative it is not Allegory rendering pictorially

results already obtained by argument. Of this the experienced

reader of Plato is well aware. He feels when the brisk debate

is silenced for a while, and Socrates or another great interlocutor

opens his mouth in Myth, that the movement of the Philosophic

Drama is not arrested, but is being sustained, at a crisis, on

another plane. The Myth bursts in upon the Dialogue with

a revelation of something new and strange ;
the narrow, matter-

of-fact, workaday experience, which the argumentative con

versation puts in evidence, is suddenly flooded, as it were,

and transfused by the inrush of a vast experience, as from

another world &quot; Put off thy shoes from off thy feet, for the

place whereon thou standest is holy ground.&quot;

It is in the mouth of the dramatic Socrates that Plato puts

those Myths best fitted to fill us with wondering surmise and

make us think the so-called Eschatological Myths. It may
be that here Plato represents a trait of the real Socrates.

Socrates method of argumentative conversation, it is fully

recognised, determined the dialogue-form of the Platonic

writings. It may be that also the introduction of Myths, at

least of the Eschatological Myths Myths distinguished by

great impressiveness of matter and style was suggested to

Plato by something in the real Socrates. The personal influence

of Socrates worked as a vital principle in Plato s mind, and

bodied itself forth in Socratic dramas plays in which, as I

have said, Socrates and his companions are the actors, and

philosophical discourse is the action. Any element, then, in

the Platonic writings which the experienced reader finds of

great dramatic moment and the Myth is such is likely to

represent some striking trait in the person and influence of the

real Socrates. In the Myths put into his mouth Socrates

prophesies sets forth, by the aid of imaginative language, the

fundamental conditions of conduct and knowledge. He
&quot;

prophesies,&quot; and his hearers listen spellbound. That Socrates

possessed what is now called mesmeric influence is very likely.

The comparison of his influence (in ordinary debate) with that

1 See Crete s Plato, ii. 38, note e.
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of the electric fish, rj Oa\arria vdp/crj,
1

may be thought to

imply as much
;
while his familiar spirit, or ^aipovLov, must

be taken as evidence of
&quot;

abnormality.&quot;
^

I venture to offer

the suggestion, for what it may be worth, that the Platonic

Myths, in manner if not always in matter, represent (directly

as spoken by
&quot;

Socrates
&quot;

himself, indirectly as spoken by

&quot;Timaeus,&quot;

&quot;

Critias,&quot; &quot;Protagoras,&quot;
&quot;the Eleatic Stranger&quot;)

certain impressive passages in the conversation of the real

Socrates, when he held his hearers spellbound by the magnetism
of his face and speech. Be this as it may, Myth distinguished

once for all by weight and ring from Allegory
3

is an essential

element of Plato s philosophical style; and his philosophy
cannot be understood apart from it.

4

The main plan of this work is to append to the English

translation of each of the Platonic Myths observations and

notes relating specially to that Myth itself. Each Myth is a

unique work of art, and must be dealt with individually in its

own context. But I hope that the general effect of these

special observations will be to leave the reader, at the end,

with an adequate impression of the significance of Myth, first

in Plato s philosophy, and then in present-day thought.

Before beginning, however, to carry out the main plan of

1
Mcno, 80 A.

2
Hegel (Gescli. d. Philos. ii. 94-101) regards the dai/noviov as a

&quot;magnetic&quot;

phenomenon, physiologically explicable. C. R. Volquardsen (Das Ddmonium des

Socrates und seine Interpreten, Kiel, 1862) holds (pp. 58 and 71) that it cannot
be explained by any law of anthropology or physiology, but is a

&quot;singular&quot;

phenomenon. Zeller (Socrates and the Socratic Schools, pp. 72-79, Eng. Transl.)
concludes that it is &quot;a vague apprehension of some good or ill result following on
certain actions.&quot;

F. AY. H. Myers (Human Personality, ii. 95 ff.) cites the
5ai/m.6i&amp;gt;iov of Socrates

&quot;

as an example of wise automatism
;
of the possibility that the messages which

are conveyed to the supraliminal mind from subliminal strata of the personality
whether as sounds, as sights, or as movements may sometimes come from far

beneath the realm of dream and confusion, from some self whose monitions

convey to us a wisdom profounder than we know&quot; (p. 100). Against L. F. Lelut

(Du Demon de Socrate, 1856), who argues from the records of the daijudviov in

Xenophon and Plato that Socrates was insane, Myers contends (p. 95) that &quot;it

is now possible to give a truer explanation ; to place these old records in juxta
position with more instructive parallels ;

and to show that the messages which
Socrates received were only advanced examples of a process which, if supernormal,
is not abnormal, and which characterises that form of intelligence which we
describe as genius.&quot; Dr. H. Jackson s article on &quot;the Scu/uoviov ff^^ov of Socrates&quot;

in the Journal of Philology (vol. x. pp. 232 ff.) may also be referred to, and
Klihner s Prolegomena (v. de Socratis Saifj-ovly] to his edition of Xen. Mem.

3 See infra, p. 15 and pp. 230 ff.

4 Zeller s Plato, pp. 159-163 (Eng. Transl.), may be read in connection with
this and preceding paragraphs.
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this work, I will offer some preliminary remarks on fj,v6o\oyia,

v
or story-telling in general, in the course of which I hope to

indicate what I conceive to be the ground of Plato s methodical

employment of it in philosophy.

2. GENERAL EEMARKS ON fjLv6o\oyia, OR STORY-TELLING.

MYTH DISTINGUISHED FROM ALLEGORY

It is a profound remark that Imagination rather than

Eeason makes the primary difference between man and brute.
1

The brute lives mainly among the immediate impressions of

sense. The after-images of these impressions are evidently of

little account in his life, being feeble and evanescent.
2

But man lives a double life not only, with the brute, in

the narrow world of present sensations, but also in a wide world

of his own, where his mind is continually visited and re-visited

by crowds of vivid, though often grotesque and grotesquely

combined, images of past sense-impressions. It is in this wide

wonder-world of waking dream, which encompasses the narrow

familiar world of his present sense-impressions, that man begins
his human career. It is here that the savage and the child

begin to acquire what the brute has no such opportunity of

beginning to acquire, and never does acquire, a sense of vast

environment and of the long course of time. This waking
dream, which constitutes so great a part of man s childish

experience, probably owes much of its content to the dreams

of sleep. Some of the lower animals, as well as man, seem to

have dreams in sleep. But man, we may suppose, differs from

&quot;In the lower stages of civilisation Imagination, more than Reason, dis

tinguishes men from the animals
;
and to banish art would be to banish thought,

to banish language, to banish the expression of all truth.&quot; Jowett, Dialogues of
Plato, Introduction to the Republic, p. clxiv.

2
&quot;At the proper season these birds (swallows) seem all day long to be im

pressed with the desire to migrate ;
their habits change ; they become restless,

are noisy, and congregate in flocks. Whilst the mother -bird is feeding, or

brooding over her nestlings, the maternal instinct is probably stronger than the

migratory ; but the instinct which is the more persistent gains the victory, and
at last, at a moment when her young ones are not in sight, she takes flight and
deserts them. When arrived at the end of her long journey, and the migratory
instinct has ceased to act, what an agony of remorse the bird would feel if, from

being endowed with great mental activity, she could not prevent the image
constantly passing through her mind of her young ones perishing in the bleak
north from cold and hunger

&quot;

(Darwin, The Descent of Man, part i. chap. iv.

p. 173, ed. 1901).
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the lower animals in remembering his dreams. And he can

tell them, and improve upon them in the telling, whether they
be dreams of sleep or waking dreams indeed, he must tell

them. They are so vivid that they will out
;
he cannot keep

them to himself; and, besides, the telling of them gives what

may be called secondary expression and relief to certain

emotions and feelings, which in the case of the brute find only

primary expression in acts within the world of sense-impres

sions. In the case of man, fear, confidence, anger, love, hate,

curiosity, wonder, find not only primary expression in acts

within the world of sense-experience, but also secondary and,

as it were, dramatic expression in the adventures and doings
of the dream-world, all circumstantially told. It is impossible

to over-estimate the early debt which man owes to his love of

story-telling thus inspired and supplied with material. In

telling and listening to stories about the dream-world, man, in

short, learns to think. The dream-world of the primitive

story-teller and his audience is a large, easy world, in which

they can move about freely as they like in which they are

rid of the hard facts of the world of sense-experience, and can

practise their powers without hindrance on tractable material,

calling up images and combining them at will, as the story goes

on, and thus educating, in play, the capacity which, afterwards

applied to the explanation of the world of sense-experience,

appears as the faculty of constructive thought. The first

essays of this faculty are the so-called Aetiological Myths,
which attempt to construct a connection between the world of

sense-experience and the dream-world which take the dream
world as the context which explains the world of sense-

experience. Judged by the standard of positive science the

matter of the context supplied from the dream-world by the

mythopoeic fancy is in itself, of course, worthless
;
but the

mind is enlarged by the mere contemplation of it
;
the habit

of looking for a context in which to read the sense-given is

acquired, and matter satisfactory to science is easily received

when it afterwards presents itself. The conceptual context of

science thus gradually comes to occupy the place once filled by
the fantastical context of the dream-world. But this is not

the only respect in which the mythopoeic fancy serves the

development of man. If it prepares the way for the exercise
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of the scientific understanding, it also indicates limits within

which that exercise must be confined. This it does by

supplying an emotional context, if the phrase may be used,

alono- with the fantastical context. The visions of theo

mythopoeic fancy are received by the Self of ordinary

consciousness with a strange surmise of the existence, in

another world, of another Self which, while it reveals itself in

these visions, has a deep secret which it will not disclose. It

is good that a man should thus be made to feel in his heart

how small a part of him his head is that the Scientific

Understanding should be reminded that it is not the Eeason

the Part, that it is not the Whole Man. Herein chiefly

lies the present value of Myth (or of its equivalent, Poetry,

Music, or whatever else) for civilised man.

The stories which the primitive inhabitants of the dream

world love to tell one another are always about the wonderful

adventures and doings of people and animals.
Ai&amp;gt;0pa&amp;gt;7ro\oyia

Kal Zq)o\oyia
l

may be taken as a full description of these

stories. The adventures and doings happened
&quot; Once upon a

time
&quot;

&quot;

Long ago
&quot;

&quot;

Somewhere, not here &quot;-that is preface

enough for the most improbable story, it receives belief or make-

believe simply because it is very interesting because the animals

speak and behave like people, and everything else happens

topsy-turvy in a wonderful manner, and there is no lack of

bloodshed and indecency. If the story is not &quot;

very interesting,&quot;

i.e. not marvellous, gruesome, indecent, it does not carry belief

or make-believe, and is not interesting at all. The attitude of

make-believe, which I have mentioned, is worth the careful

attention of the psychologist. This is not the place to analyse
it.

2
I will only say that it seems to me likely that it is very

often the attitude of the primitive story-teller and his audience.

The story may be very interesting to its teller and audience

without being believed. This is as true, I take it, of a grotesque
Zulu tale as of a modern novel written with due regard to

probability or a jeu d
j

esprit like Alice in Wonderland. But if

the story is very interesting, there will always be make-believe

1 I hope that I may be pardoned for introducing two words which are not in
Liddell and Scott, but seem to be justified, in the sense in which I use them, by
Aristotle s di/0pw7ro\67os (E. N. iv. 3. 31)= &quot;fond of personal talk.&quot;

2
Coleridge, referring to Lyrical Ballads, speaks of &quot;that willing suspension

of disbelief for the moment, which constitutes poetic faith.&quot;
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at least, and often serious, deliberate make-believe. It is in

the spirit of this serious make-believe that not only the little

girl talks about her dolls, but we ourselves read our Dante, or

make pilgrimages to places associated with the events of great

fiction. The adventures of Kobinson Crusoe and the journey
of Dr. Johnson are followed with little difference in our sense

of actuality. The topography of the Inferno and that of the

Eoman Forum are approached in much the same spirit by the

interested student in each case. These instances from civilised

experience may serve to show how vague the line must be

dividing belief from make-believe in the mind of primitive man
with his turbulent feelings and vivid imagination controlled by
no uniform standard of ascertained fact.

1 His tendency is to

believe whatever he tells and is told. That he sometimes stops

short of belief at make-believe is, after all, a small matter. At

any rate, we may be sure that Nature in this case, as in all

other cases, does nothing that is superfluous ovbev TTOLGL

irepiepyov ovBe fjbdrijv rj &amp;lt;u&amp;lt;n,?. If make-believe serve Nature s

&quot;

purpose
&quot;

as well as belief, which is more difficult, she will

take care that her protege stops at make-believe. Certain

stories, we assume, have to be wonderful or horrid up to a

certain pitch, in order to give full expression and relief to

feeling and imagination at a certain stage of development ;

and the belief without which these necessary stories could not

maintain themselves at all, we further assume, will be that

which comes easiest, i.e. make-believe.

It is plain that in proportion as stories are more

extravagantly wonderful or horrid, the more likely is make-

believe to be the attitude of tellers and hearers
;
and that, where

this is the attitude, stories are likely to go on becoming more

and more extravagantly wonderful or horrid.

This is one tendency which, however, is met by another.

When a wonderful story is often told and becomes very

familiar, it comes to be believed more seriously ; and, in propor
tion as it is believed more seriously, it tends to disembarrass itself

more and more of the wilder improbabilities which pleased when
the attitude towards it was still that of make-believe. An im-

1 Professor Tylor (Primitive Culture, i. 284) describes &quot;a usual state of the

imagination among ancient and savage peoples
&quot;

as &quot;intermediate between the
conditions of a healthy prosaic modern citizen and a raving fanatic or a patient
in a fever-ward.&quot;
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promptu story full of extravagant improbability and, it may be,

of revolting indecency is told about some one. When and if that

some one afterwards comes to be regarded, it may be on the sole

authority of this story itself, as a hero or god of the race, those

who revere him become ashamed of the old story about him.

They rationalise and moralise it, either leaving out the improb
abilities and indecencies, and retaining the parts that are probable

and proper; or allegorising it,i.e. showing that the improbabilities

and indecencies are not to be regarded as historical facts, but to

be interpreted as figures of some philosophic or scientific or

religious doctrine favoured by the interpreters. Thus make-

believe accumulates material for the
&quot;

higher criticism.&quot;

Av0pco7ro\oyia real ZwoXojia
&quot; about people and animals

&quot;

is a sufficient account of what story-telling always is and

why it is interesting.

1. Sometimes the story is about adventures and doings
which happened once upon a time, and left no results to en

hance the interest which belongs to it intrinsically as a story

about people and animals. Such a story may be called
&quot;

Simply Anthropological and
Zoological.&quot;

A very large elephant came and said, &quot;Whose are those re

markably beautiful children 1
&quot; The child replied,

&quot; Unanana-
bosele s.&quot; The elephant asked a second time,

&quot; Whose are those

remarkably beautiful children 1
&quot; The child replied,

&quot; Unanana-
bosele s.&quot; The elephant said,

&quot; She built in the road on purpose,

trusting to self-confidence and superior power.&quot;
He swallowed

them both, and left the little child. The elephant then went

away.
In the afternoon the mother came and said,

&quot; Where are the

children ?
&quot; The little girl said,

&quot;

They have been taken away by
an elephant with one tusk.&quot; Unanana-bosele said, &quot;Where did

he put them ?
&quot; The little girl replied,

&quot; He ate them.&quot; Unanana-
bosele said, &quot;Are they dead ?&quot; The little girl replied, &quot;No, I

do not know.&quot;

They retired to rest. In the morning she ground much maize,
and put it into a large pot with amasi, arid set out, carrying a
knife in her hand. She came to the place where there was an

antelope ;
she said,

&quot;

Mother, mother, point out for me the elephant
which has eaten my children

;
she has one tusk.&quot; The antelope

said, &quot;You will go till you come to a place where the trees are

very high and where the stones are white.&quot; She went on.

She came to the place where was the leopard ;
she said
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&quot;

Mother, mother, point out for me the elephant which has eaten

my children.&quot; The leopard replied, &quot;You will go on and on, and

come to the place where the trees are high and where the stones

are white.&quot;

She went on, passing all animals, all saying the same. When
she was still at a great distance she saw some very high trees, and

white stones below them. She saw the elephant lying under the

trees. She went on when she came to the elephant she stood

still and said, &quot;Mother, mother, point out for me the elephant
which has eaten my children.&quot; The elephant replied,

&quot; You will

go on and on, and come to where the trees are high and where the

stones are white.&quot; The woman merely stood still, and asked again

saying,
&quot;

Mother, mother, point out for me the elephant which has

eaten my children.&quot; The elephant again told her just to pass
onward. But the woman, seeing that it was the very elephant she

was seeking, and that she was deceiving her by telling her to go
forward, said a third time, &quot;Mother, mother, point out for me the

elephant which has eaten my children.&quot;

The elephant seized her and swallowed her too. When she

reached the elephant s stomach, she saw large forests, and great

rivers, and many high lands
;
on one side there were many rocks

;

and there were many people who had built their villages there
;

and many dogs and many cattle
;

all was there inside the

elephant ;
she saw, too, her own children sitting there. She gave

them amasi, and asked them what they ate before she came. They
said,

&quot; We have eaten nothing, we merely lay down.&quot; She said,
&quot;

Why did you not roast this flesh 1
&quot;

They said,
&quot;

If we eat this

beast, will it not kill us 1
&quot; She said,

&quot; No
;

it will itself die
; you

will not die.&quot; She kindled a great fire. She cut the liver, and
roasted it and ate with her children. They cut also the flesh and
roasted and ate.

All the people which were there wondered, saying, &quot;Oh, forsooth,

are they eating, whilst we have remained without eating any
thing 1

&quot; The woman said,
&quot;

Yes, yes. The elephant can be eaten.&quot;

All the people cut and ate.

And the elephant told the other beasts, saying,
&quot; From the time

I swallowed the woman I have been ill
;
there has been a pain in

my stomach.&quot; The other animals said,
&quot;

It may be, chief, it

arises because there are now so many people in your stomach.&quot;

And it came to pass after a long time that the elephant died. The
woman divided the elephant with a knife, cutting through a rib

with an axe. A cow came out and said,
&quot;

Moo, moo, we at length
see the country.&quot;

A goat came out and said, &quot;Mey, mey, at

length we see the country.&quot; A dog came out and said,
&quot; At length

we see the country.&quot; And the people came out laughing and

saying, &quot;At length we see the
country.&quot; They made the woman
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presents ;
some gave her cattle, some goats, and some sheep.

She set out with her children, being very rich. She went home

rejoicing because she had come back with her children. On her

arrival her little girl was there
;

she rejoiced, because she was

thinking that her mother was dead. 1

2. Sometimes the story is about doings and adventures

which produced interesting results which remain, and are

explained by means of these doings and adventures as when
the shape of a hill is explained by the action of some giant or

wizard &quot; He cleft the Eildon Hills in three.&quot; This is the

Aetiological Story. It is not only interesting as a piece of

simple anthropology, every story must have that intrinsic

interest, but it satisfies what may be called the &quot;

scientific

curiosity
&quot;- the desire to know the causes of things. It sets

forth the cause.

To the class of Aetiological Stories belong those myths in

which the creation of the heavens and earth as one whole

is set forth the so-called Cosmological Myths ;
also myths

which set forth the creation of man, and the origin of his

faculties and virtues
;

also Foundation Myths describing the

origin of society and of particular nations and cities, as well

as myths describing the invention of the arts and their

instruments
;
and myths a large and important section

explaining the origin of ritual practices the so-called Cultus

Myths ;
and lastly, myths explaining topographical features

and the peculiarities of animals and plants.

The &quot;

scientific
&quot;

curiosity which inspires these Aetio

logical Stories is not idle. Curiosity, indeed, is never idle.

&quot; To know the cause
&quot;

is matter of much practical concern

to the savage as well as to the civilised man. If one knows
the cause one can control the effect. For example, to heal a

wound made by iron one must know the story of the origin of

iron. That story duly recited becomes the charm which will

heal the wound.2
Many Aetiological Myths doubtless have

their rise in the practice of magic.
Let me illustrate the Aetiological Myth by giving examples

of its principal varieties, beginning with a Cosmological Myth

1
Nursery Tales, Traditions, and Histories of the Zulus, Callaway, 1868, vol. i.

pp. 332 ff.

2 See infra, pp. 204 ff., where the Finnish Story of the Origin of Iron is given.
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the &quot;

Story of the Children of Heaven and Earth/ written

down by Sir George Grey among the Maoris. 1

From Rangi, the Heaven, and Papa, the Earth, it is said, sprang
all men and things; but sky and earth clave together, and darkness

rested upon them and the beings they had begotten, till at last

their children took counsel whether they should rend apart their

parents or slay them. Then Tane-mahuta, father of forests, said

to his five great brethren,
&quot;

It is better to rend them apart, and
let the heaven stand far above us, and the earth lie under our

feet. Let the sky become as a stranger to us, but the earth

remain close to us as our nursing mother.&quot; So Rongo-ma-tane,
god and father of the cultivated food of man, rose and strove to

separate the heaven and the earth; he struggled, but in vain; and

vain, too, were the efforts of Tangaroa, father of fish and reptiles,
and of Haumia-tikitiki, father of wild-growing food, and of Tu-

matauenga, god and father of fierce men. Then slow uprises

Tane-mahuta, god and father of forests, and wrestles with his

parents, striving to part them with his hands and arms. &quot;

Lo, he

pauses ;
his head is now firmly planted on his mother the earth,

his feet he raises up and rests against his father the skies, he
strains his back and limbs with mighty effort. Now are rent

apart Rangi and Papa, and with cries and groans of woe they
shriek aloud. . . . But Tane-mahuta pauses not

; far, far beneath
him he presses down the earth

; far, far above him he thrusts up
the

sky.&quot;
But Tawhiri-ma-tea, father of winds and storms, had

never consented that his mother should be torn from her lord, and
now there arose in his breast a fierce desire to war against his

brethren. So the Storm-god rose and followed his father to the

realms above, hurrying to the sheltered hollows of the boundless

skies, to hide and cling and nestle there. Then came forth his

progeny, the mighty winds, the fierce squalls, the clouds dense,

dark, fiery, wildly drifting, wildly bursting; and in the midst
their father rushed upon his foe. Tane-mahuta and his giant
forests stood unconscious and unsuspecting when the raging
hurricane burst on them, snapping the mighty trees across, leaving
trunks and branches rent and torn upon the ground for the insect

and the grub to prey on. Then the father of storms swooped
down to lash the waters into billows whose summits rose like

cliffs, till Tangaroa, god of ocean and father of all that dwell

therein, fled affrighted through his seas. His children, Ika-tere,
the father of fish, and Tu-te-wehiwehi, the father of reptiles,

1
1 give this myth as it is quoted from Grey s Polynesian Mythology (p. 1,

if.) by Prof. Tylor (Prim. Cult. i. 290 ff.). Mr A. Lang compares this myth,
and others like it found in India and China, with the Greek myth of the mutila
tion of Uranus by Cronus (Custom and Myth, &quot;The Myth of Cronus

&quot;).
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sought where they might escape for safety ;
the father of fish

cried, &quot;Ho, ho, let us all escape to the sea;&quot; but the father of

reptiles shouted in answer, &quot;Nay, nay, let us rather fly inland,&quot;

and so these creatures separated, for while the fish fled into the

sea, the reptiles sought safety in the forests and scrubs. But the

sea-god Tangaroa, furious that his children the reptiles should

have deserted him, has ever since waged war on his brother Tane,
who gave them shelter in his woods. Tane attacks him in

return, supplying the offspring of his brother Tu-matauenga,
father of fierce men, with canoes and spears and fish-hooks made
from his trees, and with nets woven from his fibrous plants, that

they may destroy withal the fish, the Sea-god s children
;
and

the Sea-god turns in wrath upon the Forest-god, overwhelms his

canoes with the surges of the sea, sweeps with floods his trees and

houses into the boundless ocean. Next the god of storms pushed on

to attack his brothers, the gods and progenitors of the tilled field

and the wild; but Papa, the Earth, caught them up and hid them,
and so safely were these her children concealed by their mother

that the Storm-god sought for them in vain. So he fell upon the

last of his brothers, the father of fierce men, but him he could not

even shake, though he put forth all his strength. What cared

Tu-matauenga for his brother s wrath 1 He it was who had

planned the destruction of their parents, and had shown himself

brave and fierce in war
;

his brethren had yielded before the

tremendous onset of the Storm-god and his progeny ;
the Forest-

god and his offspring had been broken and torn in pieces ;
the

Sea-god and his children had fled to the depths of the ocean or

the recesses of the shore
;

the gods of food had been in safe

hiding ;
but man still stood erect and unshaken upon the

bosom of his mother Earth, and at last the hearts of the

Heaven and the Storm became tranquil, and their passion was

assuaged.
But now Tu-matauenga, father of fierce men, took thought how

he might be avenged upon his brethren who had left him unaided

to stand against the god of storms. He twisted nooses of the

leaves of the whanake tree, and the birds and beasts, children

of Tane the Forest-god, fell before him
;
he netted nets from the

flax-plant, and dragged ashore the fish, the children of Tangaroa
the Sea-god; he found in their hiding-place underground the

children of Kongo-ma -tane, the sweet potato and all cultivated

food, and the children of Haumia-tikitiki, the fern-root and all wild-

growing food
;
he dug them up and let them wither in the sun.

Yet, though he overcame his four brothers, and they became his

food, over the fifth he could not prevail, and Tawhiri-ma-tea, the

Storm-god, still ever attacks him in tempest and hurricane, striving
to destroy him both by sea and land. It was the bursting forth
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of the Storm -god s wrath against his brethren that caused the dry
land to disappear beneath the waters : the beings of ancient days
who thus submerged the land were Terrible-rain, Long-continued-
rain, Fierce -hailstorms, and their progeny were Mist, and Heavy-
dew, and Light-dew ;

and thus but little of the dry land was left

standing above the sea. Then clear light increased in the world,
and the beings who had been hidden between Rangi and Papa before

they were parted now multiplied upon the earth. &quot;

Up to this

time the vast Heaven has still ever remained separated from his

spouse the Earth. Yet their mutual love still continues : the soft

warm sighs of her loving bosom still ever rise up to him ascending
from the woody mountains and valleys, and men call these mists

;

and the vast Heaven, as he mourns through the long nights his

separation from his beloved, drops frequent tears upon her bosom,
and men seeing these term them dewdrops.&quot;

Another important variety of the Aetiological Myth
the Cultus Myth is well illustrated by Grote in the follow

ing passage :

l

It was the practice to offer to the gods in sacrifice the bones
of the victim only, enclosed in fat how did this practice arise ?

The author of the Hesiodic Theogony has a story which explains
it.

2 Prometheus tricked Zeus into an imprudent choice, at the

period when the gods and mortal men first came to an arrangement
about privileges and duties (in Mekone). Prometheus, the tutelary

representative of man, divided a large steer into two portions ;

on the one side he placed the flesh and guts, folded up in the

omentum and covered over with the skin
;
on the other he put the

bones enveloped in fat. He then invited Zeus to determine which
of the two portions the gods would prefer to receive from mankind.
Zeus &quot; with both hands &quot;

decided for and took the white fat, but
was highly incensed on finding that he had got nothing at the bottom

except the bones. Nevertheless the choice of the gods was now

irrevocably made
; they were not entitled to any portion of the

sacrificed animal beyond the bones and the white fat
;
and the

standing practice is thus plausibly explained. I select this as

one amongst a thousand instances to illustrate the genesis of

legend out of religious practices. In the belief of the people, the

event narrated in the legend was the real producing cause of the

practice ;
but when we come to apply a sound criticism, we are

compelled to treat the event as existing only in its narrative

legend, and the legend itself as having been, in the greater number

1 Grote s History of Greece, part i. chap. i.

a
Hesiod, Theog. 550-557.
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of cases, engendered by the practice, thus reversing the supposed
order of production.

1

Let me complete my illustration of the Aetiological Myth
by giving the pretty Japanese story which accounts for the

physiological effect produced by tea :

It is Daruna whom legend credits with the origin of tea.

Before he went off into his present trance he made another effort

at permanent contemplation, and had failed through falling asleep
at the end of the ninth year. When he awoke he was so vexed

at his eyelids for their drooping that he cut them off. No sooner

had they fallen to the ground than, lo ! they took root, sprouted,
and sent forth leaves. As the old monk looked in wonder, a disciple

of Buddha appeared and told him to brew the leaves of the new
shrub and then drink thereof. Daruna plucked the leaves, which

now all the world knows as tea, did as the vision commanded him
to do, and has not slept a minute since. 2

3. From the Simply Anthropological Story and from the

Aetiological Story it is convenient to distinguish a third kind

of story, the Escha_toJgicjjUi_StoryJ, Here the teller and his

audience are not concerned with the adventures and doings of

people once upon a time, long ago, but with adventures and

doings which they themselves must take part in after death,

like all who have gone before them. It is not to mere_Jpye
of

&quot;

personal talk
&quot;

or to mere &quot;

scientific curiosity
&quot;

that the

Eschatological Story... appeals, but to man s wonder, and fear,

and hope with regard to death. This seems to make a great

difference, and to justify us in putting the Eschatological

Myths in a class by themselves. Where men fear and hope,

they tend to believe strongly ;
and if ritual practice is associ

ated with their fear and hope, more strongly. Hence we find

that Eschatological Myths as a class have more actuality.,

more consistency and sobriety, and more dignity, than other

1 The reader who wishes to pursue the subject of the Cultus Myth may consult
Miss Harrison s Mythology and Monuments of Ancient Athens^ pp. xxvi. If., where
he will find a very interesting treatment of the story of the birth of Erichthonios
&quot;as an instance of aetiological myth-making of a special kind, of a legend that
has arisen out of a ritual practice, the original meaning of which had become
obscured&quot;; also Robertson Smith s Religion of the Semites, pp. 20 ff., where the
rule is laid down that &quot;

in the study of ancient religions we must begin, not with

Myth but with ritual and traditional usage
&quot;

; cf. p. 16 &quot;The antique religions
had for the most part no creed

; they consisted entirely of institutions and

practices.&quot;
2 The Heart of Japan, by C. L. Brownell (1902), p. 197.
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mythSjjin proportion as the belief given is, for these reasons,

stronger. If make-believe is enough for other myths, Eschato-

logical Myths demand genuine belief, and easily get it from

primitive man. It is in no spirit of make-believe that he

performs the rites for the departed, which he knows will be

performed one day for himself, when he shall have gone to the

other world of which the stories tell.

It is not always easy to assign a story to its class. The

cause of something that attracts notice may be found in some

thing done by somebody in the course of adventures which

have already been recounted as being in themselves interest

ing. A story which started as
&quot;

Simply Anthropological,&quot;

being told from pure love of avOpcoTroXoyia, may be annexed

by the scientific imagination and become Aetiological. And,

again, a story which started as Aetiological may easily forget

its original scientific inspiration and become a piece of simple

dvOpcoTToXoyia. Lastly, the interest of Eschatology of talk

about man s latter end is so peculiar and engrossing that it

tends to compel into its service Simply Anthropological and

Aetiological Stories already in existence. The Phaedrus Myth
may be mentioned as showing this tendency at work.

We have seen that in form every story of the dream

world, to whichever of the three classes it belongs, is anthropo

logical and zoological ;
that it is about the adventures and

doings of people and animals men and men-like beasts and

gods ;
and that it is intrinsically interesting as a story, and

receives belief, or, at any rate, make-believe. We_.must now
add that it has no moral i.e. the teller and his hearers do not

think of anything but the story itself. This is the criterion

of Myth as distinguished from Allegory or &quot;&quot;Parable : Myth
has no moral or other meaning in the minds of those who
make it, and of those for whom it is made. It isjLjater age
which reads other meaning into it, when the improbability
and indecency of stories told by savage men provoke the

rationalising work of those who are unwilling to give up the

stories entirely, but cannot receive them as they stand. The
stories which seem to need this work most, and on which it is

most effectually done, are apt to perish under the treatment

which they receive. Becoming transparent allegories or ful

filled prophecies, they cease to be interesting, and are soon
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forgotten. But there stand out among the myths of the world

some which rationalism has not been able to destroy or even

impair. These, we may be sure, were the creations, not of

ordinary story-tellers, but of
&quot; divine poets

&quot;

and &quot;

inspired

prophets
&quot;

of genius, using, indeed, material supplied by

ordinary story-tellers, but transforming it in the use.
1 Such

myths chiefly Eschatological Myths, created and originally

received in the spirit of genuine belief, not of make-believe

yield precious fruit to interpretation. But the interpretation

of a masterpiece of imagination, to be fruitful, must be
&quot;

psychological.&quot;
The revival, in any shape, must be eschewed

of that now formally discredited method which treated a

masterpiece of creative imagination as an allegory by which

the accepted dogma of the day might be supported, or as a

prediction to be fulfilled, if not already fulfilled, in some

particular event of history. Fruitful interpretation of a

masterpiece of creative imagination will consist in showing
the mind of its maker, and in so placing his creation before

our own minds by means of some accompaniment or rendering
some parallel corroborative appeal to imagination and feeling

that it does for us in our age what it did for him in his

age, making us pause in the midst of our workaday life, as

he paused in the midst of his, filled

With admiration and deep muse, to hear

Of things so high and strange.

The allegorical interpretation of old myths (which were

made, it is hardly necessary to say, without thought of the

doctrine got out of them by the interpretation) doubtless sug

gested the deliberate making of allegorical tales and parables.

When their makers are men of genius, these tales are often

myths as well as allegories and parables. Such are Plato s

Cave and Bunyan s Pilgrims Progress, which I shall consider

later with reference to this point.
2

Aesop s Fables, again, though retaining much of the

1 &quot; We must not be astonished if \ve come across myths which surprise us by
their ingenious direction, or even by their profound philosophy. This is often

the character of spontaneous products of the human mind. . . . The human
mind, when it works thus spontaneously, is a philosopher just as the bee is a

mathematician.&quot; Reville, Prolegomtnes de VHistoire des Religions, Eng. Transl.

by Squire, p. 112.
2 See infra, &quot;Excursus on Allegory,&quot; pp. 230 ff.
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&quot;anthropological and zoological&quot; interest which belongs to

the African Beast-tale on which they were modelled, were

doubtless, for the most part, deliberately composed for the

sake of their morals or applications.

As the Beast-tale is rewritten &quot; with a purpose
&quot;

in Aesop s

Fables, so in the moral zoology of Physiologus even &quot; The

Natural History of Animals
&quot;

is rewritten and turned into

allegory.
1 The following, about the Lion, based on Physiologus,

occurs in a British Museum Bestiary (Codd. Eeg. 2 C. xii.)

quoted by Mann in his instructive work, der Bestiaire Divin

des Guillaume le Clerc (p. 37):
&quot; De natura leonis, bestiarum sen animalium regis. Etenim

Jacob benedicens filiurn suum Judam ait (Gen. 49. 9) :

Catulus leonis Judas films meus, quis suscitabit eum ?

Fisiologus dicit tres naturales habere leonem.
&quot; Prima : ambulat in montibus, et si contigerit, ut queratur

a venatoribus, venit odor venatoris et de cauda sua post tergurn

cooperit vestigia sua quocumque ierit, ut secutus venator per

vestigia eius non inveniat cubile ejus, et capiat eum. Sic et

Salvator Noster spiritualis leo de tribu Juda, radix Jesse,

films David (Apoc. 5. 5), missus a superno patre, cooperuit

intelligentibus vestigia deitatis sue. Et hoc est : factus est

cum angelis angelus, cum archangelis archangelus, cum
thronis thronus, cum potestatibus potestas, donee descendit in

uterum virginis, ut salvaret hoc quod erraverat humanum

genus. Ex hoc ignorantes eum ascendentem ad patrem hi

qui sursum erant angeli, dicebant ad eos qui cum Domino
ascendebant (Ps. 24. 8 f.): Quis est iste rex glorie ?

Eesponderunt illi : Dominus virtutum ipse est rex glorie/

1
Physiologus, 6 0imoX6yos, is a work, in its original Greek form, compiled at

Alexandria towards the end of the second century, consisting of chapters, in

each of which an animal, real or fabulous, (or a precious stone) is first described
in the manner of natural history (or rather, as z/ in that manner), and then pre
sented as a type of Christian doctrine and life. After being translated into

Latin, Physiologus spread over the whole West, and versions of it were made
everywhere in the vulgar tongues in Anglo-Saxon, Old English, Old High
German, Flemish, Icelandic, Provencal, Old French, and Italian. In the East,

too, it appeared in Syrian, Armenian, Arabic, Ethiopic, and Slavonic versions.

After the Bible it was probably the most popular book throughout the Middle

Age. Examples of it the so-called Bestiaries are to be found in all the
libraries of Europe. See der Bestiaire Divin des Guillaume le Clerc (Franzbsische

Studien, 1888), by Max Friedr. Mann, pp. 17 ff.; Pitra, Spicilegium Solesmetise,

1855, t. iii. pp. xlvii. ff.
; Cams, Gesch. d. Zoologie, pp. 108 ff.

;
and article,

Physiologus, by Prof. J. P. N. Land, in Envycl. Brit.
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&quot;

(Secunda natura.) Cum dormierit, oculi eius vigilant,

aperti enim sunt, sicut in Canticis Canticorum testatur spon-
sus dicens (5. 2) : Ego dormio et cor meum vigilat.

Etenim corporaliter Dominus meus obdormiens in cruce et

sepultus, deitas eius vigilabat. Ecce non dormiet qui
custodit Israel (Ps. 121. 4).

&quot;

(Tercia natura.) Cum leena parit catulum, generat euro,

mortuum et custodit eum mortuum tribus diebus, donee

veriiens pater eius die tercio insufflet jn faciem ejus et vivi-

ficet eum. Sic omnipotens pater Dominum Nostrum Jesum
Christum filiurn suum tercia die suscitavit a mortuis, dicente

Jacob (4 Mos. 24. 9): Dormitabit tanquam leo, et sicut

catulus leonis. Quis suscitabit eum ?

In Pliysiologus
&quot; The Natural History of Animals

&quot;

has

a double character : it is not only a narrative of
&quot;

facts/ but,

at the same time, a divinely appointed, as it were dramatic,

representation of doctrine for the benefit of man.

Similarly,
&quot; Old Testament History

&quot;

is regarded by Philo

and his school as at once a chronicle of actual events, and a

great allegorical representation of doctrine in which events

are figures or symbols of philosophic truths and that, in the

intention of God, not merely in the mind of the interpreter.

I shall have occasion to return to this strange school of

allegory ;
meanwhile the purpose of this introductory refer

ence to the subject will be sufficiently served if I quote in

passing, without comment, a classical passage in which one

of the great masters of Myth distinguishes between the literal

and the allegorical or mystical truth of events recorded in

history.

In the letter to Kan Grande,
1 which is really a preface to

the Commedia, Dante writes as follows, 7, 8 :

&quot;Ad evidentiam itaque dicendorum, sciendum est quod
istius operis [the Commedia] non est simplex sensus, immo
dici potest polysemum, hoc est plurium sensuum

;
nam alius

sensus est qui habetur per literam, alius est qui habetur per

significata per literam. Et primus dicitur literalis, secundus

vero allegoricus, sive mysticus. Qui modus tractandi, ut

1 Dean Church (Dante and other Essays, p. 103, ed. 1897) refers to this letter

as one &quot;which, if in its present form of doubtful authenticity, without any
question represents Dante s sentiments, and the substance of which is incor

porated in one of the earliest writings on the poem, Boccaccio s commentary.&quot;
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melius pateat, potest considerari in his versibus : In exitu

Israel de Aegypto, domus Jacob de populo barbaro, facta est

Judaea sanctificatio ems, Israel potestas eius. Nam si literam

solam inspiciamus, significatur nobis exitus filiorum Israel de

Aegypto, tempore Moysis ;
si allegoriam, nobis significatur

nostra redemptio facta per Christum; si moralem sensum,

significatur nobis conversio animae de luctu et miseria peccati

ad statum gratiae ;
si anagogicum, significatur exitus animae

sanctae ab huius corruptionis servitute ad aeternae Gloriae

libertatem. Et quamquam isti sensus mystici variis appel-

lentur nominibus, generaliter omnes dici possunt allegoric!,

quuin sint a literal! sive historiali diversi. . . . His visis,

manifestum est quod duplex oportet esse subjectum, circa quod
currant alterni sensus. Et ideo videndum est de subjecto

huius operis, prout ad literam accipitur ;
deinde de subjecto,

prout allegorice sententiatur. Est ergo subjectum totius

operis, literaliter tantum accept!, status animarum post

mortem simpliciter sumptus. Nam de illo et circa ilium

totius operis versatur processus. Si vero accipiatur opus

allegorice, subjectum est homo, prout merendo et demerendo

per arbitrii libertatem Justitiae praemianti aut punienti
obnoxius est.&quot;

]

In the Convivio (ii.
1 and 13) the four &quot;senses&quot; are dis

tinguished exactly as in the Letter. Of the moral and

anagogic senses he says (ii. 1, p. 252, 1. 42, Oxf. ed.) : &quot;The

third sense is called moral
;

it is that which readers ought

attentively to note, as they go through writings, for their

own profit and that of their disciples ;
as it may be noted in

the Gospel, when Christ went up into the Mount to be

1 Gebhart (L ltalie Mystique, pp. 318 ff.), referring to this Letter, remarks
that the literal interpretation of the Divina Commedia represents the traditional

belief of the mediaeval church, the other interpretations represent Dante s own
personal religion. M. Gebhart s analysis of Dante s &quot;personal religion&quot; is very
instructive :

&quot; Le dernier mot de sa croyance, cette religion du coeur qu il a

nominee dans le Convito, est au vingt-quatrieme chant du Paradis, et c est a

Saint- Pierre lui-meme qu il en fait la confession. II est reveuu au symbole tres

simple de Saint -Paul, la foi, 1 esperance et 1 amour
; pour lui comme pour

1 apotre, la foi elle-meme n est, au fond, que 1 esperance, fides sperandarum
substantia rerum. . . . Pour lui, le peche supreme, celui qu il punit d un

mepris ecrasant, ce n est ni 1 heresie, ni 1 incredulite, qu il a montrees, par le

dedain meme et la figure altiere des damnes, superieures a 1 enfer
;

c est la viltd,

le renoncement timide au devoir actif, au devouement, a la vie, la lachete du

pape Cc-lestin,
Che fece per viltate il gran rifiuto.&quot;
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transfigured, that of the twelve apostles he took with him the

three
;
wherein morally we may understand, that in matters

of the greatest secrecy we ought to have few companions.
&quot; The fourth sense is called analogic, that is, above sense

;

and this is when a writing is expounded spiritually which,

even in its literal sense, by the matters signified, sets forth

the high things of glory everlasting : as may be seen in that

Song of the Prophet w^hich says that in the coming out of the

people of Israel from Egypt, Judah was made holy and free.

Which, although it is plainly true according to the letter, is

not less true as understood spiritually : that is, the Soul, in

coming out from sin, is made holy and free.&quot;

The rest of the chapter (Conv. ii. 1) dwells on the point,

which Dante evidently considers of great importance, that the

literal sense must always be understood before we go on to

seek out the other senses. The reversal of this order is, indeed,

impossible, for the other senses are contained in the literal

sense, which is their envelope ;
and besides, the literal sense

is
&quot;

better known to us,&quot; as the Philosopher says in the First

Book of the Physics ;
and not to begin with it would be

irrational contrary to the natural order.

3. PLATO S MYTHS DISTINGUISHED FROM ALLEGORIES. To

WHAT EXPERIENCE, OR &quot; PART OF THE SOUL,&quot; DOES THE

PLATONIC MYTH APPEAL ?

Plato, we know from the Republic
l and Phaedrus?

deprecated the allegorical interpretation of Myths, and his own

Myths, we assume, are not to be taken as allegories ;
but

rather as representing, in the action of the Platonic Drama,
natural products of that dream-world consciousness which

encompasses the field of ordinary wide-awake consciousness in

educated minds as well as in the minds of children and

primitive men.

In appealing to the dream-world consciousness of his

readers by a brilliant literary representation of its natural

products those stories which primitive men cannot leave un-

1
Rep. 378 D.

2
Phaedrus, 229 B-E, and see infra, pp. 231 ff.
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told, and philosophers love to hear well told
l

Plato appeals
to an experience which is more solid than one might infer

from the mere content of the /j,v&o\oyla in which it finds expres
sion. He appeals to that major part of man s nature which is

not articulate and logical, but feels, and wills, and acts to that

part which cannot explain what a thing is, or how it happens,
but feels that the thing is good or bad, and expresses itself,

not scientifically in &quot;

existential
&quot;

or
&quot;

theoretic judgments,&quot;

but practically in &quot;value-judgments&quot; or rather &quot;value-feelings.&quot;

Man was, with the brute, practical, and had struck the roots

of his being deep into the world of reality, ages before he

began to be scientific, and to think about the &quot; values
&quot;

which

he felt. And long before he began to think about the &quot;values&quot;

which he felt, feeling had taken into its service his imagination
with its whole apparatus of phantasms waking dreams and

sleep-dreams and made them its exponents. In appealing,

through the recital of dreams, to that major part of us which

feels
&quot;

values,&quot; which wills and acts, Plato indeed goes down
to the bedrock of human nature. At that depth man is more
at one with Universal Nature more in her secret, as it were i/

than he is at the level of his
&quot;

higher
&quot;

faculties, where he

lives in a conceptual world of his own making which he is

always endeavouring to
&quot;

think.&quot; And after all, however high
he may rise as

&quot;

thinker,&quot; it is only of
&quot; values

&quot;

that he

genuinely thinks
;
and the ground of all

&quot;

values
&quot;

the Value,

of Life itself was apprehended before the dawn of thinking,
and is still apprehended independently of thinking. It is

good, Plato will have us believe, to appeal sometimes from the

world of the senses and scientific understanding, which is
&quot;

too

much with us,&quot; to this deep-lying part of human nature, as to

an oracle. The responses of the oracle are not given in

articulate language which the scientific understanding can

interpret ; they come as dreams, and must be received as

dreams, without thought of doctrinal interpretation. Their

ultimate meaning is the &quot;

feeling
&quot;

which fills us in beholding
them

;
and when we wake from them, we see our daily concerns

and all things temporal with purged eyes.

This effect which Plato produces by the Myth in the

Dialogue is, it is hardly necessary to say, produced, in various

1 6 0iX6/Au0&amp;lt;w 0iA6&amp;lt;7o06r TTWS ecmj&amp;gt;. Arist. Met. A 2, 982 b 18.
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degrees, by Nature herself, without the aid of literary or other

art. The sense of
&quot;

might, majesty and dominion
&quot;

which

comes over us as we look into the depths of the starry sky,
1

the sense of our own short time passing, passing, with which

we see the lilacs bloom again these, and many like them, are

natural experiences which closely resemble the effect produced
in the reader s mind by Plato s art. When these natural

moods are experienced, we feel
&quot; That which was, and is, and

ever shall be
&quot;

overshadowing us
;
and familiar things the

stars, and the lilac bloom become suddenly strange and

wonderful, for our eyes are opened to see that they declare its

presence. It is such moods of feeling in his cultivated reader

that Plato induces, satisfies, and regulates, by Myths which set

forth God, Soul, and Cosmos, in vision.

The essential charm of these Myths is that of Poetry

generally, whether the theme of a poem be expressly eschato-

logical and religious, like that of the Divina Commedia, or of

some other kind, for example, like that of the Fairy Queene,

or like that of a love song. The essential charm of all

Poetry, for the sake of which in the last resort it exists, lies

in its power of inducing, satisfying, and regulating what may
be called Transcendental Feeling, especially that form of

Transcendental Feeling which manifests itself as solemn sense

of Timeless Being of
&quot; That which was, and is, and ever shall

be,&quot; overshadowing us with its presence. Where this power
is absent from a piece be it an epic, or a lyric, or a play, or

a poem of observation and reflection there is no Poetry ; only,

at best, readable verse, an exhibition of wit and worldly

wisdom, of interesting
&quot;

anthropology,&quot; of pleasing sound, all

either helpful or necessary, in their several places, for the

production of the milieu in which poetic effect is felt, but

none of them forming part of that effect itself. Sometimes

the power of calling up Transcendental Feeling seems to be

exercised at no point or points which can be definitely indicated

in the course of a poem ;
this is notably the case where the

form of the poem is dramatic, i.e. where all turns on our

grasping
&quot; one complete action.&quot; Sometimes &quot; a lonely word

&quot;

1
Coleridge says (Anima Poetac, from unpublished note-books of S. T. Coleridge,

edited by E. H. Coleridge, 1895
; p. 125),

&quot;

Deep sky is, of all visual impressions,
the nearest akin to a feeling. It is more a feeling than a sight, or rather, it is

the melting away and entire union of feeling and sight !

&quot;
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makes the great difference. At any rate, elaborate dream-

consciousness apparatus, such as we find employed in the

Platonic Myths, in the Divina Commedia, and in poems like

Endymion and Hyperion, is not essential to the full exercise

of the power of Poetry. Some common scene is simply

pictured for the mind s eye ;
some place haunted by memories

and emotions is pictured for the heart
;
a face declaring some

mood is framed in circumstances which match it and its mood
;

some fantasia of sound or colour fills eye or ear
;
some sudden

stroke of personification amazes us
;
there is perhaps nothing

more than the turn of a phrase or the use of a word or the

falling of a cadence and straightway all is done that the

most elaborate and sustained employment of mythological

apparatus could do we are away in the dream-world
;
and

when we presently return, we are haunted by the feeling that

we have &quot;seen the mysteries &quot;-by that Transcendental Feeling
which Dante finds language to express in the twenty-fifth

sonnet of the Vita Nuova,
1 and in the last canto of the

Paradiso :

abbondante grazia, ond io presunsi
Ficcar lo viso per la luce eterna

Tanto, che la veduta vi consunsi !

Nel suo profondo vidi che s interim,

Legato con amore in un volume,
Cio che per 1 universe si squaderna ;

Sustanzia ed accidenti e lor costume,

Quasi conflati insieme per tal modo,
Che cio ch io dico e un semplice lume.

La forma universal di questo nodo

Credo ch io vidi, perche piii di largo,

Dicendo questo, mi sento ch
3

io godo.
Un punto solo in e maggior letargo,

Che venticinque secoli alia impresa,
Che fe Nettuno ammirar 1 ombra d Argo.

2

Let me give some examples from the Poets of their

employment of the means which I have just now mentioned.

A common scene is simply pictured for the mind s eye :

Sole listener, Duddon ! to the breeze that played
With thy clear voice, I caught the fitful sound

See infra, p. 38, where this sonnet is quoted.
2
Paradiso, xxxiii. 82-9.
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Wafted o er sullen moss and craggy mound
Unfruitful solitudes, that seem d to upbraid
The sun in heaven ! but now, to form a shade

For thee, green alders have together wound
Their foliage ;

ashes flung their arms around
;

And birch-trees risen in silver colonnade.

And thou hast also tempted here to rise,

Mid sheltering pines, this cottage rude and grey ;

Whose ruddy children, by the mother s eyes

Carelessly watched, sport through the summer day,

Thy pleased associates : light as endless May
On infant bosoms lonely Nature lies.

Sometimes, again, the scene is pictured for the heart rather

than for the eye we look upon a place haunted, for the Poet,

and after him for ourselves, by memories and emotions :

Eow us out from Desenzano, to your Sirmione row !

So they row d, and,there we landed &quot; venusta Sirmio !

&quot;

There to me thro all the groves of olive in the summer glow,
There beneath the Eoman ruin where the purple flowers grow,
Came that &quot; Ave atque Vale &quot;

of the Poet s hopeless woe,
Tenderest of Koman poets nineteen hundred years ago,

&quot;Frater Ave atque Vale &quot;

as we wander d to and fro

Gazing at the Lydian laughter of the Garda Lake below

Sweet Catullus s all-but-island, olive-silvery Sirmio !

Again, it is a face that we see declaring some mood, and

framed in circumstances which match it and its mood :

At eve a dry cicala sung,
There came a sound as of the sea

;

Backward the lattice-blind she flung,

And lean d upon the balcony.
There all in spaces rosy-bright

Large Hesper glitter d on her tears,

And deepening thro the silent spheres
Heaven over Heaven, rose the night.

Again, some fantasia of sound or light fills ear or eye,

of sound, like this :

Sometimes a-dropping from the sky
I heard the skylark sing ;

Sometimes all little birds that are,

How they seemed to fill the sea and air

With their sweet jargoning !
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And now twas like all instruments,

Now like a lonely flute ;

And now it is an angel s song,

That makes the heavens be mute.

Or like this :

The silver sounding instruments did meet

With the base murmur of the Water s fall :

The Water s fall with difference discrete,

Now soft, now loud, unto the Wind did call :

The gentle warbling Wind low answered to all.

Of sound and light together, like this :

A sunny shaft did I behold,
From sky to earth it slanted :

And poised therein a bird so bold

Sweet bird, thou wert enchanted !

He sank, he rose, he twinkled, he trolled

Within that shaft of sunny mist
;

His eyes of fire, his beak of gold,

All else of amethyst !

And thus he sang:
&quot; Adieu ! adieu !

Love s dreams prove seldom true.

The blossoms, they make no delay :

The sparkling dewdrops will not stay.

Sweet month of May,
We must away ;

Far, far away !

To-day! to-day!&quot;

Again, it is some stroke of personification that Jills us with,

amazement where we thought that Nature was most solitary,

see ! some one is present !

The nightingale, up-perched high,
And cloister d among cool and bunched leaves

She sings but to her love, nor e er conceives

How tiptoe Night holds back her dark-grey hood.

Or, it may be, the presence is that of Great Nature herself

and she feels what we feel, and knows what we know :

fair is Love s first hope to gentle mind !

As Eve s first star thro fleecy cloudlet peeping ;

And sweeter than the gentle south-west wind,
O er willowy meads and shadowed waters creeping,

And Ceres golden fields
;

the sultry hind

Meets it with brow uplift, and stays his reaping.
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Lastly, it is perhaps but the turn of a phrase or the fall of
a cadence that touches the heart :

I heard a linnet courting
His lady in the spring ;

His mates were idly sporting,
Nor stayed to hear him sing

His song of love :

I fear my speech distorting
His tender love.

So much by way of illustrating poetic effect produced, as

only the inspired poet knows how to produce it, by very

simple means. I venture to ask the student of Plato to

believe with me that the effect produced, in the passages just

quoted, by these simple means, does not differ in kind from

that produced by the use of elaborate apparatus in the Myths
with which this work is concerned. The effect is always the

induction of the dream-consciousness, with its atmosphere of

solemn feeling spreading out into the waking consciousness

which follows.

It will be well, however, not to confine ourselves to the

examples given, but to quote some other examples from

Poetry, in which this effect is produced in a way more closely

parallel to that in which it is produced in the Platonic Myths.
I will therefore ask the reader to submit himself to an experi

ment : first, to take the three following passages all

relating to Death and carefully reading and re-reading them,

allow the effect of them to grow upon him
;
and then, turning

to Plato s Eschatological Myths in the Phaedo, Gorgias, and

Republic, and reading them in the same way, to ask himself

whether or no he has had a foretaste of their effect in the

effect produced by these other pieces. I venture to think

that the more we habituate ourselves to the influence of the

Poets the better are we likely to receive the message of the

Prophets.
Deh peregrini,

1 che pensosi andate

Forse di cosa che non v e presente,
Venite voi di si lontana gente,
Come alia vista voi ne dimostrate ?

Che non piangete, quando voi passate

1 La Vita Nuova, 41, Sonetto 24.
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Per lo suo mezzo la citta dolente,

Come quelle persone, clie neente

Par clie intendesser la sua gravitate.

Se voi restate, per volerla udire,

Certo lo core ne sospir mi dice,

Che lagrimando n uscirete pui.

Ella ha perduta la sua Beatrice
;

E le parole, ch uom di lei puo dire,

Hanno virtu di far piangere altrui.

To that high Capital,
1 where Kingly Death

Keeps his pale court in beauty and decay,
He came : and bought, with price of purest breath,

A grave among the eternal. Come away !

Haste, while the vault of blue Italian day
Is yet his fitting charnel-roof ! while still

He lies, as if in dewy sleep he lay ;

Awake him not ! surely he takes his fill

Of deep and liquid rest, forgetful of all ill.

He will awake no more oh, never more !

Within the twilight chamber spreads apace
The shadow of white Death, and at the door

Invisible Corruption waits to trace

His extreme way to her dim dwelling-place ;

The eternal Hunger sits, but pity and awe
Soothe her pale rage, nor dares she to deface

So fair a prey, till darkness and the law

Of change shall o er his sleep the mortal curtain draw.

Oh, weep for Adonais ! The quick Dreams,
The passion-winged Ministers of thought,
Who were his flocks, whom near the living streams

Of his young spirit he fed, and whom he taught
The love which was its music, wander not,

Wander no more from kindling brain to brain,

But droop there, whence they sprung ;
and mourn their lot

Round the cold heart, where, after their sweet pain,

They ne er will gather strength, nor find a home again.

And one with trembling hand clasps his cold head,
And fans him with her moonlight wings, and cries :

&quot; Our love, our hope, our sorrow, is not dead
;

See, on the silken fringe of his faint eyes,

Like dew upon a sleeping flower, there lies

A tear some Dream has loosened from his brain.&quot;

Shelley, Adonais.
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Lost Angel of a ruined Paradise !

She knew not twas her own
;
as with no stain

She faded, like a cloud which had outwept its rain.

One from a lucid urn of starry dew
Washed his light limbs, as if embalming them

;

Another dipt her profuse locks, and threw

The wreath upon him, like an anadem,
Which frozen tears instead of pearls begem ;

Another in her wilful grief would break

Her bow and winged reeds, as if to stem

A greater loss with one which was more weak
;

And dull the barbed fire against his frozen cheek.

Another Splendour on his mouth alit,

That mouth whence it was wont to draw the breath

Which gave it strength to pierce the guarded wit,

And pass into the panting heart beneath

With lightning and with music : the damp death

Quenched its caress upon his icy lips ;

And, as a dying meteor stains a wreath

Of moonlight vapour, which the cold night clips,

It flushed through his pale limbs, and passed to its eclipse.

And others came, Desires and Adorations,

Winged Persuasions, and veiled Destinies,

Splendours, and Glooms, and glimmering Incarnations

Of hopes and fears, and twilight Phantasies
;

And Sorrow, writh her family of Sighs,
And Pleasure, blind with tears, led by the gleam
Of her own dying smile instead of eyes,

Came in slow pomp ;
the moving pomp might seem

Like pageantry of mist on an autumnal stream.

All he had loved and moulded into thought
From shape, and hue, and odour, and sweet sound,
Lamented Adonais. Morning sought
Her eastern watch-tower, and her hair unbound,
Wet with the tears which should adorn the ground,
Dimmed the aerial eyes that kindle day ;

Afar the melancholy thunder moaned,
Pale Ocean in unquiet slumber lay,

And the wild winds flew around, sobbing in their dismay.

Lost Echo sits amid the voiceless mountains,
And feeds her grief with his remembered lay,

And will no more reply to winds or fountains,

Or amorous birds perched on the young green spray,

Or herdsman s horn, or bell at closing day ;

Since she can mimic not his lips, more dear
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Than those for whose disdain she pined away
Into a shadow of all sounds : a drear

Murmur, between their songs, is all the woodmen hear.

Alas ! that all we loved of him should be,

But for our grief, as if it had not been,
And grief itself be mortal ! Woe is me !

Whence are we, and why are we ? of what scene

The actors or spectators ? Great and mean
Meet massed in death, who lends what life must borrow.

As long as skies are blue, and fields are green,

Evening must usher night, night urge the morrow,
Month follow month with woe, and year wake year to sorrow.

Peace, peace ! he is not dead, he doth not sleep
He hath awakened from the dream of life

Tis we, who, lost in stormy visions, keep
With phantoms an unprofitable strife,

And in mad trance strike with our spirit s knife

Invulnerable nothings We decay
Like corpses in a charnel

;
fear and grief

Convulse us and consume us day by day,
And cold hopes swarm like worms within our living clay.

He has outsoared the shadow of our night ;

Envy and calumny, and hate and pain,
And that unrest which men miscall delight,

Can touch him not and torture not again ;

From the contagion of the world s slow stain

He is secure, and now can never mourn
A heart grown cold, a head grown grey in vain

;

Nor, when the spirit s self has ceased to burn,
With sparkless ashes load an unlamented urn.

He is made one witli Nature : there is heard

His voice in all her music, from the moan
Of thunder to the song of night s sweet bird

;

He is a presence to be felt and known
In darkness and in light, from herb and stone,

Spreading itself where er that Power may move
Which has withdrawn his being to its own

;

Which wields the world with never-wearied love,

Sustains it from beneath, and kindles it above.
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He is a portion of the loveliness

Which once he made more lovely : he doth bear

His part, while the one Spirit s plastic stress

Sweeps through the dull dense world, compelling there

All new successions to the forms they wear
;

Torturing the unwilling dross that checks its flight

To its own likeness, as each mass may bear
;

And bursting in its beauty and its might
From trees and beasts and men into the Heaven s light.

The splendours of the firmament of time

May be eclipsed, but are extinguished not
;

Like stars to their appointed height they climb,

And death is a low mist which cannot blot

The brightness it may veil. When lofty thought
Lifts a young heart above its mortal lair,

And love and life contend in it, for what

Shall be its earthly doom, the dead live there,

And move like winds of light on dark and stormy air.

The inheritors of unfulfilled renown

Rose from their thrones, built beyond mortal thought,
Far in the Uiiapparent. Chatterton

Rose pale, his solemn agony had not

Yet faded from him
; Sidney, as he fought,

And as he fell, and as he lived and loved,

Sublimely mild, a Spirit without spot,

Arose
;
and Lucan, by his death approved :

Oblivion, as they rose, shrank like a thing reproved.

And many more, whose names on Earth are dark,

But whose transmitted effluence cannot die

So long as fire outlives the parent spark,

Rose, robed in dazzling immortality.
&quot; Thou art become as one of

us,&quot; they cry ;

&quot; It was for thee yon kingless sphere has long

Swung blind in unascended majesty,
Silent alone amid a Heaven of Song.

Assume thy winged throne, thou Vesper of our throng !

&quot;

When lilacs last in the dooryard bloom d,
1

And the great star early droop d in the western sky in the night,

I mourn d, and yet shall mourn with ever-returning spring.

Ever-returning spring, trinity sure to me you bring,

Lilac blooming perennial, and drooping star in the west,

And thought of him I love.

1 Walt Whitman, Leaves of Grass (Memories of President Lincoln).
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From this bush in the dooryard,
With delicate-colour d blossoms and heart-shaped leaves of rich green,
A sprig with its flower I break.

In the swamp in secluded recesses,

A shy and hidden bird is warbling a song

Song of the bleeding throat,

Death s outlet song of life.

Over the breast of the spring, the land, amid cities,

Amid lanes and through old woods, where lately the violets peep d from
the ground, spotting the grey debris,

Amid the grass in the fields each side of the lanes, passing the endless

grass,

Passing the yellow-spear d wheat, every grain from its shroud in the

dark-brown fields uprisen,

Passing the apple-tree blows of white and pink in the orchards,

Carrying a corpse to where it shall rest in the grave,

Night and day journeys a coffin.

Coffin that passes through lanes and streets,

Through day and night with the great cloud darkening the land,

With the pomp of the inloop d flags, with the cities drap d in black,

With the show of the States themselves as of crape-veil d women
standing,

With the countless torches lit, with the silent sea of faces and the

bared heads,

With the tolling tolling bells perpetual clang,

Here, coffin that slowly passes,

I give you my sprig of lilac.

Sing on there in the swamp,

singer bashful and tender, I hear your notes, I hear your call,

1 hear, I come presently, I understand you,
But a moment I linger, for the lustrous star has detain d me,
The star, my departing comrade, holds and detains me.

O how shall I warble myself for the dead one there I lov d ?

And how shall I deck my song for the large sweet soul that has gone ?

And what shall my perfume be for the grave of him I love ?
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Sea-winds blown from East and West,
Blown from the Eastern sea and blown from the Western sea,

on the prairies meeting . . .

With these and the breath of my chant,
I ll perfume the grave of him I love.

Sing on, sing on, you grey-brown bird,

Sing from the swamps, the recesses, pour your chant from the bushes,
Limitless out of the dusk, out of the cedars and pines.

Sing on, dearest brother, warble your reedy song,
Loud human song, with voice of uttermost woe.

liquid and free and tender !

wild and loose to my soul wondrous singer !

You only I hear yet the star holds me (but will soon depart),

Yet the lilac with the mastering odour holds me.#**#*##
* * *- * * * *

With the knowledge of death as walking one side of me,
And the thought of death close-walking the other side of me,
And I in the middle as with companions, and as holding the hands of

companions,
1 fled forth to the hiding receiving night that talks not,

Down to the shores of the water, the path by the swamp in the dimness,
To the solemn shadowy cedars and ghostly pines so still.

And the singer so shy to the rest received me,
The grey-brown bird I know receiv d us comrades three,

And he sang the carol of death, and a verse for him I love.

* #- -X- * * -X- -K-

# * * * * * *

And the charm of the carol rapt me,
As I held as if by their hands my comrades in the night,
And the voice of my spirit tallied the song of the bird.

Come, lovely and soothing death,

Undulate round the world, serenely arriving, arriving,

In the day, in the night, to all, to each,

Sooner or later delicate death.

Dark mother always gliding near with soft feet,

Have none chanted for thee a chant of fullest welcome?

Then I chant it for thee, I glorify thee above all,

I bring thee a song that when thou must indeed come, come unfalteringly.
* * * * -K- * -K-

* * * * * * *

From me to thee glad serenades,

Dances for thee I propose saluting thee, adornments and feastings for thee,

And the sights of the open landscape and the high-spread sky are fitting,

And life and the fields, and the huge and thoughtful night
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The night in silence under many a star,

The ocean shore and the husky whispering wave whose voice I know,
And the soul turning to thee, vast and well-veiVd death,
And the body gratefully nestling close to thee.

Over the tree-tops I float thee a song,

Over the rising and sinking waves, over the myriad fields and the prairies

wide,

Over the dense-pack d cities all and the teeming ivharves and ways,
I float this carol with joy, with joy to thee, death.

The conclusion which follows, as it seems to me, from

examination of what one experiences in perusing great Poetry
of which the three widely dissimilar pieces which I have

quoted at length are eminent examples is that the essential

charm of Poetry that for the sake of which, in the last

resort, it exists lies in its power of inducing, in certain care

fully chosen circumstances, that mode of Transcendental

Feeling which is experienced as solemn sense of the over

shadowing presence of
&quot; That which was, and is, and ever shall

be.&quot; The Poet, always by means of Eepresentations images,

fUfjurffjLaTa products of the dream-consciousness in himself,

and often with the aid of Ehythm and Melody which call up
certain shadowy Feelings, strange, in their shadowy form, to

ordinary consciousness, induces in his patient the dream-con

sciousness in which such Eepresentations and Feelings are at

home. But the dream-consciousness induced in the patient

by the imagery and melody of the Poet lasts only for a

moment. The effect of even the most sustained Poetry is a

succession of occasional lapses into the state of dream-con

sciousness, each one of which occurs suddenly and lasts but

for a moment, in the midst of an otherwise continuous

waking consciousness which is concerned, in a matter-of-fact

way, with &quot; what the poem is about,&quot; and &quot; how the poet

manages his theme,&quot; and a hundred other things. It is at

the moment of waking from one of these lapses into the

dream-world that the solemn sense of the immediate presence
of &quot; That which was, and is, and ever shall be

&quot;

is experienced
at the moment when one sees, in the world of wide-awake

consciousness, the image, or hears the melody, which one saw
or heard only a moment ago or, was it not ages ago ? in

the dream-world :
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Un punto solo m e maggior letargo,

Che venticinque secoli alia impresa,
Che fe Nettuno ammirar V ombra d Argo.

It is thus, as these sudden lapses, each followed immediately

by waking and amazement, succeed one another, it may be, at

long intervals, in a poem, that the power of its Poetry grows

upon us. It is essential to our experiencing the power of

Poetry that there should be intervals, and intervals of con

siderable length, between the lapses. The sense of having
seen or heard things belonging to a world in which &quot; Time is

not
&quot;

needs for its immediate realisation the presence, in the

world of waking consciousness, of things which shall
&quot; remind

&quot;

us of the things of that other world in which &quot; Time is not
&quot;

without such things to
&quot; remind

&quot;

us, there would be no
&quot;

recollection
&quot;

of our visit to the world in which &quot; Time is

not.&quot; The poet s image, therefore, which began by throwing
us into the dream-state, must persist in the state of waking
consciousness to which we are now returned, and there, as we

look at it in the light of common day, amaze us by its
&quot; resem

blance
&quot;

to an archetype seen in the world in which &quot; Time

is not.&quot; And its persistence in the world of waking con

sciousness can be guaranteed only by a more or less wide

context addressed to our ordinary faculties to the senses and

understanding and to our ordinary sentiments. Over this

matter-of-fact context, however, the amazement produced in

us when we perceive that the image, or other product of the

Poet s dream-consciousness, which just now set us, too,

a-dreaming, is double is something both in the world without

Time, and in this temporal world casts a glamour for a

while. Then the glamour fades away, and we find ourselves

accompanying the Poet through the every-day world
;
and it

may be in accordance with the secret scheme which he is

carrying out that we are kept in this every-day world for

a long while, in order that we may be taken the more by

surprise when suddenly, as we journey, the light from heaven

shines round about us.
&quot; Whatever specific import,&quot; says

Coleridge,
1 &quot; we attach to the word poetry, there will be found

involved in it, as a necessary consequence, that a poem of any

length neither can be, nor ought to be, all
poetry.&quot;

1
Bicg. Lit. ch. xiv.
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The chief end of Poetry, then, is to induce Transcendental

Feeling experienced as solemn sense of the immediate pre

sence of
&quot; That which was, and is, and ever shall be

&quot;

in the

Poet s patient, by throwing him suddenly, for a moment, into

the state of dream-consciousness, out of a waking conscious

ness which the Poet supplies with objects of interest
;
the

sudden lapse being effected in the patient by the communica

tion to him of images and other products of the Poet s dream-

consciousness, through the medium of language generally, but

not always, distinguished from that of ordinary communication

by rhythm and melody.
But the same result the induction of the same form of

Transcendental Feeling is produced, not only by the means

which the Poet employs, dream-imagery communicated by

language generally, but not necessarily, rhythmic and

melodious, but also by different artistic means by the

means which the Painter and the Musician respectively

employ ;
indeed and this seems to me to be a matter of first-

rate importance for the Theory of Poetry it is sometimes

produced by mere Nature herself without the aid of any art,

and by events as they happen in one s life, and, above all, by
scenes and situations and persons remembered out of the days
of childhood and youth.

&quot; We are always dreaming,&quot; Kenan

(I think) says somewhere,
&quot;

of faces we knew when we were

eighteen.&quot; In this connection let me ask the reader to

consider Wordsworth s lines beginning

There was a Boy ; ye knew him well, ye cliffs

And islands of Winander

It seems to me that the mere scene described in these lines

a scene to which it would not be difficult to find parallels in

any one s experience is, entirely apart from the language in

which it is described, and simply as a picture in the mind of

the person who remembers it, and in the minds of those to

whom he describes it, the milieu in which true poetic effect

is experienced. As I write this, I can hardly recall a line

of Wordsworth s description ;
but the picture which the read

ing of his description has left in my mind is distinct
;
and

it is in dwelling on the picture that I feel the poetic effect

as it was, I am convinced, in dwelling on the picture, before
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he composed a line of the poem, that the poet himself ex

perienced the feeling which he has communicated to me.

And the re-reading of such a poem is more likely to impair
than to enhance the feeling experienced by one who has once

for all pictured the scene.

The more I read and re-read the works of the great poets,

and the more I study the writings of those who have some

Theory of Poetry to set forth, the more am I convinced that

the question Wliat is Poetry ? can be properly answered only
if we make What it does take precedence of How it does it.

The result produced by Poetry identical, I hold, with that

produced by the other fine arts, and even sometimes by the

mere contemplation of Nature and Human Life is the one

thing of prime importance to be kept always in view, but is

too often lost sight of in the examination of the means by
which Poetry produces it, as distinguished from those by
which, say, Painting produces it. Much that is now being
written on the Theory of Poetry leaves one with the impres
sion that the writers regard the end of Poetry as something
sui generis in fact, something not to be distinguished from

the employment of technique peculiar to Poetry among the

fine arts.
1

I shall return to this point afterwards.

In making the essential charm of Poetry that for the

sake of which, in the last resort, it exists lie in its power
of inducing, in certain carefully chosen circumstances, and so

of regulating, Transcendental Feeling experienced as solemn

sense of
&quot; That which was, and is, and ever shall be

&quot;

over

shadowing us with its presence, I must not be taken to mean
that there is no Poetry where this sense is not induced as

a distinct ecstatic experience. Great Poetry, just in those

places where it is at its very greatest, indeed shows its

peculiar power not otherwise than by inducing such distinct

ecstatic experience ;
but generally, poetic effect not the very

greatest, but yet indisputably poetic effect is produced by

something less by the presence of this form of Tran

scendental Feeling in a merely nascent state, just a little

more, and it would be there distinctly ;
as it is, there is a

1 Mr. Courthope (Life in Poetry, p. 78) says :

&quot;

Poetry lies in the invention

of the right metrical form be it epic, dramatic, lyric, or satiric for the expres
sion of some idea universally interesting to the imagination.&quot; And cf. p. 63.
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&quot;

magic,&quot;
as we say, in the picture called up, or the natural

sentiment aroused, which fills us with wondering surmise

of what, we know not. This &quot;

magic
&quot;

may be illustrated

perhaps most instructively from lyric poetry, and there, from

the lightest variety of the kind, from the simple love song.

The pictures and sentiments suggested in the love song,

regarded in themselves, belong to an experience which seems

to be, more than any other, realised fully in the present,

without intrusion of past or future to overcast its blue day
with shadow. But look at these natural pictures and senti

ments not directly, but as reflected in the magic mirror of

Poetry ! They are still radiant in the light of their Present

for let us think now only of the happy love song, not of the

love song which is an elegy they are still in their happy
Present

;
but they are not of it they have become something

&quot;

rich and
strange.&quot; No words can describe the change which

they have suffered
;

it is only to be felt as in such lines as

these :

Das Mddchen.

Ich hab ihn geselien !

Wie 1st mir geschehen ?

himmlisclier Blick !

Er kommt mir entgegeii :

Ich weiche verlegen,
Ich schwanke zuriick.

Ich irre, ich traume !

Ihr Felsen, ihr Baume,

Verbergt meine Freude,

Verberget mein Gliick !

Der Jiingling.

Hier muss ich sie finden !

Ich sah sie verschwinden,
Ihr folgte mein Blick.

Sie kam mir entgegen ;

Dann trat sie verlegen
Und schamroth zuriick.

1st s Hoffnung, sind s Traume ?

Ihr Felsen, ihr Baume,
Entdeckt mir die Liebste,
Entdeckt mir mein Gliick !

The magic of such lines as these is due, I cannot doubt,

to the immediate presence of some great mass of feeling which
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they rouse, and, at the same time, hold in check, behind our

mere understanding of their literal meaning. The pictures and

sentiments conjured up, simple and familiar though they are,

have yet that about them which I can only compare with the

mysterious quality of those indifferent things which are so

carefully noticed, and those trifling thoughts which are so

seriously dwelt upon, in an hour of great trouble.

But the Transcendental Feeling which, being pent up
behind our understanding of their literal meaning, makes the

magic of such lines, may burst through the iridescent film

which contains it. We have an example of this in the trans

figuration of the Earthly into the Heavenly Beatrice. The

Transcendental Feeling latent behind our understanding of

the praise of Beatrice in the earlier sonnets and canzoni of

the Vita Nuova emerges as a distinct experience when we
assist at her praise in the Paradiso. Contrast the eleventh

sonnet of the Vita Nuova with the twenty-fifth, which, with

its commentary, is a prelude to the Paradiso. The eleventh

sonnet of the Vita Nuova ends :

Aiutatemi, donne, a farle onore.

Ogni dolcezza, ogni pensiero umile

Nasce nel core a clii parlar la sente
;

Ond e beato chi prima la vide.

Quel ch ella par quand un poco sorride,

Non si puo dicer, ne tener a mente,
Si e nuovo miracolo gentile.

Here it is the magic of the lines which is all in all. Now let

us turn to the twenty-fifth, the last, sonnet of the Vita Nuova,
and to the words after it ending the book with the promise
of more worthy praise more worthy, because offered with a

deeper sense of the encompassing presence of
&quot; That which

was, and is, and ever shall be
&quot;

:

Oltre la spera, che piu larga gira,

Passa il sospiro ch 3

esce del mio core :

Intelligenza nuova, che 1 Amore

Piangendo mette in lui, pur su lo tira.

Quand egli e giunto la, dov el desira,

Vede una donna, che riceve onore,

E luce si, che per lo suo splendore
Lo peregrin o ppirito la mira.

Vedela tal, che, quand o il mi ridicc,
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Io non lo intendo, si parla sottile

Al cor dolente, che lo far parlare.

So io ch el parla di quella gentile,

Perocche spesso ricorda Beatrice,

Siccli io lo intendo ben, donne mie care.

&quot;

Straightway after this sonnet was writ, there appeared
unto me a marvellous vision, wherein I beheld things which

made me determine not to say more concerning this Blessed

One until I should be able to speak of her more worthily.

To this end I studied with all diligence, as she knoweth well.

Wherefore, if it shall be the pleasure of Him through Whom
all things live that my life endure for some years, I hope to

say of her that which never before hath been said of woman.

And then may it please Him Who is Lord of Courtesy that

my Soul may go to behold the glory of her Lady, to wit, of

that Blessed Beatrice, who in glory doth gaze upon the face of

Him Who is blessed for evermore.&quot;

4. TRANSCENDENTAL FEELING, THE EXPERIENCE TO WHICH THE

PLATONIC MYTH AND ALL OTHER FORMS OF POETRY

APPEAL, EXPLAINED GENETICALLY.

Transcendental Feeling I would explain genetically (as

every mood, whatever its present value may be, that is

another matter, ought to be explained) as an effect^produced
within.consciousness, (and, in the form in~~which Poetry is

chiefly concerned with Transcendental Feeling, within the

dream-consciousness) by the persistence in us of that primeval
condition from which we are sprung, when Life was still as

sound asleep as Death, and there was no Time yet. That we
should fall for a while, now and then, from our waking, time-

marking life, into the timeless slumber of this primeval life is

easy to understand
;

for the principle solely operative in that

primeval life is indeed the fundamental principle of our

nature, being that &quot;Vegetative Part of the Soul&quot; which

made from the first, and still silently makes, the assumption
on which our whole rational life of conduct and science rests

the assumption that Life is worth living. No arguments
which Eeason can bring for, or against, this ultimate truth
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are relevant
;

for Reason cannot stir without assuming the

very thing which these arguments seek to prove or to disprove.
&quot; Live thy life

&quot;

is the Categorical Imperative addressed by
Nature to each one of her creatures according to its kind.

At the bottom of the scale of Life the Imperative is

obeyed silently, in timeless sleep, as by the trees of the

tropical forest :

The fair and stately things,

Impassive as departed kings,
All still in the wood s stillness stood,

And dumb. The rooted multitude

Nodded and brooded, bloomed and dreamed,

Unmeaning, undivined. It seemed

No other art, no hope, they knew,
Than clutch the earth and seek the blue.

My eyes were touched with sight.

I saw the wood for what it was :

The lost and the victorious cause,

The deadly battle pitched in line,

Saw weapons cross and shine :

Silent defeat, silent assault,

A battle and a burial vault.

Green conquerors from overhead

Bestrode the bodies of their dead :

The Csesars of the sylvan field,

Unused to fail, foredoomed to yield :

For in the groins of branches, lo !

The cancers of the orchid grow.
1

When to the &quot;

Vegetative
&quot;

the
&quot;

Sensitive
&quot;

Soul is first

added, the Imperative is obeyed by creatures which, experi

encing only isolated feelings, and retaining no traces of them

in memory, still live a timeless life, without sense of past or

future, and consequently without sense of selfhood.

Then, with Memory, there comes, in the higher animals,

some dim sense of a Self dating back and prospecting for

ward. Time begins to be. But the sense of its passage brings

no melancholy ;
for its end in death is not yet anticipated

by reflective thought.
Man s anticipation of death would oppress his life with

1
Songs of Travel, R. L. Stevenson : &quot;The Woodman.&quot;
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insupportable melancholy, were it not that current employ
ments, especially those which are spoken of as duties, are so

engrossing that is, I would explain, were it not that his

conscious life feels down with its roots into that &quot; Part of the

Soul
&quot;

which, without sense of past or future or self, silently

holds on to Life, in the implicit faith that it is worth living

that there is a Cosmos in which it is good to be. As it is,

there is still room enough for melancholy in his hours of ease

and leisure. If comfort conies to him in such hours, it is

not from his thinking out some solution of his melancholy,
but from his putting by thought, and sinking, alone, or led by
some /Avo-raycoyos rov @LOV, for a while into the sleep of that

fundamental &quot; Part of the Soul.&quot; When he wakes into daily
life again, it is with the elementary faith of this Part of his

Soul newly confirmed in his heart
;
and he is ready, in the

strength of it, to defy all that seems to give it the lie in the

world of the senses and scientific understanding. Sometimes

the very melancholy, which overclouds him at the thought
of death, is transfigured, in the glow of this faith, into an

exultant resignation
&quot;

I shall pass, but He abideth for ever.&quot;

Sometimes, and more often, the faith does not merely trans

figure, but dispels, the melancholy, and fills his heart with

sweet hope, which fancy renders into dreams of personal

immortality.
To sum up in effect what I have said about Transcendental

Feeling : it is feeling which indeed appears in our ordinary

object -distinguishing, time -marking consciousness, but does

not originate in it. It is to be traced to the influence on

consciousness of the presence in us of that &quot; Part of the

Soul
&quot;

which holds on, in timeless sleep, to Life as worth

living. Hence Transcendental Feeling is at once the solemn

sense of Timeless Being of
&quot; That which was, and is, and ever

shall be
&quot;

overshadowing us and the conviction that Life

is good. In the first-mentioned phase Transcendental Feeling

appears as an abnormal experience of our conscious life, as

a well-marked ecstatic state
;

l
in its other phase as con

viction that Life is good Transcendental Feeling may be said

to be a normal experience of our conscious life : it is not

1 See Paradiso, xxxiii. 82-96, quoted supra, p. 23, and Vita Nuova, Sonnet
xxv., quoted supra, p. 38.
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an experience occasionally cropping up alongside of other

experiences, but a feeling which accompanies all the experi
ences of our conscious life that

&quot; sweet
hope,&quot; yXv/ceia

eXvrt?,
1
in the strength of which we take the trouble to seek

after the particular achievements which make up the waking
life of conduct and science. Such feeling, though normal, is

rightly called Transcendental,
2 because it is not one of the

effects, but the condition, of our entering upon and persever

ing in that course of endeavour which makes experience.

5. THE PLATONIC MYTH ROUSES AND REGULATES TRAN
SCENDENTAL FEELING BY (1) IMAGINATIVE KEPRESEN-

TATION OF IDEAS OF EEASON, AND (2) IMAGINATIVE

DEDUCTION OF CATEGORIES OF THE UNDERSTANDING
AND MORAL VIRTUES.

I have offered these remarks about Transcendental Feeling
in order to preface a general statement which I now venture

to make about the Platonic Myths that they are Dreams

expressive of Transcendental Feeling, told in such a manner

and such a context that the telling of them regulates, for

the service of conduct and science, the feeling expressed.

How then are conduct and science served by such regulation
of Transcendental Feeling 1

In the wide-awake life of conduct and science, Under

standing, left to itself, claims to be the measure of truth
;

Sense, to be the criterion of good and bad. Transcendental

Feeling, welling up from another &quot; Part of the Soul,&quot; whispers
to Understanding and Sense that they are leaving out some

thing. What 1 Nothing less than the secret plan of the

Universe. And what is that secret plan ? The other
&quot; Part

of the Soul
&quot;

indeed comprehends it in silence as it is,
3 but

can explain it to the Understanding only in the symbolical

language of the interpreter, Imagination in Vision.
4 In

the Platonic Myth we assist at a Vision in which the

1

y\VKeid 01 KapSLav drdAAoKra yrjporp6(po^ ffvvaopei

ocpov yv&p.av Kvfiepvq. Pindar, quoted Rep. 331 A.
2 As distinguished from &quot;Empirical Feeling&quot; ;

see infra, p. 389.
3
Plotinus, Enn. iii. 8. 4, and see infra, p. 45.

4 Tim. 71 D, E. The liver, the organ of Imagination, i
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wide-awake life of our ordinary experiences and doings is

seen as an act in a vast drama of the creation and con

summation of all things. The habitudes and faculties of our

moral and intellectual constitution, which determine a priori

our experiences and doings in this wide-awake life, are them

selves clearly seen to be determined by causes which, in turn,

are clearly seen to be determined by the Plan of the Universe

which the Vision reveals. And more than this, the Universe,

planned as the Vision shows, is the work albeit accomplished

under difficulties of a wise and good God
;

for see how

mindful He is of the welfare of man s soul throughout all its

wanderings from creation to final purification, as the Vision

unfolds them ! We ought, then, to be of good hope, and to

use strenuously, in this present life, habitudes and faculties

which are so manifestly in accordance with a universal plan

so manifestly beneficent.

It is as producing this mood in us that the Platonic Myth,

Aetiological and Eschatological, regulates Transcendental Feel

ing for the service of conduct and science. In Aetiological

Myth the Categories of the Understanding and the Moral

Virtues are deduced from a Plan of the Universe, of which

they are represented as parts seen, together with the whole,

in a former life, and &quot; remembered
&quot;

piecemeal in this
;

in

Aetiological and Eschatological (but chiefly in Eschatological)

Myth the &quot; Ideas of Eeason,&quot; Soul, Cosmos, as completed

system of the Good, and God, are set forth for the justification

of that &quot;sweet hope which guides the wayward thought of mortal

man &quot;

the hope without which we should not take the trouble

to enter upon, and persevere in, that struggle after ever fuller

comprehension of conditions,
1
ever wider &quot;

correspondence with

environment,&quot; which the habits and faculties of our moral

and intellectual structure the Categories of the Understand

ing and the Moral Virtues enable us to carry on in detail.

At this point, before I go on further to explain Plato s hand

ling of Transcendental Feeling, I will make bold to explain my
own metaphysical position. A very few words will suffice.

I hold that it is in Transcendental Feeling, manifested

1 Kant makes &quot; Reason
&quot;

(i.e. the whole man in opposition to this or that

part, e.g. &quot;understanding&quot;) the source of &quot;Transcendental Ideas,&quot; described as

&quot;conceptions of the unconditioned,&quot;
&quot;

conceptions of the totality of the con

ditions of any thing that is given as conditioned.&quot;
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normally as Faith in the Value of Life, and ecstatically as

sense of Timeless Being, and not in Thought proceeding by

way of speculative construction, that Consciousness comes

nearest to the object of Metaphysics, Ultimate Eeality. It is

in Transcendental Feeling, not in Thought, that Consciousness

comes nearest to Ultimate Eeality, because without that

Faith in the Value of Life, which is the normal manifestation

of Transcendental Feeling, Thought could not stir. It is

in Transcendental Feeling that Consciousness is aware of
&quot; The Good

&quot;

of the Universe as a place in which it is good
to be. Transcendental Feeling is thus the beginning of

Metaphysics, for Metaphysics cannot make a start without

assuming
&quot; The Good, or the Universe as a place in which

it is good to be
&quot;

;
but it is also the end of Metaphysics, for

Speculative Thought does not really carry us further than

the Feeling, which inspired it from the first, has already

brought us : we end, as we began, with the Feeling that it

is good to be here. To the question,
&quot;

Why is it good to be

here ?
&quot;

the answers elaborated by Thought are no more really

answers than those supplied by the Mythopoeic Fancy inter

preting Transcendental Feeling. When the former have

value (and they are sometimes not only without value, but

mischievous) they are, like those supplied by the Mythopoeic

Fancy, valuable as impressive affirmations of the Faith in us,

not at all as explanations of its ground. Conceptual solutions

of the &quot;

problem of the Universe
&quot;

carry us no further along
the pathway to reality than imaginative solutions do. The

reason why they are thought to carry us further is that they
mimic those conceptual solutions of departmental problems
which we are accustomed to accept, and do well to accept,

from the positive sciences. Imaginative solutions of the
&quot;

problem of the Universe
&quot;

are thought to be as inferior to

conceptual solutions as imaginative solutions of departmental

problems are to conceptual. The fallacy involved in this

analogy is that of supposing that there is a
&quot;

problem of the

Universe&quot; -a difficulty presented which Thought may
&quot;

solve.&quot; The &quot;

problem of the Universe
&quot;

was first pro

pounded, and straightway solved, at the moment when Life

began on the earth, when a living being as such, from the

very first, lacking nothing which is essential to
&quot; selfhood

&quot;

or
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&quot;

personality
&quot;- first appeared as Mode of the Universe. The

&quot;

problem of the Universe
&quot;

is not propounded to Consciousness,

and Consciousness cannot solve it. Consciousness can feel

that it has been propounded and solved elsewhere, but cannot

genuinely think it. It is
&quot;

propounded
&quot;

to that on which

Consciousness supervenes (and supervenes only because the

problem has been already
&quot; solved

&quot;)
it is propounded to

what I would call
&quot;

selfhood,&quot; or
&quot;

personality/ and is ever

silently being
&quot; understood

&quot;

and &quot;

solved
&quot;

by that principle,

in the continued &quot;

vegetative life
&quot;

of individual and race.

And the most trustworthy, or least misleading, report of

what the &quot;

problem
&quot;

is, and what its
&quot;

solution
&quot;

is, reaches

Consciousness through Feeling. Feeling stands nearer than

Thought does to that basal self or personality which is,

indeed, at once the living
&quot;

problem of the Universe
&quot;

and its

living
&quot;

solution.&quot; The whole matter is summed up for me in

the words of Plotinus, with which I will conclude this statement

which I have ventured to make of my metaphysical position :

&quot;

If a man were to inquire of Nature Wherefore dost

thou bring forth creatures ? and she were willing to give

ear and to answer, she would say Ask me not, but under

stand in silence, even as I am silent.
&quot; l

In suggesting that the Platonic Myth awakens and

regulates Transcendental Feeling (1) by imaginative representa

tion of Ideas of Eeason, and (2) by imaginative deduction

of Categories of the Understanding and Moral Virtues, I do

not wish to maintain that the Kantian distinction between

Categories of the Understanding and Ideas of Eeason was

explicit in Plato s mind. There is plenty of evidence in his

writings to show that it was not explicit ;
but it is a distinction

of vital importance for philosophical thought, and it need not

surprise us to find it sometimes implicitly recognised by a thinker

of Plato s calibre. At any rate, it is a distinction which the

student of Plato s Myths will do well to have explicit in his

own mind. Let us remind ourselves, then, of what Kant
means by Categories of the Understanding and Ideas of

Eeason respectively.

1 Plot. Enn. iii. 8. 4, /ecu ei. ns d ai/r^v (TT)V (pvcnv) epoi-To TWOS evtKa. Troiet,

TOU eporroWos etfeXoi eira^eiv Kal X^yeii/, CLTTOL &i&amp;gt;

&quot;

t-^pr^v fj.ev fj.ri epurav, dXXa
crvvievai Kal avrbv cnwtrrj, wairep eyu aiuiru: Kal OVK eWiff/j-ai \eyeii&amp;gt;.&quot;
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Kant s Categories of the Understanding are certain a priori

Conceptions, certain Characters of the Mental Structure,

without which there could be no &quot;

experience
&quot;

no &quot; know

ledge
&quot;

of that which alone is
&quot;

known/ the world of sensible

phenomena. These Categories, however, if they are not

to remain mere logical abstractions, must be regarded as

functions of the Understanding as active manifestations of

the unifying principle of mind or consciousness. As func

tions, the Categories need for their actual manifestation the

presence of
&quot;

sensations.&quot; In the absence of sensations they
are

&quot;

empty.&quot; They are functions of the mental organism or

structure which are called into operation by stimulation from
&quot;

environment,&quot; and that only in schemata or
&quot;

figurations
&quot;

involving the &quot;

garment
&quot;

or
&quot;

vehicle
&quot;

of Time. 1
Thus, the

Category of Substance is realised in
&quot; the schema of the per

sistent in time &quot;-

Something present to sense is perceived as
&quot; Substance

&quot;

persisting in change of
&quot;

attributes
&quot;

;
the

Category of Cause is realised in
&quot;

the schema of succession in

time,&quot; two sensible phenomena, one of which is antecedent

and the other consequent, are conceived as cause and effect

the latter is conceived as following necessarily from the

former.
&quot; The schemata, then, are the true scientific cate

gories.&quot;

2 This amounts to saying that the Understanding,
if rightly conducted, will never make a transcendental use,

but only an empirical use, of any of its a priori principles.

These principles can apply only to objects of sense, as con

forming to the universal conditions of a possible experience

(phenomena^, and never to things as such (noumena), or apart
from the manner in which we are capable of perceiving them. 3

In contrast to the Categories of the Understanding which

are immanent adequately realised in sense experience ;
we

say, for instance, that this thing present to sense is cause of

that other thing the Ideas of Reason are transcendent:

they overleap the limits of all experience in experience no

objects can be presented that are adequate to them. They

1 See Wallace s Kant, p. 172.
2 Wallace s Kant, p. 173.
3 See Kritik d. rcinen Vern. 2

pp. 297, 298, 303. A conception is employed
transcendentally when it occurs in a proposition regarding things as such or in

themselves ; empirically, when the proposition relates merely to phenomena, or

objects of a possible experience.
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are defined, generally, as &quot;problematic conceptions of the

totality of conditions of anything that is given as con

ditioned
&quot;

; or, since the unconditioned alone makes a totality

of conditions possible, as
&quot;

conceptions of the unconditioned,

in so far as it contains a ground for the synthesis of the

conditioned.&quot;
l There are three Ideas of Eeason, products of

its activity in &quot;

carrying the fragmentary and detailed results

of human experience to their rational issues in a postulated

totality. . . . These three ideas are the Soul, as the super

sensible substance from which the phenomena of Consciousness

are derivative manifestations
;
the World [Cosmos, Universe],

as ultimate totality of external phenomena ;
and God, as

unity and final spring of all the diversities of existence.

The ideas, strictly as ideal, have a legitimate and a necessary

place in human thought. They express the unlimited obliga

tion which thought feels laid upon itself to unify the details

of observation
; they indicate an anticipated and postulated

convergence between the various lines indicated by observation,

even though observation may show that the convergence will

never visibly be reached; or they are standards and model

types towards which experience may, and indeed must, if she

is true to the cause of truth, conceive herself bound to approxi
mate. Such is the function of ideas, as regulative ; they

govern and direct the action of intellect in the effort to

systematise and centralise knowledge. . . . But the ideas

naturally sink into another place in human knowledge.
Instead of stimulating research, they become, as Kant once

puts it, a cushion for the lazy intellect. Instead of being the

ever-unattainable goals of investigation, they play a part in

founding the edifice of science. Ceasing to be regulative of

research, they come to be constitutive of a pretended know

ledge.&quot;

2

The Ideas of Keason, then, are aims, aspirations, ideals
;

but they have no adequate objects in a possible experi
ence. The three

&quot;

Sciences
&quot;

which venture to define objects

for them Kational Psychology, Kational Cosmology, and

Theology are, according to Kant, sham sciences. The Idea

of Soul, the absolute or unconditioned unity of the thinking

1 KritiU- pp. 379, 384 (Prof. Watson s Transl.).
2 Wallace s Kant, pp. 182, 183.
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subject, has no object in possible experience answering
to it. We are making an illegitimate transcendental use

of a Category when we conceive the subject of all knowledge
as an object under the Category of Substance. Similarly, the

ultimate totality of external phenomena the Cosmos as

absolute whole is not an object of possible experience ;
it is

not something given in sense, to be brought under Categories
or scientific conceptions. Finally, the Idea of God is perverted
from its regulative use, when it is made the foundation of a

science Dogmatic Theology which applies the Categories
of Substance, Cause, and the rest, to a Supreme Being, as if

He were an object presented in sense experience.

To sum up : The Categories of the Understanding are so

many conditions of thought which Human Understanding,
constituted as it is, expects to find, and does find, fully

satisfied in the details of sensible experience. The Ideas

of Keason indicate the presence of a condition of thought
which is not satisfied in any particular item of experi

ence. They are aspirations or ideals expressing that nisus

after fuller and fuller comprehension of conditions, wider and

wider correspondence with environment in short, that nisus

after Life, and faith in it as good, without which man would

not will to pursue the experience rendered possible in detail

by the Categories. But although there can be no speculative

science of objects answering to the Ideas of Eeason, we

should come to naught if we did not act as if there were such

objects ;
and any representation of objects answering to these

Ideas which does not invite exposure by pretending to scientific

rank is valuable as helping us to
&quot;

act as
if.&quot;

The objects of

these Ideas are objects, not for science, but for faith. When
the scientific understanding

&quot;

proves
&quot;

that God exists, or that

the Soul is immortal, refutation lies near at hand
;
but the

&quot;

as if&quot; of the moral agent rests on a sure foundation.
1

1 AVe have three postulates of practical reason which are closely related to

the three Ideas of theoretical reason. These Ideas reason in its theoretical use

set before itself as problems to be solved
;
but it was unable to supply the solution.

Thus, the attempt to prove theoretically the permanence of the thinking subject
led only to paralogism ;

for it involved a confusion of the subject presupposed in

all knowledge of objects, and only in that point of view permanent, with an

object known under the Category of Substance. But now we find that a faith of

reason in the endless existence of the self-conscious subject is bound up with the

possibility of his fulfilling the moral law. Again, the attempt speculatively to

determine the world as a system complete in itself landed us in an antinomy
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To return now from Kant to Plato : Plato s Myths induce

and regulate Transcendental Feeling for the service of conduct

and knowledge by setting forth the a priori conditions of con

duct and knowledge that is, (1) by representing certain ideals

or presuppositions, in concrete form the presuppositions of

an immortal Soul, of an intelligible Cosmos, and of a wise and

good God all three being natural expressions of the sweet

hope in the faith of which man lives and struggles on and on
;

and (2) by tracing to their origin in the wisdom and goodness of

God, and the constitution of the Cosmos, certain habitudes or

faculties (categories and virtues), belonging to the make of

man s intellectual and moral nature, which prescribe the various

modes in which he must order in detail the life which his^,

faith or sweet hope impels him to maintain. Myth, not )

argumentative conversation, is rightly chosen by Plato as the/

vehicle of exposition when he deals with a priori conditions

of conduct and knowledge, whether they be ideals or faculties.

When a man asks himself, as he must, for the reason of the

hope in which he struggles on in the ways prescribed by his

faculties, he is fain to answer &quot; Because I am an immortal

Soul, created with these faculties by a wise and good God,
under whose government I live in a Universe which is His

finished work.&quot; This answer, according to Plato, as I read

him, is the natural and legitimate expression of the &quot; sweet hope
which guides the wayward thought of mortal man &quot;

;
and the

expression reacts on gives strength and steadiness to that

which it expresses. It is a &quot;

true answer
&quot;

in the sense that

man s life would come to naught if he did not act and think

as if it were true. But Soul, Cosmos as completed system of

the Good, and God are not particular objects presented, along
which we were able to escape only by the distinction of the phenomenal from
the intelligible world a distinction which theoretic reason suggested, but which
it could not verify. But now, the moral law forces us to think ourselves as free,

and therefore as belonging to an intelligible world which we are further obliged
to treat as the reality of which the phenomenal world is the appearance. Lastly,
the Absolute Being was to theoretic reason a mere ideal which knowledge could
not realise ; but now His existence is certified to us as the necessary condition of
the possibility of the object of a Will determined by the moral law. Thus, through
practical reason we gain a conviction of the reality of objects corresponding to the
three Ideas of Pure Reason. We do not, indeed, acquire what is properly to be
called knowledge of these objects. We only change the problematic conception
of them into an assertion of their real existence

; but, as we are not able to

bring any perception under such Ideas, so we are unable to make any synthetic
judgment regarding the objects the existence of which we assert.&quot; Caird s

Critical Philosophy of Kant, ii. 297.

E
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with other particular objects, in sensible experience. This

the Scientific Understanding fails to grasp. When it tries to

deal with them and it is ready enough to make the venture

it must needs envisage them, more suo, as though they were

particular objects which could be brought under its Categories in

sensible experience. Then the question arises, &quot;Where are

they ?
&quot; And the answer comes sooner or later,

&quot;

They are

nowhere to be found.&quot; Thus &quot;

science
&quot;

chills the
&quot; sweet hope

&quot;

in which man lives, by bringing the natural expression of it

into discredit.

This, I take it, is Plato s reason for employing Myth,
rather than the language and method of

&quot;

science,&quot; when he

wishes to set forth the a priori as it expresses itself in Ideals.

In the mise en scene of the Timaeus or Myth of Er, Soul,

Cosmos, and God are presented concretely indeed, but in such

visionary form that there is little danger of mistaking them

for particulars of sense requiring
&quot;

scientific explanation.&quot;

Again, as for the a priori Habitudes or Faculties of man s

moral and intellectual structure, whereby he corresponds with

his environment in detail these, too, Plato holds, are to be

set forth in Myth ;
for they are properly set forth when they

are
&quot; deduced

&quot;

traced to their origin, which is that of the

Cosmos a matter beyond the reach of the Scientific Under

standing. It is in a Myth of Reminiscence, therefore, such

as that in the Phaedrus, that we must take account of the

question of
&quot; the origin of knowledge

&quot;

;
in a Myth such as

that of the Golden Age in the Laws, of the question of
&quot;

the

origin of
society.&quot;

l

These and other ultimate &quot;

questions of
origin,&quot; carrying

us back as they do to the nature of God and the constitution

of the Cosmos, are not for
&quot;

science.&quot; Plato found Myth
invested in the minds of his contemporaries with the authority

of old tradition and the new charm which Pindar and the

tragedians had bestowed upon it
; perhaps, too, if my sugges

tion 2 has any value, he found it associated, in his own mind

and the minds of other Socratici viri, with the personal

influence of the Master where that influence was most irn-

1 The spirit, and much in the detail, of the Cratylus justify the view that

Plato approached the question of the &quot;origin of language&quot; too 3td nvdoXoyias.
2
Supra, p. 3.
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pressive and mysterious he found Myth thus ready to his

hand, and he took it up, and used it in an original way for a

philosophical purpose, and transformed it as the Genius of

Sculpture transformed the %oava of Daedalus.

Further remarks on the a priori in conduct and knowledge
as set forth by means of the mythological deduction of

Faculties will be best deferred till we come to the Phaedrus

Myth ;
but some general observations on the a priori as set

forth by means of the mythological representation of Ideals
&quot; forms of

hope,&quot;

l &quot;

objects of faith
&quot;

may be helpful at this

introductory stage. Let us then consider broadly, first, Plato s

handling of the &quot; Idea of God,&quot; and then his handling of the
&quot; Idea of Soul.&quot; Consideration of his handling of the

&quot; Idea

of Cosmos&quot; may well be deferred till we come to the

Timaeus.

6. PLATO S TREATMENT OF THE IDEA OF GOD

To the religious consciousness, whether showing itself in

the faith which &quot;non-religious people&quot; sometimes find privately

and cling to in time of trouble, or expressed to the world in

the creeds and mythologies of the various religions, the Idea

of God is the idea of a Personal God, or, it may be, of personal
Gods. The God of the religious consciousness, whatever else

he may be, is first of all a separate individual one among
other individuals, human and, it may be, superhuman, to

whom he stands in relations by which he is determined or

limited. He is Maker, King, Judge, Father, Friend. It may
be true that attributes logically inconsistent with his being a

finite individual person are ascribed to him in some of the

creeds
;
but the inconsistency, when perceived, is always so

dealt with that the all - important idea of his personality
is left with undiminished power. The idea of the separate

individuality or personality of the Self is not more essential

to the moral consciousness than the idea of the separate

individuality or personality of God is to the religious conscious

ness
;
and in the religious consciousness, at any rate, both of

1
It never yet did hurt,

To lay down likelihoods and forms of hope.

, Henry IV. (Part ii.), i. 3.
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these ideas are involved an individual Self stands in a

personal relation to another individual, God. 1

But logical thinking whether in natural science or in

metaphysics when it busies itself, as it is too fond of doing,

with the &quot; Idea of God,&quot; arrives at a conclusion this cannot

be too plainly stated flatly opposed to the conviction of the

religious consciousness. Aristotle s evepyeia avev Swa/iews
is not a Person

;
nor is Spinoza s Substantia Infinita ;

nor

is the Absolute of later systems, although its true logical

character has sometimes been disguised ;
nor is the

&quot; Nature
&quot;

of modern science. Logical or scientific thinking presupposes
and makes explicit the idea of an orderly Universe, of an

organic whole determining necessarily the behaviour of its

parts, of a single system realising itself fully, at every
moment and at every place, in events which, for the most

part, recur, and recurring retain a uniform character, or only

change their character gradually. We should not be here,

science assures us living beings, acting and thinking if the

changes in our environment were catastrophic, not orderly and

gradual. But although the Universe must be orderly if we

are to live, it does not follow that it is orderly that we may
live. Logical or scientific thinking, as such, scouts teleology

in that form in which it is cherished by the religious conscious

ness, belief in a Particular Providence, logical or scientific

thinking, as such, that is, when it is not deflected from its path,

as it sometimes is, by the attraction of religious conviction,

just as the religious consciousness, on the other hand, is

sometimes disturbed by science. Teleology, when taken up

seriously, not merely played with, is a method which assumes

the intentions of a Personal Ruler of the Universe, and explains

the means which he employs in order to carry out his

intentions.
2

Logical or scientific thinking, as such, finds it

1 Cf. Hegelianism ami Personality, A. S. Pringle-Pattison, pp. 217-218.
2 In saying that &quot;science&quot; scouts the teleology which recommends itself to the

&quot;religious consciousness&quot; I do not think that I contradict the view, so ably
enforced by Prof. W. James, that &quot;teleology is the essence of intelligence

&quot;

that

the translation, in which &quot;science&quot; consists, of the perceptual into the con

ceptual order &quot;

always takes place for the sake of some subjective interest, . . .

and the conception with which we handle a bit of sensible experience is really

nothing but a teleological instrument. This whole function of conceiving, of

fixing, and holding-fast to meanings, has no significance apartfrom the fact that

the conceiver is a creature with partial purposes and private ends.&quot; Princ. of

Psych, i. 432.
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inconceivable that the Part and a Personal God, an individual

distinguished from other individuals, is a Part should thus

rule the Whole. If science and the religious consciousness

try, as they sometimes do, to come to an understanding with

each other on the basis of such a phrase as
&quot;

Infinite Person
&quot;

or &quot; Universal Consciousness,&quot; the result is only to bring out

more clearly, in the self-contradictory phrase, the incompati

bility of their two points of view, and to make the breach,

which it is attempted thus to heal, still wider. It is wise to

recognise, once for all, that the scientific understanding, work

ing within its own region, finds no place for a Personal God,

and that the religious consciousness demands a Personal God

a Part which rules the Whole. The scientific conception

of Whole ruling Parts is, indeed, so distasteful to the religious

consciousness that it always leans to Polytheism rather than

to Monotheism.

That the incompatibility of the scientific conception with

the conviction of the religious consciousness was present to

Plato s mind is proved, as it seems to me, by the circumstance

that it is in Myth that he presents the idea of a Personal

God and the correlate idea of a Personal Immortality of the

Soul.

Lest it should be objected that it is
&quot; unhistorical

&quot;

to

ascribe to Plato any perception of the issue on which religion

and &quot; modern science
&quot;

are at variance, it may be well to point

out that Plato s pupil, Aristotle, was aware of the issue, and

faced it with characteristic directness. Any one who reads the

Metaphysics, De Anima, and Ethics in connection will be struck

by the way in which the logician gives up, apparently without

scruple, the idea of a Personal God, and the correlate idea of

the Personal Immortality of the Soul.

It may help us to make out what Plato hopes for from

presenting these correlate ideas, in Myth, to the adult readers

of his Dialogues, if we recall what he lays down in the second

book of the Republic about the religious instruction of young
children, on which all mental and moral education, according
to him, is to be founded.

The education of children, he tells us, is not to begin with

instruction in &quot;

facts
&quot;

or &quot;

truths.&quot; It is not to begin, as we

might say, with the &quot;

elementary truths of science
&quot;

and &quot;

facts
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of common life,&quot; as learned in the primer. Young children

cannot yet understand what is true in fact. We must begin,

then, with what is false in fact with fictions, with stories.

Their only faculty is that of being interested in stories.

Hence it is all important to have good stories to tell them

to invent Myths with a good tendency. They are to be

told what is literally false, in order that they may get hold of

what is spiritually true the great fundamental truth that God
is

&quot;

beneficent
&quot;

and &quot;

truthful
&quot;

both adjectives applicable to

a person ;
and a finite person, for they are to believe that he is

the author only of what is good.

That God is such a finite person, then, is true, Plato would

tell us
; not, indeed, true in the sense in which the description

of phenomena or data of experience may be true, but true, as

being the only or best possible expression, at least for children,

of the maxim or principle of guidance without which human
life must come to naught. If children believe that God is the

author, not of good only, but of evil also, they will grow up to

be discontented and without hope without faith in the good

providence which helps those who help themselves ready

always to blame God or bad luck, rather than themselves, for

their troubles and failures. If they do not believe that he is

truthful, they will grow up to be careless observers and abstract

reasoners, neglecting, as insignificant and &quot; due to accident,&quot;

those so-called little things which the careful interpreter of

nature recognises as important signs and symptoms. They
will grow up without the principles on which Conduct and

Science respectively depend. On tne one hand, they will be

without that &quot;

hope which guides the wayward thoughts of

men &quot;

the faith (which indeed all struggle for existence

implies) that honest effort will, on the whole, succeed in attain

ing good ; they will believe instead so far as it is possible

for a living being to believe this that
&quot;

life is not worth

living
&quot;

;
and so far as they are not, and cannot be, consistent

pessimists, they will be selfish, individualistic citizens. On
the other hand, if they have not been taught in their

childhood to believe that &quot; God is truthful,&quot; they will grow

up without the first postulate of science faith in the order

and interpretability of the world. In one sentence,
&quot; The

Lie in the Soul
&quot;

the spirit of pessimism in conduct and
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scepticism in science will bring to naught all those who have

not believed, in their childhood, that God is a Person, good
and true. In their childhood : May they, will they, give up
afterwards the belief in his Personality when it has done its

work ?

Most of them, continuing to live in
&quot;

sense and imagina

tion,&quot; albeit, under good guidance, useful lives, will have no

difficulty in retaining the belief of their childhood
;
but a few

will become so
&quot;

logical
&quot;

that they will hardly be able to

retain it.

It is in relation to the needs of these latter that we ought
to consider the Myths setting forth the idea of a Personal God
and the correlate idea of Personal Immortality of the Soul,

which Plato has put into his Dialogues. In these Myths
they have representations of what they once believed as

fact without questioning. They see the world of childhood

that dream-world which was once so real put on the stage

for them by a great Maker of Mysteries and Miracles.

But why represent it ? That the continuity of their lives

may be brought home to them that they may be led to

sympathise with what they were, and, sympathising, to realise

that what they now are is due to what they were. It is

because the continuity of life is lost sight of, that religious

conviction and scientific thought are brought into opposition.

The scientific thinker, looking back over his life, is apt to

divide it sharply into the time during which he believed what

is not true, and the time during which he has known the

truth.

Thus to fail in sympathy with his own childhood, and

with the happy condition of the majority of men and women,
and with the feelings which may yet return to comfort him
when the hour of his death draws near, betokens, Plato would

say, a serious flaw in a man s
&quot;

philosophy of life.&quot; The man
abstracts

&quot; the present time&quot; from its setting in his whole life.

He plucks from its stem the &quot;

knowledge of truth,&quot; and thinks

that it still lives. The &quot;

knowledge of truth
&quot;

Plato would tell

us, does not come except to the man whose character has been

formed and understanding guided, in childhood and youth, by

unquestioning faith in the goodness and truthfulness of a

Personal God. And this faith he must reverence all his life
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through, looking back to his childhood and forward to his

death. To speak of this faith as false, and a thing of the

past, is what no Thinker will care to do. The Thinker &quot; the

spectator of all time and all existence
&quot;

does not cut up the

organic unity of his life into the abstractions of Past, and

Present, and Future Past which is non-existent, Present

which is a mere imaginary point, Future which is non

existent. His life is all one Present, concrete, continuous,

indivisible.1

The man who cuts up life into Past, Present, and Future,

does so with the intent of appropriating something for his own

private use. The Thinker, who sees Life clearly and sees it

whole, will regard religious belief and scientific knowledge as

both means for the sake of conduct, or corporate action.

He will show his devotion to this end by setting his face

steadily against individualism in the pursuit of knowledge and

the holding of belief against the scientific specialist s ideal

of the indefinite accumulation of knowledge against the

priest s doctrine of the opus operatum, effectual in securing the

only true good, as it is thought, the private profit of the

individual hardest of all, against the refined form of indi

vidualism by which he is himself tempted, the individualism

of the schoolman, or doctrinaire, who withdraws himself within

his logical faculty, and pleases himself there with the con

struction of
&quot; a System

&quot;

prj^ara e^eTrirrjBe^ a\\rj\ois

In the Allegory
2
of the Cave, Plato shows us the victory of

the Thinker over individualism. The Thinker has come out at

last into the daylight, and, when he might stay in it always
and enjoy it, he will not stay, but returns into the Cave to

pay his Tpofyela the debt which he owes for the education

which he has received by carrying on, in the training of a

new generation, the regime to which he owes it that he has

seen the light.
&quot; We shall compel him to return,&quot; Plato says,

and he adds,
&quot; We do him no injustice.&quot;

The compulsion is

moral, not external.
3

It is the obligation which the perfectly

1 He realises in an eminent degree what seems to be the experience of us all ;

for &quot;our present is always an extended time,&quot; not an indivisible point: see

Bosanquet s Logic, i. 351.
2 and Myth ;

see infra, p. 252.
3
Rep. 520.
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educated man feels laid upon him by his consciousness of his

inherence in the continuous life of his city the obligation

of seeing to it that his own generation shall have worthy
successors.

How important, then, to keep alive in the elders sympathy
with the faith in which it is necessary they should bring up the

young generation ! Consciousness of what they owe as rpofala,
and earnest desire to pass the State on to worthy successors,

will do most to keep alive this sympathy ; but, on the other

hand, the logical understanding will always be reminding them

that &quot;in truth&quot; (though perhaps not &quot;in practice&quot;) the doctrines

of science and the convictions of the religious consciousness are
&quot;

incompatible
&quot;

;
and it is here, I take it, with regard to this

aTTopia started by abstract thought, that Plato hopes for good
from Myth, as from some great Eitual at which thinkers may
assist and feel that there are mysteries which the scientific

understanding cannot fathom.

That the scientific understanding, then, working within

its own region, must reject the idea of a Personal God, was, I

take it, as clear to Plato as it was to Aristotle.

Would Plato, then, say that the proposition
&quot; There is a

Personal God &quot;

is not true ? He would say that what children

are to be taught to believe
&quot; that once upon a time God or

the Gods did this thing or that
&quot;

is not true as historical

fact. Where historical or scientific fact is concerned, the

scientific understanding is within its own region, and is com

petent to say &quot;it is true
&quot;

or
&quot;

it is not true&quot; But the

scientific understanding cannot be allowed to criticise its own
foundation that which all the faculties of the living man, the

scientific understanding itself included, take for granted
&quot; that

it is good to go on living the human life into which I have

been born
;
and that it is worth while employing my faculties

carefully in the conduct of my life, for they do not deceive me.&quot;

This fundamental assumption of Life,
&quot;

It is good to live, and

my faculties are trustworthy,&quot; Plato throws into the proposi

tion,
&quot; There is a Personal God, good and true, who keeps me

in all my ways.&quot;
He wishes children to take this proposition

literally. He knows that abstract thinkers will say that &quot;

it

is not true
&quot;

;
but he is satisfied if the men, whose parts and

training have made them influential in their generation, read
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it to mean things happen as if they were ordered by a

Personal God, good and true. To this as if this recognition
of &quot;Personal God&quot; as &quot;Regulative Principle&quot; they are

helped so I take Plato to think by two agencies, of which

Myth, breaking in upon the logic of the Dialogue with the

representation of the religious experience of childhood, and of

venerable old age like that of Cephalus, is one. The other

agency is Ritual.
1 This is recognised by Plato as very im

portant ;
and Myth may be taken to be its literary counterpart.

One of the most significant things in the Republic is the de

ference paid to Delphi. Philosophy that is, the Constitution

of the Platonic State indeed lays down
&quot; canons of orthodoxy,&quot;

the rvTTOi irepl 0o\o&amp;lt;ylas

2 determines the religious dogma ;

but the ritual is to be determined from without, by Delphi.
3

Religion is to be at once rational and traditional at once

reformed, and conservative of catholic use. Plato was not in

a position to realise the difficulty involved in this arrangement.
It is a modern discovery, that ritual reacts on dogma, and in

some cases even creates it. Plato seems to take for granted
that the pure religious dogma of his State will not in time be

affected by the priestly ritual. At any rate, he assumes that

his State, as the civil head of a united Hellas,
4 and Delphi, as

the ecclesiastical head, will, like Empire and Church in Dante s

De Monarcliia, be in sympathy with each other.

It is plain, then, from the place if I have rightly indicated

the place which Plato assigns to Ritual in daily life, and to

1
&quot;A rite is an assemblage of symbols, grouped round a religious idea or a

religious act, intended to enhance its solemn character or develop its meaning
just as a myth is the grouping of mythic elements associated under a dramatic
form. . . . Thus we have the rite of baptism, funeral rites, sacrificial rites.&quot;

Reville, ProUgomenes de THist&ire des Religions (Eng. Transl. by Squire), p. 110.
2
Rep. 379 A.

3
Rep. 427 B, Tt ovv, (pr), ert. av i] fj.lv \onrbv TT)S voftoOeo Las eii] ; KOI eycb elirov

OTL Hfjuv iJ.ev oudev, TOJ ^.evroi AiroXXuvi TO? e&amp;gt; AeX0ots TO, re iMeyivra /cat

/cdAXtcrra Kal Trp&ra r&v vouoderrjfj.draiv. To, iroia ; % 5 6s. lepuv re
idpv&amp;lt;rei&amp;lt;;

KOI Svaiai /cat dXAat de&v re Kal datfjiovuv /cat rjp&uv Oepa-jreiai, reXevrrjcravruv
re av drJKai /cat 6Va rots dicel det birriperovvra i iXews avrovs ^X LV - ra

7&amp;lt;*P **r)

roiavra otir eTTL&amp;lt;rrdfji.e6a i^uets ot /a oj&amp;gt;res re TTO\&amp;lt;.V ovdevl aAXy 7rei&amp;lt;r6/j.eda, eav

vovv e^di^ev, ovd xp^ao/xe^a e^tjyrjrr;, dXX ?} rui irarpiw ovros yap drjirov 6

debs irepl ra roiavra 7racrtJ&amp;gt; dv6pwTroi.s Trdrptos e^rjyrjrrjs ev yttecry r^s yrjs eVt rov

dfj.&amp;lt;pa\ov Kadr/uevos el-riyelrai.
4 See infra, pp. 454-5, where it is argued thatjPlato s /caXAtTroXis is misunder

stood (as in part by Aristotle) if its constitution is taken to be drawn for an
isolated municipality, and not for an Empire-city (like the antediluvian Athens
of the Atlantis Myth), under which, as civil head (Delphi being the ecclesiastical

head), Hellas should be united against barbarians for the propagation of liberty
and culture in the world.
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Myth in philosophical literature,
1 what place he assigns to

the scientific understanding.
The scientific understanding, which is only a small part,

and a late developed part, of the whole man, as related to his

whole environment, is apt, chiefiy because it has the gift of

speech and can explain itself, while our deeper laid faculties

are dumb, to flatter itself with the conceit that it is the

measure of all things that what is to it inconceivable is

impossible. It cannot conceive the Part ruling the Whole :

therefore it says that the proposition
&quot; the World is ruled by

a Personal God &quot;

is not true.

Plato has, so far as I can gather, two answers to this

pronouncement of the scientific understanding. The first is,

&quot;

Life would come to naught if we acted as if the scientific

understanding were right in denying the existence of a

Personal God &quot;

;
and he trusts to Ritual and Myth (among

other agencies) to help men to feel this. His attitude here is

very like Spinoza s :

Deum nullam aliam sui cognitionem ab hominibus per prophetas

petere, quam cognitionem divinae suae justitiae et caritatis, hoc

est, talia Dei attributa, quae homines certa vivendi ratione imitari

possunt; quod quidem Jeremias expressissimis verbis docet (22.

15, 16). . . . Evangelica doctrina nihil praeter simplicem fidem

continet
; nempe Deo credere eumque revereri, sive, quod idem est,

Deo obedire. . . . Sequitur denique fidem non tarn requirere vera,

quam pia dogmata, hoc est, talia, quae animum ad obedientiarn

movent. . . . Fidem non tarn veritatem, quam pietatem exigere.
2

Plato s other answer goes deeper. It consists in showing
that the &quot;

Whole,&quot; or all-embracing Good, cannot be grasped

scientifically, but must be seen imperfectly in a similitude.
3

The logical understanding, as represented by Glaucon, not

satisfied with knowing what the all-embracing Good is like,

wishes to know what it is as if it were an object presented
to knowledge. But the Good is not an object presented to

knowledge. It is the condition of knowledge. It is like

1 Or rather, in philosophical conversation
;
for the Platonic Dialogues, after

all, with their written discussions and myths, are only offered as models to be
followed in actual conversation actual conversation being essential to the
continued life of Philosophy.

-
Spinoza, Tradatus TJwologico-politicus, chapters 13 and 14.

3
Sep. 506.
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Light which is not one of the things seen, but the condition

of seeing. To suppose that the Whole, or Good, is an object,

among objects, of knowledge, is the fault which Plato, as I

read him, finds with the logical understanding ;
and a Platonist

might, I think, be allowed to develop the Master s criticism as

follows : The conception of
&quot; Whole &quot;

or &quot; Universe
&quot; which

the logical understanding professes to have, and manipulates
in its proof of the non-existence of a Personal God, is not a
&quot;

conception
&quot;

at all. The understanding cannot conceive the

Universe as finished Whole. Its
&quot; whole

&quot;

is always also a
&quot;

part
&quot;

of something indefinitely greater. The argument that
&quot;

the Ruler of the Universe is not a Personal God, because the

Part cannot rule the Whole,&quot; juggling, as it does, with this

sham conception that of
&quot; Whole which is not also Part &quot;-

is inconclusive.

7. PLATO S TREATMENT OF THE IDEA OF SOUL

Let us now turn to the &quot; Idea of Soul.&quot; The Soul is

represented in the three strictly Eschatological Myths of the

Phaedo, Gorgias, and Republic, and in other Myths not strictly

Eschatological, as a Person created by God, and responsible to

him for acts in which it is a free agent within limits set by

dvdy/crj responsible to God throughout an existence which

began before its incarnation in this body, and will continue

for ever after the death of this body an existence in which

it is subject to periodical re-incarnations, alternating with

terms of disembodiment, during which it receives recompense
for the deeds done in the flesh

;
till at last if it is not

incorrigible it is thoroughly purified by penance, and enters

into the peace of a never-ending disembodied state, like that

which it enjoyed in its own peculiar star, before it began the

cycle of incarnations.

Zeller,
1

while admitting that many details in Plato s

doctrine of the pre-existence and future destiny of the

immortal Soul are mythic, maintains that the doctrine itself,

in its broad outlines, is held by him dogmatically, and

propounded as scientific truth. Pre-existence, recollection,

1
Zeller, Plato, Eng. Transl. pp. 397-413. Thiemann (Die Platonische

Eschatologie in ihrer genetischen Entwickdung, 1892, p. 27) agrees with Zeller.
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retribution, re-incarnation, final purification, and never-ending

disembodied existence of the purified soul these, Zfilkr thinks,

^ literally true. Hegel,
1

on the other hand, h.olds tha^_Jhe_^lajbo^ic__doctnne oF~the

Soul is wholly mythic. I take it from a passage ~m~ the

Introduction to the Critique of Pure Eeason 2 that Kant would

think with Zeller against Hegel. Where such authorities

differ one might well remain neutral
;

but I cannot help

saying that I inclin_Ja._ thjljview that the_ bare doctrine of

immortality (not to mention the details of its setting)~Ts

conceived by Plato in Myth, and not dogmatically- or perhaps

I^ought_tp_jay, conceived, eminently inJVIyth ;
for the dogmatic

way of conceiving immortality is not formally excluded on

Platonic, as it is on Kantian, principles ; although the mere

circumstance that Plato has an alternative way of conceiving
it the mythological way, not to mention the great attraction

which the mythological way plainly has for him shows that

he was dissatisfied with the scientific proof of immortality-
entertained a doubt, to say the least, whether &quot; the Soul is

immortal
&quot;

ought to be regarded as a scientific truth.

Nor need Plato s doubt surprise us, when we consider the

state of opinion in the Athens of his day. Belief in personal

immortality had become very feeble among a large number of

educated and even half-educated people in Athens. 3 For the

belief of the ordinary half-educated man, the Attic Orators, in

their frequent references to the cult of the dead, are our best

1

Hegel, WerJce, vol. xiv. pp. 207 if. Couturat (de Platonis Mythis, Paris,

1896, pp. 84-88) agrees with Hegel. Grote (Plato, ii. 190, n. q.) expresses qualified

agreement: &quot;There is ingenuity,&quot; lie says, &quot;in this view of Hegel, and many
separate expressions of Plato receive light from it

;
but it appears to me to refine

away too much. Plato had in his own mind and belief both the Soul as a particular

thing, and the Soul as an universal. His language implies sometimes the one,
sometimes the other.

&quot; That Coleridge would have endorsed Hegel s view is clear

from the following passage in Biogr. Lit. ch. 22. Speaking of Wordsworth s Ode
on the Intimations of Immortality from Recollections of Early Childhood, he

says : &quot;The Ode was intended for such readers only as had been accustomed to

watch the flux and reflux of their inmost nature, to venture at times into the

twilight realms of consciousness, and to feel a deep interest in modes of inmost

being, to which they know that the attributes of time and space are inapplicable
and alien, but which yet cannot be conveyed, save in symbols of time and space.
For such readers the sense is sufficiently plain, and they will be as little disposed
to charge Mr. Wordsworth with believing the platonic pre-existence in the

ordinary interpretation of the words, as I am to believe that Plato himself ever

meant or taught it.&quot;

2 See infra, p. 72, where the passage is quoted.
3 See Jowett, The Dialogues of Plato, vol. i. 419 (Introduction to the Phaedo,

12).
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authorities. They seem to take for granted a belief very much
like that which Aristotle makes the basis of his remarks in

Eih. Nic. i. 10 and 11
; and, like him, are concerned chiefly

to avoid TO \iav
d&amp;lt;pi\ov,

statements likely to wound tender

feeling.
&quot; The continued existence of the Soul after death,&quot;

says Kohde,
1 &quot;

is not questioned by the orators
;

but its con

sciousness of what happens in this world is only affirmed with

deliberate uncertainty. Such qualifications as el rives

TT\VTrjK6ra)v \d/3oiV rpoTrw nvl rov vvv

Trpdy/jLaros aiaOycriv are frequent. Apart from the offerings

of his relatives there is little more to bind the deceased to this

world than his fame among survivors. Even in the exalted

language of solemn funeral orations we miss, among the con

solations offered to the mourners, any reference to a higher
condition to an eternal life of conscious blessedness attained

to by the famous dead.&quot; Here the Orators are in agreement
with that great master of the art of epitaph-writing, as Kohde 2

well describes Simonides,
&quot; who has never a word assigning the

departed to a land of eternal blessedness,&quot; but places their

immortality entirely in the memory of their deeds, which lasts,

and will lust, in this world :

ouSe Tf.6va.a-i $ai/ovTes, CTree frfi apex?)

KvSawoixr* avayet

Similarly Tyrtaeus
4 had identified adavaaia expressly with

/cXeo? :

Se 7TOT6 K\O&amp;lt;$ O&quot;(9AoV aTToA/XvTai OvB OVOfJ, aVTOV
}

aA/Y VTTO y^s TTe/3 ewv ytyverat a^avaros

His body is buried in peace, but his name liveth for evermore.

The Dramatists, too, did much to induce their public

to look at the dead in the same way ;
for the dramatic

interest required that prominence should be given to the pos

thumous influence of the dead here rather than to their personal

1

Psyche, vol. ii. pp. 202, 203 ; and see his important footnotes to these pages,
in which he gives references to H. Meuss (liber die Vorstellungen von Dasein nach
dcui Tode bel den attisehen Rednern, Jahrb. f. Philol., 1889, pp. 801 ff.), Wester-
rnann (on Demosth. Lept. 87), and Lehrs (Popul. Aufs. 329 ff.), for the views

expressed by the Attic Orators concerning the state of the departed.
-
Psyche, ii. 204.

;i Simou. Epigr. 99, 3, 4, quoted by Rohde, Psyche, ii. 204, n. 1.
4
Tyrtaeus, 12, 31 f., quoted by Rohde, Psyche, ii. 201, n. 3.
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condition in another world. When the Dramatists put the

old national legends on the stage, attention was turned, as

Rohde 1

points out, from the mere events of the story to the

characters and motives of the hitherto shadowy legendary

personages now presented, for the first time, clearly to sense.

The plots were well known, and not so curiously attended to

by the audience as the characters of the personages now mov

ing before their eyes. Motives became more important than

events. The Dramatist had to combine the traditional story

of the legend with the motives of agents who must have the

hearts of modern men, or else not be understood by the audi

ence. Hence the tragic conflict between events and motives.

It is fated that a good man shall do an evil deed. How can

he be responsible for such a deed, and merit the retribution

which the moral sense of the audience would resent if he did

not merit it ? This is the tragic anropia which the Dramatists

solved, I would suggest, by taking the Family, rather than the

Individual, as the moral unit.
2 The descendant is free because

he is conscious of doing the ancestral, the fated, thing a

doctrine which Eohde,
3
in ascribing especially to Aeschylus,

compares with the Stoic doctrine of avy/cardOeat^.
4 The

human interest of tragedy requires that the penalty for sin

shall be paid here 011 earth rather than in Hades. This is why
there is so little in the Greek Dramatists about the punish
ment of the wicked in the other world for their own sins. It

is in this world that sin must be punished if the drama is to

have any human interest. Since the Family, not the Indi

vidual, is the moral unit, it matters not that the sin punished
here is ancestral. Nay, the tragic effect is heightened when
the children suffer for the sins of their fathers. The dead

fathers live in their children : that is, for aught we can ever

know, the only life they have :

TOVS yap Oavovras et #eAeis

ctV ovv KOLKOVpyeiv, u/Ac/uSe^icos e

T(3 /xryre ^aipeiv /XT^TC XvTTticrOai

1

Psyche, ii. 225.
- See Plutarch, de sera numinis vindicta, 16, on the continuity of the Family,

and the justice of punishing children for the sins of fathers.
3
Psyche, ii. 229.

4 Cic. de fato, 18, where avyKaTadeais is rendered by adscnsio.
5
Aeschylus, frag. 266, quoted by Rohde, Psyche, ii. 232. &quot; Under all circum

stances,&quot; says Dr. Westcott (Religious Thought in the West, edit. 1891, pp. 91, 92),
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If the dead, then, are unconscious or barely conscious, the

living must be punished for the sins of the dead, that the justice

of the Gods may be satisfied.
1

Aristotle did little more than

formulate the widely-prevalent opinion supported by Orators

and Dramatists, when he defined the Soul as &quot;the function of

the body
&quot;

and Plato himself bears witness to the prevalence
of the opinion when he makes Glaucon express surprise 011

-hearing it suggested by Socrates that the Soul is immortal. 2

It had never occurred to Glaucon that the doctrine of the Soul s

immortality could be taken seriously. Socrates then offers a
&quot;

scientific
&quot;

proof of its immortality a proof which he offers,

I would suggest, only or chiefly that he may supersede it by

\
the Myth of Er.

3

So much for considerations which make it reasonable to

suppose that Plato, like many others in the Athens of his

day, felt at least serious doubt as to whether anything could

be known scientifically about the conscious life of the Soul

after death, if he did not actually go the length of holding,

as his disciple Aristotle did, that, as conscious individual,

it perishes with the body whose function it is. That, while

entertaining this serious doubt, Plato did not go so far as

Aristotle, seems to me to be shown by the manner in which

he allows himself to be affected by another class of opinions

&quot; the view of the condition of the Dead, which Aeschylus brings out into the

clearest light in describing the condition of the Guilty, is consistent. The ful

ness of human life is on earth. The part of man, in all his energy and capacity
for passion and action, is played out here

;
and when the curtain falls there

remains unbroken rest, or a faint reflection of the past, or suffering wrought by
the ministers of inexorable justice. The beauty and the power of life, the mani
fold ministers of sense, are gone. They can be regretted, but they cannot be

replaced. Sorrow is possible, but not joy.
&quot; However different this teaching may be from that of the Myths of Plato,

and the vague popular belief which they witnessed to and fostered ;
however

different, again, even from that of Pindar, with which Aeschylus cannot have
been unacquainted ,

it is pre-eminently Greek. Plato clothed in a Greek dress

the common instincts of humanity : Aeschylus works out a characteristically
Greek view of life. Thus it is that his doctrine is most clearly Homeric. As a

Greek he feels, like Homer, the nobility of our present powers, the grandeur of

strength and wealth, the manifold delights of our complex being ; and what was
the close-packed urn of ashes which survived the funeral pyre compared with

the heroes whom it represented ? That tear-stained dust was the witness that

man the whole man could not live again. The poet, then, was constrained to

work out a scheme of divine justice upon earth, and this Aeschylus did, though
its record is a strain of sorrow.&quot;

1 On the necessity of satisfying the justice of the Gods, see Rohde, Psyche,
ii. 232.

2
Hep. 608 D, on which see Rohde, Psyche, ii. 264, 265, and Adam, ad loc.

3 See infra, p. 73.
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opposed to the agnosticism of his time. I refer to the

opinions associated with the Mysteries and the Orphic revival

throughout Greece, and especially in Athens. The Eleusinian

Mysteries were the great stronghold in Greece of the doctrine

of a future life;
1 and the same doctrine was taught, in

definite form, by the Orphic societies which appeared in

Italy and Sicily (in some cases in close connection with

the spread of Pythagoreanism) before the close of the

latter half of the sixth century. As Athens became more

and more the centre of Greek life, the Orphic cult gravitated

thither. We find it represented by Onomacritus at the

Court of the Pisistratids
; and, meeting the need of

&quot;

personal

religion,&quot;
felt especially during the tribulation caused by the

Peloponnesiaii War and the Great Plague,
2

it had, in Plato s

day, become firmly rooted in the city. The sure hope of

salvation, for themselves and those dear to them, in a future

life, the details of which were minutely described, was held

before the anxious and afflicted who duly observed the pre

scribed Orphic rites. The hope was all the surer because

it was made to rest on the consciousness of having one s self

done something ;
it was all the surer, too, because the comfort

which it brought was offered, not to selfish, but to sympathetic

feeling for even ancestors long dead could be aided in their

purgatorial state by the prayers and observances of their

pious descendants.
3

1 See Gardner s New Chapters in Greek History, p. 397, and Gardner and
Jevons Manual of Greek Antiquities, p. 275.

2 See Rohde, Psyche, ii. 105, 106.
;i See important note (5), Rohde, Psyche, ii. 128, in which Rep. 364 B, c, E--

365 A is cited especially 365 A, ircidovres . . . us apa Xtftretr re /cat Ka.QapiJ.oi

a.T(i}v 5td dvtndov /cat TratStas ydovuv etVt fj^v TL G)(nv, et&amp;lt;rt 8 /tat reXei/nJ-
as dr] reXerds KoXovaiv, a TU&amp;gt;V e/ce? KCLKUV &iro\tiovffiv Tj/J-as, /JLTJ OticravTas

deLva irepifjifrei as showing that deceased ancestors could be aided by the

prayers and observances of descendants. Although the Orphic Fragm. 208 (cf.

llaMullach, Fr. Ph. Gr.i. 188) opyia r e/cTeX^o-otxn, Xi^trtv irpoybvwv aOen iffruv
|

/j.ai6fJievoi, &amp;lt;rv 8e rolcnv \uv Kpdros o#y K ede\T)(rda \

\v(rei5 i-K re Trdvuv ^aXeTrwp
/cat airdpovos oforpov, quoted by Rohde in the same note, seems to make it quite
clear that dead ancestors could be aided by their descendants, I think that the

passage quoted from Rep. 365 A leaves the matter in doubt
; see Paul Tannery in

Rev. de PhiJol. October 1901, on reXerat (Orphica, Fr. 221, 227, 228, 254), who
explains the etVt /j.ev ZTL u&amp;lt;nv, etVt 8e Kal TeXevrrjcraat. of Rep. 365 A to mean
that the expiatory rites clear the initiated person, some of them for the time of
his earthly life, some of them for his life after death. These latter are as 5r)

reXerds KaXovcri. TeXerat cannot affect any one except the initiated person
himself (to whom they supply directions as to his journey in the other world) :

they cannot clear an ancestor. According to this explanation, the reference in

Rep. 364 c, efre rt ddiKrj/jid rov ytyovev avrov ^ irpoyovuv, is not to ancestors as
affected by the observances of their descendants, but to sin inherited from an

F
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Now, what is Plato s attitude to this Orphic cult ? This

question can be answered, in part at least, without difficulty :

He derived the main doctrine, together with most of the

details, of his Eschatological Myths the doctrine of the pre-

existence, penance, re-incarnation, and final purification of the

Soul directly, and through Pindar, from Orphic sources, the

chief of which, if we accept the carefully formed view of

Dieterich, was a popular Orphic Manual, the Kardfiacris

t? AtSof ,
in which the vicissitudes endured by the immortal

Soul, till it frees itself, by penance, from the Cycle of Births,

were described a work which lay at the foundation of

Pindar s theology, was ridiculed by Aristophanes in the Frogs,

was the ultimate source of the Ne/cvtat, of Plutarch and Virgil,

and greatly influenced Neo-Platonic doctrine.
1

Pindar, a poet and theologian after Plato s heart, whom
he always quotes with deep respect, was, we may suppose,

brought into contact with the Orphic cult in Sicily, where,

along with the Pythagorean discipline, it had found a con

genial home.2 The difference between Pindar s outlook, and

that of the Athenian Orators and Dramatists and their

agnostic public, is very striking. In certain places he indeed

speaks of the dead as gone, their earthly fame alone

surviving. But this is not his dominant tone. Not only

have a favoured few heroes like Amphiaraus been trans

lated, by a miracle,
&quot;

body and soul,&quot; to immortal homes, but,

ancestor, which a man may cleanse himself of. I do not think, however,
that the reference in the \vaiv irpoybvuv dde/j-icrTuv of the Orphic fragment
quoted by Mullach (i. 188) and Rohde can be to this.

1 See Dieterich, Nekyia, 116-158
;

and cf. Jevons, Introduction to the

History of Religion, pp. 353, 354 : Orpheus had descended into Hades
;
hence

came to be regarded as the author of verses descriptive of Hades, which were
current in thiasi, or disseminated by itinerant agyrtae. In Eep. 364 ]:,

/3i(3\uv 5 ttfjiadov irapex VTai Mixraiou /ecu
0/&amp;gt;&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;&i&amp;gt;s,

the reference is, doubtless,
to this and other Orphic guide-books for the use of the dead. These Orphic
books may be compared with the Egyptian Book of the Dead, a guide for the
use of the Ka, or &quot;double

&quot;

(on which see Budge s Egyptian Ideas of the Future

Life, p. 163), which wanders from the body, and may lose its way ;
cf. Petrie s

Egyptian Tales, second series, p 124
;
see also Eleusinia, by le Comte Goblet

d Alviella (1903), pp. 73 if., on the connection between Greek and Egyptian
guide-books for the use of the dead. To Dieterich s list of eschatological

pieces in literature inspired by the Orphic teaching we ought perhaps to add
the Voyage of Odysseus to Hades (Od. xi.) ;

see v. &quot;\Vilamowitz-Mollendorti
,

Horn. Untersuch. p. 199, who supposes that the passage was put in by
Onomacritus, when Homer was being edited at Athens in the time of the

Tyrants.
2 See Rohde, Psyche, ii. 216, 217

; and, for the spread of the Orphic
Religion, Bury, Hist, of Greece, chap. vii. sec. 13.
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when any ordinary man dies, his Soul survives his body, and

that, not as a poor vanishing shade, but as a responsible

person destined for immortal life. The ^v^ij, as Pindar

conceives it, is not the &quot;

totality of the bodily functions,&quot; as

the philosophers and the agnostic Athenian public conceived

it, but the Double which has its home in the body. This

Double comes from the Gods and is immortal :

KU.I (TMfJM //,!
TTOiVTWV ~TU.i

T

TO ydp (TTl JMOVOV K

Being of God, the Soul is necessarily immortal, but is

immersed in the body because of ancient sin Tra\at,ov

At the death of its first body, the Soul goes to Hades,

where it is judged and recompensed for the deeds, good or ill,

done in the flesh. But its sin is not wholly purged. It

reappears on earth in a second body, at the death of which

it goes a second time to Hades, where its sin is further

purged. Then it returns to animate a third body on earth

(see Pindar, 01. ii. 68 ff.). Then, if these three lives on

earth, as well as the two periods of sojourn in Hades, have

been spent without fault, and if, when it returns for the third

time to Hades, it lives there without fault, Persephone, in the

ninth year of this third sojourn in Hades, receives the full

tale of satisfaction due for Trakaiov irevdos, and sends it back

to earth, to be born in the person of a Philosopher or King
(see Pindar, quoted Meno, 81 B), who, at his death, becomes

a holy Hero, or Daemon a finally disembodied spirit : the

Soul has at last got out of the KVK\O&amp;lt;; yeveo-ecw.
2

This is

1

Pindar, fr. apud Pint. Consol. ad Apoll. 35.
2

I am indebted to Rohde (Psyche, ii. 207-217) for the substance of this sketch
of Pindar s Eschatology. In the last paragraph I have tried to combine the
doctrine of 01. ii. 68 if. and the fragment, Men. 81 B. The life of Philosopher
or King is indeed a bodily life on earth, but it is not one of the three bodily
lives necessary (together with the three sojourns in Hades) to the final purifica
tion of the Soul. The Soul has been finally purified before it returns to this

fourth and last bodily life which immediately precedes its final disembodiment.
In the case of Souls which do not pass three faultless lives here and in Hades,
the number of re-incarnations would be greater. Pindar s estimate seems to be
that of the time required in the most favourable circumstances. We may take
it that it is the time promised by the Orphic priests to those whose ritual

observances were most regular. According to Phaedrus, 249 A, however, it

would appear that a Soul must have been incarnate as a Philosopher in three
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Pindar s doctrine plainly Orphic doctrine, with beauty and

distinction added to it by the genius of the great poet.

Plato s Eschatological Myths also, like Pindar s poems,

plainly reproduce the matter of Orphic teaching. Is it going
too far, when we consider Plato s reverence for the genius of

Pindar, to suggest that it was Pindar s form which helped to

recommend to Plato the matter which he reproduces in his

Eschatological Myths that the poet s refined treatment of

the Orphic pvdos helped the philosopher, himself a poet, to

see how that //.0#o? might be used to express imaginatively
what indeed demands expression of some kind, man s hope
of personal immortality, but cannot, without risk of fatal

injury, be expressed in the language of science ? It is Pindar,

as chief among divine seers who is quoted, in the Meno (81),

for the pre-existence, transmigrations, responsibility, and

immortality of the Soul
;
but the Platonic &quot; Socrates

&quot;

is care

ful to say that he does not contend for the literal truth of

the doctrine embodied in Pindar s myth, but insists on its

practical value in giving us hope and courage as seekers after

knowledge (Meno, 86 B). It is Pindar, again, who is quoted
at the beginning of the Republic (331 B) for that

&amp;lt;y\v/ce2a

\7r/9, which is visualised in Orphic outlines and colours at

the close of the Dialogue, in the greatest of Plato s Eschato

logical Myths. Orphic doctrine, refined by poetic genius for

philosophic use, is the material of which Plato weaves his

Eschatological Myths. And he seems almost to go out of his

way to tell us this. Not only is the Meno Myth introduced

with special mention of the priestly source from which it is

derived (Meno, 8 1 B), but even brief allusions made elsewhere

to the doctrine contained in it are similarly introduced as in

the Pliaedo, 70 c, where the doctrine of the transmigrations
of the Soul is said to be derived from a TraAmo? \o*/os ;

in

the Phaedo, 81 A, where it is connected with what is said

Kara TWV /j,6pvr]peva)v ,
and in the Laws, 872 E, where the

successive lives before entering on the disembodied state : see Zeller, Plato,

Eng. Tr. p. 393
;
and cf. Phaedo, 113 D 11 ., where live classes of men are

distinguished with respect to their condition after death on which see Rohde,

Psi/che, ii. 275, n. 1.
&quot;

Ecrr/ais e/car^w^i,&quot; says Prof. Gildersleeve in his note

on Find. 01. ii. 75, &quot;would naturally mean six times, ecrrpts may mean three

times in all. The Soul descends to Hades, then returns to earth, then

descends again for a final
probation.&quot;

I do not think that this last interpreta
tion can be accepted.
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ira\ai,ol lepeis are referred to for the doctrine that, if a man
kills his mother, he must be born again as a woman who is

killed by her son. But, after all, the most convincing evidence

for the great influence exercised by Orphic doctrine over

Plato is to be found in the way in which he loves to

describe Philosophy itself in terms borrowed from the Orphic
cult and the Mysteries.

1 Thus in the Pkaedo, 69 c,

teal KivBvvevovai KCU, ol rd$ re\erds rjfuv ovroi Kara-

cmjcravres ov
(f&amp;gt;av\oi, elvai, o-XXa T&&amp;gt; ovn Trd\ai alvir-

recrOai on 09 dv d/jLvrjros /cal areXearo? et? AiBov
dcfri/crjTai,,

ev /3op(36p(i) Kelo-erai, 6 Be KeKaOap/Aevos re Kal rereXe-

07x61/09 eKelcre dcfuKO/Jievos perd 6ewv ol/cr)(re{,. elal yap

Bij, (fracrlv ol Trepl ra? reXera?, vapOrjKocfropoi, p,ev

fid/c^oi Se re iravpoi. OVTOI 8* elcrlv Kara TTJV

OVK aXXot rj ol TrecfriJkoo-otyrjKOTes op6a)s. Again, in the

Goryias, 493 A, borrowing an Orphic phrase, he likens the

body, with its lusts, to a tomb TO pev crw^d ecrTiv rjfuv

arjiJLa from which Wisdom alone can liberate the Soul (cf.

also OratyluSy 400 B) ;
and in the Pkaedrus, 250 B, c, he

describes Philosophy the Soul s vision of the Eternal Forms

as a kind of Initiation : /caXXo? 8e TOT TJV ISelv \afjiirp6v,

ore &vv evbai/jLOVt, %o^o3 pa/caplav otyw re Kal deav, e?ro-

/jL6Ta /j,ev Ato?
r)/jLL&amp;lt;;,

aXXot Be fier* aXXou Oewv, elBov

Kal ereXovvro TCOV TeXeTcoz/, rjv Oe^Li^ \e&amp;lt;yei,v }JiaKapt,wrd-

a)pyid^o/jiv o\oK\r)poi fjiev avrol ovres Kal diraOels

ocra rjfjids ev varepw ^povu) vTrefJievev, o\OK\rjpa Be

Kal avrXa Kal drpefirj Kal evBai/^ova (f)do-/jLara jjLVOv^evol re

Kal eTTOTrrevovre? ev avyfj KaOapa, Kadapol ovres Kal

darjfiavrot, rovrov o vvv orco/JLa Trepityepovres ovo/j,d%OfjLev,

ocrrpeou rporrov BeBecrfAevfievoi. Again, in the Timaeus, 44 C,
2

he speaks of the Soul which has neglected the opdrj rpo^
rraibevo-ews as returning,

&quot;

uninitiated
&quot;

and &quot; without know

ledge of truth,&quot; into Hades
dre\rj&amp;lt;;

Kal dvoijro? els
f

Ai,Bov

rrd\w ep-erai\ and in the Symposium, 209 E, in Diotima s

Discourse on
e/ao)?,

the highest Philosophy is described as

rd re\ea Kal eTTOTrriKa, for the sake of which we seek

initiation in rd

1 See Rohde, Psyche, ii. 279.
2 See Archer-Hind s note on Phaedo, 69 c.

3 See Couturat, de Plat. Mythis, p. 55.
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Let us not think that this is
&quot;

mysticism
&quot;

&quot; the scholas

ticism of the heart
&quot; l such as we find afterwards in the Neo-

Platonic teaching. On the contrary, it is to be regarded
as evidence of the non-scholastic, concrete view which Plato

takes of Philosophy. Philosophy to Plato is not crofyia a

mere system of ascertained truth but strictly &amp;lt;/uXo cro&amp;lt;pia

e/9o&amp;gt;9,
child of TTO/JO? and aTropua, as the parentage is set forth

in Diotima s Myth in the Symposium : Philosophy is not what

finally satisfies or surfeits the intellect : it is the organic

play of all the human powers and functions it is Human
Life, equipped for its continual struggle, eager and hopeful,

and successful in proportion to its hope its hope being

naturally visualised in dreams of a future state. These

dreams the human race will never outgrow, so the Platonist

holds, will never ultimately cast aside as untrue
;

for the

young will believe in them in every generation, and the

weary and bereaved will cherish them, and men of genius

poets, philosophers, saints will always rise up to represent

them anew. The Philosophy of an epoch must ,be largely

judged by the way in which it
&quot;

represents
&quot;

them. How
much virtue Plato finds in

&quot;

representation
&quot;-

philosophical
and poetical may be gathered from the fact that, while

he attaches the highest value to the Orphic doctrine which

he himself borrows for philosophical use, he ascribes the

worst moral influence to the actual teaching of the Orphic

priests.
2

I said that it is reasonable to suppose that Plato was

affected by the agnosticism which prevailed in Athens, and

felt, notwithstanding some &quot;

proofs
&quot;

which he ventured to

offer, serious doubt as to whether even the bare fact of con

scious immortality is matter of scientific knowledge.
3 It may

1 &quot; Der iMysticismus 1st die Scholastik des Herzens, die Dialektik des

Gefiihls,&quot; Goethe, Spruche in Prosa: Maximen uud Reflexionen : dritte

Abtheilung.
2

Jlejmblic, 364 E. In Aristoph. llanae, 159, and Demosth. de Corona, 259 ff.,

the practices of the agyrtae, or itinerant celebrants of initiatory rites, are held

up to ridicule.
3 But see teller s Plato, p. 408 (Eng. Transl.). Zeller holds that the fact of

immortality and future retribution was regarded by Plato as established beyond
doubt

; only details were uncertain. Couturat (de PL Myth. p. 112) thinks that

the whole doctrine of immortality in Plato is
&quot;mythic.&quot;

Jowett (Introduction
to Phaedo) remarks that in proportion as Plato succeeds in substituting a philo

sophical for a mythological treatment of the immortality of the Soul, &quot;the con

templation of ideas under the form of eternity takes the place of past and
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now be added, however, that his sympathy with the personal

religion, in which many took refuge from agnosticism, was

profound, and moved him to deal, in Myth openly borrowed

from the religious teachers, with subjects which Aristotle left

alone. Official (as distinct from personal) religion offers no

safe refuge from agnosticism. Eecognising this, Plato took

the matter of his strictly Eschatological Myths almost entirely

from the Orphic teaching, which presented religion as a way
of salvation which all, without distinction of sex or civil status,

simply as human beings, of their own free choice, can enter

upon and pursue.
1

future states of existence.&quot; Mr. Adam (Rep. vol. ii. p. 456) says,
&quot;

that soul is

immortal, Plato is firmly convinced : transmigration he regards as probable, to

say the least.&quot;

1 See Gardner arid Jevons Manual of Greek Antiquities, Book iii. ch. iv.
&quot;

Orgiastic Cults,&quot; and Jevons Introduction to the History of Religion, pp. 327-

374. &quot;The leading characteristic,&quot; says Dr. Jevons (o.c. p. 339), &quot;of the re

vival in the sixth century B.C., both in the Semitic area, and as transplanted into

Greece, is a reaction against the gift theory of sacrifice, and a reversion to the

older sacramental conception of the offering and the sacrificial meal as affording
actual communion with the God whose flesh and blood were consumed by his

worshippers. . . . The unifying efficacy (p. 331) of the sacrificial meal made it

possible to form a circle of worshippers. . . . We have the principle of voluntary
religious associations which were open to all. Membership did not depend on

birth, but was constituted by partaking in the divine life and blood of the sacred

animal.&quot; These voluntary associations formed for religious purposes thiasi or

erani &quot; differed (p. 335) from the cult of the national gods in that all women,
foreigners, slaves were admitted, not merely members of the State.&quot; In short,

initiatio (/jiv-riais) took the place of civitas as the title of admission to religious

privileges.
Prof. Gardner closes the chapter on &quot;Orgiastic Cults,&quot; referred to above, with

the following words: &quot;In several respects the thiasi were precursors of

Christianity, and opened the door by which it entered. If they belonged to a

lower intellectual level than the best religion of Greece, and were full of vulgarity
and imposture, they yet had in them certain elements of progress, and had some

thing in common with the future as well as the past history of mankind. All

properly Hellenic religion was a tribal thing, belonged to the state and the race,
did not proselytise, nor even admit foreign converts

;
and so when the barriers

which divided cities were pulled down it sank and decayed. The cultus of

Sabazius or of Cybele was, at least, not tribal : it sought converts among all

ranks, and having found them, placed them on a level before the God. Slaves

and women were admitted to membership and to office. The idea of a common
humanity, scarcely admitted by Greek philosophers before the age of the Stoics,
found a hold among these despised sectaries, who learned to believe that men of

low birth ami foreign extraction might be in divine matters superior to the

wealthy and the educated. In return for this great lesson we may pardon them
much folly and much superstition.&quot; Prof. Gardner pursues this subject further

in his Exploratio Evangelica, pp. 325 ff., chapter on &quot;Christianity and the

thiasi&quot;; see also Grote s History of Greece, part i. ch. i. (vol. i. 19, 20,

ed. 1862).
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8. SUMMARY OF INTRODUCTORY OBSERVATIONS IN THE FORM

OF A DEFENCE OF PLATO AGAINST A CHARGE BROUGHT

AGAINST HIM BY KANT.

Let me close this Introduction with a summing up of its

meaning, in the form of a defence of Plato against a charge

brought by Kant in a well-known passage.
1

The light dove, in free flight cleaving the air and feeling its

resistance, might imagine that in airless space she would fare

better. Even so Plato left the world of sense, because it sets so

narrow limits to the understanding, and ventured beyond, on the

wings of the Ideas, into the empty space of the pure understanding.
He did not see that, with all his effort, he made no way.

Here Kant brings against Plato the charge of
&quot; transcen

dental use, or rather, misuse, of the Categories of the Under

standing&quot;
2

of supposing super-sensible objects, Soul, Cosmos,

God, answering to
&quot; Ideas

&quot;

which have no adequate objects

in a possible experience, and then determining these sup

posed objects by means of conceptions the Categories
the application of which ought to be restricted to sensible

objects.

In bringing this charge, Kant seems to me to ignore the

function which Myth performs in the Platonic philosophy.
I submit that the objects which Plato supposes for the
&quot; Transcendental Ideas

&quot; 3
are imaginatively constructed by

him, not presented as objects capable of determination by
scientific categories that Plato, by means of the plainly non-

scientific language of Myth, guards against the illusions which

Kant guards against by means of
&quot;

criticism
&quot;

; or, to put it

I
otherwise, that Plato .s employment of Myth, when he deals

with the ideals of Soul, Cosmos, and God Kant s three Ideas

of Reason shows that his attitude is
&quot;

critical,&quot; not dog
matic. The part which the Myth of Er plays in the philo

sophic action of the Republic may be taken as a specimen
of the evidence for this view of Plato s attitude. There is

nothing in the Republic, to my mind, so significant as the

1 Kritik der rcinen Vernunft, Einleitimg, 3.

2 See Krit. d. rein. Vern. : die transc. Dialectik, Einleitung, 1.

3
&quot;Ideas&quot; in Kant s sense, not the Platonic i
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deep sympathy of its ending with the mood of its beginning.

It begins with the Hope of the aged Cephalus
&quot; The sweet

hope which guides the wayward thought of mortal man
;

&quot;

it

ends with the great Myth in which this Hope is visualised.

As his Hope is sufficient for Cephalus, who retires to his

devotions from the company of the debaters, so is the Repre
sentation of it the Vision of Er given as sufficient, in the

end, for the debaters themselves. To attempt to rationalise

here to give speculative reasons for such a Hope, or against

it, would be to forget that it is the foundation of all our

special faculties, including the faculty of scientific explanation;
and that science can neither explain away, nor corroborate, its

own foundation. The attempt which is made in the latter

half of the Tenth Book of the Republic to place the natural

expression of this Hope man s belief in the immortality of

the Soul on a &quot;

scientific basis,&quot; to determine &quot; Soul
&quot;

by
means of

&quot;

Categories of the Understanding,&quot; I regard as

intended by the great philosopher-artist to lead up to the

Myth of Er, and heighten its effect by contrast to give
the reader of the Republic a vivid sense of the futility of

rationalism in a region where Hope confirms itself by &quot;vision

splendid.&quot;
l

Of course, I do not deny that passages may be found in

which the Ideas of Soul, Cosmos, and God are treated by
Plato, without Mythology, as having objects to be determined

under the scientific categories of Cause and Substance e.g.

in Phaedrus, 245 E, and Phaedo, 105 c,
2 we seem to have

1
&quot;The argument about immortality (Hep. 608 c to 612 A),&quot; says R. L.

Nettleship (Philosophical Lectures and Remains, ii. 355),
&quot; does riot seem to be in

any organic connection either with what actually precedes or with what actually
follows it. It would seem that Plato had two plans in his mind as to how to

finish the Republic&quot; I cannot think that Plato had two plans in his mind.
The argument for the immortality of the Soul in Hep. 608c-612A is formally
so inconclusive that it is impossible to suppose Plato to be serious with it. The

equivocal use of the term Death (6a.va.Tos} in the argument could not have

escaped a logician so acute as Plato. The argument is, that, as Injustice (dSiKla),
the proper vice (/ca/aa) of the Soul, does not cause &quot;Death&quot; (davaros), in the
sense of the separation of Soul from body, nothing else can ever cause &quot; Death

&quot;

(Odvaros), now, however, to be understood in the sense of the annihilation of the
disembodied Soul itself.

- Grote (Plato, ii. 190) has an interesting note on Phaedo, 105 c, &quot;Nemesius,

the Christian bishop of Emesa, declares that the proofs given by Plato of the

immortality of the Soul are knotty and difficult to understand, such as even

adepts in philosophical study
can hardly follow. His own belief in it rests upon

the inspiration of the Christian Scriptures (Nemesius, de Nat. Homin. c. 2, p. 55,
ed. 1565).&quot;
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serious scientific argument for the immortality of the Soul

indeed, it would be astonishing if there were no such passages,
for the distinction between Category and Idea, as understood

by Kant, is not explicit in Plato s mind
;
but I submit that

such passages fade into insignificance by the side of the great

Myths. We are safe in saying at least that, if sometimes

Plato lapses into a logical treatment of these ideals, or
&quot;

Ideas

of Eeason,&quot; he is well aware that there is another way of

treating them, in Myth, and that he shows a marked pre
ference for this latter way.

- The Platonic Myth, then, effects its purpose the regula-
! tion of Transcendental Feeling for the service of conduct and

science in two ways which we may profitably distinguish.

while admitting that the distinction between them was not

explicit in Plato s mind: (1) by representing ideals, and (2)

by tracing faculties lack to tJreir origins. In following either

of these two ways the Platonic Myth carries us away to
&quot; Places

&quot;

and &quot; Times
&quot;

which are, indeed, beyond the ken of

I sense or science, but yet are felt to be involved in the concrete

|

&quot; Here
&quot;

and &quot; Now &quot;

of ordinary experience.

^The order in which I propose to take the Myths scarcely

amounts to an arrangement of them in two classes according
as the object is, either to represent ideals, or trace faculties to

their origins, for most of them do both. I shall begin, how

ever, with the Myths which are mainly concerned with ideals,

and shall end with those which are mainly concerned with

origins. The former, it may be remarked, answer roughly to

the so-called Eschatological Myths but only roughly, for

some of them are more properly described as Aetiological ;
the

latter answer to the Aetiological Myths.
I shall take first the Myths in the Phaedo and Gorgias,

and the Myth of Er in the Republic, strictly
&quot; Eschato

logical
&quot;

Myths, which present the Soul as immortal, free

within limits set by dvayKij, and responsible, under God s

government, throughout all its transmigrations.
Next I shall take the Myths mainly

&quot;

Aetiological
&quot;

in

the Politicus, Fourth Book of the Laws, and T^ofagGrcTs*where

God s creative agency, and government of tKe Cosmos and

/ Man, are broadly treated, and presented as consistent with the

existence of evil.
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Then I shall go on to the Timaeus} in which the three

ideals, or
&quot; Ideas of Eeason

&quot;

Soul, Cosmos, and God are

represented in one vast composition.

Having examined these Myths all chiefly interesting as

representations of ideals, or
&quot; Ideas of Eeason

&quot;

I shall

examine three Myths which are chiefly concerned with the

deduction of Categories or Virtues. These are the Myths in

the Phaedrus, Meno, and Symposium. They are mainly con

cerned with showing how man, as knowing subject and moral

agent, is conditioned by his past. Although the &quot; Eschato-

logical
&quot;

outlook, with its hope of future salvation, is by no

means absent from these three Myths, their chief interest lies

in the way in which, as
&quot;

Aetiological
&quot;

Myths, they exhibit

the functions of the understanding and moral faculty as cases

of avdfjLvrjais which, quickened by epco?, interprets the par
ticular impressions, and recognises the particular duties, of

the present life, in the light of the remembered vision of the

Eternal Forms once seen in the Supercelestial Place.

Having examined the Myths which set forth the Ideals

and Categories of the Individual, I shall end my review with

an examination of two Myths which set forth respectively the

Ideals and the Categories of a Nation one of which gives us

the spectacle of a Nation led on by a vision of its future,

while the other shows us how the life of the &quot;social organism
&quot;

is conditioned by its past. These are the Atlantis Myth,
introduced in the Timaeus and continued in the fragmentary

Critias, and the Mvth of the Earth-Born in the Republic. The

Atlantis Myth (intended&quot; to~compIetie~t1ie&quot;accot][ntDf the Ideal

State given in the Republic) is to be regarded as an Esehato-

logical Myth ;
but it differs from the Eschatological Myths of

the other class which have been examined in representing, not

the future lot of the Individual Soul, but the ideal which a

Nation has before it in this world the ideal of a united

Hellas, under a New Athens, maintaining civilisation against
the assaults of outer barbarism.

After the Atlantis Myth I shall take the M^th_pf the

Earth-Born in the Republic t
which is an Aetiological Myth,

1
Conturat, de Platonis Mythis (Pa^^l^^~~^ ^~Ttni((mrs ~ipse totus

nnjthicus est ; and Zeller, Plato, p. 160 (Eng. Transl), &quot;The whole investiture of

the Timaeus is mythic the Demiurgus, together with the subordinate gods, and
all the history of the creation of the world.&quot;
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differing from the Aetiological Myths of the other class which

have been examined, in deducing, not the Categories
faculties and virtues of the Individual, but the deep-cut
characteristics of the &quot;

social organism.&quot; And yet, here

again, while Categories are deduced, an Ideal that of the

orderly life of the /caXXtVoXt? is represented. Indeed, this

is more or less true of all the Platonic Myths. They all

view man s present life sub specie aeternitatis in God;
exhibit it as part of the great plan of Providence as one

term of a continuous progress to be reviewed at once a parte
ante and a parte post. Especially in the Timaeus do we
see the &quot; Genesis

&quot;

and the &quot;

Apocalypse
&quot;

of the Platonic

Mythology blended in one Vision.



THE PHAEDO MYTH

CONTEXT OF THE MYTH

IN the Phaedo, the disciple from whom the Dialogue takes

its name tells some Friends what was said and done in the

Prison on the day of the Master s death.

The conversation was concerning the Immortality of the

Sold, and was continued up to the last hour.

Cebes and Simmias, the chief speakers, brought forward

arguments tending to show that, even granted that the identity

of Learning with Reminiscence is in favour of the Orphic
doctrine of the pre-existence of the Soul, yet its after-existence,

not to mention its immortality, is not proved.

Thereupon Socrates brought in the Doctrine of Eternal

Ideas a doctrine which the company were already prepared to

accept and shmued, in accordance with it, that Life and the

Soul is Life excludes Death.

Thus was the Immortality of the Soul proved.

Next came the practiced question : How must a man live

that it may lie well ivith him both in this World and in the

World Eternal ?

It was then that Socrates, standing in the very presence of

death, was filled with the spirit of prophecy, and made able to

help his friends before he left them : If, he said, they took to

heart the Myth which he told them, tliey should know how to

live, and it would be well with them both now and hereafter

for ever.

Wlien he had finished the telling of the Myth, and had

warned his friends against a too literal interpretation of it,

he gave directions about his family and some other private
matters ; then the Officer came in with the Cup.

77
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Pkaedo 107c-114c

107 C AXX&amp;lt;z roBe y , efyr],
w dvBpes, BiKatov Biavoi]6r)vai, OTJ,

eiTrep rj ^v^rj dOdvaros, eTriueXeias Brj Belrai, ov% vrrep rev

ypovov rovrov IJLOVOV, ev c5 Ka\oi)fjLev TO f)V, aXX* vrrep rov

rravros, KOI o KuvBvvos vvv Br] Kal Bo^eiev av Seivos elvai,

ti rt? avrfj? d/ji6\7j(7i. el /jLev yap TJV 6 Odvaros rov

TTCLVTOS avraXXaY^j ep^aiov av TJV rot? ica/cols drroOavovo L

rov re crco/i/a-TO? a/Aa drcrfX^d^Oai, /cal TT}? avrwv KCLKICL^

/jiera TT}? tyvxf)&amp;lt;$
vvv Se 7rei$rj dOdvaros fyaiverai ovaa,

D ovo efjiia, av eirj avrfj a\\7] drro^v^ri ica/cuv ovoe G&Trjpia

7r\i)V rov ct)? 0e\riarrjv re Kal (j)povi/jLa)rdrr}v &amp;lt;yevea6ai.

ov&ev yap d\\o e^ovaa et? &quot;AiSov rj ^v^r] ep^erai TT\^V

T?}9 TraiSeias re /cal rpo^r}?, a Srj Kal /jLeyicrra \eyera L

a)(f)\eiv r} fB\drrreiV rov reXevrijaavra ev0vs ev
dp%&amp;gt;j TT}?

eKelcre Tropeias. \er
yerai Se ovrw^, a&amp;gt;9 apa re\evri]aavra

eicacrrov o eKaarov bai/Acov, ocrrrep ^covra

ciyew eTn^eipel et? Srj riva TOTTOV, ol Bel roi/?

E SiaSiKao-a/jLevovs t?
f

A.IOOV rropevecrOai

eKeivov,
(j&amp;gt;

Srj Trpoo-reraKrai, rou? evBevSe eKelae rropevcrai.

8 eVet a&amp;gt;v &ei rv^elv Kal /jLeivavras bv

a\\09 Sevpo rraK.iv rjyeacDV Koal^ei ev

Kal uaKpals rrepioSois. eari oe apa rj rropeia

108
ft&amp;gt;9

o
A.lo&quot;xv\ov T7;Xe&amp;lt;^o9 Xe^et* eKelvos uev yap

oluov (pTjcrcv 6t9
r/

AtSoi; fyepeiv, rj S ovre drr\ri ovre

(paiverai uoi eivat. ov$e yap av rjyeuovcov e$ei ov ydp TTOV

rt9 av Siaudproi ovSaaocre atas 6Sov ovarj^. vvv Be eoiKe

cr^tVet9 re Kal TrepioBovs ?roXXa9 e%eiv drrro rcov ocriwv re

Kal vo/JLi/jLwv rwv evddSe reKaaipo/jievos \eya). 7; aev ovv

KOCTfjuia re Kal
&amp;lt;j)povtuos ^f%^ errerai re Kal OVK dyvoel

ra rrapovra r) Be emOvfjurjnKW^ rov croouaros e^ovaa,

B orrep ev ru&amp;gt; e/jLTTpocrOev elrrov, rrepl eKelvo rro\vv %povov

errror^jievri Kal rrepl rov oparov rurrov, TroXXa dvrireivaaa

Kal TroXXa rradovcra, fiLa Kal fioyis VTTO rov Trpocrreray/juevov

ofyerai dyo/jLevrj. dfyiKOjjLevrjv Be odirrep al aXXat,

jJiev aKaOaprov teal n rrerroi^Kvlav roiovrov, rj (f)6va)v
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TKANSLATION

&quot;

It is meet, my friends, that we should take thought of

this : that the Soul, being immortal, standeth in need of

care, not only in regard of the time of this present life, but in

regard of the time without end, and that tis now, even to-day,

that the jeopardy is great, if a man will still be careless of his

Soul. Were death riddance of all, twould be good luck for the

wicked man to die and be rid of body and soul and his

wickedness
;
but inasmuch as the Soul is manifestly immortal,

no other escape from evil hath she nor salvation save this

that she be perfected in righteousness and wisdom. For

she taketh hence nothing with her to the House of Hades,

save only her instruction and nurture that, to wit, where-

from they say the greatest profit cometh to the dead or

greatest damage straightway at the beginning of their journey
thither

;
for when a man dieth, his own Familiar Spirit, which

had gotten him to keep whilst he lived, taketh and leadeth

him to a certain place whither the dead must be gathered

together; whence, after they have received their sentences,

they must journey to the House of Hades with him who hath

been appointed to guide thither those that are here
;
and

when they have received there the things which are meet for

them, and have sojourned the time determined, another Guide

bringeth them again hither, after many long courses of time.

The way, belike, is not as Aeschylus his Teleplms telleth
;

for

he saith that a single path leadeth to the House of Hades.

But, methinks, if it were single and one, there would be no

need of guides, for no man would go astray. Nay, that it

hath many partings and windings I conclude from the offerings

which men use to make unto the dead.
&quot; The Soul which ordereth herself aright and hath wisdom,

understandeth well her present case, and goeth with her Familiar.

But the Soul which lusteth after the body, having fluttered

about it and the Visible Place for a long while, and having
withstood her appointed Familiar with great strife and pain,

is by him at the last mastered and carried away ;
and when

she is come to the place where the other Souls are assembled

together, inasmuch as she is impure and hath wrought that
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dSi/ccov rjfjb^evrjv 77 aXX drra rotavra
elpyao-/jt,evr]v, a

rovrcov d$e\(j)d re /col
d$e\&amp;lt;f)&amp;lt;x)V Tfrv%ct)v epya rvy^dvei ovra,

ravrTjv fjiev arras
(f&amp;gt;evyei

re KOI vTretcrpeTrerai fcal ovre

%vve/jL7ropos ovre rjye/jiaiv eOe\ei yLyveaOat, avrrj Se rr\avdrai

C ev Trdo~r) e%o/j,evr] drropLa, ea&amp;gt;9 av Brj rives ^povoi yevcovrai,

&v e%e\6ovTO)v VTT 0,^^7/^779 (f&amp;gt;6perai
6/9 rrjv avrrj Trpeirovcrav

oiK7](ri,v rj Be KaOap&s re KOI yueiynax? rov ftlov &ie%e\6ovcra,

/cal ^vve^rropwv /cal rpye/uLovwv 6ea)v rv^ovcra, S/crj&e rov

avrfj e/cdarTj roTrov Trpocrrjicovra.

EtVt Se TroXXol /col Qav^acrrol rr)&amp;lt;$ 7^9 roTroi, teal avrrj

ovre ota ovre ocrri So^d^erat VTTO r&v Trepl 7779 elwOorwv

\eyeLV, 0)9 eya) VTTO rivos 7re7T6icr/xat. Kal o 2tyLtyitta9, TTco?

D ravra, e^rj, \eyeis, a) ScoKpares ; Trepl yap roi r^9 77)9

Kal auro9 TroXXa STJ d/c^fcoa, ov pevroL ravra, a ere rreiOei.

7;Sea)9 av ovv d/cova-aifjit. AXXa /Aevroi,, &&amp;gt; StyLt/i/a, ov% 7;

T\avKov rye /JLOL re^vrj So/eel elvai, SL7]yrjcrao-0ai, a 7 ecrriv

&&amp;gt;9 /juevrot d\7jOrj, y^dXeTrcorepov p,oi fyaiverai 77 Kara rrjv

T\av/cov re%vr)v, /cal d/jua fjuev eyco io-co? ov& av olo9 re

eirjv, ayLta Se, el /cal rjTrio-rd/jLrjv, 6 yS/09 yu-ot So/eel o e//,09,

a) ^ifjLfAia, ra&amp;gt; [Atj/cei, rov \oyov ovtc e^ap/celv. r^jv p,evroi

E ISeav T779 7779, otav rrerreKT/jLai elvai, /cal rou9 rorrovs avrrjs

ovftev /u,e
/cco\vei, \eyeiv. AXX\ e077 6 Xt///^ia9, /cal ravra

dp/eel. HeTreto-fj.at rolvvv, r}
8 09, 70), a&amp;gt;9 rrp&rov /Aev, el

eanv ev /xecrw r ovpava) TrepL^epr]^ ovaa, fJLTjSev avrfj Belv

109 fjirjre aepo9 7T/309 TO /AT; rreaelv /jurjre aXX?;9 dvdy/crjs fjLTjSe/jLids

roiavrr)&amp;lt;$,
aXXa l/cavrjv elvai avrrjv lo-^eiv rrjv o/JLOiorrjra

rov ovpavov avrov eavro) Travrrj /cat
T&amp;gt;}9 7779 avrrjs rrjv

IcroppOTTiav l&oppoTrov yap rrrpdyfjia O/JLOLOV rwbs ev /u-ecrw

redev ov% e^et /u-aXXoi/ ou8 rjrrov ovba/jLOfre /c\i6f)vai,

ojjioicos 3 e^ov dfc\ives fAevel. Trpcorov ^ev rolvvv, 77
8 09,

rovro TreTretcrfjtaL. Kal opQws ye, e(f&amp;gt;7j

6 S^/a/ua?. &quot;Eri

rolvvv, (f)r/, rrdfJL^eyd ri elvai avro, /cal rjfJids ol/ceiv roi/9

B ^e^pt
(

H.pa/c\el(0v o-rrjKwv djro &amp;lt;l)acrt8o9 ev a/M/cpa) rivi

LO), wcrrrep Trepl reXfjia fjLvpi^rjKa^ rj /3arpd%ov&amp;lt;;, Trepl rrjv
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which is impure, having shed innocent blood, or done like

deeds which Souls that are her like use to do, her all flee and

eschew, and none will be her companion or guide ;
wherefore

she wandereth alone in great stress, until certain times have

been accomplished; then is she constrained to go unto the

habitation fit for her. But the Soul which hath lived all her

days in purity and sobriety hath given unto her Gods to be

her companions and guides, and she maketh her habitation in

the place meet for her.
&quot; The Earth hath many and wondrous places, and it is of a

fashion and greatness whereof those who use to tell concerning
the Earth have no true opinion. There is one who hath

persuaded me of this.&quot;

&quot;

Socrates/ quoth Simmias,
&quot; how sayest thou this ? for I

also have heard many things concerning the Earth, but not

this of which thou art persuaded. Wherefore I would gladly

hear it.&quot;

&quot;

Well, Simmias,&quot; quoth he,
&quot; methinks it needeth not the

skill of Glaucus to set forth that which I have heard
;
but

the truth thereof, which I wot it surpasseth the skill of

Glaucus to find out, haply I should not be able to attain

unto : nay, if I knew it, my life is too far spent, methinks,

for the length of the discourse which should declare it : but

my persuasion as touching the Earth and the places it hath

nothing hindereth me from declaring unto thee.&quot;

&quot; That is enough,&quot; said Simmias.
&quot;

I am persuaded, then,&quot; said he,
&quot;

of this first that if the

Earth, being a globe, is in the middle of the Heaven, it hath

no need of air or any other like constraint to keep it from

falling, but tis sufficient to hold it that the Heaven is of one

substance throughout, and that itself is equally balanced : for

that which is itself equally balanced and set in the midst of

that which hath one substance, will have 110 cause at all of

inclining towards any side, but will continue the same and

remain without inclination. Of this first I am
persuaded.&quot;

&quot; And
rightly,&quot;

said Simmias.
&quot;

Moreover, I am persuaded that the Earth is very great,

and that we who inhabit unto the Pillars of Hercules from

the river Phasis dwell in a small part thereof, like unto ants

or frogs round about a pool, dwelling round this Sea
;

and

G
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Od\arrav oiKovvras, /cal aXXof9 aXXo#t 7roXXoi&amp;gt;9 ev

rowvroLS T07TO9 oiKEiv. elvai yap rravra^rj Trepl rrjv yrjv

TroXXa KoT\.a KOI TravroBaTra teal ra? IBeas /tat ra fjueyeBrj,

i$ a vveppvr]Kevai TO re vBcop KOI rrjv of^i^Xtjv KOI rov

depa avrrjv Be rrjv yrjv KaOapdv ev /caOapq) Kelcrdai TO&amp;gt;

oupavw, ev coTrep eVrt ra darpa, bv 8r) aWepa ovo^a^iv
C rou9 TroXXoi)? T&V Trepl TO, TOiavra elwOoTWv \eyeiv ov Srj

ravra elvai /cal %vppelv del et? ra rcol\a rrjs

77/^0,9 ovv oltcovvras eV rot? Koi\ois avrrjs \e\7jOevaL

Kal oieadac ava) eVl TT}? 7^9 ol/ceiv, wcnrep av ei rt9 eV
/ie&amp;lt;7&&amp;gt;

TO) TTvBfjuevi rov
7re\d&amp;lt;yovs

olfcwv oioiro re errl rrj? 6a\drrrjs

oltcelv Kal Sia rov uSaro9 opwv rov TI\IOV Kal ra aXXa

acrrpa rrjv 6d\arrav rjyoiro ovpavov elvai, Bia Be /3pa$vrr)rd

D re Kal dcrOeveiav ^^err^rrore errl ra aKpa rrjs 6a\drrr)s

d^iy/jievos yu-TySe ewpaKws CLTJ, CK&VS Kal dvaKv^ra^ K rr)9

6a\drrr)s et9 rov evOdSe roirov, ocrta Kadapwrepos Kal

Ka\\icov rvy^dvei cov rov rrapa afylcn, /jujSe aXXou aKijKocos

eirj rov ewpaKoros. ravrov Srj rovro Kal rjfjias rrerrovOevai

yap ev nvi Kol\(p ri}^ ^9 oieaQai eTrdvco avrrjs

, Kal rov depa ovpavov Ka\elv, a&amp;gt;9 3ta rovrov ovpavov
TO- aarpa %a)povvra. TO oe elvai roiovrov VTT daOe-

E vela? Kal ftpaSvrfjros ov^ otou9 Te elvai 77/^-0.9 &iei;e\6e2v

eri eo-^arov rov depa eirel, el Tt9 avrov ITT aKpa e\Qoi,
*rj

Trrrjvo? yevofAevos dvdrrroiro, KarcSelv av dvaKv^avra, wcrrrep

ev9d8e ol eK rijs Oa\drr^ l^Oves dvaKvrrrovres opwcrt Ta

evddSe, ouTa&amp;gt;9 av riva Kal ra eKel KariSelv, Kal el 77 (frvais

iKavrj elij dve^eaOai dewpovaa, yvwvau av, on eKeivos ecrriv

110 o dXijOws ovpavos Kal TO d\r]6ws 0W9 Kal 77 009 d\rj6a)&amp;lt;;

yrj. rjoe fjbev yap rj yf) Kal ol \i6oi, Kal arras 6 T07T09 o

evOdBe Sie(f)@ap/jLeva earl Kal Kara/Se^paj/jieva, axrirep ra ev

rfj 6a\drrr) VTTO rfjs ok/Ays Kal ovre
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;verai,

ovSev aiov

\oyov ev rfj Oa\drrrj, ovre re\eiov, 609 e7TO9 elrrelv, ovoev

ecm, (rrjpayyes Be Kal a/jL/jios Kal 7777X09 dfiri^avo^ Kal

ffopffopol elcriv, orrov av Kal yfj 77, Kal 77/309
ra Trap

1

r\^iv

Ka\\r) Kpive&amp;lt;rdai
ov& OTrcocmovv afya. eKelva Be av ran&amp;gt;

B Trap rj/Jblv TroXu av en rr\eov fyaveir) Siafyepeiv. el yap
Bel Kal jjbvQov \eyeiv KaXov, a^iov aKovaai, co ^t/z/^ta, ola

rvy^dvei ra errl rfjs 7^9 L&amp;gt;TTO TCO ovpavw ovra.
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that many other men dwell in many other like places ;
for in

all parts of the Earth are hollows, many, various in shape and

magnitude ;
into these flow water and thick clouds and air,

and are therein gathered together ;
but the Earth itself is

lifted up clear in the clear Heaven wherein are the stars.

This Heaven is that which those who use to speak of these

things call the Aether, whose sediment is that colluvies which

is alway being gathered together into the hollows of the

Earth. We, then, who dwell in the hollows, being ignorant,

think that we dwell above on the Earth, even as he who had

his dwelling down at the bottom of the sea would think that

he was on the surface thereof, and beholding through the

water the sun and the stars, would conceit the sea to be

the heaven, inasmuch as, being sluggish and weak, he never

mounted up to the surface of the sea, and put forth his

head, and looked out at our place, and saw how far it

excelleth the things of his own place in purity and beauty,
neither had heard concerning it from another who had seen

it. This is our case : for we, dwelling in a hollow of the

Earth, think that we dwell upon the Earth itself; and the

Air we call Heaven, and think that it is that Heaven wherein

are the courses of the stars : whereas, by reason of weakness

and sluggishness, we cannot go forth out of the Air : but if

a man could journey to the edge thereof, or having gotten

wings could fly up, it would come to pass that even as fishes

here which rise out of the sea do behold the things here, he,

looking out, would behold the things there, and if his

strength could endure the sight thereof, would see that there

are the True Heaven and the True Light and the True Earth.

For the Earth here, with the stones thereof, and the whole

place where we are, is corrupted and eaten, away, after the

manner of things in the sea by the salt wherein there is

brought forth nothing either goodly or perfect at all, but only
hollow rocks, and sand, and clay without measure, and miry

sloughs wheresoever there is also earth things not worthy at

all to be compared with the things here that are fair, albeit

the things beyond do much more excel the things here in beauty.
&quot;

Wherefore, if ye desire of me a Tale, hearken to the Tale

of the Things that be beyond upon the Earth under the

Heaven.&quot;
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r)v, (f)7j
6 St//,/ua?, a) %a)Kpare$, r)fAis ye rovrov rov

/jivdov rjBeco? dv aKOvaaipev.

Aeyerat roivvv, e(f)7j,
a&amp;gt; eralpe, rrpwrov fj^ev elvai roiavrrf

97 777 avTri IBelv, el n&amp;lt;? dvwOev Oewro, wcrrrep al BwBeKacrKvroi,

crfyalpai, 7rot,Ki\rj, ^pw/jiacn, ^ieiX-Tj^^evrj, &v Kal rd evOdBe

C elvai %pa)/j,ara oxrrrep Bely/jiara, ols Srj 01 ypafals /cara-

^po)vrai. efcel Be Trdcrav rrjv yrjv e/c TOIOVTCOV elvai, Kal

TTO\V en IK \a/j,7rpOTepa)v Kal KaOapwrepw r)
TOVTCOV rrjv

jjuev yap d\ovpyr) elvai /cal davfJLacrTrjv TO /caXXo?, rrjv Se

%pvcroei,$f), rr)V Be ocrrj \evKrj yvtyov rj %iovos \evKorepav,
Kal e/c robv a\\a)v ^pco/jidrwv ^wyrceijJLevrjv axravra)?, Kal en
irKeiovcov Kal Ka\\i6v(ov 77 ocra ^yLtet? ewpaKapev. Kal yap
avra ravra ra KotXa avrfjs, v$ar6$ re Kal depos e/jLTT\ea

D 6Vra, xpoo/jLaros n elSos Trape^ecrdai &amp;lt;7ri\/3ovTa ev rfj rwv

a\\o)v xpco/jLarayv TroiKiXia, cocrre ev n avrij^ e!So? %vvej(es

7roiKi\ov (fravrd^ecrQat,. ev Se ravrrj ovarj roiainr) dvd \oyov
ra (j)v6fj,eva &amp;lt;f)vea-0ai,, BevSpa re Kal dvdrj Kal rou? Kapirovs
Kal av rd oprj cocraurw? Kal rovs \i0ov$ eyeiv dvd rbv

avrbv \6yov rijv re \et,6rr}Ta Kal TTJV biafydveiav Kal rd

Xpoo/jiaTa Ka\\io) a)v Kal rd evOdBe \i6iBta elvai ravra

rd dyaTTCD/jueva fjiopia, crdpBid re Kal tacrTTiSa? Kal crjAapdy-

E Sou? Kal Trdvra rd roiavra eKel Be ovBev 6 n ov TOLOVTOV

elvai Kal en rovrayv Ka\\ia). TO 8 dinov rovrov elvai ,

on eKelvoi ol \L6oi elal KaOapol Kal ov KareBrjBecrfjievoi,

ovSe Sie(f)0ap/jLevoi wcrTrep ol evOdBe viro cnynreBovos Kal

dK/jujS VTTO rwv Bevpo ^vveppvrjKOTtov, a Kal \i6ois Kal yfj

Kal rot? aXXot? faSot? re Kal fyvrols ciicr^ re Kal vocrovs

Trape^ei. rrjv Be yf)v avryv KeKoorfjifjo-Oai TOVTOLS re airaai

111 Kal en ^pvcrq) re Kal dpyvpM Kal rot? aXXoi? av rot?

TQiovrois.
eK(f&amp;gt;avrj yap avrd irefyvKevai, ovra TroXXa TrK^Oei

Kal /jLeyd\a Kal 7ro\\a^ov TTJS yfjs, wcrre avrrjv IBetv elvai

Qeajjia evBat/juovcov Qearwv. &amp;gt;a S eV avrrj^ elvai d\\a re

TroXXa Kal dv0p(t)7Tovs, rovs /Jiev ev /jbeoroyaia oiKovvras,

TOU? Be Trepl rbv depa wcnrep rj/juels irepl rrjv 0d\,aTrav&amp;gt;

Be ev vrjcrois, a? irepippelv rov depa, rrpos rfj rjrreipw

Kal evl \oyw, orrep r^fuv rb vBcop Kal rj dd\arrd

B ecm Trpo? rrjv rj/jierepav %peiav, rovro eKel rov depa, o Se

o dr)p, eKeivoi&amp;lt;$ rbv alOepa. ra? Be wpas avTols Kpdcnv
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&quot;

Indeed, Socrates,&quot; quoth he,
&quot; we would gladly hear this

Tale.&quot;

&quot; The beginning of the Tale, then, is this, my friend,

that the Earth itself, if any one look down on it from

the Heaven, is like unto a ball which is fashioned with twelve

leathern stripes, whereof each hath his own colour. These be

the colours whereof the colours here which limners use are as

samples ;
but there the whole Earth is of such, yea of far

brighter than these and purer ;
for one part is purple and of

marvellous beauty, and another part is like gold, and all that

part which is white is whiter than chalk or snow, and in like

manner unto other parts are portioned the other colours

yea, and colours besides more than all those which we have

seen here and fairer
;

for even these hollows of the Earth,

being full to the brim of water and air, display a specific colour

wherewith they glisten in the midst of the variety of the other

colours, so that the face of the Earth seemeth, as it were, one

picture of many colours contiguous, without blot.

&quot;According as the Earth is, so also are the things which

grow therein her trees and flowers and fruits
;
and so also

are her mountains, and her stones, which are polished and

transparent and of exceeding fair colours
;
whereof the precious

stones here are fragments sardian, jasper, smaragdus, and all

such : but in that place there is no stone which is not as these

are and fairer. The reason whereof is this, that the stones

there are pure, and are not eaten away or corrupted as are the

stones here by the rot and salt of that sediment which is

gathered together here, whereof come, unto stones, and earth,

and likewise unto beasts and herbs, deformities and diseases.

Xow, the True Earth hath these things, and also gold and

silver and other things like unto them for her ornaments
;
for

there they are not hidden but manifest, and are in abundance,
and of exceeding greatness, and in many places of that Earth

;

so that to behold it is a sight meet for the eyes of the blessed.

And on that Earth there are beasts of many kinds, and men,
whereof some dwell in the inland parts, and some round about

the Air, as we about the Sea, and some in islands encompassed

by the Air, hard by the mainland
;

for that which Water is

and the Sea with us for our use, the Air is in that region, and

that which the Air is with us, the Aether is with them.
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c5&amp;lt;rre e/cewovs dvocTov^ elvai /cal %povov re

%r)v TToXv TrXeio) TWV evOdBe /cal o^ei /cal d/cofj /cal

oa
(j)ptjo

L /cal Trdcri rot? TOIOVTOLS TJ/JLCOV dfyeaTavat, rrj avrfj

aTTOcrracret, fjTrep drfp re vBaTos dcftecrTrj/ce /cal aWrjp depos

7T/509 /cadapoTTjra. /cal Brj /cal Oecov eB^j
2
re /cal lepd auroi?

elvai, ev ofc TO&amp;gt; ovn oitcrjras Oeovs elvai, teal
&amp;lt;^&amp;gt;7;^a?

re

fcal fjbavTelas /cal alo-0rf(T6L&amp;lt;? TWV Oewv /cal Totavras

C ff^ofo /a? yuyvearOat, avrols TT/JO? avrovs- /cal rov 76 rjkiov

/cal
&amp;lt;Tekr)vr]v

/cal aarpa opacrOat, VTT avrwv ola rvy^dvei
ovra, /cal rrjv a\\7jv evai}jLoviav rovrcov d/co\ov0ov elvai.

Kat o\r)v fjuev Brj rrjv JTJV ovrco 7re(f)V/cevai, /cal rd Trepl

rrjv ryrjv TOTTOU? 8 ev avrrj elvat, Kara rd ey/coi\a avrris

irepl o\r)v TroXXou?, rou? /j,ev fiaOvrepovs /cal dvaire-

ovs yitaXXoi/ rj ev &amp;lt;& rjfjbeis ol/cov/jiev, TOV$ 8e j3a0v-

repovs 6Wa? TO ^dcr/jua avrovs e\arrov e^eiv rov Trap

D T)/MV TOTTOV, eart, 8 01)9 fcal {Bpa^vrepovs rco [Bddei rov

evOdSe elvai /cal
7T\arvrepov&amp;lt;;. TOVTOVS Be Trdvras VTTO

&amp;lt;yrjv

6t9 aXX^Xov? o-vvreTprjo-Oai re TroXXa^, /cal /card crrevorepa

/cal evpvrepa, /cal Bte^oBov^ e-^eiv, rj TTO\V fjiev vBcop pelv

ef aXX^Xwz/ et? aXX^Xoi;? wo-jrep et? /cparfjpas, /cal devdcov

Trorafjiwv d/jufyava /jLeyedrj VTTO rrjv yfjv /cal OepfJL&v vSdrcov

/cal ^rv^pa)v, TTO\V Be Trvp /cal Trvpo? yLte^aXof? Trora/Jiovs,

TToXXou? Be vypov 7rrj\ov /cal /caOapcorepov ical /3op/3opci)Be-

E crrepov, ct)&amp;lt;T7rep
ev 2^/ceXtct ol Trpo TOV pva/cos TrrfKov peovres

l KOI auro? o pvai; wv Brj /cal ercdo-rovs rov? roTrof?

&v dv e/cda-Tois Tv^y e/cda-Tore ?; Trepipporj

ravra Be Trdvra Kivelv dvw /cal /cdra) wanrep

alcapav Tivd evovcrav ev rfj yfj. ecm Be dpa avrrj r) aloopa

Btd
(frvcriv roidvBe rivd. ev rt, rwv ^aafjid Twv TT)? 77)9

aXXto9 re fjieyicrrov Twy^dvei, ov /cal Bia/j,7repe$ rerpij/jievov

112 Bt, 0X779 rfjs 7^9, TOVTO oirep &quot;Qfjirjpos ^lire, \eywv avro

y\t /SdOurrov VTTO \0ovos ecrrt

o /cal d\\oOi teal e/ceivos /cal aXXot TroXXol ra)v

Tdprapov /ce/cXijrcacriv. et9 yap TOVTO TO ^acr/za o-vppeovai

re Trdvres OL rroTafiol /cal e/c TOVTOV ird\iv e/cpeovo-f

yuyvovTai, Be e/cacrToi, TOLOVTOI, 6V 0019 dv /cal r^9 7779

peccxTiv TI
8 diTia ecrrl TOV e/cpelv re evTevOev /cal elcrpelv

B TrdvTa ra pevfjiaTa, OTL rrvO/JLeva ov/c e^ei ovBe ftdo-iv TO

.

2
&\o&quot;r).
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Moreover, their seasons are so tempered that disease smiteth

them not at all, and they live far beyond the measure of our

days, and as touching eyesight, and hearing, and wisdom, and

all such parts, are distant from us even as Air is distant from

Water, and Aether is distant from Air in purity. Also they
have groves of the Gods and temples wherein Gods verily are

dwellers
;
into whose very presence men come, hearing their

voices and their prophecies and seeing them face to face.

Moreover, the sun and moon and stars are seen there as they
are truly ;

and likewise in all things else the state of these

men is blessed.
&quot; The Earth itself, then, and the parts that encompass the

Earth are thus fashioned. But the Tale also telleth that in

the Earth are many hollow places round about her whole girth,

whereof some are deeper and more open than this place we dwell

in, and some are deeper with a narrower mouth, and some are

shallower and broader : all these are joined together, having
channels bored under the Earth from one to another in many
places, some narrow and some wide, whereby passage is given
so that much water floweth from one into another, as into

bowls, and measureless floods of perennial rivers run under the

Earth, and streams hot and cold
;

also much fire floweth, and

there are great rivers of fire, and many rivers of running mud,
some clearer, some thicker, even as in Sicily there run before

the fiery flood rivers of mud, and then conieth the fiery flood.

With these floods, therefore, each place is filled according as at

each time the stream floweth round unto each. Now, all these

waters are moved upward and downward by that in the Earth

which swayeth like a swing. And it swayeth after this wise.

There is a cavern in the Earth, which is the greatest of them

all, and, moreover, pierceth right through the whole Earth,

whereof Homer maketh mention, saying, Afar off, where

deepest underground the Pit is digged/ which he in other

places, and many of the other poets, call Tartarus. Now, into

this cavern all the rivers flow, and from it flow out again, and

each one becometh such as is that part of the Earth it floweth

through. The cause of all streams flowing out and flowing in

is that this flood hath no bottom or foundation. Wherefore it
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vypov TOVTO. alwpeiTai, Brj KOI Kvpaivei dvw KOI Kara), Kal

o
rjp

Ka TO TrvevfJia TO irep avTo TavTov Troie

yap avTa) /cal OTav els TO eireKeiva TTJS 7*79 op/jbtja-rj
/cal

OTav els TO 67rl TaSe, Kal
&&amp;lt;TTrep

TWV dvaTrveovTwv del

K7TVe Te K.GLI ava7TVL peOV TO 7TVV/J,a, OVTO) Kdl

^vvaicopov/jievov TO&amp;gt; vypa) TO Trvevfjia Seivovs Tivas ave

ical d/Mr}%dvov$ Trape^eTai Kal elcnov Kal efyov. OTav T6 ovv

C
op/jif)&amp;lt;Tav V7ro%a)ptfcrr] TO vScop et9 TOI^ TOTTOV TOV Brj KCLTO*

Ka\ov/jivov, T0t9 KaT eKelva Ta pevpaTa Bia Tr}9 7^9 elapel
T Kal 7r\rjpol avTa waTrep ol 7ravT\ovvT&amp;lt;; OTav Te av

AW d7ro\L7rrj, Sevpo be
opfitjo-rj,

Ta evOdbe

, TO, Se 7r\r)pa)6evTa pel Bid T&V o^TO)v Kal Sid

7779, Ka et9 TOU9 To?rof9 Kao~Ta iKvovfjueva, et9 019

e/ca&amp;lt;7TOL 9 oSoTrotetTat, 6a\aTTas T6 Kal \ijAvas Kal 7roTa/j,ovs

Kal Kprjvas Troiel. evTevOev Be ird\i,v Svo/jueva KaTa TTJS 7779,

D Ta fjiev [jiaKpoTepovs TOTCOVS Trepie\6ovTa Kal Tr\eiovs, TO,

Se eXaTTovs Kal ftpa^vTepovs, ird\iv et9 TOV TdpTapov
/jL/3d\\i,, Ta [lev TTO\V KaTtoTepco rj eTT^z/TXetTO, Ta Se

6\i&amp;lt;yov
TCCLVTO, Se vTTOKaTO) elapel Trjs eKpor)?. Kal evia

KaTavTLKpv f) elapel e^eTreaev, evia Se KaTa TO avTo

ecrTL Se KOL a TcavTaTcaci KVK\W TrepieXOovTa, r) a?raf ^7

Kal 7r\eovdKis TrepieKi^devTa irepl Trjv yfjv &cnrep ol 60et9,

6/9 TO SvvaTov KaTco KaOevTa 7rd\iv e/i/SaXXet. SvvaTov S

E ecTTiv KaT6pcoo- ^XP 1 T v
p&amp;gt;eaov KaOievai, nrepa & ov.

yap dfj,(f)OTepoi,s T0?9 pevfJiaai TO

Ta fjuev ovv $r) aXXa TroXXa T6 Kal fjLyd\a Kal

pevfiaTa eaTi Tvy^dvei, 8 dpa ovTa ev

7roXXot9 TeTTap aTTa pevpaTa, &v TO

Kal efajTttTft) peov Trepl KVK\W 6
Ka\ovfjLevo&amp;lt;s

TOVTOV Se KaTavTiKpv Kal evavTioy? pewv A^epcov, 09

113
epij/jLcov T6 TOTTWV pel dX\,a)v Kal &rj Kal VTTO yfjv pecov

T7]v \ifjLV7jv d&amp;lt;piKveiTai, TTJV A^e^oofcrtaSa, ov al

TeTe\evTrjKOTO)v ^rv^al TCOV TroXXw^ dfyiKVOvvTai, K.CLI

%p6vov&amp;lt;; fjuelvaaaL, al fjuev paKpoTepovs, al Se

, 7rd\iv eKire/jLTrovTai, els Ta9 TWV a)cov yeveaeis.

Be TTOTa/jLos TOVTCOV KaTa fjL(70v eK/3d\\ei, Kal eyyvs

T&amp;gt;79 eK/3o\r)&amp;lt;;
eKTriirTei, els TOTTOV fjieyav Trvpl TroXXa) Kaopevov,
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swingeth and surgeth up and down, and the air and wind surge

with it
;
for the wind goeth with it when it rusheth to the

further side of the Earth, and with it returneth hitherward
;

and even as the breath of living creatures is driven forth and

drawn in as a stream continually, so there also the wind,

swinging with the flood, cometh in and goeth out, and causeth

terrible, mighty tempests. Now, when the water rusheth back

into the place &quot;beneath,&quot; as men speak, coming unto the

region of the streams which run through that part of the

Earth, it floweth into them and filleth them, as men fill

reservoirs with pumps ;
but when it ebbs again from thence

and rusheth hither, it filleth again the streams here, which,

being full, run through their conduits and through the Earth,

coming severally to those places whither they are bound, and

make seas and lakes and rivers and fountains. Thence they
sink under the Earth again, and some, having fetched a longer

compass and some a shorter, fall again into Tartarus, some far

beneath the channel into which they were pumped up, and

some a little way beneath
;
but all flow into Tartarus again

beneath the places of their outflowing. Some waters there be

that, coming forth out of the Earth at one side thereof, flow

in at the contrary side
;
and some that go in and come out on

the same side
;
and some there be that go round the whole

Earth and are wound about it once yea, perchance, many
times, like serpents. These rivers pour their waters back

into Tartarus as low down as water can fall. Now, it can fall

as far as the centre in each way, but no further : each half of

the Earth is a hill against the stream that floweth from the

side of the other half.
&quot; Now there are many great rivers of divers sorts, but

amongst these there are four chiefest : whereof that one which

is greatest, and floweth round the outermost, is that which is

called Ocean, and over against him is Acheron, which floweth

the contrary way, and flowing through desert places and also

under the Earth, cometh to the Acherusian Lake, whither the

Souls of the most part of the dead do come, and having

sojourned there certain appointed times, some longer, some

shorter, are again led forth to be born in the flesh. The
third river issues forth betwixt these, and, near unto the

part whence it issues forth, falleth into a great place burning
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KOI \ifjivijv Troiel fiei^o) rfjs Trap r^uv 6a\drrr)s, ^eovaav

vSaros Kal 7T7]\ov evrevOev Se
%&&amp;gt;pet

KVK\U&amp;gt; Ookepos /cal

B 7r??Xc08?79, 7repie\i,rro/jievos Se \rr) 777] aXXoo~e re d

Kal Trap* ecr^ara rrjs A%epov(Ti,doos Xiuvrjs, ov

&amp;lt;yvv/jivos
rc5 vSari 7repte\L^Oels Be TroXXa/a? UTTO 7/79

KarayrepG) rov Taprdpov. ouro? 8 earlv ov

TlvpK^\e^eOovTa, ov /cal ol pvatces airo-

fyvcrtocriv, OTTTJ av TV^COCTL TT}? 77)9. rovrov 8e

av KaravTiKpv o rerapTOs e/CTriTrreL et? roirov Trpwrov Seivov

re KOL aypiov, a&amp;gt;? Xeyerat, ^pS)jJLa 8e e^oi/ra oXov oloi&amp;gt; o

C Kvavos, ov 8r) eirovofjud^ova-i ^TVJLOV, fcal rrjv Xi/jLvrjv, r^v

TTouel o TroTayu-o? e/-t/3aXX&&amp;gt;z&amp;gt;, ^rvya. 6 8 ejATreo-cov evravOa

ical Sewas Svvdfji,ei,$ \a/3cov ev ra5 ;Sart, Su? /cara TT}? 7^9,

^copei evavrlos rco TLvpicf^XeyeOovri teal

a ev rrj A^epovatdSi \i^vrj ef evavria*; fcal ov&e TO

TOUTOU i;Sa)^ ovbevl /jblyvvrai,, aXXa /cal OUTO? KVK\(D

irepie\6(DV 6fjL/3d\\ei et9 rw Tdprapov evavrlws rco

TIvpt(f)\ye0ovTi ovo^a Se TOVTW eo-riv, a&amp;gt;9 ot Tro^ral

\eyovcri,, K&)/curo9.

D Tourwy Se ouTft) TrecfrvfcoTcov, eTreiftav d^iKcovrai ol

Tere\evT7) (tores 6t9 roz^ TOTTOV, ol 6 Saipwv e/cao-rov /cofjii^ei,

TTpwrov /juev BceSi/cdcravTO OL re AraXw9 /cat 6crt&)9 {3i&amp;gt;(*)cravTe&amp;lt;i

/cal ol
IJLTJ.

Kal 06
yL6ez^

az Sofcocrt /
aeTft&amp;gt;9 /3e{3t,a&amp;gt;Kevai,

TTOpevBevres eVl roy A^epo^ra, dva/3dvre&amp;lt;$ a brj avrols

o^fjuard eanv, eVl TOVTWV dfyiKvovvrai els rrjv

Kal Kei oiKovai re Kal Ka6aipop,evoi rcov re d

SiSovres 8t/ca9 drro\vovrai, el ris ri rjSiKrjKe, rwv re

E
evepyecricov rifjias fyepovrai Kara rrjv d^iav eKacrros 01 B

av Soa)criv dvidrws
X&amp;lt;&amp;gt;v

Sta ra /jLeyeOr} rcov df^aprTj/jidrcov,

77 iepo(jv\ia&amp;lt;s 7roXXa9 Kal /jLeydXas r) &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ovovs
d&iKovs Kal

rrapavo/jLovs TTO\\OVS e^eipyao-fjbevoi, rj aXXa oVa roiavra

rv&amp;lt;y%dvei ovra, rovrovs 8e 7; TrpocrTJKOvaa /jiolpa pirrret els

rov Tdprapov, oOev ovirore K/3aivovo-iv. ot S av Id

fjiev, juieydXa Be So^coaiv rj/jiaprrjKevai, d/jLaprijuara, olov

Trarepa rj fjirjrepa VTT opyfjs fBLaiov ri Trpd^avres, Kal,

114 uera/jieXov avrols, rov a\\ov fiiov ftiwo iv, r) dv$po&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ovoi,

roiovrqy rtvl aXXco rpoira) yevwvrai, rovrovs 8e efjiirecrelv

fMev els rov Tdprapov dvdyKi], eprrecrovras 8e avrovs Kal

eviavrov e/cet yevouevovs e/c/5aXXet TO Kvaa, rovs
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with much fire, and maketh a lake greater than our Sea,

seething with water and mud : thence it fetcheth a compass,

and going thick and muddy, and winding round the Earth,

coineth at last unto the coasts of the Acherusian Lake, mixing
not with the water thereof. Then after many windings under

the Earth it poureth itself into a lower part of Tartarus.

This is the river which they name Pyriphlegethon, whereof

also the fiery floods which boil up in divers places of the

Earth are derivations. Over against him the fourth river

issues forth, first into a fearful savage place, they tell, which

hath wholly the colour of blue steel
;
and they call it the

Stygian place, and the Lake which the river maketh with his

flood they call Styx ;
whereinto this river falling conceiveth

mighty virtues in his water, and afterward sinketh under the

Earth, and windeth round, going contrary to Pyriphlegethon,
and cometh to the Acherusian Lake from the contrary side :

neither doth his water mix with any ;
but he also goeth

round about, and falleth into Tartarus over against Pyri

phlegethon. The name of this river, the poets tell, is

Cocytus.

When the dead are come unto the place whither his

Familiar bringeth each, first are they judged, and according
as they have lived righteous and godly lives, or lived un

righteously, are they divided. Thereafter all those who are

deemed to have lived indifferently well journey unto Acheron,

and go on board the vessels which are prepared for them, and

so come to the Lake
;

and abiding there, get themselves

cleansed, and paying the price of their evil deeds, are

acquitted from the guilt thereof; and for their good deeds

receive each the reward that is meet. But whoso are deemed

incurable by reason of the greatness of their sins, robbers of

temples, and those who have oftentimes shed blood unlaw

fully, or wrought other iniquities that are great, them the

appointed Angel cloth cast into Tartarus, and thence they
come not out at all : and whoso are deemed to have com

mitted sins great but curable, who in wrath have violently

entreated father or mother and have repented them thereof

all the days of their lives thereafter, or who in like manner are

manslayers, they must needs fall into Tartarus, but when they
have been there one year, the surge casts them forth, the
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dvBpo&amp;lt;f)6vov$
Kara rov Kw/cvrov, rovs Be

Trarpa\ola&amp;lt;;
Kal

firjTpaXoias Kara rov TlvpufiXeyeOovra eTreiBdv Be fyepofjie-

voi yevcovrai Kara rrjv \ifjLVvjv rrjv ^A^epovcndBa, evravOa

ffowai re /ecu Ka\ov&amp;lt;riv, ol pev 01)9 drreKreivav, ol Be 01/9

B vftpio-av, tca\cravT6&amp;lt;; 8 l/cerevov&i, /ecu Seovrcu eacrcu
cr(f)d&amp;lt;;

/c/3f]Vcu et9 rrjv \lfJLwrjv /ecu Be^aaOai,, KOI lav JJLCV TreiaaHiLv,

licftaLvovaL re KCU
\rj&amp;lt;yovcri

r&v /ea/cwv, el Se
JJLTJ, (frepovrcu

av6i&amp;lt;s 6^9 rov Tdprapov tcd/ceWev iraKiv et9 rou9 Trora/jboix;,

/cal ravra Trdo-^ovTe^ ov Trporepov iravovrcu, irplv av

7rei&amp;lt;ra)o-iv 01)9 rjSl/erjoav avrtj &amp;gt;ydp 77 Bi/eij VTTO

Bi/cao Ttov avrois erd^Orj. o c 5e Srj av Bo^cocfi Siatyep

7T/509 TO ocrtft)9 /Biwvai, OVTOL elcriv ol rcovSe pev rwv TOTTWV

TWV ev TTJ yfj e\vOepov/jL6voi re /cal d7ra\\arr6/jLevoi coo-jrep

C Beo-/jLa)rrjpia)V, dvco Be eh rr)V /caOapdv oc/crjcriv d$iKVOvp,evoi
Kal 7rt T7}9 77)9 oiKi^o/JLevot,. rovrcov Be avrcov ol

&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;i\o&amp;lt;TO$la

i/cavws /caOrjpdfjLevoi, dvev re crwfjidrtov ^cocri, ro TrapaTrav

et9 rov eVetra ^pbvov, Kal els ol/cijcrei,&amp;lt;;
ert rovrwv Ka\\iov&amp;lt;$

dtyiKvovvrai,, 0-9 ovre paBiov B^Xwaai ovre 6 %povos i/cavo?

ev TW Trapovn.
AXXa rovrcov Br) eve/ca XP *}

&v Bi\r]\v0aijLv, co

^ifjifiia, Trdv rroielv, wcrre
dperr}&amp;lt;$

Kal
&amp;lt;f)povij(rec0&amp;lt;;

ev TW yS/co

tca\ov yap ro a6\ov Kal TI
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manslayers by Cocytus, and the slayers of father or mother

by Pyriphlegethon ;
and when they are carried down and are

come to the Acherusian Lake, there they cry out aloud unto

those whom they slew or used despitefully, and call upon them

and beseech them with prayers that they will suffer them to

come out into the Lake and will receive them
;
and if they

prevail, they come out and cease from their torments
;
but if

they prevail not, they are carried back into Tartarus, and

thence again into the rivers, and they cease not from this

torment till they have prevailed with those whom they have

wronged ;
for this was the doom that was appointed of the

Judges unto them. But whosoever are deemed to have been

godly above others in their lives, they are released from these

places in the Earth, and depart from them as from a prison-

house, and come unto the Pure Mansions which are above, and

dwell upon the Earth. And of these whoso have cleansed

themselves throughly by Wisdom live without fleshly bodies

for evermore, and come to yet fairer Mansions, whereof it

is not easy to tell, nor doth the time now suffice for the

telling. Nevertheless, by that which hath been told are we
admonished to do all so that we may lay hold of Kighteousness
and Wisdom in this life

;
for the prize is fair and the hope

is
great.&quot;
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE PHAEDO MYTH

I

We may begin by noting that Plato here, as elsewhere,

gives verisimilitude to Myth by making it explain facts, or

what he accepts as facts, and bringing it, as far as possible,

into conformity with the &quot; modern science
&quot;

of his day. The

fact of the Earth s rotundity had already been ascertained

or guessed in Plato s day ;

l and the geography of the Myth
is made consistent with this fact, as well as with the supposed
&quot;

fact
&quot;

of the Earth s central position in the Cosmos a

position which it retains for a sufficient reason, which Plato

sets forth
&quot;

scientifically.&quot; The Phaedo Myth, starting with

the &quot;

scientific truths
&quot;

of the Earth s rotundity and central

position, gives a consistent geography, which makes it easy
for the reader to localise the &quot;

Earthly Paradise
&quot;

and Tartarus,

as real places continuous with the part of the world which

men inhabit. Geography is treated in this Myth, as ancient

history may, or must, be treated according to Plato romanti

cally : the general scheme is, as far as possible, true to facts
;

but blanks are filled in by fjLv6o\oyia.
2 The line between

uncritical
&quot; science

&quot;

and jjbv0o\oyia is difficult to draw, and

Plato knows how to turn the difficulty to artistic, and more

than that to philosophic use. A sophistic use of the difficulty

he happily has no temptation to make, because he holds no

brief obliging him to contend for a large amount of literal

truth in the traditional myths which he borrows.

Again, the Pliaedo Myth recommends itself to the &quot;

scien

tific mind
&quot;

by explaining the origin of hot and cold springs,

volcanic action, winds, and, I think, the tides of the Atlantic

Ocean. The suggestion, too, that gems objects which have

1 See Zeller s Plato, Engl. Transl. pp. 379, 380.
2 See Republic, 382 D, /cat v oils vvv drj \eyo/j,ev rats fj.vdo\oylcus, 5ta rb ^

fidevai oirri rdXrjdes ^x L
&quot;&quot;/&amp;gt;

ruiv
7raAcuwj&amp;gt;, d(po/j.OLOvvTes r&amp;lt; d\-r)dei TO \f*ev5os on

^udXtara ourw
xP&quot;h

ffl/J-ov iroiovfiev ; /cat /xaXa, 77 5 oy. Of. Legg. 682 ff., where the

early history of mankind appears as a myth, founded on fact, but embellished
TToXXuif T&V /car d\r}deiav yL-yvo^vwv vv TLCTL %apiiri /cat Mo^crats e

e/cdo-rore
;
and cf. Campbell s Politicus, Introd. p. xxxi.
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always been regarded with wonder, as possessing mysterious

virtues are fragments which have found their way down to

this part of the world from the rocks of the &quot;

Earthly Para

dise,&quot; is a touch of fine imagination which helps to bring the

two regions our part of the world and the
&quot;

Earthly Para

dise
&quot;

into physical connection.
1 Tartarus and the True

Surface of the Earth, or Earthly Paradise, are indeed real

places to which there are real approaches for the ghostly

travellers from this ol/cov^evrj. The care, half playful,

half earnest, which Plato takes to prove this scientifically

from observed effects volcanoes, tides, precious stones

has its parallel in the method of Dante and other great

masters of Myth. Skilful use of
&quot; modern science

&quot;

is indeed

one of the marks of the great master. Before referring to

Dante for this, let me first compare Plato s delicate handling of
&quot;

science
&quot;

in the Phaedo Myth with the work of one who is cer

tainly not a great master of Myth the Cambridge Platonist,

Dr. Henry More
;
but let me preface his

&quot;

Myth
&quot;

with a few

words explanatory of the &quot;

science
&quot;

which serves as foundation

to his
&quot;

mythology.&quot;

The Spirit of Nature, according to More and his school,

is an incorporeal substance, without sense, diffused through
the whole universe, exercising plastic power, producing
those phenomena which cannot be explained mechanically.

2

This plastic principle in nature explains
&quot;

sympathetic

cures,&quot; the &quot;

astral bodies
&quot;

(the phrase More borrows

from the Paracelsians) of witches, in which they appear as

hares, cats, weasels (so that if the hare or other animal is

wounded, the witch is found to be similarly wounded More
was a firm believer in all that, and could give

&quot;

scientific
&quot;

reasons for his belief), the growth of plants and embryos, and

the instincts of animals, such as the nest-building instinct of

birds, the cocoon-spinning instinct of silk-worms.
3 The Soul

of man partakes in this plastic principle, and by means of it

constructs for herself a body terrestrial, aerial, or aethereal

(i.e. celestial), according as the stage of her development has

1 Cf. Conv. iv. 20, p. 323, Oxf. Dante :

&quot; E cosi edifinita questa nostra Bontii,
la quale in noi similmente discende da sorama e spirituale Virtu, come virtute in

pietra da corpo nobilissimo celestiale.
a More s Immortality of the Soul, book iii. oh. 12.
:i

More, o.c. iii. 13.
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brought her into vital relation with the vehicle of earth, air,

or aether.
&quot; As we see/ he says,

1 &quot; that the perceptive part of

the Soul is vitally affected with that which has no life in it,

so it is reasonable that the plastick part thereof may be so too
;

that there may be an Harmony betwixt matter thus and thus

modified, and that Power that we call plastick that is utterly

devoid of all perception. And in this alone consists that which

we call Vital Congruity in the prepared matter either to be

organised or already shaped into the perfect form of an Ani

mal.&quot; He then lays it down as an &quot; axiome
&quot; 2

that &quot;

there

is a Triple Vital Congruity in the Soul, namely, Aetliereal,

Aerial, and Terrestrial
&quot;

;
and proceeds :

&quot; That this is the

common opinion of the Platonists, I have above intimated

(Immortality of the Soul, ii. 14). That this opinion is also

true in itself, appears from the foregoing axiome. Of the

Terrestrial Congruity there can be no doubt
;
and as little can

there be but that at least one of the other two is to be granted,

else the Soul would be released from all vital union with

matter after Death. Wherefore she has a vital aptitude, at

least, to unite with Aire. But Aire is a common receptacle

of bad and good spirits (as the Earth is of all sorts of men
and beasts), nay, indeed, rather of those that are in some sort

or other bad, than of good, as it is upon Earth. But the Soul

of man is capable of very high refinements, even to a condition

purely angelical, whence Eeason will judge it fit, and all Anti

quity has voted it, that the souls of men arrived to such

a due pitch of purification must at last obtain Celestial

vehicles.&quot;

The Soul, by means of her plastic power, moulds the

vehicle earth, air, or aether to any form she pleases; but

having been first habituated to the human shape in the terres

trial body, she naturally moulds the aerial and celestial

vehicles to the same shape. This is why ghosts (in whom
More is a firm believer),

3

being the Souls of the departed in

their aerial bodies, are easily recognised by their features, when
1
More, o.c. ii. 14. 2

More, o.c. iii. 28.
3 See Immortality of the Soul, ii. 16, for the wonderfully well-told story of

Marsilius Ficinus appearing (by arrangement) on the day of his death to his

friend Michael Mercatus. He rides up to Michael s window on a white

horse, saying, &quot;Michael, Michael, vera sunt ilia.&quot; Michael sends to Florence,
and finds that Marsilius died the same hour his ghost appeared at the

window.
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they return to the scenes of their terrestrial life.
1

Now, it

may be asked what the effect of the Final Destruction of the

World by Fire at the Last Day will be on the human souls

which then have still only terrestrial bodies, and on the human
souls and souls of Daemons (or Angels) which have still only
aerial bodies. These bodies, unless saved by a miracle, will be

burnt up, and their souls, having no vehicles, will cease to live

the life of active consciousness.
2

Therefore, More argues,
3

using
Stoical terms, an aTTOKarddTacn^ and

7ra\i&amp;lt;y&amp;lt;yev&amp;lt;Tia after the

dvdo-racrw and e/cTrvpaxris would not meet their case
;

for a

soul whose body had been burnt would have ceased to be con

scious, and
7ra\i,&amp;lt;yyV6o-la would only bring it back to con

sciousness a different being. It will require supernatural
means to rescue the souls of good men and Daemons (or

Angels) at the time of the Final Conflagration, or even

1 Of. More s Philosophical Poems, p. 260 (ed. 1647) :

In shape they walk much like to what they bore

Upon the Earth : for that light Orb of Air

Which they inact must yielden evermore

To Phansie s beck, so when the Souls appear
To their own selves alive as once they were,
So cloath d and conversant in such a place,
The inward eyes of Phansie thither stear

Their gliding vehicle, that bears the face

Of him that liv d, that men may reade what Wight it was.

Similarly Dante (Purg. xxv. 91-99) explains the aerial bodies of the souls in

Purgatory :

E come 1 aer, quand e ben piorno,
Per 1 altrui raggio che in se si riflette,

Di diversi color diventa adorno,
Cosi 1 aer vicin quivi si mette

In quella forma che in lui suggella
Virtualmente 1 alma che ristette :

E simigliante poi alia fiammella

Che segue il foco la vunque si muta,

Segue allo spirto sua forma novella.

See also More s Immortality of the Soul, iii. 1, 8, p. 149, where it is stated
that the Soul, although she has a marvellous power, by the imperium of her will,
of changing the temper and shape of her aerial vehicle, and of solidifying it so

that it reflects light and becomes visible, she has a much greater power over her
aethereal vehicle. The aethereally embodied soul can temper the solidity of her
vehicle (see Immortality of the Soul, p. 233), so as to ascend or descend, and
pass from one &quot;vortex

&quot;

to another. More looks forward (Defence of the Moral

Cabbala, ch. ii. p. 165) to the Millennium as the time when, instead of occasional

communications between souls terrestrially and aethereally embodied, there will

be close and constant intercourse.
2

&quot;The very nature of the Soul, as it is a Soul, is an aptitude of informing
or actuating Body.&quot; More s Defence of the Moral Cabbala, ch. ii. p. 167,
ed. 1662.

3
More, Immortality of the Soul, iii. 18.

II
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before that time, when the extinction of the sun presaged

by his spots recently discovered by one Shiner l
takes place.

Neither terrestrial nor aerial bodies could, without the interven

tion of a miracle, survive such heat or such cold. But it is only
in this lower part of the universe that such destructive agencies
can operate. The aethereal region will not be affected by
them

;
and souls which have reached the stage of aethereal

or celestial embodiment will remain unharmed.

So much for the &quot;

science
&quot; which serves to give plausibility

to the following Myth, as we may well call it :

The greatest difficulty is to give a rational account whence
the Bad Genii have their food, in their execrable Feasts, so formally
made up into dishes. That the materials of it is a vaporous Aire,

appears as well from the faintness and emptiness of them that

have been entertained at those Feasts, as from their forbidding the

use of Salt at them, it having a virtue of dissolving of all aqueous
substances, as well as hindering their congelation. But how Aire

is moulded up into that form and consistency, it is very hard to

conceive : whether it be done by the mere power of Imagination

upon their own Vehicles, first dabled in some humidities that

are the fittest for their design, which they change into these forms

of Viands, and then withdraw, when they have given them such

a figure, colour, and consistency, with some small touch of such

a sapour or tincture
;
or whether it be the priviledge of these

Aereal Creatures, by a sharp Desire and keen Imagination, to pierce
the Spirit of Nature, so as to awaken her activity, and engage
her to the compleating in a moment, as it were, the full design of

their own wishes, but in such matter as the Element they are

in is capable of, which is this crude and vaporous Aire
;
whence

their food must be very dilute and flashie, and rather a mockery
than any solid satisfaction and pleasure.

But those Superiour Daemons, which inhabit that part of the

Aire that no storm nor tempest can reach, need be put to no such

shifts, though they may be as able in them as the other. For in

the tranquillity of those upper Regions, that Promus-Condus of the

Universe, the Spirit of Nature, may silently send forth whole Gardens

and Orchards of most delectable fruits and flowers of an equilibri-

ous ponderosity to the parts of the Aire they grow in, to whose

shape and colours the transparency of these Plants may adde

a, particular lustre, as we see it is in precious stones. And the

Chymists are never quiet till the heat of their Fancy have calcined

.and vitrified the Earth into a crystalline pellucidity, conceiting
that it will then be a very fine thing indeed, and all that then

1
More, Immortality of the Soul, iii. 19.
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grows out of it : which desirable spectacle they may haply enjoy
in a more perfect manner whenever they are admitted into those

higher Regions of the Aire. For the very Soile then under them
shall be transparent, in which they may trace the very Roots of

the Trees of this Superiour Paradise with their eyes, and if it may
nob offend them, see this opake Earth through it, bounding their

sight with such a white faint splendour as is discovered in the

Moon, with that difference of brightness that will arise from the

distinction of Land and Water
;
and if they will recreate their

palats, may taste of such Fruits as whose natural juice will vie

with their noblest Extractions and Quintessences. For such cer

tainly will they there find the blood of the Grape, the rubie-

coloured Cherries, and Nectarines.

And if, for the compleating of the pleasantness of these habi

tations, that they may look less like a silent and dead solitude, they
meet with Birds and Beasts of curious shapes and colours, the single
accents of whose voices are very grateful to the Ear, and the vary

ing of their notes perfect musical harmony ; they would doe very

kindly to bring us word back of the certainty of these things, and
make this more than a Philosophical Conjecture.

But that there may be Food and Feasting in those higher
Aereal Eegions, is less doubted by the Platonists

;
which makes

Maximus Tyrius call the Soul, when she has left the body, Bpe^a
aWepiov ;

and the above-cited Oracle of Apollo describes the Felicity
of that Chorus of immortal Lovers he mentions there, from feasting

together with the blessed Genii

ocrois Keap v

atev

So that the Nectar and Ambrosia of the Poets may not be a mere
fable. For the Spirit of Nature, which is the immediate Instru

ment of God, may enrich the fruits of these Aereal Paradises with

such liquors, as being received into the bodies of these purer
Daemons, and diffusing it self through their Vehicles, may cause

such grateful motions analogical to our tast, and excite such a

more than ordinary quickness in their minds, and benign chearful-

ness, that it may far transcend the most delicate Refection that

the greatest Epicures could ever invent upon Earth and that

without all satiety, burdensomeness, it filling them with nothing
but Divine Love, Joy, and Devotion. 1

It is very difficult to disentangle the motives which go
to the production of a passage like this. We should say

1 More s Immortality of the Soul, iii. 9, pp. 183, 184, ed. 1662. The
indebtedness of More s

&quot;Myth&quot;
to the Platonic, and Stoic mythology of

TO, irepl yrjv inhabited by dai/^oves and human souls, is obvious. For further
reference to that mythology see infra, pp. 437 ff.
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without hesitation that the writer wished to adorn his

discourse with a myth, if we did not know how uncritical

his
&quot;

science
&quot;

was, and how credulous he was in accepting, as

literally true, things quite as visionary as those here described.

In his Antidote against Atheism he shows how thoroughly he

believes current stories about the doings of witches and ghosts

(see especially Book iii. chap. vii. of that work, for the story of

Anne Bodenham, a witch, who suffered at Salisbury in 1653),
and how valuable he holds these stories to be as evidence for

the immortality of the Soul
; indeed, in the Preface to his

PMlosophicJcal Poems he goes the length of expressing the

wish that stories of witchcraft and apparitions
&quot; were publicly

recorded in every parish,&quot;
for

&quot; that course continued would

prove one of the best antidotes against that earthly and cold

disease of Sadducisme and Atheisine which may easily grow

upon us, if not prevented, to the hazard of all Pteligion and

the best kinds of Philosophy.&quot; It is to be noted, however,

that Cudworth and Smith are not so credulous as More.

Cudworth may be said to be a cautious believer in apparitions,

and dwells on the Scripture evidence for demoniacal possession,

and not, like More, on that afforded by modern stories
;

L

while Smith, in a sermon preached on an occasion when

credulity seemed to be required,
2

expresses himself in a

manner which makes one feel that he was in advance of

his age.

There is just one general remark I should like to make
in taking leave of More for the present : That facility of

scientific explanation is apt to make men indifferent about

the substantiation of the facts, as facts. The facility of

scientific explanation afforded by the hypothesis of
&quot;

plastick

power
&quot;

doubtless made it more easy for More and other

Cambridge Platonists to accept as sufficient the evidence

forthcoming for the actual appearance of ghosts and Daemons.

Facility of scientific explanation is a danger which we have to

be on our guard against at the present day too.

The true object of the Phaedo Myth is, indeed, moral and

1 Intellectual System, vol. ii. p. 640 (ed. Mosheim).
2 Discourse 10, Of a Christian s Conflicts with and Conquests over Sat&amp;lt;ni y

&quot; delivered in publick at Huntingdon, where one of Queen s College, in every

year on March 25, preached a Sermon against Witchcraft, Diabolical Contracts,
etc.&quot; ;

see Worthington s Preface to Smith s Select Discourses.
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religious, not in any way scientific its true object is to give

expression to man s sense of responsibility, which it does in

the form of a vivid history, or spectacle, of the connected life-

stages of an immortal personality. This moral and religious

object, however, is served best, if the history or spectacle,

though carefully presented as a creation of fancy, is not made
too fantastical, but is kept at least consistent with &quot; modern

science.&quot;
l

It is of the greatest importance that the student

of the philosophy of Plato s Myths should learn to appreciate

the terms of this alliance between Myth and Science
;

2 and I

do not know how the lesson can be better learnt than from

parallel study of Dante s Divina Commedia, in which all the

science moral and physical of the age is used to give
verisimilitude to the great /zOtfo? of medieval Christianity.

Fortunately, no better instances of the art with which Dante

presses Science into the service of Myth could be found than

in his treatment of a subject which has special interest for

us here, in connection with the geography and geology of the

Phaedo Myth. This brings me to the second head of obser

vations which I have to offer on the Phaedo Myth.

II

In this section I wish to draw attention to the parallel

between Plato s geography of Tartarus and the True Surface

of the Earth, and Dante s geography of Hell and the Mount
of Purgatory with the Earthly Paradise on its summit.

The parallel is close. On the one hand, the Phaedo Myth
and the Divina Commedia stand entirely alone, so far as

I know, among Eschatological Myths in making Tartarus or

Hell a chasm bored right through the globe of the Earth

(SiafjiTrepes rerp^fjuevov $L 0X779 7-779 7/79, Phaedo, 1 1 1 E
; Inferno,

xxxiv. sul fin.}, with two antipodally placed openings. On
the other hand, while the Phaedo Myth stands alone among
Plato s Eschatological Myths in describing a lofty terrestrial

region raised, above the elements of water and air, up into the

1 Aristotle s canon applies irpoaLpelvdai re Sec dduvara Ci/f6ra /icaAAoj&amp;gt; r)

duvara diridava. Poet. 1460 a 30.
2 In this connection the reader should turn to Prof. Dill s illuminating

remarks on the mixture of science with devotional allegory and myth in the

Commentary of Macrobius on Cicero s Dream of Scipio : Roman Society in the

Last Century of the Western Empire, Book i. ch. iv. pp. 88-90, ed. 1.
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element of fire or aether, Dante also, in agreement with a

common medieval belief, places the Earthly Paradise on the

top of a mountain his own Mount of Purgatory which

rises up into the element of fire.

The &quot;Earthly Paradise&quot; of the Phaedo Myth probably
owes a good deal to the Homeric Olympus ;

and the Earthly
Paradise of medieval belief and of the Divina Commedia may
have derived at least its altitude from the same source. But

the description of Tartarus as bored right through the Earth,

unique in Greek mythology, in no way countenanced by Virgil,

and yet reappearing in the Inferno, which is so largely modelled

on the Sixth Book of the Aeneid this is surely a strange
coincidence. The Timaeus (in the version of Chalcidius) was,

it would appear, the only work of Plato which Dante knew

directly.
1 There is no evidence whatever unless this coin

cidence be regarded as evidence that he was acquainted with

the Latin version of the Phaedo which was made in the

twelfth century.
2

It is possible, however, but I hardly think

likely, that the passage in the Meteorologica (ii. 2, 355 b,

32 ff.),
in which the Phaedo description of Tartarus is referred

to, may have given Dante the idea of an antipodal exit from

Hell
; although it is to be noted that Aristotle, in criticising

the hydrostatics of the Phaedo Myth, curiously enough omits

to quote, or paraphrase, Plato s emphatic Sta/iTrepe? re-rp^jjiivov .

and S. Thomas does not make good the omission in his com

mentary on the Aristotelian passage. I do not think that

any one reading the Aristotelian passage, without having read

the Phaedo, would easily gather that the Tartarus of the

Phaedo is bored right through the Earth. Aristotle is

concerned to show that the theory of a central alcopa, or

oscillation, gives a wrong explanation of the origin of seas

and rivers
; and, more suo, he is careless in his description of

the theory to which he objects. Although the hydrostatics

of the Quaestio de Aqua et Terra 3

agree in the main with

1 See Moore s Studies in Dante, first series, p. 156, and Toynbee s Dante

Dictionary, s.v. &quot;Platone.&quot;

2 See Rashdall s Universities of Europe in the Middle Ages, i. 37, ii. 744,
and Immisch, Philologische Studien zu Plato, pp. 33, 34. Henricus Aristippus
(Archdeacon of Catania) translated the Phaedo and Meno in 1156. There is a

MS. of his translation in Corpus Christ! College, Oxford (243), written iu

1423
;
see Coxe, ii. 100.

3 With regard to the authenticity of this treatise see Moore s Studies -in

Dante, second series, pp. 303 if.
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those of the Meteorologica, the Inferno is not influenced

by the Meteorologica. The Inferno follows the traditional

mythology in supposing subterranean rivers, and, indeed,

agrees with the account of these rivers given in the Phaedo,

to the extent, at least, of regarding them as forming a single

system of waters connected somehow with waters on the

surface of the Earth. Dante may have been helped to this

view by Brunetto Latini, who speaks, very much in the same

way as Plato does, of waters circulating in channels through
the Earth, like blood through the veins of the body, and

coming out in springs.
1 But mark how the Poet uses these

mere hydrostatics how his genius transforms the physical
relation between the living world and Tartarus into a moral

relation ! It is the tears of this world that flow in the rivers

of Dante s Hell.
2

Let me close this passage on Plato s Tartarus and Dante s

Hell with the remark that an antipodal exit from Hell, near

the Mount of Purgatory, is almost necessary to the movement
of the Commedia. If such an exit whether derived directly

or indirectly from the Phaedo, or obtained from some other

source did not already exist among Dante s mythological

data, he would practically have been obliged to invent it, and

offer some explanation of it, such as that which he actually

offers the Fall of Lucifer (Inf. xxxiv.).

Now to pass on to the parallel between Plato s
&quot; True

Surface of the Earth
&quot;

and Dante s Earthly Paradise on the

top of the Mount of Purgatory : Dante s Mount of Purga

tory is definitely a part of this Earth. It is an island,

antipodal to Jerusalem, in the middle of the ocean which

covers the southern hemisphere. This island rises up, in a

series of circular terraces, into one lofty height on which is

situated the Earthly Paradise, where our first parents
were created, where the souls which have been purified by

1 See Schmidt, iiber Dantcs Stelluiig in dtr Geschichte der Kosmographie,
I. Teil, de Aqua et Terra (1876), p. 7.

2
Inferno, xiv. Dante probabb

in the matter of the contents of tl

is perhaps worth noticing here that Dante s River of Blood (Inf. xii.) has its

parallel in the Scottish ballad of Thomas the Rhymer :

It was mirk mirk night and there was nae stern-light,
And they waded through red bluid to the knee

;

For a the bluid that s shed on earth

Kins through the springs o that countrie (i.e. Elf-land).

!

)ly profited by the crude fancy of predecessors
the infernal rivers

;
see Gary on Inf. xii. It
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penance during their ascent of the Mount are gathered

together, before they drink the waters of Lethe and Eunoe,
the twin streams of this Paradise, and are translated into the

Heavenly Paradise. That Purgatory is a real place, on the

surface of this globe, which an adventurous voyager from our

hemisphere might possibly reach vr/i pe^alvr), is suggested
with consummate art in the Inferno, Canto xxvi., where

Ulysses describes his last voyage how, with Ceuta on his

left and Seville on his right, he sailed out through the Straits,

and south over the ocean for five months, till the stars of the

northern hemisphere sank beneath the horizon, and new stars

appeared in the sky, and he sighted

A Mountain dim, loftiest, niethought,
Of all I e er beheld i

and then the storm burst which overwhelmed him.

Dante s Mount of Purgatory for that was the land

which Ulysses sighted is identical with the lofty mountain

on the top of which medieval belief placed the Earthly Para

dise
;
but Dante apparently drew entirely on his own im

agination when he localised Purgatory on its slopes.
2 This

Mountain of the Earthly Paradise rises, according to the

medieval belief, as high as the Lunar Sphere
3

i.e. its upper

parts are above the air, in the aether or fire, like Plato s True

Surface of the Earth. Hence, as S. Thomas explains, the

Earthly Paradise was not reached by the flood.
4

S. Thomas
further remarks that Enoch and Elias are said to be now
in it

; also, that it is said to be sub aequinoctiali circulo
;
but

he will not vouch for its exact position, only expressing his

belief that it must be in a &quot;

temperate clime.&quot;
5 The Arabians,

whose geographical treatises, and epitomes of the Greek

geographers, Dante knew in Latin versions,
6

spoke of a great

1
Gary s translation.

2 See Scartazzini (Companion to Dante, Butler s Transl. p. 419). &quot;Purga

tory, so far as form and position go, is a creation quite of the poet s own.&quot; It

may, I think, have relationship to the &quot;

steep hill of virtue
&quot;

which the Stoics

climbed ;
see Lucian, Vera Hist. ii. 18 no Stoics were to be seen in the For

tunate Island, because they were climbing this hill : r&v 8 ^TUIKUV ovdels

iraprjv TL yap \tyovro av afiaiv et.v rov TTJS apery? ftpdiov \6(f&amp;gt;ov.

3 See S. Thorn. Aqui. Summa, i. 102, 2.
4 Of. Schmidt, Cosmographie des Dante, p. 23.
5 Summa, i. 102, 2.

6 See Lelewel, ffistoire de la Gtographie, i. Ixxxv.
,
and Toynbee s Dante

Dictionary, arts.
&quot;Alfergano&quot;

and &quot;Tolommeo1
.&quot;
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mountain in the far south. It is called Mons Caldicus by
Albertus,

1 and Mons Malcus by Eoger Bacon, who places it in

India.
2 The view that this mountain, identified by the

Christian Schoolmen with the seat of the Earthly Paradise,

is an island antipodal to Jerusalem in the middle of the

Southern Ocean (Purg. iv. 70), was due entirely, it would

seem.
3
to Dante s own &quot;

scientific imagination
&quot;

or
&quot;

mythopoeic

faculty.&quot; According to the doctrine of Orosius, generally

accepted in Dante s time, there is no land at all in the

southern hemisphere. If there were land, its inhabitants

would be cut off from those of the orbis notus the unity and

continuity of the human race, postulated by the command,
&quot; Go ye into all the world and preach the gospel to every

creature,&quot; would not exist. The ideal of one Church and one

Empire (and one Aristotelian Philosophy, as Dante adds in

the Convivio, iv. 6) requires the geographical condition of one

continuous olfcovfj.evij.
4 Dante s antipodal island, however,

being peopled only by the souls of the departed, is in no way
inconsistent with the teleological geography of Orosius

indeed, is made, with consummate art, to corroborate it
;

for

the cause which produced the solitary island of Purgatory in

1
Meteor, ii. 2. 7. Cf. Schmidt, Cosm. d. Dante, p. 23.

~
Op. Maj. pp. 192, 195, ed. princ. Jebb, London.
See Scartazzini s Companion to Dante, p. 419, Butler s Eng. Transl. It is,

however, an island in the Exeter Book (an Anthology of Anglo-Saxon Poetry
given to the Library of Exeter Cathedral by Leofric, first Bishop of Exeter,

1050-1071): see Exeter Book, edited by Israel Gollancz for the Early English
Text Society, 1895, poem on the &quot;Phoenix,&quot; pp. 200 ff. : &quot;The Earthly Paradise
is in eastern parts ... it is all plain ... is an island. . . . There the door of

Heaven s Eealm is oft-times opened. . . . It is green and flowery. There is no
rain there, nor snow nor frost nor fire. It is neither too hot nor too cold. The
plain (which is quite smooth) is higher than any mountain by 12 fathom
measures. It escaped the flood. ... It shall abide perennially blooming till

the Day of Judgment. Water falls not there, but rises from the turf in the
midst of the forest each month of the year, and irrigates the grove [we are

reminded of Dante s Lethe and Eunoe]. The beautiful grove is inhabited by
the Phoenix

&quot; which the Poet then goes on to describe.

It ought to be mentioned that Claudian (Idyll, i. 1. Phoenix} makes &quot;the

Earthly Paradise
&quot;

an island :

Oceani summo circumfluus aequore lucus

Trans Indos Eurumque viret. . . .

Mr. Toynbee, however, thinks it doubtful whether Dante had any acquaintance
with Claudian (see Dante Diet. art.

&quot;

Claudianus&quot;). Benvenuto da Imola, in his

Commentary on the Divina Commedia, quotes Claudian several times, describing
him, erroneously, as a Florentine

;
see Mr. Toynbee s Index of Authors quoted by

Benv. da Imola in his Commentary on the D. G. (Annual Report of the Dante

Society, Cambridge, Mass., 1901).
4

Orosius, Hist. adv. paganos, \. 2, 87-89 ;
vi. 22, 1

;
vii. 1

;
vii. 3, 4

;
and

cf. Moore s Studies in Dante, first series, pp. 279 if.
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the southern hemisphere, simultaneously produced the one

oltcov/jievT] of the northern hemisphere. Lucifer fell on the

southern hemisphere (Inf. xxxiv.), and the shock of his fall

submerged the land which originally existed there, and caused

an equivalent amount of land in the northern hemisphere
to bulge up above the sea

;
the Mount of Purgatory, the only

land now in the southern hemisphere, having been formed

by the material extruded, as Lucifer, with the force of his fall,

bored a passage down to the centre of the Earth. Thus does

Dante give verisimilitude to his mythology of
&quot; the abhorred

worm that boreth through the world&quot; (Inf. xxxiv. 108), by

making it explain a physical fact, or what the science of his

day accepted as a fact
; and, at the same time, by means of

the explanation, he brings the fact so important for the

doctrine of one Church and one Empire into clear con

nection with a vast system of belief already accepted. When
the rebel angels about a tenth part of the original number
created were lost to Heaven, the human race was created

to make good the loss.
1 The descent of the Prince of these

rebel angels produced, at one blow, Hell, and Purgatory, and

the One Continent which is the condition of the ecclesiastical

and civil unity of the human race. All hangs together clearly.
&quot;

Science
&quot;

recommends Myth, and Myth
&quot;

Science,&quot; in one

consistent whole.

Again, in Purg. xxviii., the distribution of plants in

our hemisphere, from a common centre of creation, is explained
in such a way as to make the existence of an Earthly Para

dise appear the only hypothesis consistent with &quot;

science.&quot;

The wind which Dante notices with wonder among the trees

of the Earthly Paradise is caused, he is told, by the rotation,

from east to west, of the primum mobile, or crystalline sphere

1 See Convivio, ii. 6 :

&quot; Dico che di tutti quest! Ordini si perderono alquanti
tosto che furono creati, forse in numero della decima parte ;

alia quale restaurare

fu 1 umana natura poi creata. So also Spenser (An Hymn of Heavenly Love) :

But that eternal Fount of Love and Grace,
Still showing forth his goodness unto all,

Now seeing left a waste and empty place
In his wide Palace, through those Angels Fall,

Cast to supply the same, and to enstall

A new uuknowen Colonie therein,
Whose Root from Earth s base Ground-work should begin.

In this Hymn the whole drama worked out by Milton in Paradise Lost and
Paradise Regained is indicated in outline.
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the ninth sphere counted from that of the moon. The

rotation of the primum mobile carries round with it the pure
air or aether in which the Earthly Paradise is bathed

;
and

this aether is impregnated with the seeds of the trees of the

Earthly Paradise, and carries them round to our hemisphere,
where they germinate according as they find soils and climates

suitable to their various virtues. Here we have a &quot;

Myth,&quot;

in which Faith, Fancy, and Science are blended in the true

Platonic manner.

The close parallel between Plato s
&quot; True Surface of the

Earth
&quot;

and Dante s Earthly Paradise has been made evident,

I trust, by what I have said about the latter. Plato s
&quot; True

Surface of the Earth
&quot;

is a real place in this world, physically
connected with the region which we inhabit. It is distin

guished from our region essentially by its altitude. With its

foundation, like that of Dante s Island of Purgatory, bathed

in the crass elements of water and air, it rises up into the

region occupied by the element of fire or aether a region

which, we must remember, belonged as definitely to the

domain of
&quot;

science
&quot;

for Plato and Dante as the regions of

water and air, of which men have direct experience. Given

a sufficient altitude, aether will take the place of air, and

beneath aether, air will be as water. This is
&quot;

scientifically
&quot;

true. It is also in accordance with &quot;

science
&quot;

to believe that

the inhabitants of the aethereal altitudes live longer, more

vigorously, and more happily, than we, poor frogs, do, down
in the mists beside the waters of our hollow. A place has

been found or as good as found by
&quot;

science,&quot; where the

souls of the virtuous may live in the enjoyment of the rewards

of their virtue, and in preparation for an even more blessed

existence elsewhere. There can be no doubt, I think, that

the lofty terrestrial Paradise of the Phaedo Myth answers to

the &quot; Islands of the Blessed
&quot;

in the Gorgias Myth, to the ra

Trepl yfjv of the Phaedrus Myth,
1 and to the &quot; heaven

&quot;

or

ovpavos of the Myth of Er, from which the souls of the

virtuous, who have not yet completed their purgatorial course,

return, after a thousand years sojourn, to the &quot;

meadow,&quot; in

order to journey thence to the plain of Lethe, and drink the

1
Phaedrus, 257 A

;
and cf. 248 E-249 A, where rovpavov rtj TOTTOJ seems to

answer to TO, -rrepl yrjf, as contrasted with TCI viro 7775 in 257 A.
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water of the river, and be born again in terrestrial bodies.

The &quot; Islands of the Blessed
&quot;

were doubtless pictured by
Hesiod and Pindar as islands in the ordinary sense, sur

rounded by water, somewhere out in the Western Ocean
;

l

Plato, in the Phaedo, is singular in making them aerial, not

oceanic. With an art that is charming, he not only gives

direct
&quot;

scientific
&quot;

reasons for believing in the existence of his

aethereal altitudes of the Earth s surface (the configuration of

the Earth in its envelopes of air and aether deep hollows of

its surface being compensated for by lofty heights naturally

produces such blessed altitudes), but he also knows how to

add the authority of the poets to the reasons of
&quot;

science,&quot;

by making his description of these altitudes recall, not only
the Homeric Olympus,

2 but the Islands of the Blessed as

described by Hesiod and Pindar.

The original conception, in Greek as in Celtic
3

mythology,
of Islands of the Blessed was that of an Elysium or Paradise,

somewhere on the surface of the Earth, inhabited by gods, in

which also certain elect heroes, who have been translated

thither, enjoy in the flesh eternal felicity. This is the con

ception which meets us in Homer,
4
Hesiod, Pindar, and the

Hymn to Harmodius and Aristogeiton. But in course of

time this original conception was modified in the interest of

morality and religion, especially the religion of the Orphic

cult, and the Islands of the Blessed came to be regarded as

the abode of the souls of the virtuous generally. This view

is acquiesced in in the Gorgias, where Tartarus indeed appears as

a Purgatory or place of temporary sojourn for the majority of

the souls which go thither after judgment ;
but we are left to

suppose that virtuous souls which go at once after judgment
to the Islands of the Blessed remain there thenceforth for

1
Hesiod, 0. et D. 167 :

ro?s 5 dlx avdpuiruv (3loTov Ko.1

Zeus KpovidTjs /careVacrcre war-rip ^s TreLpa.ro.

/cat rot
/ie&amp;gt;

vaiovffLV a/ojSea Ovfibv
tv

fj.a.K&amp;lt;iput&amp;gt; vrja-otffi Trap Slxeavov

6X/3toi r/pwes, rol&amp;lt;riv /j.e\njdt

rpis reos 6d\\ovra fapei feidwpos apovpa.

2 See Thiemann, die Platonische Eschatologie in ihrer genetischen Entwickelung
(1892), p. 20.

3 See Myer and Nutt s Voyage of Bran, i. 329.
4 See Rohde, Psyche, i. 69.
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ever. In the Pliaedo, however, the notion of progressive

purification dominates the view taken of the Islands or

&quot;aethereal altitudes,&quot; as well as of Tartarus. For &quot;Philo

sophers
&quot;

mansions even fairer than the aethereal altitudes

are indicated as the final abode. We are to think, perhaps,

of the natal stars of the Timaeus. Finally, in the Republic,

where the notion of re-incarnation, kept in the background in

the Gorgias and the Phaedo,
1

is so prominent, the region to

which virtuous souls go after judgment is, at any rate for

many of them, only a place of temporary sojourn. They
return from it, as other souls return from Tartarus, to be

born again in the flesh. This view of Elysium as a place of

pleasant sojourn from which souls, virtuous on the whole, but

not yet completely purified, pass to the river of Lethe, and

thence, after drinking of its water, proceed to enter into new

terrestrial bodies, is that which we find in the Sixth Book of

the Aeneid. The view of Elysium represented in the Frogs
and the Axiochus, on the other hand, is rather that of a final

abode of bliss, into which ceremonial observances secure a

speedy entrance, immediately after death, to the soul of the

yL6ucrT?79. With this substitution of the opus operatum for the

personal struggle after purification, prolonged through this

life and perhaps many other lives, Plato has no sympathy. The

view of Elysium or ovpavos as still a place of probation he

would have us accept as that which, on the whole, will guide
us best in the conduct of our earthly life.

Taking, then, the u
Islands of the Blessed

&quot;

in the Gorgias

Myth, the ovpavos in the Myth of Er, and the
&quot; True Surface

of the Earth
&quot;

in the Phaedo Myth, as names for the same

region, we may perhaps venture to harmonise the accounts

given of it in the three Myths, by saying that the souls of

the virtuous, after judgment, go thither some of them to

sojourn for ever (Gorgias}, some of them for a thousand years,

till they return again to enter into the flesh (Eep.\ and a few

of them Philosophers (Phaedo), till such time as they have

been thoroughly purified, and are translated to still fairer

mansions (olictfa-eis en, TOVTWV /cd\\iovs, Phaedo, 114 c) in

the true Heaven, as the purified are taken up from Dante s

Earthly Paradise into the Heavenly Paradise.

1 In the Phaedo Myth; it appears in the Dialogue, 81 E-82 B.
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It is certainly important to note that the place to which

the souls of the virtuous go in the three Platonic Myths
variously called

&quot; Islands of the Blessed/
&quot; True Surface of the

Earth/ and ovpavos,
&quot; Heaven

&quot;

is, for some of these souls

at least, a temporary abode, a stage in their purgatorial course,

just as Tartarus is a Purgatory for all except the utterly

incorrigible.

In what part of the world are the Platonic &quot;

Islands of

the Blessed
&quot;

or
&quot; Altitudes of the True Surface of the Earth

&quot;

?

The Phaedo Myth does not say ;
but we are allowed to sup

pose that they are far away from our ol/covfMevTj, in another

part of the world. Perhaps Plato, in writing the Pliaedo

Myth, did not even imagine a definite locality for them. We
are bound to allow for this possibility, but, in doing so, we
need not scruple to consider some evidence which may be

thought to point to the conclusion that he did localise them

and that, in the antipodes, where Dante s Mount of Purgatory
stands. The Axiochus, a pseudo-Platonic Dialogue,

1
identifies

the world of the departed definitely with the antipodal hemi

sphere. The author of the Axiochus probably thought that

the identification was in accordance with the geography and

cosmography of Plato
;
at any rate, those who accepted the

piece as written by Plato must have thought so. We may
safely go the length of saying that the identification would

not be impossible for Plato, so far as his view of the position

and shape of the Earth is concerned. He holds, with the

writer of the Axiochus, that the Earth is a sphere in the centre

of the Cosmos. The passage in the Axiochus is as follows

(371 A if.) : rrjv viroyeiov olicrjaiv, ev y (3a&amp;lt;ri\eia TL\oi&amp;gt;Ta)vos,

^X *l
TTa) T?} ? T0^ Ato? av\r}s, are TIJS fjuev 777? e%ovo-7j&amp;lt;;

ra

fiecra TOV KOCT^OV, TOV Be TTO\OV 6Wo? o-fyaipoeibovs ov TO

erepov rm,i&amp;lt;j$aipiov
Oeol e\ayov ovpavioi, TO Be erepov ol

1 See Thiemann, Plat. EschaL p. 26, and Rohde, Psyche, i. 314
;

ii. 247, n. 1,

and 422. Rohde says that it can hardly be earlier than the third century B.C.

It is a Trapa/j,v6r)TiK6s \6yos containing expressions which point to the direct in

fluence of Orphic teaching and practice. Axiochus is described (371 D) as

yevvr)T7)s r&v de&v i.e. as /JLe/j,vr]/ji,vos, and therefore avyyevris TU&amp;gt;V 6eu&amp;gt;i&amp;gt; Kara rriv

Troir/ffLv by adoption, with which fAvya-is was commonly identified. For

yevovaTr)? in Philebus, 30 D (a passage on which. I think, Plut. de, gen. Soc. 22

where /j-ovds is said to be prior to vovs throws light), ycvvrjT-rjs, I think, ought
to be read

;
but see R. G. Bury s note ad loc. Apelt (zu Platans Philebus in

Rhein. Mus. vol. 55, 1. p. 13, 1900) suggests that yevovffTys means &quot;parent of

vovs,&quot; by a punning derivation !
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dev i.e. the &quot; Palace of Pluto,&quot; in addition to its sub

terranean, or properly
&quot;

infernal
&quot;

parts, includes the whole

antipodal hemisphere of the Earth, with its sky lighted by
the sun, when it is night in our hemisphere, rolcn Xayujret

fjuev //,ei&amp;gt;09
de\iov rav evOdSe vv/cra Kara) (Pindar, fragm. 129),

A.rjTO yeves, av Be TraiSas ev r^pcoeo cri, &amp;lt;i;Xa&amp;lt;T&amp;lt;JO9, evaeftewv

alel %wpov eTrepxo/jievos (Kaibel, ep. lap. 228 b 7, 8).
1 To

this
&quot; under world

&quot;

the dead go to be judged. Some are

sent into the subterranean parts, while others enjoy the light

of day, in a land of flowers and streams, apparently still in

the hemisphere of ol virevepOev deoi of the antipodal gods,

as we may call them. Among these blessed ones it is dis

tinctly stated that the &quot;

initiated
&quot;

take precedence evravOa

rot? /xe//.UT7yiiei&amp;gt;ofc9
earl rt? TrpoeSpia, 371 D.

Now, we may safely say that there is nothing in the

Platonic doctrine of the shape and position of the Earth

inconsistent with this
&quot; under world

&quot;

of the Axiochus. But

can we say more ? I venture to mention two points : First,

Plato s judgment-seat in the Myth of Er, between the open

ings of
&quot; Heaven

&quot;

and Tartarus, is above ground, and so is

the region across which the pilgrims travel towards the pillar

of light ;
and so (as I believe in all Greek accounts) is the

river of Lethe.
2

It is from the plain of Lethe, on the surface

of the Earth, that the souls shoot up (dva&amp;gt;, Rep. 621 B) to

be born again in terrestrial bodies that is, I venture to

suggest, up from the lower, antipodal hemisphere to our hemi

sphere. Secondly, the hollow or cave of Tartarus extends

right through the globe of the Earth, as we have seen

Sia/jiTrepes reTprjfjLevov &, 0X779 TTJS 77)9 (Phaedo, 111 E) i.e.

has an opening in the lower hemisphere as well as in this.

Without going the length of supposing that Plato s unseen

world is mapped out with the definiteness of Dante s, we may
take it that Plato, with his poet s faculty of visualisation,

must have formed a clear mental picture of the opening of

Tartarus in the
&quot; lower

&quot;

or antipodal hemisphere, and of the

country into which one comes on issuing from it. The anti-

1
Quoted by Rohde, Psyche, ii. 210, n. 1.

2 See Thiemann, Plat. Esch. p. 18. I shall return to this subject in my
observations on the Myth of Er. Virgil s Lethe is of uncertain position ;

but
Dante follows the universal Greek tradition in making Lethe a river of the
surface of the Earth.
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podal opening was not, we may assume, imagined by Plato in

vain. Those souls which, after being judged (whether above

or under ground does not appear in the Phaedo but probably

underground), go, not to the Islands of the Blessed, but down
the river Acheron to the Acherusian Lake (which is certainly

subterranean), have entered the infernal regions, we may
fairly suppose, by the opening in our hemisphere, and will

come out, after their penance, by the other the antipodal

opening, and will start thence on their journey always above

ground to the river of Lethe. That Plato actually thought
of the souls as going into Tartarus, and coming out of it, by
distinct openings, we know from the Myth of Er. But while

the entrance and exit are antipodally placed in the Phaedo

Myth, which takes careful account of cosmographical and

geological conditions, in the Myth of Er the purpose of

pictorial composition is served by placing them side by side,

opposite the entrance and exit of
&quot; Heaven &quot;

;
the &quot;

Meadow,&quot;

at once the place of judgment and the starting-place for the

plain of Lethe, lying between Tartarus and &quot;

Heaven.&quot; It

would be easy to give examples, from Greek vase-painting, of

similar compression in pictorial composition. I call attention

to this discrepancy between the Phaedo Myth and the Myth
of Er, to show how absurd it would be to attempt to con

struct one topographical scheme for Plato s Eschatological

Myths, as rigid as the one scheme to which Dante is so faith

ful in the Divina Oommedia. What I venture to suggest,

however, is that, in the Phaedo Myth, Plato is possibly or

shall I say
&quot;

probably
&quot;

? thinking of the world of the de

parted, so far as it is not subterranean, or celestial, as some

where in the other hemisphere of the terrestrial globe,

somewhere, but as in a dream, in which inconsistencies are

accepted as natural
;

for the &quot; True Surface of the Earth,&quot;

though somewhere in the antipodal hemisphere, beneath us,

is yet a region above us, whence gems have found their way
down to our hollow !

I have dwelt on the parallel between the geography of the

Phaedo Myth and that of the Divina Commedia with the

view, not of clearing up particular difficulties in mythological

geography, but of suggesting a method by which the function

of Myth in the Platonic philosophy may be better understood
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the method of sealing the impression made on us by the

Myth of one great master by study of the Myth of another

great master with whom we may happen to be in closer

sympathy. The service which Myth, and poetical treatment

generally, can render to the faith on which conduct and science

ultimately rest is, I think, more easily and finely appreciated

by us in Dante than in Plato
;

for we live, though in late days,

in the same Christian epoch with the medieval poet.

Ill

Let me close these observations on the Phaedo Myth by

calling attention to what Socrates says at the end of the

narrative (114 D), that, while it would not be sensible to

maintain that all about the Soul and the next world contained

in the Myth is absolutely true, yet, since the Soul is plainly

immortal, one ought to hazard the pious belief that, if not

absolutely true, this Myth, or some other like it, is not far

from being true, and &quot;

sing it over oneself
&quot;

as if it were an

enchanter s song: TO fiev ovv ravra ^Lio-^ypLaaadaL ovrcos

, &&amp;gt;9 eyo) $L\r}\v6a, ov
TrpeTret, vovv e^ovTi dvSpi, on

r) ravr ecTTiv TI Toiavr drra nrepi TO-? ^rv^a^ rj/jiwv

Kal TCLS OLKtjcreis, etreiTrep dOdvaTov ye 77 ^v^r} (fcaiverat ovcra,

TOVTO /col Trpeireiv /AOL SOKI Kal a^iov Kiv^vvevcrai

euv Ka\os yap o KLV^VVOS Kal %/3^ TO, Toiavra

eavra), Sio &rj eyayye Kal ird\ai fJLi^Kvvw TOV

The distinction between Dogma and Myth is carefully insisted

on here, and also the practical value of Myth as an expression
of moral and religious feeling. Myth, it is suggested, may be

put into such form that it will react favourably on the feeling

expressed, and make it a surer guide to what is good. The
reaction of expression on that which it expresses of style on

the man is a matter about which Plato had reflected deeply,
as is apparent from his whole scheme of education, mental,

moral, and physical, in the llepublic. If, then, the sense of

responsibility, and the attendant sense of being a continuously
existent Self, naturally express themselves, as Plato holds, &ia

fMvdoKoyias, pictorially, in visions of an immortal life, it follows

from the general law of the reaction of expression on feeling,

that, by refining and ennobling fivOo\oyia, we shall be able to
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refine and ennoble morals and faith. This is the &quot; use
&quot;

to

which jjivOos is put by Plato, not only in the education of

young children, but in dialogues offered to mature readers as

models on which they may mould their own conversations

about the highest things. This is the &quot; use
&quot;

of great poetry,

like Dante s Commedia, or of great painting, like the fresco on

the left-hand wall of the Spanish Chapel
&quot; the most noble

piece of pictorial philosophy and divinity in
Italy.&quot;

l As

philosophy and pictorial composition are blended together in

that fresco the philosophy is seen as a whole, in all the

beauty of its /meyeOos KOI rafys so are philosophy and poetry
blended together where Plato is at his highest in his Myths.
In the Pliaedo Myth the poet -philosopher has taken moral

responsibility as the motif of his piece. Moral responsibility

cannot, he knows, be explained in scientific terms, as a

phenomenon is explained by being put into its proper place

among other phenomena ;
for moral responsibility attaches

immediately to the subject of all phenomena the continuously

existing Self. But if it cannot be explained, moral responsi

bility may be pictured pictured in a Myth representing the

continuity of the responsible Self in terms of Pre-existence,

Reminiscence, Judgment, Penance, Free Choice, Re-incarnation

a Myth not to be taken literally, but to be dwelt on (xPV
ra Toiavra waTrep eTraSeiv eauroo), till the charm of it touches

one deeply so deeply that, when the &quot; uninitiated
&quot;

say
&quot;

it

is not true,&quot; one is able to answer by acting as if it were true.

1 Ruskin s Mornings in Florence, chap, iv., &quot;The Vaulted Book&quot;; cf. Kenan,
Averroes et I Averroisme, pp. 245, 246.
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CONTEXT

GORGIAS, the famous teacher of Rhetoric, and his young

disciple Polus, meet Socrates at the house of Collides, an

Athenian gentleman ; and the conversation turns on the differ

ence betiveen Rhetoric and the Way of true Knowledge and the

true Conduct of Life.

What is Rhetoric ? Socrates asks. Neither Gorgias nor

Polus can give an intelligible answer ; and Socrates answers

for them l)y describing it as the Simulation of Justice, the Art

of getting people to believe ivhat the Professor of the Art wishes

them to believe, and they themselves wish to believe, without

regard to Truth or Justice. It is the Art of Flattery. It

ignores the distinction between Pleasure and the Good a dis

tinction to the reality of which human nature itself testifies -for

all men, bad as well as good, wish the Good, and bad men, in

doing what they think best for themselves, do what they do not

wish to do. To seek after the Good is of the very essence of Life
it is better to suffer evil than to do evil ; and if a man has

done evil, it is better for him to be chastised than to escape

chastisement.

Here Callicles, speaking as a man of the world, takes up the

argumentt
and maintains that Statesmanship does not recognise

this distinction drawn by Socrates between Pleasure and the

Good. Pleasure is the Good. Might is Right.

After much talk Callicles is silenced, and Socrates points out

that there are two kinds of Statesmanship that which uses

Rhetoric as its instrument, and flatters people, and deceives them,

holding up Pleasure before them ; and that which, keeping the

Good always in mew, makes them better.

At the Day of Judgment, which the Myth now told by
Socrates declares, there will be no place for the Art of Flattery.

Pretence will not avail. There will be no side issues then. The

only issue will be : Is this man righteous or is he loicked ?

With the Myth of the Day of Judgment the Gorgias ends.

115
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Gorgias 523 A-52?c

523 &quot;Atcove Sij, (fraal, pd\a /cd\ov \6yov, bv crv pev Tjyijcrei

fjivOov, ft&amp;gt;9
eyd&amp;gt; olfAai, eya) Se \6yov o&amp;gt;9 dXijOrj yap ovra

croi
Xefo&amp;gt;

a
yu,eXX&&amp;gt; \eyeiv. Qcnrep yap &quot;QfjLrjpos Xeyet,

o~ievi/j,avTO TTJV dp%f)v 6 Zeu? KOI o TL\ovTcov, eVetS?) Trapa

rov Trarpo? Trape\a/3ov. rjv ovv vofAOS oSe Trepl avdpcoiroov

7rl }Lpbvov, /cal del teal vvv eri, eariv ev 6eoi$, rwv

dv@pu)7ra)v rbv ^ev SiKaio)S TOV filov SieXOovra Kal ocrta)?,

B eTrei&av Te\evrr)crr), e? fiaicdpcov VTJCTOVS airiovrcu olicelv ev

trdcrr) evSai/jiovia e/cro? /catccov, TOV Be dbifccos ical a$ea&amp;gt;9

et? TO r?79 r/crea)9 re Kal
&i/crj&amp;lt;; Beo-fjLcortjpLOV, b Srj rdprapov

Ka\ovcri,v, levai. TOVTCOV Se ^iKacrral eirl Kpovov Kal en

vecoarl TOV Ato9 TTJV dp^rjv %OVTOS fwz^Te9 rjcrav ^CO

eKeivrj Trj r)}J&amp;gt;epa SiKa^ovTes, rj [jieXXoiev Te\evTav.

ovv al SiKai, eKpuvovTO. 6 re ovv TlXovTcov Kal ol e

\r}Tal ol CK /jLaKapwv vrjorwv lovTes e\eyov Trpos TOV Ata,

C OTL
(j)oiT&amp;lt;pev o-tyw avdpcoTTOL eKaTepQ)(Te dvd^ioi. elrrev ovv 6

Zeu9, AXX eya), e
(f)7j,

Travcra) TOVTO yiyvo/uuevov. vvv /j,ev

ydp KaK&s al BiKat SiKa^ovTai. dfMTre^o/jLevoi ydp, e(f&amp;gt;r},
ol

KpivofjuevoL KpivovTai %covT&amp;lt;; ydp KpivovTai. vroXXol ovv, rj

& 09, ^u^a9 Trovrjpds e^oz/re9 rj^fyieo-pivot, elal (rw/^ara re

Ka\d Kal yevrj Kal 7r\ovTovs, Kal, eTreiSdv rj Kpicris rj,

ep^ovTai, avTols TroXXol fjidpTVpes /jLapTvprjcrovTes, a&amp;gt;9 &ma)9
D ^e/3t,o)Kao-(,v. ol ovv SiKacrTal VTTO re TOVTCOV eKir\r)TTOVTai,

Kal dfjia Kal avTol dfJiire^ofjuevoL Bt,Kd^ov(7L, TTpb r

rr}9 avTCJV
6(pda\^Lov&amp;lt;;

Kal coTa Kal 6\ov TO (7co/jLa

\vfjL/jLevoi. TavTa $rj avTols TrdvTa eTriTTpocrOev ylyveTai, Kal

TO, avTwv
d/jL&amp;lt;f)ie(7/j,aTa

Kal TCL TCOV Kpivofievtov. irpcoTov pev

ovv, efyrj,
TravcTTeov eVrl irpoe&OTas avTovs TOV OdvaTov

vvv fiev ydp Trpoiaacri,. TOVTO pev ovv Kal STJ elprjTai TCO

E Hpo/jurjOel O7T&)9 dv Travarj avTcov. eireiTa yvfjLVOv? KpiTeov

TOVTCOV Te6ve&amp;lt;*)Ta&amp;lt;$ ydp Set KpivecrOai. Kal TOV
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TRANSLATION

Hearken now to an excellent True Story : a Fable, me-

thinks, thou wilt deem it
;

but I deem it no Fable, for that

the things are true, whereof I will now tell, I am fully per

suaded. What Homer telleth, that will I now tell : That Zeus

and Poseidon and Pluto divided amongst them the kingdom,
when they had received it from their father Cronus. Now, in

his time there was this law among the gods concerning men,

which standeth fast unto this day as of old, that the man who
hath gone through his life righteously in the fear of the Gods,

after death goeth to the Isles of the Blessed, and dwelleth there

in all felicity beyond the touch of ill
;
but the man who hath

lived unrighteously without the fear of the Gods before his

eyes, he goeth to the prison-house of just retribution, which

men call Tartarus.

They who were Judges in the time of Cronus, and when
Zeus was newly come to his kingdom, were living men

;
and

they also were living men who were judged, each on that day
on the which he should die. Now, judgments given thus were

ill-given, and Pluto and the Overseers from the Isles of the

Blessed came and spake unto Zeus, making complaint that

many came unworthily unto either place. Wherefore Zeus

said : Verily I will end this
;

for now are the judgments given

ill, because they who are judged are judged with their raiment

on, being judged alive. Many there be, he said, that have evil

souls, and, for raiment, have fair bodies and noble birth and

riches : when these are judged, many witnesses come to bear

witness for them, that they have lived righteously. By these

are the Judges confounded
; and, moreover, they themselves

sit in judgment with raiment on, having eyes and ears, yea,

and the whole Body, as clothing wherewith their Soul is

covered. All these things hinder them, to wit, their own

raiment, and the raiment of those that are judged. First, then,

he said, must they be stopped of their foreknowing the day of

their death : for now have they foreknowledge. Wherefore

Prometheus hath been charged to stop them of this. Then

naked, stripped of all, must they be judged ;
for they must be
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/cpirrjv Sec yv/jivbv elvai, redve&ra, avrfj rfj ^rv^f} avrrjv rrjv

tyv%r)v Oewpovvra e%ai&amp;lt;f)vr)s
drrodavovros e/cdcrrov, eprjfjiov

Trdvrcov rwv o-vyyevtov KOI icara\iTr6vra eVt Tr?9 7779 Trdvra

e/celvov rov /cocrfjiov,

r

(va Si/caia rj /cpiai? rj. eya) /JLCV ovv

ravra eyvw/cws Trporepos r) v/jiels eTroirjo-d/jirjv

epavrov, Svo fiev IK TT)? Acrta?, MtV&) re /cal

524 eva $6 6K rr)? EU^COTTT;?, Ala/cov. OVTOL ovv, 7rei$av

T\evrr)(Ta)(rL, SiKdaovcriv ev rc5 \et,fjLwvi, ev rfj rpio&w, e

979 (f)pTOV TO) oSft), T) JJL6V ^9 fJLCilcdpWV Vr)&amp;lt;TOV5, &quot;f]

8 669

rdprapov. /cal rot 9
/Jt&amp;gt;ev

GK rfjs *A(j/a9
(

Pa8dfJLav0v&amp;lt;; /cpivel,

TOU9 Se K rr)9 ^vpcoTrtj^ Ata/co9* M*W Be

TTt,iaKpiveiv, eav diTOp fjTov TL TOD erepa),
r

iva 0)9

77 Kpiaw 77 Trepl T7)9 Tropeias rot 9 dvOpcoTrois.

Tavr ecrriv, a) KaXXt/cXet9, a 670) d/crj/cocos Tncrreva)

B d\r]@fj elvai /cal e/c rovroyv ra)v \6ycov roiovbe TI
\o&amp;lt;yl%o/jiat

(TV/jL/Baiveiv.
fO Odvaros rvy^dvec a&amp;gt;v, &&amp;gt;9 e/jiol So/cei, ov&ev

d\\o T) Svolv Trpay/jLaroiv StaXfcrt9, rr)9 ^1^779 /cat TOV

o-co/AaT09, a?r d\\rf\o{,v. eTreibdv be &ia\v9f)Tov apa air

d\\tj\otv, ov TTO\V fjTTov e/cdrepov avroiv e^et rrjv ej;iv

rrjv avrov rjvTrep /cal ore efy 6 avdpcoiros, TO Te
o-&amp;lt;y/m rrjv

&amp;lt;f)V(7i,v rrjv avrov /cal ra Oepajrevfjuara /cal rd rraOrifiara,

C evBij\a Trdvra. olov el rivos
/j,e&amp;gt;ya rjv TO crw/Aa fyvcrei, 77

rpo&amp;lt;j)fj 77 dfjufrorepa fa&amp;gt;z/T09,
rovrov /cal eTreibdv ajrodavrj 6

vercpos fjieyas /cal el rra^y^, Tra^y^ ical ajroOavovro^, /cal

rd\\a o{/Ta&amp;gt;9. teal el av ercer^eve KOjJbav, /co/jLtfrrjs rovrov

teal 6 ve/cp6$. /jLacmyias av el Tt9 ^v fcal fyvr) el%e rwv

7r\7]&amp;lt;y)v ouXa9 ev rut aw/juan, 77 UTTO
fj,ao-ri&amp;lt;ycov rj d\\cov

rpav/jidrwv wv, /cal reOvewros TO crw/j^a ecrnv ISeiv ravra

e^ov. /careayora re el rov rjv jJLe\r) r} SiecrrpafjLfjLeva ^wvros,

D /cal re0vewro&amp;lt;&amp;gt; ravra ravra ev$r)\a. evl Se
\6y&amp;lt;p,

olos elvat

Trapeo-Kevaaro rb crw^a a)V, evbrjKa ravra /cal re\evrrj-

(ravro? r) Trdvra 77 rd TTo\\d erri riva ^povov. ravrbv 77

jjbOL SoKel rovr dpa /cal Trepl rrjv tyvxyv elvai, w

KaXXt/cXet9* ev$r)\a Trdvra earlv ev rfj ^v^fj, eTreibdv

&amp;lt;yvfjbvo)0fj
rov

&amp;lt;ra)/jLaros,
rd re rrjs fyvaews /cal rd TraOrj/jiara

a Sid rrjv eTnr^Sevcriv e/cdo-rov TrpdyfAaros ea%ev ev rfj
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judged dead. The Judge also must be naked, dead, with very
Soul beholding the very Soul of each, as soon as he is dead,

bereft of all his kindred, having left upon the earth all the

adornment he had there. So shall the judgment be just. I

therefore, having considered all these things before that ye
came unto me, have made my sons Judges two from Asia,

Minos and Ehadamanthys, and one from Europe, Aeacus.

These, when they are dead, shall sit in judgment in the

Meadow at the Parting of the Ways, whence the two Ways
lead the one unto the Isles of the Blessed, and the other unto

Tartarus. And those of Asia shall Ehadamanthys judge, and

those of Europe, Aeacus. But unto Minos will I appoint the

chief place, that he may give judgment at the last, if the other

two be in doubt as touching any matter. Thus shall the

judgments concerning the Passage of Men be most just.

These are the things, O Callicles, which I have heard
;

and I believe that they are true
; moreover, therefrom I con

clude this, to wit : Death is only the separation of two things,

Soul and Body, from each other. When they have been

separated from each other, the state of each of them is well

nigh the same it was while the man lived. The Body keepeth
the natural fashion it had, and the marks plain of all the

care that was taken for it and of all that happened unto it.

For if any man while he lived was great of body, by nature,

or nurture, or both, his corpse also is great when he is dead
;

and if he was fat, his corpse also is fat when he is dead
;

also, if any man wore long hair, his corpse also hath long
hair

;
and if any man was a whipped cur, and bore on his

body the prints of his beatings scars made by the whip, or

scars of other wounds while he lived, when he is dead thou

mayest see his corpse with the same
;
and if any man had his

limbs broken and disjoint while he lived, when he is dead also

the same is plain. The sum of the whole matter is, that what

soever conditions of Body a man hath while he liveth, these

are plain when he is dead, all or most, for some while.

Now, Callicles, that which happeneth unto the Body,

happeneth, methinks, unto the Soul likewise, to wit, there are

plain in the Soul, after she hath been stripped of the Body, her

natural conditions and those affections which, through use in

any matter, a man hath gotten in his Soul.
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V civOpwTros. ^TreiBdv ovv dfyiKWVTai, Trapd TOV

E BiKacrT^v, ol fjiev CK TTjs AcT/a? Trapd TOV PaBd/JLavOvv, 6
(

PaBd/j,av0vs e/ceivovs eTTicrr^cra? dearau e/cda-rov rrjv

OVK elBa)$ OTOV eo-Tiv, aXXa 7roXXa/a9 TOV

/3acrtXeo&amp;gt;9 e7rL\a/36pevos ^7 aXXou OTOVOVV fiacrCkews rj

BvvdaTov fcarelSev ovSev vyies ov r^9 ^rv^fj^, d\\,a

St,a/jL/j,acrTiycofjLev r]V KOI ov\wv fjLecrrrjv VTTO emopKicov KOL

525 dSi/cias, a e/cdcrTCt) r] TT/oa^? avrov e^co/jLOp^aro els

r)v, /ecu Trdvra &amp;lt;TKo\ia VTTO i/reuSou? KOI d\aoveias KOI

ovSev ev9v Sia TO avev
d\7]6ei,a&amp;lt;$ T60pd$6ai KOL VTTO

efoyo-ta? /cal rpvtyrjs Kal vftpetos Kal d/cparias TWV irpdgecov

d(7v/ji/j,Tpi,a$ re real
al(T^pOT7)TO&amp;lt;i rye/jiovcrav Trjv &quot;^rv^rjv

elSev.

IScov &e drifts ravrrfv aTreirefJb^rev evOv TT)? (frpovpas, ol

/xeXXet e\6ovo-a avarXrjvai, rd TTpocr^/covra TrdOrj.

B Tlpoo-rjKet, Se Travrl TW ev Tiptopia ovn VTT* d\\ov

opOws TL/jLcopovpevo) r] fte\TiOVi ryiyveaOcu Kal ovlvacrQai rj

7rapa$i&amp;lt;y/jiaTi, rot? aXXot? rylyvecrOai,
f

iv aXXot o

a av Trader] (&amp;gt;o/3ov/jL6voi, ySeXr/oL 9

[lev axf)\ov/jbevol T Kal $LKT]

T6 Kal dvOpwTrwv ovTOi, OL av Idcri/jLa

oyLt&)9 Se 8t dhyrjSovcov Kal oSvvwv
&amp;lt;yiyveTai

77 a)(f)e\ia Kal evOdSe Kal ev
f/AtSof ov yap oiov

C T6 aXX&&amp;gt;9 d8iKia$ aTraXXaTrecr&u ot 8 av TO. eo~^aTa

dSiKijcrwo-i, Kal Bid TCL ToiavTa d$i,Krjfj,aTa CLVICLTQI yevwvTai,

6K TOVTCOV Ta irapaSeiy/jLaTa &amp;lt;yi&amp;gt;yvTai,,
Kal OVTOL avTol fjbev

ovKeTi ovivavTai ovSev, are aviaioi 6Vre9, aXXot Se ovivav-

Tai ol TOVTOVS opcovTes Sid ra9 dfiapTia^ ra peyio-Ta Kal

6&vvr)poTaTa Kal (froftepwTaTa TcdOr) jraa^ovTa^ TOV del

Xpovov, dTe%v)s 7rapa$ei&amp;lt;yim,aTa dvrjpTrj/jbevovs eKel ev

ev TCO oeo-fjLWTTjplw, rot9 del TCOV d$LK(ov d

D OedpaTa Kal vovOeTrjpaTa. a)V eyco (J&amp;gt;TJ/JLI,

eva Kal

eaeo-Qai, el d\7]0fj \eyei, IIcoXo9, Kal d\\ov OO-TLS dv

TOIOVTOS Tvpavvos y. olpai, Be Kal rou9 TTO\\OVS elvat,

TOVS TOVTCOV TO)V TrapaBeLjpaTcov eK TVpdvvcov Kal

Kal SvvacrTwv Kal ra TMV iro\ewv jrpa^dvTwv
OVTOI, ydp Bid TTJV e^ovcriav peytcrTa Kal dvo(7i,a&amp;gt;TaTa

dpapTijuaTa dpapTdvov&i. papTVpel Be TOVTOIS Kal
f

O//,rjpos

/3a(ri\ea&amp;lt;; ydp Kal Bvvdo-Tas eKelvos rrreTToirjKe TOVS ev
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Wherefore, when they from Asia are come before the

presence of Khadamanthys their Judge, he causeth them to

stand, and looketh at the Soul of each, not knowing whose

Soul it is
;
but perchance having gotten hold of the Soul of

the Great King, or of some other King or Euler, perceiveth

that it hath no soundness, but is seamed with the marks of

many stripes, and full of the scars of perjuries and unrighteous

ness, according as the doings of each have stamped on his

Soul their signs ;
and all therein is crooked by reason of false

hood and boasting, and nothing straight, because he hath

been bred up without truth
;
and by reason of pride and

luxury and wantonness and incontinency in his life, his Soul

is altogether deformed and foul. This Soul then the Judge
seeth, and having seen, sendeth with dishonour straightway
unto the prison, whither it must go and endure the tor

ments appointed for it. Now, it is appointed for every one

who is punished, if he be punished righteously by another,

either to become better and himself receive benefit, or to be set

forth for an example unto others, that they, seeing his torments,

may fear and become better. Now, they who are profited the

while they pay unto Gods and Men the penalty of their sins,

are they whose sins may be cured. Through afflictions and

pains there cometh unto them profit both here and in the

House of Hades
;

for otherwise can no man be rid of un

righteousness.

But they who have sinned to the utmost, and by reason

of their great sins are beyond cure, they are the examples
whereof I spake ;

for now they cannot themselves be benefited,

inasmuch as they are beyond cure, but other men are benefited,

when they see them by reason of their sins suffering torments

exceeding great and terrible for evermore, being verily examples

hung up in the House of Hades, in the prison-house, for a

spectacle and admonition unto every sinner which cometh.

Of these that be set forth for examples I say that

Archelaus will be, if Polus speaketh truly ;
and any other

Prince that is like unto him. Most, methinks, were Princes

and Kings and Eulers and Chief Men in their cities
;

for they,

by reason of the power they have, do sin more heinously than

other men. Whereof Homer is witness, in that he telleth that

they which are tormented in the House of Hades for evermore
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E
f/

AtSou rov del %povov ri/jLwpov/jLevovs, Tdvrd\ov /cal ^iav(f)ov

/cal Tirvov. epcrirrjv Se, /cal ei rt? aXXo9 Trovrjpos TJV

t8ta&amp;gt;T??9, ovoels rrerroLrjKe n,eyd\ai&amp;lt;$ npwpiais crvve^o/uievov

&)? dviarov ov yap, ol^ai, e^rjv avrco Sio real evSai/j,ove-

crrepos rfv r) 0*9 e^rfv. d\\a yap, w KaXXt/c\6t9, etc

526 ^vvafjievwv elal /cal ol o-(j)6Spa Trovrjpol yiyvouevot,

ovBev IJLTJV K(i)\vei /cal ev rouroi? a/ya$oi&amp;gt;9
av

, /cal o-(f)6Bpa ye a^iov ayaaOai rwv

yap, a) KaXXt/cXet?, fcal TroXXoO eiraLvov a^iov ev

fjLeyd\rj ej-ovaia rov dSi/celv yevo^evov Si/caicos Siapiwvai.

o\iyoi, Be yiyvovrai, ol TOIOVTOI, eVel /cal ev6d$ /cal d\-

\oOi, yeyovacriv, olaai Se /cal eaovTau /ca\ol /cdyadol ravrijv

B rrjv dperijv, TTJV rov Si/cai(i)$ $ia%ipi^i,v a dv rt9

yeyove /cal t9 TOU9

6 Ava-L/jid^ov. ol Se TroXXo/, w

dpicrre, /ca/col yiyvovrai, r&amp;gt;v SvvacrTcov.

Qirep ovv e\yov, 7rei$dv o ^aSd/jiavOvs e/ceivos

roiovrov nva \d/3y, aXXo uev irepl avrov ov/c ol&ev ovBev,

OvO 6 &amp;lt;7Ti9 OvO WVTLVCOV, OTL B TTOVTJpO^ Tt9 Kal TOVTO

/caTtSwv dnre jre^^rev et9 rdprapov 7TLcnj/jL rjvd/jLVO&amp;lt;;,
edv re

C Ido-i/JLO^; edv re dviaros So/cfj elvai 6 Se e/celae
d&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;iKO[Jbevo$

rd Trpoaij/covra Trdvyei. eviore 8 d\\rjv elcnbtov o&amp;lt;r/&&amp;gt;9

fteftiwrcviav /cal per d\r]OeLa^, dvSpbs iSicorov 1} aXXou

rivos, fJid\icrra aev, eycoye (frrjfJM,
a&amp;gt; KaXXt/cXet9, &amp;lt;pi\ocro(f&amp;gt;ov

ra avrov Trpa^avros /cal ov 7ro\V7rpayfjiov^cravro^ ev rco

{3l(p, rjydcrQr) re /cal 9 fjia/cdpcov vrfcrovs aTreTre/ji ^re. ravrd

ravra /cal 6 Ata/co9. e/cdrepos 8e rovrwv pd{3$ov e

$t,/cdei. 6 Se MtVa)9 ercidKonr^v /cdOyrai,, /JLOVOS e

D xpvaovv o-/crj7rrpov, W9 fftrjaiv O8u(rcreL 9 o OfJLijpov ISeiv

avrov

Xpvcreov crKrJTrrpov e^ovra, ^e/xicrreuovra vtKvcrcrLV.

Eiyco fjiev ovv, co KaXXt/cXe^, vrro rovrwv rwv \6ycov

, ical a/coTrw, 07ra)9 drco&amp;lt;^avo\}^ai
raS Kpirf) 009

rrjv &quot;^v^)jv. %alpeiv ovv
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are Kings and Rulers, to wit, Tantalus, and Sisyphus, and Tityus.

But of Thersites, or any other Commoner which was an evil

doer, no poet hath told that he is held in great torments as

being beyond cure : nay, methinks, such an one had not the

opportunity to sin greatly. Wherefore also he was happier
than those who had opportunity. Verily, Callicles, tis

from among those who have power that the greatest sinners

come, notwithstanding even among these may good men arise
;

whom, when they are found, it is most meet to reverence,

for tis a hard thing, Callicles, and worthy of all praise,

for a man, who hath great opportunity to do injustice, to live

justly all his days. Few such are found
; yet are some found

;

for both here and elsewhere have there arisen, and, methinks,

will arise again, men of a noble virtue and just conduct in

those matters whereof charge at any time is given unto them :

of whom was Aristides, the son of Lysimachus, a man famous

throughout all Greece: but I tell thee, Sir, of them that

have power in cities the most part are alway evil.

When one of these evil men, therefore, standeth, as I told,

before Khadamanthys the Judge, he knoweth nought else

concerning him, neither who he is nor whose son, but only

this, that he is one of the wicked
;
and perceiving this, sendeth

him away unto Tartarus, having put a mark upon him to

signify whether he can be cured or no : and he, coming to

that place, there suffereth that which is due.

But perchance the Judge seeth a Soul that hath lived in

holiness and truth
;

it may be, the Soul of a Common Man or

of some other
;
but in most likelihood, say I, of a Philosopher,

Callicles, who hath minded his own matters and been no

busybody in his life. That Soul pleaseth the eye of Rhada-

manthys, and he sendeth it away to the Islands of the Blessed.

In like manner Aeacus also judgeth. And each of these

sitteth in judgment holding a rod in his hand. But Minos is

seated as president over them
;
and he alone hath a golden

sceptre, as Homer his Odysseus telleth, that he saw him
&quot; with a golden sceptre in his hand giving laws unto the

Dead.&quot;

I am persuaded, Callicles, that these things that are

told are true. Wherefore I consider how I shall show my
Soul most faultless before the Judge, I will take my farewell
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TCOV 7ro\\(t)V av0p(*)7T(i)v, TTjV a\r]6eiav (TKOTrcov TreLpdcrouai

TO) OVTl ft&amp;gt;9 aV SvVCi)/J,ai, /3eXTi&amp;lt;7T09 COV Kal %f)V Kal, e7Tl$dv

E a7ro6vr)(TKC0, aTrodvrjcnceiV. 7rapafca\a) Se KOI TOi/9 aXXot/9

irdvTas dvOpcoTrovs, Kad* ocrov ^vvaaai, Kal Srj real ere

dvTL7rapaKa\a) eVl TOVTOV rov /3lov Kal TOP dywva TOVTOV,

bv ejco ^rj/jiL
dvrl Trdvrcov rwv V0d$e dywvwv elvai, teal

o^etStfa) VOL, OTL ov% olo? T ecr6t aavTa} jSorjOrjcrai,, orav

rj BLKTJ aoi y KOI rj fcpio-^ rjv vvv &TJ 6700 6\&amp;lt;yov,
d\\d

\6(t)v Trapa rbv Si/cacrTrjv TOP TTJS At^yiV^? viov, eTretSay

527 aov eTTiX-a/So/jLevos ayy, ^ao-fi^crei, Kal
I\i&amp;lt;yyidcr6is

ov&ev

TJTTOV TI 70) evOdBe crv eVei, Kal (re laws rvTrrrjo-ei rt? Kal

eVl Kappas drl/jLcos Kal TrdvTcos 7rpo7rij\aKLel. Ta^a S ovv

ravra ^vOos aoi SoKei \eyea-9aL, wcrirep ypaos, Kal Kara-

(frpoveis avro)v. Kal ov$ev 7 av TJV Oavaaarov Kara(j)povlv

TOVTWV, el 7T7) %7}TOVVT6S 6L^O/JL6V aVTWV j3\TlO) Kal

d\Tj06&amp;lt;TT6pa evpelv vvv 8e opas, on rpels ovres v/nei$,

o lTrcp aocfxdTaTOL eVre rwv vvv
(

Ei\\ijva)v, crv re Kal IIwXo?

B Kal Topyias, OVK e%ere aTrobel^ai, &&amp;gt;? Set a\\ov nva ftiov

ffiv r/ TOVTOV, bcTTrep Kai eKetcre fyaiveTau crvafapcov, aXX

ev TocrovTOis \oyois TCOV d\\cov e\.ey^ofJLeva)V JJLOVOS OVTOS

rjpeuet o \6yos, &&amp;gt;? ev\a/3ijTeov earl TO dbiKelv ad\\ov ?}

TO dbiKela-Qai, Kal TravTos /j,a\\ov dvBpl /jLeXeTrjTeov ov TO

SoKelv elvat, dyaOov, d\\d TO elvai Kal ISia Kal orj/jioo-ia

edv Se Ti? KaTa TL KaKos ylyvTjTai, /coXao-reo? ecrrt, Kal

TOVTO SevTepov dyadbv aeTa TO eivai SiKaiov, TO ylyvecrOai,

Kal Ko\a%6/jievov SiSovai BLKTJV Kal iraaav KoXaKeiav Kal

Trjv Trepl eavTov Kal Trjv irepl rou? aXXou?, Kal Trepl

0X170^9 Kal Trepl 7roXXou9, (f)evKTeov Kal TTJ p
OVTCO XprjcTTeov, eVl TO SiKaiov del, Kal TTJ a\\y
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of the honours that are among men
; and, considering Truth,

will strive earnestly after Eighteousness, both to live therein

so far as I am able, and when I die, therein also to die. And
I exhort all men, so far as I am able, and thee more especially

do I exhort and entreat, to enter into this life and run this

race, which, I say unto thee, is above all the races wherein

men strive
;
and I tell thee, to thy shame, that thou shalt not

be able to help thyself, when the Day of Judgment whereof I

spake cometh unto thee, but when thou dost appear before

the Judge, the son of Aegina, and he hath gotten hold of thee

to take thee, thou shalt gape and become dizzy there, even as I

do here
; yea and perchance some one will smite thee on the

cheek to dishonour thee, and will utterly put thee to despite.

Perchance this shall seem to thee as an old wife s fable,

and thou wilt despise it : well mightest thou despise it, if by

searching we could find out aught better and truer. But as

the matter standeth, thou seest that ye are three, the wisest

men of Greece living at this day, thou and Polus and Gorgias,

and ye cannot show any other life that a man must live save

this whereof I have spoken, which is plainly expedient also

for that other life
; nay, of all sayings this saying alone is

not confuted, but abideth sure : That a man must shun the

doing of wrong more than the receiving, and study above all

things not to seem, but to be, righteous in the doing of his

own business and the business of the city ;
and that if any

man be found evil in anything, he is to be corrected
;
and that

the next good thing after being righteous is to become righteous

through correction and just retribution
;
and that all flattery of

himself and of other men, be they few or many, he must

eschew
;
and that he must use Oratory and all other Instru

ments of Doing, for the sake of Justice alway.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE GORGIAS MYTH

I

Here, again, as in the Phaedo Myth, it is Responsibility

which Plato represents in a picture a picture portraying the

continuity of the Self through the series of its life-stages.

It is in the consciousness of Kesponsibility of being the

cause of actions for which he takes praise and blame

that man first becomes conscious of Self as a constant in

experience. Consciousness of an active a responsible, or

moral Self, is formally prior to consciousness of a passive,

sensitive, Self realised as the one mirror in which sense-

impressions are successively reflected. Thus, the Gorgias

Myth gives a strictly natural representation of the Idea of

Soul, when it sets forth, in a vision of Judgment, Penance,

and Purification, the continuity and sameness of the active, as

distinguished from the passive of the responsible or moral,

as distinguished from the sensitive Self. It is only in vision

in Myth and not scientifically, that the Idea of Soul, or

Subject, can be represented, or held up to contemplation as

an Object at all
;
and it is best represented, that is, in the

manner most suitable, not only to our consciousness of respon

sibility, but to our hope and fear, if it is represented in a

vision of Judgment and Penance and Purification, where the

departed are not the passive victims of vengeance, TifjLwpia,

but actively develop their native powers under the discipline

of correction, /coXacrt?.
1 In such a vision it is consciousness

of wrong done and fear (that fear mentioned by Cephalus in

the Republic)
2 which conjure up the spectacle of punishment ;

but hope, springing from the sense of personal endeavour after

the good, speaks comfortably to the heart, and says,
&quot;

If only

1 What we call sin

I could believe a painful opening out

Of paths for ampler virtue.

CLOUGH, Dipsyclius.

felix culpa, quae talem ac tantuin

Meruit habere Kedemptorem !

Easter hymn quoted by Leibniz, Theodicee, p. 507, ed. Erdmann.
2 380 E.
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a man will strive steadfastly to overcome evil passions in this

life, and in future lives, all will be well with him in the end.

The very punishment which he fears will be for his ultimate

good, for punishment regards the future which can still be

modified, not the past which cannot be undone.&quot; Pardon-

for so we may bring home to ourselves the deeper meaning of

Plato s KaOapais Pardon is thus involved in Punishment.

This is a thought which cannot be set forth by the way of

Science. Pardon is not found in the realm of Nature which

Science describes. It
&quot; comes of the Grace of God.&quot; It is

received under another dispensation than that of Nature a

dispensation under which a man comes by
&quot; Faith

&quot;

Faith

which Science can only chill, but Myth may confirm. Xp;
ra TOiavTa cocrTrep eTraSew eavra).

Besides containing this notable theory of Punishment
and Pardon, the Gorgias Myth is remarkable for its power
ful imaginative rendering of the wonder with which man

regards death a rendering which is best taken side by side

with another given in the Cratylus, 403, 4. Hades, Ai S^?,

the God of Death, Socrates says in the Cratylus, is not called,

as most people in their fear suppose, CLTTO rov aeiSovs he is

not the terrible Unseen One, who keeps the Dead in Hell,

against their will, bound in the fetters of necessity. He is

rather called CLTTO rov iravra TO, /ca\a elBevai, he is the

All-wise, the Philosopher, who, indeed, holds the Dead in

fetters, but not against their will
;

for his fetters are those of

that desire which, in disembodied souls, is stronger than

necessity the desire of knowledge. The Dead cleave to

Hades as disciples cleave to a great master of wisdom. The
wisest of men go to learn of him, and will not return from

his companionship. He charms the charmers themselves

the Sirens
*

so that they will not leave him. He is rightly

1 The Sirens, although they became eventually simply Muses, were originally
Chthonian deities, and as such are sculptured on tombs and painted on lekythi :

see Miss Harrison s Myths of the Odyssey, pp. 156-166
;

her Mythology and
Monuments of Ancient Athens, pp. 582 ff.

;
and her article in J.H.&. vol. vi.

pp. 19 If. (&quot;Odysseus and the Sirens Dionysiac Boat-races Cylix of
Nicosthenes

&quot;),
1885. &quot;As monuments on tombs, the Sirens,&quot; writes Miss

Harrison (Myth, and Mon. p. 58-1), &quot;seem to have tilled a double function;
they were sweet singers, fit to be set on the grave of poet or orator, and they
were mourners to lament for the beauty of youth and maiden. It is somewhat
curious that they are never sculptured on Attic tombs in the one function that
makes their relation to death clearly intelligible i.e. that of death-angels. The
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called Pluto, because he has the true riches wisdom. Here

we have what is really a Myth offered in satisfaction of the

deep wonder with which man regards that undiscovered

country from whose bourn no traveller returns. Plato

appeals openly to the &quot;

science of etymology
&quot;

in support
of his

&quot;

myth/ and, I would suggest, also appeals tacitly to

traditional cultus : Hades communicates true oracles to those

who go down into his cave to sleep the sleep of death truer

oracles than those dreams which Trophonius sends to the

living who sleep in his cave at Lebadia.
1

It is only with the

disembodied soul that Hades will hold his dialectic, for only
the disembodied soul, freed from the distractions of the bodily

passions, can experience that invincible desire of knowledge,
that

e/ocos
without which SiaXe/cri/cij is vain, which makes

the learner leave all and cleave to his Teacher. In this, that

he will hold converse only with the disembodied soul, Hades

declares himself the true Philosopher. It is at this point
chat the connection appears between the Cratylus Myth for

we may call it a Myth and the Gorgias Myth. The judges
in the Gorgias Myth are naked souls (the phrase 77 ^v^r)

yvfivrj rov O-CO/JLCITOS occurs also in Cratylus, 403 B) naked

souls, without blindness or bias of the flesh, which see naked

souls through and through, and pass true judgment upon
them

There must be wisdom with Great Death :

The dead shall look me thro and thro .

The wondering thought, that death may perhaps solve the

enigma of life, has never been more impressively rendered

than in these twin Myths of the Philosopher Death and the

Dead Judges of the Dead.

Siren of the Attic graves must surely be somehow connected with the bird death-

angels that appear on the Harpy tomb, but her function as such seems to have
been usurped for Attica by the male angels Death and

Sleep.&quot;

Erinna s epitaph

crraXat, /ecu ^fiprjves /J.ai, /ecu irevdi/J.e /cpwcrcre,

ocrm exe4 s Aida rav t&amp;gt;\iyav

brings the Sirens and Hades into connection just as Crat. 403 1) does 5m raura

cipa cfiu/JLev, & &quot;Ep,u.6yeves }
ouSe^a devpo ed(\rj(rai. a7reX#aV TUJV CKeWev, ovde auras

TCLS ZSeip^aj, d\Xa /vara/ce/cX^cr^at e/ceij&amp;gt;as re KO.L roi)s ciXXofs Trdvras OVTW Ka\ous

rivas, u;s eoLKev, eTTiVrarat \6yovs \eyei.i&amp;gt;
6 &quot;Atd^s. According to Mr. J. P. Post-

gate (Journal of Philology, ix. pp. 109 ff., &quot;A Philological Examination of the

Myth of the Sirens&quot;), they are singing birds = souls winged for flight hence.
1 Cf. Kohde, Psyche, i. 115 ff.
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II

Another point, and I have done with the &quot;

Philosophy
&quot;

of the Gorgias Myth. I am anxious to have done with it,

because I know that the &quot;

Philosophy of a Myth
&quot;

too easily

becomes &quot; the dogmatic teaching which it covertly conveys
&quot;

;

but I trust that in the foregoing remarks I have avoided, and

in the following remarks shall continue to avoid, the error ofO *

treating a Myth as if it were an Allegory. The point is this.

The incurably wicked who suffer eternal punishment are

mostly tyrants men like Archelaus and Tantalus, who had

the opportunity of committing the greatest crimes, and used

it. All praise to the few who had the opportunity and did

not use it. But Thersites, a mere private offender, no poet
has ever condemned to eternal punishment. He had not the

opportunity of committing the greatest crimes, and in this is

happier than those offenders who had. Here a mystery is set

forth. The man who has the opportunity of committing the

greatest crimes, and yields to the special temptation to which

he is exposed, is held worthy of eternal damnation, which is

escaped by the offender who has it not in his power, and has

never been effectively tempted, to commit such crimes. First,

the greatness of the crime is estimated as if it were a mere

quantity standing in no relation to the quality of the agent ;

and then the quality of the agent is determined by the

quantity of the crime
;

so that vice with large opportunity
conies out as infinitely worse than vice with narrow oppor

tunity, the former receiving eternal punishment, the latter

suffering correction only for a limited time. This mystery of

the infinite difference between vice with large opportunity and

vice with narrow opportunity the mystery which is set forth

in &quot;lead us not into temptation&quot; this mystery is set forth

by Plato in the Gorgias Myth as a mystery, without any

attempt at explanation :

&quot; Men born to great power do not

start with the same chance of ultimate salvation as men born

to private stations.&quot; With that the Gorgias Myth leaves us.

In the Vision of Er, however, an explanation is offered but

still the explanation, no less than the mystery to be explained,
is mythically set forth not to satisfy the understanding, but

K
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to give relief to feeling in imaginative expression. The

explanation offered in the Vision of Er is that the Soul, before

each incarnation, is free, within certain limits, to choose, and

as a matter of fact does choose, its station in life whether it

be the station of a tyrant with large opportunity of doing

evil, or that of a private person with narrow opportunity. In

this way the mystery of the Gorgias Myth is
&quot;

explained
&quot;-

explained by another Myth.
So much for the &quot;

Philosophy
&quot;

of the Gorgias Myth so

much for the great problems raised in it. Now let me add a

few notes on some other points, for the better appreciation of

the Myth itself as concrete product of creative imagination.

Ill

The judged are marked (Gorg. 526 B) as
&quot;corrigible&quot;

or

&quot;incorrigible.&quot; So, too, in the Myth of Er (Rep. 614 c)

those sent to Heaven have tablets fixed in front, those sent to

Tartarus tablets fixed behind, on which their deeds and

sentences are recorded. The idea of tablets may have been

derived from the Orphic custom of placing in the graves of

the dead tablets describing the way to be taken and the

things to be done on the journey through the other world.
1

Before Dante enters Purgatory the Angel at the Gate

marks him with &quot; seven P s, to denote the seven sins (peccata)

of which he was to be cleansed in his passage through

Purgatory
&quot;

Seven times

The letter that denotes the inward stain

He on my forehead, with the blunted point
Of his drawn sword, inscribed. And &quot;

Look,&quot; he cried,
&quot; When entered, that thou wash these scars away.&quot;

2

The judgment-seat of Minos, Rhadamanthys, and Aeacus

is ev rc3 Aet/z,ftW, eV rfj rpioSw, ef ^9 &amp;lt;peperov
TOO 6Sco, rj

1 See Comparetti, J. H. S. iii. Ill, and Dieterich, Nekyia, 85, on the gold
tablets of Thurii and Petelia

;
and cf. p. 156 ff. infra. The Orphic custom

itself may have come from Egypt, where texts from the Book of the Dead were
buried with the corpse. The Book of the Dead was a guide-book for the Ka, or

Double, which is apt to wander from the body and lose its way. See Jevons
Introduction to the History of Religion, p. 323, and Flinders Petrie s Egyptian
Tales, second series, p. 124.

2
Purg. ix, 101, and see Gary s note ad loc.
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/jLev et? fjua/cdpayv vrjcrovs, r] 8 et? Tdprapov (Gorg. 524 A).

The topography of this passage corresponds with that of Rep.

614 c ff., where, however, it is added that the
Xe^aft&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;

of the

judgment-seat is also the spot in which the souls, returned

from their thousand years sojourn in Tartarus and Heaven

(i.e. the Islands of the Blessed), meet, and rest, before going
on to the place where they choose their new lives before

drinking of the water of Lethe. In the Gorgias the two

ways mentioned are (1) that to Tartarus, and (2) that to the

Islands of the Blessed
;
and the \ei^v of judgment is

&quot;

at

the parting of the ways
&quot;

eV rfj rpioBay, no reference being
made to a third way leading to the throne of Necessity, and

thence to the Plain of Lethe. In the parallel passage in

Rep. 614 c ff. the ways are not mentioned as three
;

but

they are three (1) the way to Tartarus, (2) the way to

Heaven, and (3) the way to the Plain of Lethe all three

diverging from the
\etfjLu&amp;gt;v.

The &quot; Three Ways/ as indicated in the Myth of Er, one

to Tartarus, one to Heaven, and the third to Lethe (a river of

the surface of the Earth), constantly occur in the literature

which reflects Orphic influence.
1

They even appear in the

folk-lore represented by the story of Thomas the Khymer :

Light down, light down now, true Thomas,
And lean your head upon my knee :

Abide, and rest a little space,
And I will show you ferlies three.

Oh see ye not yon narrow road,
So thick beset wi thorns and briars 1

That is the path of righteousness,

Though after it but few inquires.

And see not ye that braid braid road,
That lies across the lily leven ?

That is the path of wickedness,

Though some call it the road to Heaven.

And see not ye that bonny road,
That winds about the fernie brae ?

That is the road to fair Elf-land,
Where thou and I this night maun gae.

1 See Dieterich, Nekyia, 89, 90, and especially Rohde, Psy. ii. 221, note.
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The three parts of the Divina Commedia correspond, in

the main, to the &quot; Three
Ways.&quot;

The theological doctrine of

Purgatory, to which Dante gives such noble imaginative

expression, is alien to the Hebrew spirit, and came to the

Church mainly from the Platonic doctrine of icdOapcris

especially as the doctrine found expression in Eschatological

Myths reflecting Orphic teaching.
1

We come now to the Myth of Er (Rep. 614 A ff.), the

greatest of Plato s Eschatological Myths, whether the fulness

of its matter or the splendour of its form be considered.

1 See Thompson s note on Gorg, 525 B.



THE MYTH OF EE IN THE REPUBLIC

CONTEXT

THE subject of the Eepublic ^s Justice that character in the

individual which manifests itself in the steady performance

of Duty Duty being what a man does for the maintenance of

a certain Type of Social Life, the good of which he has been

educated to identify with his own good.

What, then, is this Type of Social Life, in living for which

a man does his Duty and finds his true Happiness ?

The Eepublic is mainly concerned with the description of

it, and of the Education which fits men for it ; and as the

Dialogue proceeds, the reader, who enters into the feelings of the

dramatis personae, becomes, with them, more and more con

vinced that true Happiness, in this world, is to be found only
in the steady performance of Duty in and for a State ordered

according to the spirit, if not according to the letter, of the

Constitution described by Socrates. In this world, certainly,

the man who does his Duty, as Socrates defines it, has his great

reward. He is 729 times happier than the man who, despising
the law of Duty, has fallen under the tyranny of Pleasure.

But a greater reward awaits the Righteous man, and

greater torments are prepared for the Unrighteous man, in the

world to come. For the Soul is immortal ; and an ontological

proof of its immortality is given.

Then, as though this proof were insufficient, the Eepublic
ends with the Myth of Er (told by Socrates), which proves,

indeed, nothing for the Understanding, but visualises, for the

Imagination, the hope of the Heart.

133
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Republic 613E-621D

IVA /JL6V TOLVVV, TjV &
&amp;lt;y(t), %WVTL Tft) Sl/Cdlto TTdpa @6O)V

614 re Kal dvOpwirwv a6\d re /cal ^icrOol Kal Swpa yiyverai

77/909 efceivois rot? dyaOois ofc avrrj Trapefyero rj Bitcaio-

o-vvrj, TOiavr av elf]. Kal yitaX , etyrj,
/ca\d re Kal /3e/3cua.

Tavra rolvvv, fy S 6760, ovbev eVrt TrX^et ov$e fjbeyeOei,

7rpo9 eicelva, a TeXevrrfo-avra etcdrepov Trepifjuevei. %prj 8 avrd

dicovcrait iva reXeco? e/cdrepos avrwv dTreiXtjc^

\6&amp;lt;yov o^)6tXoyLtei/a d/covcrai,. Aeyot9 av, ec^tj, a&amp;gt;9 ov

B aXX rjbiov d/covovn. AXX* ov pivroi croi, r)V 8* eyco,

vov 76 d7ro\oyov epw, aXX d\Ki/jiov fjuev dvftpos, H^o9 roO

Ap/jieviov, TO 761/09 Ila/i^uXou* 09 Trore eV TroXe/AO) reXef-

T^&amp;lt;7a9, dvaipeOevrcov Se/caraicov TWV ve/cpwv JjBii $i(f)6ap-

, 747)9 aev dvypeOi], KO/juaOels 8 ot/caSe yiteXXwi/

i, ScoSefcaraios eVt rr; trvpa \KeL^evo^ dveftia),

vs S
e\&amp;lt;yv

a e/cel iSoi.
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;rj

Be, eVetS^ ou e/c

rrjv ^v^ijv, TropeveaOai fjuerd TroXXcoz , /cat d^ifcvelaOat

et9 TOTTOV Tivd Sai/jboviov, ev o&amp;gt; rf)$ re 77)9 8v

e%o/Jieva) aXX^Xotz/ al rof) ovpavov av ev ro3 ai/&) aXXa

/caravTi/cpv. 8t/cao-ra9 Se fjiera^v TOVTCDV KaOrfdOai, 01/9,

rrjv et9 8e%idv re /cat aV&&amp;gt; Sta rov . ovpavov, arj^ela irepia-

rwv SeSi/caa/jLevcov ev ro3 TrpocrBev, rovs Se a8t/cou9

dpio-repdv re /cal fcdra), e%ovTas Kal TOVTOVS ev rc3

D oiricrOev cr^f^ela Trdvrwv wv eirpa^av. eavrov Be 7rpoo-e\-

y
on Seoi, avrov ayye\ov dvOpwTrots yevecrOai,
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TRANSLATION

&quot; Of such sort, then, are the prizes and the wages and the

gifts which the just man receiveth, while he is yet alive, from

Gods and Men, over and above those good things whereof I

spake which Justice herself provideth.&quot;
&quot;

Yea, in truth goodly gifts,&quot; quoth he,
&quot; and exceeding

sure.&quot;

&quot;

Well,&quot; I said,
&quot;

they are even as nothing, for number

and greatness, in comparison with those things which await

each of the two, to wit, the just man and the unjust man,
when he is dead. Of these thou must hear, that each of

them may have full payment of that which this Discourse

oweth him to be said concerning him.&quot;

&quot;

Say on,&quot; quoth he,
&quot; there is little else I would hear

more
gladly.&quot;

&quot;

Nay,&quot;
said I,

&quot; but it is not a Tale of Alcinous I will tell

thee, but the story of a mighty man, Er, the son of Armenius,
of the nation of the Pamphylians.

&quot;

It came to pass that he fell in battle
;
and when the

corpses were taken up on the tenth day already stinking, he

was taken up sound
;
and when they had carried him home

and were about to bury him, on the twelfth day, being laid

on the pyre, he came to life again ;
and began to tell of the

things which he saw there.
&quot; He said that when his Soul went out, it journeyed

together with a great company, and they came unto a certain

ghostly place wherein were two open Mouths of the Earth

hard by each other, and also above, two Mouths of the Heaven,
over against them : and Judges were seated between these,

who, when they had given their judgments, bade the righteous
take the road which leadeth to the right hand and up through
Heaven

;
and they fastened tablets on them in front, signify

ing the judgments ;
but the unjust they sent by the road

which leadeth to the left hand and down, and they also had

tablets fastened on them behind, signifying all that they had

done. But when he himself came before the Judges they
said unto him that he must be for a messenger unto men con

cerning the things there, and they charged him straitly that
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e/cei teal BLaKe\evoiVTO ol d/coveiv re KOI OedcrOai

TrdvTa ra ev rc5 TOTTCO. opdv Brj ravrrj jjiev /ca9 e/cdrepov

TO
j^dcr/na

TOV ovpavov re KOI TTJS 7779 aTnovcras TCLS

tyv^ds, eTreiBr) avTals BircacrOelr), Kara Be TO&amp;gt; erepco e/c /JLCV

rov dvievai e/c TT}? 77)9 /L6ecrra9 av^/jiov re /cal Koveai)?, 6K

8e TOV eTepov KaTaftaiveiv ere/oa9 e/c TOV ovpavov

E fcal r9 del dtyifcvovfjievas coaTrep e/c 7ro\\rjs

(f&amp;gt;aiveo-0ai riKeiv, /cal do-fAevas els TOV \eip&amp;gt;o3va

olov ev Travijyvpei, tcaTao-KrjvdcrOai, /cal d&amp;lt;T7rde(r6ai re d\\r)-

X9 ocrai,
&amp;lt;yvti)pi/jiai,

/cal TrvvOdvecrOai ra9 re e/c TTJS 77)9

fjfcovcras irapa TWV eTepcov TO, e/cel /cal r9 e/c TOV ovpavov

TO, Trap etceivais. $i,r)yeicr0ai Se d\\rj\ai&amp;lt;; r9 pev

615 oSvpojuievas re /cal /c\aov(ra&amp;lt;;, dva^LfJivrjo-KoijLeva^, ocra re /cat

ola TrdOoiev /cal ISoiev ev Trj VTTO 7779 iropeia elvai 8e

Trjv Tropeiav ^CXieTrj r9 & av e/c TOV ovpavov eviraOelas

Siqyeio-Oai, ical 6ea&amp;lt;$ d^^avov^ TO /cd\\o$. TO, fJiev ovv

TroXXa, a&amp;gt; T\avKwv, TTO\\OV %povov Siyyijo-aaOai, TO S

ovv
ice$&amp;gt;d\aiov e(j)r)

roSe elvai, ova TrcoTrore Tiva rfSi/

/cal o&amp;lt;jof9 e/cacrTOi, vjrep djrdvTwv SLKTJV Be^co/cevai, ev

virep e/cdaTOV Se/cdrcis TOVTO 8* elvai KCLTCL e/caTovTaeTrj-

B pl$a e/cd(TTr)v ) a&amp;gt;9 ftiov 6Wo9 TOCTOVTOV TOV dvdpWTrlvov ,

iva &e/ca7r\d&amp;lt;n,ov TO eKTiap.a TOV aSt^r;/Aaro9 e/cTivoiev /cal

TTO\\WV OavaTwv rjorav CLITLQI, r\ 7roXet9 irpobovTes i}

a teal els Bovkelas e/jL/3e/3\r)/coTes, r) TIVOS

/carcovyias /jueTauTioi, TrdvTwv TOVTCDV Se/caTrXacrias d

VTrep e/cdcTTov /cofjblo-aivTO, /cal av el Tivas evepyecrias

evepyeTTj/coTes /cal $i/caioi /cal ocrioi yeyovoTes eiev, icaTa

C TavTa TTJV d^iav KO^L^OLVTO. TWV Be evOvs yevo/j.evwv /cal

o\iyov xpovov PLOVVTCOV Trepi aXXa ekeyev ov/c d^ta fjLv^/Jirjs.

els Be Oeovs da-efteias re /cal evcre/Beias /cal yoveas /cal

(j)6vov fj^ei^ovs ert TOVS /JiicrOovs oujyeiTO. e(f&amp;gt;r)
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he should give diligence to hear and see all the things in the

place.
&quot;

Now, he told how that he beheld the Souls departing, some

by one of the Mouths of Heaven, and some by one of the Mouths

of Earth, when judgment had been given unto them
;

also

how that he beheld Souls returning by the other two Mouths,
some coming up from the Earth travel-stained, covered with

dust, and some coming down from Heaven, pure. And he said

that all, as they came, being come belike from a long journey,

turned aside with joy into the Meadow and encamped there

as in a Congregation ;
and they that were acquaintances

greeted one another, and they questioned one another they
that were come from the Earth questioned them that were

come from Heaven concerning the things there, and in like

manner they that were come from Heaven questioned the

others concerning the things that had happened unto them.

So they discoursed with one another some of them groaning
and weeping when they called to mind all the terrible things

they had suffered and seen in their journey under the Earth

he said that their journey was for a thousand years ;
and

others of them, to wit, those which were come from Heaven,

telling of blessings and marvellous fair sights.
&quot; Time would fail me, Glaucon, to relate all that he said,

but the sum thereof was this : That according to the number
of the wrongs which each man hath ever done, and the number
of them whom he hath wronged, he payeth penalty for all in

their course, ten times for each : now, it is every hundred

years that he payeth, for a hundred years are counted for the

lifetime of a man : so is it brought to pass that the price of

evil-doing is paid tenfold : thus if certain caused the death

of many by betraying cities or armies, and casting men into

bondage, or taking part of other iniquity, they are recom

pensed tenfold with torments for each one of these things ;

but if any have done good unto other men, and have been

just and religious, they in the same measure receive their

rewards. Also concerning infants that died as soon as they
were born, or lived but a short while, there were things he

said that are not worth remembering. As for those who dis

honoured Gods and Parents, and those who honoured them,
and as for those that were murderers, he spake of their wages
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jap Brj TrapayevecrOai, epwTWfjbevw erepw VTCO erepov, OTTOV

e%7] ApSiato? o fieyas. 6 $6 Aptato9 OUTO? TT}? Tla/jL&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;v\ias

6V TIVI TroXet Tvpavvos eyejovei, TJ^TJ ^L\LOCTTOV ero? et9

6K6ivov TOV %povov, jepovTa re Trarepa dtroKTeivas KOI

D TTpeo-ffvTepov dSeX^ov, teal aXXa &rj TroXXa. re KOI avbcria

, co? eXeyero. 6(f)rj
ovv TOV eptorco/jLevov elirelv,

TJKGL, (f&amp;gt;dvai,
ouS av ^fet Sevpo.

a jap ovv Srj KOI TOVTO TWV Seivwv Oea/JLarcw.

eyyvs TOV CTTO/JLIOV rj/juev yLteXXo^re? dvievai, Kal

Ta\\a TrdvTd vreTrovOoTes, e/celvov re tcaTelSo/jiev ei;ai&amp;lt;f)vr]s

/cal aXXoL&quot;? o-%e$ov TI avTwv rou? TrXe/erroL&quot;? Tvpdvvovs*

rjcrav $e Kal tStcorat Tives TWV /jLeyd\a rj/jLapTrjKOTWv QV&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

E olofievovs YI^TJ dva/3r)(7o~0ai OVK eSe^ero TO (TTO/JLLOV, aXX

fjLVKciTO, 07TOT6 Tt? Twv ouTW? dviaTW? e^ovTtov 6t9 TTovrjpiav

TI ^rj iKav&s $6$d)K(0s SiKrjv eTTi^eipol dvievai. VTav6a Srj

, e(f)rj, aypiot,, SiaTrvpoi, Ibeiv, Tra^euTCOTe? Kal KaTa-

TO
^&amp;gt;6e&amp;lt;y^a,

rou? fjuev Sia\af36vTes rjjov, TOV Se

Kal aXXow? crvfjiTro&La-avTes ^elpd^ re Kal TroSa?

616 Kal
K&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a\rfv, KaTaj3a\6vT$ Kal eKoeipavTes, elKKov Trapa

ooov eVro? eV darTra\d6wv KvaTTTOVTes, Kal Tols del

Trapiovcri, crr)fji,aivovT6&amp;lt;&amp;gt;,
&amp;lt;bv VKa re TavTa vTro/jievoiev Kal

OTL et9 TOV TdpTapov e/jLTTecrov/jLevot, dyoivTo. evOa Srj

(fiopwv, (f)ij,
7TO\\a)V Kal TravToSaTTwv

cr(f)icrL yeyovoTGOV

TOVTOV VTTp{3d\\e(,V TOV
&amp;lt;f)6{3oV, {JiT) JZVOLTO eKadTW TO

fyOejfJia, ore dvaftaivoi, Kal dcrfjuevecrTaTa eKaaTov

dva/3rfvaL. Kal ra9 jJ^ev Brj SiKas re Kal Ti/jLtopi

B Tivds elvai, Kal av r9 evepjeaias TCLVTCLIS dvTi&amp;lt;TTpo(f)ov$

Se rot9 ev TO) \eifjiwvi, 6Kd(JTOis eTTTO, rj/juepat

, dvacrTavTas evTevdev Selv Trj ojSorj TropevecrBat,,

Kal d(j){,Kvelcr0at, TeTapTaiovs 60ev KaOopav dvcoOev Bid

rravTos TOV ovpavov Kal jrfs TeTapevov 0W9 6v6v, olov

Kiova, yLtaXtcrra Trj *lpi$i Trpo(T(f)prj, \afJLTrpoT6pov o~e Kal

Ka9apa)Tepov. 6t9 o d(f)iK6cr0ai, 7rpo6\0ovTa$ rj/JL6p7jcriav 6&6v,

avToOi KaTa /j,eo-ov TO 0W9 6K TOV ovpavov ra

1 raOra virofjAvoiev om.
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as even greater ;
for he said that he stood beside one of whom

another inquired, Where Ardiaeus the Great was. Now this

Ardiaeus had made himself King in a city of Pamphylia just a

thousand years before that time, having slain the old man his

father, and his elder brother, and having wrought many other

evil deeds, as men tell. He said, then, that the one of whom

inquiry was made answered saying, He is not come
;
nor will

he ever come hither for this, indeed, was one of the terrible

things that we beheld when we were nigh unto the Mouth,
and about to go up after all our sufferings ;

on the sudden we
came in sight of him, and others, most of them kings, but

there were also private men of those that had sinned greatly

amongst them : these, thinking that they were already about

to go up, the Mouth received not, but bellowed
;

for it

belloweth as often as any one of those that are wicked beyond
cure like unto these, or any one that hath not paid the full

price of his sins, essayeth to go up. In that place he said

men were standing by savage men, as coals of fire to look

upon who, hearing and understanding the Voice of the Mouth,
took hold of some in their arms and carried them away ;

but

Ardiaeus and others they bound hand and foot and neck, and

threw down, and flayed, and dragged to a place apart by the

side of the way, and there carded them on thorns, signifying
to all that passed by wherefore they were taken, and that

they should be cast into Tartarus. Then, he said, there came

upon him and his companions a fear greater than all the fears

of every sort they had before
;
for each one of them feared lest

the Voice should be for himself when he went up : and with

great joy did each one go up when the Voice kept silence.
&quot; Of such kind, then, were the judgments and the punish

ments
;
and there were blessings that answered unto them.

&quot;

Now, when both companies had been seven days in the

Meadow, Er said that they were constrained, on the eighth

day, to arise and journey thence, and came on the fourth day
to a place whence they could behold a Straight Light ex

tended from above through the whole Heaven and Earth, as

it were a pillar, for colour most like unto the rainbow, but

brighter and purer. Unto which they came when they had

gone forward a day s journey, and there, at the middle part of

the Light, beheld extended from the Heaven the ends of the
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a/cpa avTov TWV Becr/jicov TeTaaeva&quot; elvai, yap TOVTO TO

^vvSecruov TOV ovpavov, olov ra VTrofa/jiaTa TCOV

OVTCO Trdcrav ^vve^ov rrjv 7repi(f)opdv K Be TCOV aicpwv
TeTauevov A.vdyiC r)*; arpatcrov, Si ov Trdcras 7riyOrrpe(f)crdat

r9 7repi(j)opd$ ov TTJV aev i]\aicdT7]v re KOI TO dyKiaTpov
elvai e d&d/jiavTOS, TOV $ crfyovSvkov /JLLKTOV ex re TOVTOV

D /cal a\\wv yevcov. TTJV oe TOV o-(j)ovSv\ov (frvcriv elvai

ToidvSe TO ^ev cr^yLta o lcnrep rj TOV evOdbe vorfcrai Se

Sec e GJV e^eye TOiov&e CLVTOV elvai, wcnrep av el ev evl

fjieyd\w cr(f)ovSv\w KOL\(O icdi ^e
r
y\v/jL/jLev(D Sia/xTrepe? aXXo?

TOIOVTOS e\aTTO)v ey/ceoiTO dpfJioTTtov, /caOdirep ol /cdSoi ol

et9 aXX^Xou9 dp/jLOTTOVT&amp;lt;;
teal OVTCO Brj TpiTov d\\ov Kal

TeTapTov Kal aXXou9 TeTTapas. OKTGD yap elvai rou9

t-vfJLTravTas afyovov\ovs, ev aXX^Xot9 ey/cei/iievovs,

E dvtoOev Ta ^etX?7 fyaivovTas, VWTOV crvvey/es evos o

dTrepya^ofJbevovs Trepl TTJV rj\aicdTr]v e/celvyv Se Sid aeaov

TOV oySoov Sia/jiTrepes e\7]\do-0ai. TOV ^ev ovv TrpwTov re

Kal e^wTaTco cr(f)6vSv\ov 7T\aTVTaTov TOV TOV ^e/Xof9 KVK\OV

e^eiv, TOV &e TOV CKTOV BevTepov, TpLTov 8e TOV TOV

TeTapTov, TeTapTov &amp;gt;e TOV TOV 6y$6ov, Tre/jLTTTOV Be TOV TOV

efiSo/jiOV, 6KTOV Se TOV TOV Tre/JLTTTOV, /38ofjLOV Be TOV TOV

TPLTOV, oySoov Be TOV TOV BevTepov Kal TOV /Aev TOV

jjieyicTTOv TCOIKI\OV, TOV Be TOV e{3S6/jiov \afjL7TpoTaTOV, TOV

617 Be TOV oySoov TO %pM/^a aTro TOV e/3S6/jLov e^eiv Trpoa-

\du7rovTOS, TOV Be TOV BevTepov Kal Tre/jLTTTOv

d\\r/\oi$, ^avOoTepa eKelvwv, TpiTov Be \evKOTaTov

s^eiv, TeTapTov Be virepvOpov, BevTepov Be \evKOTrjTi TOV

eKTov U7rep{3d\\et,v. KVK\elcr6ai Be Brj o-Tpe(f&amp;gt;6/ji,evov
TOV

o\ov {iev TTJV avTijv (f&amp;gt;opdv,
ev Be rc5 oXw

TOVS /jiev eVro9 eTrra KVK\OV$ TTJV evavTiav

T(p oXw rjpeaa Trepifyepea-Oai, avTwv Be TOVTCOV Ta^iGTa juuev

B ievai TOV oyBoov, SevTepovs Be Kal daa aXX^Xot9 TOV re

ejSSofjiov Kal GKTOV Kal Tre/jLTTTov TOV TpiTov Be
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;opa

levaiy

&)9 af^icn fyaiveaOai, e7ravaKVK\ovfJLevov TOV TeTapTov

TeTapTov Be TOV TpiTov Kal TrefjuTTTov TOV BevTepov

(TTpe^eo-Oai Be avTov ev rot9 T?J9 AvdyKrjs yovacriv. eirl

Be TMV KVK\a)v avTov dvcoOev efi eKacrTOV ^e/S^Kevai,

o-v/JbTrep^epo/jLevtjv, (JXDVTJV uiav lelaav, eva TOVOV

dpaoviav v/ji(f)Ci)veiv. aXXa9
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bonds thereof: for this Light is that which bindeth the

Heavens together ;
as the under-girths hold together ships

so doth it hold together the whole round of Heaven
;

and

from the ends extendeth the Spindle of Necessity, which

causeth all the heavenly revolutions, whereof the shaft and

hook are of adamant, and the whorl is of adamant and of

other substances therewith.
&quot;

Now, the whorl is after this fashion. In shape it is as

one of our whorls, but from what he said we must conceive of

it as a great whorl, carved hollow through and through, where

in is set, fitting it, a smaller whorl of like kind, as caskets are

set fitting into one another
;
and then in this a third whorl is

set, and then a fourth, and then four others
;

for the whorls

are together eight, set one within another, showing their lips

as circles above, and making thus the even continued outside

of one whorl round about the shaft
;
and the shaft is driven

right through the middle of the eighth whorl.
&quot; The first and outermost whorl hath the circle of its lip

the broadest
;
the circle of the sixth is second for breadth

;

the circle of the fourth is third
;
the circle of the eighth is

fourth
;
the circle of the seventh is fifth

;
the circle of the

fifth is sixth
;
the circle of the third is seventh

;
the circle of

the second is eighth. And the circle of the greatest is of

many colours
;

the circle of the seventh is brightest ;
the

circle of the eighth hath its colour from the seventh which

shineth upon it
;
the circles of the second and fifth are like

unto each other, being ruddier than the rest
;

the third hath

the whitest colour
;
the fourth is pale red

;
and the sixth is

second for whiteness.
&quot; The spindle turneth round wholly with one motion

;
but

of the whole that turneth round the seven circles within turn

slowly contrary to the whole : and of these the eighth goeth
swiftest

; next, and together, go the seventh and the sixth and

the fifth
;

third in swiftness goeth the fourth
; fourth, the

third
;
and fifth, the second.

&quot; And the whole spindle goeth round in the lap of Necessity.
&quot;

Aloft upon each of the circles of the spindle is mounted a

Siren
;
which goeth round with her circle, uttering one note

at one pitch ;
and the notes of all the eight together do make

one melody.
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C Be
Ka0r)/jLeva&amp;lt;; rrepi% Bt IOTOV rpels, ev Opovw eKdcrrrjv,

Qvyarepas T&amp;gt;}9 Az/a&amp;lt;y/o?9, Mo^oa9&amp;gt; \ev^eL/jLovovaa&amp;lt;;, crre/jiuara

eVl TCOZ&amp;gt;
Ke&amp;lt;f)a\wv e^ovaas, Ad^eaiv re Kal KXa)#co /cat

&quot;Arporrov,
vaveiv Trpos TTjv rwv Zeiprjvcov dp/jLoviav, Ad^ecnv

aev ra yeyovora, K.\co9a) 3e ra ovra, &quot;ArpoTrov
Be ra

l Tr)v /mev KXaj^co rfj Se^a %e^ot e$aTrTO[jLevT]v

v rov drpd/crov rrjv e%w irepifyopdv, StaXet-

xpovov, rrjv Se
&quot;ArpOTrov rfj dpLcrrepa ra? eVro?

D av a)o-ai&amp;gt;TO)S rrjv Be Ad%e(Tiv ev fjiepei efcarepas e/carepa rrj

cr^&amp;gt;a?
ovv, eVetS^ dfyifceaOai, ev6v&amp;lt;$ Selv levat Trpos rrjv

Ad%criv. TrpotyrjTrjV ovv riva
cr&amp;lt;^a,9 TTpwrov /juev iv rd%eu

^iacrrricrai, eVetra \a/3ovra e/c rwv rr)? Aa^ecrew? ryovdrwv

K\tjpov&amp;lt;i
re Kal fflwv TrapaSeij/jLara, dva{3dvra CTTL TI

elirelv AvdyKijs Owyarpbs Kopys Aa^ecrea)?

e^rj^epoi, dp-^rj aXX?;? irepiobov OVIJTOV &amp;lt;yevovs

E 0avarr}(j)6pov. ov% u/xa? Bal/nwv X^erat, aXX* v/jieis

Sai/jiova aipr)(recr6e. TT^WTO? 8 o \a%a)v TT^WTO? alpeicrOw

PLOV, co crvvecrTaL ef dvdyKrjs. dperrj Se dSeo-Trorov, TJV

TifJi&v Kal dri/Jidfav 7r\eov Kal e\arrov avrrjs e/cacrro? e%ei.

alria e\o/jLevov 0eos dvairLos. Tavra eiTrovra plijrai, eVt

iravras rov? /cX^pou?, TOV Be Trap
1

avrov Tre&ovra eKacrrov

dvaipelcrOai, 7r\r)V ov e Be OVK edv ra5 Be dve\o/jiev(p

618 Brj\ov elvai, OTTOCTTO? eiXfyew fierd Be rovro av6is ra

TOJV fiiaiv TrapaBeiyfjuara et? TO Trpoadev crtywv Qelvai eVl

rrjv yfjv, TroXu 7rXe/a) rwv Trapovrcov. elvau Be TravToBaird

a)(0v re yap 7rdvTO)v /3/ou? Kal Br) Kal TOVS dvOpcoTrLvovs

airavras. rvpavviBas re ydp ev aurot? elvai, ra? uev

8tareXet?, r9 Be Kal fj^era^v BiatyOeipo/jLevas Kal et9 Trevias

re Kal (frwyds Kal et9 rrrw^eias re\evroocra$ elvai Be Kal

dvBpwv /3tof9, TOU9
/J&amp;gt;ev

eVt eiBeai, Kal Kara Ka\\rj
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&quot; Bound about are three others seated at equal distances

apart, each upon a throne : these be the Daughters of Necessity,

the Fates, Lachesis, and Clotho, and Atropos. They are

clothed in white raiment and have garlands on their heads
;

and they chant to the melody of the Sirens
;
Lachesis chanteth

of the things that have been, and Clotho of the things that

are, and Atropos of the things that shall be : and Clotho with

her right hand ever and anon taketh hold of the outer round

of the spindle, and helpeth to turn it
;
and Atropos with her

left hand doeth the same with the inner rounds
;
and Lachesis

with either hand taketh hold of outer and inner alternately.
1

&quot; Now he said that when they were come, it behoved them

straightway to go unto Lachesis. Wherefore a Prophet did

first marshal them in order
;
and then having taken lots out

of the lap of Lachesis and Ensamples of Lives, went up into a

high pulpit and said : Thus saith Necessity s Daughter, Maid
Lachesis Souls of a day, now beginneth another course of

earthly life which bringeth death. For you your Angels will

not cast lots, to get you, but each one of you shall choose his

Angel. Let him to whom falleth the first turn, first choose

the Life unto which he shall be bound of necessity. But

Virtue hath no master. As a man honoureth her and dis-

honoureth her, so shall he have more of her and less. He who
hath chosen shall answer for it. God is not answerable.

&quot; Er said that when the Prophet had spoken these words, he

threw the lots unto all, and each took up the lot which fell

beside him, save only himself; for the Prophet suffered him
not.

&quot; Now when each had taken up his lot, it was plain what
number he had gotten. Thereafter the Prophet laid on the

ground before them the Ensamples of Lives, far more than for

the persons there. Now these Ensamples were of all sorts :

there were Lives of all kinds of creatures, and moreover of all

conditions of men
;

for there were kingships among them,
some that lasted for a whole lifetime, and some on the way
to downfall, and ending with poverty and flight and beggary.
Also there were Lives of men renowned, some of them for

1
I.e., as Mr. Adam explains (note on 617 c, D), she lays hold of outer (the

circle of the Same) and inner (the circle of the Other) in turn, using her right
hand for the former, and her left for the latter.
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B Kal ryv aXk Yjv Icr^yv re Kal dycovlav, TOW? 8 eVl

Kal Trpoyovcov apTals, /col d^OKi^wv Kara ravrd,

Se teal yvvaiKWV ^1^779 oe rdfyv OVK evelvai oid TO

dvayKato)? %eiv d\\ov e\Ofjievr]V {3iov d\\oiav yiyveaOai&quot;

rd B aXXa aAA/rJXot? re xal TrXourot? Kal ireviais, rd Se

VQCTOIS, rd Se
v&amp;lt;yieiai,$ fJiefM-^dai, rd Se KOI /JLCO-QVV TOVTWV.

ev6a r)y &)? eoiicev, a) cf)i\e T\av/ca)v, 6 Tra? Kiv$vvo&amp;lt;$

dvOptoTrct), KOI Sid ravra /z-aXtcrra eTTi^ekrireov, 6Vft)9 e/cacrro?

TWV a\\(ov fjLadrjfjLaTwv a/xeX^cra? TOVTOV rov fAaOrf-

real fyrrjrr)? Kal fiaOrj^r)^ ecrTm, edv 7T006V olo? T 17

teal e^evpelv, rt? avrov Tronjcrei Svvarov Kal

, (Siov Kal
ftprjo Tov Kal Trovrjpbv SiayiyvoocrKOVTa

rov peXrlco eK rwv Svvarwv del rravra^ov alpelcrOai,,

iravra rd vvv Srj pir]0evra Kal ^vvriOejJbeva

Kal SiaipovfJieva trpos dperrjv ftlov TTW? ^X tf&amp;gt;

Ka ^

D elSevai, rl /caXXo? rcevia r\ TrXoura) KpaOev Kal /j,erd TTO/O.?

rti^o? tyv%7)$ efeo)? KaKov rj dyaOov epyd^erai, Kal ri

evyeveiai Kal ovo-ryeveiai, Kal ISLcoreiai Kal dp-^al Kal Icr^ye^

Kal dcrQe.VG.iai Kal ev^aOiai Kal ^vcr^aOiai, Kal irdvra rd

roiavra rwv
(fovcrei, rrepl ^v^rjv ovrwv Kal ra)v

ri vyKpavvvfjLva TT/JO? aXX?/Xa epyd^erai,, axrre ef a

avrwv Svvarbv elvai crvKX-oyicrd^evov aipelaOai,, TT^O? rrjv

TT}? tyvxfis ^&amp;gt;v(nv
d7ro/3\e7rovra, rov re

%e/^&&amp;gt;
Kal rov

E dfjielvo) ftiov, %elpu) /jiev KaXovvra, 09 avrrjv eKei&e d%ei, et9

TO d&iKwrepav yiyveaOat,, d/jieiva) Se OCTTW et9 TO oiKaiorepav,

rd oe aXXa rcdvra %aipeiv edv ewpaKa/jbev &amp;lt;ydp,
on

re Kal re^evrrjcravri avrrj Kparlarrj aipe&l,?. dSa/jLa

619 &rj oei ravrrjv rrjv $6t;av e%ovra 6/9
f/

AtSou ievai, OTTWS dv

y Kal eKel dveK7r\7jKTOs vrro rr\ovrwv re Kal rwv roiovrwv

KaKwv, Kal fM^ efjLTreaciJV et9 rvpavviBas Kal aXXa9 roiavras

rrpdt;ei&amp;lt;$
TroXXa fjiev epydo-rjrai, Kal dvrjKecrra KaKa, en Be

auT09 /jbei^co TrdOrj, aXXa
yvu&amp;gt;

rov /jLecrov del rwv roiovrcov

ftLov alpelcrdai Kal (frevyeiv rd V7rep/3d\\ovra eKarepwcre Kal
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comeliness and beauty, or for strength and prowess, some for

birth and the virtues of their forefathers
;
likewise also there

were Lives of men of no such renown. There were also Lives

of women. But conditions of the Soul were not amongst the

Ensamples ;
the reason whereof is this, that a Soul which hath

chosen a certain Life is of necessity changed accordingly ;
but

all other things both good and evil were there mixed together
riches and poverty, and health and disease, and also states

between these.
&quot;

There, meth inks, dear Glaucon, is man s great peril.

Wherefore let each one of us give heed to this chiefly, how

that, taking no thought for the knowledge of other things, he

shall seek after the knowledge of one thing, if peradventure
he may learn and find out who it is that shall make him able

and wise, so that he may discern the good Life from the evil,

and, according to his ability, alway and everywhere choose

the better Life, and reckoning how all the things that have

been now said, both taken together and severally, concern the

Virtuous Life, may understand what good or evil, for what
state of the Soul, beauty joined with poverty or riches worketh,

and what good or evil noble birth, and base birth, and private

station, and rule in the city, and strength, and weakness, and

quickness of wit, and slowness, and the other native qualities

of the Soul like unto these, and the qualities which the Soul

acquireth, do work, according as they are mixed variously with

one another
;

to the end that, having taken count of all these,

he may be able to choose, having regard to the nature of his

Soul, between the worse and the better Life, calling that the

worse which will lead his Soul to become more unrighteous,
and calling that the better which will lead it to become more

righteous. All else will he let go by ;
for we have seen and

know that this is the best choice for a man, both whilst he

liveth and when he is dead. With this doctrine, then, as hard

as adamant within him, must he go unto Hades, so that there

also he may not be amazed at riches and such like trumpery,
and may not fall into the Life of a tyrant or of some other

such evil-doer, and work iniquities many and without all

remedy, and himself suffer still worse things ;
but rather may

discern to choose alway the Life between such states, and
eschew the extremes on either hand, both in this Life, as far

L
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ev rcoSe TO)
/3i&amp;lt;a

Kara TO Swarbv KOI ev Travrl r&&amp;gt;

B OVTCD yap ev&ai/jLoveo-Taros yiyveTai dv6pco7ro$.

fcal Srj ovv teal rore 6 eKeWev dyye\o$ r)yye\\e TOP

/jbev TrpofaJTTjv OVTOO? euTcelv, Kal reXevraia) eVtozm, %vv va&amp;gt;

\o/jLeva), O-VVTOVWS %&VTL Kelrai /3t09 dyaTrrjTOS, ov KaKos.

u?]T6 o ap^wv alpecrea)? a/JLeXeira) yn^re o reXevrwv

aOv/jLira). etVoz/ro? Be ravra TOV Trpwrov \a%ovTa e(f)r)

evOvs eTTiovra TTJV fJLeyicrTTjv rvpavvlBa e\ea6ai, Kal VTTO

a$poo-vvr)s re Kal
\aifjiap&amp;gt;yia$

ov irdvra i/cava)$

C pevov eXivOai, aXX avrbv \a6elv evovaav

avrov /Jpoicret? Kal a\\a KaKa* eTrei&rj 8e Kara

cTKe fyacrOai, KOTrreo-Oal re Kal oSvpecrQai rrjv

aipecriv, OVK Ifjifjuevovra rot? TTpopprelaw VTTO rov Trpo-

(frrjTOV ov yap eavrbv alnaardai, rwv KaK&v, d\\a TV^rjv

re Kal Sai/Jiovas Kal Trdvra paXkov dv6* eavrov. elvai 8e

avrov T&V K rov ovpavov rjKovTwv, Iv TTay/jLevy

eV TO) TTpoTepw /3/w /3/3ia)KOTa, e6ei avev (^tXocro^t

D
/jLTi\r)&amp;lt;j)6Ta.

009 o*e Kal elnrelv, OVK eXarrou? elvai eV

TOIOVTOIS d\lO-KOfJL6VOV&amp;lt;? TOL/9 K TOV OVpaVOV VJKOVTaS, aT

TTOVWV dyV/jLVaCTTOVS TWV 8 6K T^9 7779 TOU9 7ToXXoV9, T

avTovs T TreTrovTjKOTas aXXoi;9 re ewpaKOTas, OVK ef

ra.9 alpeoreis 7roi6io~@at,. Sto S?) K

KaK&v Kal TWV dyaOwv rat9 7roXXat9 TWV

Kal Sid TTJV TOV K\rjpov TV^TJV eTret el rt9 del,

E oTTore et9 TOV ev0dSe /3iov d(f&amp;gt;iKvoiTO, vyi&s (f&amp;gt;i\ocrod&amp;gt;ol
Kal

6
K\f)po&amp;lt;; avT(p rr)9 alpeorews jj,r}

ev reXetmuo9 TTtTrrot,

KivSwevei IK TWV eKeldev d7rayye\\o/jLva)v ov /JLOVOV evOdbe

evbaifjiovelv dv, aXXa Kal Trjv evBevSe eKelo-e Kal Sevpo

7rd\iv Tropeiav OVK dv ^Ooviav Kal Tpa%eiav 7ropeveo&quot;6ai,

aXXa \eiav re Kal ovpavlav. TavTTjv yap Stf, e(f&amp;gt;r), TTJV

Oeav d%lav elvai, ISelv, &&amp;gt;9 e/cacrrat al tyv%al ypovvTO row?

20/Stou9 e\eeivr)v re ydp ISelv elvai Kal yeXoiav Kal Oavaa-

aiav. Kara wvr)Qeiav ydp TOV TTpoTepov /3tou ra TroXXa

alpelo~6ai. ISelv fJLev yap ^v^v e&amp;lt;f)r) Trjv TTOTC
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as he is able, and in all the Life hereafter : for in this lieth

man s chief happiness.
&quot; Now the Messenger who brought this Tale from that place

went on and said that the Prophet then spake thus : Even
for him whose turn cometh last, if he hath chosen with under

standing, there is prepared a Life, which, if only a man bear

himself manfully, is tolerable, not wretched. Neither let him

who cometh first be careless of his choice
;
nor let him who

cometh at the end be downcast.
&quot; He said that when the Prophet had spoken these words,

the one that had gotten the first place, as soon as he came

forward, chose the greatest kingship there
;
and by reason of

folly and greediness looked not well enough into all before he

chose it, and marked not that therein it was appointed of Fate

that he should eat his own children, and that other evils should

befall him. When therefore he had looked at it at leisure, he

began to beat his breast and bewail his choice, not abiding by
the commandment of the Prophet ;

for he did not blame him
self for these evils, but Ill-Luck, and Gods, and any thing
rather than himself. Now, he was of them that were come

from Heaven, having spent his former life in a well-ordered

city, and become virtuous through Custom without True

Knowledge : they that were come from Heaven were not the

least part, belike, of them that were caught thus
;
for they

had not been exercised with labours
;
but most part of those

from under the Earth, inasmuch as they themselves had

endured labours, and had seen others enduring, made not

their choice hastily. For this cause, as well as through the

luck of the lot, a change of good and of evil befalleth most

part of the Souls
;

for if any man, whenever he cometh into

this life, seek alway with his whole heart after wisdom, and
if the lot so fall that he is not of the last to choose, there is

good hope, from what the Messenger said, not only that he

will have happiness here, but also that the journey hence to

that place and back again hither will not be under the ground
and rough, but smooth and heavenly.

&quot;

Truly it was a sight worth looking at, he said, to see how
the Souls severally chose their lives yea, a pitiful sight, and
a laughable, and a wonderful

;
inasmuch as they chose mostly

after the custom of their former life
;

for he told how he saw
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KVKVOV /3iov alpovfjLevrjv, jAicret rov

yevovs Bid rov vir e/ceivcov Odvarov OVK e6e\ovcrav ev

ryvvaifcl yevvyOelaav yevecrOai,* l&eiv 8e rrjv a/jivpov 0-77801/09

\ofjLvrjv ISelv 8e /cal KVKVOV fjLera/3d\\ovra els dvOpcorrivov

B (3tov aipecrw, KOI d\\a ^wa fjLovaiKa toaavrws. elKocrrrjv

Se \a%ovcrav &quot;^rv^v
e\ecrdat, \eovros @iov elvai 8e rrjv

rov TeXafAcoviov, favyovcrav dvOpcowov

T?}9 TWV OTT^CDV Kpiarews. rrjv 8 eVl

e^jdpa Se Kal ravrr)v rov dvOpwrrlvov yevovs

Si,d TO, irdOr] derov StaXXa^o-t /3lov. ev
yLteo&quot;ot9

Be XavoOcrai/

dvSpos, ov BvvaaOaL Trape^Oelv, d\Xd \aftelv. jjLerd Se

C Tavrrjv ISeiv rrjv ETretou TOV TlavoTrecos 6^9
T6%viKr)&amp;lt;$

yvvaiKos lovcrav
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;vcrtv Troppco 8 ev vcrrdrot,^ IBelv rrjv

TOV &amp;lt;y\CDTO7roiov epcriTov 7T(,6r)Kov evSvofAevrjv Kara rv^v
8e rrjV QSvcraea)?, \a%ov(Tav Traacov vcrTdrrjv, alpijcrofjLev rjv

levai ^vrifJiri Se rcov Trporepcov TTOVCOV
&amp;lt;/)tXoT^/z/a9 \\co(f)r)-

Kvlav fyrelv Trepuovcrav ^povov TTO\VV /3iov dv$po$ l$ia)rov

aTrpdy/jLOvo?, Kal ^07^9 evpelv Kei/jievov irov Kal 7raprj/jL6\7]/jLevov

D VTTO TMV d\\a)v, Kal elirelv IBovcrav, ort rd avrd dv ejrpa^e

, Kal dcr/jLevTjv e\ea-0ai,. Kal K rwv d\\cov

t9 dv6pco7rovs levai Kal els aXX?;Xa,

ra fjbev dbiKa els rd dypia, rd 8e SiKaia els rd rjfiepa

/jLera{3d\\ovra, Kal rrdcras pixels jjiiyvvcrOai,. eTreiSr} 8 ovv

Trdaras rds ^rv^ds rovs /3iOU9 yprja-Qat,, wcrTrep e\a%ov, ev

rd^ei Trpoo-ievai Trpos TTJV A.d%ecriv eKeivrjv 8 eKaara) ov

E etXero baifjiova, rovrov (f)v\aKa v/jL7rejj,7rei,v rov ftiov Kal

dTTOTT^rjpcorrjv rcov aipeOevrwv. ov irpcorov fjbev dyeiv avrrjv

rrpos TTJV KXo)^cb vrro rrjv eKeivrjs Xe^Pa re Ka

rrjs rov drpaKTov Sivrjs, Kvpovvra r)v \a%a)v etXero

ravrrjs 8 ecfra-tydjAevov avOis errl TTJV rr)S ArpOTrov dyecv

vrjaiv, djjLerdcrrpo&amp;lt;pa
rd emK\wcrdevra rrouovvra evrevOev
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the Soul that had been Orpheus s choosing a swan s Life,

for that, hating womankind because women murdered him, it

would not be born of a woman. Also he said that he saw the

Soul of Thamyras when it had chosen the life of a nightingale ;

and that he saw also a swan changing, and choosing the life of

a man, and other musical creatures doing likewise. And the

Soul which got the twentieth place chose the life of a lion :

this was the Soul of Ajax, the son of Telamon, which eschewed

becoming a man because it remembered the Judgment concern

ing the Arms. Next came the Soul of Agamemnon ;
which

also, out of enmity towards mankind because that it went evil

with him, took in exchange the life of an eagle. The Soul of

Atalanta, which had gotten her place between the first and the

last, perceiving the great honour which belongeth to the life of

a man who contendeth at the Games, was not able to pass by
but took it. After her he saw the Soul of Epeius, the son of

Panopeus, passing into the nature of a spinster ;
and amongst

the last he saw the Soul of Thersites the jester putting on an

ape. Also it chanced that the Soul of Odysseus, which had

gotten the last place of all, came forward to choose, and having
abated all her ambition because she remembered her former

labours, went about seeking for a long while, and after much

ado, found the life of a quiet private man lying somewhere

despised of the others, and when she saw it said Had I

come first I would have done the same
;

and took it with

great joy.
&quot; Beasts likewise were changed into men and into one

another, the unjust into those that were savage, and the just

into those that were tame : yea in everywise were they mixed

together.
&quot; Now when all the Souls had chosen their lives according

to the place allotted unto each, they went forward, in order,

unto Lachesis
;
and she sent the Angel, which each one had

chosen, with him, to be the guardian of his life and to fulfil

the things that he had chosen
;
and the Angel, bringing him

first unto Clotho, taketh him beneath her hand and the

revolution of the whirling spindle, and ratifieth the Portion

which the man had chosen in his turn
; then, from her

presence, the Angel brought him unto Atropos where she

span ;
so did he make the threads of the man s life unalterable.
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621 Be Srj dfjLeraarpeTrrl VTTO rov rrjs Avdy/crjs levai Opbvov,
KOI Si eKeivov Siel;e\06vra, eirecBrj KOI ol d\\oi Birj\0ov,

rropeveadai diravras et? TO TT}? Ar)6rj&amp;lt;$
TreBiov Bid Kav/juaros

re Kal TTvlyovs Beivov Kal
&amp;lt;ydp

elvai avrb KGVOV Sevftpcov

re fcal ocra yrj &amp;lt;p&amp;gt;vei. cncrivaaQai ovv crc^a? 7/877 eairepa^

yiyvo/jievrjs Trapa rbv ^A/jLeXrjra Trora/Jiov, ov TO vbcop

ayyelov ovSev
a-Te&amp;lt;yeiv. fjuerpov /j,ev ovv n rov v&aros

Tracriv avay/caiov elvat, TTLCLV, roi&amp;gt;&amp;lt;$ Se typovrjcrei yu-r) o-cofo/xe-

B vovs ifkeov TTiveiv rov /jLerpov rbv $e del Tnbvra Trdvrcov

eTTiXavOdveaOai. eVetSr) Se Koi^Q^vai /cal
yu,eo-a&amp;lt;?

vvfcras

yevecrOcu, ftpovrrjv re Kal (Teicrp,bv ryevecrdat, Kal evrevBev

ef-airlvT}? a\\ov a\\rj $&amp;gt;epea-6ai
avco et? rrjv yeve&amp;lt;7iv,

ar-

rovras wcrTrep darepa^. avros Se rov fj,ev vbaros Kw\vdr)vai
Trielv 67777 /Jievroi, Kai OTTO)? et? TO crw/jLa d&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;iKoiro,

OVK

elBevai, aXX eai(f) 1/779 dva/3\etya&amp;lt;;
ISeiv ewdev avrbv

KCLfjievov eirl rfj irvpa. Kal OUTO)?, co T\avKa)v, fAvOos

C ecrtoOr) Kal OVK avrcoXeTO, Kal T/yLta? av crcoaeiev, av 7rei0a&amp;gt;-

fjieOa avra), Kal rbv rr)$ ArjOrjs irorajJLOv ev

Kal rrjv ^rv^rjv ov fJuavOrjcrbfJieOa d\\ av e/jiol

vofii^ovres dOdvarov ^rv^rjv Kal Svvarrjv Trdvra fjiev

dve%(70ai,, Trdvra Be
d&amp;lt;ya6d, TT}? dva) b$ov del e^6ae9a Kal

BiKatoo-vvrjv perd &amp;lt;ppovr)crea)s
Travrl rpoTrqy eTririjSevo-ouev,

wa Kal rjfiiv avrols
&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;L\oi w/juev Kal Tot? Oeols, avrov re

D fjLevovres evOdSe, Kal eireiBdv rd d6\a avrrfs /co/xtfooyLte^a,

ol viKtj(f)6poL Trepiayeipo/jLevoi,, Kal ev0doe Kal ev rf}

Tropeta, rjv Sie\r]\v6a/Jiev, ev Trpdrrai/jLev.
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&quot;

Thence, Er said, each man, without turning back, went

straight on under the throne of Necessity, and when each,

even unto the last, was come out through it, they all together

journeyed to the Plain of Lethe, through terrible burning heat

and frost
;
and this Plain is without trees or any herb that

the earth bringeth forth.

&quot; He said that they encamped, when it was already evening,
beside the Eiver of Forgetfulness, the water whereof no pitcher

holdeth. Now, it was necessary that all should drink a certain

measure of the water
;
but they that were not preserved by

wisdom drank more than the measure
;
and as each man drank,

he forgot all. Then he said that when they had fallen asleep

and midnight was come, there was thunder and an earthquake,
and of a sudden they flew up thence unto divers parts to be

born in the flesh, shooting like meteors. But he himself was

not suffered to drink of the water : yet by what means and

how he came unto his body he knew not
;
but suddenly he

opened his eyes, and lo ! it was morning, and he was lying on

the pyre.
&quot;

Thus, Glaucon, was the Tale preserved from perishing,
and it will preserve us if we believe in it

;
so shall we pass

over the River of Lethe safely, and keep our Souls undefiled.
&quot; This is my counsel : let us believe that the Soul is

immortal, and able to bear all ill and all good, arid let us

always keep to the upward way, and practise justice in all

things with understanding, that we may be friends both with

ourselves and with the Gods, both whilst we sojourn here, and

when we receive the prizes of our justice, like unto Conquerors
at the Games which go about gathering their wages ;

and that

both here, and in the journey of a thousand years of which I

told, we may fare well.&quot;
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE MYTH OF ER

Let us begin with the geography and cosmography of the

Myth.
The Meadow of the Judgment-seat, between the two open

ings of Tartarus (in and out) on the one side, and the two

corresponding openings of Heaven on the other side, is also

the meeting-place of the Souls which return from their

thousand years sojourn in Tartarus and Heaven. From the

Meadow they journey, always above ground, till they come to

a
&quot; rainbow-coloured light, straight like a pillar, extended

from on high throughout the Heaven and the Earth.&quot; This

Light is the axis, I take it, on which the whole heavenly

system revolves, the Earth fixed in the centre of the system

being a globe on the line of the axis. The destination of the

Pilgrim Souls is that part of the surface of the globe at

which, in the hemisphere where they are, the axis enters on

its imaginary course through the centre of the Earth, in order

to come out again at the antipodal point in the other hemi

sphere. The Souls, arrived at the very point where, in the

hemisphere where they are, the axis of the Cosmos enters the

Earth, are in the place of all places where the Law which

controls all things is intuitively plain they see the Pillar

of Light as the Spindle of Necessity. Then, suddenly, the

outlook presented to us in the Myth changes like the scene

in a dream. It is no longer such a view of the Cosmos from

within as we bad, a moment ago, while we stood with the

Pilgrims on the surface of the Earth, looking up at the Pillar

of Light in the sky : we are now looking at the Cosmos from

the outside, as if it were an orrery a model of concentric

cups or rings ;
and Necessity herself is holding the model in

her lap, and the three Fates are seated round, and keep turn

ing the eight cups, on each of which, on its edge, a Siren is

mounted who sings in tune with her sisters. But the Pilgrim
Souls are standing near, looking on at this spectacle. They
are on their way, we know, from the Meadow to the Plain of

Lethe, both places on the surface of the Earth : it is on the
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Earth then, after all, that the throne is placed on which

Necessity sits holding in her lap the model, which, like a

true dream- thing, is ]^th_jj.ittlaanodel_and the jgreat_Cosjnps

itself.^
In this place, in the presence of Necessity on her

{Krone, the Pilgrim Souls are addressed by the Prophet from

his pulpit ;
then choose, in the turns which the lots determine,

lives of men or beasts scattered, it would seem, as little

images at their feet
;

2 then go before the three Fates, who

1 Let me illustrate this characteristic of the &quot;dream-thing&quot; from the Dream
in the Fifth Book of Wordsworth s Prelude :

On poetry and geometric truth,
And their high privilege of lasting life,

From all internal injury exempt.
I mused

; upon these chiefly : and at length,

My senses yielding to the sultry air,

Sleep seized me, and I passed into a dream.

I saw before me stretched a boundless plain
Of sandy wilderness, all black and void,

And as I looked around, distress and fear

Came creeping over me, when at my side,

Close at my side, an uncouth shape appeared
Upon a dromedary, mounted high.
He seemed an Arab of the Bedouin tribes :

A lance he bore, and underneath one arm
A stone, and in the opposite hand a shell

Of a surpassing brightness. . . .

* **##*
. . . The Arab told me that the stone

Was &quot;Euclid s Elements
&quot;

;
and &quot;This,&quot; said he,

&quot;

Is something of more worth &quot;

;
and at the word

Stretched forth the shell, so beautiful in shape,
In colour so resplendent, with command
That I should hold it to my ear. I did so,

And heard that instant in an unknown tongue,
Which yet I understood, articulate sounds,
A loud prophetic blast of harmony ;

An Ode, in passion uttered. . . .*******
While this was uttering, strange as it may seem,
I wondered not, although I plainly saw
The one to be a stone, the other a shell

;

Nor doubted once but that they both were books,

Having a perfect faith in all that passed.

2
1 think that Plato may have borrowed his rd TWV fiiwv Trapadely/j^ara here from

votive images of trades and callings, and of animals : &quot;The Argive Heraeum,&quot;

says Mr. Rouse (Greek Votive Offerings, p. 298), &quot;yielded hundreds of animals
in bronze and clay : bulls, cows, oxen and oxherds, goats, sheep, cocks, ducks,
and other birds, including perhaps a swan.&quot; These animals (to which may be
added horses, pigs, doves), were, Mr. Rouse supposes, either sacrificial victims
or first-fruits of hunting. Referring to human figures he says, p. 79,

&quot;

It is at

least probable that a successful huntsman, artist, craftsman, trader, would
dedicate a figure, in character, as a thank-ofiering for success in his calling.&quot;

If
I remember rightly, a little figure, recognised as that of a &quot;

Philosopher,&quot; was
discovered in the tomb of &quot;

Aristotle
&quot;

found near Chalcis some years ago.
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ratify the chosen doom of each
;
then pass severally under

the throne of Necessity ;
and thence travel together, through

a hot dusty region, till they come to the Plain of Lethe,

where no green thing grows, and to the Kiver the water of

which no pitcher can hold. When the Souls have drunk of

this water the foolish, too much they fall asleep ;
but at

midnight there is an earthquake and thunder, and suddenly,
like meteors, they shoot up to be born again, in terrestrial

-, bodies, in our part of the Earth.

The account given by Plato here is strictly in accordance

with the popular belief, which makes Lethe a river entirely

above ground, never counts it among the rivers of Tartarus.
1

Virgil, in Aen. vi. 705, 714, may be thought to place it under

ground ;
but his description suffers in clearness from com

pression ;
and it is not likely that he willingly deserts

traditional authority in a matter of such importance as the

position of Lethe. His ve/cvia, as a whole, is derived from a

source (considered by Eohde and Dieterich to be the fcardftao-is

t9 AtSof) common to himself with Pindar, Plato, Plutarch,

Lucian, and (according to Dieterich, though here Kohde does

not agree with him)
2 the writers of certain sepulchral inscrip

tions which I shall describe in the next section
;
and where

Lethe appears in any of these authors, it never, I believe,

appears as one of the infernal, or subterranean, rivers.

Indeed, all reasonable doubt as to Virgil s orthodoxy seems to

be barred by his statement that the plain in which Souls

about to be born again are gathered together near the banks

of Lethe has its own sun (Aen. vi. 641). It is evidently

above ground somewhere the writer of the Axioclius would

perhaps say in the antipodal hemisphere of the Earth.

11

The object of this section is to point to a detail the

twin-streams, Eunoe and Lethe, of the Earthly Paradise (Purg.

xxviii.) in which Dante s vision of Purgatory reproduces I

1 See Thiemann, Platonische JSschatologie, p. 18.
-

Dieterich, Nek. 128 f., 135, and Rohde, Psy. ii. 217.

It ought to be mentioned that this section was written, and the substance
of it read in the course of a public lecture, and also to a private society, before

the appearance of Miss Harrison s Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion,
and her &quot;

Query&quot; in The Classical Review, Feb. 1903, p. 58.
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think, independently a distinctive feature of that Orphic
ritual and mythology to which Plato is largely indebted for

his account of the Soul s icdBapcris as a process of forgetting

and remembering as a series of transmigrations through
which the particulars of sense, the evils and sins of the flesh,

are forgotten or left behind, and the universal Ideas, long ob

scured, are, at last, so clearly remembered that they can never

be forgotten any more, but become the everlasting possession

of the Soul, finally disembodied and returned to its own star.

It is easy to account, from the literary sources open to

Dante, for the presence of rivers, and more particularly of

Lethe, in his Earthly Paradise. On the one hand, the descrip

tion of Eden in Genesis would suggest the general idea of

rivers girding the Earthly Paradise
;

*

while, on the other

hand, the proximity of Purgatory to the Earthly Paradise

makes it natural that Lethe should be one of these rivers

that first reached by one coming up from Purgatory. The

drinking of Lethe, according to Aen. vi. and the current

mythology, is the act with which a period of purgatorial

discipline is closed by those Souls which are about to pass

again into the flesh. In placing the Earthly Paradise on the

top of a lofty mountain Dante followed a prevalent medieval

belief; and, although he seems to have drawn on his own

imagination in placing Purgatory on the slopes of this

mountain, it was natural, and in accordance with the current

mythology, that he should place it there, close to the Earthly
Paradise or Elysium ;

for the Lethe of Aen. vi. is evidently in

the same region as Elysium,

Interea videt Aeneas in valle reducta

Secltisum iiemus et virgulta sonantia sylvis,

Lethaeumque domos placidas qui praenatat aranem.2

The presence, then, of Lethe, the purgatorial stream, in

Dante s Earthly Paradise is easily accounted for by reference

to the mythological authorities open to him. But for the

association of Eunoe, the stream of Memory, with Lethe, the

stream of Forgetfulness, it does not seem possible to account

in this way. The common mythology gives Lethe alone. It

1 See Vernon s Pleadings on the Purgatorio, ii. 285-293. Lethe girds the

Earthly Paradise on the side of Earth, Eunoe on the side of Heaven.
2

Virg. Aen. vi. 703.
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is not likely that Dante had heard of the twin streams Lethe

and Mnemosyne of the Orphic cult
;

at any rate, in the

absence of evidence that he had heard of them, it seems better

to suppose that the very natural picture of a stream of Memory
beside the stream of Forgetfulness occurred to him spon

taneously, as it had occurred to others, who, like himself, were

deeply concerned to find expression for their hope of
/cd0apo-i&amp;lt;;,

For the twin streams of the Orphic cult which resemble

Dante s Lethe and Eunoe so closely, we must turn to the

sepulchral inscriptions mentioned at the end of the last

section. These are certain directions for the ghostly journey
to be made by initiated persons, written in hexameter verse

on gold tablets found in graves at Thurii and Petelia in

South Italy, and now preserved in the British Museum.
These tablets were described by Comparetti in the Journal

of Hellenic Studies, iii. p. Ill ff., and are printed by Kaibel

in his Insc. Gr. Sic. et It. p. 157. Kaibel assigns them to

the third or fourth century B.C. I shall quote the one that

was found at Petelia.
1

It gives directions to an initiated

person who hopes to get out of the Cycle of Incarnations

KVK\OV T au \i]%ai KOI avaTrvevaai, KaKOTrjTos
2

having been

completely purified. Such a person, the verses say, must

avoid the fountain on the left hand with a white cypress

growing near it, evidently the water of Lethe, although the

tablet does not name it. It is to the right that the purified

Soul of the fjuvcTTT]^ must turn, to the cool water of Mnemosyne.
The guardians of the well he must address in set form of words,

thus &quot;

I am the child of Earth and Heaven : I am parched
with thirst

;
I perish ; give me cool water to drink from the

well of Memory.&quot; And the guardians will give him water

to drink from the holy well, and he will be translated to

dwell for ever with the Heroes :

6 AtSao Soawv ITT dptcrre/oa
J

O&amp;gt;
~ \ V f /

Trap o ai
TTy ACVK^I/ ecmy/cviav KVTrapio~(Tov.

1 For further description of the Petelia Tablet (in the Brit. Museum, Gold
Ornament Room. Table-case H) and other Orphic golden tablets (e.g. the

Eleuthernae Tablet from Crete, in the National Museum, Athens), the reader

may consult Miss Harrison s Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion,

pp.&quot;
573 ff., with Appendix by Mr. G. G. A. Murray, pp. 660 ff.

2 See Lobeck, Aglaoph. p. 800.
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8 Tpav TTJS /ivrj/zoo-vv^s OLTTO

if/v)(pov vSup TTpopeov &amp;lt;i&amp;gt;AaKes 8
s

eiTTCiv yijs Trais e ifu Kal ovpavov ac

aura/3 /xo6 yevos ov/oaViov To8e 8 ttrre Kai O.VTOL

Styrj 8 ei/u av?7 /&amp;lt;ai aVoAAv/zat, aAAa SOT a^a
up irpopeov r^s //.v??/xo(rw7?s aVo

Ai//,vijs

ro6 cro]t Stocrowt TTICIV #6117$ a7r[o

TOT eVetT
3

a[AAoi&amp;lt;Tt /&amp;gt;t^

The Myth of Er indeed differs from the Petelia Tablet in

being concerned with those who must still drink of Lethe,

and be born again in the flesh, not with those who have

been thoroughly purified and drink of Mnemosyne, and so

enter into the eternal peace of the disembodied state
; yet

there is a touch in the Platonic Myth which reminds us that

the journey taken is the same as that which the Orphic

/AucrT?;? had to take with the golden tablet in his hand. The

journey to the plain of Lethe, according to the Platonic Myth,
is through a dry, torrid region, and the temptation to drink

too deeply of the water of Lethe is strong, and wisdom, in

the imperfectly purified Soul, is needed in order to resist it.

Similarly, the purified ^va-r^ is warned by his tablet not

to quench his burning thirst in Lethe, for the cool water

of Mnemosyne is at hand. The drinking of Lethe is the \

act with which each successive period of the purgatorial

discipline ends
;

the drinking of Mnemosyne is the act

which completes the whole series of periods in the discipline.

Both streams, or fountains, are in the place above ground,
not subterranean to which Souls journey in order that from

it they may be either translated to the True Heaven, or sent

back to be born again in this world. Similarly Dante places

these two streams side by side on the top of the Mount of

Purgatory, Lethe running west and north on the left hand of

one standing on the south side of their common source and

looking north
;
Eunoe running east and north on his right

hand. Dante, not having to set forth his doctrine of

KaOapais in the form of a myth of metempsychosis, makes

the purified Soul, before it passes from the Mount of

Purgatory up into Heaven, drink only once of Lethe, at

the completion of all its purgatorial stages, in order that it

may forget its sins
;
and then of Eunoe, that it may retain

the memory of its meritorious deeds (Purg. xxviii. 130).
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Sins are wiped out after penance, and so fully pardoned, that

the sinner does not even remember that he has sinned
; but,

on the other hand, he does not begin his heavenly existence

as a tabula rasa the continuity of his conscious life is pre
served by the memory he retains of his good actions. Here

Dante sets forth the thought on which the Platonic doctrine

of avdjiivrjcr^ rests. It is the flesh, with its sins, that the

Philosopher in the Phaedrus forgets ;
but of the things of

the mind of truth and virtue he gains always clearer and

clearer memory, working out his purification as a devotee of

the true &quot;

mysteries
&quot;

^QVT] TTTepovrai, 77 rov

777209 yap e/ceivcus dei ean y^vr]^ Kara

e
77 TOLOVTOLS avrjp

reXeo9 6Wo&amp;gt;9
yu,oz&amp;gt;o9 ylyverai (Phaedrus, 249 c). The parallel

between the philosopher who &quot;

always, as far as he can,

cleaves in memory to those things by cleaving to which the

Deity is divine,&quot;

l and the purified fjuvo-rrj? who finally drinks

of the well of
fjuvrj/jiocrvvrj, is plainly in Plato s mind here, as

Dieterich (Nekyia, pp. 113, 122) and others have noticed.
2

Similarly, in the Phaedo, 114 c, he says ol fyiXocrofyia l/cavws

KaOripafjievoi avev acof^drcov wcri, speaking of those who are

translated from the Earthly to the Celestial Paradise, i.e.

from the True Surface of the Earth, or the Islands of the

Blessed, to olfcrjo-eis en, TOVTWV /ca\\lovs.
1 See Thompson s note on the construction ?rp6s
- Dieterich (Nek. p. 122) says:

&quot; Platons Mythen stimmen in allem, was
die erhaltenen Reste zu kontroliren tins gestatten, zu den Tafelchen von Thurioi
und Petelia : in diesen und in jenen der himmlische Ursprung der Seelen, der
sclimerzenvolle Kreislauf, das Abbiissen der Schuld wegen alter Siinden, das

Eingehen in die Gefilde der Seligkeit (Persephone tritt allerdings bei Platon

ganzlich zuiiick) ;
zur Rechten gehen \vie in Platons Republik so iiach den

Inschriften die zu Belohnenden uud zur Linke die Strafenden, links ist die

Lethe in beiden Uberlieferungen. Sollten wir nun nicht die Anspielungen bei

Platon verstehen von der fj.vrnj.-f] der seligen Philosophen-seelen, TT/JOJ yap e /ceiVois

det ten fj.vr)fj.ri (Phaid. 249 c), und unmittelbar daneben die Bezeichnung der
Lehre als reXeot reXerat ? Es ist dasselbe, wenn von Pythagoras gesagt wird, er

sei immer in Besitz der ^1/77/^77 gewesen (s. bes. Laert. Diog. viii. 4). Dort ist

nur abstrakt gesagt, was der Quell der Mneme konkret, mythisch, und
syrabolisch sein soil. Die Wiedererinuerung an das, was die Seele einst sab.

in ihrer gottlichen Heimat, hilft sie erlosen
;
wer sie empfangt, ist erlost.

Sollte es noch zu kiihn sein, in jener offenbar viel alteren Vorstellung der
unteritalischen JMysterien, die nun fur uns erst urn Platons Zeit oder etwas

spater durch diese Tafelchen ans Licht treten, eine Quelle der platonischen
Lehre von der dvd/xv^a-ts zu linden ? Das kann hier nur angedeutet werden,
sonst wiirde sich herausstellen, dass diese Mysterienlehre iiberhaupt von viel

grosserem Einflusse auf die ganze Psychologic, ja die ganze Ideenlehre gewesen
sind, als man hatte annehmen konnen.&quot;
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I may perhaps be allowed to notice here, in passing, a

curious point of contact between Plato s representation of

(cdOapa-is as effected through a series of metempsychoses, and

Dante s representation of it as an ascent from terrace to

terrace of the Mount of Purgatory. In the Myth of Er

Plato says that the Souls come to Lethe in the evening, and

drink of the water, and fall asleep ;
and at midnight there

is thunder and an earthquake, and they shoot up like meteors

to be born again in the flesh. Similarly, Dante tells us

(Purg. xx. and xxi.) that when a Soul passes to a higher
terrace in the course of its purifica,tion, the Mount of Purgatory
is shaken, and there is a great shout of the spirits praising

God. The Soul of the poet Statius, which had just passed

to a higher terrace, thus explains the matter to Dante (Purg.

xxi. 58 ff.) : The Mountain, it says,

Trembles when any spirit feels itself

So purified, that it may rise, or move
For rising ;

and such loud acclaim ensues.*****
And I, who in this punishment had lain

Five hundred years and more, but now have felt

Free wish for happier clime. Therefore thou felt st

The mountain tremble
;
and the spirits devout

Heard st, over all its limits, utter praise
To the Liege Lord, whom I entreat their joy
To hasten. 1

The earthquake and sound of shouting which attended the

passage of the Soul of Statius to a higher terrace are com

pared with the shaking of Delos when Latona &quot; couched to

bring forth the twin-born Eyes of Heaven,&quot; and with &quot;

the

song first heard in Bethlehem s field.&quot; An earthquake and

a great sound of thunder or shouting are thus associated

both by Plato and by Dante with the new birth. The ascent

of Souls from terrace to terrace of the Mount of Purgatory
is a series of spiritual new births, and answers in Dante to

the series of re-incarnations in Plato s mythological representa
tion of the doctrine of KciOapcr^.

That the Orphic mythology of the two fountains of Lethe

and Mnemosyne in the world of the departed vouched for

1
Purg. xxi. 58 ff.

, Gary s Translation.
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by the gold tablet originated in ritual practised by those who
consulted oracles of the dead, is rendered probable by a

passage in Pausanias ix. 39 (which Dante cannot be supposed
to have known), in which the method of consulting Tro-

phonius at Lebadeia is described. The priests of Trophonius,
before they take the applicant to the ^avretov, lead him to

certain fountains, Lethe and Mnemosyne, which are very close

to each other al Se eyyvrard elariv a\\r)\a)v. First, he

must drink of Lethe that he may forget all that he thought
of before

;
then he must drink of Mnemosyne that he may

have power given him to remember what he sees when he

goes down into the Cave of Trophonius. There is evidently
a connection between the mythology of the Descent into

Hades and the practice of consulting oracles of the dead like

that of Trophonius. It is to consult his father Anchises that

Aeneas goes down into Avernus
;
and even the inmates of

Dante s Inferno (for instance, Farinata, Inf. x.) have prophetic

power.
To summarise the results so far reached : Dante was true

to mythological data at his disposal in placing Lethe in, or

near, Elysium or the Earthly Paradise, and making it a

stream, not subterranean, but on the surface of the Earth
;

but there is no evidence to show that he had any knowledge
of the Orphic mythology of the twin-streams as we have it

in the Petelia inscription. Nor can we suppose that he knew

of Pausanias (ix. 39) mention of the streams of Lethe and

Mnemosyne at the entrance of the Cave of Trophonius.
1 The

safest course is to allow that Dante, taking the general idea

of streams encircling the Earthly Paradise from Genesis, and

the idea of Lethe as one of these streams from Aen. vi., may
have hit, quite independently of mythological tradition, on the

very natural idea of a stream of Memory to contrast with the

stream of Oblivion, although his description of the attributes

of Eunoe as stream of Memory certainly resembles Platonic

and Neo-Platonic passages in which the process of

is identified with that of

1 It is possible that he may have seen Pliny, H. N. xxxi. 15. For Dante s

acquaintance with Pliny, see Toynbee s Dante Dictionary, art.
&quot;

Plinius,
&quot;

and his

Index of Authors quoted by Benvenuto da Irnola in his Commentary on the D. C.,

published as Annual Report of the Dante Society (Cambridge, Mass.), 1900,

art. &quot;Plinius.&quot;
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With regard to the name Eunoe (not a name obviously

appropriate to the stream of Memory) I have a suggestion

to make, which, if it goes in the right direction at all,

perhaps does not go very far. I offer it, however, for what

it may be worth, as a contribution to a difficult subject. My
suggestion is that Dante s use of the name Eunoe may have

some connection with the idea of refrigerium, which apparently
found its way into Christian literature

l from the early Chris

tian epitaphs which reproduce the ^rv^pov vScop of the pagan

epitaphs. Thus, we have such pagan epitaphs as the follow

ing published by Kaibel, and referred to by Dieterich in his

Nekyia and Eohde in his Psyche : ^frv^pov vScop Sour) VOL

aval; evepwv AlScovevs (Kaibel, /. G., 1842) ev^rv^ei KCU

SOLTJ (TOi o
&quot;Oaipis

TO
&quot;(frvxpov vBcop (Kaibel, /. G., 1488)

D.M. IVLIA POLITICE DOESE OSIEIS TO PSYCEON
HYDOE (inscription found in Via Nornentana, Eome ; Kaibel,

/. G., 1705; cf. Dieterich, Nek. p. 95); and such Christian

epitaphs (quoted by Dieterich, Nek. p. 95, and Eohde, Psyche,

ii. 391) as in refrigerio et pace anima tua Deus te refrigerel

spiritum tuum Dominus refrigeret.

I suggest, then, that the name Eunoe evvoia, benevolentia

was chosen by Dante, or rather by an unknown authority
from whom he borrowed it, to indicate that a boon was

graciously bestowed by God through the water of this stream

the boon of refrigerium \jrv%pbv vftcap Soiij croi, aval;

evepwv Ai So&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;eu5 Dominus te refrigeret. Dante s Eunoe

would thus mean the Stream, of the Loving-kindness and

Grace of God.

Considering the probable descent of the Christian re

frigerium (the idea of which makes itself felt in the lines

with which the Purgatorio ends), through epitaphs, from the

Orphic ^rv^pov vo~wp, I am inclined to think that it is to

Christian epitaphs that we ought to go for the more

immediate source of Dante s Eunoe. If the word were found

there in connection with refrigerium, we might infer with

some confidence that it had occurred in Orphic epitaphs.
2

1

Tertullian, Apologeticus, xxxix., speaking of the Lord s Supper, says, &quot;inopes

quosque refrigerio isto juvamus&quot; ;
and Dante, Par. xiv. 27, has &quot; Lo refrigerio

dell eterria
ploia.&quot;

2 In the
&quot;Query&quot;

in the Classical Review, Feb. 1903, p. 58, referred to on

p. 154 supra, Miss Harrison conjectured E[w]oias in Kaibel, I. G.S.I. 642. In
a note on &quot;The Source of Dante s Eunoe&quot; in the Classical Review, March 1903,

M
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III

Dante s Mount of Purgatory has characteristics belonging
to the Islands of the Blessed, or mansions eVt 7779, to the

Plain of Lethe, and to Tartarus, as these places are described

in Plato s Myths. The Earthly Paradise on the aethereal top
of the Mount of Purgatory answers to the mansions eVl 7179

&quot; on the True Surface of the Earth.&quot; Lethe, as well as

Eunoe, is on the top of the Mount of Purgatory ;
and the

disciplinary punishment undergone by those not incorrigibly

wicked, in Plato s Tartarus, answers in part to the penance

undergone on the various cornices or terraces of Dante s

Purgatory. Looking at the composition of the Myth of Er as

a whole, we may say that in this Myth we have the sketch

of a Divina Commedia, complete with its three parts Inferno,

Purgatorio, and Paradiso. The Inferno is painted with a few

touches, where the torments of Ardiaeus are described. The

Purgatorio is given in more detail, not only in the reference

to what those who come out of Tartarus have suffered during
their imprisonment, but also in the account of the march of

these Souls to the throne of Necessity, and their choosing of

new Lives, and further journey on to the water of Lethe :

pp. 117, 118, in reply to Miss Harrison s
&quot;Query,&quot;

I wrote: &quot;Until Miss
Harrison s E[iV]otas has been proved to belong to the original text of Kaibel,
I. G.S.I. 642, and the reference in that inscription has been shown to belong
certainly to the Orphic Kprivr) MJ/T/^OCTW???, it will be enough to admit that an

Orphic writer in the third century B.C. might very naturally speak of the

(puXaKes of the Well of Memory as edvoi towards those fj-varai on whom they
bestowed TO ^vxpov tioup, or rcfrigerium, and that he might very naturally
describe that well itself as Ewoias Kpfyt] the Fountain of Loving-kindness.&quot;

Since writing the above I have been reminded by a reference in Dieterich s

Eine Mithrasliturgie (1903), p. 74, n. 1, that Plutarch, in his Is. et Osir. ch. 47,

says that the Persian god Ornrazd made six gods, the first of whom is the God of

eufota 6 IJLCV iipo/id^s e&quot;/c TOV Ka.6a.ptoTa.Tov &amp;lt;pdovs
6 5 Apei/mdvios e/c TOV

6&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ov

yeyovus 7ro\e/j.ovcrLV dXX^Xots
1

/cat 6 fj.ev e 6eovs eVan/cre, TOV /J.ev irp&TOV evvoias

TOV ok devTcpov d\r)6eias, TOV o TpiTov ewo/xtas, T&V 8 \OLTTWV TOV jj.kv cro0tas,

TOV 5 TT\OVTOV, TOV Of Twv irl Tols /caXoiS rfoewv oyfuovpybv 6 5e TOVTOVS

uxnrep dvTiTexyovs laovs TOV api.6fji.bv. Here, I take it, TOV /j.v Trp&rov is the

first counted from Ormuzd himself
;
so that the God of eft/ota would be the last

reached by the ascending Soul of the initiated person on its way up the Mithraic

K\i/j.a^ eTrrdTTuXos. It is a strange coincidence that the last stage in Dante s

K\ifj.a^ of purification the Mount of Purgatory should also be EuVota, having
passed Avhich his /U G-T^S is

Puro e disposto a salire alle stelle.

Miss Harrison (Prolegomena, p. 584) refers to tomb-inscriptions with euvoias

Kal fj.vr)/j.r)s xdpu&amp;gt;.
This only means, I take it, &quot;in affectionate remembrance,&quot;

and can hardly give the clue to the problem of Dante s Eunoe Mnemosyne.
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these experiences, leading up, as they do, to ryeveo-is in the

flesh, are all parts of a purgatorial discipline. Lastly, we have

the Paradiso of the Myth of Er in the vision of the orrery

the little model of the great Universe, by means of which the

astronomical theory of Plato s age essentially the same as

that of Dante s age is illustrated and presented in a form

which appeals to poetical fancy, and yet so Plato thought
is scientifically correct. This ancient astronomy, first poetised

by Plato, has indeed played a notable part in the history of

poetry. Dante s Paradiso is dominated by it renders it into

poetry, and yet leaves it &quot;scientific&quot;; and Milton, although he

was acquainted with the Copernican system, adheres, in

Paradise Lost, to the old astronomy with its concentric

spheres revolving round the Earth.
1 But when we say that

Dante s Paradiso the noblest of all Eschatological Myths is

dominated by the ancient astronomy, renders its theory of

the heavens into poetry and still leaves it
&quot;

scientific,&quot; we

must not forget that the theory came down to Dante already
touched into poetry by an influence not commonly considered

poetical, to which, however, Dante s rendering owes much of

its poetical effect. I refer to the influence of Aristotle. He

put poetry into astronomy when he explained the revolutions

of the spheres as actuated by the attraction of God the Best

Beloved, Who draws all things unto Himself with strong
desire (see Met. A 7

;
de Coelo, ii. 2

;
and Mr. A. J. Butler s

note, The Paradise of Dante, p. 8). It is Aristotle who
dictates the first line of the Paradiso

La gloria di Colui che tutto muove
;

2

and it is with Aristotle s doctrine or poetry that the

Paradiso ends

All alta fantasia qui manco possa :

Ma gia volgeva il mio disiro e 1 velle,

Si come ruota che igualmente e mossa,
L J Amor che muove il Sole e 1

;

altre stelle.
3

1 See Massori s Milton s Poetical Works, vol. i. pp. 89 ff.

2 His glory by whose might all things are moved.
GARY.

3 Here vigour failed the towering fantasy ;

But yet the will rolled onward, like a wheel
In even motion, by the Love impelled
That moves the Sun in Heaven and all the Stars.

CARY.
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The Aristotelian doctrine or poetry
l

of these lines is set

forth fully in the Convivio, ii. 44 :

There are nine moving heavens, and the order of their position
is as follows : The first that is reckoned is that of the Moon

;
the

second, that in which Mercury is; the third, Venus ;
the fourth, the

Sun
;
the fifth, Mars

;
the sixth, Jupiter ;

the seventh, Saturn
;

the eighth is that of the Stars
;
the ninth is that which can only

be perceived by the movement above mentioned, which is called

the crystalline or diaphanous, or wholly transparent. But outside

of these, Catholics suppose the Empyrean Heaven, which is as much
as to say the Heaven of Flame, or the luminous

;
and they suppose

this to be immovable, since it has, in itself, in respect of every

part, that which its matter requires. And this is the reason why
the primum mobile has most rapid movement : because by reason of

the fervent longing which every part of it has to be joined to

every part of that most divine motionless Heaven, it revolves

within that with so great desire that its velocity is, as it were,

incomprehensible. And this motionless and peaceful Heaven is

the place of that Supreme Deity which alone fully beholds itself.

This is the place of the blessed spirits, according as Holy Church,
which cannot lie, will have it

;
and this Aristotle, to whoso under

stands him aright, seems to mean, in the first book de Coelo.
2

This is fjivOos as truly /JLV&OS as the Spindle of Necessity

in the Vision of Er
;
which Dante sufficiently recognises in

Conv. ii. 3, where he says that although, as regards the truth

of these things, little can be known, yet that little which

human reason can know has more delectation than all the

certainties of sense.

To pass now to another point: The vwrov, or continuous

surface formed by the edges or lips of the concentric whorls

of the orrery (Rep. 616 E), has been identified by some with

the vwrov rov ovpavov of Phaedrus, 247 c the outside of

the outermost sphere of the sensible Cosmos, on which the

Chariot-Souls emerge in sight of the Super-sensible Forms.

Hence, it is inferred, the place where the Souls of the Myth of

Er are assembled before the throne of Necessity, and where

they choose new Lives before they journey on to the Plain of

1
Against the view here advanced that Aristotle s doctrine of God is

&quot;

poetry
&quot;

the reader may consult an interesting article on &quot;The Conception of evtpyeta

aKiv-ria-las,&quot; by Mr. F. C. S. Schiller, in Mind, Oct. 1900, republished in revised and

expanded form, under the title of Activity and Substance, as Essay xii. in Mr.

Schiller s Humanism (1903).
2 A. J. Butler s Translation of Scartazzini s Companion to Dante, p. 420.
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Lethe, is outside the sensible Cosmos. 1
I do not think that

this inference is certain, or even probable. It is a model of

the Cosmos, I think and an old-fashioned model, with rings

instead of spheres
2 not the outside of the actual Cosmos, that

the Pilgrim Souls of the Republic see. In the vision of this
1

model, or orrery, we have what is really a vision within the

larger vision of the whole Myth of Er. The Pilgrim Souls

are still somewhere in the sensible Cosmos indeed, they are

on the surface of the Earth somewhere. In this place, on the

surface of the Earth, Necessity and the three Fates, and the

rest of the pageant, appear to them, eV el^u&amp;gt;\ov etSet, as the

Saints appear to Dante in the lower Spheres where they

really are not.
3

Standing in this place, on the surface of the

Earth it may be on the antipodal surface of the Earth the

Pilgrim Souls see on the knees of Necessity the model of the

Cosmos, with the lips of its rings making a continuous surface.

It is true that in the Phaedrus Souls about to be born actually

visit the vwrov ovpavov, arid see thence the virepovpavtos

TOTTO?, but in the PJiaedrus these Souls have wings and can

fly to the flammantia moenia mundi, whereas, in the Myth of

Er the Souls plod on foot. This seems to me to make a great
difference. In interpreting the details of a Platonic Myth we
do well always to take account of the poet-philosopher s power
of exact visualisation, in respect of which he can be compared

only with Dante. I think, therefore, that in the Myth of

1 See R. L. Nettleship s Philosophical Lectures and Remains, ii. 361, n. 3.
2
Rep. 616 D : see Burnet, Early Greek Philosophy, p. 202, and 78 generally.

^(f&amp;gt;6v8v\oi,
Prof. Burnet points out, are not spheres, but rings, what Parmenides

(adopting a Pythagorean idea) calls crre^avai. According to the
a&amp;lt;pbi 5v\ot-sclieme,

the Earth and the Heavens are not spherical, but annular. As the astronomy
accepted by Plato undoubtedly made the Earth spherical, in a spherical Cosmos

(see Zeller s P/a0, Eng. Transl. p. 379), we must conclude that the system of rings
or

&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;6vdv\oi,
in Rep. 616, is that of a model only either an old-fashioned

Pythagorean one, or an up-to-date one, in which, however, only the half of

each sphere was represented, so that the internal &quot;works
&quot;

might be seen. That
astronomical models were in use we know from Timaeus, 40 D, where the speaker
says that without the aid of a model of the Heavens it would be useless to attempt
to describe certain motions

;
and cf. Fabricii Eibl. Gr. Liber iv. pp. 457 ff., on

astronomical models in antiquity.
With regard to the breadth of the rims of the

&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;6v8v\oi,
see Mr. Adam s note-

on 616 E, and Appendix vi. Although the view supported by the -n-porepa
KO.L dpxa.LOT^pa ypafiri mentioned by Proclus that the breadth of the rims of the

&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;6vSv\oi
is proportionate, but not equal, to the diameters of the planets is

plausible, it seems better to take it that the supposed distances of the orbits from
each other are signified by the breadth of the rims.

3 Par. iv. 34 ff. Cf. Odys. xi. 600, TOV &amp;lt;5e ^er daev^aa. $n}

ri 0eoi&amp;lt;ri.
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Er the Souls about to be born again do not actually visit the

VWTOV ovpavov.
Be this as it may, the region of the VWTOV ovpavov, as

described in the Phaedrus, is either the actual abode, or in

close touch with the stars (Tim. 42 B), which are the actual

abodes, of the purified ones who have drunk of Mnemosyne, and
&quot;

always remember
&quot;

&quot;

philosophers,&quot; who have been trans

lated from the &quot; True Surface of the Earth,&quot; as we read in the

Pliaedo (114 C) : ol
(f)i\ocro(f)La l/cavws /caOrjpdfjievoi dvev re

(TCO/jidTCOV ft)CT TO TTapaTTCLV 6t9 TOP 7T6LTa %pOVOV KOi fc?

ol/cij&amp;lt;ri&amp;lt;i
TL TovTcov KO,\\iovs cHpi/cvovvrai, a? ovre pabiov

Srj\&(rai ovre 6
%povo&amp;lt;;

licavos ev rc3 Trapovn. The abode of

these purified ones, in or within sight of the super-sensible region,

corresponds to the Empyrean or motionless Heaven of Dante,
the tenth and outermost Heaven, in which the blessed really

dwell, although they appear, ev eiSa&amp;gt;\ov eiSei, in all the nine

moving Spheres to the poet as he ascends.
1

I wish to conclude this section of my observations on the

Myth of Er with a few words about the view maintained by
Mr. Adam in his note on Hep. 617s, 11 :

Avay/cTys yovacm/. Plato means us to imagine Necessity as

seated in the centre of the Universe. The notion is probably

Pythagorean ;
for Parmenides, who attaches himself to the Pytha

goreans in this part of his system (Zeller,
5

i. p. 572), speaks of a

central AvdyK-rj as the cause of all movement and birth
;

see

Diels, Dox. Gr. 335. 12 fF. rwv Se o-v/x/xcywv (sc. crrec^avwi/) TYJV

/zecratraT^v aTrdcrats roKca Trao-^s /aircrews KCU yevecrews VTrdp^eiv,

rjvrtva KCU Scu/zova KvftepvrjTiv KOL KXySov^ov eTrovo/xa^et SiKrjv /cat

;
and Zeller, I.e. p. 577, n. 3 (Zeller identifies this

with the central fire of the Pythagoreans). The same
school seem also to have held that Avay/o; surrounds and holds

the world together (Diels, I.e. 321), and Zeller thinks it is this

external AvayK?/ of which Plato here avails himself (I.e. p. 434,
n. 3). But it is quite clear that Plato s Avay/oy is in the middle.

I agree with Mr. Adam in rejecting Zeller s view that it is

the external
Avd&amp;lt;yK7]

of which Plato here avails himself, and

in thinking that Plato s
Avd&amp;lt;yK7]

is in the middle. But in

1 Par. iv. 28-39. The appearance of a certain Saint in a certain moving
Sphere is a sign of his or her position in the graded hierarchy of the Empyrean,
or Unmoved Heaven, in which all the Saints have their real abode. A Saint who

appears to Dante in the Lunar Sphere, for example, has a lower position in the

Empyrean than one who appears in the Sphere of Jupiter.
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what middle ? Not in the Pythagorean middle of the Universe,

which is not the Earth, but the Central Fire. The throne of

Avdytcr) is certainly placed by Plato either on or within the

Earth, which is in the middle of his Universe. Mr. Adam,

with, I venture to think, too much regard for dfcpi/3o\oyia,

maintains that it is within, not on the surface of, the Earth.
&quot; If the light is straight like a pillar,

&quot;

he writes (note on

61 6 B, 13), &quot;and stretches through all the Heaven and the

Earth, it follows that as the Earth is in the middle of the

Universe, the middle of the light will be at the centre of the

Earth. No other interpretation of Kara pecrov TO C/HW?
is

either natural or easy. It would seem, therefore, that at the

end of the fourth day after leaving the Meadow the Souls are

at the central point both of the Universe and of the Earth, as

is maintained by, among others, Schneider and Donaldson
;
and

this view is also in harmony with some of the most important
features of the remaining part of the narrative.&quot;

My view is that the throne of Necessity is on the surface

of the Earth, at that spot where the pillar of light the axis

on which the Cosmos revolves was seen, by the Pilgrim Souls

as they approached, to touch the ground, seen, with the

accompanying knowledge (so characteristic of dream-experience)
that it goes through the Earth and comes out at the antipodal

spot. I do not think that we ought to press the phrase Kara

/jieo-ov TO cco9, as Mr. Adam does. Apart from the fact that

the Pythagorean or Parmenidean central
Avd&amp;gt;yK7]

was not in

the centre of the Earth, the whole scenery of the Myth and

its general fidelity to mythological tradition seem to me to be

against putting Plato s throne of Necessity, as Mr. Adam does,

in the centre of the Earth. The Myth begins by telling us

that the Souls came, some of them out of the Earth, some of

them down from &quot;

Heaven,&quot; to the Meadow. The Meadow is

certainly on the surface of the Earth. Their journey thence to

the throne of Necessity is evidently on the surface of the

Earth, they have the sky above them
; they see the pillar of

light in the sky before them for a whole day, the fourth day
of their march, as they approach it. There is no suggestion of

their going down on that day into Tartarus in order to reach

the &quot; middle of the light
&quot;

at the centre of the Earth. Those

of them who came out of Tartarus are still out of it, and are
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not going back into it. And those who came out of the region

described as ovpavos,
&quot;

Heaven,&quot; are still out of that region.

Hence, if I am right in identifying the ovpavos of the Rep.
with the

&quot; True Surface of the Earth
&quot;

of the Phaedo Myth,
Mr. Adam cannot be right when he says, 616 B, 11 (cf. 614

c, n.), that &quot; Plato in all probability thinks of the \et^oov as

somewhere on the True Surface of the Earth described by him
in the Myth in the Phaedo, and it is apparently along this

surface that the Souls progress until they come in view of the

light.&quot;
The True Surface of the Earth and Tartarus, accord

ing to my view, were both equally left when the \eifjubv was

reached. The Souls are now journeying along the &quot; Third

Way,&quot; which leads, under the open sky, by the throne of

Necessity, and then by the Eiver of Lethe, et? yevecriv. The

Eiver of Lethe does not appear in the list of the subterranean

or infernal rivers given in the Phaedo
;

*
the mythological

tradition (observed even by Dante, as we have seen) places it

under the open sky probably the sky of the under-world

the antipodal hemisphere of the Earth. And the fyepeaOai,

avw et9 TTJV ryivecriv arrovras waTrep dcrrepas (621 B), from

which Mr. Adam (citing Aen. vi. 748 ff.) infers
&quot; that the

Souls, just before their re-incarnation, are underground,&quot; seems

to me, on the contrary, entirely in accordance with the view

that, encamped near the Eiver of Lethe, they are on the sur

face of the Earth, under the open sky, up into which they
shoot in various directions like meteors, surely an inappro

priate picture if they were down in a cavern somewhere at the

centre of the Earth.

The whole movement, in short, of the Myth of Er, from

the meeting of the two companies of Souls at the Meadow

onwards, is above ground, under the open sky. From afar

they see a pillar of light reaching down through the sky to

1

Olympiodorus, Schol. in Phaedonem, connects the list of infernal rivers with

Orphic tradition ot TrapaSiSbpevoi r^cro-apes Trorafj-ol /card TT)V 0/&amp;gt;0ews -rrapaScxriv

rot s
viroyeioL&amp;lt;&amp;gt; ava\oyovcri 8 crrot%etots re /cat Kfrrpois Kara 8vo avn-deffeis. 6

fj.ev yap Hvpi&amp;lt;p\eye6(jjv r irvpl /cat rrj di&amp;gt;aro\rj,
6 8 KOJ/CI/TOS rrj yrj /cat rr)

ducret, 6 S A^pwv a.pi re /cat ^earj^pia. rovrovs jj.ev Op&amp;lt;pevs
ovrw diera^ev,

ai)roj 5^ rbv ^Keavbv rep vdarc /cat rrj apKrip Trpocrot/cetot&quot;.
Here the River of

Lethe does not appear.
Roscher (art.

&quot; Lethe
&quot;) gives the following mentions of Lethe: Simonides,

Epig. 184 (Bergk) this is the first mention, but the authorship is doubtful
;

Aristoph. P.anae, 186 ; Plato, Rep. 621
; Plutarch, Cons, ad Apoll. ch. 15, in

quotation from a dramatic writer
; Virg. Aen. vi. 705, 715 ; Lucian, de luctu,

2-9
;
Mori. Dial. 13. 6, 23. 2

; Ovid, Ep. ex Pont. 2, 4, 23.
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the Earth
; and, because Plato, the Dreamer of the Myth,

recognises this pillar as the axis of the Cosmos the cause of

its necessary revolutions lo ! when the Souls are come to the

foot of the pillar, it is no longer a pillar reaching down

through the sky that they see, but Necessity herself sitting on

Earth, on her throne, with a model of the Cosmos revolving in

her lap.

There is another point on which I feel obliged to

differ from Mr. Adam. &quot;

It is clear,&quot; he says (note on Rep.

616 c), &quot;that the light not only passes through the centre of

the Universe, but also, since it holds the heavens together like

the undergirders of men-of-war, round the outer surface of the

heavenly sphere &quot;-i.e. the ends of the light which passes round

the outer surface are brought inside the sphere, and, being

joined in the middle, form the pillar. This seems to me to

make too much of the man-of-war, or trireme. It is enough
to take Plato to say that the pillar (which alone is mentioned)
holds the Universe together in its particular way, as the

vTro^coj&ara, in their particular way, hold the trireme together.

And if there is a light passed round the outer surface of the

Heaven, as well as one forming its axis, why do the Pilgrim
Souls see only the latter ? The Heavens are diaphanous. The

Pilgrims ought, if Mr. Adam s view is correct, to see not only
the pillar of light rising vertically from the horizon at a certain

fixed point towards which they journey, but also another band

of light that which surrounds the outside of the Universe

travelling round with the motion of the sphere of the fixed

stars from East to West.

IV

I shall now conclude what I have to say about the Myth
of Er with a few words on the great philosophical question
raised in it. I mean the question of How to reconcile Free

Will with the Eeign of Law. Both are affirmed in the Myth.
The Pilgrim Souls are conducted to a spot at which they see,

with their own eyes, the working of the Universal Law they
stand beside the axis on which the Cosmos revolves, and see

clearly that the revolutions &quot; cannot be otherwise.&quot; They see

that the axis of the Cosmos is the spindle of Avdy/cij : and,
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behold ! there sits Avdy/c?] herself on her throne, and there are

the three Fates, with solemn ritual, ordering the succession of

events in time according to the law of Avdyicr). Yet^ within

the very_j)recincts of the court of A.vd*y/crj in which they

stand, the Pilgrim Souls_hear_ the Prophet telling them in the

words of Lachejds^Jihat
&quot;

they jire free to choose, and will be

held responsible for their choice.&quot; Plato here presents the

Idea of Freedom^ mythically under the form-of a prenatal act

of choice the choice, it is to be ^careiully Hoted, not of par-

ticuiarjjhings, but^oTgTWhole Life the prenatal
&quot;

choice
&quot;

of

that whole complex of circumstances in which particular things
are chosen in this earthly life. Each Soul, according to its

nature, clothes itself in certain circumstances conies into,

and goes through, this earthly life in circumstances which it

has itself chosen that is, in circumstances which are to be

regarded not as forcing it, or dominating it mechanically
from without, but as being the environment in which it

exhibits its freedom or natural character as a living creature.1

Among the circumstances of a Life
&quot;

chosen,&quot; a fixed character

of the Soul itself, we are told, is not included ^^7)9 Be

rd%iv OVK evelvai (Eep. 618 B), because the Soul is modified

by the Life which it chooses. This means that the Soul,

choosing the circumstances, or Life, chooses, or makes itself

responsible for, its own character, as afterwards modified, and

necessarily modified, by the circumstances, or Life. In other

words, a man is responsible here on Earth for actions pro

ceeding from a connate character which is modified here in

accordance with the circumstances of a general scheme of life

made unalterable by Necessity and the Fates before he was

born alpeicrOw ftiov
(j&amp;gt;

avvearai e avdjKTj^ (Rep. 617 B).

In presenting Moral Freedom under the Reign of Natural

Law mythically, as Prenatal Choice made irrevocable by

AvdyKTj, Plato lays stress, as he does elsewhere, on the

unbroken continuity of the responsible Self evolving its

character in a series of life-changes. It is the choice made

before the throne of Avdyfcr) which dominates the behaviour

1 It was chiefly in order to express this relation between living creature and
environment that Leibniz formulated his theory of Pre-established Harmony.
We may say of Leibniz s theory what he says himself of Plato s doctrine of

dj&amp;gt;dfMvr)(ris that it is
&quot;myth&quot;

&quot;

toute fabuleuse
&quot;

(Nouveaux Essais, Avant-

propos, p. 196 b, ed. Erdmann).
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of the Soul in the bodily life on which it is about to enter
;

but the choice made before the throne of Amy*;?? depended
itself ^n^a^dispp^ition formed in a previous life

;
the man who

chooses the life.-oLa^Jffiant. and ru_ea_his_cjipice as socm as he

has made it, but too late. lmd_beeji_jvirt^

life, f#6 avev
&amp;lt;f)t,\ocro&amp;lt;f)la&amp;lt;;

his virtue had been merely
&quot;

customary/ without foundation upon consciously realised

principle (Hep. 619 c). Plato thus makes Freedom reside

in esse, not in operari.
1 To be free is to be a continuously

existing, self -
affirming, environment -choosing personality,

manifesting itself in actions which proceed, according to

necessary law, from itself as placed once for all in the

environment which it has chosen its own natural environ

ment the environment which is the counterpart of its own
character. It is vain to look for freedom of the will in some

power of the personality whereby it may interfere with the

necessary law according to which character, as modified up to

date, manifests itself in certain actions. Such a power, such

a liberum arbitrium indifferentiae, would be inconsistent with

the continuity, and therefore with the freedom and respon

sibility, of the Self. It is, in other words, the freedom of the
&quot;

noumenal,&quot; as distinguished from the &quot;

phenomenal
&quot;

Self,

which Plato presents as the &quot;

prenatal choice of a Life &quot;-

mythically ;
which is, indeed, the only way in which such a

transcendental idea can be legitimately presented. alpeia-Oto

PLOV w avvecTTai, e dvdyfCT)? 77 S dperrj dBecrTroTOV. A
certain Life, with all its fortunes and all its influences on

character, when once chosen, is chosen irrevocably.
2

But,

none the less, it is a life of freedom, for
&quot; Virtue is her own

mistress.&quot; In being conscious of Virtue that is, of Self as

1 For the distinction, see Schopenhauer, Parerga und Paralipomena, ii. 117 ;

Die Welt als Wille u. Forstellung, vol. ii. pp. 364, 365 ; and Die Grundlage der

Moral, 10. In the last of these passages Schopenhauer (explaining the dis

tinction between the
&quot;intelligible&quot;

and the
&quot;empirical&quot; character, the latter of

which is related to the former as operari is to esse operari sequitur esse) quotes
Porphyry (in Stobaeus, Eel. 8. 37-40) : rb yap ti\ov /Soi/X^a TOIOVT ZoiKev

elvai TOU nXdrwj os
%eii&amp;gt; ^v rb avre^ovaiov ras i^tr^ds irpiv et s aw/uara Kdl

/3ous cua06poi&amp;gt;s ^UTrecreu ,
et s rb r) TOVTOV rbv fiiov e\tcrdai T) &\\ov.

2 Hobbes &quot;

Sovereign, once chosen, ever afterwards irremovable,&quot; is a &quot; founda

tion-myth
&quot;

;
the social order which constrains individuals to conformity is

accounted for
&quot;mythically&quot; by a prehistoric act of choice exercised by indi

viduals. They willed themselves into the social order, and may not will them
selves out of it. A &quot;categorical imperative&quot; is laid upon them to act as social

beings.
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striving after the good or self-realisation the Soul is conscious

of its own freedom.
v
This consciousness of &quot;

freedom,&quot; involved

in the consciousness of &quot;

Virtue,&quot; is better evidence for the

reality of freedom^ than the.. .inability.~.Qf~iiifi-- logical faculty

to understand freedom is against its reality.
. AAs Butler

says,
&quot; The notion of necessity is not applicable to practical

subjects, i.e. with respect to them is as if it were not true.

. . . Though it were admitted that this opinion of necessity

were speculatively true, yet with regard to practice it is as if

it were false.&quot;
l

One other point and I have done with the Myth of Er :

The momentary prenatal act of choice which Plato describes

/in this Myth is the pattern of like acts which have to be

performed in a man s natural life. Great decisions have to be

made in life, which, once made, are irrevocable, and dominate

the man s whole career and conduct afterwards. The chief

use of education is to prepare a man for these crises in his

/life, so that he may decide rightly. The preparation does

not consist in a rehearsal, as it were, of the very thing to be

done when the crisis comes, for the nature of the crisis

cannot be anticipated, but in a training of the will and

judgment by which they become trustworthy in any difficulty

^which may be presented to them. The education given to

the (f)v\afces of Plato s KoXXiTroXt? is a training of this kind.

Its aim is to cultivate faculties rather than to impart special

knowledge. It is a &quot;

liberal education
&quot;

suitable to free men
of the governing class, as distinguished from technical instruc

tion by which workmen are fitted for the routine of which

they are, so to speak, the slaves.

1
Analogy, i. 6.



THE POLITICUS MYTH

INTRODUCTORY EEMARKS

WE have now done with the three purely Eschatological Myths,
and enter on a series of Myths which are mainly Aetiological.

We begin with the Myth of the Alternating World-periods in

the Politicus.

The Cosmos has alternating periods, according as God

either goes round with and controls its revolution, or lets go
the helm and retires to his watch-tower. When God lets go
the helm, the Cosmos, being a c5oz/ with its own CTU/^L TO?

eTTiOvfJila, and subject, like all creatures, to
ei/j-apfjievr), begins

to revolve in its own direction, which is opposite to God s

direction. The change of direction the least possible change
if there is to be change at all we must ascribe to the change
able nature of the material Cosmos, and not either to God,

who is unchangeable, imparting now one motion and then its

contrary, or to the agency of another God. When God, then,

lets go the helm, the Cosmos begins of itself to revolve back

wards
;
and since all events on Earth are produced by the

revolution of the Cosmos, the events which happened in one

cosmic period are reproduced backwards in the next. Thus

the dead of one period rise from their graves in the next as

grey -haired men, who gradually become black -haired and

beardless, till at last, as infants, they vanish away. This is

the account of the fabled ytjyevels. They were men who died

and were buried in the cosmic period immediately preceding
that of Cronus the Golden Age of Cronus, when the Earth

brought forth food plenteously for all her children, and men
and beasts, her common children, talked together, and &aipaves ,

not mortal men, were kings (cf. Laws, 713). But at last the

stock of earthen men ran out TO ytfivov rjSrj irav

173
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76^09 (Pol. 272 D) and the age of Cronus came to an end :

God let go the helm, and the Cosmos changed the direction

of its revolution, the change being accompanied by great

earthquakes which destroyed all but a few men and animals.

Then the Cosmos calmed down, and for a while, though re

volving in its own direction, not in God s, yet remembered

God, and fared well
;
but afterwards forgot him, and went

from bad to worse
;

till God, of his goodness, saved struggling

men, now no longer earth-born, from destruction by means of

the fire of Prometheus and the arts of Athena and Hephaestus.
In due time he will close the present period that of Zeus

by again taking the helm of the Cosmos. Then will be the

Eesurrection of the Dead. Such, in brief, is the Myth of the

Changing World-periods in the Politicus.

Like the Myths already examined, this one deals with

God s government of man as a creature at once free to do

good and evil, and determined by cosmic influences over

which he and even God the Creator himself, whether from

lack or non-use of power hardly matters have no control.

The Myth differs from those which we have examined in not

being told by Socrates himself. It is told by an Eleatic

Stranger, who says that the younger Socrates, who is present
with the elder, will appreciate a fjuvOos, or story. Similarly,

Protagoras prefaces the Myth which he tells (Prot. 320 c)

by saying that it will suit Socrates and the others younger
men than himself.

The Eleatic Stranger in the Politicus tells his Myth
ostensibly in order to bring it home to the company that

they have defined
&quot;

kingship
&quot;

too absolutely as if the king
were a god, and not a human being. Gods directly appointed

by the great God were kings on this Earth in a former period;
but in the period in which we now live men are the only

kings. Kingship must now be conceived &quot;

naturalistically
&quot;

as a product of human society ;
and human society itself, like

the whole Cosmos of which it is a part, must be conceived
&quot;

naturalistically
&quot;

as following its own intrinsic law without

divine guidance alt extra. To enforce a &quot;

naturalistic
&quot;

estimate

of kingship is the ostensible object of the Myth ;
but it soars

high, as we shall see, above the argument which it is ostensibly
introduced to serve.
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CONTEXT

The subject of the Politicus is the True Statesman.

The lest form of government, if we could get it, would be

the rule of one eminently good and wise man, who knew and

desired the Chief Good of his People, and possessed the art of

securing it for them. His unlimited personal initiative would

be far better than the best administration of
&quot; laws

&quot; made only

because he could not be found, and because such rulers as were

actually available could not be trusted with unlimited initiative.

But before we try to determine exactly the nature of the

True Statesman the man whom we should like to make King,

if we could jind him ; and before we try to define his Art, and

distinguish it from all other arts and we must try to do this,

in order that we may get a standard by which to judge the

work-a-day riders, good and bad, whose administration of the
&quot; laws

&quot;

we are obliged to accept as substitute for the personal
initiative of the True Statesman, before we try to formulate
this standard, let us raise our eyes to an even higher standard :

God is the True Ruler of men ; and in the Golden Age he

ruled men, not through the instrumentality of human rulers,

but Gods were his lieutenants on Earth, and lived among men,
and 10ere their Kings.

It is with this Golden Age, and the great difference between

it and the present age, and the cause of the difference, that

the Myth told to the elder and the younger Socrates, and to

Theodorus the mathematician, by the Stranger from JBlea, is

concerned.
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Politicus, 268E-274E

268 E BE. AXXa Srj rc3 fjivOw JJLOV Trdvv TTpocre^e TOV vovv,

KaOdirep ol 7ra?Se9* irdvTO)^ ov TroXXa
eK(f&amp;gt;evyei,s TratSta? TTJ.

NE. SO. Aeyoi? oV.

BE.
?
Hz^ TOLVVV Kal ert ecrTai TWV TraXai \ej(6evTCt)v

a re aXXa /cal S?) A:al TO Trepl rr/z^ Arpew? re /cat

\e%0L(rav epiv &amp;lt;f)d&amp;lt;T/jia. aKrjKoas yap TTOV Kal

veis 6 fyacri yevecrOai Tore.

NE. SO. To
7rey3t TT)? xpvarrjs apvos tcraj?

269 BE. Ou8af6W9, aXXa TO ?repl TT}? aeTa/3o\f)s

rj\iov teal rwv a\\wv acrTpcov, 009 a/

vvv, et9 TOVTOV Tore TOV TOTTOV

e /c TOU evavriov, rore Se Srj fjiapTvprjaas apa o

t /ji6T6/3a\ev avro eVl TO z^O^ a^rjaa.

NE. !1. Aeyerai yap ovv &r) Kal TOVTO.

BE. Kal yu-^ av Kal rrjv ye (BacrCkeiav, TJV

B NE. Sfl. nXetcTTft)^ yu-ei^
ovv.

BE. Tt Se ; TO Toi/9 euTTpoaOev fyveaOat, yijyevels Kal

arj % a\\r/\a)V yevvacrOai ;

NE. SO. Kal TOUTO V TCOV TraXat \e-^devra)v.

BE. TavTa roivvv GCTTL uev ^vuTravTa CK ravrov

irdOovs, Kal Trpos TOVTOLS erepa avpla Kal rovrwv en

Oavfjuacrrorepa, Bid Se %povov 77X77^09 Ta fJbev avrwv

d7reo-/3r)Ke, rd Se Sieo-TrapiJieva eipijTai %t)/3l9
eWcrra air

C d\\r]\(ov. o S earl Traai TOVTOLS alnov TO TrdOos, ovSels

, vvv &amp;gt;e Srj \eKTeov et9 yap TTJV TOV

Trpetyei pr)0ev.

NE. ^0. KaXXtcrT
5

el7T9, Kal \eye
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TRANSLATION

Stranger. Here beginneth my wonderful Tale ! Be as a

child, and listen I for indeed not far art thou gotten from the

years of childish things.

Socrates.
1 Let us hear it.

Stranger. Well, of those things which have been told from

old time, there be many which came to pass, and shall yet

again come to pass : whereof I count the Sign which appeared
when that Strife the Old Story telleth of was between Atreus

and Thyestes ; for, methinks, thou hast heard what they say
came then to pass, and rememberest it well.

Socrates. Is it of the marvel of the Golden Lamb that thou

speakest ?

Stranger. Not of that, but of the change in the setting

and rising of the sun and stars
;

for the story goes that in the

quarter whence they now rise in that did they then set, rising

from the opposite quarter ;
but that God, bearing witness for

Atreus, changed them into the way which they now keep.

Socrates. That story also I know.

Stranger. And of the kingship of Cronus, too, have we
heard many tell.

Socrates. Yea, very many.

Stranger. And, moreover, do they not tell of how men at

first grew out of the earth, and were not begotten of their

kind?

Socrates. That also is one of the old stories.

Stranger. Well, of all these things one thing is cause
;

yea, of innumerable other things also which are more wonder

ful than these things ;
but by reason of length of time most

are vanished, and of the rest mention is made separately of

each, as of that which hath no fellowship with the other

things. But of that which is the cause of all these things no

man hath spoken. Let it therefore now be told
;
for when it

hath been set forth, it will help to our proof concerning the

King.
Socrates. Good ! Go on, and leave out nothing.

1 Socrates the Younger is the interlocutor throughout the whole passage
translated.
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HE. A/eouot? dv. TO yap Trdv ToBe rore fjiev avTos o

i TTOpevo/jievov Kal &amp;lt;rvyKVK\ei, Tore 8 dvr}Kev,

oTav al vrepioBoi TOV TTpocrijtcovros avTw /jLerpov el\r)$&amp;gt;&amp;lt;a(Tiv

77877 %povov, TO Be 7rd\iv avTopaTOv et? TavavTia irepid-

D yeTat,, )ov bv teal (f)povrj(Tiv etX^o? e/c TOV crvvap/jLoa-avTO?

avTo KaT dpftds. TOVTO 8e avTw TO ava,Tca\iv Ikvai Bid

TO8 ef avdrytcris G/JL^VTOV yeyovev.

NE. 2n. A^a TO Trolov 87; ;

3E. To tcaTa TavTa fcal ODoravTO)? %XeLV a ^ Ka ^ ra^rov

elvai Tot? TrdvTWV OeiOTaTOLS TrpocnjfceL ftoz/ot?, awfjuaTOS Be

ov TavTys Trj? Tafew?. ov Be ovpavov fcal KOG^OV

TCO\\WV /juev KOLI fAatcapitov Trapa TOV

ryevvr}(ravTO&amp;lt;$ fieTei\7j(f)v, aTap ovv Brj /cefcoivoi)VijKe ye Kal

aco/jLaTos. oOev avTai yu/eTa/SoXrj? d/J,oipcp &amp;lt;yiyvea@ai
Bid

E Tra^To? dBvvaTov, /caTa Bvvafj,iv ye jJLrjV o 11 fj,d\L(TTa ev

TOO avTM KaTa TavTa fjLuav (f&amp;gt;opdv
Kiv^lrai Bio TTJV dva-

KVK\ri&amp;lt;jiv ei\ij%ev, o TI (T/jLiKpoTaT^v TT}? avTOv Kivrja-ews

7rapd\\a^iv. avTo Be eavTo (TTpecfretv del cr^eBov ovBevl

BvvaTov 7T\7]v TO) Twv KLVOV/jLevwv av TrdvTwv jjyovfjLeva).

Kivelv Be TOVTW TOTC ^ev aXXco?, avOts Be evavrlcos ov

Oefjus. etc TrdvTwv Brj TOVTQJV TOV Koafjiov yu,r;Te avTov %prj

(j&amp;gt;dvai (7Tpe&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;et,v
eavTov deL, jnr)T* av o\ov del VTTO Oeov

GTpefyecrOaL BiTTas /cal evavrias Treptaycoyds, ^r]T av Bvo

270 Tive Oea) (frpovovvTe eavTols evavTia crTpecfreiv avTov,

OTrep apTL epprjOrf Kal /AOVOV \OITTOV, TOTe ^ev VTT

, deias ama?, TO r)v rcaXiv

\afJLJ3dvovTa ddavacrLav e7ri&amp;lt;TKevacrT7}V Trapd TOV

v, TOTe 8* oTav dveOf/, Bi eavTov avTov ievai,

Kaipbv d(f&amp;gt;e@VTa TOLOVTOV, w&Te dvdTca\iv Tropev-

eorQai TroXXa? TrepioBcov /j,vpidBas Bid TO /jieyicrTov OP

Kal l(7oppo7ra)TaTov eVl a-fJUKpoTaTOV fBalvov TroSo?

levai.
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Stranger. Hearken ! This Universe, for a certain space of

time, God himself doth help to guide and propel in the circular

motion thereof; and then, when the cycles of the time

appointed unto it have accomplished their measure, he letteth

it go. Then doth it begin to go round in the contrary direc

tion, of itself, being a living creature which hath gotten

understanding from him who fashioned it in the beginning.
This circuit in the contrary direction belongeth of necessity to

the nature of the Universe because of this

Socrates. Because of what ?

Stranger. Because that to be constant in the same state

alway, and to be the same, belongeth only to those things
which are the most divine of all

;
but the nature of Body is not

of this order. Now, that which we call Heaven and Universe

hath been made, through him who begat it, partaker of many
blessed possessions ; but, mark this well, Body also is of the

portion thereof. Wherefore it is not possible that it should

be wholly set free from change, albeit, as far as is possible, it

revolveth in the same place, with one uniform motion : for

this reason, when it changed, it took unto itself circular

motion in the contrary direction, which is the smallest

possible alteration of the motion which belongeth unto it.

Now, to be constant alway in self-motion is, methinks, im

possible save only with him who ruleth all the things which

are moved
;

and move them now in this direction and

again in that he may not. From all this it followeth

that we must not say that the Universe either of itself

moveth itself alway, or again is alway wholly moved by
God to revolve now in one direction and then in the contrary
direction

;
nor must we say that there be two Gods which,

being contrariously minded, do cause it so to revolve
;
but

we must hold by that which was just now said and alone

reinaineth, to wit, that at one time it is holpen and guided by
the power of God supervening, and hath more life added unto

it, and receiveth immortality from the Creator afresh
;
and

then, at another time, when it is let go, it moveth of it

self, having been so opportunely released that thereafter it

journeyeth in the contrary direction throughout ages innumer

able, being so great of bulk, and so evenly balanced, and turn

ing on so fine a point.
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B NE. Sfl. QaiveTat,
&amp;lt;yovv $rj /cal pd\a et/c6Va&amp;gt;9 elpfjcrOai

TTavtf ocra ie\r)\v6as.

BE. A.oy(,&amp;lt;rdfjLVOi, Brj wvo?7&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;yuez&amp;gt;
TO TrdOos etc TMV

vvv
Xe^$ez&amp;gt;Ta&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;,

o TrdvTwv
e(f&amp;gt;a^Lv

elvai TWV Qav^aGT&v
aiTiov. (7TL yap ovv $r) TOVT avTO.

NE. !Sa To TTOLOV ;

BE. To rrjv rov Travrbs
(f&amp;gt;opav

rore /j,ev
e&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;

a vvv

KVK\ecTai (frepeaQat, rore eVl rdvavria.

NE. SO. IIw? 817 ;

BE. TauT7;i/ TtfV /JberafldXrjv rj^elaOai 8et rwi irepl TOV

C ovpavov &amp;lt;yt,yvo/jLva)v rpoTrwv Traawv elvai

NE.
BE. Metorra9 roivvv /cal

rore rot? eo? ?7yLtty ofcovaiv avrov.

NE. 2fi. Kal TOUT etVo9.

BE. MeTa/3o\a9 8e /jiyd\,as teal 7roXXa9 /ca

(7V/jL&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;poiJi,va&amp;lt;; ap* ovtc
i&amp;lt;?fJLV rrjv rwv fawv (frvaw OTI

NE. Sn. Hw9 ^ ov ;

BE.
4&amp;gt;^o/oat

roivvv ef dvdyfcr}s rore

D vov&i TWV TC a\\(ov a)Ct)v, /cal 877 /cal TO TCOV dv6pa)7ra)v

v TI TreptXetTreTat. Trept 8e TO^TOU9 aXXa Te

TroXXa /cat Oavfjiaara /cal tcaiva ^vfjuiTLTrrei,

ro$ /cal ^vvetrofjievov rfj TOV 7ravTO$ dvt,\ij;i,

TOT6 oVai^ r) T^9 vvv KafleaTrjKvtas evavTia

TpOTTY).

NE. SH. To

BE.
tV

Hz^ r\KiK,lav

ea-TTj TTCLVTWV, /cal etravcraTO irav ocrov fjv 6vr}Tov eVt

TO yepaiTepov l&etv 7ropv6/jLvov, (JieTafBaXkov 8e iraKiv eir\

E TOvvavTlov olov vea)Tepov /cal
aTra\&amp;lt;i&amp;gt;Tepov e&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;VTO.

/cal TWV

al \ev/cal Tpi%$ fju\aivovro, T&V $ av

al Trapeial \eaivofJLvai irakiv eVl TTJV 7rap\-
Oovo-av wpav efcavTov KaBiaTacrav, TWV Be r)f3d)VTcov Ta

\eaivofMeva /cal cr/ja/cpOTepa /catf rj/Aepav /cal VVKTCL

yiyvopeva Trd\iv et9 TTJV TOV veoyerovs 7rat8o9

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;V(7iv
dirrjeL, /caTa T TTJV &quot;^v^rjv

/cal /caTa TO cr&fjia

d(f)OfjiOLOv[jiva
TO 3 evTevdev rjBrj fjiapaivofjieva /co/jLiBfj TO

8 av ^tata)9 T\evTO)i T(DV eV
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Socrates. All this, methinks, hath great likelihood.

Stranger. Let us then reason with ourselves, and compre
hend from this that which, coming to pass, is, as we said,

the cause of all these wonders. Well, it is this.

Socrates. What ?

Stranger. The circular motion of the Universe going as it

now goeth, and then at another time going in the contrary
direction.

Socrates. How ?

Stranger. This alteration we must needs deem to be of

all the changes which are accomplished in the Heaven the

change which is greatest and most complete.

Socrates. So it would seem.

Stranger. And we must conclude that by reason of it the

greatest changes are then accomplished for us who dwell

within this Universe.

Socrates. That also is likely.

Stranger. Now, when changes many and great and of all

sorts come to pass, is it not true that the nature of living

creatures hardly endureth them ?

Socrates. Yea, tis true.

Stranger. So it is then, of necessity, that beasts do perish

most, and of mankind only a little remnant is left
;
and unto

these men do many things strange and new happen, but the

strangest is that which attendeth the rolling back of the

Universe when the motion contrary to this which is now
established cometh to be.

Socrates. What is that ?

Stranger. Then cometh it to pass that the age of every

creature, according as his time of life is, first standeth still,

and mortals are all stayed in that course which maketh them

look older and older : but presently they begin to go in the

contrary direction that is to say, they grow younger and more

tender
;
and the hoary locks of the old man become black, and

the cheeks of the bearded man become smooth, and he is

restored to the bygone springtime of his life
;
and the lad

becometh smooth again, and smaller day after day and night
after night, till he cometh back, soul and body, unto the

nature and likeness of a new-born child ; and thereafter he

ever dwindleth away, and at the last utterly vanisheth. Like-
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TO&amp;gt; rore xpovw TO TOV vetcpov

271 TraBrjfjiara $ia rd^ov^ arj\ov ev
o\iyai&amp;lt;$ rjpe

peTo.

NE. 2n. FeVecr^ e
77 T/9 TOT

971^,
cu feve,

/cat TWO. TpoTrov ef aXXTjXaw eyevv&vTO ;

HE. ArjXoz/, a&amp;gt; ^coKpaTes, 6Vt TO yLtez^ ef aXX^Xa)^ ot/c

771^ eV T^7 Tore
(frvcret, yevvto/jLevov, TO Se 777761^69 elz/at TTOT

76^09 \e^6ev, TOUT 97^ TO ACO-T efcelvov TOV %p6vov e/c 7^9
7rd\iv dva(rTp(f)6/j,evov, aTrefjuvrj/jLOveveTo Be VTTO TWV rj/AeTepcov

TTpoyovayv T&V 7rpa)Ta)v, ot Te\evT(t)(rr) fiev Trj TrpoTepa
B

7repi&amp;lt;f)opa
TOV 6^779 %povov eyetTovovv, TrjcrBe Se KCLT a^a9

(j)VOVTO TOVTCOV 7^ OVTOi
KT)pVK&amp;lt;$ eyeVOvB* rffJLLV T&)V

\oyayv, ot vvv VTTO TTO\\OJV ovtc op6a)s cnricrTOvvTai. TO

yap evTevOev, olp,ai, %pr) gvvvoelv. e^o/jievov
l

yap eVrt TO&amp;gt;

Toi/9 TrpecrflvTas eVl TTJV TOV ?rat8o9 ievai
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;vcriv,

e/c TWV

av, Keifievwv 8 ev yf), 7rd\iv eicel ^VVKTTCL-

teal dvaftiwo fcoiJLevovs e^reddai Trj TpoTrrj avvavaicv-

K\ovfjivov$
2

et9 TavavTia T?)9 yeveaews, teal yrjyeveis Srj

C fcaTa TOVTOV TOV \6yov % dvdyfcrjs fyvofievovs OVTCOS e^ew
Tovvofjia Kal TOV \6yov, ocrof9 /i?) $609 avT&v et9 a\\r)v

NE. SH. KofjLiSrj fjiev ovv TOVTO ye eireTai, rot9

d 8r) TOV ftiov ov eVl r?}9 K^oz/ou &amp;lt;/)f79

elvai, Svvd/jLews, TTOTepov ev e/ceivai? TJV rat9 Tpoirals rj
ev

TalcrBe ; Trjv /mev yap TWV a&Tpwv Te Kal rj\iov /jLeTa/3o\r)V

Srj\ov &)9 ev eKaTepaw ^v/jLTTiTTTei Tals Tpoirals yiyveaQai.

ttE. KaXw9 TO) \6y(p v/ju7rap7j/co\ov0r]Kas. o & ijpov

D Trepl TOV TrdvTa avTOfjiaTa yiyvecrOai ro?9 dv6pa)7roi,$, rjKiaTa

T?79 vvv e&amp;lt;TTL fca0(TTijtcvia$ (f&amp;gt;opd$,
aXV 771; Kal TOVTO 7-979

e/jLTTpocrOev. Tore yap avTrjs TrpwTov TTJS KVK\r)crea)S ?jpX v

7ri/jLe\ov/jLevo&amp;lt;; 0X779 o ^eo9 ft&amp;gt;9 vvv KaTa TOTTOVS, TavTov

TOVTO V7TO OeO)V dpftOVTCOV TTaVTrj TCi TOV KO&amp;lt;TJJLOV /JLep^J

^ieiXrjfju^eva. Kal &rj Kal TO, %wa KaTa yevrj Kal dye\as
olov vofJit}^ Oeloi SieiX.rjffrea av SaifJioves, avTapK^s 6t9 TTCLVTCL

E e/ca&amp;lt;TT09 e/tao-rot9 &&amp;gt;v 0^9 auro9 eve/jiev, wo~Te OVT aypiov rjv

ov&ev ovTe aXX^Xco^ e&ajoai, TroXeyu-09 Te OVK evrjv ov&e

TO TrapaTrav aXXa 6\ oaa Trjs TOiavTr]&amp;lt;$ eo-T\

eTro/jieva, /jivpC av eirj \eyeiv. TO S ovv TWV
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wise the corpses of them that have died by violence at this

time go through the same changes quickly, and in a few days
are dissolved and gone clean out of sight.

Socrates. But how were creatures then brought forth,

and after what manner were they begotten of their kind ?

Stranger. It is manifest, Socrates, that none was then

naturally begotten of his kind, but that the earth-born kind

they tell of was that which came up again from the earth in

those days, whereof our first forefathers had remembrance

who lived in the time next after the end of the former

Period, being born at the beginning of this present one.

From their mouth hath word concerning these things
come down unto us : which of many is not believed

;

but herein they err
;

for consider what followeth next :

After the old men who go back to childhood, there follow in

their turn the men who are already dead and lying in their

graves ;
these begin therein to be compacted anew out of their

elements, and when his time cometh unto each of them in

the cycle of generation whose motion is contrary to the former

motion, he riseth from the dead. Thus were men, of necessity,

earth-born in those days, and this name of earth-born which

we have received is the true name of them all, save of those

whom God translated to some other portion.

Socrates. Yea, indeed, this followeth from that which

went before. But tell me the life thou sayest men led

when Cronus reigned, was it in that Period or in this ?

For tis plain that the change whereof thou speakest in the

course of the stars and the sun falleth to happen in each.

Stranger. Well hast thou followed the argument ;
and

thy question is to be answered thus : That the age when
all things came forth spontaneous for the use of man con-

grueth not with this present motion, but with that which

was before
;

for then did God control with his providence the

whole revolution, and all the parts of the Universe every
where were divided amongst gods appointed to rule over them,
as now gods rule over certain places ; and, moreover, living

creatures, according to their kinds, were assigned unto angels,
as flocks unto divine shepherds, each angel being wholly suffi

cient in all things for his own flock, so that there was then

no savagery, no devouring of one another, no war or sedition
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dvdpcoTrcov \e%0ev avTOfjLaTOV Trept, /3t,ov Bid TO TOiovoe

i. #609 evepev avrovs avros eTCHTTaTwv, icaOdirep vvv

v ov erepov detoTepov, d\\a yevij

vofievovert, vepovTos Se e/ceivov 7ro\irelai re ov/c r]

272 ov8e KT7J(T^ yvvaiKwv /cal TralSwv e /e 7^9 yap a

trdvres, ovSev ^^vri^kvoi rwv TTpocrOev d\\a ra fiev

roiavra dTT-rjv irdvra, Kapirov^ Be
d(f&amp;gt;66vov&amp;lt;&amp;gt; el^ov airo re

oev&pwv fcal 7ro\\fj$ v\r)^ a\\7}&amp;lt;$, ov% VTTO

(f&amp;gt;vofievovs,
dXX* avTOfJidr^ dvaSiSovcnis rr)? 7^9.

Be /cal darpwroi 9vpav\ovvres rd 7ro\\d eve/Aovro TO ydp

aurot? a\virov fce/cpaTO, /zaXa/ca? 8e evvds el^ov

e/c 77)9 ?roa9
d&amp;lt;p@6vov.

TOV Srj ftiov, o)

B %(*)KpaT$, drcovecs /j,ev TOV TWV eVt Kpovov TovSe o\

ov ^0709 eirl Ato9 elvat, TOV vvvi, Trapwv avTos fjcrOrja cu.

Kpivai, S avTolv TOV evSai/jLOve&Tepov dp* dv Svvaco re /cal

NE. SO.

HE. BouXet 8r^ra 70; oroi Tpoirov Tivd $ia/cpiva) ;

NE. i/O. TLdvv /j,6v ovv.

Et fjiev TOLVVV 01
T^Q^&amp;gt;I^OL

TOV Kpovov,

OVTCO 7ro\\rjs (7^0X7)9 fcal Svvd/jLews TTpos TO

dvOpcoTTOis aXXa /cal Or^pioi,^ Std \oya)v

C ^vyyiyveaBat, /caT6^pa)VTO TOVTOIS ^v/jLTraaiv eVl
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;i\o&amp;lt;ro(f)iav,

/jLTa T 6r)piwv /cal /^er* d\\r)\a}v o/AiXovvTes, /cal irvvda-

vofjuevoi irapd Trdcrrjs (frvarecos 66 Tivd rt9 Ibiav ^vvafjav

e^ovaa rjcrOeTo TI Sidtyopov TWV d\\a)v et9 crvvayvp/jiov

&amp;lt;f)pOV1j(T(t)S, eVKplTOV, OTL TWV VVV Oi TOT6
ftU/Jtft) 7T/D09

evSai/jLoviav oiefapov. el Be efJL7ri7r\dfjLevoi, aiTwv doyv /cal

TTOTWV SieXeyovTO TTpbs aXX?;Xof9 /cal ra Orjpla /jLV0ovs, ola

D ST^ real Ta vvv Trepl avT&v \eyovTai, /cal TOVTO, W9 ye

a TTJV e/j,r)V So^av d7ro&amp;lt;f)r)va(T0ai,
/cal /LiaX evtcpiTov.

ovv TavTa jiev a&amp;lt;xwu/6^, ec9 dv r
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at all : nay, time would fail to tell of all the consequences of

that dispensation.

Now, therefore, hearken, and I will declare the truth that

is in the old Tale of the time when all things came forth

spontaneous. God himself was then the Overseer and Shep
herd of men, even as now man, being as a god amongst the

creatures which are beneath him, is the shepherd of their

tribes. When God was our Shepherd there was no civil

government, and men had not wives and children, but all came

up into life again from the Earth, without remembrance of

aught before. Instead of these things they had in abundance,

from trees and other plants, fruits which the Earth without

husbandry brought forth spontaneous. For the most part they
lived without raiment and without couches, in the open air

;

for the seasons were tempered to do them no hurt
;
and soft

beds had they in the grass which sprang abundantly from the

Earth.

Now have I told thee, Socrates, of the life which was when
Cronus reigned ;

as for the life which now is, which they say
is under the rule of Zeus, thou art here thyself and kiiowest

what it is. Canst thou, and wilt thou, determine which of

these two lives is the happier ?

Socrates. I cannot.

Stranger. Shall I then determine this for thee after some

sort ?

Socrates. Prithee do.

Stranger. Well then, if the nurslings of Cronus, having
so great leisure and faculty of joining in discourse not only
with men but with beasts, made use of their opportunity all

for the getting of wisdom, conversing with beasts and one

with another, and inquiring everywhere of Nature if haply any

part thereof had some peculiar faculty, and perceived, better

than another part, aught which might be of advantage for the

ingathering of true knowledge, if this, I say, was their manner
of life, twould be no hard matter to determine our question :

they were a thousand times happier than we are. And even

if, after they had eaten and drunken their fill, they passed the

time telling tales one to another and to the beasts such tales

as even to this day are told of them, twould still, I declare,

be easy to determine our question ; nevertheless, let us put
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Trorepcos o rore ra? emvpas e%ov rrep re

7ri(rrr)fjLwv real r^9 rwv \6ycov %pela&amp;lt;$
ov & evetca rov

fjL,vdov rjyeipa/jiev, rovro \eKreov, iva rb fierd rovro et? TO

TrpbffOev Trepalvay/jiev. ^TreiBrj yap Trdvrwv rovrcov y^povos

ere\e&amp;lt;*)6r) Kal fjLera/3o\r)V eSe^ yiyveaQai, /cal &rj KOI TO

E yrfivov 77^77 Trav avrfKwro 76^09, Tracra? efcdcmjs T?}?

Ta9 yeveo-eis dTroSeSw/cvias, o&a TJV efcdo-rr}

Tocravra et9 7771 (77Tp/jiaTa Tre&ovcnis, TOTC $r) rov

fjiev KV/BepvriTrjs, olov 7nj$a\i(t)v oia/cos
tt^&amp;gt;eyLtez/09,

et9

avrov r

JTpLO)7rr]v aTrecmj, rbv &e 8/7 Kocrpov iraXiv dve-

&amp;lt;TTp(&amp;gt;ev elfjiapfjievrj
T6 /cal

%V/JL(})VTO&amp;lt;&amp;gt; enndvfJiLa, TTCIVTCS ovv

01 Kara rov$ roirovs crvvdp^ovre^ rw /jLeyiarw Bai/jLovt, 6eoi,

7^o^T9 77877 TO yiyvo/Aevov, d&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ie(rav
av ra pepr) rov KOCT/JLOV

273 T7}9 avrwv 7Ti/ji\La&amp;lt;;.
6 8e /jLerao-rpetyo/jievo*; Kal J~V/JL-

^PX^?9 T6 Kal re\evrr)s evavriav op

rro\vv eV eauTco rroi&v, a\\r}v av
&amp;lt;f)0opav

aTretpydo-aro. fiera $&amp;gt;e ravra 7rpo\66vros iKavov

, Qopv/Bwv re Kal rapa^ri^ ifir) rravo^vos Kal

, ya\rjvrj&amp;lt;; 7rL\a/3o/jLevos 6^9 Te TOZ^ elaydora

rov kavrov KaraKO(7/JiovfjLvo(; fji, 7ri/Ae\,iav Kal

B e^d)v auT09 r&v ev avTu&amp;gt; re Kal eavrov, rrjv rov Brj/jLtovpyov

Kal Trarpos dTro/jLvrj/JLOvevwv SiBdxfjv et9 SvvafJLW. Kar

tip^d^ fjiev ovv aKpiffearepov drrereXei,, re\evrwv Be dfJLJ3\v-

repov. rovra)v Se avrw ro awjjLaroe&es rrjs

airiov, ro rfjs rrd\ai rrore
^&amp;gt;ucre&)9 vvrpo&amp;lt;j)ov,

on

r)v fjuere-^ov dra1~ia&amp;lt;$ rrplv et9 rov vvv KOCT^OV d&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;iKecr0ai.

irapa /jiev yap rov crvvOevros rrdvra Ka\d KeKr^rai rcapd

C &e T?79 efjiTTpoaOev efeaK, oaa ^a\errd Kal aSiKa ev ovpavw

yiyverai,, ravra ef eKeivrjs avros re e%ei Kal T0t9 fooot?

evarrepyd^erai. perd ^ev ovv rov Kvpepvijrov rd fwa

rpe(f&amp;gt;cov
ev avrw cr/juKpa fjiev (f&amp;gt;\avpa, fjieyd\a Se everLKrev

dyaOd ^(jDpi^o^evo^ Be eKeivov rbv eyyvrara %povov del
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it away, until some one shall appear who is able to show

us credibly which way these ancients were inclined in regard
of knowledge and discourse : meanwhile let us speak of that

for the sake whereof this Tale was started, that the next part
of our argument may go forward.

When the time of all these men was fulfilled, and the

change must needs come, and of the generation of them that

arose out of the Earth there was none left, and every Soul had

rendered her tale of births, according to the number of times

appointed for her to fall and be sown upon the Earth, then

did the Governor of the Universe let go, as it were, the tiller,

and depart into his own watch-tower, and Fate and inborn

Impulse began to cause the Universe to revolve backwards

again. Straightway all the gods which, in their several

places, bore rule together with the Great God, when they
knew what was done, likewise left their provinces without

oversight. Then was the Universe shaken as with a great

earthquake through his depths by reason of the concussion of

the reversed revolution and the strife betwixt the two con

trary motions whereof the one was ending and the other

beginning ; whereby was wrought a fresh destruction of

living creatures of every kind.

Thereafter, when the due time was accomplished, the

Universe at last ceased from tumults and confusion and

earthquakes, and coming into a calm, and being set in order for

the course wherein it useth to go, therein went, itself having

superintendency and dominion over itself and all that in it is,

calling to mind alway, as it was able, the teaching of the

Maker and Father of all.

At first the things which it brought forth were more

perfectly wrought, but at last more roughly : the cause

whereof was the corporeal part which was mixed in the

original nature of things, the which was full of confusion

before that it came unto the present order. From Him who

composed it the Universe hath all things fair and good ;
but

from the former state thereof come all the things difficult and

unrighteous which in itself it hath, and bringeth to pass in

the creatures which it fashioneth. Therefore when it was with

the Governor, the evil creatures it brought forth were few,

and the good were in abundance
;
but when it was separated
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T?)? d&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ecrea&amp;gt;s
tfaXXtcrra Tcdvra bidyei, irpolovTO^ 8e TOV

Xpovov Kal \rjd^ eyycyvofJLevijs ev avrw /j,a\\ov KOI 8vva-

D Brevet, TO
TT}&amp;lt;?

TraXcua? dvap/jboo-Tuas irdOos, TeXeuTwi&amp;gt;TO&amp;lt;? Se

e%av6el TOV xpovov teal cr/jLiKpd pev rdyaOd, 7ro\\rjv Se rrjv

TWV evavrlcov Kpacrw eTrey/cepavvv/jLevos eVl
8ia&amp;lt;f)0opas

/civ&vvov avrov re a^Kvelrai teal rwv ev avrw. Sio 8r/

teal TOT 7]$7j Oeos 6 teoafjLrjcras avrov, KaOop&v ev a

ovra, KTjBofjLevo^ iva
fj,rj ^eifjiaadel^ VTTO rapa-^j)^

et? rov
TT}&amp;lt;? dvo/jLOioTTjTos aTreipov ovra TOTTOV Svrj, irdkiv

e(f)6$po&amp;lt;;
avrov rwv rrr]^a\iwv ytyvofjievos, rd vo&rfcravra Kal

E \vOevra ev rfj Ka& eavrov irporepa Trepio&w

/coo-pet re /eal ercavopOwv dOdvarov avrov Kal

direpryd^erai. rovro fjiev ovv reXo? drcdvrwv eipijrat,
TO

eVl Tr)v TOV /3a&amp;lt;rt\eo)9 drroSei^Lv iKavov eK TOV

aTTTO/jievois TOV \6yov. aTpecfrOevTos yap av TOV

TrfV errl TTJV vvv yeveo~iv 6Sbv TO rr)? rjXiKia? av

tcrraro Kal KCLIVCL rdvavrla aTreBiSov rot? Tore. rd

yap VTTO cr/j,iKpoTr]TOS o\lyov SeovTa
rj&amp;lt;pavi(70ai

TWV

ra S e/c 7779 veoyevrj (rco/xara vroXta
(f&amp;gt;vvra

rrd

et? yfjv Karrjei. Kal raXXa re rcdvra

274 /3a\\ev, dTTO/ju/jLov/jieva Kal ^vvaKO\ovdovvTa ra&amp;gt; TOV

,, Kal Brj Kal TO TT}? Kvtjaeo)^ Kal yevvrjcrews Kal

il/jLrjfjLa o-vveirreTo rot? Trdcnv VTT dvdyKijs. ov yap

e^rfv er
1

ev yfj Si erepcov arvviO TavTcov
&amp;lt;pvecr0at, ^wov, d\\d

KaOdjrep ray KocrfjiO) rrpocrereTaKTO avroKpaTopa elvai
rr}&amp;lt;

avrov Tropelas, ovrw Srj icard ravrd Kal rot? fjuepeatv aurot?

St avTO)v, KaO oaov olov T TJV, fyveiv re Kal yevvdv Kal

Tpe&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;et,v Trpoa-eraTTeTo VTTO TT}? o/xota&amp;lt;? dywyrjs. ov 8e

B o Xo yo? Mp^Ke Tra?, CTT avra) vvv e(Tfj*ev 7/877. Trepl
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from him, at first for a while after the separation it performed
all things exceeding well

;
and then, as time went on, and

forgetfulness grew more and more within it, discord, inherent

from of old, gained ever greater mastery and at last burst

forth
;
and things good that were produced being few, and the

admixture of the opposite sort being great, the Universe came

into danger of being destroyed together with all that was in it.

Wherefore, when things were come to this pass, God, who
fashioned this Order, perceiving that it was in distress, and

careful lest, being tossed in the storm of so great a tumult, it

should be loosed asunder and founder down into the measure

less deep of Confusion, again took up His post at the helm
;

arid having turned round that which was gone the way of

disease and dissolution in the former Period when the

Universe was left to itself, put all in order, and restored the

Universe to the right way, and made it exempt from death

and old age.

Here endeth the Tale : now let us return, and take up
the beginning thereof, which will suffice for our setting forth

of &quot; The
King.&quot;

When the Universe was turned back, and went the way
of this present sort of generation, then again did man s age
first stand still, and thereafter straightway began to bring-

forth things new, in the order contrary to that of the former

period ;
for those creatures which, by reason of their small-

ness, were all but vanished away, began to grow bigger, and

the bodies of men newly come forth from the Earth, which

were born grey-headed, died again, and went down into the

Earth
;
and all other things were likewise changed, according

to the changed condition of the Universe, their Example and

Controller
;
and among these things which were of necessity

so changed were the Conception and Birth and Nourishment

of living creatures
;

for no longer could a living creature

grow in the Earth, compacted together out of his elements

by others, but even as it was ordained unto the Universe to

be master of his own path, so also was it ordained, by the like

law, that the parts of the Whole, of themselves, as far as might
be, should bring forth, and beget, and provide nourishment.

Now, therefore, are we come whither our Whole Discourse

was bound.
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yap rwv a\\a)v Brjpiwv rro\\d av Kal

jiyvoiro, eg wv e/cacrra teal oY a? alrlas

rrepl Be dvOpcDTTcov fipa^vrepa Kal
/iaXXoi&amp;gt; TrpoarJKovra.

T&amp;gt;?9 jap rov KeKTTifjLevov Kal ve/jLOvros ?5yu,a9 Bai/jiovos a

fjiwdevres eTri/LteXeta?, rwv 7ro\\wv av Qfjpiwv, ocra

ra9
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;v&amp;lt;Tt,$ rjv, aTraypicodevrav, avrol Be acrdevels

C Kal d(f)v\aKToi yeyovores, SiypTrd^ovro VTT avrcov, Kal er

dfjirj^avoi,
Kal are^yoi, Kara rot/9

7rp&amp;lt;wroi&amp;gt;9 r}crav xpovovs,

are rrjs fiev avro^drj]^ Tpofyr}&amp;lt;$ 7rt,Xe\oi,7rvias, Tropi^eaOai Be

OVK eTTLcrrdfJievoi irco Bia TO ^Be/jLiav avrovs %pelav Trporepov

dvajKa^eiv. K rovrcov Trdvrwv ev
/jLe&amp;lt;yd\ais ^aav aTropia^.

oOev Br) ra ird\au \e^9evra irapa Oe&v Bwpa r)/jLii&amp;gt; BeBwpr}-

rat per dvayKalas Bt,Ba%7)s Kal TraiBevcrecDS, irvp (JLev Trapd

TlpofjirjOea)?, re^yai Be Trap H^atcrrou Kal rr)9 avvre^yov,

D cnrepfjiara Be av Kal (frvrd Trap
1

a\\a)v Kal 7rdv6\ OTrocra

rbv dvOptoirivov @LOV avyKarecrKevaKev, e/c rovrwv yeyovev,

eTretBrj TO pep K Oewv, oirep epprfOvj vvv Brf, r^9 eTri/jLeXeia?

e7re\i7Tv dvOp&Trovs, Bi, eavr&v Be eBei, TTJV re Biaycoyrjv Kal

Trjv 7ri/jL\iav avTOvs avTWV e^eiVj KadaTrep 0X09 o /coo*/u,09,

(j&amp;gt; v/jLitifjLOv/AVoi, Kal ^vveTTo/jievoi TOV del y^povov vvv

01/TW9, rore Be eKeivcos %a)/jiev re Kal (^vo^eOa. Kal TO

E 3^ TOU fjivOov TeXo9 e^ero), xprjai/jLov Be avrov

7T/509 TO KanBeiv, oaov rj/jidpTO/Aev aTro^vafJievoL rov

/3acri\iKov re Kal 7ro\iriKbv ev rut TrpoaOev \6&amp;lt;y&amp;lt;a.
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As for the beasts of the field, to tell how and by what

causes they were changed would be a long story ;
but our

proper concern is man, and a shorter story will suffice.

When we were bereft of the care of the god which had

gotten us to keep and tend, then came it to pass, because

the multitude of wild beasts, being fierce by nature, were

become more savage, and we ourselves were become weak

and defenceless, that we were harried by them
; and, more

over, at first, we were helpless, and without the aid of the

arts
;

for the food which grew spontaneous was now lacking,

and we knew not yet how to provide food, because that

aforetime need had not constrained us to make provision.

By reason of all these things were men in sore straits : where

fore it came to pass that those Gifts from the Gods whereof

the old stories tell were bestowed upon us, together with the

teaching and training which were needful
;

to wit, fire from

Prometheus, and the arts from Hephaestos and his mate
;
and

seeds and herbs from others : yea, all things which have

furnished man s life were thus brought forth, ever since the

time when the watch kept over us by the Gods, as I said

just now, failed us, and it behoved us to spend our lives by
ourselves, caring for ourselves

;
even as the whole Universe

must care for itself; the which we imitating and following

alway throughout all ages do live and grow up, now after this

manner, and then again after that manner.

Here endeth our Tale
;
the use whereof will be to make

us see how wrongly we set forth the nature of the King and

Statesman in our former Discourse.

Before I go on to offer observations on the Politicus Myth,
I will supplement the foregoing translation of it by giving a

translation of the Myth of the Golden Age of Cronus as it

appears also in the Laws.
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Laws 712E-714 A

712 E A. &quot;O^Tto?
7&quot;P&amp;gt;

W dpiCTTOL, 7TO\iT{,MV yU,6Te^Te O-9

Se wvo/ACLKa/jiev vvv, OVK elal TroXtretcu, TroXeaw &e olKqaeis

713 Seo-TTO^o/jLevwv re KOI Bov\evov&amp;lt;ra)v ^epeaiv eavTwv Tiai, TO

rov SeaTTorov be etcdcrTT) irpoo-ayopeverai, /cpdros. %priv $\

TOV TOIOVTOV TT}V 7TO\LV $l eTTOPO/JLa^ecrOai, TO TOV

s TMV TOV vovv e^ovTdov SecrTrofo^ro? 6eov ovopa

\eyeo-0ai.

KA. T/5 8 o 6&amp;gt;eo?;

A@. *Ap ouv /jivOay cr/Aifcpd 7 ert TTpoa^prjaTeov, el

p,e\\OfMev eya/ieXco? vrw? Srfk&crai TO vvv epa)TO)/jLevov ;

OVKOVV %pr) TavTTj Spav ;

A. Twy yap Brj 7r6\ea)v, wv efJUTTpocrBev ra9 !~vvoitcij-

B cre9 ^irfKOofjbev, en Trporepa rovrwv 7rdfji7ro\v \eyerai rt9

re /cal ot/^cr^ jeyovevac eVt K^WOL

e^ovcrd eaTiv, YJTIS TWV vvv dpiara

* * * # Tt *

713 C &amp;lt;fnjfJ,v)V
TOLVVV TrapaSeSey/jLeOa Trjs TWV Tore fia/caplas

^0)7)9, 0)9 dcf)0ovd re /cat avTOfjiara TTCUVT el^ev. 77 ^e

TOUTO&amp;gt;I&amp;gt; atria \eyeTat, TOidSe Tt9* yiyvcocrfCtov o JZpovos dpa,

fcaOdirep rj/JLeis ^&amp;gt;ie\jf\.v6ai^ev, 009 dvOpwirela &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;varis
ovSe /j,la

itcavr) rd
dv6p(jL&amp;gt;mva

Sioucovcra avTOKpdrwp irdvra
fjirj

v/3pe(t)S re KOI d^iKias fj.eo rovo Oaiy ravr ovv

D e(/crT?7 (
/9acrtXea9 re real dp^ovra^ ra?9 Tro\e&amp;lt;riv rj/AWv OVK

,
aXXa

&amp;lt;yevovs OeiOTepov re KOI d^eivovos,

olov vvv ?7/xet9 Bpcofjiev ro?9 TTOI^VLOLG-I KOI o(rct)v
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Athenian Stranger. The cities whereof we just now spake
are not polities, or true cities, but mere dwelling-places, the

inhabitants whereof are slaves in subjection unto certain ones

among themselves
;
and each one of these dwelling-places is

called
&quot;

the government of such and such,&quot; after them that

be masters therein : but, if it is meet that a city should be

called after her masters, the True City will be called after

God, who verily ruleth over men of understanding.
Cleinias. And who is this God ?

Atli. I must still, for a little while, use Fable for the

more convenient answering of thy inquiry what thinkest

thou?

Cleinias. Yea Fable.

Atli. Before that those cities were, the inhabitation

whereof we have set forth in the former part of this Dis

course yea, very long time before these it is told that there

was a Government and Settlement when Cronus was King ;

whereof the blessedness was great, and whichsoever city is

now ordered best is an image of that exemplar.******
This, then, is the Tale which we have received concerning

the blessed life of the men who lived in those days : It telleth

that they had all things, without stint, spontaneous, and that

the cause thereof was this : Cronus, saith the Tale, knowing
that Human Nature could in no wise be left with sole

authority in the administration of all things human and yet
not become a vessel filled with insolency and injustice, took

thought of the matter, and set over our cities, to be kings
and rulers thereof, not men, but those of a more divine and

excellent sort, to wit, Daemons
; just as we ourselves do with

193
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rjjjiepoi eicriv o/yeXat* ov /3o{/9 {3oa&amp;gt;v ovBe alyas alywv

iroiov/Jiev avToiai Tivas, a\\a rj^eis 7 avrwv

apeivov eiceivwv 76^05. ravrov &r) Kal 6

dpa [KOL] &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;L\av0p(07ro$
&v TO yevos a^zivov

TO TWV Scu/jLovcov, o Bia TToXX?}? fjiev avTol?

E TroXX?}? 8* rj/jiiv 7ri,/
JLe\ovfjLVov rj/Jicov, elo7]VY]v T6 Kal alow

Kal evvofiLav Kal afyOovlav SiKrjs Trape^o^ev

Kal evSaifjiova Ta TCOV dv0pa)7ra)v aTreipyd^eTO yevij.

Srj Kal vvv OUTO? o ^070? aXrjdela ^pcoyLteyo?, eo? ocrcov av

rrokewv pr} Oeos d\\d r^9 apX?} OvrjTos, OVK GCTTL

ovSe TTOVCOV dvdffrv^w d\\d fJUfieltjOai Selv

Trday fjirj^avfj
TOV eVl TOV Kpovov \eyofjievov /3iov,

Kal ocrov ev rjfjilv dOavacrias evea-Ti, TOVTCD Tre

714 $7jfjLOcriq
Kal ISia ra? T olKrjcreLS Kal ra? TroXet?

Tr]V TOV vov Biavofjirjv eTrovo/jid^ovTas VO/JLOV.
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our cattle and flocks for we set not oxen over oxen, or goats

over goats, but we ourselves rule over them, being of a race

more excellent than theirs. In like manner God, they say,

of his loving-kindness toward men, set over us the race of

Daemons, which is more excellent than ours
;
and they, to

their own great content and to ours, caring for us, and

providing for us peace, and modesty, and good government,
and justice without stint, made the nations of mankind

peaceable and happy.
This Tale, then, hath in it truth, inasmuch as it signifieth

that whichsoever city hath not God, but a mortal man, for

ruler, hath no way of escape from evils and troubles : where

fore, according to the admonition of the Tale, must we by all

means make our life like unto the life which was when

Cronus was King ;
and in so far as that which is Immortal

dwelleth in us, must we be obedient unto the voice thereof in

all our doings private and public, and govern our households

and cities according to Law, which, being interpreted, is the

Award of Reason. 1

1 This Myth ought to be taken in close connection not only with the Politicus

Myth, but with the Discourse of Diotima, in the Symposium, and the doctrine of

Daemons set forth in that Discourse ; for which see pp. 434 ff. infra.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE POLITICUS MYTH

I

I cannot do better at the outset than refer the reader for

the general characteristics of the Politicus Myth to Jowett s

Introduction to the Statesman (Dialogues of Plato}, where his

admirable remarks, indeed, leave little to be added. The

philosophical import of the Myth, it will be gathered from

Jowett s remarks, consists in its presentation of the &quot;

distinc

tions between God causing and permitting evil, and between

his more or less immediate government of the world.&quot;

Interesting observations will also be found on the art with

which Plato gives verisimilitude to his own Myth
&quot;

by adopt

ing received traditions (as the tradition about the sun having

originally risen in the West and that about the y7jyeveis~)

traditions of which he pretends to find an explanation in his

own larger conceptions.&quot; We have had instances of this art

in the Platonic Myths already examined, which we have found

securing credit to themselves by explaining not only old

traditional Myths, but the facts and doctrines of
&quot; modern

science
&quot;

;
and we have found the same art employed by

Dante.

Having referred to Jowett s Introduction l
for a general

view of this Myth, I will now add some observations on special

points.

The doctrine of periodical terrestrial
&amp;gt;f

catastrophes,&quot; uni

versal or local, leaving on each occasion a few scattered

survivors to build up society afresh, mythologically explained
in the Politicus, was part of the

&quot;

science
&quot;

of Plato s day,
2 and

was afterwards a prominent tenet of the Peripatetics.
3

It was also
&quot;

scientific
&quot;

in Plato s day to explain at least

the general course of terrestrial phenomena as caused by the

motion of the Heavens. It is thus that the phenomena of

1
I would also refer to Grote s Plato, ii. 480, note s a long and instructive

note ; and to Stallbaum s Prolegomena to the Politicus.
2 Laws, iii. 676 ff.

3 See Newman s notes on Arist. Pol. ii. 5. 1269 a 5 and 6.
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KOL (frOopd in this sublunary region are accounted for

by Aristotle.
1

Putting together the occurrence of terrestrial catastrophes

(cf. Tim. 22 if.) and the influence of the motion of the

Heavens, both vouched for by &quot;science,&quot; Plato imagines the

catastrophes as shocks produced by sudden changes in the

direction of the motion. The western rising of the sun in the

Atreus Myth may have suggested this explanation to him
;

or he may have known the Egyptian tradition recorded

by Herodotus
(ii. 142), that during eleven thousand three

hundred and forty years of Egyptian history the sun on four

occasions altered his course,
&quot; twice rising where he now sets

and twice setting where he now rises.&quot; Although another

rationale of the Egyptian tradition (or of Herodotus s version

of it) has been given,
2
I venture to suggest that whereas East

is left and West is right as one faces the mid-day sun in the

northern hemisphere, while East is right and West is left to

the spectator in the southern hemisphere, the &quot;Egyptian

tradition
&quot; was awkwardly built upon the tale of some traveller

coming from south of the equator, who said truly that he had

seen the sun rise on his right hand and set on his left.

II

Zeller (Plato, Eng. Transl. p. 383, n. 44) says,
&quot; Of course

(cf. Tim. 36 E, and elsewhere) Plato is not in earnest in

supposing that God from time to time withdraws from the

government of the world.&quot;

Since the supposition of God s intermittent agency is made
in a Myth, Plato is certainly not &quot;

in earnest
&quot;

with it, in the

sense of laying it down dogmatically as a scientific axiom.

But is he more &quot; in earnest
&quot;

with the supposition of the

continuous agency of God in the Timaeus ? That supposition
is equally part of a Myth ;

Timaeus ipse totus mythicus est?

The truth is that, however Plato represents God and he

1 De Gen. et Corr. ii. 10, 336 a 26, and cf. Zeller s Aristotle, Eng. Transl. i.

580 ff.

2 See Rawlinson s note arf loc.
3
Couturat, de Platonis Mythis, p. 32.
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sometimes represents him in immense cosmic outlines, some

times on a smaller scale and more anthropomorphically the

representation is always for the imagination, mythical. And
it ought not to be forgotten that the supposition of God s

intermittent agency is advanced in the Politicus in order to

explain (mythologically, of course) the fact which Plato does

not shut his eyes to even in the Timaeus, where he supposes

(still in Myth) the continuity of God s government the fact

of the existence of evil, both physical and moral, in a world

supposed to be governed by God. In maintaining the exist

ence of evil Plato is certainly
&quot;

in earnest.&quot;

It is worth noting that the representation given by the

Politicus Myth of the opposition between God and Matter

good and evil as an opposition of motions is common to the

Myth with the astronomy of Plato s day ;
but whereas the

Politicus Myth makes motion in God s direction alternate

with motion in the world s direction, astronomical theory
makes the two motions go on for ever simultaneously, i.e.

the eternal motion of the whole Cosmos from East to West
carries round the inner spheres, whose own motions take place

from West to East.

For a full discussion of the astronomy of the Politicus

Myth I would refer the reader to Mr. Adam s Republic, vol. ii.

295 ff. Mr. Adam s view is that the two cycles (the motion

in God s direction, and that in the opposite direction) are of

equal length, and that each of them represents a Great Year

the Great Year being 36,000 years.

Ill

To yrfivov 77877 TTCLV avrfXwTo yevos (Politicus, 272 D).

The &quot;

Eesurrection
&quot;

of the Politicus Myth and &quot;

Metempsy
chosis

&quot;

may be regarded as parallel products of imagination.

Metempsychosis assumes a fixed number of souls created once

for all and continuing always in existence. New souls are not

created
;
the souls which animate the bodies of men in each

successive generation are always souls which had been in

carnate in former generations. In Rep. 611 A, Plato ex-
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pressly lays it down that the number of souls in existence is

always the same without augmentation or diminution.
1 This

tenet involved in Metempsychosis Plato shares with the

aborigines of Australia. Messrs. Spencer and Gillen say :

2

The idea is firmly held that the child is not the direct result

of intercourse 3 that it may come without this, which merely, as it

were, prepares the mother for the reception and birth of an already
formed spirit child who inhabits one of the local totem centres. . . .

In the native mind the value of the Churinga (stone or wooden

objects lodged in a cave or other storehouse, near which women
do not pass) lies in the fact that each one of them is intimately
associated with, and is indeed the representative of, one of the

Alcheringa ancestors, with the attributes of which it is endowed.

When the spirit part has gone into a woman, and a child has, as a

result, been born, then that living child is the re-incarnation of

that particular spirit individual. 4

As Metempsychosis makes the same soul, so Eesurrection

makes the same body, serve more than one life. There is a

store of old bodies, as there is of souls, upon which a new

generation draws. The store of souls assumed by Metempsy
chosis is never exhausted, being recruited as fast as it is drawn

upon ;
but the store of adult bodies in the

&quot; Kesurrection
&quot;

of

the Politicus Myth is at last exhausted, for each adult body,
when in its turn it rises from the dead, grows smaller and

smaller till it becomes the body of an infant and vanishes

away.
One might develop Plato s myth, and say that it is these

vanished infants which reappear after the manner of ordinary

1
Cf. Rohde, Psyche, ii. 279.

2 Tlie Native Tribes of Central
Australia^ p. 265.

3 Cf. Myer and Nutt s Voyage of Bran, ii. 82, on the widespread idea of con

ception, without male intervention, through swallowing a worm in a drink, or

through some other means.
4
Spencer and Gillen s Native Tribes of Central Australia, p. 138. Before

going to press I have not had an opportunity of seeing Messrs. Spencer and
Gillen s new book, The Northern Tribes of Central Australia, but I transcribe

the following sentences from a notice of it in the Athenaeum (July 9, 1904) :

: These tribes believe that in every child the soul of a mythical Alcheringa
ancestor of a given totem is re-incarnated. These totem souls haunt the places,
marked by a tree or rock, where the ancestors went into the ground. There
the dying ancestors left stone amulets of a type familiar in Europe and America,
styled churinga. When a child is born his ancestral churinga is -sought, and
often is found near the place where the totem spirit entered his mother.&quot; Are
the &quot;articles belonging to the deceased,&quot; referred to p. 450 infra, parallel to

these Australian amulets ?
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birth, and grow back into adult size, when the revolution of

the Cosmos is reversed. This would be in accordance with

the belief, by no means confined to such primitive minds as

those of the Australian aborigines, observed by Messrs.

Spencer and Gillen, that intercourse is after all not the real

cause of the birth of a child : that the child hardly dis

tinguished as
&quot;

soul
&quot; and &quot;

body
&quot;

is one who returns from

the world of the departed and enters into the mother. The

relationship between such a view of the nature of procreation
and the custom of counting kinship through the mother, not

through the father, is of course obvious.

That the notion of Resurrection, then, recommends itself

to the imagination in much the same way as the notion of

Metempsychosis is what I wish to suggest to the student of

the Politicus Myth. The two notions are closely allied and,

indeed, tend to coalesce. The distinction between soul and

body is a hard one for the imagination to maintain
;
thus it

is very imperfectly maintained in the following instance:
&quot; The Jesuits relate that among the Hurons there were special

ceremonies for little children who died at less than two

months old; their bodies were not put in coffins in the

cemeteries, but buried upon the pathway in order that they

might enter into the body of some passing woman and so be

born again ;

&quot; * and it is practically given up in the Christian

Eschatology which insists on the ultimate union of the soul

with its risen body.

IV

My remarks in this section will serve as introduction to

the &quot; Creation
Myths,&quot;

which we shall examine next.

The Politicus Myth may be distinguished as Aetiological

from the Eschatological Myths which we have examined

in the Phaedo, Gorgias, and Republic. The Eschatological

Myths are concerned immediately with the Ideas of Reason.

They set forth the Idea of Soul as subject of God s govern-

1 J. E. King on &quot;Infant Burial,&quot; in Classical Review, Feb. 1903, p. 83.

The souls of infants seem always to have caused difficulty ;
see Rohde, Psydw,

ii. 411-413, on dupoi., and Adam s note on Rep. 615 c, ruv d evOvs yevo^tvuv /ecu

6\l yov -^pbvov PLOVVTWV Tr^pt (L\\a ZXeyev OVK etca
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ment in the Cosmos, by depicting the future vicissitudes of

the tyvxr), not, of course, without reference to its past out of

which its future grows. The Aetiological Myth, on the other

hand, may set forth either Ideas of Eeason or Categories of

the Understanding. Thus the Timaeus (which is one great

Aetiological Myth) sets forth the Ideas of Soul and Cosmos,

by tracing their imaginatively constructed objects back to

causes which are unfolded in an account of the Creation of the

^rv-^Tj
and of the material world. The Phaedrus Myth, again,

sets forth the Categories of the Understanding aetiologically,

by showing that the a priori conditions of our knowledge of

sensible phenomena are abiding mental impressions caused by
a prenatal vision of the Eternal Forms in the vTrepovpdvios

T07T09. There are other myths which cannot be called either

Aetiological or Eschatological, but are merely Expository
either of Ideas of Eeason or of Categories of the Understanding

thus Diotima s Myth is an imaginative exposition of the

Idea of Soul as Love of Truth and Immortality, while

the functions of the Understanding are described imagi

natively in the Timaeus as revolutions like those of the

Cosmos.

The Politicus Myth, setting forth as it does the Idea of

Soul as subject of God s government in the Cosmos, is Aetio

logical in supplying a cause for the Evil which exists in the

world and man s life under God s government.
How does Plato think that we are helped out of the

profound difficulty about the existence of Evil by an Aetio

logical Myth of Changing World-periods ? The answer, if we
could give it, would be a complete theory of the influence

which Aetiological Myths exercise over the mind of man.

Here is the greatest difficulty of morals
;
and it is easily solved

by a fantastic story of the origin of the thing which makes
the difficulty !

Let me try to explain how Plato comes to attach such

value to this Aetiological Myth. First, Plato thinks that the

immensity of the difficulty is best illustrated in this way as

the tragic import of a great crisis on the stage or in real life

is sometimes illustrated by the trifling comment or behaviour

of some one present it may be of a child. Plato thinks that

his Myth, with its childish unconsciousness of difficulty, is
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valuable as enhancing our sense of the immensity of the diffi

culty, and so helping us to remove the difficulty the very

difficulty which it makes appear more immense. When we
know the real cause of any particular difficulty of detail we
have got a grip of it, as it were, and can generally overcome

it. We can never get this sort of grip of the difficulty about

the existence of Evil
;

for it is not a particular difficulty with

a particular discoverable solution, but a universal difficulty

a contradiction inherent in the very nature of the system
under which we live it puzzles us, and paralyses us the more

we try to remove it alrLas \oyiorjjL(p by particular explana

tions, more nostro. But Plato s Myth puts the difficulty once

for all in its true place exhibits it, in its immensity, as uni

versal
;
and the moral is You cannot solve it as you solve a

particular difficulty. Do not try to do so. See how immense

it is !

&quot; Put it by
&quot;

The cloud of mortal destiny,

Others will front it fearlessly

But who, like him, will put it by ?

This is the first part of the answer which I venture

to offer to the question, How does Plato think that

we are helped out of a profound difficulty by a childish

Myth ?

The second part of the answer I venture to state as

follows : It is very hard to
&quot;

put it by
&quot;-

impossible unless

one fancies it is enough merely to fancy that one has

somehow, at least partly, solved the difficulty which one is

asked to
&quot;

put by.&quot;
An attempt to solve a fundamental or

universal difficulty logically, by a thin process of reasoning,

can only end in a sense of failure
;
but a childish Myth, touch

ing, as it is apt to do, a vast complex of latent sensibilities,

may awaken a feeling of vague satisfaction. A childish Myth
may thus, after all, seem to solve a fundamental difficulty, so

far as to warrant one in
&quot;

putting it by
&quot;- the one important

thing being that we should &quot;

put it
by,&quot;

and act, not think

about it and hesitate. I suggest, then, that Plato s love of

the Aetiological Myth is due to the instinctive sympathy of

his many-sided genius with this shall I call it weakness ?

of human nature, which finds, amid doubts and difficulties,
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some satisfaction in fantastic explanation. Let me illustrate

this weakness, with which I suggest that Plato is in artistic

sympathy, by an instance of the use of the Aetiological Myth
in Finnish mythology by the Story of the Birth of Iron in

the Kalewala. But first let me say a few words about the

Kalewala by way of introduction to this story.

The great Finnish Epic, the Kalewala, was pieced together
about seventy years ago by Lonnrot out of Runes or Cantos

which had been, as they still are, sung separately by the

popular Laujola, or Minstrels. The Rune, or Canto, is the

unit of Finnish poetry, and may be fairly described as an

Aetiological Myth growing out of the magician s charm-

formula.

The chief personages in the Kalewala are not national

kings and warriors, as in other epics, but great magicians ;
and

the interest of the poem, or poems, is connected mainly with

the manner in which these great magicians show their power
over Nature, and Spirits, and Men. According to the Finnish

belief, everything done in life, even the simplest thing done

by the most ordinary person, has its appropriate charm-

formula is successfully done in virtue of the accompaniment
of the suitable word or words e.g. there is a word for success

fully laying the keel of a boat, and another for fixing the ribs,

and so on. If ordinary acts depend on the utterance of the

proper words, much more do the extraordinary acts of great

magicians. Wainamoinen, the chief magician-hero of the

Kalewala Runes, when he was building his magic boat forgot
three necessary words, and wandered over the whole Earth, and

at last found his way into the World of the Dead, in his search

for these lost words. Now these mighty words, which are the

arms wielded by the magician-hero, are mighty in that they
contain the cause of the thing on which he exercises his power.
He is confronted with difficulties and dangers in his adventur

ous career, and it is by telling a difficult or dangerous thing
its origin that he conquers it. If it is a wound to be cured

it is the Birth of Iron that the magician must know and

relate (Kal. ix. 29
ff.). If it is a monstrous bear that he

has to overcome he must first tell the story of the Origin of

the Bear (Kal. xlvi. 355). If it is a disease that he has to

exorcise, he can only do that by telling the disease its hidden
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name, and the place from which it came, and the way by
which it came {Kal. xlv. 23). If it is a snake-bite to be

healed, he must know the Ancestry of Snakes (Kal. xxvi. 695).

Thus, out of the charm-formula of the magician-hero the Aetio-

logical Myth arises especially when the singer of the Eune,

identifying himself, as he often does, with his magician-hero,
uses the first person.

The Kalewala is a loosely connected collection of Cantos,

in which magicians are the heroes, and charms the weapons,
the charms being words which reveal the nature and origin

of the things or persons overcome magic words which the

Finnish Eune -singers expanded into elaborate Aetiological

Myths. Among other races it is the prayer at the sacrifice

or offering, as Comparetti
l

observes, which is developed into

the Hymn, and then into the Myth ;
it is only among the

Finns that the charm-formula is so developed. Sorcery, not

as elsewhere ritual and custom, is here the germ of the

Aetiological Myth.

THE STORY OF THE BIRTH OF IRON 2

Wainamoinen, with blood streaming from a wound in his knee

made by his axe when he was building a boat, hurries from place
to place in his sledge, asking if any one knows the mighty words

which will heal the &quot; Iron s
outrage.&quot;

No one knows them. At
last he comes to a house in which there is a little grey-bearded
old man by the fireside, who, in answer to Wainamdinen s ques

tion, calls out to him as he sits in his sledge at the door :

&quot; Wilder streams, greater rivers than this have ere now been

tamed by three words of the High Creator.&quot; Wainamoinen rose

out of his sledge and crossed the courtyard and entered the

house. A silver cup and a golden tankard were brought and

soon were full of blood, and overflowing. The little old man
cried out from the fireside :

&quot;

Speak, who art thou amongst men,
of what people and nation, that already seven great basins and

eight tubs are filled with thy blood ? All magic words I know,

1 Der Kalewala, oder die traditioneUe Poesie der Finnen, p. 169 (German
edition, 1892).

2
I have translated this story (with considerable compression and omission)

from the German version of the Kalewala by Hermann Paul, published at

Helsingfors in 1885 to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the first publi
cation of the Finnish Epic.
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save only that one word, which declareth how Iron was fashioned

how the rusty metal arose.&quot;

Then Wainamoinen answered and said :

&quot;

I myself know the

source of Iron, and the first beginning of Steel.
&quot; Heaven is the primaeval mother, Water is the eldest child,

Iron is the youngest of the brethren, Fire is the middle son.

&quot;Ukko, the Almighty Creator, the Kuler of the wide

world, separated Heaven from Water, separated dry Land from

Water, before that Iron grew up, before that the rusty metal

arose.
&quot; The Creator of Heaven, Ukko, rubbed together his right

hand and his left, and pressed his two hands together, and laid

them both upon his knee
;
and straightway there came into being

three fair women, lovely daughters of Nature, who caused Iron to

come into being and the blue flashing Steel.
&quot;

Lightly the fair women floated away by the edge of the

clouds, and their swelling breasts were full of milk. The milk ran

down over the earth continually, over the fields, over the fens,

over the still waters and lakes. Black it flowed from the breasts

of the eldest, white in bright drops it fell from the breasts of the

second, red from the breasts of the youngest. She from whom
the black drops fell caused the soft Iron to come forth, she from
whom the white drops fell produced the glancing Steel, she from
whom the red drops fell brought forth the brittle Iron.

&quot; After a while Iron would a-wandering go, to visit his elder

brother Fire. But Fire was evilly minded towards him, and
blazed up, and would have consumed him

;
but Iron escaped out

of the hands of his fierce brother, out of the mouth of the

devouring Fire, and hid himself under the earth, in the bog, in

the deep-hidden spring, on the wide expanse of the fen where
the swans build their nests, on the ridge of the mighty cliff where
the eagle watches over his brood.

&quot; So Iron lay deep in the moist fen, kept himself there for

two years hidden
; yea, even in the third year lay quiet between

the crooked trunks, under the rotten birch-leaves.
&quot; Yet could he not escape out of his brother s hands

; again
must he return into the power of wicked Fire, and be forged into

tools and weapons.
&quot; One day the Wolf ran over the fen, one day the Bear trotted

growling over the moor. The footprints of the Wolf \vere plain,
the Bear left his track behind

;
and lo ! there the rusty Iron

appeared, there the glancing Steel, in the broad footprints of the

Wolf, in the Bear s great track.

&quot;Ilmarinen, the cunning Smith, came into the world, was born

on a coal-heap, grew up on the murky hill, with a hammer in his

hand, and little tongs under his arm. In the night was he born,
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and on the morrow went forth to seek a smithy and a place for

his bellows. He saw a piece of fenland, a wet morass
;
he went

near to look at it
;
and there he built him his smithy and put up

his bellows.
&quot; Soon he marked the footprints of the Wolf and the track of

the Bear on the fen, and saw the rusty Iron, found the Steel,

discovered in the Wolf s broad footprints, in the Bear s great
track.

&quot; Then spake the Smith : unhappy Iron ! What is

happened unto thee ! What unworthy place is this that thou

hast, under the Wolf s heavy feet, in the track of the clumsy
Bear ?

&quot; Thereafter he bethought him, and whispered to himself
;

What would come of it, if I cast the Iron into the Fire, into the

sparkling glow 1

&quot; Then did the anguish of the fear of death take hold of the

Iron, when it heard the terrible name of Fire.

&quot;But the Smith lifted up his voice, and said: Fear not,

poor Iron
;
Fire hurteth not his brother. If thou enterest into

the smithy, and layest thyself down in the furnace, thou shalt

rise up again more beautiful, thou shalt become a sharp sword for

men, a useful instrument for women.
&quot; The Smith took the Iron, and cast it on the glowing hearth,

and on the first day stirred up the flame, and yet again on the

second day, and the third. Slowly the glowing Iron was melted,

and boiled up in bubbles, and spread itself, like leavened dough,
within the flames of the mighty Fire.

&quot; Then cried the Iron in anguish :

*

Smith, have com

passion upon me
;
take me out of the burning Fire, out of the hot

flaming glow !

&quot; Then answered the Smith : If I take thee now out of the

Fire, thou mightest grow up to be evil, and all too dangerous ;

thou mightest murder thy nearest-of-kin, regarding not thine own
brother.

&quot; Then Iron lifted up his voice, and swore a great oath, and

said : There are still trees enough to fell, and stones enough to

break : never will I hurt my brother, or do harm unto my nearest-

of-kin. Better and fairer and more honourable tis to live as

companion and servant of man, to be his friend, the weapon of

his hand, than to be the enemy of one s kinsman, the destroyer of

one s brother.
&quot; Then took Ilmarinen the Smith, the famous Smith, the poor

Iron out of the Fire, and laid it on the anvil, and hammered it

till it was bent to use
;
and therefrom he made sharp tools, axes

and swords, and implements of every sort.

&quot;Yet something was still lacking to the Iron, the Steel still
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needed something. The Iron s tongue lacked hardness, his mouth
lacked the due sharpness. The Iron could not be forged hard,
unless Water wetted it.

&quot; The renowned Smith bethought him what he should do
;

and then he sprinkled a little ash upon Water, and dissolved it

therein, and made a pungent bath, for to give hardness to the

Iron and strength to the Steel.
&quot;

Carefully did he prove the Water with his tongue, and then

said : The Water is not yet made lit to harden the rusty metal

and the blue glancing Steel.
&quot; Behold a Bee came flying over the grass, sporting high and

low on bright wings, flitting and humming round him.
&quot; Then spake the renowned Smith : Here ! Busy Bee !

Bring me honey on thy wing, bring hither the noble juice, suck it

from the cups of the flowers, to give the right hardness to the

Iron, to give strength to the Steel.
&quot;

Hiisi s evil bird, the Wasp, overheard the talk, as she

peeped down from the roof. She gave heed secretly to all, she

saw the rusty metal prepared, she saw the glancing Steel brought
forth.

&quot;In haste away flew the Wasp from thence, and gathered

together Hiisi s horrors
;

she brought the black venom of the

serpent, and the deadly poison of the adder, and the bitter froth

of worms, and the corroding liquor of the toad, to give hardness to

the Iron and strength to the Steel.
&quot;

Ilmarinen, the cunning workman, the renowned Smith, thought
that the Busy Bee had brought him honey, had given him the

noble juice ;
and he said : Now is the bath right to harden the

rusty metal, to give strength to the blue Steel.
&quot; In the bath he dipped the Iron, without heed he cast the metal

therein, when he had drawn it out of the Fire, out of the glowing
forge.

&quot; Then came it to pass that Iron was made hurtful, and did rend

Honour even as a dog rendeth flesh, and broke the sacred oath

which he sware, and murdered his own brother, and bit wounds into

him with sharp mouth, and opened paths for the blood, and poured
it out in foaming stream.&quot;

The little old man at the fireside cried aloud, and rocked his

head to and fro, and sang :

&quot;

Oh, now I know the Beginning of Iron,
now I know who drave it to evil. Woe unto thee, thou luckless

Iron ! woe unto thee, thou deceitful Steel ! Poor metal, taken

captive by witchcraft ! Is it thence that thou art sprung 1 Is it

for this reason that thou art become a terror and hast too great

mastery ?

&quot; Who moved thee to wickedness, who drave thee to treason ?

Was it thy Father or thy Mother ? Was thy eldest Brother guilty
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of this ? Was it thy youngest Sister, or some Friend, who coun
selled thee and turned thee to the evil deed ?

&quot; Neither Father nor Mother nor eldest Brother nor youngest
Sister nor any Friend gave thee this counsel. Thyself hast thou

done this wickedness, thyself hast thou accomplished the bloody
deed.

&quot; Iron ! Look at this wound ! Heal the evil thou hast done ere

I go in anger with complaint against thee to thy Mother. The
sorrow of the old woman thy Mother is increased if her child

turneth himself to evil and doeth wickedness.
&quot; Leave off, and run no more, thou foaming blood ! hold in thy

course, spout forth no more in long-curved bow, bespattering my
head and breast ! Stand like a wall immovable, like a fence, like

the sedge by the water s side, like the grass in the slimy fen !

Stand like the rocks upon the firm earth, like the cliff in the raging
storm !

&quot;

If thou heedest not these words, I will devise other means :

hither do I call Hiisi s Kettle to seethe the foaming blood therein,

to make hot the red juice, so that not a drop shall flow away, so

that the purple gore shall run down thereinto, and wet not the

earth nor stream foaming over the ground.
&quot; And if power be withheld from me myself to stay the endless

flood, to become master of the wild stream, know that in Heaven
there liveth a Father, a God dwelling above the clouds, who is the

mightiest leech for the closing-up of bleeding wounds.
&quot;

Ukko, High Creator, Everlasting God of Heaven, hear me
when I call unto thee in time of need ! Lay thy soothing hand,

thy finger which bringeth healing, on the wound, and be as a sure

lock to close it.

&quot;

Take,0 Lord, a healing leaf, spread a water-lily leaf to cover the

opening, stay the strong current of the blood, so that it stain not

my cheeks nor stream over my garments.&quot;

Therewith the old man shut the mouth of the wound, stayed
the swift course of the blood; then sent he his son into the smithy
to prepare a salve of the finest threads of the grass, of a thousand

herbs of the field, of the flowers whence honey, healing balm,

droppeth.
The boy brought the salve to his Father, saying :

&quot; Here is

strong healing salve, able to cement stones together into one

rock.&quot;

The Father proved it with his tongue, and found it good ;

and therewith he anointed the wounded man, saying :

&quot; Not

by my own power do I this, but only through the power of the

Highest.&quot;

Then he bound up the wound with silken bands, saying :

&quot;

May the silk of the Eternal Father, the bands of the Almighty
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Creator, bind up this wound. Be gracious, Heavenly Father,
look down and help, put an end unto the bitter anguish, heal this

wound without the sharpness of
pain.&quot;

Then did Wainamoinen, on a sudden, feel that he was healed
;

and soon thereafter the wound grew together, and was closed. 1

A Myth like this of the Birth of Iron, amplified, indeed,

and embellished by poetical art, but originally inspired by the

childish belief in the value of words which set forth the cause,

helps us, I think, to understand Plato s employment of the

Aetiological Myth. Confronted by some profound difficulty,

he lays it, or
&quot;

puts it
by,&quot; by means of a fanciful account of

the origin of the state of things which presents the difficulty.

He seems to feel that an Aetiological Myth is
&quot; a comfortable

thing,&quot;

2 and a charm to conjure with when one is hard

pressed.

The transition is easy from the point which we have now
reached to Plato s Creation Myths his Aetiological Myths
par excellence. These are the Timaeus (which is one great

Myth) and the Myth of Prometheus and Epimetheus in the

Protagoras (320 c
ff.).

In distinguishing these Myths as Aetiological from the

strictly Eschatological Myths of the Phaedo, Gorgias, and the

Republic, I do not ignore the eschatological prospect which is

presented in them, especially in the Timaeus
;
but aetiological

retrospect is what is really characteristic of them. It is the

origin of the Universe, and of Man, Soul and Body, not the

future life of Man s Soul, that these Myths are properly
concerned with. They set forth the Ideas of Eeason, Soul,

Cosmos, and God, aetiologically in a Vision of Creation
;
and

supply, moreover, a mythological deduction of Categories of the

Understanding and Moral Virtues, which lies outside the scope
of the strictly Eschatological Myths ;

i.e. they deduce Categories
and Virtues from their causes in the nature of God and the

make of the Cosmos they picture for the imagination the

orderly constitution of nature as expressing the wisdom and

goodness of God, and explain always for the imagination
the harmony subsisting between that constitution and the

faculties of the Soul. Thus in Timaeus 40 E-42 E the a
1

Kalewala, Runes 8 and 9, vol. i. pp. 95-124, German version by Hermann
Paul (Helsingfors, 1885).

2 &quot; Prisms are also comfortable things
&quot;

(Bacon, Nat. Hist. cent. x. 960).

P
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priori conditions of thought, the modes in which the Under

standing brings order into the manifold of sense-experience,
are set forth as due to impressions received by the Soul in its

speculative journey round the Heavens, when it rode on its

star-chariot, and saw the eternal laws of the Universe, and

learned to move in orbits of rational thought, similar to those

which rule the stars.

It will be convenient to begin our study of the Creation

Myths with the Protagoras Myth. It is on a small scale, and

by looking at it first the eye of imagination may perhaps be

prepared for the contemplation of the vast Timaeus. Although
it is only a small part of the Timaeus that the limits of this

work allow me to translate and comment on, I would ask the

reader to regard the whole book as one great Myth in which

the Ideas of Soul, Cosmos, and God are set forth in great

shapes for our wonder in which the relation of the Created

Soul World Soul and Human Soul to the Creator, the

relation of the Human Soul to the Human Body, the Origin
of Evil, the Hope of Salvation, and other things which con

cern our peace, are made visible. The Timaeus is a Myth, not

a scientific treatise, although it was its fortune from the very
first to be treated as if it were the latter. No other work of

Plato s was so much read and commented on in antiquity, and

throughout the Middle Age, as the Timaeus
;
and that chiefly

because it was regarded as a compendium of natural science,

all the more valuable because its
&quot; natural science

&quot;

was not

presented as something apart by itself, but &quot; framed in a theo

logical setting.&quot; Aristotle, of course, treats it au pied de la

lettre.
1 With the Christian Platonists it took rank as a

scientific and theological authority along with the Book of

Genesis.
2 Dante s references to Plato s actual text are, I

believe, all to passages contained in the Timaeus.3

1 The reader may test the justice of this statement by referring to the

passages quoted in the Index Arist. s.v. &quot;TVcuos Platonis dialogus&quot;; and see

Zeller, Plato, p. 344, Eng. Transl.
2 &quot;Numenius the Platonist speaks out plainly concerning his master : What

is Plato but Moses Atticus ?
&quot;

(Henry More s Conjedura Cabbalistica, Preface, p. 3
;

ed. 1662.) It was practically as author of the Timaeus that Plato was &quot;Moses

Atticus.&quot; Jowett (Dialogues of Plato, Introd. to Timaeus) has some interesting
remarks on the text

&quot; The influence which the Timaeus has exercised upon
posterity is partly due to a misunderstanding.&quot;

3 See Moore s Studies in Dante, first series, pp. 156 ff., and Toynbee s Dante

Dictionary, arts.
&quot; Platone

&quot; and &quot; Timeo2
.&quot;
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Like the Politicus Myth, the Protagoras Myth is not

spoken by Socrates, and Protagoras, the speaker, like the

Eleatic Stranger in the Politicus, says that a Fable will come

well from himself, an older man addressing younger men
Socrates and the others present.
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CONTEXT

THE scene of the Protagoras is the house of Callias, a

wealthy Athenian gentleman, to which Socrates takes his friend

Hippocrates, that he may introduce him to the celebrated teacher

of Rhetoric or the Art of getting on in Life Protagoras, who

happens to ~be staying with Callias. Besides Protagoras they

find two other Sophists of repute there, Hippias and Prodicus,

also Critias and Alcibiades. Hippocrates wishes to become a

pupil of Protagoras ; and Socrates, after communicating his

friend s wish to the great man, asks him,
&quot; What he will make

of Hippocrates ?
&quot; and Protagoras answers,

&quot; A letter and
wiser man &quot;

that is, he will teach him how to do the right

thing always in private and public life. Socrates expresses

doubt as to whether the science of right conduct, or virtue

private and political -for that is what Protagoras professes to ~be

Me to teach can really be taught. The Athenians, as a body,

apparently do not think that it can be taught, for they do not

demand it of their politicians ; nor do the wisest and best

citizens think that it can be taught, for they never attempt to

impart it to their sons.

The Myth (together with the Lecture of which it is a part)

is the answer which Protagoras now gives to the difficulties

raised by Socrates. The object of the Myth and Lecture is

to show, that virtue or rather, the virtues, for Protagoras
enumerates five : wisdom, temperance, justice, holiness, courage

can be taught.

Wlien Protagoras has finished his Myth and Lecture, con

versation is resumed between him and Socrates, and results in

making it plain that the five virtues must be reduced to one

212
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viz., to knowledge, which is represented as the art of measuring
values the values of the various objects which conduct sets

before itself.

Thus it has been brought about that Protagoras must admit

the conclusion that virtue is knowledge, unless he would con

tradict his own thesis that it can be taught ; while Socrates,

in showing that it is knowledge, confirms that thesis, which

he began by disputing.
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Protagoras 320 c-323 A

320 C *Hi; yap Trore
%p6vo&amp;lt;;,

ore Oeol pev rjcrav, Bvrjrd Be

D yevrj OVK rjv. eireiBr) Be /cal TOVTOIS ^poz/o9 rjKOev

ei/iap/Aevos yeveo-ecos, TVTTOVO-W avrd Oeol 7779 evBov e/c 7779

KOI Trvpbs (JLi^avres /cal TWV ocra Trvpl /ecu yfj /cepdvvvrai,.

r) 8 ayeiv avra Trpos &amp;lt;&amp;lt;M9 e/

KOI ^Ei7ri/jLt]Oe2 /cocr/jirjo-ai re teal velfJiai

e/cacrrot9 ft&amp;gt;9 TrpeTrei. Tlpo/jLVjOea Be Trapairelrai
&amp;gt;

atT09 vet/Mai, NetyLta^T09 S e/^oO, 6(^77, eirio-Ke-^rai,.
/cal ovrco

E 7ret(7a9 ve/juei. vefjbwv Be rot9 yLtei^ la^yv avev

TrpocrffTTTe, ra S aadevearepa rd^ei e/cocryLtet* ra Se

rot9 S aoTT\ov BiBovs fyvaiv oXXijV TLV

t9 o-(0T7]piav. a (J,ev yap avT&

OV (frvyrjv rj /cardyeiov oi/crjaw evepev a Be rjv^e

321 peyedei,, raJSe
avr&amp;lt;p

avra
e&amp;lt;rc0%e

/cal raXXa OVTCOS eTravicrwv

eve/jue. ravra Be e^rj^avaro evKdfteiav e^ayv, pr) TI 76^09

di&amp;lt;TTa)@elr}. eTreiBrj Be avrols
a\\ri\o&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;6opiwv Bia&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;vya5

eTrrjpicecre, 7T/909 ra9 etc Ai09 wpa.9 evfjidpecav e/jurj^avdro

d/jLfpievvvs avrd Trv/cval? re 6p(,l /cal crrepeols Bep/jbacriv,

l/cavol? fjuev dfjuvvai ^(ei^va, Bvvarols Be /cal Kavpara, /cal

et9 ewa9 lovcriv O7r&)9 V7rdp%oi rd avrd ravra (rrpto/jLvrj

oltcela re /cal
avTO&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;vr)&amp;lt;;

e/cdcrra) ical VTTO iroB&v rd /J,ev

B O7r\at9, ra Be 6pi%l /cal Bep/jLaai, arepeol^ /cal dvaipois.

TOvvrevOev
rpo&amp;lt;f)ds aXXot9 aXX9 ej*e7r6pie, roi9 l^ev e/c 77)9

ffordvrjv, aXXot9 Be BevBpwv /capTrovs, rot9 Be picas ea~ri,

B* 0*9 eBco/cev elvai rpocfrrjv facov d\\a)v ftopdv. /cal rot9

6\tyoyoviav Trpoarj^lre, ro?9 B* dva^GKOfjievois VTTO

7ro\vyoviav, o-ajTtjplav TO&amp;gt; yevet, Troplfov. are Brj
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TRANSLATION

Time was when there were Gods, but mortal creatures

after their kind were not. Now when the appointed time

came unto these also that they should be born, the gods
fashioned them under the Earth, compounding them of earth,

and of fire, and of whatsoever is made by the mingling of fire

and earth. Now when they were ready to bring them to

light, they gave commandment unto Prometheus and Epi-
metheus to adorn them, and distribute unto each the powers
that were meet. But Epimetheus entreated of Prometheus

to let him distribute.
&quot; When I have distributed,&quot; quoth he,

&quot; do thou see whether it is done well.&quot;

So he prevailed with him, and distributed : and unto some

he gave strength without swiftness, but the weaker he adorned

with swiftness
;
unto others he gave weapons ;

and for those

unto whom he gave not weapons he contrived other means

of safety ;
to wit, unto those of them which he clothed with

smallness he appointed winged escape, or habitation under

ground ;
and unto those which he increased with bigness, the

safety which cometh therefrom. After this fashion, then, did

he distribute, ever making one gift equal unto another. These

things he contrived, lest perchance any race should be cut off.

But when he had furnished them with means for escaping
destruction from one another, he contrived for them con

venient defence against the seasons of the year, clothing them

with thick hairs and stout hides sufficient to keep off the cold

of winter and the burning heat
;
the which might also be for

couches proper and native unto each one of them, when they
went to their lairs. Moreover, he shod some of them with

hoofs, and others with hairs and thick skin without blood.

After that he appointed unto them different kinds of food :

unto some the herbs of the earth, unto others the fruits of

the trees, unto others roots
;
and some there were unto which

he appointed for food the flesh of other beasts. And he

ordained that they should bring forth young, some few, and

others, which were devoured of these, many, that their race

might be preserved.
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ovv ov rrdvv n o-o&amp;lt;o9 wv o
E7T//,?7#et&amp;gt;9

eXaOev avrbv

C Karavd\a)cras ra? Swdaeis et9 ra a\oya. \OLITOV Srj

dKOo-fjLrjrov en avra) rjv TO dv0pa)7ra)v yevos, teal r^rropei o

TL xprjcraiTO. drropovvri Se avra) ep^erai Hpo/j,rj0ev&amp;lt;;

rrjv VO/JLIJV, teal 6pa ra jjiev a\\a %wa

Trdvrcov e^ovra, rov 3e avOpaiTrov &amp;lt;yvp,vbv
re KOI

dvV7TO$7)TOV KOl aCTTpWTOV KOL aO7T\OV. ?jSr) 8e KOI r)

r)/jt,epa Traprjv, ev y eSet teal dvOpwTrov efyevai IK

&amp;gt;W9. aTTOpla ovv
e^oyitei/09

o Upo/jurjOevs, fyriva,

TOO dvOpwTrw evpoi, K\e7TTi,
f

VL&amp;lt;f)ai&amp;lt;TTOV
/cal

D *A0rjva? T?)v evre^vov trofyiav avv Trvpi d/jLr)%avov yap rjv

avev Trvpos avrrjv KTTJTTJV TO) ^7 ^pijcrifJLrjv ^eveaOau , Kal

ovrct) $rj Scopelrai dvOpMTrw. rrjv /JLCV ovv irepl rov ftlov

&amp;lt;TO$iav avOpwTTos ravrrj eo-%6, rrjv 8e 7ro\t,Ti/cr)v OVK el^ev

r)V &amp;lt;ydp Trapd Tc5 Atr Tc3 Se Tlpo/jiijOel et9 f^ev rrjv dtcpo-

rrjv rov Ato9 olL/crjcfiv ov/ceTi ve^a)pi el(re\6elv

e Kal al Ato9
&amp;lt;j)v\aKal (froftepal rjcrav 6t9 Se TO T/}9

E AOvjvds Kal H^atcTTOf oiKtjfjia TO KOWOV, ev c5 e(f)t,\o-

s rr)v re 6/jb7rvpov

rrjv rov
e

H&amp;lt;f)ai(TTOv
Kal rrjv d\\r)v rrjv T/J9 A.0r)va$

dv0pa)7rq) Kal IK rovrov evTropia fjuev dvOpcoTrqy rov

322 ftiov yiyverai, TlpofjirjOea Se Si ^rci^Qka varepov, fjirep

\eyerai,, K^OTTTJS BLKTJ fjberrj\9ev.

^TreiBr) $e 6 avOpwTros Oeias /zeTecr^e [Jiolpas, Trpwrov

fjbev Sid rrjv rov Oeov orvyyeveiav ^aocov p,ovov deovs ev6{M,o~e,

Kal CTre^eipeL (BwfJiovs re i$pveo~6ai Kal dydXfjiara

eireira (jxovrjv Kal ovofJLara ra%v SiypOptoo-aro rfj

Kal oiK TJaet^ Kal
ea6r)ra&amp;lt;;

Kal u7roSecret9 Kal arpcofivd^ Kal

T9 K 77)9 rpo(f&amp;gt;ds evpero. ovrco 8^ rrapecTKevaa^evoi Kar

B dp^ds dvdpwrroi WKOVV aTropd^v, ?roXet9 oe OVK rjcrav.

d7ra)\\vvro ovv VTTO rwv Orjplwv Sid TO 7ravra%fj avrwv

do~0eveo~repOL elvai, Kal 77 SijjjiiovpyiKrj re^vrj avrols rrpos

rpotyrjv iKavrj /3o7/^o9 TJV, Trpos &amp;lt;Be rov rwv 0r)pia)V

&amp;lt;ydp re%vr)v ovrrw

0ac Kal
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Now, inasmuch as Epimetheus was not very wise, he un

wittingly spent all the qualities he had upon the brutes
;
and

lo ! mankind was still left unto him unadorned, and he knew

not what he should do concerning them.

While he yet doubteth, Prometheus cometh unto him to

look into his distribution
;

and perceiveth that all other

creatures are duly furnished in all things, but that man is

naked and without shoes or bed or weapons : and now was

come the appointed day on the which man also should go
forth from the earth into the light.

Wherefore Prometheus, being brought to his wits end to

devise any means of safety for man, stealeth the cunning
workman s wisdom of Hephaestus and Athena, together with

fire for without fire none can get this wisdom or use it
;

and this he giveth as a gift unto man.

Thus did man get the mechanic wisdom needful for his

bare life
;
but the wisdom which is needful for the life poli

tical he had not, for it was with Zeus
;
and unto Prometheus

it was no longer permitted to enter into the citadel, the

dwelling-place of Zeus
; moreover, the guards of Zeus were

terrible
;

but into the common dwelling of Athena and

Hephaestus, wherein they plied their craft, he secretly entered,

and stole the fiery art of Hephaestus, and also Athena s art,

and gave them unto man. Whence came convenient living

unto man
;
but as for Prometheus, he was afterwards arraigned

for theft because of Epimetheus, as the story telleth.

Now man, having been made a partaker of the divine lot,

by reason of his kinship with the Godhead, alone among living

creatures believed in Gods, and began to take it in hand to

set up altars unto them and make graven images of them. Then

soon with cunning device did he frame articulate speech and

names, and invented houses to dwell in, and raiment and shoes to

put on, and beds for rest, and food from the fruits of the earth.

Thus furnished, men at first dwelt scattered abroad, and

there were no cities. Wherefore men were continually
devoured by wild beasts, for they were altogether weaker than

the beasts, and their craftsman s art could help them to get
food enough, but was not sufficient for their war with the

wild beasts
;

for they had not yet the art political, whereof

the art of warfare is a part.
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Wherefore they sought to assemble themselves together,

and save themselves by building cities.

Now when they were assembled together, they wronged
one another, because they had not the art political ;

so they

were again scattered abroad, and were like to be destroyed.

But Zeus, fearing lest our race should perish utterly, corn-

inandeth Hermes to go unto men bearing modesty and justice,

for the ordering of cities, and to be bonds joining men to

gether in friendship. Hermes inquireth of Zeus how he shall

give justice and modesty unto men. &quot; Are these,&quot; quoth he,
&quot;

to be distributed as the arts are distributed, the which are

distributed after this wise one man hath the art of physic, or

some other art, and is sufficient unto many who have it not ?

Shall I distribute justice and modesty among men thus, or

give them unto all ?
&quot;

&quot; Unto all,&quot;
said Zeus,

&quot; and let all be

partakers of them. For if few were partakers as of the arts,

cities would not arise. Also make it a law from me, that he

who cannot partake of modesty and justice shall be put to

death, for he bringeth plague into the city.

For this reason, Socrates, the Athenians and others, when

they consult about things which need the skill of the carpenter
or other handicraftsman, think that few advisers are enough, and

if any one who is not of those thrust himself forward to advise,

they will have none of him. Thus do they, thou sayest. And
I say tis but reasonable they should do this. But when they
enter into counsel concerning those things that pertain unto

virtue political, which must needs walk alway in the path of

righteousness and temperance, then with reason do they bear

with any man as a counsellor, considering that all men must

partake of this virtue, else there could be no city.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE PROTAGORAS MYTH

I

Before calling attention to some important points in this

Myth, I must allude to a view maintained by some critics

that it is not a Platonic Myth at all, but only a Sophistic

Apologue, or Illustrative Story, like Prodicus s Choice of
Hercules. This view is stated, and objected to, by Grote in

the following passage :

1

The speech is censured by some critics as prolix. But to me it

seems full of matter and argument, exceedingly free from super
fluous rhetoric. The fable with which it opens presents, of course,

the poetical ornament which belongs to that manner of handling.
It is, however, fully equal, in point of perspicuity as well as

charm, in my judgment, it is even superior, to any fable in

Plato.

When the harangue, lecture, or sermon of Protagoras is con

cluded, Sokrates both expresses his profound admiration of it, and
admits the conclusion that virtue is teachable to be made out,

as well as it can be made out by any continuous exposition.

Very different, indeed, is the sentiment of the principal Platonic

commentators. Schleiermacher will not allow the mythus of

Protagoras to be counted among the Platonic myths. He says
that it is composed in the style of Protagoras, and perhaps copied
from some real composition of that Sophist. He finds in it

nothing but a &quot;

grobmaterialistiche Denkungsart, die iiber die

sinnliche Erfahrung nicht hinaus philosophirt
&quot;

(Einleitung zum

Protagoras, vol. i. pp. 233, 234).
To the like purpose Ast (Plat. Leb. p. 71), who tells us that

what is expressed in the mythus is,
&quot; The vulgar and mean senti

ment and manner of thought of the Sophist ;
for it deduces every

thing, both arts and the social union itself, from human wants and

necessity.&quot; Apparently these critics, when they treat this as a

proof of meanness and vulgarity, have forgotten that the Platonic

Sokrates himself does exactly the same thing in the Republic

deriving the entire social union from human necessities (Republ.
ii. 369 c).

K. F. Hermann is hardly less severe upon the Protagoreun
discourse (Gesch. und Syst, der Plat. Phil. p. 460).

For my part, I take a view altogether opposed to these learned

persons. I think the discourse one of the most striking and

1 Plat. ii. pp. 46, 47.
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instructive portions of the Platonic writings ;
and if I could

believe that it was the composition of Protagoras himself, my
estimation of him would be considerably raised.

Steinhart pronounces a much more rational and equitable

judgment than Ast and Schleiermacher upon the discourse of

Protagoras (Emleitung zum Protagoras, pp. 422, 423).
1

I entirely agree with Grote
;
and hope that I shall be

able in the following observations to show reason for the

opinion that this is not a mere illustrative story, designed to

put popularly in a picture what might be put abstrusely, but a

genuine Myth containing suggestions of the kind which must be

put Si,a pv6o\oyias or not at all. The mark of a true Myth, it

must be remembered, is that it sets forth the a priori elements

in man s experience. An Illustrative Story or Allegory, as

such, merely makes easier and more pleasant the task of

receiving and recalling a posteriori data. This is the broad

distinction between Myth and Allegory a distinction which
we must not lose sight of, although we observe that Allegory
in the hands of a man of genius, like Plato, or Dante, or

Bunyan, always tends to become Myth ;
and that there are

few Myths, as distinguished from Allegories, which are not

built up of parts, some of which are Allegories.

While contending strongly for the view that the discourse

delivered by Protagoras is a true Myth, not an Allegory, I do

not forget that it is delivered by Protagoras. But even

this, I submit, is quite consistent with its being a Myth, and

that, even if Stallbaum (Note on Protag. 320 c) is right in

thinking that Plato is parodying Protagoras s style and borrow

ing from his book
jrepl TTJS ev dpxf) Karao-rdaew^. The

Timaeus, at any rate, is a Myth, although it is not spoken by
Socrates and imitates a style very different from that of the

Myths spoken by Socrates. If we are to take the concrete view

necessary to the proper understanding of Plato s Myths as they
come up individually for critical judgment, we must allow for the

dramatic circumstances of each case. The Myth told in the

Symposium by Aristophanes, being told by Aristophanes, has

1 Professor Campbell (Politicus, Introd. p. xxxii.) is apparently with the
critics from whom Grote differs :

&quot; The myth in the Protagoras ... is meant to

convey an idea which Socrates combats, and which Plato evidently does not fully
accept. So also the elaborate myth of Aristophanes in the Symposium contains
a phase of thought about the Origin of Love which is afterwards glanced at as
an hypothesis of little value (Sympos. 205

E).&quot;
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a comic vein
; similarly, the Myth put into the month of Pro

tagoras is somewhat pompous and confused. None the less,

these, I would contend, and the other non-Socratic Myths are

true Platonic Myths. It is always Plato the Dramatist who,

through the mouth of Aristophanes, or Protagoras, or the

Eleatic Stranger, sets forth for the Imagination the Universal

of which the Scientific Understanding can give no account.

II

The second observation I have to make on the Protagoras

Myth is that it sets forth the distinction between the

Mechanical and the Teleological explanations of the world

and its parts the distinction with which Kant is occupied
in his Kritik der Urtlieilskraft. According to Kant, the

antinomy between these two explanations exists for the Deter

minant Judgment (the Judgment which, given the Universal,

brings the Particular under it) but not for the Eeflective

Judgment (the Judgment which, given the Particular, finds a

Universal by which to explain it). The Universal of Teleology
a GIOTTO?, or Purpose, to serve which all things in the

world are designed by a Personal God is a Principle, or

Universal, which may be posited by the Reflective Judgment,
without contradiction, by the side of the mechanical principle

of explanation indeed, must be posited, for without the guid
ance it affords we could not understand the world at all; but,

for all that, we are not warranted in assuming that it is a prin

ciple objectively existing and operative in the world. Natural

objects which we can understand only as results of purpose

may very well be due to mere mechanism. &quot;

Purposiveness
is a concept which has its origin solely in the Eeflective

Judgment
&quot;

;

l
i.e. it is a Universal which we think of, which

we find useful
;
but it does not, therefore, exist independently

of our thought, as a real cause.

What 2 in the end does the most complete teleology prove
1

?

Does it prove that there is such an Intelligent Being ? No. It

only proves that according to the constitution of our cognitive

1 Bernard s Transl. of the Kritik der Urtheilskraft (Critique of Judgment),
p. 18.

2 Bernard s Transl. of the Critique of Judgment, pp. 311, 312, and 260, 261.
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faculties ... we can form absolutely no concept of the possibility
of such a world as this save by thinking a designedly working

Supreme Cause thereof. ... If we expressed ourselves dogmati

cally, we should say, &quot;There is a God.&quot; But all we are justified

in saying is,
&quot;

Things are so internally constituted as if there were

a God &quot;

;
i.e. we cannot otherwise think that purposiveness

which must lie at the bottom of our cognition of the internal

possibility of many natural things, than by representing it, and
the world in general, as a product of an Intelligent Cause a God.

Now, if this proposition, based on an inevitably necessary maxim
of our Judgment, is completely satisfactory, from every human

point of view, for both the speculative and practical use of our

Reason, I should like to know what we lose by not being able to

prove it as also valid for higher beings, from objective grounds
(which are unfortunately beyond our faculties). It is, indeed,

quite certain that we cannot adequately cognise, much less

explain, organised beings and their internal possibility, according
to mere mechanical principles of nature

; and, we can say boldly,
it is alike certain that it is absurd for men to make any such

attempt, or to hope that another Newton will arise in the future,
who shall make comprehensible by us the production of a blade of

grass according to natural laws which no design has ordered. We
must absolutely deny this insight to men. 1 But then, how do we
know that in nature, if we could penetrate to the principle by
which it specifies the universal laws known to us, there cannot lie

hidden (in its mere mechanism) a sufficient ground of the pos

sibility of organised beings, without supposing any design in their

production ? Would it not be judged by us presumptuous to say
this?

Probabilities here are of no account, when we have to do with

judgments of the Pure Reason
;

we cannot, therefore, judge
objectively, either affirmatively or negatively, concerning the pro

position : Does a Being, acting according to design, lie at the

basis of what we rightly call natural purposes, as the cause of the

world, and consequently as its author ? . . . The teleological act

of judgment is rightly brought to bear, at least problematically,

upon the investigation of nature, but only in order to bring it

under principles of observation and inquiry according to the

analogy with the causality of purpose, without any pretence to

explain it thereby. It belongs, therefore, to the Reflective and not
to the Determinant Judgment. The concept of combinations and
forms of nature in accordance with purposes is then at least one

principle more for bringing its phenomena under rules where the

laws of simply mechanical causality do not suffice. For we bring
in a teleological ground, when we attribute causality in respect of

1 Is Kant right here ? This is the great Question of Philosophy.
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an Object to the concept of an Object, as if it were to be found in

nature (not in ourselves),
1 or rather when we represent to our

selves the possibility of the Object after the analogy of that

causality which we experience in ourselves, and consequently
think nature technically as through a special faculty. If, on the

other hand, we did not ascribe to it such a method of action, its

causality would have to be represented as blind mechanism. If,

on the contrary, we supply to nature causes acting designedly, and

consequently place at its basis teleology, not merely as a regulative

principle for the mere judging of phenomena, to which nature can

be thought as subject in its particular laws, but as a constitutive

principle of the derivation of its products from their causes, then

would the concept of a natural purpose no longer belong to the

Reflective but to the Determinant Judgment. Then, in fact, it

would not belong specially to the Judgment (like the concept of

beauty regarded as formal subjective purposiveness), but as a

rational concept it would introduce into a natural science a new

causality, which we only borrow from ourselves and ascribe to

other beings, without meaning to assume them to be of the same
kind with ourselves.

Now let us return to the Protagoras Myth, which I have

said sets forth the distinction between the teleological and the

mechanical methods of explaining the world and its parts.

In the animals as equipped by Epimetheus, Afterthought,
&quot; who was not very wise,&quot; the world and its parts are pre
sented as products of mere mechanism which are regarded by
foolish Afterthought as due to his own design. The qualities

with which Epimetheus equips the animals are only those by
which they barely survive in their struggle for existence. An
animal that is small and weak burrows in the earth, and

survives. But to suppose that its power of burrowing was

designed with a view to its survival is to forget that it was

only Afterthought who conferred the power, not Forethought.
To suppose design here is as unnecessary surely as it would

be to suppose that gold ore was hidden in the quartz in order

that men might have difficulty in finding it. As a matter of

fact, small weak animals that burrow are not generally found

by their enemies
;

as a matter of fact, animals with thick fur

do not generally perish in a cold climate
;

as a matter of fact,

swift animals are not generally caught ;
as a matter of fact,

1 The proper understanding of the Doctrine of idtat seems to me to depend
on the proper appreciation of the point here put by Kant.
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prolific animals generally do not die off fast enough to become

extinct. And yet Afterthought takes credit to himself for all

this!

In such cases there is really no design no Forethought,

merely the inevitable consequence of blind natural law
;

and it is only foolish Afterthought who pretends that there

is design Afterthought who always begins to reflect after

the fait accompli, Afterthought the Father, as Pindar

says, of Pretence rav ETrtyLta^eo? . . . O-^TLVOOV Ovjarepa

rLpocjxicriv.
1 But the pretence of Epimetheus is found out.

He has nothing left wherewith to equip Man. He can seem

to
&quot;

design
&quot;

only where mechanism really does the work

really produces the results which he pretends to produce by
his

&quot;

design.&quot;
The various modes of structure and habit

by which the lower animals correspond with their various

environments (and the summary list of these modes given
in the Myth shows that Plato has the eye of the true

naturalist) the various modes of animal correspondence are

indeed best accounted for mechanically, without any Epime-
thean pretence of teleology. But when we pass from the

avayKdlov of mere animal survival to the tca\6v of human

civilisation, we pass, Plato in this Myth seems to tell us,

into another order of things. The mere survival of animals

is not such a great thing that we must think of it as caused

by Prometheus as designed in the true sense
;

but the

civilised life of Man is too beautiful and good a thing not to

be designed in the true sense not to be an end consciously
aimed at by the Creator, who uses as his means the Art

which Prometheus gave to a few, and the Virtue which

Hermes placed within the reach of all. In short, Plato

seems to say in this Myth that a teleological explanation
of Man s Place in the Cosmos is indispensable. But let us

note that the teleological explanation which he offers is

conveyed in Myth. Plato s attitude here towards teleology

is not different from Kant s, if allowance be made for the

difference between the mythical and the critical ways of

expression.
&quot;

Though not for the Determinant, yet for the

Keflective Judgment,&quot; says Kant,
2 &quot; we have sufficient ground

1
Pindar, Pyth. v. 34.

2 Bernard s Transl. of the Grit, of Judgment p. 35.
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for judging man to be
;
not merely, like all organised beings,

a natural purpose} but also the ultimate purpose of nature

here on earth.&quot; It need hardly be said that the assumption
or working hypothesis which Kant here makes on behalf of

Man does not stand alone. If oaks could speak, they would

say that the Oak is &quot;the ultimate purpose of nature here on

earth.&quot;

Ill

My next observation is on the account given of the origin
of Virtue apery in the Protagoras Myth.

The gift of Epimetheus is
(ftvcris bodily structure and

function, with the instincts and habits thereon dependent,

whereby the lower animals correspond accurately, but blindly,

with a narrow immediate environment
;

the gift of Pro

metheus to Man, whose mere fyvais is not adequate to the

wider environment into which his destiny advances him, is

Art, re^vr}, which, though imparted to few, benefits the whole

race by completing Averts, to borrow the phrase in which

Aristotle
2

expresses the close relation existing between

Nature and Art,
(f)v&amp;lt;Ti&amp;lt;z

and re^vrj. Plato, too, wishes us to

look at the relation as a close one
;

for in the Myth Pro

metheus takes up his brother s unfinished work. But dperij

morality (as distinguished, on the one hand, from (frvais

natural constitution the gift of Epimetheus to animals, and,

on the other hand, from Te^vrj aquired skill in some depart
ment the gift of Prometheus to a few men) aperrj, as dis

tinguished from
(frvo-i?

and
re^vrj, is distributed by Hermes to

all men. All men have implanted in them what may be

called
&quot; an original moral sense,&quot; which education appeals to

and awakens. All men are capable of morality as they are

capable of speech. Virtue is
&quot;

learnt
&quot;

as one s mother tongue
is learnt, without any special instruction like that through
which some particular art or craft is acquired by a person

specially capable of acquiring it. Here the resemblance and

difference between Virtue and Art a subject approached by
1 &quot; An organised product of nature (a natural purpose) is one in which every

part is reciprocally purpose (end) and means.&quot; Bernard s Transl. of Grit, of

Judgment^ p. 280
;

cf. Watson s Selectionsfrom Kant, p. 345.

Phys. ii. 8, 199 a 15 : 6Xws 5e rj re-xyn TO. ,ufv iriTe\e i ct rj

ra
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Plato from many sides is viewed from yet another side, in

Myth, and, therefore, we may take it, with deep insight into

its metaphysical import. Art, though it is the gift of Pro

metheus, and distinguishes Man, as working for consciously

realised future ends, from the brutes, which, at most, live in

a dream of the present, is still only
&quot; a completion of nature,&quot;

and Man does not yet live the true life of Man under the

regime of Prometheus. The gift of Prometheus, indeed, came

from Heaven, but it was stolen. The Godlike intelligence of

Man employs itself in the pursuit of objects which, though

really means under the providence of the Creator to the ultimate

realisation of the true human life, are not yet regarded by
Man himself as more than means to the convenient life of the

dominant animal on earth. Man, having received the stolen

gift, conquers the lower animals
; yet still homo liomini lupus.

But the gift which makes him see, with the eye of justice

and respect, his fellow-man as an End along with himself in

a Kingdom of Ends this gift was not stolen, but is of the

Grace of God. It is given to all men, or at least is a

eppaiov which all may hope in the course of life to find
;
and

it is given in greater measure to some men than to others.

Great teachers of the moral ideal arise, like great poets,

specially inspired ;
and their power, whether manifested

in the silent example of their lives, or in the prophetic
utterance of Myth, is felt in its effects by all

;
but the secret

of it is incommunicable.1

The gift of aperr) in greater measure is not, indeed, alluded

to in the Protagoras Myth, but it is, after all, merely an

eminent instance of the gift as described in that Myth. The

gift of dperr}, whether in less or greater measure, is of the

Grace of God. Such a doctrine is properly conveyed in Myth ;

and the discourse of Protagoras in which it is conveyed is, I

submit, a true Myth, because it sets forth the a priori, not, as

Schleiermacher and some other critics maintain, a mere

Sophistic Apologue or Allegory illustrating and popularising
a posteriori data.

&quot; As to the myth brought forward by Protagoras,&quot; says.

Schleiermacher,
2 &quot;

there is no need to number it as some have

1 See Meno, 99, 100.
2 Introduction to the Protagoras, p. 96, Dobson s Transl.
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done, good-naturedly raising it to an exalted rank, among those

of Plato s own
;
on the contrary, if not the property of Prota

goras himself, as seems likely, though there is no evidence to

confirm the supposition, yet the manner in which Plato applies

it makes it much more probable that it is, at all events, com

posed in his spirit. For precisely as is natural to one of a

coarsely materialistic mode of thinking, whose philosophy does

not extend beyond immediate sensuous experience, the reason

ing principle in men is only viewed as a recompense for their

deficient corporeal conformation, and the idea of right with

the feeling of shame, as requisite for a sensuous existence,

and as something not introduced into the minds of men until

a later period/
&quot; Not introduced into the minds of men until a later

period !&quot; This objection appears to me to be founded on a

misunderstanding of what a Myth is and does. It is of the

very essence of a Myth to represent as having a history in

time what in itself is out of time. The Soul, which is the

Subject of all experience in time, is mythologically set forth

as an Object or Thing whose creation, incarnation and earthly

life, disembodied state and penance, re-incarnation and final

purification or damnation, can be traced as events in time.

How absurd to draw inferences from the chronology of such a

history ! It is not the historical question, When the mind

received the idea of Virtue, whether later or sooner, that Plato

is really concerned with
;

but the philosophical question,

What is the true nature of Virtue of the Virtuous Soul of

the Soul itself at its best ?
&quot; The Soul to Plato,&quot; as Hegel

l

says,
&quot;

is not a Thing the permanence or non-permanence of

which we may discuss, but a Universal.&quot; Yet in Myth this

Universal is necessarily set forth as a Thing permanent

throughout a succession of changes in time. It is indeed no

easy matter always to remember that a Myth is a Myth.

IV

A Myth may be told in painting, or embroidery, or sculp

ture, as well as in words
;
and I am going to conclude these

remarks on the Protagoras Myth by asking the reader to look

1 Gesch. der Phil. vol. xiv. p. 187 (1842).
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at a sarcophagus in the Capitoline Museum on which the

mystery of Man s birth and life and death is rendered for the

eye in a relief representing, naively enough, the history of the

Butterfly-Soul and its Clay Body, the handiwork of Prometheus. 1

There sits Prometheus with a basket of clay beside him
;

on his knees a little human figure standing, which he supports
with his left hand

;
while his right hand, holding the model

ling stick, is drawn back, its work finished. On the head

of the little human figure Athena lightly sets a butterfly.

Behind and above, Clotho spins the thread of life, and

Lachesis draws the horoscope on a globe of the Heavens. It

is morning, for Helios with his chariot and horses is rising

on the left hand. Beneath him is seated Gaia with her horn

of plenty ;
near him lies Oceanus with his rudder in his hand

;

while the Wind-God blows through his shell
; and, half hidden

among these elemental powers, Eros kisses Psyche.
Now let us turn from the Morning and Day of the sculp

tured Myth, and look at its Evening and Night. On the right
of the two central figures, Prometheus and Athena, close by
Athena with her butterfly, stands Night, a tall draped woman,
above whom is Selene in her car, with her veil making a

crescent behind her in the wind as she rides. At the feet of

Night lies a Youth, dead, with his butterfly-soul fluttering

near. Death, with down-turned torch, is bending over the

corpse, and Fate sits at its head unrolling a scroll on her

knee; while the Soul of the Youth, now a little -winged
human form, led by Hermes, is already on its westward way
to Hades.

This is the front of the sarcophagus ;
and the two ends

include the mystery of the front in a larger mystery. On the

one end is Hephaestus at his forge, and the fire is burning
which Prometheus stole. On the other end the sin is

punished Prometheus lies bound upon Caucasus, and the

vulture sits over him; but Heracles, with his bow bent, is

coming to deliver him.

1 The version of the Myth presupposed by the Capitoline artist is plainly
Neo-Platonic. In the Myth as Plato has it in the Protagoras, Prometheus does
not make Man. On the Capitoline sarcophagus (No. 446 [13], described by
Helbig, Fiihrcr durch die offentl. Sammlungen klass. Alterth. in Rom., vol. i.

p. 341
; and cf. Mitchell, History of Anc. Sculpture, p. 693), he does ; just as, in

Plotinus, Enn. iv. 3. 13 (quoted p. 238 infra], he not, as in Hesiod, 0. et D.
49 fF., Hephaestus makes Pandora.
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(Excursus on Allegory}

The story of Prometheus, whether as told in the Prota

goras, or as represented on the Capitoline sarcophagus, is, I

am prepared to maintain, a genuine Myth sets forth a

mystery which the scientific understanding cannot fathom.

At the same time, it is a Myth which evidently lends itself

more easily than those which we have hitherto examined to

allegorical interpretation, and, indeed, in Neo-Platonic hands

became the subject of very beautiful allegorical interpretation.

It would seem, then, that at the Protagoras Myth we have

reached the stage in our review of the Platonic Myths at

which some connected remarks may be offered on a point
which has been already alluded to the Difference between

Myth and Allegory ;
and along with Allegory we may con

sider Parable.

I remarked a little while ago that a composition which,

as a whole, is a Myth, and not an Allegory, is often found to

be built up of parts, some of which are Allegories. The

Pliaedrus Myth and the Divina Commedia are compositions of

this build. This partly explains the circumstance that even

the noblest Myths have so often fallen an easy prey to alle

gorical interpretation. Because the parts are plainly Alle

gories, it is supposed that the whole is an Allegory. And
there are no limits to allegorical interpretation. Any Myth

nay, any true account of historical events or of natural

phenomena can be interpreted as an Allegory, setting forth

any dogma, religious, philosophical, or scientific.

The importance of the part played by the allegorical

interpretation of Homer in the Greek philosophical schools, of

the Old Testament History among the Alexandrine Jews and

Christian Fathers, and of the Platonic Myths among the ISTeo-

Platonists,
1 cannot easily be over-estimated by the historian of

1 The Myths were accepted by common consent as the text for the deepest
speculations of the later Platonic schools, and so have contributed, through
them, more largely than any other part of Plato s writings to the sum of

common thoughts.&quot; Westcott s Essays in the History of Religious Thought in

the West
(&quot;

The Myths of Plato
&quot;), p. 46.
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philosophical and religious thought. As early as the time of

Xenophanes
1

it was felt that the tendency of the popular

mythology was immoral. &quot; Homer and Hesiod,&quot; he says,
&quot; have

ascribed to the Gods all things that are a shame and a disgrace

among men thefts and adulteries, and deception of one another.&quot;

With this verdict Plato is in entire agreement (Rep. 378 D) ;

but not with the method of allegorical interpretation (see

Phaedrus, 229), which attempted to save both Homer and

morality.
2

Plato, objecting to the allegorical interpretation

of Myth on literary and philosophical grounds, as well as on

the practical ground alleged in Rep. 378 D that children

cannot distinguish between allegorical and literal meaning,
banishes Homer from the educational curriculum, and in lieu

of his stories, since children must begin with stories, sub

stitutes newly invented stories moral tales, we may suppose,

for he gives no specimens in which Gods and human beings
behave in a manner which can, and ought to, be imitated,

just as the good people behave in some modern story-books for

the young.
But in his objection to the allegorisation of Homer Plato

stands almost alone. The line generally taken by the Greeks

after, as well as before, Plato s time was that Homer is an

inspired teacher, and must not be banished from the curri

culum. If we get beneath the literal meaning, we find him

teaching the highest truth. The allegorical interpretation of

Homer began doubtless in the spirit of apology for revered

scriptures found to conflict with modern notions
;
but it soon

became an instrument of historical research and metaphysical

speculation.
3 Few were content to confine themselves with

Plutarch to the plain ethical lessons to be drawn from Homer
and the poets as picturing human life and nature to read,

for example, the story of The Intrigue of Aphrodite and Ares,

if not simply for the story, at any rate for nothing more

1 He was alive in 479 B.C.
;

see Burnet, Early Greek Philosophy, p.
111.

2 On the allegorisation of Homer, beginning with Theagenes, see Lobeck,
Aglaoph. pp. 155 ff.

;
the feeling which prompted it is expressed in the

aphorism, &quot;OyU??pos yap riff^^crev, el n.r\ -fiXX-rjyoprjaev.

and perhaps also of literary embellishment. &quot; Ion s allusion to his embel
lishments of Homer, in which he declares himself to have surpassed Metrodorns
of Lampsacus and Stesimbrotus of Thasos, seems to show that, like them, he

belonged to the allegorical school of interpreters
&quot;

(Jowett s Introduction to

the Ion).
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abstruse than the lesson that luxury leads to such intrigue.
1

Such simple teaching did not satisfy either the historians or

the philosophers.

The Centaurs (Palaephatus tells us) were a body of young
men from the village of Nephele in Thessaly, who first trained

and mounted horses for the purpose of repelling a herd of bulls

belonging to Ixion, King of the Lapithae, which had run wild

and done great damage ; they pursued these wild bulls on horse

back, and pierced them with their spears, thus acquiring both

the name of Prickers (/cei/ropes) and the imputed attribute of joint

body with the horse. Aktaeon was an Arcadian, who neglected
the cultivation of his land for the pleasures of hunting, and was
thus eaten up by the expense of his hounds. The dragon whom
Kadmus killed at Thebes was in reality Drako, King of Thebes

;

and the dragon s teeth which he was said to have sown, and from
whence sprung a crop of armed men, were in point of fact

elephants teeth, which Kadmus as a rich Phoenician had brought
over with him : the sons of Drako sold these elephants teeth and

employed the proceeds to levy troops against Kadmus. Daedalus,
instead of flying across the sea on wings, had escaped from Krete

in a swift sailing-boat under a violent storm
; Kottus, Briareus,

and Gyges were not persons with one hundred hands, but inhabit

ants of the village of Hekatoncheiria in Upper Macedonia, who
warred with the inhabitants of Mount Olympus against the

Titans
; Scylla, whom Odysseus so narrowly escaped, was a fast-

sailing piratical vessel, as was also Pegasus, the alleged winged
horse of Bellerophon.

2

1
Plutarch, de Audiendis Poet-is, c. 4. The de Aud. Tod. is worth careful

study in connection with the allegorisation of Homer, against which it is a

protest. On the one hand, Poetry is to be read for the entertainment which

may be derived from a &quot;good story&quot; simply as a &quot;good story&quot; ;
thus Homer

bids Odysseus look carefully at the things in Hades, in order that he may go
and tell his ivife about them

dAAd
(f&amp;gt;6(j}crde rd^tcrra AtAateo, raOra de TTCLVTO,

t0-0
,

Iva. /cat /.teroTrtcrfle Terj elinjada yvvaiid.

/cat yap TOVTO xa/Hevrw? &quot;O/nr/pos
els rrjv veKvlav eltrev, cl&amp;gt;s yvvaiKbs aKpoaaw odaav

dia or) TO /mvd&des (c. 2). On the other hand, Poetry is to be read for the lessons

in morality and worldly wisdom which may be learnt from the characters and
conduct of the personages portrayed ;

but let not the young think that these

personages are abstract types all-good or all-bad
;
the poets draw for us real

men, mixed of good and bad qualities. Poetry is fj.i/m rjo is rjdQiv /cat fiiuv /cat

avdp&TTbiV ou reXeluv ovde Kadapwv . . . dAAa iJLep.LyiJ.evwv Trddecri /cat &amp;lt;56ats

fievSe&amp;lt;ri,
Ota de evtpviav CLVTOVS TroAAd/cts p.ercLTL6evrwv wpbs TO KpelrTov (c. 8).

These are the advantages to be derived from Poetry. We must partake of it

with caution, however, for it is like the polypus pleasant to eat, but often gives
bad dreams (c. 1).

It ought to be noted that, where Egyptian Myths are concerned, Plutarch

does not eschew the method of allegorical interpretation ;
but see remarks on

de Is, et Osir. 78, in Prof. Dill s Roman Society in the Last Century of the

Western Empire, pp. 76, 77.
2 Grcte s Hist, of Greece, part i. ch. 16, vol. i. pp. 342, 343, edit. 1862.
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While those interested in history adopted this method of

&quot; natural explanation
&quot; 1 in dealing with Myths, the philo

sophers adopted the method to which it is best to confine the

description
&quot;

allegorical interpretation.&quot; Homer s whole story,

and the proper names which occur in it, have a hidden

religious, philosophical, scientific meaning which it is the

work of the method to unfold, by discovering analogies and

etymologies. So far as etymologies wrere concerned, this

method probably owed something to the lead given by Plato

himself in the Cratylus ;
but while Plato s etymologies are

put forward playfully, and as it were 8ia fji,v0o\oyia$, the

etymologies of the Stoics and other allegorisers of Myth seem

to be seriously offered as the meanings which Homer really

had in his mind when he used the names. &quot;

Magnam suscepit

molestiam,&quot; says Cicero,
2 &quot;

et minirne necessarian! Zeno primus,

post Cleanthes, deinde Chrysippus, commenticiarum fabularum

reddere rationem, et vocabulorum cur quidque ita appellatum
sit causas explicare.&quot; Two examples of the Stoic method will

be sufficient, with a general reference to Zeller s Stoics,

Epicureans, and Sceptics, pp. 334 ff. (Eng. Transl.).

The One God, of Many Names, iroKvavv^os, is called

Zeus CLTTO rov rjv : as manifested in air, is called Hera, from

arfp: as manifested in water, is called Poseidon, from Trocrt?: as

manifested in aether, is called Athena, from aWrfp : and so on.
3

&quot;

If Hephaestus,&quot; says Heraclitus the Stoic,
&quot; intended the

shield of Achilles to be a representation of this world, what

else is thereby meant but that, by the influence of primary

fire, matter has been shaped into a world ?
&quot; 4

1 See Zeller s Stoics, Epicureans, and Sceptics, p. 335, n. 1, Engl. Transl.
2 Cic. de Ned. JJcor. iii. 24, 63.
3
Diog. Laert. vii. 147.

4 See Zeller s Stoics, etc., p. 340, Eng. Transl. &quot;The Stoics,&quot; says Dr. Bigg
(The Christian Platonists of Alexandria, p. 146), &quot;assure us that the heathen
deities are but symbols of the forces of nature, and turn the hideous myths
of Zeus or Dionysus into a manual of physical science.&quot;

On the general subject of the allegorisation of Homer, both before and after

Plato s time, the reader may consult, in addition to Lobeck, referred to above,
Mr. Adam s note on Hep. 378 u, 24, with authorities cited there

;
Zeller s

Stoics, Epicureans, and Sceptics, pp. 334 ff., Eng. Transl.
;
Jowett s Dialogues of

Plato, Introd. to Hep. p. xxxviii.
;
and Grote s History of Greece, part i. ch. 16,

from which I extract the following passage (vol. i. p. 344, edit. 1862) :

&quot;It remains that we should notice the manner in which the ancient myths
were received and dealt with by the philosophers. The earliest expression
which we hear, on the part of philosophy, is the severe censure bestowed upon
them on ethical grounds by Xenophanes of Kolophon, and seemingly by some
others of his contemporaries. It was apparently in reply to such charge*^ which
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The Jews, Palestinian and Alexandrine, before and after

Philo s time,
1

following the lead given by the Greek inter

preters of Homer, applied the allegorical method to the Old

Testament scriptures. One may estimate the length to which

allegorical interpretation of the Old Testament was carried by

depaTrevrai
2 and others before Philo s time from the circum

stance that even Philo himself was alarmed. The allegorising

of the Law, he thought, makes for laxity in the observance of

it.
3 The wise man will loth seek out the hidden meaning,

and observe the letter of the Law. He will allegorise without

breaking with old custom.
4 But where the allegorisation, not

of the Law, but of the History of the Old Testament scrip

tures, is concerned, Philo proceeds without fear. At once an

ardent Platonist and a Hebrew of the Hebrews, he assumed

the substantial accuracy of the narrative of events given in

the Old Testament from the creation of the world downwards

throughout the whole history of his Eace
; and, at the same

time, he believed that the history of his Eace was not mere

history it was philosophy, or rather theology, as well as

did not admit of being directly rebutted, that Theagenes of Rhegium (about
520 B.C.) first started the idea of a double meaning in the Homeric and Hesiodic
narratives an interior sense, different from that which the words in their

obvious meaning bore, yet to a certain extent analogous, and discoverable

by sagacious divination. Upon this principle he allegorised especially the battle

of the Gods in the Iliad. In the succeeding century, Anaxagoras and Metro
dorus carried out the allegorical explanation more comprehensively and

systematically ;
the former representing the mythical personages as mere

mental conceptions invested with name and gender, and illustrative of ethical

precepts, the latter connecting them with physical principles and phaenomena.
Metrodorus resolved not only the persons of Zeus, Here, and Athene, but also

those of Agamemnon, Achilles, and Hector, into various elemental combinations
and phvsical agencies, and treated the adventures ascribed to them as natural

facts concealed under the veil of allegory. Empedocles, Prodicus, Antisthenes,

Parmenides, Heracleides of Pontus, and, in a later age, Chrysippus and the

Stoic philosophers generally, followed more or less the same principle of treating
the popular Gods as allegorical personages ;

while the expositors of Homer (such
as Stesimbrotus, Glaucon, and others, even down to the Alexandrine age),

though none of them proceeded to the same extreme length as Metrodorus,

employed allegory amongst other media of explanation for the purpose of

solving difficulties, or eluding reproaches against the
poet.&quot;

Grote, in a footnote (p. 345, n. 1) to the foregoing passage, calls attention

to the ethical turn given to the stories of Circe, the Sirens, and Scylla, by
Xenophon, Mem. i. 3, 7, and ii. 6, 11-31.

1 The allegorising Jewish school began two hundred years before Philo (fl.

A.D. 39) ;
see Gfrorer, Urchristenthum, i. 83.

2 See Conybeare s Philo, de Vita Contemplative^, p. 293 : the depcnrevTai (also

called iK^rai, cultores deum ascetic Jewish congregations or guilds) allegorised
the Pentateuch. This was necessary in order to make Gentile converts, who
looked for Plato in Moses.

3 See Conybeare s Philo, de Vita Cont. pp. 300. 301.
4 See Gfrorer, Urchristenthum, i. 104.
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history. The events recorded were not only true in fact
;

they constituted also a continuous revelation of hidden meaning.
He looked at the history of his Eace both as a chronicle of

actual events, and as a great miracle-play in which dogma
was put on the stage of this visible world. This double

point of view is very difficult to enter into
;
but we must

enter into it, so far, at least, as to treat it very seriously, if

we are to understand the
&quot;

tendency
&quot;

of certain currents of

religious and philosophical thought which have prevailed since

his day, even down to the present time. Here is a passage

from his book de Sacrificiis Abelis et Caini,
1 in which the

allegorical interpretation of
&quot; sacred history

&quot;

reminds us of

the method by which not only
&quot; sacred history

&quot;

but tradi

tional dogma is, in our own day, being rewritten as
&quot;

philosophy
&quot;

:

For Abraham, coming with great haste and alacrity, com
mands Virtue, Sarah, to hasten and ferment three measures of meal,

and to make cakes under the ashes, when God, attended by two

Supreme Powers (-^vt/ca 6 Gebs 8opv(f)Opov[JLvos VTTO Bvtiv TWV a^wrarw

Swdfjitwv), Dominion and Goodness, Himself one in the middle,

produced three images in the visual soul (opariKrj faxy), each of

which it is impossible to measure (for His Powers also are not to

be circumscribed), but they measure all things. His Goodness is

the measure of the good, His Dominion the measure of things sub

ject ;
and the Ruler Himself the measure of every thing corporeal

and incorporeal. ... It is good for these three measures to be

fermented, as it were, and commingled in the soul, that being

persuaded of the existence of a supreme God, who surpasses His

Powers, and is either seen without them, or appears with them,
it may receive impressions of His might and beneficence, and

be initiated in the most perfect mysteries (TMV reAetcov

In the Old Testament history, then, Philo recognises at

once a higher, or mystic, and a historical, or literal, sense

T) St vTrovoias avroSoo-i? j] oXXrjyopia, and 77 pi^rrj

SirjyrjcriS
2 The personages in the book of Genesis are at once

historical, and rpoTroi, i^r1^779.
Adam is avOpwiros ryrjyevrfs ,

the fact of his existence is historical, but the details of his

history are mythical, and must be interpreted allegorically :

1 De Sacrif. Ab. et Caini, (15), 59, ed. Cohn, p. 173, Mangey.
2

Gfrorer, o.e. i. 84.
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thus his rib is /xutfwSe? nobody can take it literally.
1 Noah

is justice, Enoch hope, Moses \6yos TT/OO^^TT;?. Similarly,

Egypt is the body, Canaan piety.
2

Again and here Philo s

Platonism prevails it was not God, but the \6yos, who

appeared in the burning bush.
3

Spiritual men are satisfied,

he says, with the truth that God exists
;
but the TTO\\OL need

an anthropomorphic God. Moses gives God feet and hands,

on account of the weak understanding of his readers. This

is as it ought to be. Moses is like the physician who must

keep his patient in ignorance of the truth. But for the

educated reader such representations of God are dangerous.

They lead to Atheism, and the only true method of dealing
with them is that of Allegory.

4 The allegorical wisdom,
the possession of the few wise, is compared by Philo to the

Hellenic Mysteries : ravra o&amp;gt; /jLvcrrai, /cetcaOap/jievoi ra wra,

fo&amp;gt;9 lepa 6W&&amp;gt;? fjuvar^pia TrapaSe^ecrOe^ Here, of course,

Philo borrows directly from Plato,
6 who often compares

Philosophy, especially when Myth is its vehicle, to initiation,

as in Sympos. 209 E, 210 A, and in Phaedrus, 249 c, 25 OB. 7

But it is only a phrase that Philo borrows from Plato.

What a Myth is Philo does not understand. A Myth is

indeed a mystery and remains a mystery. Philo and his

following are only concerned to make it something under

stood.

For the employment of the method of allegorical interpre

tation by the Christian Fathers I cannot do better than

refer the reader generally to Dr. Bigg s Christian Platonists of

Alexandria, especially to Lecture iv., and to Hatch s Hibbert

Lectures, 1888, Lecture iii., on Greek and Christian Exegesis.

To these references I would add a quotation from Professor

G. Adam Smith s Modern Criticism and the Preaching of the

Old Testament, pp. 226-228 :

The early fathers were interested in the Old Testament

mainly for its types and predictions of Christ. The allegorical

became the orthodox exegesis, and was at last reduced to a theory

1
Gfrorer, o.c. i. 98, 99. -

Gfrorer, o.c. i. 88.
3

Gfrorer, o.c. i. 87. 4
Gfrorer, o.c. i. 97.

5
Philo, de cherubim, Mang. i. 147 ; Gfrorer, Urchristenthum, i. 100.

u As he does also at the end of the passage quoted above from the de Sacrif.
Al. ct Cain.

7 See Couturat, de Platonis Mythis, p. 55.
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by Origen, and elaborated into a system by the school which he

founded. . . . When the heretics began to outdo the orthodox in

allegorical exposition, the latter awoke to the dangers of the habit

they had fostered, and loudly proclaimed the need of sobriety and

reason in the pursuit of it. But the historical sense of the age
was small, and till the close of the 4th century no exegete suc

ceeded in finding his feet on a sound historical basis. [Theodore
of Mopsuestia (350-429) was the father of historical exegesis.]

To Theodore the types and prophecies of the Old Testament had,

besides their references to the future, a prior value in themselves

and for the age in which they were delivered. 1

It is perhaps worth reminding the reader that the Christian

Fathers had high authority for their allegorical interpretation

of the Holy Scriptures. St. Paul (Gal. iv. 22-26) had author

ised such interpretation :

It is written that Abraham had two sons, the one by a bond

maid, the other by a freewoman. But he who was of the bondwoman
was born after the flesh

;
but he of the freewoman was by promise.

Which things are an allegory (anvd to-nv aAAr/yoyoov/^eva) : for

these are the two covenants
;
the one from the Mount Sinai, which

gendereth to bondage, which is Agar. For this Agar is Mount
Sinai in Arabia, and answereth to Jerusalem which now is, and is

in bondage with her children. But Jerusalem which is above is

free, which is the mother of us all.
2

In the Philosophy of Plotinus and the Neo- Platonic

School the allegorical interpretation of Myths especially

of those which describe and account for the Fall and

Ascension of Souls after the manner of the Phaedrus Myth
and the Discourse of Diotima holds a position the import
ance of which it would be difficult for the student of the

development of religious thought to exaggerate. No more

can be attempted here than to give a general idea of the

1
Chrysostom, in his ep/m-rjveia of Isaiah (vol. vi. p. 17, ed. Montfaucon),

took the same line : ^70; 8e, he says, ovre ravTfjv drt/idfw TTJV e^-fiyrjcnv (the alle

gorical), Kal
T7]i&amp;gt; erepav (the historical) dXrjOivecrT^pav elvai (pyfju. Commenting

on the new line of exegesis taken by Theodore and Chrysostom, Professor G.

Adam Smith brings out its significance in one admirable sentence (p. 231) :

&quot;

Recognise that the fundamental meaning of the prophecies must be that which

they bore to the living generation to whom they were first addressed, and you
are at once inspired by their message to the men of your own time.&quot;

2
Similarly in 1 Peter iii. Noah s ark, wherein

&quot;eight
souls were saved by

water,&quot; is allegorically interpreted as Baptism. In the Old Testament, Hosea

(xii. 1-5) allegorises, according to the writer of art. &quot;Allegorical Interpretation
&quot;

in the Jewish Encycl.
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Neo- Platonic method of dealing with these Myths; and

perhaps the following specimens may be sufficient for this

purpose.

Plotinus (Erni. iv. 3. 13), adhering to the Orphic doctrine

which Plato sets forth in the Phaedrus Myth, speaks of the

Descent of Souls into the bodies prepared for them as taking

place, for each Soul, at an appointed time : Kal aXXo? a\\rj

%p6vo$, ov Trapayevo/jievov olov KYjpVKos Kokovvros Kariacri,

/ecu eicreBv els TO Trpoa^opov aw/ia. Their descent, he says,

is fated or determined by universal law
;
and yet it is free,

for, in embodying themselves, Souls obey a universal law

which is realised in themselves. They are free, as i/oO?,

Intelligence, is free, for they obey the necessity which is that

of their own nature : KOI o fjuev irpo KOCT/JLOV vovs elfjuap-

fjievriv e^et TTJV TOV aeveiv e/cel OTTOCTOV KOI Tre/jLTreiv, Kal

rb /caOefcaa-Tov r /ca06\ov VTroTrlirrov VO/JLO) Tre/JLTreTat,

eyKeirai &amp;lt;yap
eKdcrra) rb KaOo\ov Kal 6 VOJJLOS OVK e^coBev

rrjv la&quot;xyv
et? TO re\eo-6rjvai la^ei, d\\a SeSorat ev avrol?

Xprjcrofjievois
elvai Kal irepidpepova-iv avTov.

&quot;This Cosmos, then,&quot; he continues, &quot;having many Lights, and

being illumined by Souls, receiveth beauty added unto beauty
from the great Gods and from the Intelligences which bestow

Souls. And this, methinks, is the meaning of that Myth which
telleth how that, when Prometheus that is Forethought had
fashioned a woman, 1 the other gods did thereafter adorn her : one

gave unto this creature of earth and water human speech, and

beauty as of a goddess ;
and Aphrodite gave unto her one gift,

and the Graces another, and all the other gods added their several

gifts ;
and she was called Pandora, because that all gave unto her

who was fashioned by the Forethought of Prometheus. But
whereas Epimetheus, who is Afterthought, rejected this gift of

Prometheus, the Myth thereby signifieth that the choice of that

which partaketh more of the nature of the Intelligible is the better

choice. Yea, the Maker is himself bound, for he hath contact of

some sort with that which hath proceeded from him, and is there

fore constrained by bonds which are without. But whereas

Heracles releaseth him from his bonds, the Myth signifieth that

he hath in him a Power whereby he is yet able to attain unto

deliverance from these bonds.&quot;
2

1 In HesioJ, 0. et D. 49 ff. Hephaestus, not Prometheus, makes Pandora
;

and Prometheus warns his brother not to accept her, but he pays no heed to the

warning.
2 Plot. Enn. iv. 3. 14

;
and see A. Patter, die Psychologic des Plotin (1867),

p. 42. Pandora is the World endowed by the Soul with ideal gifts.
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Another Myth from which the Neo-Platonists drew largely

was that of Narcissus. 1 Their interpretation of this Myth
hinges on the identification of the &quot; Mirror of Dionysus

&quot;

with

the &quot; Bowl of Dionysus.&quot;
2 The Soul remains at peace in its

heavenly home, till it sees its own image in the water of this

mirror. It plunges into the water to embrace the image, and

drinks forgetfulness of its heavenly estate : l&ovra yap, says

Plotinus (Enn. i. 6. 8), Set ra ev o-a)/j,acri /cd\a ^TOL Trpoa-

Tpe%eiv, d\\d yvovra, w? eiaiv eiKoves /cal lyyi) KOI aiciai,

(f&amp;gt;ev&amp;lt;yeiv 7T/909 eKelvo ov TavTa el/cove?. el yap rt? e

(BovKo^evo^ o&amp;gt;9 d\r]0ivov, ola elSa)\ov

o%ovfjLevov, ov \aftelv /3ov\r)0eis, o&amp;gt;9 TTOV

, SOKW fioi, alviTTZTai, St&amp;gt;9 et9 TO Kara) TOV pev

d(f&amp;gt;avr)s eyevero, rov avrov Srj rpOTrov 6 e^o^ez o? rwv

O-WfJLCLTWV KOl
fJirj d(f)lLS, OV TO) O (*)fldl I , TTJ $6 ^V^fj

Svcrerai et? o-Koreivd Kal drepjrri rc5 i&amp;gt;&&amp;gt; /SaOy, evOa
rv&amp;lt;p\b$

ev aSov /jievodv /cal evravOa tcd/cel ovaat? avvecrrai.
&amp;lt;j)i&amp;gt;-

&amp;gt;ya)/jL6V $r) (f)i\7]v e? TrarpiSa, dXTjOecrrepov dv rt9 irapa-

K6\voi,To. rt9 ovv r] fyv^fY] ] /c.T.\. : and again, in Enn. iv.

3. 12, he says dv0pw7ra)v Se tyv^al etScoXa avrwv ISovcrai,

olov kiovvaov ev KaroTrrpw e/cei eyevovro dvwOev op^rjOelcrai

OVK aTTOT/jirjOelcrai ovo avrau TTJS eavrwv a/0%^9 re Kal vov.

ov
&amp;lt;ydp fJLerd vov rf\6ov, aXV e(j)0acrav fjuev f^e^pL 77)9,

/cdpa oe avrals edTrjpiKTai vTrepdva) rov ovpavov. 7r\eov

8e avrals KaTe\6eiv av/ji/Be/Srjfcev, on TO [JLeorov avrals r/v-

ayfcdcrOr) (frpovriSos Seo/jievov TOV et9 o etpOacrav

ZeL/9 3e irarrip eXeijcras TrovovfAevas Oprjra avrwv rd

TTOiwv Trepl d irovovvTai SlScocriv dva7rav\as ev

TTOIWV crw^drwv e\ev0epa&amp;lt;;,
iv e^oiev e/cet Kal avrai

&amp;lt;yivea-6ai, ovirep rj TOV TravTOS ^v^rj del ovSev ra TrjSe

Souls, then, descending, at their appointed

1 See Ovid, Met. iii., and Patisanias, ix. 31, for this Myth.
2 See Macrobius, in Somn. i. 12. 66 :

&quot; Hoc est quod Plato notavit in Phaedone
animum in corpus trahi nova ebrietate trepidantem, volens novum potum materialis
alluvionis intelligi, quo gravata deducitur. Arcaui hujus indicium est Liberi
Patris crater ille sidereus, et hoc est, quod veteres Lethaeum fiuvium vocaverunt,
ipsum auteni Liberum Patrem Orphaici vovv V\IKOJ&amp;gt; suspicantur intelligi.&quot; Lobeck,
who quotes this passage from Maerobius (Aglaoph. p. 736), criticises it as departing
from the original conception of the /cpar^p, which is that of the bowl in which Plato s

Dernitirgus mixes the ingredients, first of the World-Soul, and then of human souls.
3 See Lobeck (Aglaoph. p. 555, for the place of the KO.TOTTTPOV in the Zagreus

Myth ;
and Rohde (Psyche, ii. 117) for Zagreus as a type, along with Narcissus,

of the passage of the Unity of the World-Principle into the multiplicity of
sensible phenomena.
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times, come to the water which is the Karoirrpov
and enamoured of their own images reflected therein that

is; of their mortal bodies plunge into the water. This

water is the water of oblivion, of \r]6r), and they that drink

of it go down into the o-TrrfKaiov the cave of this world.
1

The wise soul drinks moderately ;
for to drink deeply is to

lose all dvdfjLwrjo-is of the intelligible world. The wise soul is

thus the
&quot;dry&quot;

soul fyprj ^^77, as ^ne Pnrase of Heraclitus 2

seems to be understood by the Neo-Platonists who quote it.
3

The dry soul hearkens, in this life, to the genius who accom

panies her in her tcdOo&os : but, over all the genii of particular

souls, Eros rules as summits genius. Creuzer 4 mentions a

picture in which Narcissus is represented as gazing at his

own image in the water, and the Heavenly Eros as standing
with a sad countenance behind him. &quot; Narcissus adolescens,&quot;

says Ficino,
5

&quot;id est, ternerarii et imperiti hominis animus, sui

vultum non aspicit ; propriam sui substantiam et virtutem

nequaquam animadvertit
;

sed ejus umbram in aqua pro-

sequitur et amplecti conatur : id est, pulchritudinem in fragili

corpore, et instar aquae fluentis, quae ipsius animi umbra est,

admiratur.&quot;

The moral of the Narcissus Myth is : Free thyself by
&quot;

ecstasy
&quot;

from the life of flux and sensible appearances

escape from the Stream of Pleasure and the Flesh
77 pevo-rrj

rov evvXov crcoyu-aro? fyvcris the Stream of Generation, which

is the
&quot; Mirror of Dionysus.&quot;

7

With the Myth of Narcissus thus allegorised, the Neo-

Platonists brought the story of Odysseus into very close

relation. Thus the passage quoted above from Enn. i. 6. 8, in

which the immersion of the Soul in the Stream of Sense is

described, is immediately followed by a passage in which the

deliverance from that stream is compared to the flight of

TO crw/u.a /cat rd(j)os /cat 6 /c6ayx.os avTrj (nrrjXaiov /cat &vrpov.
Plot. Enn. iv. 8. 3

;
and cf. iv. 8. 1, where the doctrine of the Fall or Incarna

tion of Souls, as set forth by Plato in the Phaedrus and Timaeus and by Em-

pedocles, is reviewed.
2 See Bywater s Heracliti Eph. Reliquiae, Ixxiv. Ixxv.
3 See Creuzer, Plotinus de Pulch. p. xxxvi.
4 Plot, de Pulch. p. Ixiii.

5
Ficinus, in Plat. Sympos. cap. 17, quoted by Creuzer, Plot, de Pulch.

p. Ixviii.
6 See Creuzer, Plot, de Pulch. pp. Ivi. Ivii.

7 I take it that the KaroTrrpov Aiovucrov of the Neo-Platonists is due to a

&quot;conflation
&quot;

of the Narcissus Myth and the Zagreus-Dionysus Myth.
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Odysseus from the enchantments of Circe and Calypso :

r/9 ovv J] (frwyr} ; /col TTCO? dva^ofJieOa ; olov CLTTO fjid^ov

Kip/crjs (f)7](rlv rj KaXf^ou? QSvcrcrevs alviTTOnevos, Sorce?

pot, fjbelvau OVK dpeaOeis, KaiToi e%oov rjbovds &i O^OLT^V
KOI /cd\\L TroXXco alar6^T(^ (7VV(t)V. TraTpIs Srj rj/jiiv, 60ev

7rapr]\0ofjLV, KOI Trarrjp e/cel. rt? ovv 6 &amp;lt;rroXo9 Kal $

ov nrocri Bel Siavvcrai Travra^ov yap (frepovcri

Trl
&amp;lt;yfjv a\\rjv CLTT a\\7]&amp;lt;f

ov$e ae 8et ITTTTWV

)
TI 6d\drTiov Trapaa/cevdcrai, dX\a ravra Trdvra

Bel KOI
/JLTJ /3Xe7ret^, aXX olov /^vaavra o-fyw aX\.7]V

a\\dt;acr6ai, Kal dveyelpai, j)v e%6i, f^ev ?ra9, xpwvrai, &e

o\i&amp;gt;yoi.

Similarly, Numenius (quoted by Porphyry, de Ant. Nymph.

cap. 34)
l makes Odysseus the image of vovs gradually, through

various incarnations, freeing itself from the flesh el/cova rov

Sid T?}? (^^7)9 &amp;lt;yevcr(i)s ep^ofjLevov, Kal o/T&

et9 roi/9 eo) Travrbs K\v$(i)vo&amp;lt;; Kal

Again, a Pythagorean quoted by Stobaeus, EC. PJiys. i. 52,

p. 1044, says/ 0/^77/309 Se rrjv ev KVK\W trepioSov Kal Trepicfropdv

7ra\iyyevecrias KipKijv TrpoaTjyopevKev, HXtou Tral&a : and

Eustathius, on Ocl. i. 51, says, OTL rrjv KaXtrv/rco, el

Kal rjv ol ryewypaffrovvres TrapaBcSoaai,
ol irdXaiol. /J,era7r\drrovrac $6 avrrjv rrj

et9 TO KaO^ TjfJiCL^ crwjJLa, W9 crvyKdKvTTTOVOav

ei^T09 SiKrjv e\vrpov TOV ^V^LKOV fjidpyapov IJTLS Kal avrrj

Karel^e TOV
(f)t\6o~o&amp;lt;pov OSucrcrea, 009 dvOpwrrov evBeSe/jievov

o~apKi. Kal fJiv6iKws elireiv, ev
d[jL&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;ipvTr) VIJCTM ovra

ecrrt 6a\do~crri^ ) rovrecmv ev

OVTI, Kal o&amp;gt;9 civ o TlXdrcov eiTrrj, eTTippiirw

Kal diroppvrw (Timaeus, 43 A). . . . ^pfjiov ^evroi, &&amp;gt;9

ev rot9 /jierd ravra alvi^erat, o TTOLIJTIJS, /jLeo-irevovros, o

earn \6yov, &amp;lt;yeyove rfjs Kara rrjv (f)i,\oo-o(j)iav

tfyovv TOV VOTJTOV KOQ-^JLOV, 09 ecrrt KaTa

jejove K

9. With words to the same effect Apuleius closes

his treatise de Deo Socratis :
&quot; Nee aliud te in eodem Ulixe

Homerus docet, qui semper ei cornitem voluit esse prudentiam:
1 See Creuzer, Plot, de Pukh. p. Ixxii.

R
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quam poetico ritu Minervam nuncupavit. Igitur, hac eadem

comitante, omnia horrenda subiit, omnia adversa superavit.

Quippe, ea adjutrice, Cyclopis specus introivit, sed egressus

est : Solis boves vidit, sed abstinuit : ad Inferos demeavit, sed

adscendit. Eadem sapientia comitante, Scyllam praeter

navigavit, nee ereptus est : Charybdi conseptus est, nee

retentus est : Circae poculum bibit, nee mutatus est : ad Loto-

phagos accessit, nee remansit : Sirenas audiit, nee accessit.&quot;
l

Beautiful as the Neo-Platonic allegorisation often is, I

venture to think that the less we associate it with our reading
of Plato s Myths the better. The Neo-Platonists did not

understand the difference between Myth and Allegory. Alle

gory is Dogma in picture-writing ;
but Myth is not Dogma,

and does not convey Dogma. Dogma is gained and main

tained by Dialectic, which, as Stallbaum says (note on Rep.
614 B),

&quot; cannot be applied to the elucidation of the subjects

with which Myth deals, any more than it can, at the other

end of the series, be applied to the elucidation of the particulars

of sense, as such.&quot;

For light in understanding Plato s Myths, it is to the

independent creations of other great fJuvOoTroioi, such as Dante,

that we must go, not to the allegorical interpretations of the

Neo-Platonists and their like.
2

What Plato himself thinks of allegorical interpretation

we know from a passage near the beginning of the Phaedrus

(229): In reply to the question of Phaedrus, whether he

thinks that the story about Orithyia being snatched away by
Boreas from the height overlooking the Ilissus is a true story,

Socrates says, that if he took the learned line, he might
answer,

&quot;

Yes, it may be true that once upon a time a girl

called Orithyia was blown by the wind over the cliff and

killed.&quot; But such rationalism, imposing and ponderous, is

surely not very happy as a method, for if you begin to employ
it, where are you to stop ? You will have to rationalise all

the stories in Greek mythology, expending a great deal of

matter-of-fact cleverness on an interminable task, and leaving

1 Bacon s allegorical interpretation of three myths that of Pan, that of

Perseus, and that of Dionysus in his de Auymentis Scientiarum, ii. cap. 13, is

worth comparing with the Neo-Platonic examples given above.
2 For Zeller s opinion of the Neo-Platonic interpretation of Diotima s Myth

in the Sympos. see his Plato, p. 194, n. 66 (Engl. Transl.).
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no time for anything worth doing. As for himself, he declares

that, not yet having satisfied the Delphic injunction,
&quot; Know

thyself,&quot;
he should be acting ridiculously if he spent his

precious time over the interpretation of these stories : he is

willing to receive them as they are told, and believe them

just as other people believe them.1

Dr. Westcott, in his charming and suggestive essay on
&quot; The Myths of Plato

&quot;

(the first of his Essays in the History of

Religious Thought in the West), to which every student of the

subject must feel himself under great obligation, contrasts

Myth and Allegory in the following words :

In the allegory the thought is grasped first and by itself, and

is then arranged in a particular dress. In the myth, thought and

form come into being together : the thought is the vital principle
which shapes the form

;
the form is the sensible image which

displays the thought. The allegory is the conscious work of an

individual fashioning the image of a truth which he has seized.

The myth is the unconscious growth of a common mind, which

witnesses to the fundamental laws by which its development is

ruled. The meaning of an allegory is prior to the construction

of the story : the meaning of a myth is first capable of being

separated from the expression in an age long after that in which

it had its origin.

It will be understood that I do not agree with the sugges
tion contained in the last sentence. I do not recognise the

competence of interpretation to separate the &quot;

meaning
&quot;

from

1
Grote, Hist, of Greece, part i. eh. xvi. vol. i. pp. 362 ff. (ed. 1862), has re

marks of exceptional value on this passage, and generally on Plato s attitude to the
old mythology.

&quot;

Plato,&quot; he says, &quot;discountenances all attempts to transform
the myths by interpretation into history or philosophy, indirectly recognising
the generic difference between them. ... He shares the current faith, without

any suspicion or criticism, as to Orpheus, Palamedes, Daedalus, Amphion,
Theseus, Achilles, Chiron, and other mythical personages ;

but what chiefly
fills his mind is the inherited sentiment of deep reverence for these superhuman
characters and for the age to which they belonged. . . . The more we examine
this sentiment, both in the mind of Plato, as well as in that of the Greeks

generally, the more shall we be convinced that it formed essentially and insepar
ably a portion of Hellenic religious faith. The myth both presupposes, and

springs out of, a settled basis and a strong expansive force of religious, social,
and patriotic feeling, operating upon a past which is little better than a blank as

to positive knowledge. It resembles history, in so far as its form is narrative
;

it resembles philosophy, in so far as it is occasionally illustrative
;
but in its

essence and substance, in the mental tendencies by which it is created, as well as

in those by which it is judged and upheld, it is the popularised expression of the
divine and heroic faith of the

people.&quot;
See further, vol. i. pp. 370 ff., for a

summary of Grote s whole discussion of Greek Myths in part i. of his Hist,

of Greece. I am acquainted with no discussion of them which appears to me so

informing and suggestive as Grote s.
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the &quot;

expression
&quot;

of a Myth. I hold that Myth has no

dogmatic meaning behind its literal sense. Its
&quot;

meaning
&quot;

is, first, its literal sense the story which is told; and then,

beyond this, the feeling which it calls up and regulates. The
further one is removed from the age in which a Myth had its

origin, the more difficult it must be to recover its
&quot;

meaning
&quot;

of this second sort that is, the feeling which it called up and

regulated in its maker and his immediate audience. Our task

is not the facile one of reading our own doctrines into a Myth
which has come down to us, but the vastly difficult one of

entering sympathetically into the life of a prophet in a bygone
world.

While the conversion of old narratives, mythical or

historical, into Allegories has most often been the congenial
work of prosaic persons, aypoi/ca) nvl aofyla ^poo^evoi,,

it has

sometimes been taken up by the great poets themselves with

happy effect. Let me conclude this part of the subject with

one instance of this Dante s beautiful allegorisation of the

story of the three Marys at the Sepulchre :

Mark saith that Mary Magdalene, and Mary the mother of

James, and Mary Salome went to find the Saviour at the

Sepulchre and found Him not, but found a young man clothed

in a white garment, who said unto them :

&quot; Ye seek the Saviour
;

I say unto you that He is not here
;
but be not affrighted ; go

and tell His disciples and Peter, that He will go before them into

Galilee
;
and there shall ye see Him, as He said unto

you.&quot;

By these three women are signified the three sects of the

active life, the Epicureans, the Stoics, and the Peripatetics, which

go unto the Sepulchre, to wit, this present World, which is the

receptacle of corruptible things, and seek for the Saviour, to wit,

beatitude, and find it not
;
but they find a young man clothed in

a white garment, who, according to the testimony of Matthew and
also of the others, was the Angel of God thus, Matthew saith.
&quot; The Angel of God descended from heaven, and came and rolled

back the stone and sat upon it, and his countenance was like

lightning, and his raiment like snow.&quot;

This Angel is the Nobility of our Human Nature which

cometh, as it is said, from God, and speaketh in our Reason, and

saith unto each of these sects that is, unto every man who seeketh

beatitude in the active life &quot;It is not here; but go and tell the

disciples and Peter&quot; that is, those who go about seeking it, and

those who have erred from the right way, like Peter who had

denied Him &quot; that He will go before them into Galilee
&quot;

that
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is, that beatitude will go before them into Galilee that is, into

the life of Contemplation. Galilee signifieth whiteness-, and as

whiteness is more full of corporeal light than any other colour,

so is Contemplation more full of spiritual light than any other

thing here below. And he saith,
&quot;

will go before
&quot;

: he saith not,
&quot;

shall be with you
&quot;

;
thus giving us to understand that God

alway goeth before our Contemplation ;
here can we never over

take Him who is our highest beatitude. And he saith,
&quot; There

shall ye see Him, as He said
&quot;

that is, there ye shall have of His

joy, to wit, felicity, as it is promised unto you here that is, as it

is surely ordained that ye may possess it.

Thus it appeareth that we can find our beatitude (which is

this felicity of which we speak), first imperfect in the active life,

that is, in the conduct of the moral virtues, and then perfect
after a certain fashion in the conduct of the intellectual virtues. 1

Hitherto we have considered the allegorical interpretation

of narratives, mythical or historical, which the interpreters

found ready to hand. Let us now pass to narratives

deliberately constructed for the illustration of doctrine or

the inculcation of moral conduct. When doctrine is illus

trated with more or less detail, such narratives are best

called Allegories ;
when moral conduct is inculcated, Parables

that term being retained for little vignette -like stories

which present some bit of conduct to be carefully noticed,

imitated, or avoided.

In Plato himself we have examples of deliberate allegorical

composition in the Allegory of the &quot;Cave&quot; (Hep. 514 ff.),
in

that of the &quot;Disorderly Crew&quot; (Eep. 488 A
ff.),

and in that

of the &quot;

Birdcage
&quot;

(Theaet. 197 c). The &quot; Choice of Hercules,&quot;

composed by Prodicus (Xen. Mem. ii. 1. 21
ff.),

is another

example ;
the piece known as &quot;Cebetis Tabula&quot; is another; and

the beautiful story of
&quot;

Cupid and Psyche/ told by Apuleius

(Met. iv. v. vi.),
2

is another. The story of Pandora also, as

1 Conv. iv. 22.
2 Mr. A. Lang, in his Introduction to William Adlington s Translation of

the Cupid and Psyche of Apuleius (1566), shows how dependent the maker of an

allegorical story often is on Myth. The Allegory of &quot;Cupid and Psyche&quot; is

composed on the framework of a Myth which explains a custom the widely
distributed custom according to which the bridegroom must, for some time after

marriage, seek the bride secretly in the dark. See also Custom and Myth,
pp. 64 ff. Dr. Bigg (Ncoplatonism, pp. 128-133) gives a charming epitome of

the story, with its interpretation. Referring to Mr. Lang s folk-lore, he says
(p. 129), &quot;This artistic composition has very little indeed to do with Hottentots
or Zulus. It is really a very elaborate piece of allegory, metaphysics without
tears.&quot; I agree with both Mr. Lang and Dr. Bigg.
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given by Hesiod (O.D. 49 ff.),
has much in it which must be

ascribed to deliberate intention. The class of Parables, strictly

so called, is represented by many of the Parables of the Old

Testament and of the Gospels by stories like &quot;The Prodigal

Son,&quot; as distinguished from stories like
&quot; The Sower,&quot; which

are really Allegories.

There are also narratives with a purpose, which, like The

Pilgrim s Progress, are at once Allegories and Parables as dis

tinguished from Allegories. What strikes one most in these

narratives originally written to be Allegories or Parables is: How
much more effective they are than old Myths tampered with

by rationalism and converted into Allegories. These Allegories

originally written to be Allegories, indeed, present doctrine

often thinly disguised, but their makers have to exercise

creative imagination, not merely scholastic ingenuity. The

best of them are true Myths as well as Allegories, and appeal
to us, at any rate, by their av0pco7ro\oyla, if not always by

power of calling up Transcendental Feeling a power which

properly belongs to less consciously planned products of genius.

Why is The Pilgrim s Progress a Possession for Ever ? Not

because it is an ingenious Allegory setting forth doctrine

rigorously held by its author
;

not because it has a good
moral tendency, like Plato s tales for children

;
but because it

is a Myth an interesting, touching, humorous, mysterious

story about people because its persons, albeit
&quot;

allegorical/

are living men and women, sometimes, like Moliere s or

Shakespeare s, active in the dramatic movement of the story,

sometimes sketched as they stand, like the people in the

Characters of Theophrastus.

And I slept, and dreamed again, and saw the same two

Pilgrims going down the Mountains along the High-way towards

the City. Now a little below these Mountains, on the left hand,
lieth the Country of Conceit

;
from which Country there comes

into the way in which the Pilgrims walked, a little crooked Lane.

Here, therefore, they met with a very brisk Lad, that came out

of that Country. So Christian asked him From what parts he came,
and whither he was going ?

Ignor. Sir, I was born in the Country that lieth off there a

little on the left hand, and I am going to the Celestial City.
Chr. But how do you think to get in at the Gate, for you

may find some difficulty there 1
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Ignor. As other good people do, said he.

Chr. But what have you to shew at that Gate, that may
cause that the Gate should be opened to you ?

Ignor. I know my Lord s will, and I have been a good liver
;

I pay every man his own
;

I pray, fast, pay tithes, and give alms,
and have left my Country for whither I am going.

Chr. But thou earnest not in at the Wicket-Gate that is at

the head of this way ;
thou earnest in hither through that same

crooked Lane, and therefore I fear, however thou mayest think of

thyself, when the reckoning day shall come, thou wilt hear laid to

thy charge that thou art a Thief and a Robber, instead of getting
admittance into the City.

Ignor. Gentlemen, ye be utter strangers to me, I know you
not

;
be content to follow the Religion of your Country, and I

will follow the Religion of mine. I hope all will be well. And
as for the Gate that you talk of, all the world knows that that

is a great way off of our Country. I cannot think that any man
in all our parts doth so much as know the way to it, nor need

they matter whether they do or no, since we have, as you see, a

fine pleasant Green Lane, that comes down from our Country the

next way into the way.
When Christian saw that the man was wise in his own Conceit,

he said to Hopeful whisperingly, There is more hopes of a fool than

of him. And said, moreover, When lie that is a fool walketh by the

way, his wisdom faileth him, and he saith to everyone that he is a fool.

What, shall we talk further with him, or outgo him at present
and so leave him to think of what he hath heard already, and then

stop again for him afterwards, and see if by degrees we can do

any good of him ?

So they both went on, and Ignorance he came after.####*#
I saw then in my Dream that Hopeful looked back and saw

Ignorance, whom they had left behind, coming after. Look, said

he to Christian, how far yonder youngster loitereth behind.

Chr. Ay, ay, I see him
;
he careth not for our company.

Hope. But I tro it would not have hurt him, had he kept

pace with us hitherto.

Chr. That s true, but I warrant you he thinketh otherwise.

Hope. That I think he doth, but, however, let us tarry for

him. So they did.

Then Christian said to him, Come away man, why do you stay
so behind ?

Ignor. I take my pleasure in walking alone, even more a

great deal than in Company, unless I like it the better.
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Then said Christian to Hopeful (but softly), Did I not tell you
he cared not for our company ? But, however, said he, come up,
and let us talk away the time in this solitary place. Then

directing his speech to Ignorance, he said, Come, how do you ?

How stands it between God and your Soul now ?

Ignor. I hope well
;

for I am always full of good motions,
that come into my mind to comfort me as I walk.

Chr. What good motions 1 pray tell us.

Ignor. Why, I think of God and Heaven.

Chr. So do the Devils and damned Souls.

Ignor. But I think of them and desire them.

Chr. So do many that are never like to come there. The

Soul of the Sluggard desires, and hath nothing.

Ignor. But I think of them, and leave all for them.

Chr. That I doubt, for leaving all is an hard matter yea, a

harder matter than many are aware of. But why, or by what,
art thou persuaded that thou hast left all for God and Heaven.

Ignor. My heart tells me so.

Chr. The wise man says, He that trusts his own heart is a fool.

Ignor. This is spoken of an evil heart, but mine is a

good one.

Chr. But how dost thou prove that ?

Ignor. It comforts me in hopes of Heaven.

Chr. That may be through its deceitfulness, for a man s

heart may minister comfort to him in the hopes of that thing
for which he yet has no ground to hope.

Ignor. But my heart and life agree together, and therefore

my hope is well grounded.
Chr. Who told thee that thy heart and life agree together ?

Ignor. My heart tells me so.###**#
Now while I was gazing upon all these things, I turned my

head to look back, and saw Ignorance come up to the River-side
;

but he soon got over, and that without half that difficulty which

the other two men met with. For it happened that there was
then in that place one Vainhope, a Ferry-man, that with his Boat

helped him over
;
so he, as the other I saw, did ascend the Hill to

come up to the Gate, only he came alone
;
neither did any man

meet him with the least encouragement. When he was come up
to the Gate, he looked up to the writing that was above, and then

began to knock, supposing that entrance should have been quickly
administered to him

;
but he was asked by the men that looked

over the top of the Gate, Whence came you ? and what would

you have ? He answered, I have eat and drank in the presence
of the King, and he has taught in our Streets. Then they asked

him for his Certificate, that they might go and shew it to the
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King. So he fumbled in his bosom for one, and found none.

Then said they, Have you none 1 But the man answered never a

word. So they told the King, but he would not come down to

see him, but commanded the two Shining Ones that conducted

Christian and Hopeful to the City, to go out and take Ignorance,
and bind him hand and foot, and have him away. Then they
took him up, and carried him through the air to the door that I

saw in the side of the Hill, and put him in there. Then I saw
that there was a way to Hell even from the Gates of Heaven, as

well as from the City of Destruction. So I awoke, and behold it

was a Dream.

Now the day drew on that Christiana must be gone. So the

Road was full of People to see her take her Journey. But behold

all the Banks beyond the River were full of Horses and Chariots,
which were come down from above to accompany her to the City
Gate. So she came forth and entered the River, with a beckon

of Farewell to those that followed her to the River-side. The
last word she was heard to say here was, / come, Lord, to be with

thee and bless thee.

So her Children and Friends returned to their place, for that

those that waited for Christiana had carried her out of their sight.

So she went and called, and entered in at the Gate with all the

Ceremonies of Joy that her Husband Christian had done before

her.

In process of time there came a Post to the Town again, and
his business was with Mr. Ready-to-lialt. So he enquired him out,

and said to him, I am come to thee in the name of him whom
thou hast loved and followed, tho upon Crutches

;
and my

message is to tell thee that he expects thee at his Table to sup
with him in his Kingdom the next day after Easter, wherefore

prepare thyself for this Journey.
Then he also gave him a Token that he was a true Messenger,

saying, / have broken thy golden bowl, and loosed thy silver cord.

After this Mr. Ready-to-halt called for his fellow Pilgrims, and
told them, saying, I am sent for, and God shall surely visit you
also. So he desired Mr. Valiant to make his Will. And because

he had nothing to bequeath to them that should survive him but
his Crutches and his good Wishes, therefore thus he said, These

Crutches I bequeath to my Son that shall tread in my steps, with a

hundred warm wishes that he may prove better than I have done.

Then he thanked Mr. Great-heart for his Conduct and Kind

ness, and so addressed himself to his Journey. When he came
at the Brink of the River he said, Now I shall have no more need

of these Crutches, since yonder are Chariots and Horses for me to ride
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on. The last words he was heard to say was, Welcome Life. So
he went his way.

The test, indeed, of a good Allegory is that it is also

a good Myth, or story, for those who do not understand, or

care for it, as a vehicle of doctrine. To this test the Parables

spoken by Jesus appear to have been consciously accom

modated. He often spoke to the common people in Parables

without interpreting them. These Parables were received by
the common people as Myths ;

afterwards He interpreted
them as Allegories to His disciples. Many of His Parables,

indeed, as was suggested above, have no interpretation.

Stories like the Parables of the Prodigal Son, of the Kich

Man who proposed to build barns, of Dives and Lazarus, of

the Good Samaritan, are not Allegories to be interpreted

for they have no &quot;other meaning,&quot; but rather little dramas
&quot; which reduce to a single incident what is continually

occurring in man s experience.&quot;
l

And even those Parables which are Allegories and admit

of detailed doctrinal interpretation, such as the Parable of

the Sower, have an intrinsic value apart from the doctrine

which they convey the value of pictures in which common

things stand reflected stand as images, or doubles, for our

wonder, in another world, under another sky.
2 When one

looks at Millet s
&quot;

Sower,&quot;
3

it is easy to put oneself in the

place of those who heard Parables gladly without asking for

the interpretation of them.

Let us now look at Plato s two most elaborate
&quot;

Allegories
&quot;

the &quot;

Cave,&quot; and the &quot;

Disorderly Crew &quot;

;
and let us remind

ourselves of the features of the former 4

by first referring to

Republic, 532 E, c, where a summary of the whole is given
in one sentence :

77 &e 76, TJV S 70), Xucrt? re CLTTO

Secr/jitov teal /jueTaaTpo^ arro TWV O-KIWV eVl ra

Kal TO
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;(W9

Kal 6K TOV KdraycLOV els TOV rj\iov e

KOI eKel 7T/)09 fjiev ra coa re Kal
&amp;lt;pvra

Kal TO TOV rfXiov

1
Reville, ProUgomenes de VHist. des Religions (Engl. Transl. by Squire),

p. 110.
2 See Shelley s poem, The Recollection, quoted infra, p. 395, where I attempt

to show that a charm like that belonging to reflected images, or doubles, of

natural objects as of trees (or of Narcissus himself) in a pool enters into the

effect produced by the word-pictures of Poetry.
3 In the gallery of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
4
Republic, 514 A ff.
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&amp;lt;&&amp;gt;9 en dSvvafjiia /3Xe7retz&amp;gt;, 7T/309 Se ra ev v&acri,
&amp;lt;f)avrdo-fiara

Oela /cal crKias rwv ovrcov, aX)C OVK el$&amp;lt;D\a)v cricias Bi

erepov roLovrov
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;o&amp;gt;T09

to? 7T/309 rjKiov KpLveiv

fjievas, rracra avrr) 77 TTpaj/jLareia rwv re^vtov, a?

ravrrjv e^eu rrjv Svva/jiiv Kal
7rava&amp;lt;ya)&amp;lt;yTjv

rov /3e\rl(rrov ev

Tore rov o-a^ecrrdrov ev awfjiari Trpos rrjv rov fyavo-

rdrov ev TW crwfjbaroe&el re Kal oparcp roTrw. There

is a Cave in form of a long tunnel which, retaining

throughout the dimensions of its entrance, runs down, with

a steep decline, into the earth. Some way down, where the

daylight at last fails, a great Fire is burning, and beyond the

Fire there is a low wall built across the Cave at right angles
to its direction. Over the top of this wall ^Jw-wmen hold up
and move about little images of men and animals. The

shadows of these images are thrown on the rock with which

the Cave ends some way beyond.
1

Facing this end-rock of the

Cave and the shadows thus thrown on it are Prisoners bound

so that they cannot turn round. These Prisoners, whose

knowledge is confined to shadows of images, represent

people who have nothing better than second-hand, hearsay

knowledge of
&quot;

particular facts.&quot; But the &quot;

Philosopher
&quot;

comes down from the daylight into the Cave, and unbinds

some of them, and &quot; converts
&quot; them turns them round, so

that they see the showmen s little images, the &quot;

realities
&quot;

of

these shadows. These converted ones represent people who
have direct, first-hand knowledge of

&quot;

facts.&quot; Some of these

the Philosopher is able to lead up the steep floor of the Cave,

past the Fire, which is the Visible Sun, and out into the

daylight, which is the light of the Intelligible Sun, the Good,
the source of existence and true knowledge. At first the

released prisoners are so dazzled by the daylight that they
cannot bear to look at the things illuminated by it men,

animals, trees much less at the Sun itself, but can look only
at shadows of men and animals and trees on the ground, or

reflections of them in water. These shadows and reflections,

1 In the Pitt-Rivers Museum at Oxford there is a Javanese Wayang Kulit,
used, in the Historical and Mythological Drama, for the production of shadow-

representations. The shadows of puppets (made of leather) are thrown on a

screen, the performer manipulating the puppets from behind, and working their
arms by means of sticks.
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however, differ from the shadows seen on the end-rock of the

Cave, in being shadows, not of images of real things, but of

real things themselves they represent the diagrams of

geometry, and, generally, the symbols and concepts employed
in the deductive sciences to express the principles or laws

with which the inquiry is really concerned. In time, the

eyes of the released prisoners become accustomed to the

daylight, and men, animals, trees, the moon and stars, and,

last of all, the Sun, can be looked at. We have now reached

the end of all education the direct apprehension of the leai,

or Principles, which severally, and as connected system, explain

particulars, just as the living man once seen &quot;

explains
&quot;

the

showman s image of him.

I have called the &quot; Cave
&quot; an Allegory. It certainly is

an Allegory, and is offered as such together with its inter

pretation.
1 But when a great poetic genius like Plato builds

an Allegory, the edifice, while serving its immediate purpose
as an Allegory, transcends that purpose. Plato sees the Cave

and makes us see it, and there is much more to be seen there

than the mere purpose of the Allegory requires. Perhaps

Plato, when he was at Syracuse, saw such a gallery in the

stone quarries (there are such galleries still to be seen in the

Latomie at Syracuse) lighted up with a fire, and the miners

it may be slaves or convicts in chains working at the far

end with their backs to the fire, while their shadows and the

shadows of people and things behind them flitted on the

walls. Be this as it may, Plato s Cave is a mysterious place.

We enter it wondering, and soon forget, in our wonder, that

there is
&quot; another

meaning.&quot;
We acquiesce in what we see

the prisoners among the shadows, and the Eedeemer coming
down through the dimly-lighted gloom, like Orpheus,

2
to lead

them up into the daylight. The vision which Plato s

1 See Couturat, de Plat. Myth. p. 51, who regards the &quot;Cave&quot; as an

Allegory. Schwanitz, die Mythen des Plato, p. 9, on the other hand, calls the

&quot;Cave&quot; a myth, and brings it into close comparison with the Prometheus-and-

Epimetheus Myth in the Protagoras :

&quot; Wenn in dem vorigen Bilde (the Cave)
auf die verschiedene Erkenntniss der Menschen hingewiesen wurde, je nach dem
sie der beschrankenden Fesseln mehr oder weniger entledigt waren, so leitet der

ler Gemiither eingepragt ist, an Einem alle Theil nehmen, an der sittlichen
Mythus von Prometheus und Pandora die Wahrheit ein, dass von Gott Eins in

aller Gemiither eingepragt
Scheu und dem Sinn fur Gerechtigkeit, den gemeinsamen Banden wodurch
Staaten zusammengehalten werden.&quot;

2 The book
/card/3a&amp;lt;ns

els &quot;Aidov (see Lobeck, Aglaoph. p. 373) may have been
in Plato s mind.
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&quot;

Allegory
&quot;

calls up is such as his great Myths call up ;
it is

a vision which fills us with amazement, not a pictorial illus

tration which helps us to understand something.
1 Its nearest

parallel in literature is that vision which Dante on a sudden

calls up before our eyes in Inferno, iv. 46-63 :

Dimmi, Maestro mio, dimini, Signore,
Commincia io, per voler esser certo

Di quella fede che vince ogni errore :

Uscicci mai alcuno, o per suo merto,

per altrui, che poi fosse beato ?

E quei, che intese il mio parlar coperto,

Rispose : Io era nuovo in questo stato,

Quando ci vidi venire un possente
Con segno di vittoria coronato.

Trasseci 1 ombra del primo parente,
D Abel suo figlio, e quella di Noe,
Di Moise legista e ubbidiente

;

Abraam patriarcha, e David re,

Israel con Io padre, e co suoi nati,

E con Rachele, per cui tanto fe
,

Ed altri molti
;

e fecegli beati :

E vo che sappi che, dinanzi ad essi,

Spiriti umani non eran salvati.

The &quot;

Disorderly Crew &quot;

is also an Allegory and offered

as such
; but, like the &quot;

Cave,&quot; it has an interest independent
of its

&quot; other meaning.&quot; Without being, like the &quot;

Cave,&quot; an

impressive Myth as well as an Allegory, it is still, apart from

its interpretation, a bit of highly interesting av9
pa&amp;gt;7ro\oyia.

Plato makes the crew of a Greek trading vessel live and move
before our eyes. And how like the ancient crew is to the

modern one ! Let me place Plato s sketch of the Disorderly
Crew and the brilliant description in Eothen of the &quot;

politics
&quot;

of the Greek brigantine caught by a sudden squall side

by side :

&quot;

Imagine,&quot; says Socrates,
&quot; a shipowner bigger and stronger

than all the other men in the ship, but rather deaf, and rather

short-sighted, and with a corresponding knowledge of seamanship ;

and imagine a crew of sailors all at variance with one another
about the steering of the ship, each thinking that he himself

ought to steer, although not a man among them has ever learnt

the art of steering a ship, or can point to anybody who ever

1 This notwithstanding its close connection with the &quot;Divided Line,&quot; Rev.
509 D ff.
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taught him, or can mention a time during which he used to

receive instruction : imagine them even asserting that the art

cannot be taught at all, and ready to cut down anybody who says
that it can, and themselves always mobbing the shipowner, their

master, and entreating him, with every argument they can lay
hold of, to let them have the tiller

; sometimes, if one faction

fails to move him, and another is more successful, the unsuccessful

killing the successful or casting them out of the ship, and taking
the fine old owner, and drugging him, or making him drunk, or

perhaps putting him in irons, and then taking themselves the

command of the ship, and using the stores, and drinking and

feasting, and sailing the ship as such revellers are likely to sail

her
; and, to put the finishing touch to our picture, imagine them

praising describing as a true seaman, a true pilot, a man

thoroughly qualified in navigation any one who is great
in the art of capturing the owner by argument or force, and

securing the command of the ship to themselves
;
and imagine

these men finding fault with one who cannot do this, and saying
that he is of no use men who have no conception at all of

what the true pilot must be that one must make a study of the

seasons, and the sky and the stars, and the winds and all things
that belong to navigation, if one is to be really fit to take com
mand of a ship men, I say, who have no conception whatever

of this men who think that there is no art of how a pilot shall

steer whether some people wish him to steer or not no art of

steering as such to be studied and learnt. With such a state of

things as this on board, don t you think that the truly qualified

pilot is sure to be called a star-gazer, a mere theorist, and of

no use to us, by sailors in a ship so appointed 1
&quot;

&quot;

Yes, indeed,&quot; said Adeimantus.
&quot;

Then,&quot; said I,
&quot;

I don t think you want to have the simile

analysed, in order to understand that it figures a city in its

attitude to true Philosophers. You understand that ?
&quot;

&quot;Yes,&quot;
said he. 1

I sailed (writes Kinglake)
2 from Smyrna in the Amphitrite,

a Greek brigantine which was confidently said to be bound for the

coast of Syria ;
but I knew that this announcement was not to be

relied upon with positive certainty, for the Greek mariners are

practically free from the stringency of ship s papers, and where

they will, there they go.

The crew receive no wages, but have all a share in the

venture, and in general, I believe, they are the owners of the

1
Hep. 488 A ff.

2
Eothen, ch. vi.
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whole freight ; they choose a captain to whom they entrust just

power enough to keep the vessel on her course in fine weather,
but not quite enough for a gale of wind

; they also elect a cook

and a mate.#*####**#*#*
We were nearing the isle of Cyprus, when there arose half a

gale of wind, with a heavy, chopping sea. My Greek seamen
considered that the weather amounted, not to a half, but to an

integral gale of wind at the very least
;
so they put up the helm,

and scudded for twenty hours. When we neared the mainland of

Anadoli, the gale ceased, and a favourable breeze springing up,
soon brought us off Cyprus once more. Afterwards the wind

changed again, but we were still able to lay our course by sailing
close-hauled.

We were at length in such a position, that by holding on our

course for about half an hour, we should get under the lee of the

island, and find ourselves in smooth water, but the wind had been

gradually freshening ;
it now blew hard, and there was a heavy

sea running.
As the grounds for alarm arose, the crew gathered together in

one close group ; they stood pale and grim under their hooded

capotes like monks awaiting a massacre, anxiously looking by
turns along the pathway of the storm, and then upon each other,

and then upon the eye of the Captain, who stood by the helms
man. Presently the Hydriot came aft, more moody than ever,

the bearer of fierce remonstrance against the continuing of the

struggle ;
he received a resolute answer, and still we held our

course. Soon there came a heavy sea that caught the bow of the

brigantine as she lay jammed in betwixt the waves
;

she bowed
her head low under the waters, and shuddered through all her

timbers, then gallantly stood up again over the striving sea with

bowsprit entire. But where were the crew ? It was a crew no

longer, but rather a gathering of Greek citizens, the shout of

the seamen was changed for the murmuring of the people the

spirit of the old Demos was alive. The men came aft in a body,
and loudly asked that the vessel should be put about, and that

the storm be no longer tempted. Now, then, for speeches : the

Captain, his eyes flashing fire, his frame all quivering with emotion,

wielding his every limb, like another and a louder voice, pours
forth the eloquent torrent of his threats, and his reasons, his

commands, and his prayers ;
he promises he vows he swears

that there is safety in holding on safety, if Greeks will be brave I

The men hear and are moved, but the gale rouses itself once more,
and again the raging sea comes trampling over the timbers that

are the life of all. The fierce Hydriot advances one step nearer
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to the Captain, and the angry growl of the people goes floating
down the wind

;
but they listen, they waver once more, and once

more resolve, then waver again, thus doubtfully hanging between
the terrors of the storm and the persuasion of glorious speech, as

though it were the Athenian that talked, and Philip of Macedon
that thundered on the weather bow.

Brave thoughts winged on Grecian words gained their natural

mastery over terror
;

the brigantine held on her course, and
smooth water was reached at last.

Let me close these remarks on the relationship between
&quot;

Myth
&quot;

and &quot;

Allegory
&quot;

with a reference to
&quot;

Bitual,&quot; in

which the characteristics of both seem to be united. A
&quot;

ritual performance
&quot;

or
&quot;

rite
&quot;

is made up of &quot;

symbols.&quot;
l

A symbol is a thing, or an act, taken to represent something
else. That something else generally something of great

importance may be a transaction (such as a sale of land,

symbolised in the Eoman law by the act of transferring a

clod of earth), or a belief (such as the doctrine of baptismal

regeneration, symbolised by sprinkling with water), or a

concept (such as that of justice, symbolised by a figure

holding an even balance), or a nation (symbolised by its flag).

In most cases the symbol has some analogical resemblance,

close or remote, to that which it represents ;
in some cases it

is a badge which has for some other reason become attached.

The habit of symbolic representation is one of the most

primitive and persistent tendencies of human nature. It was

present in the first efforts of language, and the highest flights

of science are still entirely dependent on the development of

it
;

while without the development of it in another direc

tion there could have been no poetry the primrose would

always have been but the yellow primrose ;
and even no

courtesy of manners everybody would always have called a

spade a spade.

Now, a ritual performance, or rite, is a composition made

up of symbols so put together as to produce solemn feeling in

those who celebrate and assist. This effect produced is a

massive experience of the whole, and may be, indeed ordi

narily is, received without conscious attention to the signifi

cance of the separate parts the symbols which together
1 See Seville, ProUgomencs de V Hist, des Religions, p. 125 (Eng. Translation

by Squire).
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make the whole rite. The rite, if effectually received, is

received devoutly as a Myth, not critically apprehended as an

Allegory. In its origin and composition it is an Allegory
a mosaic of symbols ;

but as time goes on this is largely lost

sight of
;
the corporate genius of the religious society to which

it belongs transforms it for the devout into a Myth. Plato

compares that enthusiastic Philosophy, of which Myth is

the vehicle, to the Mysteries.
1 The devout went to Eleusis,

not to get doctrine out of allegorical representations, but to

have their souls purified by the awe of the
&quot; Blessed Sights

&quot;

presented in the acted Myth.
The procession in Purgatorio, xxix., like Ezekiel s visions,

to which it is indebted, is an elaborately ordered series of

symbolical creatures and objects ;
in the fresco on the left

wall of the Spanish Chapel of S. Maria Novella in Florence,

every figure, either in itself, or in the position which it

occupies in the group, is a symbol. It is true, of course, that

to appreciate the beauty of either composition fully one must

have at least a general acquaintance with the meaning of the

symbols employed ; yet finally it is as a great spectacle that

the procession of the twenty-ninth Canto of the Purgatorio or

the fresco in the Spanish Chapel appeals to one. Indeed, it is

because it so appeals that one is anxious to spell out the

symbolical meaning of its separate parts, so that, having spelt

this patiently out, one may find one s self all the more under

the enchantment of the whole which transcends the sum of

its parts so wondrously.
2

Similarly, to take a third instance, it is because the Story,

in the Second Book of the Fairy Queen, of the Adventures at

the Castle of Medina, is very readable as a story, and contains

beautiful passages of poetry, that we are pleasurably interested

in following its elaborate translation of the dry Aristotelian

doctrine of
&quot; Mean and Extremes

&quot;

into pictures.

I would add that the effect produced by a great

professedly allegorical composition like the procession in

Purgatorio, xxix., or the Spanish Chapel fresco, is sometimes

produced by a poem sometimes even by a single line or

stanza of poetry in which the poet s art, instead of definitely
1 See supra, p. 236.
2 The symbolism of the fresco alluded to above is dealt with by Ruskin in

his Mornings in Florence, iv. and v.

S
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presenting, distantly suggests a system of symbols. A symbol
or system of symbols definitely presented is often enough a

mysterious thing ;
but a symbol or system of symbols distantly

suggested
&quot;

teases us out of
thought,&quot; and arouses in no ordi

nary degree that wonder, at we know not what, which enters

into the effect produced by Poetry as such.

I do not think that a better example of what may be called

suppressed symbolism, and of its wonderful poetical effect, could

be found than that afforded by Dante s canzone beginning

Tre doime intoruo al cor mi son venute 1

a poem on which Coleridge s record of its effect upon himself

is the best commentary. He begins
2
by describing it as

&quot; a

poem of wild and interesting images, intended as an enigma,
and to me an enigma it remains, spite of all my efforts.&quot;

Then, in an entry dated Eamsgate, Sept. 2, 1819, he writes:
&quot;

I begin to understand the above poem (Tre donne intorno al

cuor mi son venute, etc.), after an interval from 1805, during
which no year passed in which I did not re-peruse, I might

say, construe, parse, and spell it, twelve times at least such

a fascination had it, spite of its obscurity ! It affords a good

instance, by the bye, of that soul of universal significance in a

true poet s composition, in addition to the specific meaning.&quot;

1 Canzone xx. p. 170, Oxford Dante.
2 Anima Poffae, from the unpublished notebooks of S. T. Coleridge, edited

by E. H. Coleridge, 1895, p. 293.
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CONTEXT

THE subject of the Timaeus is the Creation of the Universe

(soul and body) and of Man (soul and body). The speaker in

whose mouth the whole Discourse, or Myth, treating of this

subject is put is Timaeus, the great Pythagorean Philosopher of

Locri in Italy.

The Discourse, or Myth, is part of the general scheme which

is worked out in the Trilogy consisting of the Eepublic, Timaeus,

and Critias.

The assumed chronological order of the pieces is Eepublic,

Timaeus, Critias : i.e. the Conversation at the house of Cephalus
is repeated next day by Socrates to Timaeus, Critias, Hermocrates,

and another this is tJie Republic ;
the day after that again,

Socrates, Timaeus, Critias, and Hermocrates meet, and the Con

versation and Discourse which constitute the Timaeus are held,

followed by the Myth related by Critias in the unfinished piece

which bears Jiis name. Thus we have first an account of Mans
education ; then an account of his creation ; and lastly the story

of the Great War for which his education fits him.

But, of course, the logical order is Timaeus, Eepublic,
Critias : God, because he is good, makes, in his own image,
the Universe of which Man is part not, however, a mere part,

but a part which, after a fashion, is equivalent to the whole, in

so far as it adequately represents the whole a microcosm in

the macrocosm. Man, as microcosm, is an image of God as

adequate as the great Cosmos itself is; and, like God whose

image he is, is a creator makes in turn a Cosmos, the State.

We have thus the analogy : God : Cosmos : : Man : State.

Upon God s creation of the Cosmos, in the Timaeus, there

follows, in order, Mans creation of the State, in the Eepublic ;

wliile the Critias comes last with the representation of the State

performing the work for which it was created.

259
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Timaeus 29 D-92 c

29 D Aeyw/jiev 77,
Bi? ijvTLva airLav yeveo-uv /cal rb Trap ToBe

E 6
%vvicrTa&amp;lt;; vv(TTijcrv. dyaBos rjv, dyaOw Be ovBeis Trepl

ovBevbs ovBeTTOTe eyyiyveTai fyOovos TOVTOV e/cro? a)v

TrdvTa o TI yLtaXtcrra yevecrOai e/Bov^flrj TrapcnrXrjcria e

30
Pov\r)0l&amp;lt;; yap 6 #609 dyaOa fjiev Trdvra, (f&amp;gt;\avpov

8e

fjLTjSev clvai /caTa ^vva^iv, ovrco STJ irav, OGQV rjv oparov,

7rapa\a/3(*)v ov% rjcrv^iav ayov, d\\d Kivovpevo

teal drd/cra)^, et? rdgiv avro fyyayev e/c TT)? d

rjyrjad/jLevos eicelvo TOVTOV TTCLVTWS afieivov. 0/j,i$ Be OVT^

r]V OVT &amp;lt;TTl TOO dpidTW Bpdv d\\O 7T\r)V TO Ka\\l(TTOV.

B
\oyi&amp;lt;rd/j,evo&amp;lt;;

ovv evpio-icev K TWV /cara
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;v&amp;lt;Tiv 6paT&v ovSev

dvorjTov TOV vovv
%OVTO&amp;lt;;

o\ov 6\ov Ka\\iov eaecrOal TTOTC

epryov, vovv B av
%&amp;lt;w/3^5 -V/MT^T}? dovvaTov 7rapa&amp;lt;yevea6ai TW.

Bid Brj TOV \oyLo-fjibv TovBe vovv fj,ev ev ^w^f), ^v^rjv Be ev

(TtofJLaTl ^VVLCTTa^ TO TTCLV j;VVT6tCTaivTO, OTTO)? O TL fcd\\l(TTOV

LV) KCLTGL
&amp;lt;f)V&amp;lt;TlV CLplCTTOV T 6pJOV dTTeipyaCT/jLeVOS. Ol/TO)? OVV

Br) tcaTa \6jov TOV el/coTa Bel \eyeiv TovBe TOV KOO-^GV

^a)ov e/A ^ru^oz evvovv re TTJ d\rjOeia Bid TTJV TOV Beov

C jevecrOai TTpovoiav. TOVTOV B vTrdp^ovTo^ av ra TOVTOLS

(f)e^rj&amp;lt;; rj^lv \etcTeov, TIVL TWV fawv avTov et? oyaoior^ra o

%vvicTTd&amp;lt;$ %vv&amp;lt;TTr)o-. T&v fJLv ovv ev fAepovs eiBei, TretyvKo-

Ta)v fjiijBevl KaTa%ia)cr(i)/j,ev dreXet ydp eoitcbs ovoev TTOT

av yevoiTO rca\6v ov B ecrrt raXXa
f&amp;lt;wa

icad^ ev teal

yevrj popia, TOVTW TrdvTWV opoiOTaTOV avTov elvai

Ta ydp Brj voijTa fwa TrdvTa e/ceivo ev eavTO)

%(,, fcaOaTrep oBe o tcoafjios ^yu-a? oaa re aXXa

D ^vvecTTTj/cev opaTa. TO) yap rwz/ voov/jievwv tca\\i(TT(p /cat
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TRANSLATION

Let the cause of the creation of this Universe be declared,

to wit, that the Maker thereof was Good
;
with the Good there

is no grudging of aught at any time : wherefore, being altogether

without grudging, God wished all things to be made as like

unto Himself as might be.

Now God, wishing that all things should be good so far

as might be, and nothing evil, having received all that was

Visible into His hands, and perceiving that it was not at rest

but moved without measure and without order, took and

brought it out of that disorder into order, thinking that this

state was altogether better than that. For He Who is Best

might not then nor may He now do aught save that which

is most excellent. Wherefore He took thought and found out

that, amongst those things which are by nature Visible, no

work which is without Eeason would ever, in the comparison,
be fairer than that which hath Eeason

;
and again, that

Reason could not, without Soul, come and abide with any

thing. For this cause He put Reason in the Soul, and Soul

in Body, when he fashioned the Universe
;

to the end that the

creature of his workmanship might be the fairest by nature

and the most excellent.

Our discourse, then, following alway the way of likelihood,

hath brought us thus far that this Universe is a Living

Creature, which hath in truth gotten Soul and Reason through
the Providence of God.

Next must we tell in the likeness of what Living Creature

the Maker made it. Unto none of those creatures which are

by nature Parts of the Whole let us compare it
;

for naught
fair could ever come forth in the likeness of that which is

imperfect ;
but unto That whereof the living creatures, severally

and according to their kinds, are parts must we deem it most

like. Now That containeth in itself all Intelligible Creatures,

even as this Universe containeth us and all his other nurslings
which were created to be Visible : for unto That which is the
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Kara rrdvra re\ea) /j,d\icrra avrov 6 #609 o

Oels %wov ev oparov, rcdvff oaa avrov Kara fyvcriv gvyyevrj

31 &amp;lt;wa eWo9 e%ov eavrov, ^vvearrjcre. Ilorepov ovv opOo)? eva

ovpavbv Trpoo-eiprj/cafjiev, TJ rro\\ovs KOI drreipovs \eyeiv rfv

opQorepov ; eva, elirep Kara ro TrapaBeiy/^a &$7]fuovp&amp;lt;yr]iievo&amp;lt;?

ec-rai. ro yap rrepieyov rrdvra brroo-a vorjra fwa, peO^

erepov Scvrepov OVK av TTOT eiy rrakw yap av Zrepov elvai

ro rrepl eKeivw Scot fwoi^, ov pepos av irrjv e/cetVa), Kal

OVK av ert eKelvoiv, a\X Kivw rcG 7rpie%ovri,, roS av

d^xo/jLOiay/jievov \eyoiro opOorepov. iva ovv roe Kara rr]v

B fAOVtoO LV o/jioiov TI TOD 7Tavre\L coft), Sia ravra ovre Svo

ovr drrelpovs erroirjo-ev o rroi&v Koo-fiovs, aXX et9 oSe

ovpavos yeyovws eari re Kal eV eerrai.

32 B Kal &i,a ravra CK re Brj rovra)v Kal roiovrwv Kal rov

C dpiOfMov rrrdpa)v ro rov KOO-UOV (rwua yevvrj6rj St

dva\oyia$ 6/Jio\oyf}o-av, &amp;lt;$i\iav
re ea^ev IK rovrwv, &&amp;lt;rr

e/9 ravrov avru&amp;gt; fvveXdov akvrov vrro rov d\\ov rr\r)v vrro

rov gvvSrfo-avros yeveaOai. Twv Be Srj rerrdpwv ev o\ov

Kacrrov
eT\,rj&amp;lt;f)V 77 rov KOCT/JLOV j;v&amp;lt;rrao i&amp;lt;;

CK yap rrvpos

bs vSaros re Kal depos Kal 7779 ^vvecrrjffev avrov o

pepos ov&ev ov&evbs ovSe

D TrwV) rdSe SiavoTjOeis, TTpwrov fiev iva o\ov o n (jid

33 %coov re\eov CK re\ea)v r&v pepwv etr), rrpos 3e rovrow ev,

are ov% v7ro\e\eL^fjLevQ)v eg wv d\\o roiovro yevoir av,

Ti Be iva dyrfpcov Kal dvotrov y, Karavowv, ft&amp;gt;9

rro l
fftofjiari Oep/jid Kal ^jrv^pd Kal rrdvQ , o&amp;lt;ra

1 For zvvicrTA.iJ.fv6. ry read
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fairest of Things Intelligible and altogether perfect did God
wish to liken it

;
wherefore made He it a Living Creature,

One, Visible, having in itself all the Living Creatures which

are by nature kin unto it.

Have we rightly called the Heaven One ? Or were it

more right to say that there are Heavens many nay, infinite

in number ?

One Visible Heaven there must be, if it is to be fashioned

according to the pattern of That which, inasmuch as it con-

taineth all Intelligible Creatures which are, could never be a

second with another
;

for if it were a second with another,

then must there be another Creature including these two,

whereof they would be parts ;
and it would no longer be right

to say that this Visible Universe was made after their likeness,

but rather after the likeness of That which included them.

Wherefore that this Universe might be One only, like unto

the One only, All-perfect, Living Creature, the Maker made
neither two Universes nor Universes infinite in number, but

this One Only Begotten Heaven which was made, and is, and

ever shall be.

For this cause, and out of these elements, being of such

sort and four in number, was the Body of the Universe

brought forth at one with itself through the proportional dis

position of elements. Whence also it got Love, so that it

was knit together with bonds which cannot be loosed, save by
Him Who did bind.

Now, the making of the Universe took up the whole of

each of the four elements : for the Maker of the Universe

made it of all the fire that was, and all the water, and all the

air, and all the earth, and left not any part or virtue of any
of these without

;
to the end, first, that it might be a Living

Creature, Whole, so far as might be, and Perfect, with the parts
thereof perfect ;

and secondly, that it might be One Only,
since naught was left over of which another like unto this

could be made
;

and thirdly, that it might be without old

age or disease
;

for He knew that if things hot and cold,

and all such as have strong powers, encompass the composite
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Trepua-Ta/jLeva e^coOev, ical

d/caupa)s, Xue /cal voaovs yrjpds re eTrdyovTa (f&amp;gt;6iveiv
Troiel.******

33 B S^rJyLta Be eBco/cev avra) TO TrpeTrov KOI TO i*vyyeves.

ro5 Be Ta TrdvT ev avTw wa 7repie~%eiv fjLe\\ovTi fcow

TrpeTrov av elrj cr^TJjjLa
TO 7repiei\ri^os ev avTM

OTrocra a^rifiaTa. $to /cal
cr^&amp;gt;atpoet8e?,

etc peffo

Trpos Ta? reXeura? tcrov dTre%ov, /cvrc\oTpes avTo eTopvev-

craTO, TTCLVTWV reXecoraroy O/HOIOTCITOV re avTo eavTm

o-^Tj/jLaTcov, z/o/ucra? pvpiw fcd\\wv Q/AOIOV dvofjuoiov. Aelov

8e Srj KVK\W TTCLV %c006v avTo aTTijicpiftovTO, TroXXco^ %dpLV.

C o^/j,dT(ov T6 jap eVeSetro ov&ev, opaTOv yap ovBev vrre\i-

7T6TO ej;a)0v ovo CLKOTIS, ov8e ydp dfcovcrTOv Trvev^d re

OVK r)v 7T6/3tecrTO9 oe6/j,vov dvaTrvofjs. ov& av TWOS eVtSee?

r]V opydvov a^elv, u&amp;gt; Trjv fjuev et? eavTO Tpofyrjv &ei;oiTo, TTJV

8e 7TpoTpov e^LK/jbao-f^evrjv aTTOTre/Ji^oi, ird\iv dirgei re yap

ou&ev ov$e Trpocrrjetv avTO) TroOev ov8e yap r]v. avTo yap

eavTw Tpofyrjv TTJV kavTOv
&amp;lt;^Oi(Tt,v Trape^oi /cal TrdvTa ev

D eavTw /cal
u&amp;lt;^&amp;gt;

eavTOv Trdcryov KOI Spwv e/c Te^vrj^ yeyovev

r;7?jcraro yap avTo o %vv0els avTap/ce? ov apeivov ea-eadai

fjid\\ov r) TTpocr&ees a\\a)V. ^eipwv Be, at? ovTe \aftelv

ovTe av Tiva d/jLvvacrdat, ^peia T? TJV, fidTijv OVK weTO Selv

avTa) Trpoo-dTTTeiv, ov$e TroSw^ ovoe oXco? r^9 Trepl Trjv

34 ftdcnv VTrrjpecrias. KIVTIGIV yap dTreveifjiev avTw TTJV TOV

(Tco/MiTos ol/ceiav, TWV eiTTa TTJV Trepl vovv /cal
&amp;lt;f)povTjcriv

yu,aXt&amp;lt;7ra
ovcrav. Sto 8r/ KCLTCL TCLVTCL ev TU&amp;gt; avTO) teal ev

eavTO) Treptayaycov avTo eVot^cre KVK\(D KivelcrOat
&amp;lt;TTpe&amp;lt;fio-

/jievov, ra? 8e e aTracra? /avijcreis a&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;etXe

/cal aTrXave?

aTreipydcraTO e/ceivcov. eVl Be TIJV irepioBov TavTrjv CLT

ovBev TroBwv Beov a&amp;lt;r/ceXe9 /cal djrovv avTo eyevvrjo~ev.

Ouro9 Brj Tra? OIVTO? del \oyicr^os Beov Trepl TOV Trore
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body from without, and strike against it unseasonably, they

dissolve it and bring disease and old age upon it, and so

cause it to decay.

That shape likewise gave He unto it which is fit and

proper. Inasmuch, then, as that shape which compreherideth
in itself all the shapes is fit for the Living Creature which

should contain in itself all Living Creatures, for this cause did

He turn it to be like a ball, round, with boundary at every

point equally distant from centre. Thus gave He unto it that

which of all shapes is the most perfect, and most like unto

itself, deeming that which is like unto itself fairer by far than

that which is unlike. Moreover, without He made it perfectly

smooth all round, for reasons many : eyes it needed not,

because nothing visible was left remaining without
;
nor ears,

because there was nothing without audible
;
nor was there air

round about it that it should breathe
;
nor did it need to have

any organ for the taking in of food, or for the putting out of

that wherefrom the juices were already expressed ;
for nothing-

went forth, and nothing came unto it from anywhere ;
for

without there was nothing. Yea, it was fashioned cunningly
that it should afford nourishment unto itself, through the

wasting of itself, and should receive and do all within itself

and through itself; for He Who made it thought that if it

were sufficient unto itself, it would be better than if it had

need of other things added unto it. Wherefore, inasmuch as

it needeth not hands for taking hold of aught or withstanding

any adversary, He deemed it not meet to give unto it hands to

no purpose, nor feet, nor any instrument of walking ;
for the

motion that He allotted unto it was the motion proper unto

such a body, to wit, that one of the Seven Motions which

appertaineth most unto Eeason and Understanding. Where
fore He turned it round and round, with the same quickness, in

the same place, about itself; but the other motions, all save

circular motion, He took away from it, and stablished it with

out their wanderings. Inasmuch, then, as for this revolution

there was no need of feet, He created it without legs and

feet.

Thus did God, Who is alway, reason with Himself concern-
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B eaofjievov Oeov
\oyK7@ei&amp;lt;i

\elov Kal 6/jia\ov rravra^rj re etc

pecrov icrov teal 6\ov /cal re\eov eK reXewv awfMdrwv awfJL,a

errolrja-e. tyv%r)v Be et? TO aecrov avrov #et9 Bia rravros re

ereive teal en,
e%u&amp;gt;6ev

TO c-ayaa avrfj Trepie/caXv^e ravrrj,

rj
KVK\OV o-Tpe$ofJLvov ovpcivov eva IJLOVOV

, Si? dperrjv &e avrov avrw Swdfievov

&amp;lt;yvecr6ai
Kal ovSevos erepov Trpoo-fteo/Aevov, yvaipifjiov Be Kal

&amp;lt;f)i\ov
iKavws avTov avTto. 8m TTCLVTCL Srj raura ev^&amp;gt;ai^ova

6eov avrov eyewtjaaro. TLTJV Be Brj tyv%r)V ov% eo? vvv

C varepav em-^eipov^ev Xeyeiv, oura)9 e/jLrf^apjjcraro
Kal 6 $609

vewrepav ov yap av ap^eo-Bai rrpecrfivrepov VTTO vetorepov

elaaev

crcoyu-aro?, a&amp;gt;9 BeaTroriv Kal ap^ovaav

36 %vvo~rr)(TaTO eK r&vBe re teal roi&Be rporrfo. rrjs dfjueplarov

Kai aei Kara ravra e^ovcrrj^ ovo&quot;la$ Kai r?)9 av rrepi ra

7^71/0^6^779 /jLepicrrfjs rpirov ef dfjufcolv ev peato

^vveKepdcraro ovala? eISo9, r^9 re ravrov
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;uo-ea)9

ay rrepi
*

Kal T7J9 Barepov.

* * * * * *

Kal rpla \a/3a)v avra ovra (rvveKepdaaro 6t9 fJiiav rrdvra

IBeav, rrjv Oarepov &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;vaiv Bvo-fiiKrov ovcav et9 ravrov

B ^vvap/jiOTTwv /3la. fAiyvvs Be fxera r^9 ouerta-9 KOI CK rpiwv

rroirjadaevos ev rrd\iv o\ov rovro fjioipas o&amp;lt;ra9 rrpoarJKe

Bievei/jiev, Kd&amp;lt;7rijv Be eK re ravrov Kal 6arepov Kal rrjs

1 at
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ing the god who should be, and made him to be smooth, and

even, with boundary at every point at equal distance from

the centre a Body whole and perfect, composite of bodies

perfect.

And in the midst thereof He put Soul, and spread it

throughout the whole, and also wrapped the Body round

about on the outside therewith
;
and made the Universe a

revolving sphere, one only, and solitary, but, by reason of the

virtue which belonged unto it, able to consort with itself,

having need of no other, being itself acquaintance and friend

unto itself in full measure. A god, then, in regard of all

these things blessed, begat He it.

But, albeit Soul cometh second in our discourse, yet was

she not created by God younger than Body ;
for of these twain

which He joined together He would not have suffered the elder

to be governed by the younger.
-* * * # *

The mistress and ruler of the Body did God fashion Soul,

out of these elements, after this manner : betwixt that Sub

stance which is undivided and alway the same, and that which

cometh into being and is divided in bodies, He made, by the

mixing of them both, a third sort of Substance in the middle

betwixt the Same and the Other.*##*##
These Substances, being three, He took and mixed all

together, so that they became one Form; and the Nature of

the Other, which was hard to mix, He joined by force unto

the Same, and these He mingled with the Third Substance
;

and of the three made one : then again divided this whole

mass into as many parts as was meet, whereof each one was

compounded of the Same and the Other and the Third

Substance.1

[35 B-36 D. These parts, all standing in specified

numerical ratios to one another, are cut off in specified order,

until the whole soul-mass is used up. They are pieced

together in the order in which they are cut off, and make a

soul-strip, as it were, which is then divided lengthwise into

two equal bands, which are laid across each other like the

1
&quot;The Third Substance&quot; is &quot;the Unity of Apperception

&quot;&quot;
Self-Con

sciousness.&quot;
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36 D Eiirei Be Kara vovv TM t~vvio~TavTi, Trdcra 77 TT}&amp;lt;?

eyeyevrjTO, pera TOVTO TTCLV TO (rca/zaroetSe? eVro?

eTeKTaiveTo Kal fj,(7ov f^ecrrj vva&amp;lt;ya
i

yo)V

8 IK /Aecrov TT/DO? rov
ea&quot;^arov ovpavov irdvrrj

KVK\W re avrov e^coOev 7repi,Ka\vtyaa-a avrrj eV avrfj

Oeiav ap%r)v jjp^aro aTravcrrov Kal

ftiov TTpo? TOI^ J-v/jLTravra xpovov. Kal TO [lev 8rj

opaTov ovpavov yeyovev, avTrj &e aopaTOs /J&amp;lt;V, \oyicriJLOv Be

37
/jLeTe%ovcra Kal dp/j,ovias ^v^rj TMV VOTJTWV del re OVTCOV,

VTTO TOV dpicTTov dplo TTj yevo/jLevTj T0)v ryevvrjOevTwv. are

ovv IK rr)? TavTOv Kal TT}? 6aTepov tfcvcrecos eK re ou&amp;lt;r/a&amp;lt;?

Tpi&v TOVTWV avyKpaOelcra /LLOipwv, Kal dva \oyov fjiepicrOelcra

Kal %vv$e6elo-a, avTrj re dvaKVK\ov/jLevrj TT/DO? avTr^v, oTav

ova-Lav (TKeoaa-Trjv %OVTOS TWOS e^dTTTijTai, Kal OTav

d/jLepKTTOv, \eyei KLVOv/jLevrj Sid Trdcr^^ eavTrjs, OTW r av TL

TavTov TI Kal OTOV dv eTepov.
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two strokes of the letter X, the point at which they cross

being the middle of each. Each of these crossed bands is

then bent (say, up) into a hoop, so that its ends and the ends

of the other band meet at the point, in the two circumfer

ences thus formed, which is opposite that at which the bands

cross each other.
&quot;

Thus,&quot; as Mr. Archer-Hind says,
1 &quot; we

have two circles bisecting each other, and, as the shape of X
implies, inclined at an acute

angle.&quot;
One of these hoops,

called the outer, is the Circle of the Same, the inner is the

Circle of the Other. The former revolves from left to right

(from east to west), the latter from right to left. The Circle

of the Same remains one and undivided, but the Circle of the

Other is subdivided into seven concentric circles those of the

seven planets each with its own proper motion.2

]

Now, when the making of the Soul had been fully accom

plished according to the good pleasure of her Maker, then did

He fashion within her all that is corporeal, and draw these two,

Soul and Corporeal Body, together, and join them middle to

middle, and the Soul was inwoven everywhere from the

middle of the Heaven even unto the borders thereof, and

spread round the Heaven without, for a covering, and, turning
round within herself, made beginning of her divine life of

Reason, which continueth without end for evermore.

The Body of the Heaven was created visible; but she, to

wit, the Soul, invisible, and a partaker of Eeason and Harmony ;

being the most excellent of the things created, for that she

was created by Him Who of Beings Intelligible and Eternal

is the most excellent.

Inasmuch, then, as she was compounded of the Same and

of the Other and of Substance, these three, and was divided

and bound together according to due proportions, and alway
returneth unto herself, when she toucheth anything whose

substance is scattered, or aught whose substance is undivided,

she is moved throughout all her nature, and declareth where

with that thing is the same, and wherefrom it is different.###*##
1

Timaeus, note on 36 c, p. 111.
2 See de An. i. 406 b 25-407 b 13, where Aristotle summarises this account

of the formation of the Soul, and criticises it in a manner which shows that he

entirely misapprehends the Timctcus fails to see that its &quot;doctrines&quot; are con

veyed 5ta nv6o\oyias, not oid Stdaxw- In a Myth it is allowable to speak of the
Soul as
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C H? Be tcivrjOev avrb /cal coi&amp;gt; evorjae TCOV dlBiaiv Qe&v

yeyovos aya\/j,a 6 yevvrjcras Trarrjp, r}ydcrOr) re /cal
ev(f&amp;gt;pav-

Oels en Brj pa\\ov O/JLOLOV Trpo? TO TrapdBeiy/jLa eTrevoTjaev

D direpydaaa Oai. /caOdjrep ovv avTO Tvy%dvet %a)ov atbiov

ov, /cal ToSe TO irav OVTWS eis Svva/Aiv eTre^elpTjare TOIOVTOV

d7TOTe\elv. 7; fiev ovv rov faov &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;v&amp;lt;Tis ervy^avev ovcra

. /cal rovro JJLZV Brj ro&amp;gt; yevvrjra) TravreXws TTpoad-

OVK r)V Swarov el/cco 8 eVei/oet KIVJ)TQV rwa alwvos

7ro(,r)(Tai, fcal SiaKoa-JAM a/j,a ovpavov TTOLGI /juevovros aiwvos

ev evi KCLT dptO/jibv lovcrav alonviov el/cova, TOVTOV ov or)

Xpovov GDVO/jLa/cafjiev. r)/j,epa&amp;lt;? yap teal vv/cras /cal fJLrjvas /cal

E eVtaurou?, OVK 6Wa? irplv ovpavov yeveaOai, rore

Kivay %vvterrafjLevw rrjv yeve&w avrwv

38 B Xpoz/o? 8 ovv fier ovpavov yeyovev, iva afjua

dfia /cal \v8G)criv, av irore \vcris rt? avrcov yLyvj]rai, /cal

/card TO 7rapdiy/j,a TT}&amp;lt;?
oiaicovlas

&amp;lt;^ucre&amp;lt;w?,
iv* a&amp;gt;? OJJLOIO-

C raro? avT( /caTa SvvafjLiv 17 TO fJLev yap Srj 7rapddei,y/j,a

TrdvTa alwvd e&Tiv ov, 6 8 av Sid TeXou? TOZ^ dvravTa

yeyovws T /cal cov /cal eVo/tez/o?. e^ ovv \6yov /cal

Oeov TOiavTr)? Trpos %povov yevecriv, iva yevvrjOfj

ypovos, ij\co^ /cai veXrfvri /cai TrevTe d\\a aarpa, 67TL

eyovTa 7r\avT]Tai, et? SiopicrfjLOv /cal
(f&amp;gt;v\a/cr)v

d

Xpovov yeyove. croi)/jLaTa Se avTcov e/cdcrTcov Troujcras 6 Oeos

eOrjtcev t? Ta? Trepupopds, a? rj OaTepov TrepioSo? feiv, e

oucra? ovTa

39 E Kal Ta fjLev d\\a

yacrTO els o/jLoioTTjTa &amp;lt;*&amp;gt;7rep
direiKa^ero, TCO Be

Trdvia ^wa evTos avTov yeyevrjfjieva

eri e*X V dvo/j,oi(0s. TOVTO Brj TO /caToKoiTrov a

avTov 7T/30? rrjv TOV TrapaSeiy/AaTOS dTTOTVirovuevos (j)V(n,v.

ovv vovs evoixras ISeas TM o ecrTi )ov, olai TG eveun
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Now, when the Father Who begat this created image of

the eternal gods saw that it moved and lived, He was glad ;

and, being well pleased, took thought to make it even more

like unto the pattern thereof. Inasmuch, then, as that

pattern is an Eternal Being, even such, so far as might be, did

He seek to make this Universe likewise. Now, the nature of

the Being which is the pattern thereof is eternal. And this

nature could not be joined in any wise unto the created thing :

wherefore He took thought to make a Moving Image of

Eternity ;
and whilst He was ordering the Heaven, He made of

Eternity which abideth in Unity an Image Eternal progressing

according to Number, to wit, that which we have called by the

name of Time. For days and nights and months and years,

which were not before the Heaven was created, He fashioned

and brought forth together with the Heaven when He framed it.******
Time was Greater! together with the Heaven, so that, having

been created together, together they might be dissolved, if

dissolution should ever befall them : and after the pattern of

the Eternal Nature was it created, that it might be as like

thereto as possible ;
for the pattern is existent throughout all

Eternity, and the Image thereof was made, and is, and shall

be continually, throughout all Time. Wherefore, according to

this counsel of God for the creation of Time, the sun and the

moon and the other five stars, which are surnamed planets,

were created for the dividing and safeguarding of the numbers

of Time. And God, when He had made the bodies of each of

these, set them in the orbs wherein the circuit of the Other

was moving, seven stars in seven orbs.******
Now, until Time was brought forth, all else had been

fashioned in the likeness of That whereunto it was made like
;

but inasmuch as all the kinds of living creatures, which the

Universe should comprehend within itself, were not yet created,

therein was it still unlike.

This part, therefore, of the Universe which remained un

finished He now finished, moulding it to the nature of the

pattern. All the Forms which Eeasou perceiveth to be present
in the Intelligible Living Creature, these, after their kinds,
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/cal oaai, /ca0opa, roiavras teal ro&amp;lt;ravras BievorjOrj Sew KOI

roBe vyeiv. elal Brj rerrapes, fj,ia /juev ovpdviov Oea)v

40 yevos, d\\rj Be Tmjvbv teal depOTropov, rpirrj Be evvBpov

eldo?, Tretov Be real ^epaalov reraprov. rov [lev ovv Oeiov

rr)v 7r\ei(rrr]v ISeav etc Trvpos aTnjp^aro, OTTO)? o TL

rarov l$elv re tcaXXicrTOV e^rj, rc5 $e iravrl

VKVK\OV eVotet, rlBijai re et9 rrjv rov fcpariarov &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;povrjcnv

e/celvy fvveTro/jievov, veifjias Trepl Trdvra tcv/c\w rov ovpavov,

\r)0ivov avTu&amp;gt; 7T7roiKi\iJLevov elvai K,aff o\ov.

Svo TTpoo-rj^jrev e/cdarci), rrjv pev eV rauro) Kara

B ravrd trepl rwv avr&v del rd avrd eavra) Siavoov/jLevco, TTJV

8e 6t9 TO TrpocrOev VTTO TTIS ravrov real ofioiov 7rept,&amp;lt;popds

fcpaTOV/j,V(d ra9 Se TreWe Kivrjcreis dfcivrjTOV teal e(TT09, IV

o TI fjid\LO-ra avrwv e/caarov yevoiro &&amp;gt;9 dpiarov. ef 779

&amp;gt;rj r^9 atria? yeyovev 6V dir\avr) rwv dcrrpwv fwa Oela

ovra Kdl diLa /cal Kara ravrd eV ravru&amp;gt; arpe^ofMeva del

fievei rd be rpeiro/jieva teal 7r\dvr)v roiavrrjv iGyovra,

KaOdirep ev rol&amp;lt;$ trpoaOev epprfBi], tear e/celva yeyove. yrjv

8e,
rpo&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ov fiev r)/j,erepav, ei\\ofAevr)v &e rrepl rov Sid Travros

C TroXoi/ rerapevov, (f&amp;gt;v\a/ca
teal Sr)/jnovpjov vvicros re xal

rj/jiepa^ e/jurj^av^o-aro, jrp^r^v fcal Trpeaftvrdrriv 0e&v, oaoi

eVro9 ovpavov yeyovaai.

*

E FrJ9 re teal Ovpavov TralSes Q/ceavos re teal TijOvs eyeve-

crO^v, rovrwv Se Qopfcvs Kpo^o9 re /cal Pea teal ocrou fierd

41 rovrwv, e/c Be Kpovov teal
f

Pea9 Z6U9 Hpa re /cal Trdvres,

0(701;? la/jLev d&amp;gt;e\&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ov$ \eyo/jLevov&amp;lt;; avrwv, en re rovrwv

aXXof9 e/cyovovs. E7T6t 8 ovv Trdvres, ocroi, re 7repi7ro\ovo i,

(fravepws teal oaoi fyaivovrai /ca6* ocrov dv @e\co&amp;lt;ri, ol Oeol

&amp;lt;yev(n,v ecr^ov, \eyei, Sr) 71/009 avrovs o roBe rb TTCLV

jew^o-as rdBe&quot; eol Oewv, ojv eya) Bij^ovpjb^ irarrjp re

pyo)v, d Bi* e/jiov yevo/^eva d\vra efjiov ye e6e\ovro&amp;lt;&amp;gt;. rb
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did He think it meet that this Universe also should contain.

Now, these Forms are four : first, there is the heavenly race

of the gods ;
then the race of winged fowls of the air

; third,

the kind that liveth in the water
;
and fourth, the kind that

walketh on the dry land.

The Form of the Godhead He consecrated and made for

the most part of fire, that it might be brightest of all and

fairest to look upon ;
and likening it unto the Universe He

made it spherical, and set it in the Path of the Wisdom of the

Highest to go therewith, and distributed it over all the spangled
round of Heaven, to be a true adornment thereof. And unto

every one of the divine stars He gave two motions the one

motion in the same place, and itself the same without changing,
which is the motion of him who is true unto himself and

thinketh alway the same thoughts concerning the same

things ;
and the other motion forward, controlled by the

revolution of the Same and the Like : but in respect of the

other five motions He made it stand still. For this cause

were those stars created which wander not, but, turning round

with uniform motion, each one in his own place, therein alway

abide, being living creatures divine and eternal.

As for the stars which wander, they were created in the

manner which hath been told.

And Earth, our nursing mother, which is wrapped round

about the line which extendeth from pole to pole, she was

fashioned to be the guardian and maker of night and day, the

first and eldest of the gods which were created within the

Heaven.******
Of Earth and Heaven were born Ocean and Tethys ;

of

these were born Phorkys and Cronus and Ehea and their

brethren
;
and of Cronus and Ehea were born Zeus and Hera

and their brethren, whose names are made mention of; and

these, again, had children.

Now, when all the gods were born both gods visible in

their heavenly courses, and gods which make themselves visible

as it pleaseth them then spake unto them the Begetter of

this Universe, saying : Gods of gods whose Maker and Father

I am, ye are the creatures of my handiwork, and without me
are ye not loosed asunder

;
for verily that which is bound to-

T
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fjbev ovv S?) SeOev Trdv \VTOV, TO ye prjv aXw? dpfioaOev

B xal e^ov ev \veiv e6e\eiv /caicov. 6Y a Kal eTcenrep

yeyevijaQe, aOdvaroi fjiev OVK ecrre ouo CL\VTOI TO TrdfjbTrav,

ov TL fMev Sr/ \v0rfcreo-0e 76 ovSe rev^eaOe Bavdrov poipas,

e/ir/9 /3ouX^o-ea)9 pel^ovos eri Secrfjiov /cal /cvpiwrepov

KiVG)V, ot? or eylyveade ^vveSelo-Qe. vvv ovv o

\eyco Trpbs ty/,a9 GV^eLKvv^evo^, pdOere. Bvrjra en, yevij

\onra rpi dyevvrjra. TOVTWV e
fjJrj yevo/jievcov ovpavos

dreX^9 e&amp;lt;TTaf TO- yap CLTTCLVT ev
avrq&amp;gt; yevrj focov ov% e^et,

C Set Be, el fteXXet TeXeo9 lfcavcos elvcu. 8t ejjuov Be ravra

yevofjueva Kal {3iov ^eraa^ovra 6eol&amp;lt;$ lord^oir av. iva ovv

dvrjrd re y TO re Trdv roSe 6Vra)9 airav 97, Tpe7reor0e /caTa

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;v(TW v/Jiels eVl T7)v TWV fawv ^[jiiovpyiav, {jLifjbovfJLevoi TTJV

Svva/jLiv Trepl TTJV v/jueTepav yeveo-cv. Kal KaO* OGOV

avT(f)v dOavaToi? O/JLMVV/JLOV elvau Trpoo-rjKei, 6elov \eyo-

fjuevov rjyefjiovovv re ev avTols TWV del &LKr) Kal V/JULV

eOe\6vT(ov eirea-Bai, aTrelpas Kal vTrap^dfjievos eyoo TrapaSewcra)

D TO Se \OLTTOV vfjiels, dOavaTw OVTJTOV Trpoo-vtyatvovTes, djrepyd-

ecr#e %a)a Kal yevvaTe Tpo&amp;lt;prfv
T SibovTes avdvT Kal

(f)OlvovTa Tcakiv Be^eaOe.

TavT eiTre, Kal 7rd\iv eVl TOV TrpOTepov KpaTijpa, ev

c5 TTJV TOV TravTos tyv%rjv Kepavvvs ejuicrye, TO, T&V

viro\oi7ra KaTe^elTo fjila-ytov TpoTcov fiev Tiva TOV

aKijpaTa S* ovKeTt, KaTa TCLVTCL wcravTws, aXXa SevTepa Kal

TpiTa. ^vcrT7]o-a&amp;lt;;
Se TO TCOLV &iel\e ^v^a^ IcrapiOJJLOVS Tot9

E acrTpot9, eve^fjue ff eKdaTrjv 7rpo9 eKa&Tov, Kal ep/Bi/Bdcras

a)&amp;lt;; et9 o%rjfjLa TTJV TOV TravTos fyvanv eSeige, v6/j,ov$ Te TOV&amp;lt;J

efaev avTals, OTL yivecns TTpcoTrj fiev ecroiTO

ia Trdcriv,
f

iva ^r] Ti9 eXaTTOtTO VTT avTov, 8eoi

o~e crTrapeicras avTcis el&amp;lt;? TCL irpoa-rjKOVTa e/cacrTOt9
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gether can alway be loosed asunder
;
but none save an evil one

would desire to loose asunder that whereof the parts are well

joined together and the whole state is goodly. Wherefore,

being creatures, ye are not altogether set apart from death so

that ye cannot be loosed asunder : nevertheless, loosed asunder

ye shall not be, nor shall ye partake of death, because that my
will, which is your portion, is a greater bond and prevaileth

more than all those bonds wherewith your parts were bound

together when ye were created.

Now give ear unto that which I declare unto you. Three

mortal kinds are yet uncreated. If these be not brought

forth, the Heaven will be imperfect ;
for it will not have in

itself all the kinds of living creatures
; yet must it have all, if

it is to be fully perfect. But if these were brought into being

by me, and by me made partakers of life, they would be

equals to gods. Wherefore, to the end that they be mortal

and that this Universe this All, be truly All, turn ye,

according to nature, to the making of living creatures, having
the faculty, for an ensample, wherewith I created you.

That part of them whereunto it belongeth to partake in

the name of immortal that part, to wit, which is called divine

and is leader in them of those parts which alway do desire to

follow after righteousness and after you that part I, having
sown to be a beginning, will deliver unto you. Thereafter do

ye, weaving the mortal upon the immortal, fashion living

creatures and beget them, and giving them nourishment in

crease them, and when they die receive them again. Thus He

spake, and again He took the bowl wherein afore He compounded
and mixed the elements of the Soul of the All, and into this

bowl He poured that which was left over of the elements, mix

ing them as afore
; yet now were they not so pure as at first,

but second and third in quality.

Then, when He had made of them one mixture, He took and
divided Souls therefrom, as many as there are stars, and to each

star he assigned a Soul, and caused each Soul to go up into her

star as into a chariot, and showed unto her the nature of the

All, and declared the laws thereof which are fixed and shall

not be moved, to wit, that it was appointed that the first birth

should be for all the same, so that no Soul should fare worse

at His hands than another, and that all, having been cast as
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opyava ftpovcov cfrvvai ^cocov TO OeocreftecrTaTov, BiTrXrjs Be

42 ovcnjs Trjs dvOpcoTTLvrjs &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;vcrecos
TO Kpelrrov TOLOVTOV etrj

yevos, o Kal eTreiTa fce/c\rjcrot,TO dvrjp. OTrore Br) o-co/jiacrw

e/jL(j)VTev6eiev e dvdy/crjs, /cal TO p,ev TTpocriot,, TO S airioi

TOV (rwyu-aro? avTwv, Trp&Tov fiev cu(r0i)(rw dva&amp;lt;yicaiov eirj

Tracriv eic ftiai(ov TraOrj/jbaTcw J~v/Ji(f)VTov yiyvecrOcu,

Be r)Sovf) /cal \V7rrj ^^i^^kvov epcoTa, 7rpo9 Be

B TOVTOIS
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;o/3ov

/cal 6v/jbov ocra re eirofjueva avTols teal

evavTiu&amp;gt;&amp;lt;$
7re&amp;lt;})VKe Bieo-Trj/coTa wv el ^ev KpaTrjaoiev, ev

y /cpaTrjOevTes Be dBitcia. teal 6 jjiev ev TOV Trpocr-

povov y3tov9, TTCL\IV els Trjv TOV ^VVVO/JLOV iropevdels

d(7Tpov, fBiov cvBaifjiova /cal crvvridri e^of (

Be TOVTCDV et9 yvvaitcbs $vcnv ev T{J BevTepa yevecrei,

C fta\ol, /JLTJ Travopevos re ev TOVTOIS eri /cafclas, TpoTrov ov

tcatcvvoiTO, /caTa Trjv o/xotorT/ra Tr)$ TOV TpoTrov

t9 Tiva ToiavTrjv del yLtera/SaXoZ Orjpeiov fyvcriv, a

re ov wpOTepov TTOVCOV X^ot, irplv Trj TavTov /cal

TrepioBa) Trj ev avT( %vve7ri&amp;lt;rT6/j,evo$ TOV TTO\VV o%\ov /cal

D vo-Tepov 7rpocr(j)vvTa e/c Trvpos Kal vBaTos Kal depos Kal

0opv/3(t)Bi] Kal d\oyov ovTa, Xo^ft) KpaTrjcras els TO

irptoTrjs Kal dpiorTTjs dfyiKoiTo elBo? e^ecos.

Be irdvTa avTols TavTa,
f

iva Trjs ejreiTa eir] KaKias

dvaiTLos, ea&quot;7reipe
TOVS fj^ev els yfjv, TOVS S 6^9

TOVS B els raXXa ocra opyava %povov. TO Be /z-era

crTropov TOLS veois TTapeBcoKe Oeols cr(t)/j,aTa nrKaTTeiv

TO T e7Ti\OL7TOV 6(7OV CTl TjV &quot;^V^YjS dv6pCD7rLV7]S

E TTpocryevecrQai,, TOVTO Kal TrdvO* ocra aKO\ovOa eKeivois a

yacra/Jbevovs dp^eiv, Kal KaTa Bvva/jLiv 6 TI Ka\\i,crTa Kal
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seed upon the Instruments of Time, each upon the Instrument

suitable for her, must first be born in the flesh of that living

creature which feareth God most
; and, since human nature

hath two kinds, in the flesh of that kind which is the better,

which thereafter should be called Man. Therefore, whereas

Souls of necessity should be implanted in Bodies, and of the

Body there should be that which cometh and that which goeth,
first must all Souls have implanted in them at their birth one

sense collected from the passions which assault them
;
more

over, all must have born in them love made up of pleasure and

pain, and in addition thereto fear and anger and all the other

passions which do go together with these, and also as many as

are by nature contrary to these and if any man should hold

these passions in subjection, his life would be righteous ;
but

unrighteous, if he should be overcome of them
;
and whosoever

lived virtuously all the time appointed unto him should

journey back to his kindred star and dwell there, and there

should have a life blessed and conform unto his nature : but

whosoever fell short of this, he in the second birth should pass
into the nature of Woman

;
and if therein he refrained not

from wickedness, then, according to the likeness of that wicked

ness whereunto he turned him, should he pass alway into the

nature of some Beast, and should not be rid of the labour of

these changes until, having closely followed the Circuit of the

Same and the Like which is in himself, he should, by the

might of reason, overcome all that unreasonable, tumultuous

crowd which was afterward gathered about him from the ele

ments of fire and water and air and earth, and should come

again unto his first and best estate.

He having made all these ordinances for them, that He

might be blameless as touching the wickedness which should

be thereafter in each one of them, sowed some on the Earth

and some on the Moon and some on the other Instruments of

Time
;
and all that should come after the sowing He delivered

unto the Young Gods, to wit, the moulding of mortal bodies and
the fashioning of all parts (together with all their appurte

nances) that yet remained of man s Soul which must be added

thereto : all this did He deliver unto the Young Gods, that

thereby they might have rule over the living creature which
is mortal, and might guide it, after their ability, to walk in
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dpio-ra TO Ovijrbv SiaKvffepvdv ^wov, o ri firj KCLKCOV avrb

eavrw yiyvoLro atriov.

Km o fiev Brj airavra ravra Stard^a^ e/JLevev ev rw

eavrov Kara rporrov ijOei* jjuevovros Se vorjcravres ol 7raZ8e9

rrjv rov Trarpos Sidragw eTreWovro avrrj, K.CLI \aj36vT$

a6dva,TOV dpfflv OVTJTOV a)ov, fJHfJbovfji,evoi rov or^erepov

S7]/j,iovpy6v, 7TU/305 teal 7779 V&ZT05 re /col ae/)o? a?ro rov

43 Koarfjiov Savei^o/jievoi, /j,6pia co? a7roSo6rjcr6/jLva rrakiv, et?

ravrbv ra \a/ji/3av6/A6va o-vve/coXXwv, ov rot? aXvrois ol?

avrol ^vveixovro Secr/iofc, d\\a 8ia afJUKporr^ra dopdrois

ryo/jL(f)oi,$ %vvrijfcovre&amp;lt;;t
ev eg arrdvrwv aTrepya^o/^evoc

e/cacrrov, ra? TT)? aOavdrov ^^779 irepiobovs eveSovv

t9 errippvrov awfAa KOI aTroppvrov. al 3 6^9 rrora^ov

evbeOelcrai rro\vv ovr* e/cpdrovv ovr e/cparovvro, /3ia oe

B
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;epovro

KOI efapov, wcrT TO fiev o\ov KivelcrOai %toov,

drd/cToos prjv orrr) rv^ot, rrpolevai /cal dXoycos, ra9 ef

arrdaas /civtfo-eis e^ov et9 re yap TO rrpoaOev Kal omadev

Kal rraKiv et9 Sefia Kal dpicrrepa /cdrco re /cal avw Kal

Trdvrrj Kara TOU9 e TOTTOVS 7r\av(t)fjLeva rrporjeiv. TTO\\OV

yap ovros rov KaraK\vovro&amp;lt;; Kal drroppeovros Kvparos, o

rrjv rpo^rjv rrapel^ev, en fjiei^a) 06pv/3ov drreipyd^ero rd

C rwv rrpocrmrrrovrwv rcaOrj^ara eKacrrot^, ore rrvpl rrpo&amp;lt;r-

Kpovcreie TO
&amp;lt;rcoyLta

rivos e^co6ev aXkorpiw rrepirv^ov rj Kal

crrepeq) 7779 vypots re oKio-OrjfjLacriv vSdrcov, eire ^d\rj

Trvev/jbdrcov vrc depos (^epofjuevcdv KaTaXij^Oeir), Kal VTTO

rrdvrwv TOVTCDV Sid rov (Ttofjuaros al Kivtfcreis eVi rrjv tyv%r)v

fapopevai, rrpoa-rriTrroiev al Srj Kal erreira Sid ravra

re Kal vvv ert, alcrOrfo eis %vvdira&amp;lt;rai KeK\7]vrai,.

44 Kal Bid Srj ravra rrdvra rd rraOrf/jLara vvv Kar dp%d$ re
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the most honourable and perfect way, without evil, save that

which it should itself bring upon itself.

All these things did He ordain, and thereafter abode in

His own proper nature. Therein He abode; and His sons, having

comprehended their Father s ordinance, were obedient unto it,

and having received the immortal beginning of the living

creature which is mortal, they took their own Maker for an

ensample, and borrowed from the Universe portions of fire

and earth and water and air which should be restored again :

these they took and cemented together, not with the bonds

which cannot be loosed wherewith they themselves were held

together ;
but with bolts innumerable, invisible by reason of

smallness, they welded them, and out of them all fashioned

one body for each living creature, binding the Circuits of

Immortal Soul within Body that consisteth in perpetual
influx and efflux.

Now the Circuits of the Soul, having been bound within

the Eiver of the Body which floweth mightily, neither had

the mastery over it, nor were they mastered, but were pushed

about, and did push with violence, so that the whole creature

was moved, and went hither and thither disorderly, by chance,

without forethought, having all the six motions
;
for forward and

backward, and to the right and to the left, and down and up,

did the creatures go, wandering towards all the six points ;

because that the flood was great which did swell up over them

supplying their nourishment, and then again did flow away
from them

;
and yet greater was the commotion that was

made in them by the blows of those things which did strike

against them to wit, when the body of any living creature

happened on something without, foreign from itself, and

therewith had contact with fire, or with solid earth, or

smoothly sliding water, or if at any time it was overtaken by
the blast of winds borne along in the air

;
and then the

motions caused by all these were carried through the Body
into the Soul and beat upon her. Wherefore were all these

motions together called aestheses,
1 and still are so called.#*#*##

By reason of these assaults of the passions which are

made upon her, the Soul now, as in the beginning, loseth

1 Plato seems to derive
af&amp;lt;r^??cris, &quot;sensation,&quot; from dieffciv, &quot;to rush violently.&quot;
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B avovs ^v^rj yiyverai, TO TrpwTov, orav et? aw^a evBeOrj

OVTJTOV oTav Be TO Trjs av^rjs KOI
Tpo&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;rjs

e\aTTOV 7Tip

pevfia, Trd\i,v Be al TrepioBot, \a^avo^vai rya\rjvr)s TTJV

eavT&v 6Bov itocrt, /cal /caOiaTcovTai, /jba\\ov eVioz/ro? TOV

%pOVOV, TOT6 T)0*7) TT^O? TO KCLTCL fyvCTW loVTCOV (T^^CL

e/cdo-Twv TWV KVK\WV al 7Tpi(f)opal KaTevOvvofMevai, TO re

OaTepov teal TO TavTov Trpoo-ayopevovcrat, /car 6p06v, jj,(f&amp;gt;pova

TOV e^ovTa aura? yiyvo/Aevov airoTeKovo iv. av fjV ovv Srj

C teal %vve7ri\ajjL{3dwrjTal rt? 6p6rj Tpo(f)7j iraibevcretos, 0X0-

K\7]po&amp;lt;i vyirjs re Traz^reXco?, TTJV /JLeyio-Trjv dTrotyvyaiv voaov,

TOV ov

real dvovrTOs l
et?

f

AiSov 7rd\i,v eGTai. raura

/j,ev ovv vaTep 7TOT6
&amp;lt;yyvTai, Trep e TWV vvv

Sel $i,\0iv aKpLJBeorTepov. ra Be irpo TOVTOOV, Trepl (ra)/j,d-

TCOV KaTa ueprj T?}? yeveo-eax; ical Trepl ^v%^9, $t a? T

atrlas Kal Trpovolas yejove Oewv, TOV paXicrTa el/coTo?

D dvTe^ofjuevoi^, OVTCO /cal KaTa TavTa TropevofjLevois Bie

Ta? /J,ev Srj 6eia&amp;lt;? Trepio&ovs Bvo ovcras, TO TOV

o-^rjfJLa dTro/AifjLijcrdfjuevoi Trepifapes ov, eh
cr(j)ai,poei,Be&amp;lt;;

eveSrjcrav, TOVTO o vvv
K&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a\rjv eTrovo/jud^o/Aev, o OeioTaTov

T e&amp;lt;7rl /cal TCOV ev TUMV TrdvTO&amp;gt;v Be&TTOTOvv. a) /cal TTOLV

TO
&amp;lt;ra)/JLa TrapeBocrav vTrrjpecriav avTa&amp;gt; vva6poi(ravTS OeoL,

tcaTavorjcravTes, OTL Tracr&v oaai,
Kivr)cri&amp;lt;$

&amp;lt;TOIVTO /zere^ot*

tV ovv
fjirj /cv\ivBov/j,evov eVl 7779 v^ij re /cal ffdOr)

E TravToBaird ^0^(7779 aTropol Ta /juev vTrepftalveiv, evQev

Be e/c/3alveiv, o^rjf^ avTa) TOVTO /cal eviroplav eBo&av. oOev

Brj fiij/co^ TO (7a)fjLa ecry^ev,
e/crara re /ccoXa ical

e(j)V(Te, TeTTapa 6eov
/uiTj^avTjo a/jLevov Tropela, ot9

/3av6/j,evov /cal dTrepeiBo/Aevov Bia TrdvTcov TOTTCOV Tropeveadai

45 SvvaTOV yeyove TTJV TOV OeioTaTOV /cal lepwTaTov

oi/crjaiv eirdvwOev rjfiwv. cr/ce\r) /j,ev ovv ^elpe^ Te
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understanding when she is first bound unto the mortal body ;

but when the stream of growth and nourishment abateth of

his influx, and the Circuits of the Soul are gotten into smooth

waters, and go their own way, and are become more constant

as time passeth on, then at last are they brought into the

perfect form of the natural motion which is proper unto each

of the Circles, and marking and naming the Other and the

Same aright, they cause him who possesseth them to have

understanding ;
and if right teaching also take part in the

work, he becometh whole and altogether sound, having escaped

that disease which is the greatest of all; but if he give not

heed unto this teaching, he journeyeth halt through this

present life, and, without initiation, and without understanding,
cometh again unto Hades.

But these be things which come to pass afterward
;

it

behoves us rather to tell more exactly concerning the matter

which now we have in hand, and concerning the matter

which is precedent thereto, to wit, concerning the generation
of the Body with the parts thereof, and concerning the Soul

and the causes and purposes of the Gods by reason whereof

she was generated. All these things, therefore, let us ex

pound, alway holding fast in our discourse unto that which

seemeth most likely.

The Young Gods, taking for a pattern the shape of the

Universe which is a globe, bound the Divine Circles, which are

twain, within this corporeal ball which we now call Head, which

is the divinest of our parts, and hath lordship over them all.

Unto the Head, to minister unto it, the Gods gave the whole

Body which they had compacted together ;
for they perceived

that unto the Head belonged all the motions which should be.

Wherefore, that it might not go rolling upon the earth, which

hath heights and depths of every sort, finding no way of

getting over those or out of these, to this end gave they
unto it the Body for a carriage, to make the way easy for it.

Wherefore the Body got length, and put forth liinbs which

were able to be stretched out and to be bent, four in number
;

for thus did the Gods devise means of going about, so that

the Body, therewith taking hold and pushing off, could go

through all places, bearing aloft the temple of that which in

us is the most divine and the most holy. In this wise, then,
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teal Bta ravra Trpocrecfrv Trdcri TOV 8 OTnaOev TO TrpbaOev

teal dp^itccoTepov VO/J,I%OVTS Oeol ravrrj TO TTO\V

TropeLas i)H,lv eBoaav. eBei, Brj Biaypiar/jLevov e%eiv /cal

TOV
arct)/jiaTO&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

TO 7rpoo~0ev avOpayjrov. Bib &TJ

TTpWTOV fjLeV 7Tpl TO T7JS ATe^aX?}? KVTO$, V7TO0eVT6&amp;lt;; aVTOO~e

TO Trpocrwrrov, op*yava eveSrjarav TOVTO* Trdo-y 777 TT}? ^^X^*?

B nrpovoiq, teal Si6Taj;a,VTO yaere^oz/ rjye/jLOVia? TOVT elvau TO

icaTa (frvcriv TrpocrOev. TWV Be opydvcov irpwTov fMev &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a)cr&amp;lt;l)6pa

%vv6TKTrjvavTO op[j,aTa, TOiaSe eVS^crai/re? aiTia. TOV

oaov TO /lev Kaew OVK ecr%6, TO Se Trape^ei

olfcelov e/cdaTT}^ rjfJLepas, trwyLta e/jLrj^avtjo ai TO &amp;lt;yiyveo-0ai,.
TO

yap eWo? rjfi&v dS\(f)bv bv TOVTOV Trvp el\LKpive&amp;lt;s eirotijcrav

Sta TWV o/jLfjidTow pelv \elov *
teal TTVKVOV, 6\ov /JLEV, fjbd\t(TTa

C Be TO fjiecrov gv/jLTriXtjo-avTes TWV o^aTUtv, wcrre TO /iei/

a\\o ocrov Tca^vTepov o~Te&amp;lt;yei,v Trav, TO TOLOVTOV Se fiovov

avTO KaOapov BirjOeiv. OTav ovv /jLeOvjpepLVOV $ &amp;lt;^&amp;gt;G)9 irepl

TO TT}? o-v|reo)9 pev/jia, TOT etcTriTTTOv OJJLOIOV Trpbs OJJLOLOV,

fu/ATTO/ye? jevof^evov, ev awfLa oliceLwSev crvvecrTT) tcaTa TTJV

TO&amp;gt;V o/jL/jLaTcov evOvcoplav, oTrrjTrep dvTepeiBet TO 7rpoo~7rt7TTOv

evoodev TT^O? o TCOV e^co (rvve7reo~ev. ofjioioiraOes Srj Si

6/jLOiOT7jTa Trav yevo/Jievov, OTOV Te av avTO TTOT
e&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;d7TTr)Tai,

D teal o av a\\o IKCLVOV, TOVTCOV Ta? Kivricreis BiaBiBbv eh

ciTrav TO crw^a f^e^pi, T^? tyvxfjs aio-Qrjcriv Trapeo-^eTo

TavTrjv, 17 Brj opav (fra/jiev. d7re\@6vTos Be els vv/CTa TOV

%wy&amp;lt;yevov$ irvpbs dTroTeTfjirjTai, TTpbs yap CLVO/JLOIOV efybv

aX\oiovTai Te avTO teal /caTacr/3evvvTai, ^vptyves ovtceTi, TCO

7r\r)o~iov aepi yiyvo/jievov, aT Trvp OVK

ovv TfdvTa ecrTt TCOV gvvai,TLG)v, ot? ^609 vTrrjpe-

TOVO~(, yjpr\Tdi Trjv TOV dpio~Tov fcaTa TO BvvaTov IBeav

D a7TQTe\a)V Bo^d^eTai, Be VTTO TWV 7T\ei(TT(Dv ov %vvaiTia

1
ptiv, \elov.
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and for this end, were legs and hands put forth and added

unto all men : and the Gods, thinking that that which is

before is more honourable than that which is behind, and

more able to lead, made man to go for the most part forward
;

wherefore must he needs have the forepart of his body dis

tinct from the hind part and dissimilar. For this reason

they first put the face on the forepart of the vessel of the

Head, and fixed therein the instruments which should minister

in every way unto the forethought of the Soul, having
ordained that that which hath ability to lead should be that

which is by nature before. First of these instruments they
fashioned light-bringing eyes, and fixed them in, after this

wise. Out of that fire which hath not the power of burning,

but is able to give gentle light that light, to wit, which

belongeth to day they contrived and made a body ;
for the

pure fire, twin-born therewith, which is within us they did

cause to flow through the eyes, having compressed their

substance throughout, but most of all in the mid part thereof,

so that it was made smooth and dense, and held in whatsoever

in the light was thick, and let only the light itself strain

through in a pure stream. When, therefore, the light of day
is round about the visual stream, then doth the stream, going

forth, like unto like, compactly join itself unto that stream

without against the which the stream that cometh from within

doth thrust itself, and these two being blended together make
one body which is extended in a straight line from the eyes.

The visual stream, then, since it is compact of parts altogether

like, receiveth altogether like affections
;
and when it toucheth

anything, and something else toucheth that, it passeth their

motions on throughout the whole Body, until they come unto

the Soul, and so it causeth that sense wherewith we say that

we see. But when the kindred fire is gone away into night,

then is the visual stream cut off; for, going forth into that

which is unlike itself, it is changed and quenched, no longer

becoming consubstantial with the air round about, because

that the air hath in it no fire.******
Now these be all auxiliary causes which God maketh

subservient unto His design of bringing the Idea of the Best

into act, as far as is possible ;
but most men are of opinion
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aXX aiTia elvat, TWV TrdvTcov, ^rv^pvTa KOI

TTTjyvvvTa re teal Sia%eovTa teal ocra ToiavTa a

\6yov Be ovBeva ovSe vovv et? ovBev Svvara
%et,v ecrrl.

jap OVTOJV a) vovv /lava) KTaadai,
Trpoo-rjteei,, \e/creov

riv TOVTO Se doparov, Trvp Be teal vScop teal yrj teal

drjp awfjiara Trdvra 6para yeyove. rov Se vov teal eTricrTr)-

E /AT)? epaarrjv dvdyterj ra? TT}? e/jL(j)povo&amp;lt;; &amp;lt;j&amp;gt;vo-ea)&amp;lt;;
alrias

TTptoras /JieTaBicoteeiv, oaai Se VTT a\\(ov /j,ev teivov/jLevcov,

6Tpa S e dvdyterjs tewovvTcov yiyvovrai, Bevrepas.

iroirjTeov Srj teara ravra teal r^fuv. \etcrea /lev d^orepa
ra TWV alnwv yevrj, %a)/?t9 3e ocrai pera vov tedXwv teal

dyaQcov Brj/jiiovpyol teal ocrai jJbovwOelaai &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;povtfo-6Q)&amp;lt;;
TO

TV%OV aratcrov etedo-rore e^epyd^ovrai,, TO, * fjiev ovv rwv

Trpbs TO e%ei,v rrjv Svvafjuv, rjv vvv

TO Be /neyicrTOv avTwv 6t? axf)e\i,av

47 epyov, 81 o ^eo? av9 rjfjLiv SeScoprjTai, yitera TOVTO prjTeov.

o^t? Srj teaTCi TOV e/Aov \oyov aiTia r?}? /jLeyicrTrjs axf)e\ia$

yeyovev rj/jLtv, OTL TWV vvv \6ycov Trepl TOV TravTos \eyo-

fjuevtov ouSet? dv TTOTS epprfdrj /jurjTe dcrTpa /jLrjTe TI\IOV pr^Te

ovpavov ISovTcov. vvv S
r)/jiepa re teal vv^ ofy6eicrai /^&amp;gt;}i/e?

re teal eviavT&v Treploboi fJbe^^dvrivTai, fi,ev dpi0/j,6v, %p6vov

Be evvoiav irepi re TT;? TOV Tra^ro?
&amp;lt;f)vcrea)&amp;lt;? ^TTJCTLV eSocrav

et; MV eTTopio-d/jueOa (f)i\oao(f)ia$ yevos, ov /jiel^ov dyaObv

B OVT rj\0ev ovO rj^ei, Trore ra&amp;gt; OvrjTa yevei Sa)p7jdev ete

Oewv. \eya) 8rj TOVTO ofji/judTCDV f^eyicrTov dyaOov. Ta\\a

$e, ocra eXarra), TL dv vfjivol^ev ; wv 6
fjbrj (j)L\6o-ocf)o^

TV(f)\a)Qels o8vp6/jLevos dv Optjvol ^CLTTIV. d\\d TOVTOV

\eyeo-0w trap r]^wv avTr) eVl raOra atria, Oeov TJ/JLLV

dvevpelv Bcoprja-ao-Oai re otyiv, iva ra? ev ovpavw TOV vov

TrepioBovs ^prjcrai/jieOa eVl ra&amp;lt;? Trepicfropas ra?
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that they are not auxiliary causes, but true causes which, by

cooling and heating, and thickening and thinning, and the

like, do produce all things. And yet these operations can in

no wise have in them understanding or design of aught ;
for

of things which be, unto one alone it belongeth to have

understanding, and that one, let it be declared, is Soul
;
which

is invisible
;
but Fire and &quot;Water and Earth and Air all are

visible creatures. Wherefore the lover of understanding and

knowledge must first follow after those causes which appertain

unto the Intelligible World, and then, secondly, after those

which are made manifest when one thing, being moved,
raoveth another thing of necessity.

This, then, must we also do, speaking concerning both

kinds, but making separation between those causes which

with understanding are artificers of things fair and good, and

those which without knowledge produce disorderly what

chanceth at any time. Concerning the auxiliary causes

which helped to give unto eyes that faculty which they now

have, enough hath been said
; now, therefore, let us declare

that benefit wrought by eyes great above all benefits for

whose sake God bestowed them upon us.

Eyesight, methinks, hath been the cause unto us of the

greatest benefit, inasmuch as no word of our present discourse

concerning the Universe would have been spoken, if we had

seen neither stars nor sun nor heavens : whereas now day and

night and the months and the circuits of the years, passing
before our eyes, have discovered unto us Number, and given
unto us a notion of Time, and set us a-seeking to know the

nature of the All : whence we have gotten us Philosophy,
than which no greater good hath come, nor ever shall come, as

gift from gods unto mortal kind.

I say, then, that this is the greatest good from eyes ;
and

the other benefits therefrom which are all less than this,

wherefore should I recount them ? Let the man who is

without Philosophy break out into vain lamentations, because,

forsooth, he is blind and hath not these small things : as for

ourselves, we will declare the cause of vision in this wise and

the chief end thereof : God invented vision and gave it unto

us for a gift, to the end that, having observed the Circuits of

Intelligence in the Heaven, we might use them for the revolu-
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C r?79 Trap f)/j.iv $iavoTJ(T ea)&amp;lt;;, !;vyyeveis eKelvais ovcras, dra-

pd/crois rerapayuevas, eKuaOovres Be Kal Xoyto-ucov Kara

(f&amp;gt;VCT{,V 6p66rT)rOS /I6TaCT^OVT9 /jLt,/J,OV/jL6VOl, TCL? TOV 060V

dirkavels ovaas rds ev rjjuv 7re7r\avrjuevas tcara-

.
&amp;lt;&a&amp;gt;vri&amp;lt;s

re Brj KOI afcorj^ Trepl, nraXiv o avrbs

Xoiyo?, eVt ravra rwv avrwv GVZKO, irapa 9e&v BeScopr)(r6ai.

\6yo$ re yap eV avra ravra rkraicrai^ rr/v /jLe&amp;lt;yi(Trr)v

J~vjjL/3a\\6/j,evos els avra uoipav, ocrov r av fjLOV&iKrjs (ftcovrj

D
^pria-ij^ov, 77/209 d/corjv eveica dp^ovta^ earl $o9ev 77 Be

dp/jLovla, ^vyyevels e^ovcra &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;opas
rat9 eV r^uv 7779 ^^779

TrepioBois, ro5 /j,era vov Trpocr^pco/jievu) Mouo&quot;at9 OVK ecfS rjSovrjv

d\oyov, fcaOajrep vvv, elvai So/eel
%pr)(7ifjLOS,

d\\* eVl rrjv

yeyovvtav ev T^LIV avdpuocrrov ^rv^^ TrepioBov el? /cara-

/c6(7/jir](Ti,v Kal crv/Afpayviav eavrfj (rvafia^o^ VTTO MOU&amp;lt;JWZ/

SeSoTtu* /cal pv0fjLos av Sid rrjv duerpov ev rj^uv Kal

E %apira)v Imbed yiyvo/jiev rjv ev rot9 TrXeicrrois efyv 7rlicovpo&amp;lt;;

eVt ravrd VTTO rwv avrwv eS60r).

Ta fjuev ovv 7rape\rj\v06ra ra)v elprjaevcov, 7T\rjv

{3pa%ea)v, eTnBeBeiKrai rd Bid vov BeBijatovpyrj/jLeva Bel Be

Kal rd Bi dvdyKijs yiyvoueva rq&amp;gt; \6ya) trapaOecrOai.

48 fjiefjuy^ev
1

^ yap ovv 77 rovBe rov Koaaov yeve&is e

re Kal vov avcrrd&amp;lt;Tews eyevvrjdri vov Be dvdyKrjs

raj TreLQew avrrjv r&v yiyvoaevwv rd nrKelara eirl ro

J3e\ricrrov dyecv, ravry Kara ravrd re BS dvdyKijs rjrra)-

/jbevr)&amp;lt;;
vrro TreiOovs eucfrpovos ovra) Kar dp^as ^vviararo

roBe TO Trdv. el Tt9 ovv y yeyove, Kara ravra ovrcos epel,

fAiKreov KOI ro rfjs Tr^avco/jLevrjs eZSo9 alrias, fj fyepew

7re(f)VKV. wBe ovv naKiv dva^wprireov, Kal \a{3ov(Ti,v

B avrwv rovroav irpocrrjKovcrav erepav dp^rjv aWis av, KaOaTrep

Trepl rcov rore, vvv ovrco Trepl rovrcov ird\iv dpKreov air

. rrjv Brj Trpb 7779 ovpavov yeveorews Trvpbs vBaros
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tions of Thought in ourselves, which are kin, albeit perturbed,

unto those unperturbed celestial courses
;
and having throughly

learnt and become partakers in the truth of the reasonings

which are according to nature, might, by means of our imita

tion of the Circuits of God which are without error altogether,

compose into order the circuits in ourselves which have erred.

Concerning Sound and Hearing let the same thing be said

that they also have been bestowed by the Gods to the same

end as Sight. For to this end also hath Speech been ordained,

and maketh thereto the largest contribution
; and, moreover,

all that part of Music which is for the service of the Voice and

Hearing hath been given unto us for the sake of Harmony ;
and

Harmony, having her courses kin unto the revolutions in our

Soul, hath been given by the Muses to be a helper unto the man

who, with understanding, shall use their art, not for the getting
of unreasonable pleasure which is commonly esteemed the use

of Music but for the ordering of the circuit of our Soul which

hath fallen out of harmony, and the bringing thereof into

concord with itself
;
and Ehythm also, because that the state of

most men is without measure and lacketh grace, hath been

given unto us for the same end, to aid us, by the same

Benefactors.

Hitherto hath this discourse been for the most part con

cerning those things which are of the workmanship of Eeason
;

but now must it set by the side of these that which cometh

to pass of Necessity ; for, in truth, the generation of this

Universe was a mixed generation, sprung from the concurrence

of Necessity and Reason.

Eeason exercised authority over Necessity by persuading
her to bring the most part of the things which were made unto

the Best Issue. According to this scheme, in the beginning,
was the Universe established through the instrumentality of

Necessity working in obedience unto the admonition of Wisdom.
If any man, therefore, would tell truly how this Universe is

come into being, he must include the natural operation of the

Cause Errant.
1 Let us then turn back, and, having taken up

this other proper principle of things created, begin again from

the beginning, even as we began the former inquiry.
Wherefore let us search out the natures of Fire and

1
I have adopted this translation of 77 TrAa^w^eV?? ama from Mr. Archer-Hind.
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re fcal depos teal 7779 &amp;lt;pvcnv
Oeareov avrrjv /ecu rd irpo

TOVTOV TrdOr.

B
axTTrep ovv /cat tear apxas e\e^drj, ravra drd/cro)?

o #eo9 ev e/cdo-TG) re avrw irpos avTo /cal Trpbs d\\ij\a

av/ji/jLeTpias eveTroiycrev, ocra? re /cal oTrrj Svvarov rjv

dvd\oya /cal
&amp;lt;TVfjLp,Tpa

elvai. rore yap ovre TOVTCOV CHTOV

fjurj Tv^y TL fJLeTet^eV) ovre TO Trapcnrav ovofjiacrai ra&amp;gt;v vvv

ovo^a^o^evwv d^ioXoyov rjv ovfaev, olov irvp /cal vScop ical

C et TI TCOV aXXojz/, d\\a irawra ravra Trpwrov

evretr IK TOVTCOV TTOLV roSe fwecrr^o-o-TO, %)ov ev
fo&amp;gt;

TO, Trdvra ev avra) Ovrjra dddvard re. /cal TWV p,ev Oeiwv

auro? yiyverai, Sij/jLiovpyos, rwv Be OVTJTWV ryv yeveaiv

eavrov yevvrjfjiacri, Brj/j^ovpyelv TTpoo-era^ev. ol Be

7rapa\a{36vre&amp;lt;s dp%rjv ^^%^9 dddvarov, TO fiera rovro

Ovrjrov aw/jta avrfj irepieropvevaav offi/id re TTCLV TO crayfia

eBocrav aXXo re eZ8o? ev avrw tyvxfjs 7rpocra)KoB6fj,ovv TO

Ovrjrov, Bewa teal dvaj/cala ev eauTcS TraOrjfjbara

D TTpwrov /jiev rjBovijv, /jLejicrrov /ca/cov Be\eap, eireira

eVt 8 av ddppos teal
&amp;lt;po/3ov, a&amp;lt;j)pove

Be BvarTrapa/jLvOfjrov, e\7riBa 8 evirapdyct)-

&amp;lt;yov alcrOrfo-ei re d\oyw /cal eTrt^eLprjry Trai/TO? epoort,

^uyKepacrd/jLevoi r avrd dvary/caicos TO Ovrjrov 761/09

%vve6eo-av. /cal Bid ravra Brj ae^o^evoi fjiiaivew TO delov,

o TI yJri Tracra rjv dvay/crj, ^copls e/ceivov /caroi/ci^ovaiv 6t9

E d\\r)v rov o-cofAaros Oi/cr}(7iv TO Ovrjrov, laO/uov /cal opov

Bioi/coBo/jLrjcravres T^9 T6
/ce&amp;lt;f)a\7js

/cal rov arijOovs, av^eva

/juera^v riOevres, iva eifj ftcapls.
ev Brj T0t9 (rrijOecri /cal

TO) /ca\ov/jLevw doopa/ci TO rrjs ^^%^9 Ovrjrov 761/09 eveBovv.

/cal eVetS?) TO /xez/ d/jieivov avrrfs, TO Be ^elpov eTretfrv/cei,

70
Bioi/coBofLov(ri&amp;gt;

rov Ocopa/cos av TO KVTOS, Biopi^ovTes olov

yvvat/cwv, rrjv Be dvBpcov %&)^t9 oi/crjaiv, Ta9
&amp;lt;f)peva$

if
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Water and Air and Earth, which were before the Heaven was

brought forth
;
and also the state which was before these

natures themselves were.

As was said at the beginning, these things, being without

order, God took, and put into them all those measures of

Proportion and Symmetry whereof they were capable, each

one in respect of itself, and all in respect of one another.

For before that there was nothing which partook of these

measures save by chance
;

nor was there any of the things
which now have names which was then worthy at all of

being named, neither Fire nor Water nor any of the

other Elements
;

but all these did He first set in order,

and then out of them instituted this Universe, One Living

Creature, which hath in itself all living creatures mortal and

immortal. Of those which are divine He himself is the

Maker
;

but the creation of those which are mortal He

appointed unto His own offspring, to be their work
;
and they

following His example, when they had received of Him the

immortal principle of the Soul, thereafter fashioned round

about her this mortal Body, and gave it all unto her to be

her vehicle
; and, moreover, they constructed another kind of

Soul, and put it also into the Body, to wit the Mortal Soul

which hath in itself passions terrible, of necessity inherent

first, Pleasure, evil s best bait, then Pains that banish good

things, also Confidence and Fear, two heedless counsellors, and

Wrath hard to entreat, and Hope easily led astray. These

did they mix with Sense that lacketh Eeason, and Love that

dareth all, and so builded the mortal kind of Soul.

Wherefore, fearing to defile the divine more than was

inevitable, they appoint a dwelling-place for the mortal apart

therefrom, in another region of the body, having built an

isthmus and boundary between the Head and the Breast, to

wit, the Neck, set between them that they might be separate.
In the Breast, then, or what is called the Chest, they enclosed

the mortal kind of Soul
;
and inasmuch as one part thereof

was by nature better, and the other part worse, they also

built a wall of partition to divide the vessel of the Chest, as

a house is divided into the women s quarters and the men s

u
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Sid(ppay/jLa els TO fiecrov avT&v riOevres. TO

dvopela? Kal 0vuov, (j)i\6veiKOV ov, Karqi/cicrav

TT/S Kefyd\ris ueTa^v T&V (frpevwv Te /cat av^evos,

TOV \OJOV KaTTjKOOV OV KOIVTJ JUL6T eKCLVOV fila TO TC0V

carrot, yevo$, OTTOT e/c Trj? aKpo7r6\6cos TO) T*

KOI
\6&amp;lt;yq) fj,r)8ajuif)

TreidecrdaL e/cov eOe\oi. Trjv

B 06 Srj /capSiav u&amp;lt;PX*l
v ^^a T^v

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;^e/3(*&amp;gt;v

Kal Trrjyrjv TOV

7Tpi(j)epo/jievov KCLTO, TCCLVTCL TCL jjie\r) o-tyoopws aipaTOS eh

$opv(j)op(,/cr)V OLKTjaLv fcaTecTTTjcrav, iva, OTC ^ecrete TO

v/jiov fievos, TOV
\o&amp;lt;yov 7rapa&amp;lt;yyi\avTo$, w? Tt9 CL^LKOS

Trepl avTa jiyveTai, Trpd^LS e^coOev rj /cal Tt? CLTTO TWV

evooOev 67n0v/j,i,a)v, ofeo)? Si,a TrdvTcov aTevwjrwv irdv, oaov

TiKov ev TO) aco^aTi TWV Te Trapa/cehevcrecov Kal aTrei-

alo-OavofMevov yuyvoiTO ITTIJKOOV /cal eVotTo TrdvTrj /cal

C TO /BeXTicrTov ouT&)9 v

D To oe or) aiTwv Te Kal TTOTWV l

/cal ocrcov ev&eiav Sid TTJV TOV
cra&amp;gt;fjLaTO$ i&X61 fyvoW* TOVTO

E e/9 Ta /jL6Tav TWV Te (ppevwv /cal TOV TTpos TOV
ofJL^&amp;gt;a\ov

bpov tcaTOJ/ctcrav, oiov (fraTVTjv ev cnravTi TOVTW TW TOTT&)

Trj TOV crcoyLtaT09 Tpotyfj TeKTTjvdfjLevoi Kal /caTeSrjcrav &r) TO

TOLOVTOV evTavOa 0)9 Opefjiua dypiov, Tpefyeuv oe ^vvrja/jievov

dvay/catov, eijrep TL /zeXXot TO OVTJTOV ecrecrOai,
&amp;lt;yevo$.

iv

ovv aei ve/jLOftevov Trpos (paTvrj /cai o TL TroppcDTaTO) TOV

{3ov\evop,evov /caTOi/covv, 0opv/3ov /cal fforjv 0)9

71 Trape^ov, TO KpaTio-TOV /ca0* rjav^iav Trepl TOV TCCLCTL KOivfj

v/ji(f)povTo&amp;lt;&amp;gt;
eco /3ov\evecr0ai, Sid TavTa evTavO* eBoaav

avTa) T7)v TCL^IV. et8oTe9 Se avTo &&amp;gt;9 \6yov fjiev ovTe

%vvr)o-eiv epe\\ev, el Te Try Kal fjLeTa\ap,^dvoL TIVOS av TWV

al(rdrio~ewv, ov/c
ejji(f)VTOV avT(j&amp;gt;

TO fieXeiv TIV&V ecroiTo

\6yoov, V7ro oe elSct)\wv /cal fyavTao-fJbdTwv VVKTOS Te Kal

TOVTW
r)

TTJV TOV
r)TcaTO&amp;lt;$

loeav ^vveo~TTjo~e /cal
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quarters ;
so did they put the Midriff as a barrier betwixt these

two parts.

That part of the Soul, therefore, which partaketh of

courage and spirit, loving strife, they established nearer unto

the Head, betwixt the Midriff and the Neck, to the end that,

being within hearing of the Keasoning Part, it might, to

gether with it, keep down the brood of appetites by force,

when they would not obey !the word of command from the

castle
;
and the Heart, which is the knot of the veins and the

fountain of the blood which floweth everywhere mightily

through all the members, they set to be the guardhouse, so

that when the fierceness of wrath boileth, what time Eeason

doth pass the word that some wickedness is being done around

them without, or haply by the Appetites within, then the

whole sensitive system of the Body, keenly apprehending

through all the narrow passages thereof the exhortations and

threats uttered, should become obedient and tractable alto

gether, and so should let the Best Part be the leader of

them all.##** * *

As for that part of the Soul which desireth meat and drink

and the other things which it needeth by reason of the nature

of the Body, this they established in the region which lieth

between the Midriff and the borders of the Navel, having
framed, as it were, a manger to extend throughout all this

place for the nourishment of the Body. Here they bound this

part of the Soul like a wild beast which nevertheless must
be kept joined unto the rest and reared, if there was to be a

mortal race at all. Accordingly, that, always feeding at the

manger and dwelling as far as possible from the part which

taketh counsel, it might raise as little tumult and uproar as

possible, and let the Chief Part take counsel in peace concern

ing the common good, for this cause did they post it here.

And knowing this concerning it that it would not be able to

understand Eeason, and that even if it attained somehow unto

some empiric knowledge of reasonable truths, it was not of

such a nature as to give heed thereto, but for the most part
would follow the ghostly conduct of Images and Phantasms by
night and by day, God sought out a device against this, and

put the Liver close by the dwelling-place of the Appetitive
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B eOvjfcev 669 rrjv etceivov /caroL/cyo-iv, TTVKVOV Kal \elov KOI

\afJLTrpov teal
&amp;lt;y\VKV

KOI TTLKporijra e^ov
f

(va ev avrq) rwv Biavorj/judrcov 77 etc rov vov

Bvva/jiis, olov ev KaroTrrpa) Be^o/jieva) TVTTOVS /cat KanBeiv

eiBa)\a Trape^ovn, &amp;lt;f)o/3ol p,ev avro, oTrore
fjbepet rijs

TriKporrjros ^pajfjbevTj ^vyyevel ^aXeTT?) Trpoaeve^jdelcra a7rei,\f}

Kara Trav viro^i^vvda ofea&amp;gt;9
TO rJTrap %o\a)&rj ^p^^ara

G
/jL&amp;lt;paivoi, %vvdyovo-d re Trdv pvaov teal rpa^v TTOLOL, \o/3ov

$e Kal $o%ds TruXa? re rd
yu-ei/ e^ opdov KaraKafJiTTTOVcra

Kal ^vaTTCoo-a, rd Be e^parrovera crvy/cXeloverd re, \VTras

Kal aeras irape^oi, Kal or av rdvavria fydafjiara diro-

Trape^ovaa ray fjLrre Kivev (Jbrjre Trpocr-

drrrecrOai TT)? evavrlas eavrfj (fevcrea)^ e0e\eiv, y\vKvr?)ri Be

rrj Kar eKelvo ^v^vrw irpos avro ^pay^evri KOI Trdvra

D opOd Kal \ela avrov Kal e\ev0epa aTrevOvvovcra
r

i\ea)V re

Kal evrjjjiepov TTOLOL rrjv Trepl ro r)7rap tyvxfis fjbolpav

evrfV, ev re rrj vvKrl Biaycojrjv e^ovcrav perpiav,
0* vrrvov, eVetSr/ \6jov Kal

(frpovr) cre&)?

ov /jLerefye. /jLefJuv^fJievoi &amp;lt;ydp rijs rov vrarpo? eVtcrToA?}? oi

l^vvicrrdvres r)fJ&amp;lt;d$,
ore ro Ovijrbv eVecrreXXe 761/09 ft&amp;gt;9

dpicrrov et9 Bvva/jiiv Trotelv, ovrco &r] KaropOovvres Kal ro

E cpav^ov rjfiMVy iva d\ri6eias TTTJ TrpocrdTrroiro, Karecrrycrav

ev rovrw ro fjLavrelov.

89 E KaOdirep eiTro/jLev ?roXXa/ct9, ori rpia rpt,^fj ^frv%r)&amp;lt;i
ev rj

elBrj KarpKicrrai,, rv^^dvei Be GKaarov Kivr)crei,s e%ov, ovrw

Kara ravrd Kal vvv ft&amp;gt;9 Bid (Bpa^yrdrwv prjreov, on ro

fjuev avra)V ev dpyla Bidyov Kal rcov eavrov Kivrjcrewv

rjcrv^iav dyov dcrOevecrrarov dvdyKij ryiyvecrOai, TO 8 ev

90
&amp;lt;yvfJLvacrlois eppwfJLeveerrarov Bt,b

cf&amp;gt;v\aKreov,
O7r&)9 dv e^wcri

ra9 Kivrjcreis rrpos aXX^Xa o-v/jiperpovs. TO Be Trepl rov

KVpicordrov Trap rjplv fyvxfis eiBovs SiavoelcrOai Bel rfjBe,

fo&amp;gt;9 dpa avro Bai/jiova 6ebs eKaarco BeBcoKe, rovro o Brj

fyafjuev
OLKelv fJLev TJ/JLCOV eV aKpa* rw aroof^art, Trpbs Be rrjv

ev ovpavco %v&amp;lt;yyevei,av
diro 77)9 ^9 alpeiv ft&amp;gt;9 ovras fyvrov

OVK eyyewv, aXXa ovpdviov, opOorara \eryovres eKeWev

B ydp, oOev r) irpcbrr) r?)9 ^^779 tyevecns ecf&amp;gt;v,
TO Oelov rr)v

Ke(f)a\rjv Kal pitav TJ/JUWV dvaKpepavvvv opOol Trdv TO a-fopa.

TW fJLev ovv Trepl rds eTriOv/uiias r) Trepl fyiXoveiKlas rerev-
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Soul, having fashioned it close and smooth and shining and

sweet and bitter too, so that the thoughts which come from

the Intelligence, striking upon it as upon a mirror which

receiveth impressions and causeth images to be seen, might

fill the Appetitive Soul, at one time, with fear, ... at

another time might make it mild and gentle, and give unto

it a space of calm at night, wherein it should receive the

Oracles of Dreams, meet for that which is without Eeason and

Understanding ;
for they who made us were mindful of that

which their Father spake, commanding them to make the

mortal race as perfect as possible ;
therefore did they regulate

even the base part of us after this wise, that it might lay

hold of truth somehow, and therefore did they establish a

Place of Oracles therein.

Now, as touching the three sorts of Soul implanted in us,

whereof we have oft-times spoken, and the proper motions of

each, let this be now said shortly, that any one of them

which continueth in abeyance, having her motions stopped,

must needs become weaker
;
but any one which exerciseth

herself becometh stronger. Wherefore we must take heed

that they all, in regard to one another, have their motions

accomplished in due measure.

But as touching that kind of Soul in us which hath

most authority, let this be understood, that God hath given

it unto each man to be his Genius, to wit, that Soul which,

we say, dwelleth in the topmost part of the Body, and lifteth

us up from Earth towards our birthplace in the Heaven,

forasmuch as we are not earthly creatures but heavenly : this

we say, and most truly say ; for from that Place whence the

Soul first sprang the Divine Principle suspendeth our head

and root, and so causeth the whole Body to stand upright.

Wherefore if any man have followed after the lusts of the
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KOI ravra SiaTrovovvTt,
cr&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;6$pa

Trdvra TO,

dvdjKij 6vrjra eyyeyovevai, KOI TravTaTracn Ka0* o&amp;lt;rov

fjLaXicrTa SvvaTOv dvrjTw yiyvecr0ai,) TOVTOV fjurj^e crfJUKpov

e\\eiTTLV, are TO TOLOVTOV TJV^TJKOTL rc3 Se Trepl ^&amp;gt;(\o^aQiav

KOI Trepl ra? aXrjOels fypovrjcreis ea-jrovSaKOTi, Kal ravra

C fid\iara rwv avrov ye^vfjbvaor^evw fypovelv /JLCV addvara Kal

Oela, dvTrep d\rjOeia^ ec^dTrr^rat,, Trdcra dvdyicr) TTOV, tcaQ

ocrov S av /jLeracr^elv dvOpcoTrlvrj c^ycrt? dOavaaias ev^e^erai,

TOVTOU fjLTjbev yitepo? d7ro\i7reLv, are Se del OepcnrevovTa TO

Oelov e^ovrd re avrov ev KCKOo-fjurj/iievov TOV Salfiova

%VVOLKOV eV avro) SicKpepovrcos evSaifiova elvai. Oepaireia

Se Brj Travrl Trdvrcos /j,ia, ra? ot/ceta? e/cacrrw rpo(j)ds /cal

D KLvrjcreis dTroiovai. ro3 8 eV r]fMV Oeia) ^vyryevel? elcrt,

Kivrjo-ei? al TOV TravTos Siavorjaeis Kal Trepifyopai. TavTais

Sr) gvveTTO/jievov eKacrTov 8et, ra? Trepl TTJV yevecriv ev Trj

Ke&amp;lt;f)a\f} SiecfrOapfjievas rjfjicov TrepioSou? e%op9ovvTa Sta TO

KaTa/jbavOdveiv Ta? TOU TravTos dpfjiovias TG Kal Trepityopas,

TO) KaTavoovfjievw TO KaTavoovv e^ofjioi&crai KaTa Trjv

dp^aiav &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;(7iv, 6/jioi(t)(ravTa oe TeXo? e^eu* TOV TrpoTeOevTos

dvOptoTTOlS V7TO OeO)V dpiCTTOV fBlOV 7Tp09 T6 TOZ^ TTapOVTtt

Kal TOV 7TLTa ^pOVOV.

E Kal Sr) Kal TCL vvv rj/jblv ef dp^fis 7rapay&amp;lt;y\@evTa

Trepl TOV iravTos ^XP L 76^e/0
&quot;6w ? dv0pa)7rivr]$

eoLKe TeXo? e%eiv. TO,
&amp;lt;ydp

d\\a fcoa r) yeyovev

av, Sta /3pa%ea)v eTTi/AvrjcrTeov, 6 TI
[JLTJ Tt? dvd^KT] /jLrjKvveLV

OVTCI)
&amp;lt;ydp e/uL/jieTpoTepos Ti? av avTcp So^eie Trepl TOL?

TOVT03V Xo^you? elvaL. TTJ& ovv TO TOLOVTOV eoTw \eyofjievov.

Twv yevofjievwv dv&pwv 00-01, $ei\ol Kal TOV 0iov dbiKws

$(,7j\0ov, KaTa \6yov TOV eiKOTa yvvaiKes peTe^vovTO ev rf

SevTepa

91 D yvvaiKes pev ovv Kal TO 6f)\v Trdv OVTW yejove. To
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flesh, or after contention, and busied himself wholly therewith,

all his thoughts within him must needs be mortal, and so far

as it lieth in him to become mortal, he cannot fail at all of

this
;
for this hath he fostered : but if any man have earnestly

pursued learning and the knowledge of Truth, and have

exercised most his faculty of thinking, he must needs have

thoughts immortal and divine if he lay hold of Truth
;
and

so far as Human Nature may have part in Immortality, he

cannot fall short thereof at all : and inasmuch as he serveth

the Divine Part, and hath the Genius which dwelleth in him
ordered aright, he must needs be blessed exceedingly :

l and

the service required of every man is the same alway to wit,

he must apportion unto each part the kind of nourishment

and motion proper thereto. Now unto the Divine Part in us

the motions which are kin are the Thoughts and Circuits of

the All. These must every man follow, that he may regulate
the Eevolutions in his Head which were disturbed when the

Soul was born in the flesh
; and, by throughly learning the

Harmonies and Circuits of the All, may make that which

understandeth like unto that which is understood, even as it

was in the beginning ;
and having made it like, may attain

unto the perfection of that Best Life which is offered unto

men by the Gods, for this present time and for the time

hereafter.

Now is the commandment which carne unto us in the

beginning, that we should declare the nature of the All, even

unto the generation of Man, well-nigh brought to fulfilment
;

for the way of the generation of the other living creatures

we may tell shortly, if it so be that it needeth no long

history. Thus methinks shall a man set proper bounds unto

his discourse concerning them.

Let this, then, be said, that of those which were born

Men, it is most likely that as many as were cowardly, and

passed their life in unrighteousness, were changed into

Women when they were born the second time.

* * * * * *

Thus were Women and the whole female sex brought forth.

1
Cf. Arist. E. N. x. 7. 8. 1177 b 26 ff., and E. E. 6 3. (H 15) 1249 b 20, where

rbv 6ebv Oepa-rreveLv /cat dewpelv seems to be an echo of the &TC 5 aei Oepa-
iretiovTa rb deiov, Tim. 90 C.
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TWV opvewv &amp;lt;f)v\ov /jL6Tppv0fjiieTO, avrl Tptywv TTTepd &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;vov,

K TWV dfcdfccov
dv$pct)i&amp;gt;, Koixfxov Se, KOI /jLeT60)po\oyiKcov

E uev, r)jovfjiva)V Se 8t 0-^60)9 ra? irepl TOVTCOV aTroSetfet?

/3e/3atoTaTa9 eivai oV evrjdeiav. To & at&amp;gt; Tre^ov Kal

&amp;lt;ye&amp;lt;yovev
K TWV fji^ev

e dOpOVVTCOV T77? 7T6pl TOV OVpCLVOV

$i,a TO /j,r)KTi rat? eV rfj Ke&amp;lt;pa\fj ^prj

rot? Trepi ra crr^Otj TT)? TfrvfflS rjyejjiocnv eireaOai

K TOVTCOV OVV TWV 7TiT/

r]^V/JJdTCOl TCi T6 6fA7rp6(70ia K0)\a

teal ra? /ce^aXa? et? yfjv e\/c6/jLeva VTTO
i;vy&amp;lt;yeveias

7rpofjbij/cei$ re Kal iravroia^ ea~%ov ra? Kopv(j)d$,

92 crvve6\i$67]crav VTTO dpyias e/cdo-rcov al irepifyopai. rerpd-

TTOVV re TO i

yez^o? avrcov GK Tavrrj^ ecfrvero fcal 7ro\v7rovv

recos, Oeov ^8ao&quot;et9

cifypocnv, fo&amp;gt;9 fJiaXkov eVl 77)1 e~\,Koivro. Tot9

i^ avrwv TOVTWV Kal TravrcLiracri 7rpo9

TO awfjia KaraTeivoiievois 009 ovBev eVt TroSwv

, aTroBa avrd fcal l\vo-7rct)/jLeva eVl 7779 eyevvrjaav. TO

Be TeTapTov 76^09 evvftpov yeyovev K TWV jjidXicrTa dvor)TO-

teal dfJLaOeo TdTwv, 01)9 ov& avaTrvor]^ fca@apd$ eVt

ol {JLeTdTT^dTTOVTes, a&amp;gt;9 Tr]v ^v^rfv VTTO

dvaTrvofjs depos et9 vSaTos 0o\epdv Kal

B ecoaav dvaTrvevaiv odev fyOvcov edvos Kal TO TWV o

T6 ocra evvSpa &amp;lt;yeyove, SIKTJV dfjua

olK?](76is etX^^oTO)^. /cal KaTa TavTa Br) TTCUVTCL

t i^O^ 8tayLtety8eTat T&amp;lt;Z fcoa et9 aXkri\,a, vov Kal

d7roj3o\f) Kal KTrjcrei, ueTa(3a\\6ueva. Kal 8^ /cat

TeXo9 Tre^t ToO TravTos vvv rf&Tj TOP \6yov

e^eiv OVTJTO, yap Kal dddvaTa fcoa XaySa)^ /cat

Oels oSe o /cocr//,o9, OVTCD l^wov opaTov TCL opaTa

eiKoov TOV TroirjTOv, ^609 atcr^T09, ueyio-TOS Kal

/caXXto-T09 Te /cat TeXea)TaTO9 yeyovev, et9 ovpavos
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The tribe of Birds, putting forth feathers instead of hair,

was the transformation of men that were guileless, but light-

witted
;
who were observers of the stars, but thought foolishly

that the surest knowledge concerning them cometh through

Sight.

The tribe of Beasts which walk on the Earth sprang from

those men who sought not Wisdom at all for an help, nor

considered the nature of the Heaven at all, because that they
no longer used the Revolutions in the Head, but followed the

Parts of the Soul which are about the Breast, making them

their guides. By reason of this manner of living their four

limbs and their heads were drawn down unto kindred earth,

and thereon did they rest them
;
and they got head-pieces of

all sorts, oblong, according as the circuits of each, not being

kept in use, were crushed in. For this cause their kind grew
four-footed and many-footed, for God put more props under

those which were more senseless, that they might be drawn

the more toward the earth. But the most senseless of them

all, which do stretch their whole body altogether upon the

earth, since they had no longer any need of feet, the Gods
made without feet, to crawl on the earth.

The fourth kind was born, to live in the water, from

those men who were the most lacking in Understanding and

Knowledge ;
whom they who fashioned them afresh deemed

not worthy any more even of pure air to breathe, because that

they had made their Souls impure by all manner of wicked

ness : wherefore the Gods gave them not thin pure air to

breathe, but thrust them down into the waters, to draw thick

breath in the depths thereof. From these men is sprung the

nation of Fishes, and of Oysters, and of all that live in the

water, which have gotten for recompense of uttermost ignorance
the uttermost habitations.***#**

Now may we say that our discourse concerning the All

is come to its ending. For this Universe, having taken unto

itself Living Creatures mortal and immortal, and having been
filled therewith, hath been brought forth a Creature Visible,

containing the things which are visible
;

the Image of his

Maker, a God Sensible, Greatest, Best, Fairest, arid Most
Perfect this One Heaven Only Begotten.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE TIMAEUS MYTH

I

It lies outside the scope of this work to select for

separate comment even a few of the most important questions

and topics contained in the vast Timaeus, related as these

are, not only to Plato s Philosophy itself as a whole, hut to

subsequent Philosophy and Theology and Natural Science as

influenced by this Dialogue, perhaps the most influential of

all Plato s Dialogues.
I keep clear of the Timaeus as an Essay on Physics and

Physiology profoundly interesting to the student of the

history of these branches.

I do not wish to ransack it for its anticipations of later

metaphysical doctrine, such as that of the subjectivity of

space, which may, or may not, be taught in the passages

treating of %co/?a and the vTroSo^rj.

I do not trouble myself or my readers with the lucubra

tions of Proclus and his like on it.

I do not say a word about the theological doctrine which

Christian exegesis has found in it in such abundant store.

For these things the reader must turn to editions of the

Timaeus, and Histories of Philosophy where the Timaeus is

discussed.

Here we are concerned with it merely as one in the series

of Plato s Myths ;
and as most of the observations which

have been made in connection with the other Myths already
examined apply equally to this Myth, special observations

on it need not be numerous or long. Indeed, the transla

tion which I have made, if read in the light of these former

observations, almost explains itself.

More might have been translated, for the whole Discourse

delivered by Timaeus is a Myth ;
or other parts might have

been substituted for some here translated. I had to use my
judgment in choosing what to translate, as I could not trans

late the whole, and my judgment may have sometimes erred
;

yet, after all, I venture to think that what I have translated

presents the Timaeus in the aspect in which it is the object
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of this work to present it as a great Myth in the series

which we are reviewing.
This Myth sets forth, in one vast composition, the three

Ideas of Soul, Cosmos, and God : in one vast composition ;

perhaps nowhere else in literature are they set forth so

as to produce such a convincing sense of their organic inter

connection. And the impressiveness of this vast composition
is wonderfully enhanced by the context in which it is framed.

Indeed, what is new in the presentation of the Ideas of Soul,

Cosmos, and God in the Timaeus, as compared with other

Platonic Myths in which they are presented, is derived from

the context in which this Myth frames them. The Timaeus,
as we have seen, and shall see better when we reach the

Critias, follows on after the Republic. It begins with a

recapitulation of the first five books of the Republic, which

Socrates offers in order that he may say :

&quot; Here you have

the structure of the Perfect State set forth
;
now let us see

that State exerting function in accordance with its structure.

Its structure is that of a highly organised military system.
Let us see it engaged in a great war.&quot; In answer to this

demand Critias introduces and outlines the Atlantis Myth
(afterwards resumed in the unfinished Dialogue which bears

his name), the History of the Great Antediluvian War in

which Athens representing the Ka\\Liro\L^ of the Republic
maintains the civilisation of Hellas against the outer

barbarian. That is the immediate context of the Discourse,

or Myth, delivered by Timaeus. But the Myth breaks away
from the sequence of that context in the most startling

manner, and soars, on a sudden, above the mundane outlook

of the first five books of the Republic and the History of the

Great War, with which the company were up to the moment

engaged, and constrains them to give all their thoughts to

the world eternal.

Two things Timaeus seems to tell them in this Myth.
First, the State must be framed in the Cosmos. You

cannot have any scientific knowledge of the Social Good till

you understand it as part of the Absolute Good realised in

the Cosmos which is the Image of God. The knowledge of

the IBea raja0ov which the Republic (in a passage subsequent
to the books epitomised by Socrates in the Timaeus} requires
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of the True Statesman is, indeed, nothing but the appre
hension of the Social Good as determined by the Cosmic

Good. The method of the Republic was to write the goodness
of the Individual large in the goodness of the State. But we
must not stop here. The goodness of the State must be

written large in that of the Universe : written, not, indeed,

in characters which the scientific faculty can at last be sure

that it has deciphered, but in the hieroglyphics, as it were,

of a mysterious picture-writing which, although it does not

further definite knowledge, inspires that Wonder which is the

source of Philosophy, that Fear which is the beginning of

&quot;Wisdom.

But, secondly, Timaeus goes far beyond the mere recom

mendation of a study of Cosmology for the sake of the better

realisation of the political end. He tells the company, in this

Myth, that the political end is not the only end which man

may propose to himself. The life of the State and of Man as

member of the State, however it may be ennobled and made
to seem more choice-worthy by being viewed as part of the

blessed life of the One, Only Begotten, Living Creature which

is the express image of God, is nevertheless an end in which

it is impossible to acquiesce. The best-ordered State cannot

escape the Decline and Fall which await all human institu

tions
;
and the life of the citizen is incomparably shorter than

that of his earthly city. If Man is to have any abiding end

it must be in a life of the Soul which lies beyond death,

outside the KVK\O&amp;lt;$ TTJ^ &amp;lt;yevecrews.

1

To be remembered, and even to be worshipped, by future

generations on earth is an &quot;

immortality
&quot;

which can satisfy

no man
;
and still less satisfying is the &quot;

immortality
&quot;

of

absorption in the Spirit of the LTniverse. The only im

mortality which can satisfy a man, if he can only believe in

it, is a personal life after bodily death, or, it may be, after

many bodily deaths, when he shall return to his
&quot; native star,&quot;

1
&quot;In Plato the State, like everything else upon Earth, is essentially related

to the other world, whence all truth and reality spring. This is the ultimate

source of his political idealism. . . . The State, therefore, serves not only for

moral education, but also as a preparation for the higher life of the disembodied

spirit into which a beautiful glimpse is opened to us at the end of the Republic
&quot;

(Zeller, Aristotle, ii. 212, Engl. Transl.; cf. Rohde, Psyche, ii. 293). The latter

half of the Republic, as has been pointed out, is not before us in the
Timaeus.
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and be there for ever what the grace of God and his own

efforts after icdOapo-is have made him.

This third sort of immortality obviously holds the field

against the two other sorts mentioned
; for, first, it is worth

believing, which the second sort, however easy to believe, is

not
; and, secondly, it is more worth believing than the first

sort, because it is a true
&quot;

immortality
&quot;

a personal life for

ever and ever, whereas the first sort, consisting in the lapsing

memory of the short-lived individuals of a Eace itself destined

in time to disappear from the earth, is not a true immortality,

however comforting it may be to look forward to it as a brief

period in the true immortality. Lastly, the third sort of

immortality, being worth believing, is, in addition to that,

easy to believe, because no evidence drawn from the Natural

World can ever be conclusive against it. It is not like a

miracle alleged to have occurred in the Natural World in

opposition to the recognised Laws of that World. No objec

tive Law of Nature is violated by the personal immortality
of the disembodied Soul. The evidence against it, as for it,

is subjective only. Does belief in personal immortality com

fort men ? If it does, they will be found believing a few,

fervently, the majority, perhaps, in passive fashion.

So far I have tried to express the thought and feeling

which seem to be in unison with the note of the Timaeus

Myth. But there is another type of thought and feeling, on

this great subject, which we cannot ignore, although the

Timaeus Myth ignores it entirely. We must remember that

for the Buddhist East personal immortality has little or no

attraction. Final sleep seems to be the ideal for a large

portion of the human race.

It would be foolish, then, to say that belief in personal

immortality is at all a subjective necessity. All that we are

entitled to say is that, as a matter of fact, this belief has

prevailed among the races which hitherto have taken the

lead in the world. Whether or no it is bound to remain

prevalent it is impossible to say. The overworked and the

indolent, in modern Europe, easily acquiesce in nay, gladly

embrace, the ideal of eternal sleep ;
and even for some

energetic constructive minds the time comes when they

simply wish to rest from their labours, contented to think;
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or hope, that the mundane system, political, industrial, or

scientific, for which they have worked hard, will continue

to prosper when they are gone. The ideal of work or duty
done is the ideal which, in the West, now competes most

seriously with the ideal of personal immortality :

J&amp;gt; eiv cryyeAAeiv AaKeSat/zovtois on

7Tl66fJiVOl.

II

(Timaeus, 42, and 91 D
ff.)

The lower animals were created after (1) man, and (2)

woman, to emhody the Souls of human beings who had lived

unrighteously.

Here, as elsewhere in Plato, in the Phaedrus Myth ;
in

the Myth of Er
;
in Phaedo, 81, 82: in Laws, ix. 872 E,

the raison d etre of metempsychosis is icoXacris and /cd6apo-is,

Correction and Purification its raison d etre also in the

Orphic teaching and in Buddhism. But we must not suppose
that belief in metempsychosis is necessarily associated with

the notions of /coXao-^9 and /cdOapo-is. Metempsychosis
recommended itself to the imagination of man as Natural

History long before it was used for an ethical purpose.
1 The

notion that there is a fixed number of souls always in exist

ence perhaps a fixed number of bodies and that all the

people successively bom on earth are dead people who return

from the place of spirits or from their graves, by some law

of nature in the presence of which sexual intercourse has

quite a subordinate place, is a notion which prevails widely

among primitive races, and is entertained merely as an item

of Natural History as a theory of generation, and has no

ethical import.

Now it seems to me that the difference between men and

beasts which belief in metempsychosis as process of Ko\acris

and KaOapa^ makes little of, is one which belief in metem

psychosis as mode of generation is bound to regard as very

1 The ideas of retribution and purification seem to be entirely absent from
Irish transmigration stories : see The Voyage of Bran, by Myer and Nutt,
ii. 96.
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real. It may conduce to the
icd6ap(Ti,&amp;lt;$

of a man s Soul that

it should be incarnate afterwards in the body of a lion or

a swan
;
but if mere generation is all that is effected by

metempsychosis it is natural to suppose that the Souls

re-incarnated in one generation of men are those which

appeared on earth in a former generation of men, and will

reappear in some future generation of men. Where a beast

becomes a man or a man a beast, and the change is not con

ceived as promoting KaOapais, we have something exceptional

not a case of the normal metempsychosis by which the human
race is propagated, but rather a case of metamorphosis due to

some particular act of magic, like Circe s, or some other

extraordinary cause like that which changed the daughters
of Pandion, one into a nightingale, and the other into a

swallow. The notion of a man s being able to transform

himself or another man into a beast by magic is as primitive

and as deeply rooted as that of metempsychosis, but in itself

has nothing in common with the notion of metempsychosis.
I would therefore distinguish sharply between belief in

the reappearance, in human bodies, of departed human souls

or perhaps I ought to say the reappearance of departed human

beings, Soul and Body not being regarded as separate entities

the normal generative process by which the human race

is maintained on earth, and belief in the sudden bodily trans

formation, by magic or other cause, of men into beasts and

beasts into men an exceptional occurrence.

Having distinguished two beliefs which I think ought to

be distinguished, I am ready to admit considerable &quot; con

tamination
&quot;

of each by the other, even before the advent of

the notion of /cdOapais as an end served by re-incarnation of

human Souls, not only in human bodies, but also in the bodies

of beasts.

We see how natural it is that such &quot; contamination
&quot;

should take place, if we consider the mental condition which

expresses itself in the Beast-Fable. It is a state of chronic

dream-consciousness. The Beast-Fable is a dream in which

men and beasts talk and act together ;
in which the trans

formation of a man into a beast, or a beast into a man, is

taken as a matter of course
;
in which beasts, in short, are

at once men and beasts.
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The mental condition which expresses itself in the dream

of the Beast-Fable easily lends itself to belief in bodily trans

formations of men into beasts, and beasts into men, effected

supernaturally by magicians ;
or sometimes taking place

naturally, so that one who was a man in a former generation
is born again in this generation as a beast, and may reappear
in a future generation as a man. Here the originally in

dependent notions of metempsychosis and metamorphosis

begin to
&quot; contaminate

&quot;

each other. Metamorphosis, which

is properly the supernatural bodily transformation of a man
into a beast, or a beast into a man, appears as the re-birth,

in due natural course, of a beast as a man, or a man as a

beast : metamorphosis has insinuated itself into the place

occupied by metempsychosis, and has become a sort of metem

psychosis ;
while metempsychosis, originally a kind of re-birth

of departed human beings as human beings, now includes the

notion of departed human beings reappearing in new births

as beasts, and of beasts as human beings.
1

As soon as the notions of retribution and purification

came to be connected with the notion of metempsychosis, the

modification produced in that notion by the notion of magical

metamorphosis would be greatly accentuated : to be born

again as a beast would in many cases seem to be more

appropriate, from the point of view of retribution and purifica

tion, than to be born again in the natural course as a

human being.

Ill

Timaeus, 41 D, gvarrfo-as TO TTCLV StetXe tyv%as IcrapiB-

rot? acrrpois, evei^e $ ercdo-Trjv Trpos e/cacrTov.

Susemihl (Genet. Entw. ii. 369) and Archer-Hind (Tim.
ad loc.) think that the Creator assigned to the fixed stars, not

already differentiated individual Souls, but masses of the, as

yet, undifferentiated Soul-stuff which he had compounded in

the bowl. Only when the time came that Souls should be

1 The case of Tuan Mac Cairill, in Irish legend, may be quoted as illustrating
the manner in which the ideas of metamorphosis, metempsychosis, and preg

nancy without male intervention, run into one another. Tuan became, in

succession, a Stag, a Bear, an Eagle, and a Salmon. The Salmon was boiled and
eaten by a woman, who thereupon conceived, and brought forth Tuan again in

human form. See The Voyage of Bran, by Myer and Nutt, ii. 76.
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&quot; sown
&quot;

on the opyava %p6vov, the planets and earth, were

these masses of Soul-stuff in the fixed stars taken and differen

tiated into individual Souls. I agree with Zeller (Plato,

pp. 390, 391, Engl. Transl.) in holding that the Souls are

differentiated as individuals when they are assigned each one

to its fixed star
;
and that it is these individual Souls which,

on the completion of their speculative journey round the outer

sphere of the Heaven, are transferred to the earth and planets

in order to partake of their first birth, yevecris Trp^rrf, in the

flesh.

Mr. Archer-Hind asks (note, ad loc.) what is the purpose
of this distribution of (as he supposes) masses of undifferen-

tiated Soul-stuff among the fixed stars
;
and finds the explana

tion in Phaedrus, 252 c, D, where different gods are assigned

as patrons for persons of various temperament. If the reader

will turn to the passage in the Phaedrus referred to by Mr.

Archer-Hind, he will find that the patron gods, i.e. stars, are

not the fixed stars, but the planets, Jupiter, Mars, the Sun
;

and this is only in accordance with the prevailing belief that

it is from the planets that the varieties of temperament are,

at least, chiefly derived. The purpose of the distribution of

Souls (in my view, individual Souls, not masses of Soul-stuff)

among the fixed stars is what Plato distinctly says it is that

these Souls may learn the Laws of the Universe rrjv rov
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CONTEXT

THE subject of the Phaedrus is
&quot; Rhetoric and Love.&quot;

Socrates and the young Phaedrus take a walk together out

side the Walls, and rest under a plane-tree by the lank of the

Ilissus.

There Phaedrus reads to Socrates a rhetorical piece, ivhich

he has just heard delivered by Lysias, in praise of the non-

lover as distinguished from the lover.

Socrates does not think much of the performance, and

delivers a letter speech on the same subject in dispraise of the

lover and praise of the non-lover.

When he has finished his speech, he rises to go away, but

is stopped by his Saipoviov, or Familiar Spirit, and stays to

deliver a Eecantation of his blasphemous dispraise of Love.

The sanity of the non-lover, on which he had enlarged,

is indeed a paltry thing, he now says, as compared with the

madness of the lover. Madness is the gift of God. There

are four kinds of divine madness : the first is prophetic

inspiration as the name fiavTiicr), derived from paviicri,

shows ; the second is religious exaltation the feeling of

the fjujo-TTjs,
or initiated person ; the third is poetic genius ;

and the fourth is the Love by which the immortal Soul is

winged for her flight to Heaven.

The Myth describes the birth and growth of this Love,

which it presents as the nisus of the Soul after the True,

the Beautiful, and the Good in one word, as Philosophy.
306
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When the Myth is finished, conversation is resumed, and

returns to the subject of Rhetoric, or the Art of Public Speaking,

which is now discussed by Socrates with a deep sense of the

importance of Truth. To be a really good speaker, a man must

know the Truth, and be able to recommend it to his audience.

Genuine Rhetoric is based on Philosophy ; and the highest kind

of such Rhetoric, on that enthusiastic Philosophy which is the

gift of Eros. Let Lysias keep this in mind.
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Phaedrus, 246A-257A

246 Hepl fjiev ovv dOavacrlas avrf]S I

Tlepl oe TTJS ISeas avrfjs wSe \eKreov olov uev ecrri,

Trdvrrj TrdvTcos 6eia&amp;lt;s elvat, Kal pa/cpas B^yija-ea)^, oe

eoiKev, dvOpcoTrivrjs re /cal e\drrovo^. ravry ovv Xeycofjuev.

Eot/cerco Srj j*v/j,(f)VTa&amp;gt; Swdfiet, vTTOTrrepov %ev&amp;lt;yovs
re Kal

fjvibxpv. Qewv fjbev ovv ITTTTOI, re /cal r}vlo%oi, Trdvres avroi

B re dyaOol /cal e dyaOcov, TO Be TCOV d\\a)v fJbe^iKrai. Kal

TTpwrov fiev rj/juwv 6 dp^wv %vva)piSos rjvio^el, elra rwv

LTTTTCOV 6 jubev avTM /ca\6&amp;lt;? re /cdyaObs /cal IK TOIOVTCOV, o

Se ef evavritov re /cal evavrios. ^a\67rrj $r) /cal Sucr/coXo?

ef dvdyKr)$ 17 irepl ^a? r)Vio^rj(TL^. TIrj Srj ovv Ovi^rov re

Kal dOdvarov ffiov K\^0tj f ireipareov eiTrelv. Trdcra 77

T} Travrbs e r

7ri^e\etrai, rov d^rv^ov, Trdvra $6 ovpavov

t, aXXor ev aXXot? etSeat jLyvo^evrj. reXea. aev

C ovv ovcra Kal eTrrepcofMevrj ^erecDpoiropel re Kal Trdvra rov

Kocrfjiov SiOiKel TI Be Trrepoppvtfo-ao-a (freperai,, e&&amp;gt;9 di&amp;gt;

(rrepeov rivos avriXd/SijTai, ov KaroLKiaOetaa, cray^a ryrjivov

\af3ovcra, avrb avrb SOKOVV Kivelv Sid rrjv e/celwrjs Svva/jiiv,

TO ^VfjiTrav 6K\rj0rj, ^v^rj Kal
&amp;lt;rc5/-ta Trayev, dvrjrov T*

eTTcovv/jLiav dOdvarov Be ov& ef ez/o? \ojov \e\oyi-

evov, aXXa 7r\drro/j,v, ovre ISovres ov6 LKavws

D [^oz^] dddvarov ri %a)ov, %ov aev -^rv^v, %ov 8e

rov del Be %povov ravra
%vp,7re$&amp;gt;VKora. AXXa ravra pe

8?;, OTrrj rS Oedp &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;i\ov, ravrr) e^erco re Kal \eyeo-0ca. rrjv
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TRANSLATION

Concerning the Immortality of the Soul enough hath been

spoken : now let it be told of what fashion she is, with

this preface, to wit, that her fashion, as it truly is, only the

tongue of a God, using long discourse, could declare ; lout

what she is like unto, a Man may tell, speaking more shortly.

Let it then be said of the Soul, that she is like unto a

Power composite of two Winged Horses harnessed, and a

Charioteer.

All the Horses and Charioteers of the Gods are themselves

good, and of good stock
;
but of the other Souls the goodness

is mixed : for tis a Yoke of Horses that the Charioteer

of Man s Soul driveth, and, moreover, of his Horses the one

is well-favoured and good, and of good stock, the other of

evil stock and himself evil. Wherefore a hard thing, and

a contrarious, the driving of our Chariots must needs be.

Now let it be told how it hath come to pass that of living
creatures some are called mortal and some immortal. All

that is called by the name of Soul watcheth over all that is

without Soul, and maketh circuit of the whole Heaven, and

appeareth now in this shape now in that. If a Soul be per

fect, and keep her wings full of feathers, she flieth high and

encompasseth the whole world with her government. But
there be Souls that have shed their wings, and fall down

headlong till they lay hold on that which is corporeal, and there

they make their abode, having taken unto themselves earthly
bodies. The earthly body, albeit without the power of the

Soul it is not moved, seemeth to move itself; and the whole,

compacted together of Soul and Body, is that which we call

by the name of
&quot;

living creature,&quot; thereunto adding
&quot;

mortal.&quot;

Of that which is
&quot; immortal

&quot; we have no understanding ;

but make for ourselves an image thereof; and God, whom we
have not seen neither have rightly comprehended, we conceit

as One who liveth and is immortal and hath Soul and

Body ;
and in him we say are these two joined together for

evermore.

Let these things and the telling of them be as it pleaseth
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S alriav r??9 TWV Trrepwv a7ro/3oX?}9, St T)V tyvyfis diroppel,

\d/3(i)fjLev. eo~Ti 8e Tt9 rota&e.

Tl6&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;VK6v rj TTTepov Svva/jLis TO ejj,jBpt,6es dyeiv dva)

/jLT6)plov(ra, rj TO TWV Oewv 761/09 olicel. K/coiV(t)vr]K 8e

Try fjid\i(TTa TWV nrepl TO o^wyLta TOV Oeiov [^f%^]. TO 8e

E Oelov /ca\,6v, (rotyov, dyaObv /cat irav 6 TL TOIOVTOV. TOVTOIS

Srj Tpe&amp;lt;p6Tai
re KOI av^erai ^aKicrra TO Tr}s -^U^T)?

TTTeptofjia, alcr%pq) Se KOI /ca/ca) /cal rot? eVaimot?
&amp;lt;j)0ivei,

re

KOI Si6\\vTai 6 fjiv Srj fj,eya&amp;lt;? r)yfj,a)V ev
ovpav&amp;lt;

Zei/9

e\avvcov TTTTJVOV dpfia TT^WTO? iropeveTai, Siatcoo-fjL&v iravra

/cal eTTi/jLehov^evos r&) 8* eTrerat crTpaTia Oewv re KOI

247 SCU/JLOVCOV /caTa evSeica
/Jieprj K6Koo-^7]fjievrj. /^evei yap

f

E&amp;lt;rrt

r

a

ev de&v ot/cti) /jiovr) TWV Se aXkcov ocroi, ev rc5 TWV SaiSe/ca

TeTay/jievoi Oeol ap^ovTe^ rjyovvTai, KaTa TCL^LV r)v

eTd%@7}. TroXXal /j,ev ovv teal /jLa/cdpiai Beat, re /cal

eVro? ovpavov, a? ^ewi 76^09 evBai&amp;gt;fJi6vo)V eTTicrTpe-

(f)6Tai, TrpaTTCov eao-ro9 avTcov TO avTov. eVerat Se o ael

T6 Kal Svvd/jLevos* &amp;lt;f)0ovos yap e^co deiov %o/oou

OTav Be &rj 7T/309 Satra /cat eVl Oolvrjv

B dtcpav VTTO TTJV virovpdviov dtyiBa TropevovTai Trpbs a

ra pev ovv 0a&amp;gt;v 6^/juaTa laoppOTrws evijvia QVTCL

TTOpeveTai, Ta Be d\\a /Jioyw fipiOet, yap o
Tr)&amp;lt;?

LTTTTO? /jLeTe^tov, eVt TTJV yrjv peircov T /cal ftapvvwv,

w
juirj /caX&&amp;gt;9 ^ TeOpa/jifievos TWV rjvi6^a)v.

evOa Srj TTOVOS

T6 /cal dya)v eo-^aro9 ^^x3 Trpo/ceiTai,.
al /JLCV yap

C dOdvaTOL Ka\ovp,evai, r^viic dv Trpbs d/cpw yevoovTai, Ifw

iropevOeio ai eaT^o-av eVl TO&amp;gt; TOV ovpavov va)T(p, aTdcras Se

avTas Trepidyei rj 7rept(j)0pd, al Se 0e(opovo~L Ta ea) TOV

ovpavov.
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God
;
but of the falling off of the wings, and wherefore the

Soul sheddeth them, let the cause be now discovered. It is

after this wise.

The nature of wings consisteth in the power of lifting that

which is heavy up into the height where the generation of the

Gods dwelleth
;
and unto wings, amongst the bodily parts,

belongeth the largest portion of that which is of God. Now
that which is of God hath beauty, and wisdom, and goodness,

and all perfection; by these, therefore, the growth of the

wings of the Soul is chiefly nourished and increased
;
whereas

by the things which are contrary to these, to wit, by all things
hateful and evil, are her wings caused to pine away, and utterly

destroyed.

Zeus, the great Captain of the Host of Heaven, mounted

upon his winged chariot, rideth first and disposeth and over-

seeth all things. Him followeth the army of Gods and Daemons

in eleven orders for Hestia alone abideth in the House of

the Gods
;
but all the other Gods which are of the number

of the Twelve go forth and lead each one the order whereof

he is appointed to be captain.

Many holy sights there be for eye to behold of blessed

Gods in their courses passing to and fro within the firmament

of Heaven, each one doing his own business : and whosoever

willeth, and is able, followeth
;

for Envy standeth afar from

the Heavenly Choir.

Now, as often as they go to eat at the banquet, their path
is ever up by the steep way close under the roof of the Heaven.

The Chariots of the Gods, going evenly and being alway
obedient to the hand of the Charioteer, accomplish their

journey easily ;
but the other Chariots hardly, with great

labour, for the Horse which is by nature froward is as a weight,
and ever inclineth towards the Earth, and, except the Charioteer

hath brought him into subjection, draweth the Chariot down.

Herein standeth the cause to the Soul of trouble and trial

exceeding great and sore which are prepared for her.

The Souls which are called immortal, when they are come

to the top of the Heaven, journey out therefrom and stand

upon the Eoof thereof without, and standing are carried round

by the circuit, and behold those things which are without the

Heaven.
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Tov Be virepovpaviov TOTTOV OVT TW vfjivrjcre TTCO TCOV

TflBe 7TOt?7T^9 OVT6 7To9 V[JLVr)(Ti KdT dlaV. %(, Be O&amp;gt;e.

TO\/j,r)Teov yap ovv TO ye aX??#e9 eiTrelv, aXXw? re KOI

Trepl d\rj6ela&amp;lt;; \eyovTa. r) yap d^pco/maTo? re Kal

rto-TO? /cal
dva(f)r)&amp;lt;;

ovcria 6Wa&amp;gt;? oixra

fjiovw Oearr/ !/&) Trepl TJV TO T^9 d\7)6oi)f;

D rovrov e^et TOV TOTTOV. CLT ovv Oeov ^lavoia vw re Kal

7ri(TTijp,r) dKTjpaTW Tpetyo/jievr), Kal aTcaar]^ ^v^rj^, 6(rrj av

/jL\\rj TO Trpoo-fjKov Be^ao-dat,, l^oixra $ia %pbvov TO ov

dyaira re Kal Oewpovaa TokyOr} TpefyeTau Kal eviraOel, ea&amp;gt;9

av KVK\CD
j] irepifyopa et9 TavTov TrepieveyKy. ev Be TV)

o&a) KaOopa fjiev avTTjv SiKaioorvvrjv, Kadopa Be crwfypo-

, KaOopa Be eTncrTTJ^rjv, ov% y yevecris TrpoaecrTiv, ov&

E TI ecrTL TTOV eTepa ev eTepw ovcra &v 77/^6^9 vvv OVTCOV

Ka\ovjjt,ev, d\\a TTJV ev rc5 o eaTiv ov OVTWS eTricrTij/Arjv

ovaav Kal raXXa axravTO)^ TCL ovTa OVTCOS deaaa^evrj Kal

eo Ttauelcra, cvcra TTO\IV
el&amp;lt;$ TO elaw TOV ovpavov,

r]\0ev e\6ov(Tris oe avTijs o rfvio^o^ Trpbs Trjv

TOf9 t7T7rou9 crr^cra9 TTapeftaXev dfji/3po(riav re Kal eV

veKTap eVortcre.

248 Kal OUT09 jAev Oecov /3/O9. at Be a\\at *3fvyai, rj

0ea) eTTOfJievri Kal elKacrpevr} vTreprjpev el$ TOV

TOTTOV TTJV TOV rjvio^ov Ke(j)a\TJv, Kal
avjJLTrepirjvexOri Trjv

7repi,(f)opav, uopvj3ov/jievr) VTTO TCOV ITTTT&V Kal fjioyts KaOopwcra

Ta ovTa- r) Be rore /j,ev rjpe,
Tore Be eBv, fiia^o/jLevcov Be

TMV LTTTTCOV Ta /Aev elBe, TCL B ov. at Be Brj aXXat

y\{,%ofjLevai, /JLCV aTcacrai TOV dvco eTrovTai, dBwaTOvaat, Be

B f3d\\ovo-ai, eTepa Trpo T% eTepas Treipcofjuevrj yeveaOai.
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Now, the Place which is above the Heaven no poet here

hath ever praised, nor shall praise, worthily. The Place is

after this wise : for he especially whose discourse is concerning
Truth must make bold to say what is true concerning it.

The Substance which Verily Is, which hath no colour and

no shape, arid hand cannot touch, is comprehended only by the

Governor of the Soul, to wit, by Eeason. Eound about this

Substance, in this Place, dwelleth True Knowledge. The Mind
of God yea, that Part wherewith every Soul seeketh after

the food convenient for herself is fed with Eeason and True

Knowledge undefiled. Wherefore beholding again at last That

Which Is, it is satisfied, and the sight of That which is True

feedeth it, and maketh it glad, until the circuit shall have

brought the Soul round again unto the same Place. In the

journey round the Soul beholdeth Justice Itself, she beholdeth

Temperance Itself, she beholdeth True Knowledge : not that

knowledge which is with generation, and differeth in respect
unto different of those things concerning which we now say
that &quot;

they are
&quot;

;
but the knowledge which standeth in That

which Verily Is. The Soul, then, having beheld these and
also all other tilings Which Verily Are, and having eaten

of this feast, sinketh down again into the inward part of the

Heaven and cometh home unto her House. And when she

is come, the Charioteer maketh the Horses to stand at the

manger, and casteth ambrosia before them, and thereafter

giveth them nectar to drink.

This is the life of the Gods. Of the other Souls, which
soever followeth God best, and is made most like unto Him,
keepeth the head of her Charioteer lifted up into the Place

without the firmament, and is carried round with the circuit

thereof, being troubled by the Horses, and hardly beholding
the Things Which Are

;
after her cometh the Soul which for

a space keepeth the head of her Charioteer lifted up, and then

again sinketh down, and because of the violence of the Horses,
seeth some of the Things Which Are, but some she seeth not.

Beside these there follow other Souls which all do strive

after that which is above, but are not able to reach unto it,

and are carried round sunken beneath the face of the Heaven,

trampling upon one another, and running against one another,
and pressing on for to outstrip one another, with mighty great
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06pv/3o&amp;lt;s
ovv Kal a/itXXa /cal iBpa)? e&amp;lt;7^aro? yuyverai,. ov

Brj KaKia rjvio^cov TroXXal /j,ev ^wXezWrat, TroXXal be

TroXXa TTTepa OpavovTai* Tracrai Be rco\vv e^ovcrac rrovov

areXefc -7-779 TOV ovros 6eas aTrep^ovTai,, ical a7re\0ova-ai,

ro(j)pfj Sogaarfj ^pwvraL. ov 8 GVG^ TI iro\\rj aTrovSrj TO

a\r)06ia$ ISelv Treoiov ov e&amp;lt;mv, 77 re Brj Trpocrrj/covaa

TO)
api(7T(t) VO/JLT) K TOV GK6L \6l/JLQ)VOS TV&amp;lt;y%dv6l, OV(Ta, ij T

C TOV Trrepov (f)vcri$,
a) ^v^rj /cov&amp;lt;f)ieTcu,

TOVTW rpefarcu,

os re AS^acrreta? oSe, rjrt? av ^f%^ 6eu&amp;gt; fuz/OTraSo?

/carioy n rwv d\r]@wv, ^XP 1 T T^? erepas

Trepiooov elvai aTrrjfjLova, tcav del rovro ovvrjrai iroielv, del

a/3Xa/3?7 elvai orav Be dbwarrjaracra eVto-Trecr^at ftr) VSy,

Kai TIVI (jwrv^ia xprjcra/jLevr] \r)07js re /cal tca/clas TrX?;-

adelaa /3apvv9fj, fBapwOelva Be Trrepoppvrjcrr] re Kal eVl rrjv

D yrjv Trecrr), rore i/o//,o? ravrrjv /JLTJ (frvrevo-ai, els fjLTjBe/jiiav

Orfpelav fyvcriv ev rfj Trpoorrj &amp;lt;yevearei,
aXXa rrjv f^ev 7r\elara

iBovaav et? yovrjv dvBpos ^ev^aofjievov &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;i,\oo-6&amp;lt;f)ov rj

(f)i\otcd\ov r) fiovcntcov nvos Kal epcorifcov, rrjv Be Bevrepav

evvojjiov rj 7ro\e/JLLfCov teal dp^i/cov, rpirrjv et?

TIVO&amp;lt;$ OLKOVO/JLIKOV If] ^prj/JiaTKTTiKOV, TeTapTTjV

et?
(f&amp;gt;t,\o7rovov yv/jivacrTifcov r) rrepl trco/^aro? lacriv Tiva

(70/jLevov, TrefjLTTTrjv fjiavTiKov ftiov rj Tiva Te\e(TTiKov

E e^ovcrav e/CTrj TroiTjTiKos rj TWV rrepl fj,ifj,rj&amp;lt;rlv
Ti? aXXo?

dp/j,6aei, eftBoprj Bij/juovpyiKos rj yeaypyi/cos, ojBorj ao&amp;lt;j)i-

(7Titcbs r) BrjfjiOKOTriKos, evvaTrj TVpavvircos. ev Be TOVTOIS

arracriv 09 /j,ev av Bifcaicos Biayd&amp;lt;yr), d/jieivovos /jiolpas //-era-

ai/6t, 09 S* av dBi/ca)$,
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sound of tuinult and sweat of the race
;
and here, by reason

of the unskilfulness of the Charioteers, many Souls are maimed,
and many have their wings broken

;
and all, greatly travailing,

depart uninitiated, not having seen That Which Is, and turn

them to the food of Opinion.
Now these are the causes wherefore they so vehemently

desire to see the Place where the Plain of Truth is : because

the pasture convenient for the Best Part of the Soul groweth
in the Meadow there, and the power of wings, whereby the

Soul is lightly carried up, is nourished by that pasture ;
and

because Adrasteia hath made a decree that the Soul which

hath been the companion of God, and seen some of the Things
Which Are, shall be without affliction all the time until another

journey round the Heaven beginneth for her; and if she can

alway behold Those Things she shall be without hurt alway :

but when a Soul, having seen Those Things aforetime, is now
not able to follow, and seeth them not, being overtaken by
some evil chance, and filled with forgetfulness and wickedness,

and made heavy so that she sheddeth the feathers of her

wings and falleth unto the Earth, then the law is that she

shall not be planted in the body of any Beast in the first

generation : but the Soul which hath seen most shall pass into

the seed of a man who shall become a Seeker after the True

Wisdom, a Seeker after the True Beauty, a Friend of the

Muses, a True Lover
;
the Soul which cometh second shall

enter into the seed of a King who shall rule justly, or of a

Warrior and Commander of the Host
;
the Soul which cometh

third shall enter into the seed of a man who shall busy him
self with the affairs of a City, or with the stewardship of a

household, or with merchandise
;

the Soul which is fourth

shall enter into the seed of a man who shall endure hardness

for the sake of the crown of victory, or shall be a healer of

the diseases of the body ;
the Soul which is fifth shall have

the life of a Prophet or Priest
;
unto the sixth shall belong

the life of a Poet or some other of the tribe of Copiers ;
unto

the seventh the life of a Workman or Husbandman
;
unto the

eighth the life of a Sophist or Demagogue ;
unto the ninth

the life of a Tyrant. In all these lives, whosoever walketh

righteously hath a better portion ;
whosoever walketh un

righteously, a worse.
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yap TO avro, 66ev rf/eet 77 tyv^r) e/cdcmj, OVK

T(ov p,vpiwv ov yap Trrepovrai Trpo TOCTOVTOV

249 xpovov, 7r\r]v TI TOV
&amp;lt;f)L\o(TO(f)yj&amp;lt;TavTos dB6\a)s ^7 TraiBepao-Tij-

/j,6Ta &amp;lt;pt,\o(70(j)Las.
avrat Be rpirrj TrepioBp rfj

eav \.wvrai rpls &amp;lt;pet;f)$
TOP /3iov TOVTOV, OVTW

lo-at,
Tpio-%i\io&amp;lt;rT(p

eret ciTrep^ovTai. al Be a\\ai,

TOV TTp&TOV ftlOV Te\VTrj(7U)(ri, Kpi&amp;lt;TCi)&amp;lt;; GTW^OV.

KpiOelcrai, Be al [j,ev els ra VTTO 7^9 BiKaicDTijpia e\6ov(jai

Bl/crjv eKTivovaiv, al S els Tovpavov Tiva TOTTOV VTTO T/)?

B BLKTJS Kov$ia6elo-ai BidyovGiv dj;icos ov ev
dv6pa&amp;gt;Trov

elBei

eftiwa-av /3/ou. rc3 Be ^tXtocrrco dfJL^oTepai a&amp;lt;f)i,KVOV/j,vai

CTTL K\r}pco(Tiv re Kol a ipecriv TOV BevTcpov PLOV alpovvTai

ov av e6e\r) e/cdo-Trj. ei Oa Kal els drjpiov fliov dvOptoTTivr)

tyv%7j a(f)(,KveiTai, Kal etc Orjpiov 09 TTOTC av0pa)7ros r)V

Tra\iv et9 avOpwTTOv. ov yap ?j ye /mrjTTOTe IBovcra TTJV

d\r)6eiav els ToSe rj^ei TO a^fi^a. Bel yap avOpunrov

%vvievai KCLT elBos \eyojjievov, etc TroXXw^ lov alo~6rj&amp;lt;Tewv els

C ev Xoyi(T/jio) i;vvaipovuevov. TOVTO Be &amp;lt;TTIV dvdfjLvrjaLS

etceivcov, a TTOT elBev rj^v rj ^rv^rj o~v/ji7ropev0eio-a 0e(&amp;gt; Kal

VTrepioovo~a a vvv eivai (pa/^ev Kal dvaKv^racra els TO ov

ovT(t)S. Bio Brj BiKalws /Jiovr) TTTepovTat, rj TOV
&amp;lt;f)t,\o(r6d&amp;gt;ov

Bidvoia TTpos yap eKeivois del eo~Ti p,vr)fjur)
KaTa Bvva/j,LV,

Trpos olcrTrep Oeos o)v Oelos ec7Tt. Tois Be Brj TOiovTOiS dvrjp

VTro/Avrjuaaiv opO&s %pa)/jLevos, reXeou? del reXera? reXou-

D i^evos, T\eos OVTCOS juovos yiyveTai. e^crrayu-e^o? Be TWV

dvdpwTTivwv (TTTOvBaa^dTcov Kal Trpos TW Beiti* yiyvo/jievos,

vovOeTelTai IJLZV VTTO TWV rrro\\wv cos TrapaKivwv, evOovoridfav

Be \e\r)@e TOVS TTO\\OVS.

&quot;Eo-r/ Brj ovv Bevpo o Trds TJKWV \6yos Trepl TTJS TTap-

/uiavias, r)v OTav TO TrjBe TLS opwv Ka\\os, TOV d\r)0ovs
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Now into the same Place from whence each Soul cometh

she returneth not again until ten thousand years have been

accomplished ;
for sooner is no Soul fledged with wings, save

the Soul of him who hath sought after True Wisdom without

deceit, or hath loved his Comrade in the bonds of Wisdom.

The Souls of such men, when the third course of a thousand

years is finished, if they have chosen this life three times in

order, being fledged with wings, do then depart.

But the other Souls, when they have ended their first life,

are brought before the judgment-seat ;
and when they have

received sentence, some go to the prisons under the Earth, and

there pay the penalty : and some by the sentence are exalted

and go into a certain place of the Heavens, where they fare

as beseemeth the life which they spent when they had Man s

form. But in the thousandth year both sorts, being come to

the casting of lots and to the choosing of the second life,

choose, every Soul, the life which pleaseth her. And now it

cometh to pass that a Soul which was a Man s goeth into the

life of a Beast, and the Soul of a Beast which aforetime was

a Man goeth again into a Man
;
for unto Man s shape no Soul

attaineth which never beheld the Truth
;
the cause whereof is

this, Man must needs understand the Specific Form which

proceedeth from the perceiving of many things, and is made

one by Thought. This is the Eecollection of Those Things
which each Soul erewhile saw when she journeyed together
with God, despising the things which we now say are, and

holding herself up to look at That which Verily Is. Where
fore of right only the Mind of the Lover of Wisdom is winged ;

for he alway cleaveth in Memory, so far as he is able, unto

Those Things by cleaving unto which God is verily God. The

man, therefore, who useth these memorials aright, and is alway
a partaker in the perfect mysteries, he alone becometh verily

perfect ;
but inasmuch as he escheweth the things which men

do strive after, and giveth himself unto God, they that are of

the world rebuke him, saying that he is beside himself; for

they perceive not that he hath inspiration of God.

It is come to pass, then, that this Discourse is now
returned unto whence it came, to wit, unto the Fourth Sort

of Madness : for when a man beholdeth the beauty which is

here, and then calleth to mind the True Beauty, and getteth
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, Trrepovrai re /cal dvairTepovpevos TTpoOv-

avaTrrecrOai, dBvvarcov Be, opvi6o&amp;lt;$ BLKVJV /3\7ra)v

avo), TWV Kara) Be
a/teXcoz&amp;gt;,

alriav
e^et, 009 p,aviK&amp;lt;tis

E BiaKeijuevos, &&amp;gt;9 dpa avrr] Traawv ra&amp;gt;v evOovaidarewv dpio-rrj

T Kal % dplGTTOiV TO) T6 %OVT(, KOi TO) KOlVWVOVVTi aVTTJS

&amp;lt;yL&amp;lt;yvercu,
Kal on ravTT)? fjuere^wv r^9 pavias o epwv rwv

/ca\a)v epaarrr]? KaXelrai. icaOdirep jap eiprjrai, nraaa pev

dv0p(t)7rov tyv%r) (f)vcri reOearat ra ovra, fj OVK av rf\0ev

250 et9 roSe TO fcoor, dvafjLL/jivrj(7Kcrdai, 5 e/c rwvSe eicelva ov

pabiov airday, ovO oaai ffpa^ea)^ elbov rore rdteei, ov& a i

Sevpo Trea-ovcrai, eBvo-rv^crav, wcrre VTTO TLVWV o^CKiwv eVl

TO aSi/cov Tpairofjievai \ir)Q r)v &v rare elBov lepwv e^eus.

o\i&amp;lt;yai Brj XetTrozmu, at? TO TT;? i*
l
vv)i*,

r

r}&amp;lt;$
IKCLV&S Trdpecmv.

avrai 8e orav TL rwv e/cel 6jjLoio)fjLa IStoaiv, eKTrXiJTrovrcu

Kal OVK6& avT&v yfyvovrai, o 3 ecm TO irdQos d^voovcri

B Bta TO
/Jirj Itcavws Siaio-OdveaOai. iKai,ocrvvris fjuev ovv Kal

aax^poavvr]^, Kal oaa a\\a Tifiia tyv%al&amp;lt;;,
OVK eveart, (^67709

ovSev ev Tot? T^Se 6/j,oia)jAacri,v, d\\a Si? d^v^pwv opydvcov

/jboyLS avrwv Kal o\lyoi, eVl Ta9 eiKOvas Ibvres de&vrai, TO

TOU elKacrOevros 76^09. /caX\09 Se TOT* YJV Ibelv \apL7Tpov,

ore crvv ev&al/juovi, XP (P paKapiav o^jrtv re Kal Oeav,

7r6/JLevoi, fJLera fjiev Ato9 ^ftet9, aXXot Be per aXXou dewv,

elBov T6 Kal eVeXoiWo rwv re\era)v fjv Qefju,? \eyeiv

C (jLaKapiwrdryv, rjv topyid^ofJiev 6\OK\i]poi, fj,ev avrol 6z/Te9

Kal aTraOeis KaKwv, ocra
r)fjbd&amp;lt;;

ev varepw %p6v(p vTre^evev,

6\oK\7jpa Be Kal dir\a Kal drpe/JLTj Kal evBai/jbova ^dcr^aTa

i re Kal eTTOTrrevovTes ev avyr) KaOapa, KaOapol
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wings and desireth with them to fly up, but is not able

looking up into the sky like a bird, and heeding not the things

beneath he is accounted as mad after the manner of the

Fourth Sort of Madness
;
because that the spirit of his Mad

ness wherewith he is possessed is the best, proceeding from

the best for him who hath it, and for him who partaketh of

it
;
and because that he who loveth things beautiful with the

spirit of this Madness upon him hath the name of Lover
;

for, as hath been said, every Soul which is a Man s hath of

necessity seen the Things which Verily Are else would it

not have entered into this creature
;
but to call Those Things

to mind, by means of these, is not easy for every Soul
;

neither for those Souls which saw the Things There for a little

space, nor for those unto which, when they were fallen down

to the Earth, evil happened, so that they are turned to

iniquity by evil communications, and forget holy things

which they saw aforetime. Verily few are they which

are left having Memory present with them in sufficient

measure.

These, when they see any likeness of the Things There,

are amazed and cannot contain themselves any more
;
but what

it is that moveth them they know not, because that they

perceive nothing clearly.

Now of Justice and Temperance and all the other Precious

Things of the Soul no glory at all shineth in the likenesses

which are here
;

but using dull instincts and going unto

images, hardly do a few men attain unto the sight of that

One Thing whereof they are the images. Beauty Itself,

shining brightly, it was given unto them then to behold when

they were of the blessed choir and went we in the train of

Zeus, and other Souls led by other Gods and saw that great

and holy sight, and were made partakers of those Mysteries
which it is meet to call the most holy : the which they did then

celebrate, being themselves altogether fair and clean, and with

out taste of the miseries prepared for them in the time there

after, and being chosen to be eyewitnesses of visions which are

altogether fair, which are true with all singleness, which are

without variableness, which contain the fulness of joy. These

are the Things which our Souls did then see in pure light,

being themselves pure and without the mark of this which we
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6We&amp;lt;? tcai da-rj/j.avTOL TOVTOV, o vvv cra)/j,a

ovofJid^o/JieV) oo~Tpeov rpoTrov BeBecr/jLevfJuevot,.

Tavra fjbev ovv ^vr^jjurj Ke^apiorOw, Bi r)v 7ro6(p TWV rore

vvv fjiaKpoTepa eiprjTaL. Trepl Be /cd\\ovs, cocnrep ei

fjuer K6LVcov re e\afjbirev ov, Sevpo re e\6ovres

avro Si,a r^9 evapyeo-rdrtj^ alo-Orjarews rwv

&amp;lt;7TL\8ov evapyearara. o-v/rt? yap TJ/JLLV o^vrdrr) rwv Sia

rov cra)fiaTOS ep^erai alaOrjo-ecov rj (frpovrjcris ov% oparai

Seivovs yap av irapel^ev epcoras, el TL TOLOVTOV eavr^

evapyes eiSa)\ov TrapefyeTo els o^jriv lov, /cal ra\\a oaa

epaard vvv Be /caXXo? JJLOVOV Tavrrjv ea^e fjuolpav, O&amp;gt;&amp;lt;TT

eK^avecrrarov elvat, KOI epacr/JUCOTarov. o fjbev ovv
fjurj

rj Bie(f)0ap{jLevos OVK ofe&)9 evOevBe e/celae
&amp;lt;j)epera(,

avro TO /caXXos, BecofjLevos avrov TIJV rfjSe eircovv/Jiiav.

war ov cre/Berat, Trpocrop&v, aAX rjBovrj TrapaSov? TerpaTroSo?

vofjiov ftaivew eTT^eipel Kal TraiBoo-Tropelv, Kal vjSpet, 7rpo(r-

251 ofjLi\o)v ov BeBoifcev 01)8 ala^vverai, irapa &amp;lt;fcv&amp;lt;riv rjBovrjv

BicoKGov. 6 Be dpytTeXijs, 6 TWV Tore 7ro\vOed/uia)v, orav

OeoeiBes TTpocrcoTrov iBrj /caXXo? ev /jLe/jLLfjujfievov, r) rtva

o-wyu-aro? IBeav, Trpwrov fjiev e(f&amp;gt;pt,^e,
/cal TL T&V rore

VTTT)\6ev avTov Bei/jLaTcov, eZra irpoo-op&v a&amp;gt;? 6ebv crejBeTai.

/cal el
/JLTJ BeBieivi Trjv TT?? (r&amp;lt;f)6Bpa /jiavias Bo^av, Qvoi av

a)? ayd\fjbaTi /cal Qeu&amp;gt; rot? TratSt/cot?. IBovTa Be avTov,

B olov e/c TT)? &amp;lt;j)pi/CTis, /j,eTa/3o\rj Te /cal iBpais /cal Oep^oTri^

drjOris \afjL/3dvei. Be^dftevos ydp TOV /caXXou? TTJV aTropporjv

Bid T&V ofjbfjbaTWv edepfMavdr], rj 77
TOV TTTepov (fzvcn,

1?

dpBeTai. Oep/jiavdevTos Be eTa/crj TO, Trepl TIJV e/cipvaiv, a

7rd\at VTTO o-/c\r)poT7]Tos av^fjue^vKOTa elpye pr) 0\acrTdveiv.
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call body, and now carry about with us, as the fish carrieth

the prison-house of his shell.

Let these words, then, be offered for a thanksgiving to

Memory, for whose sake we, as remembering our joys that are

past, have lengthened this Discourse.

Now, as touching Beauty : We beheld it shining, as hath

been said, amongst those other Visions
;
and when we came

hither, we apprehended it glittering most clearly, by means of

that sense which in us is the most clear, to wit, eyesight,

which is the keenest sense that the body conveyeth. But the

eye seeth not Wisdom. what marvellous love would Wisdom
cause to spring up in the hearts of men, if she sent forth

a clear likeness of herself also, even as Beauty doth, and it

entered into our eyes together with the likenesses of all the

other Things which be worthy of Love ! But only unto

Beauty hath this portion been given. Wherefore Beauty is

the most evident of all, and the best beloved.

Now, he who hath not lately partaken of the heavenly

Mysteries, or hath been corrupted, is not quickly carried hence

to that Other Place and to Beauty Itself, when he seeth the

tilings which here are called after the name thereof. Where

fore, looking upon these, he giveth them not reverence, but,

delivering himself up to pleasure, after the manner of a beast

he leapeth upon them, desiring to beget offspring according to

the flesh, and feareth not to have his conversation in lascivious-

ness, nor is ashamed of following after pleasure contrary to

nature. But he who hath lately partaken, who hath beheld

many of the Things There, when he seeth a face, or the figure

of a person, made in the very likeness of Beauty, first his flesh

trernbleth, arid awe of those things which he saw aforetime

entereth into his heart
;
then he looketh, and worshippeth the

Beautiful One as a God, and, were he not afraid that men
should account him a maniac, would offer sacrifice to his

Beloved, as to a graven image and a God. Then while he

looketh, after the trembling, as it useth to happen, sweating
and unwonted heat take hold of him, for he hath received the

efiiuxion of beauty through his eyes, and is made hot, so that

the wings in him are watered
;

for when he is made hot, the

parts where the wings sprout are melted, which before were

closed by reason of their hardness and hindered the feathers

Y
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Be Trjs Tpofyrjs a)Brjo~e re KOI wp^ae &amp;lt;f)ve&amp;lt;T@ai

CLTTO T?}9 f&amp;gt;i&S
TOV 7TT6pOV KaV\OS V7TO TTOiV TO T7J9

tyvxfis eZSo9* iracra yap r\v TO 7rd\ai, Trrepcorr).

Zet ow eV TOUT&) 0X77 /cat avafcrj/ciei, Kal oirep TO TCOV

6BovTO&amp;lt;f)vovvTcov
TTa^o? Trepl TOV? o^ovTa? ylyverai,, orav

apri (fzvcocri, Kvrjcri^ re Kal dyavdfcrrja-t,? Trepl ra ov\a,

ravTOV Brj irkirovQev r) TOV 7TT6po(f)veiv dp^o/Jievov

%el Te teal dyava/CTel teal fyapya\i^Tai (frvov&a Ta

oTav fjbev ovv /3\7rov(ra TT^O? TO TOU TratSo? tcd\\os, etceWev

7ri,6vTa teal peovTa, a Brj Bia TavTa t/Aepo9 Ka\elTai,

6vr) TOV ifjiepov apBrjTai T teal Oep/jLaivrjTai,, \&amp;lt;o(j&amp;gt;a

Te

D T^9 6Bvvr)&amp;lt;;
teal yeyrjOev QTCLV Be %/ot9 yevrjTai teal

av^firjcrri,
TO, TWV Bie^oBeav crTo/jiaTa, fj

TO TTTepbv op^ia,

(Twavaivo/JLeva fjivaavTa dTrotcXeiei Trjv /3\d&amp;lt;TTr)v TOV TTTepov.

r)
S eWo? /jueTa TOV IfJiepov d7roKeK\rj/jLevrj, TryBwo-a olov TO,

cr^v^ovTa, Trj Bt,e6Bq) e&amp;lt;y%pLei, etcdo-Trj TT) tca6 avTrjv,

7rao~a tcevTov/JievT] KVK\W rj ^^^ olarTpa teal oB

fjiV^/jL7)v B* av e^ovo-a TOV tca\ov
ye&amp;lt;yr)0ev.

etc 8
d/jL(f&amp;gt;OTepcov

E
/ji6/jL(,&amp;lt;yiJ,Vcov dBvjfjLovel Te Trj aTOTcla TOV TrdOovs Kal

dTropovcra \VTTO&amp;gt;, Kal efA/Aavrjs ovcra OVTC VVKTOS BvvaTai

KaOevBew OVTC fieO rj/jiepav, ov av r), /jLeveiv, del Be TCoOovcra

OTTOV av oirjTai, o^ffecrdaL TOV %ovTa TO #aXXo9. IBovo-a

Be Kal eTTO^eTevo-afjievrj i/juepov e\vo~e fj,ev TO, TOTe CTV/J,-

7T&amp;lt;f)payjjieva, dvairvorjv Be \a/3ov(ra KevTpcov Te Kal wBivcav

eX^fev, rjBovrjv 8 av TavTrjv y\VKVTaT7jv ev TM TrapovTt

252 KapTTovTat. odev Brj eKovaa elvai OVK avroXetTreTat, ovBe

Tiva TOV Ka\ov Trepl 7r\eiovos TroielTai,, aXXa ^rjTepcov T

Kal
dBe\&amp;lt;pa)v

Kal eTaipwv Tcdvrwv \e\rjcrTai,, Kal ovaias Bt

X^v/Aevrjs Trap* ovBev TiQeTai, vo/JLi/jutov Be Kal

, ot9 Trpb TOV e/caXX&jTT/^eTo, TTUVTCOV KaTa-

(f)povrj(7ao~a
Bov\eveiv eToifir) Kal Koi,^ao~0ai OTTOV av ea Tt?

TOV TroOov Trpos ydp TW ae^ecrOai TOV TO
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from growing. When, therefore, the nourishment floweth unto

them, the stalks of the feathers swell, and are moved for to

grow from their roots under the whole surface of the Soul
;

for aforetime the whole Soul was feathered. It cometh to

pass then that the whole Soul doth boil and bubble
;
and as

it happeneth unto those who are teething, when their teeth

are lately begun to grow, that there is an itching in their

gums and distress, even so doth it happen unto the Soul of

him who beginneth to put forth wings ;
for his Soul boileth

and is in distress and itcheth when she putteth forth her

feathers. When, therefore, she looketh upon the beauty of her

Beloved, parts (fieprj) come thence unto her in a stream (which
for this cause are called f/zepo?) ;

and she, receiving them, is

watered and made hot, and ceaseth from her pain and rejoiceth.

But when she is parted from her Beloved and waxeth dry, the

mouths of the passages whereby the feathers shoot forth, being

parched and closed up, hinder the sprouting of the feathers,

which is shut in together with Desire, and leapeth as a man s

pulse, beating against each passage that withstandeth it, so

that the whole Soul, being pricked on every side, is filled with

frenzy and travaileth : but contrariwise, having memory of the

Beautiful One, she rejoiceth ;
so that this strange thing hap

peneth unto her her pain is mingled with joy, and she is

bewildered, and striveth to find a way, but findeth none
; and,

being filled with madness, she cannot sleep by night nor stay
in one place by day, but runneth to and fro wistful, if per
chance she may behold the One who possesseth that Beauty.

And, beholding, she draweth Desire from the channel thereof

unto her, and the entrances which were shut are opened, and

she taketh breath and ceaseth from her prickings and travail,

and instead thereof reapeth the sweetest pleasure for the

present time. Wherefore willingly she departeth not, esteem

ing no one more highly than the Beloved
;

but mother, and

brethren, and all her friends, she forgetteth, and thinketh it

of no account that her substance is wasted through neglectful-
ness

;
and the things which are approved of men and of good

report, wherein she did aforetime take pride, all these she

now doth despise, and is willing to be a slave, and make her

lodging wheresoever she may come nearest unto her Love
;

for she cometh not to worship only, but because she hath
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e^ovTa aTpov evprj/ce jjuovov TMV fjieycTTcov TTOVWV.

B TOVTO Be TO TrdOos, o&amp;gt; Tral /ca\e, Trpos bv $q JJLOL
o

\o&amp;lt;yo$,

dvOpwjroL /j,ev &quot;E^wra OVO/JLCL^QVCTI, 6eol 8e o KoKovcriv

d/covo-a? el/coTcos Sia veorTjra &amp;lt;ye\d(rei,. \eyovcrt, 8e, oi/jiai,

/jwjpiSwv ere TWV aTToOercov CTTWV Bvo eTrvj et? rov

a)V TO eTepov v^piGTiKov Trdvv teal ov
o-&amp;lt;f)6$pa

rt

6/jL/ji6TpOV. V^LVOVCn $6 wSe*

TOV 8 rjrot OvrjTol yuev &quot;Epwra
KaAovcrt

dOavaroL 8e Ilrepwra 8ia Trrepo^OLrov dvay/c^v.

TOVTOIS $r] e%6(TTl /UL6V TTl6e&amp;lt;jQai, 6%60-TL 8e

76 aiTia teal TO iraQos T&V epavTwv TOVT eiceivo Tvy%dvei, ov.

fjiev ovv Ato? o?ra8c5z/ o \r](f)0l$ ej

(f)pLV TO TOV ITTGpWVVjJiOV CL^9o^ OCTOi $6

re OepdTrevTal, /cal /^er eiceivov 7repi7ro\ovv, OTav VTT

aXaxrt /ca^ rt
olr)9w&amp;lt;r{,v

aoitcelcrOai VTTO TOV

(frovi/col /cal CTOI/JLOL /caOiepeveiv avTovs re ical ret

D TraiSi/cd. /cal OVTCD /ca@* e/ca&TOv 6e6v, ov e/catrro? fjv

%opevTr]S, eicelvov TI^MV re /cal ^i^ov^evo^ els TO SvvaTov

77, ea&amp;gt;? av y d&id&amp;lt;f)9opo$,
teal TTJV TySe TrpcoTTjv ryeveaiv

/3lOTVt,
% Kal TOVTO) TO) TpOTTM TT^O? T TOU? eptofieVOVS Kal

O? TOV? aXXou? o^CKel re /cat TfpocrfyepeTai. TOV Te ovv

TCOV /ca\wv Trpos TpoTrov e/cXeyeTai eKa&TOs, /cal w?

oz^ avTov e/celvov OVTCL eaura) olov dya\^a Te/CTaiveTai Te

E real /caTa/coafjiei, w? TLfjujacov Te /cal opyid&cov. ol pev Srj

ovv Ato? &.LIOV TLva elvai ^TOVO-L TTJV -^rv^v TOV vfi

avTwv epa)/j,evov. (7Koirov(TLV ovv, e &amp;lt;&amp;gt;toc7oo? re /ca

TTJV (fevcnv, real OTav avTov
evpovTe&amp;lt;; ep

Trv TTOiOVO iv, OTTO)? TOIOVTOS ecrTat. ev ovv
fJLr) irpOTepov
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found that the One who possesseth that Beauty is the sole

physician of her greatest troubles.

Now this affection, fair boy, unto whom my whole Dis

course is dedicate, men call Eros
;

but as touching the name

which the Gods call it, when thou hearest it haply thou wilt

laugh because it is new for some of the disciples of Homer,
out of the Secret Verses, recite two verses unto Eros, whereof

one is very impudent, and not good in metre. Now these are

the verses of their hymn :

Men call him Eros by name, surnaniing him Eros the Flyer ;

Gods call him Pteros, because that he haimteth on Wings and compelleth.
1

These things, then, it is permitted to a man to believe, or

believe not, as he is minded. Nevertheless, the case of those

that be in love, and their state, is that which hath been said.

Now, if it be one of the train of Zeus that is taken, he is

able more stoutly to bear the burden of him whose name is

Winged ;
but they who be servants of Ares, and made the

circuit along with him, when they are taken by Eros, and

think that they are injured in aught by the Beloved One, are

ready to shed blood and make a sacrifice of themselves and the

Beloved One. As each, then, was of the choir of a certain

God, him he honoureth alway, and maketh his example accord

ing to his ability, so long as he is uncorrupt and liveth the

life of the first birth here
;
and in this manner likewise he

behaveth himself in his conversation toward the Beloved

Ones and other men.

It cometh to pass, then, that each man, according to his

natural temper, chooseth his Beloved and maketh him his God,
and fashioneth and adorneth him as a graven image, to honour

him and celebrate mysteries before him. They, therefore, who
are of the company of Zeus, seeking for a Beloved One like unto

Zeus in soul, inquire whether some one be by nature a lover of

True Wisdom and able to rule
;
and when they have found what

they seek, and are fallen in love, they do all so that the Beloved

One shall be altogether such as they seek, to wit, like unto

Zeus. Then, indeed, if they have not already made a begin-

reading TrrepofioLTov avd.yKr)v. Some MSS. and Stobaeus read
irrepo&amp;lt;pvTop

avayKyv, where the improperly lengthened u may be thought to justify the ov

acf)6dpa TI
/j./j.eTpoi&amp;gt;

further. Addvaroi 5 HT^PUTO, by itself, however, is bad

enough.
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ra) eTTLTTjev/uLaTi,, Tore em^eiprjo-avres

T oOev cuv ri Svvcovrai Kal avrol /jLerep^ovrai. l

Se Trap
9

eavrcov dvevpicrKeiv rrjv rov
o-&amp;lt;f)erepov

Oeov

263 evTTOpovo-i 8(,a rb crvvrova&amp;gt;s r}vaytcdo 0ai, TT/?O? rov Oeov

, Kal e^arrrofjbevoi avrov rfj fivrj/Jir} evOovo~iwvres e%

\a/jL/3dvovcri ra eOr) /cal ra eVtT^Seu/Ltara, ica@ oaov

SWCLTOV Oeov
dv0p(07T&amp;lt;p i^erao-^elv. /cal rovrwv Brj rov

ep(t)fjievov alrioo^evoi en re fia\\ov dyaTrwcri,, KCLV eic

dpvrwcriv OMTTrep al ftd/c^at,,
eVl rrjv rov epcofjievov

erravrKovvres rroiovcriv 0)9 Bvvarbv o^oiorarov rut

B 6ew. O(TOL 8 av fJueO^

r/

H^a? elrcovro, ftaa-CK

Kal evpovres rrepl rovrov rrdvra Spcoai, ra avrd. ol 8e

re Kal e/cdarov rwv Oecov ovro) Kara rov Oeov

iovres fyrovcri, rov a^erepov TralSa iretyvKevai, Kal orav

Knjcrcovrais ^LLfjiovfievoi avrol re Kal ra rra&iKa rreiOovres

Kal pvOjMi^ovre^ els ro e/ceivov eTrirrjftevfjLa Kal ISeav
ayov&amp;lt;riv,

oarj eKdo~rw $vva/jbis, ov (j)B6va) ot8 dve\evOepw $vo~iieveia

Xpa)fjLVoi, 7T/309 TO- TTatoiKd, aXV et9 ofJLOiorijra avrols Kal

C TO) Oecp, ov av ripwei, Tracrav rrdvru&amp;gt;&amp;lt;$ o n /jidXicrra ireipto-

ayew ovra) rcoiovcri. rrpoOvfjbia [Lev ovv r&v a&amp;gt;9

ep(i)vra)v Kal reXer^;, edv ye BiaTrpd^covrai o rrpo-

@v/JLOvvrai, r)v Xe7&), ovrco KO\TI re Kal evbaipoviKr) vrro rov

$L p(ora pavevros &amp;lt;j)i\ov
ra&amp;gt; (j)i\rj6evri yiyverai, edv alpeOfj.

d\lcrKerai $e Srj o aipeOels rotaJSe rpotra).

KaOaTrep ev dp^rj rovSe rov jMvOov rpi^rj Siet,\6/jir)v

D ^frv^v eKaa-rrjv, i7T7ro/j,6p(f&amp;gt;a) pev Svo rive elBrj, TIVIO^IKOV Se

rpirov, Kal vvv en rjfjJiv ravra fjievera). ra&amp;gt;v Be Srj

o jjuev, &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a/jLV, dyaOos, 6 8* oir dperrj Se rt9 rov

dyadov rj KaKov /ca/aa, ov Siei7ro/j,ev, vvv Be \eKreov. 6

ev rolvvv avrolv ev rfj Ka\\iovi crrdaei o*v ro re eiSos

Kal ^irfpOpw^evos, v^rav^v, erri&amp;lt;ypv7ros, \evKos ISelv,
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ning of this endeavour, do they take the matter in hand, and
both learn from whomsoever they are able to learn, and them
selves pursue the knowledge thereof; and questioning in their

own souls to find therefrom the nature of their own God, they
seek not in vain, because that they are constrained to look

steadfastly upon their God, and by memory lay hold on him,

and, being filled with his spirit, receive of him their habitudes

and way of life, so far as man can partake of God. Whereof

they account the Beloved One the cause, and therefore have

they the more pleasure in him
;
and if the river, wherefrom

even as Bacchae they draw their nourishment, flow from Zeus,
then do they turn the waters thereof upon the Soul of the

Beloved One, and make it as like unto their own God as is

possible.

He who was of the train of Hera seeketh after one who is

Royal, and having found, doth in all things as the follower of

Zeus doth. He who was of the train of Apollo or of any
other God, observing the nature of his own God, seeketh to

have a comrade of the like nature
;
and when he hath gotten

such an one, he taketh the God for an example unto himself, and

teaching and guiding, bringeth the Beloved One also unto the

way and likeness of the God as far as can be, striving without

envy or grudging or malice by all means to bring the Beloved

One unto the full likeness of himself and of whichsoever God
he himself honoureth.

The Desire, then, of them that truly love, and their Initia

tion, if they accomplish that which they desire, is verily a fair

and blessed boon bestowed, by the friend whom Love hath

made mad, upon him whom he hath chosen for his friend, and

caught. Now, it is after this wise that he is caught. Whereas
at the beginning of this Tale we said that each Soul hath three

parts two thereof in the form of Horses, and the third part in

the form of a Charioteer
;

so now we would have this remain
as it was then told, and that one of the Horses is good and
the other is not. But what is the virtue of the good Horse
and the illness of the evil Horse we did not declare

; now,
therefore, must we tell it.

That one of the two which hath the more honourable

station, in form is straight and well-knit, with a high neck and
an arched nose, in colour white, with black eyes, a lover of
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/jue\av6/jijjiaros, rifjifjs epao-rrjs fJLera arwfypoarvvris re fcal

alBovs, Kal a\7)6i,vf)S 80^779 eralpos, arr\r]Kro^ Ke\evfjuart

E fjiovov Kal \6yw rjvio^elrat,
6 B av avcoXto9, 7ro\v$, el/crj

irepl

/cevTpcov /jLo

&quot;Orav 8* ovv o r)vio%os l$a)v TO epwrifcbv o/JLfia, iracrav

ai&amp;lt;rdr)(Tei, ^La6ep^r)va^ rrjv ^rv^r)v y ryapya\i,(r/jLOv re Kal iroOov

254 Kevrpcov vTroTrXycrOfj, 6 fjiev ev7rei0r]&amp;lt;$
rco ^vio^a) rwv LTTTTCOV,

del re Kal rore alSol {3ta%ofjLevos, eavrbv Kare^et, ^rj

rc3
epco/jLevw&quot;

6 Be ovre Kevrpwv TJVLO^K^V ovre

en evrpeTrerai, aKiprwv Be ftiq (peperai, Kal rrdvra

Trape^cov r&) av^vyu re Kal rjpLo^w dvayKa^ei,

levai re Trpos ra nraiSiKa Kal fj,veiav Troieladai rfjs rwv

d&amp;lt;f)poBio-ia)v %dpiros. ra&amp;gt; Be Kar dp%as ^ev dvnrelverov

E dyavaKrovvre, a&amp;gt;9 Beiva Kal nrapdvofjia dvajKa^o/jLevo) re\ev-

rwvre Be, orav fjMjBev y Trepas KaKOv, TropeveaOov dyo/ievco,

el^avre Kal 6fjt,o\oyijo-avre Troirjo-eiv TO Ke\evo^evov. Kal

e&amp;gt;9 avra* r eyevovro Kal elBov rrjv otyw rrjv rwv

da-rpdirrovcrav. IBovros Be rov ^VLO^OV rj ILVYUJW]

o9 rr)v rov /caXXoi/9 fyvcriv ^ve^Or), Kal rjrd\iv elBev avrrjv

fjierd (Ttotypocnjvrjs ev dyvq) fidOpq) fle/Bwcrav. IBovcra Be

eBeicre re Kal cre&amp;lt;#ecra dveiredev VTrria, Kal d/jua rfvayKdcrOij

G 69 rovTriaa) e\Kvaai, Ta9
r]via&amp;lt;$

ovrco
cr&amp;lt;j)6Bpa,

ware eirl ra

Icr^ia a/jicfra)
KaOLaai ra) LTTTTO), rov aev eKovra Bia rb

/J,r]

dvnrelvew, rbv Be v/3picrrr]v ^d\a aKovra. d7re\6ovre Be

aTTcorepa), o [Lev VTT ala^yvr]^ re Kal Od/uiflovs IBpwn Tracrav

efipege rrjv tyvxyv, 6 Be, X^9 rrjs oBvvrjs, r)v VTTO rov

re
eo&quot;X,e

Kal rov Trrcb/jiaros, /jLoyis e^avaTrveva-as

opyrj, TroXXa KaKL^cov rov re r)vio%ov Kal rbv

D 6fj,6%vya a&amp;gt;9 Bet,\ia re Kal dvavBpia \nrovre rrjv rat-iv Kal
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honour in all temperance and modest)
7

,
a friend of true glory,

needing not the whip, being guided by the mere word of the

Charioteer. But the other Horse is crooked, lumpish, ill-jointed,

with a stiff neck, a short throat, a snub nose, in colour black,

with grey eyes, sanguineous, a friend of lust and boastfulness,

hairy about the ears, deaf, hardly submitting himself to the

lash and the pricks.

Now when the Charioteer beholdeth the Vision of Love,

and his whole Soul is warmed throughly by the sight, and he

is altogether full of itchings and the prickings of desire, then

that Horse which is obedient to the Charioteer, being con

strained then and alway by modesty, holdeth himself back

from rushing upon the Beloved One
;

but the other Horse

careth no longer for the Charioteer s pricks nor for his whip,
but pranceth, and with violence chargeth, and, striving with

his fellow and with the Charioteer, compelleth them to go
unto the Beloved One and make mention of the sweetness of

carnal love. At first the twain resist, taking it ill that they
are constrained unto wickedness

;
but at the last, since their

evil state hath no ending, they go as the evil Horse leadeth,

yielding themselves up, and consenting to do what he biddeth.

Moreover, now are they come near, and see the countenance of

the Beloved One gloriously shining. Which when the Charioteer

seeth, his memory is straightway carried back unto the Form
of the Eternal Beauty. Her he again beholdeth standing girt

with temperance upon her holy pedestal ; and, beholding her,

he is filled with fear and reverence, and falleth backward, and

thereat must needs pull the reins back with force, so that he

bringeth both the Horses down upon their haunches the one

willingly, because that he resisteth not, but the lascivious one

against his will altogether.

Now when the two Horses are come away a little further

from the Beloved, the one, by reason of his shame and panic,
wetteth all the Soul with sweat

;
and the other, having ceased

from the pain which he had from the bit and from his falling

down, hardly recovering breath, in anger upbraideth, and

heapeth curses upon, the Charioteer and his fellow Horse,

saying that, because of cowardice and weak-heartedness, they
have left their place appointed unto them and the promise
which they made.
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bfjbO\oyiav. teal 7rd\iv ovtc e0e\ovras irpocrievai d

T09 8e TOV avvTeOevTOS %pbvov, [ou] d^wr]povelv TTpoa-Troiov-

fjuevo) dva/jLifJuvrjo-KWV, /3tafo//,ez&amp;gt;o9, xpe/JLeri&v, 6\Kcov rjvdyKaaev

av 7rpoa-e\6elv rot? TraioiKOis eVl rou? avrovs \oyov&amp;lt;$.
Kal

e7Ti$r) eyyv? rjcrav, eyKv^fra^ teal etcreivas rrjv /ceptcov ev$a-

KO&amp;gt;V TOV ya\ivov ///er dvaibeias eX/cet. o 8 ^i/to^o? GTL

E /jbaX\,ov ravrov TrdOos TraOcov, wo-irep dirb v(77r\7jyo&amp;lt;; dvaTre-

(TWV, TL fJLa\\OV TOV vftpKTTOV 17T7TOV K

tcrw cnrdcras TOV ^a\iv6v, TTJV re /ca/cijyopov

l ra?
&amp;lt;yvd6ov&amp;lt;$ /ca0rj/jiaj; Kal TCL o-Ke\rj re Kal TCL Icr^i

TTJV yyjv epeio~a&amp;lt;$
o$vvai$ e&c&Kev.

TroXXa/ct? irdcrytov o Trovrjpos TTJ? vftpews X^T;

7T6Tai tf&r) Trj TOV rjVio^ov Trpovota, Kal oTav 118$ TOV

Ka\ov,
^&amp;gt;o/9ft)

&io\\VTai. wo-re ^vfji/Baivet, TOT rjSij TTJV TOV

epacTTOv ilrvyrjv rot? Trai&iKols al^&amp;gt;ov^evriv
T6 Kal

256
r/Are ovv nraaav QepaTreiav 0)9 laoOeos

V7TO aTj/jiaTL^ofjLevov TOV ep&vTos, aXX d\r}6ws TOVTO

Kal atT09 cbv (frvaei, (jbtXo9 [et9 TavTov ayei

TJV &amp;lt;$)i\iav\
T&) OepaTrevovTi, edv apa Kal ev rc3 Trpoa-Qev VTTO

o&amp;gt;9 aldypov epwvTi Tr^Tjcrid^eiv, Kal $t,a TovTo^dTrcoOfj TOV

epwvTa, TrpoiovTOs Se tfBi] TOV %povov r) re rjXiKia Kal TO

B %pea)v ijyayev et9 TO TrpoaeaOai avTov els-OfuTuav. ov ydp

eipapTai, KaKov KaKtp &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;l\ov

ov& dyaOov /j,rj cf&amp;gt;i\ov

elvai. Trpoaefjuivov Be Kal \6yov re Kal o/uXtaz/

Sej;afjLevov, eyyvdev 77 evvoia yiyvopevr) TOV epcovTo? K7r\r)TTi,

TOV
epa)fj&amp;gt;6vov, ^^aKrOavb^evov, OTL ovB 01

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;i\oi,

T Kal oi
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Then again, when they are not willing to go near, he

constraineth them, and hardly consenteth when they beseech

that the matter may be deferred to some other time : and

when the time agreed upon cometh, and the two make

pretence of not remembering, he putteth them in mind, and

pulleth them with force, neighing, and compelling them again
to come near for to speak the same words unto the Beloved

;

and when they are come near, he bendeth down his head, and

stretcheth out his tail, and biteth the bit, and pulleth it

shamelessly. But the Charioteer, being moved in his heart

this second time as the first time, yea more exceedingly,

falleth backward as it were from before the barrier at the

starting place of the racecourse, and more violently doth draw

the bit unto him from the teeth of the lascivious Horse, and

maketh his cursing tongue and his jaws bloody, and presseth

his legs and haunches to the earth, and delivereth him up to

torment.

Now when the evil Horse, having oft-times suffered the

same correction, ceaseth from his wantonness, being humbled,
he followeth the guidance of the Charioteer, and, whenever he

seeth the Beautiful One, is brought to naught with terror.

So it cometh to pass in the end that the Soul of the Lover

followeth the Beloved One in reverence and fear.

The Beloved then being served as a God with all service,

by one who maketh not a pretence of love but loveth truly,

and being by nature a friend unto him who serveth, even

though in time past fellow disciples and others have made
mischief with their tongues, saying that it is not seemly to come

near unto a Lover, and though by reason of this the Beloved

hath rejected the Lover, yet in process of time do ripeness

of age and need of him cause the Beloved to receive the Lover

into companionship ;
for surely it hath never been ordained that

evil shall be friend to evil, or good shall not be friend to good.

When, therefore, the Beloved receiveth the Lover, and

hath accepted his speech and companionship, then doth the

good-will of the Lover drawing very nigh fill the Beloved with

amazement
;
and lo ! in comparison with this friend who hath

in him the spirit of God, not even the whole company of

other friends and kinsfolk provideth any portion at all of

friendship !
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7T/9O9 rbv evOeov (f)i\ov.
orav Be xpovl^r) rovro Bpwv KOI

TrA/r/crtaf^ fierd rov arrrea-Qai ev re
&amp;lt;yvfJLvacrLoi&amp;lt;i

Kal ev rat?

C aXXcu9 o/uXiat?, TOT ijBt] rj rov pev/JLaros eKeivov 7777777, ov

ifjiepov Zeu9 TavvfjirjBovs epwv &amp;lt;vofjbao~e, 7ro\\rj (j&amp;gt;epo/jLevrj

7T/309 TOP epaa-rrjv, 77 fjiev et9 avrov eSv, 77
S aTro/Jieo rov-

fjuevov efa) aTroppei /cat olov Trvev/Jia 77 rt?
^%ft&amp;gt;

&quot;TTO \eicov

re KOL arepetov a\\o/jL6V7] TraKiv o6ev
a)p/jir)6r) &amp;lt;f)epercu,

ovray

TO rov tfttXXou? pev/Jba rrciKiv et9 rov KaKov $ia r&v oyu-/xa-

rwv Ibv, y 7re&amp;lt;f)V/cev
eVt rrjv ^v^rjv levcu, a^ucofjievov KOI

D avarrrepwo-av r9 SioSov9 rwv rrrepwv apSei re KOI wp^cre

rrrepofyvelv re, /cal rrjv rov epcoj^evov av tyv%f]V epcoros

evTr\ria-ev. epa /Jiev ovv, orov Be, arropel KOI ov6* o n
rrerrovOev olSev ovB e^et &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;pdo-ai,

aXX olov arc aXXov

o&amp;lt;j6#aX/ua9 arro\e\avKu&amp;gt;s rrpofyao-tv elrrelv ov/c e^ei, axTTrep

Be ev /caroTrrpo) ev rc5 epwvri eavrov opcov \e\7j6e. KCU

orav pev eKelvos Trapfj, X^et Kara ravra e/ceiv(p TrJ9 oSv

orav Se arcfj, Kara ravra av iroOel /cal TroOelrai, et

E
e^&)T09 avrepwra e%ci)v /ca\et Se avrov Kal oUrai OVK

epara, aXXa (f)i\iav elvac. emOvfjiel Be eKelvq)

fjbev, acrOeveo-repws Be opav, arrreaOai, fyikelv,

crOai. Kal BTJ, olov et/co9, Trotet TO pera rovro ra^y ravra.

ev ovv rfj o-vy/coiurjo-ei, rov uev epacrrov 6 aKoXaaro^ ILTTTTOS

e^ei, o n
\e&amp;lt;yei Trpos rov rjvio^ov, Kal a%iol avrl rro\\o)v

256 TTOVCOV cr/jiiKpa arro\av(Tai o Be rwv TraiBiKcov e%ei,
uev ovBev

elrrelv, aTrapywv Be Kal aTropwv rrepijBd\\ei rov epacrrov

Kal
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;i\ei,

a&amp;gt;9 crtyoBp* evvovv a&amp;lt;77rafo/u,e^o9,
orav re avjKara-

Kecovrai, oto? ean /XT) av dTrapvrjOfjvai, ro avrov /jiepos

rc5 epwvn, el BerjOeir) Tv%elv o Be o//-offf av

a rov rjvio^ov 77/309 ravra per alBovs Kal \6yov

dvrireivei.

Eai/ fjiev Brj ovv et9 rerayfjLevijv re Biairav Kal

ijo-rj ra /SeXrta) rr}9 Biavoias dyayovra, paKapuov pev Kal

B oaovorjriKov rov evddBe /3lov Bidryovcnv, eyKparels avrtov Kal
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Now when the Beloved continueth for awhile in this, and

cometh near unto the Lover, touching him in the gymnasia
and other places where they meet, then at last the fountain of

that stream which Zeus, loving Ganymede, called by the name

of Himeros, floweth mightily toward the Lover, and part

thereof goeth down into him, and, when he is filled to over

flowing, the other part runneth out : and even as the wind, or

a voice, leapeth back from the smooth rock and rusheth to the

place whence it came, so doth the Stream of Beauty return

unto the Beautiful One through the Eyes, which is the natural

way unto the Soul
;
and when it is come thither, it giveth

the Soul wings it watereth the passages of the feathers, and

causeth them to sprout ;
and the Soul of the Beloved also is

filled with love. The Beloved loveth, but knoweth not whom,
nor hath understanding of what hath come to pass, for to

tell it
;
but is like unto a man who hath been smitten with

disease of the eyes by another man, but cannot tell the cause

thereof; or like unto one who seeth himself in a glass, and

knoweth not that it is himself, so doth the Lover stand as a

glass before the Beloved : and when the Lover is present, the

Beloved ceaseth from the pain of Love, even as the Lover also

ceaseth
;
and when the Lover is absent, the Beloved longeth

after him and is longed after, having Love-for-Love which is

the Image of Love, yet calling and deeming it not Love but

Friendship ;
and the Beloved desireth, even as the Lover

desireth, but less vehemently, to see, to touch, to kiss, to

embrace and doeth this quickly thereafter, as is like
;
con

cerning which the lascivious Horse of the Lover s Soul hath

somewhat to say unto the Charioteer, and demandeth of him

a little enjoyment as the reward of many labours. But the

Horse of the Beloved hath nothing to say, but being swollen

with desire, and knowing not what he doeth, throweth his

arms round the Lover and kisseth him, greeting him as a dear

friend, and when, they are come close unto each other, is ready
to grant unto him all that he asketh

;
while the fellow Horse,

obedient unto the Charioteer in all modesty and reasonable

ness, withstandeth. Wherefore, if then the better parts of

the mind prevail, and lead the Soul into a constant way of

life and true wisdom, then are men, all the days of their life

here, blessed and at peace with themselves, having the mastery
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KOGjjiioi 6We?, BovXwcrd/jLevoL fJbev a&amp;gt; /ca/cia ^1^779 eveyiyveTO,

eXev0epwo-avTe&amp;lt;$
Be w aperr) Te\evTrjo-avTe&amp;lt;$ Be 77, VTTOTrrepoi,

/cal
e\a&amp;lt;f)pol 76701/0x69, ra&amp;gt;v rpicov 7ra~\aio-fj,dTa)v TCOV o&amp;gt;9

O\v/ji7TLa/cwv ev vevi/crJKacriv, ov pec^ov dyaQov ovre

avdpwirivr) ovre Oeia fj^avLa Swarr) Troplaai,

dv0p(*)7T(t).
eav Se Sr) Biairy (fropTMccorepa re Kal a0tXoo-o^)&),

C (f)i\orifjiw Be xprjo-covrat, ra^ av TTOV ev fJbeOaw rj TIVI a\\rj

d/jLe\eta TOD aroXacrr&) avrolv VTro^vyico \aj3ovre ra9 \/ru^a9

, ^vvayayovre 6^9 ravrov, rrjv VTTO r&v Tro\\a)v

aipe&w el\erj]v re /cal SieTrpd^avro /cal

TO \ot,7rov %$?} xp&VTai, ^ev avTy, cnravia Be,

are ov Trdcrr) SeBoy^eva Ty Stavoia TrpaTTovTes. ^&amp;gt;t\a&amp;gt; fiev

ovv /cal TOVTO), TJTTOV Be e/ceivcov d\\^\oiv Bid re TOV

D 6/30JT09 teal e%a) yevo/j,eva) Bidyovcri, 7TtcrT6t9 ra9

rjyov/jLeva) aXXrfkoiv BeBco/cevai, re /cal BeBe%0ai, 9 ov

elvai \v&amp;lt;TavTas 6t9 e%0pav Trore e\0elv. ev Be Trj

aTTTepot, /AW, aip/Ay/coTes Be TTTepovaOai, eicftaivovari TOV

(Tcofj,aTO$, w&Te ov cr/jLi/cpov a6\ov r^9 epcoTi/cfjs pavias

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;epovTai,
et9 yap CTKOTOV /cal Trjv VTTO 7779 Tropeiav ov

e\6elv rot9 /caTrjpy/jievois 77877 r?79 virovpavlov

las, aXXa fyavov /3iov BidyovTas evBai/jiovelv peT

E d\\Tj\(0v TropevofJLevov^, Kal opoTTTepovs epwTos %dpi,v, OTCLV

Too-avTa, co Trat, Kal 6ela OVTCO croi BcoprfaeTai 77

Trap
1

epacrTOv (f)i\ia. 77 Be aTro TOV /JLTJ epwvTos ol/ceioTTjs,

crcotypoo-vvr) BvTjTrj /ceKpa/jLevrj, 0vr)Td re /cal
(f&amp;gt;eiBco\d

ol/covo-

/jLOvo-a, dve\ev0eplav VTTO
7r\rj0ov&amp;lt;; e7raivovfjLevr)v ct&amp;gt;9 dpeTrjv

257 T77 (f)i\rj tyvxfj evTeKova-a, evvea
%i\LdBa&amp;lt;i

erco^ Trepl yfjv

avTrjv /cal VTTO 7779 avow
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over themselves, doing all things in order, having brought into

bondage that part of the Soul wherein wickedness was found,

and having made that part free wherein virtue dwelleth
;
and

after this life is ended, they rise up lightly on their wings,

having gained the victory in the first of the three falls at the True

Olympic Games, than which victory no greater good can the

Temperance of Man or the Madness from God bestow on Man.

But if any take unto themselves a baser way of life,

seeking not after true wisdom but after honour, perchance
when two such are well drunken, or at any time take no heed

unto themselves, their two licentious Horses, finding their

Souls without watch set, and bringing them together, make

choice of that which most men deem the greatest bliss, and

straightway do enjoy it
;
and having once enjoyed it, they

have commerce with it afterward alway, but sparingly, for

they do that which is not approved of their entire mind.

Now these two also are friends unto one another, but in

less measure than those I before spake of, because they live

for a while in the bonds of love, and then for a while out of

them, and think that they have given and received the greatest

pledges betwixt each other, the which it is never allowed to

break and come to enmity one with another. When such do

end their life here and go forth from the body, they are

without wings, but have a vehement desire . to get wings ;

which is no small recompense they receive for Madness of

Love. Wherefore they are not compelled to go down unto

the darkness and the journey under the Earth, seeing that

they have already made a beginning of the heavenly journey ;

but they pass their time in the light of day, and journey

happily together Lover and Beloved, and when they get wings,
of the same feather do they get them, for their Love s sake.

These are the gifts, dear boy behold how many they are

and how divine ! which the friendship that corneth from the

Lover shall bestow on thee : but the conversation of him who
is no Lover, being mingled with the temperance of this

mortal life, and niggardly dispensing things mortal, begetteth
in the Soul of his friend that Covetousness which the multi

tude praise as Virtue, and causeth her hereafter to wander,
devoid of understanding, round about the Earth and under the

Earth, for a thousand years nine times told.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE PHAEDRUS MYTH

I

I think it necessary, at the outset of my observations on

the Phaedrus Myth, to take notice let it be brief of the

tolerant, nay sympathetic, way in which Plato speaks (256 C-E)

of the epcorucTj /j,avia of those who are not &quot;

true lovers.&quot; He

speaks eloquently of it as a bond which unites aspiring souls

in the after life. He speaks of those united by this bond as

getting wings of the same feather in Heaven for their love s sake.

His language is as sympathetic as the language in which

Dante expresses his own sympathy, and awakens ours, with a

very different pair of winged lovers Francesca and Paolo

flying together like storm -driven birds in Hell. 1 It is

astounding that Plato should allow himself to speak in this

way. The explanation offered by Thompson
2 does not enable

me to abate my astonishment : The concluding portion of

the Myth, he tells us,
&quot; which stands more in need of

apology,&quot;

ought to be considered in connection with the fact that the

entire Discourse is intended as a pattern of philosophical

Rhetoric, and is adapted, as all true Rhetoric must be, to the

capacity of the hearer in this case, of Phaedrus, who is some

what of a sensualist. It is still to me astounding that Plato

even as dramatist in sympathy with the sensualism of one

of his dramatis personae, the youth to whom his
&quot; Socrates

&quot;

addresses this Rhetorical Paradigm, if that is what the

Phaedrus Myth is
3 should have ventured to speak, as he

does here, of what he indeed elsewhere 4 condemns as un

equivocally as Aristotle condemns it.
5

The reflection, in. most cases a trite one, that even the

best men are apt to become tolerant of the evil which pre

vails in the manners of their age, is hardly, in this case, a

trite reflection, for it is such an oppressively sad one.

1
Inferno, v.

2
Phaedrus, p. 163.

3
I entirely dissent from the view that this Myth is merely a pattern ot

philosophical Rhetoric
;

and also from the consequential view (Thompson s

Introduction to Phaedrus, p. xix.), that it is mostly &quot;a deliberate allegory,
&quot;

unlike, it is added, other Platonic Myths in which the sign and the thing

signified are blended, and sometimes confused. See infra, p. 339.
4
Laws, viii. 841 D.

5 E. N. vii. 5. 3. 1148 b 29.
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II

In passing to the Phaedrus Myth (with which the Meno

Myth must be associated), we pass to a Myth in which the
&quot; Deduction of the Categories of the Understanding

&quot;

occupies

perhaps a more prominent place, by the side of the &quot;

Repre
sentation of Ideas of Reason,&quot; than has been assigned to it

even in the Timaeus.

The mythological treatment of Categories of the Under

standing stands on a different footing from that of
&quot; Ideas

of Reason
&quot;

in this important respect, that it is not the only
treatment of which these Categories are capable. The Ideas

of Reason, Soul, Cosmos, and God, if represented at all,

must be represented in Myth ;
and it is futile to attempt to

extract the truth of fact, by a rationalising process, out of

any representation of them, however convincing, as a repre

sentation, it may appear to our deepest instinct. On the

other hand, Categories of the Understanding (e.g. the notions

of Substance and of Cause), though, as a priori conditions of

sensible experience, they cannot be treated as if they were

data of that experience, are yet fully realised, for what they

are, in that experience, and only in it. Hence, while their

a priori character may be set forth in Myth, the fact that,

unlike the Ideas of Reason, they are fully realised in sensible

experience, makes them also capable of logical treatment.

That they are capable of such treatment is obvious, when
one considers the advance, sound and great as measured by
influence in the physical sciences, which Logic has brought
about in our interpretation of the Notion, or Category, of

Cause, and that by discussions carried on quite apart from

the question of whether the Notion is present a priori, or is

of a posteriori origin. We may say, however, that treatment

of Categories of the Understanding tends to become less

mythological and more logical as time goes on
;
but yet the

mythological treatment of them can never become obsolete

it still remains the legitimate expression of a natural impulse,
the power of which for evil Kant recognises in his Tran

scendental Dialectic. I call the mythological expression of

this impulse legitimate, because it is mythological, and not

pseudo-scientific.

z
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I take the Phaedrus Myth, along with the Meno Myth,
as an example of the Mythological Deduction of Categories
of the Understanding. The Eternal Forms seen by the Soul

in its prenatal life, as &quot;remembered&quot; in this life when

objects of sense present themselves, are Categories, although
the list of them is redundant and defective if we look at it

with Kant s eyes, which I do not think we need do.

But although the Phaedrus Myth deduces Categories, it

represents Ideas as well. Plato, as I have been careful to

point out, does not anywhere distinguish Categories and Ideas

formally ;
and the Phaedrus Myth, in particular, is one of the

most complex, as well as comprehensive, in the whole list of

the Platonic Myths. It deduces Categories, sets forth the

Ideas of Soul, Cosmos, and God, is Aetiological and Eschato-

logical, and, though a true Myth, is very largely composed
of elements which are Allegories. Its complexity and com

prehensiveness are indeed so great that they have suggested
the theory that of Diiring,

1 with which, however, I cannot

agree that the Myth is a Programme a general view of a

whole consistent Eschatological Doctrine, which is worked out

in detail in the Gorgias, Phaedo, and Republic Myths.
2 In

the Phaedrus Myth alone, During maintains, we have a

complete account of the whole History of the Soul its

condition before incarnation, the cause of its incarnation, and

the stages of its life, incarnate, and disembodied, till it returns

to its original disembodied state. All this, he argues, is so

summarily sketched in the Phaedrus that we have to go to

the other Dialogues mentioned, in order to understand some

things in the Phaedrus rightly. In the Phaedrus Myth, in

short, we have &quot; eine compendiarische Darstellung einer in

grosserer Ausfiirlichkeit vorschwebenden Conception.&quot;
The

Phaedrus Myth thus dealing, for whatever reason, with

everything that can be dealt with by a Myth, we shall do

well not to separate its Deduction of Categories, or Doctrine

of dvdfjLvijo-is, too sharply from the other elements of the

composition.
1 Die eschat. Myth. Platos, p. 476 (Archiv fur Gesch. d. Philos. vi. (1893),

pp. 475 ff.).
2

Cf. Jowett and Campbell s Republic, vol. iii. p. 468. &quot;The attempts of

Numenius, Proclus, and others to connect the Myth of Er with those in Gorg.,

Phaed., Phaedr., Tim., so as to get a complete and consistent view of Plato s

supra-mundane theories, only show the futility of such a method.&quot;
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This Myth is part of the Discourse which Socrates

delivers, by way of recantation, in praise of Love. The non-

lover, indeed, is sane, but the madness of the lover is far

better than the other s sanity. Madness is the source of all

that is good and great in human effort. There are four kinds

of it
1

(1) the Prophet s madness; (2) the madness of the

Initiated
; (3) the madness of the Poet

;
and (4) the madness

of the True Lover who is the True Philosopher. It is the

Transcendental History of the Soul as aspiring after this

True Love that is the main burden of the Myth. And here

let me say a few words, in passing, on the view maintained

by Thompson in his Introduction to the Phaedrus (p. xix.),
2

that this Myth is, for the most part,
&quot; a deliberate Allegory.&quot;

With this view I cannot agree. It ignores the fact that

a Myth is normally composed of elements which are Alle

gories. The Chariot, with the Charioteer and two Horses,

is allegorical it puts in pictorial form a result already
obtained by Plato s psychological analysis, which has dis

tinguished Eeason, Spirit, and Appetite as
&quot; Parts of the

Soul.&quot; But if the Chariot itself is allegorical, its Path

through the Heavens is mythic. Allegory employed as rough
material for Myth is frequent in the work of the Great

Masters, as notably in the greatest of all Myths in the

Divina Commedia. A striking instance there is the Pro

cession, symbolic of the connection between the Old Dis

pensation and the New, which passes before the Poet in the

Earthly Paradise (Purg. xxix.
ff.).

The Visions of Ezekiel,

to which Dante is here indebted for some of his imagery, may
also be mentioned as instances of mythological compositions
built largely out of elements which are allegories. It is

enthusiasm and a living faith which, indeed, inspire the

mythopoeic or prophetic architect to build at all
;
but his

creative enthusiasm is often served by a curious diligence in

the elaboration of the parts.

Ill

I have identified the prenatal impression produced in the

Soul by the Eternal Forms seen in the Super-Celestial place

1

Phaedrus, 244. 2 Alluded to supra, p. 336.
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with Categories, or a priori conditions of sensible experience,

and regarded the &quot;

recollection
&quot;

in this life of these Forms

seen in the prenatal life as equivalent to the effective opera

tion of a priori Categories, or functions of the Understanding,
on the occasion of the presentation of objects of sense. I wish

now to meet an objection which may be brought against this

identification. Let us first look at the list of Eternal Forms

given in the Myth (247 c, and 250 B). They are avrr}

SiKcuocrvvri Justice Itself; avrrj o-cotypoavwr) Temperance
Itself

; a\r)07js iTnarrj^r] True Knowledge ;
avro /eaXXo?

Beauty Itself; and are described as ovra 6W&&amp;gt;9 really ex

istent, and a^pa)/jLaroi re KOI ao-^ij^drLCTTOt, KCLI avafyels

ovo-iat without colour, without shape, intangible. Now
Justice Itself and Temperance Itself in this list cannot be

called Categories of the Understanding. They would seem

to correspond rather to
&quot;

Categorical Imperative.&quot; AX??^?)?

cTrio-Typr], on the other hand, does cover the ground occupied

by Categories of the Understanding, if it does not cover more.

E-TncTTTjyiM; is distinguished in the Meno (97, 98), as know

ledge of the effect through its cause, from opOrj Soa, empirical

knowledge of the detached effect
;

and the recognition of

necessary causal connection, thus identified with eV^o-n^w;, is

expressly said (98 A) to be ava^vrjai^. If we consider how
close the Myth of az/a/u^crt? in the Meno (81 B) stands to

the Phaedrus Myth, we are bound to conclude that the aX7?#?)?

eTTio-TiyfMj, mentioned as one of the ovaleu seen by the Soul

in the virepovpavios TOTTO?, covers the a priori Category of

Cause, and, it is fair to add, the other Categories of the

Understanding by the use of which, within the limits of

possible experience, scientific truth
(eTricrr^fjuif))

is attained.

Further, while the presence or dXrjOrj? eiria-TijfjLij among the

Eternal Essences or Forms entitles us to speak of a priori

Categories as domiciled in the vTrepovpdvios TOTTO?
l

of the

Phaedrus Myth, we need not quarrel with the presence of avrrj

Sifcaioo-vvr], avrrj crw^pocrvvr], and avro /caXXo? in a list of

Categories ;
the distinction between Categories of the Under

standing and Ideas of Eeason, as I have pointed out, is not

provided for in Plato s philosophical language, and it is to

1 These are &quot;Categories which are already iu things,
&quot;

to use Professor

Pringle-Pattison s expression (Scottish Philosophy, p. 140).
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be noticed that, in describing these Eternal Essences or Forms

of Justice, Temperance, and Beauty, he describes them as if

they were Categories
&quot;

empty without sense
&quot;

that is, empty

except as
&quot;

recollected
&quot;

in this life on the occasion of the

presence of objects of sense
; just as in the parallel passage in

the Meno (81 c), he speaks of the prenatal knowledge of

aperr) as
&quot;

recollected
&quot;

in this life. It will be fair, then, I

think, to call the list of Essences or Forms in the Phaedrus

Myth a list of Categories of the Understanding (included

under d\7]6r]$ eV^r??/^), and of certain other a priori Forms

described as if they were Categories. As in the Timaeus, so

in the Phaedrus Myth, the fact (ascertained, we may suppose,

by Plato as by Kant through introspection) that man brings
a priori principles to bear on his individual experience is

explained by an Aetiological Myth telling how the Soul in

its prenatal state goes round, so far as it is not hindered by
earthward inclination, with the revolution of the outermost

heavenly sphere, from the back, or convex surface, of which

is seen the vTrepovpdvios TOTTO? the Trebiov d\r)6eia&amp;lt;s,
where

the true food of the mind grows. The Eternal Truths which

grow on this Plain are apprehended by the gods perfectly;

by other Souls, which are still within the KVK\OS r?}?

7ez/ecrect&amp;gt;?, only in an interrupted and partial view
; but,

we may suppose, in godlike manner by human Souls which

have been finally purified and released from the flesh for ever.

In proportion as a human Soul has &quot; recollection
&quot;

of these

truths while it is in the flesh, in that proportion is it purified.

Among the Eternal Essences of the vTrepovpdvios TOTTO? the

avro /caXXo? is that which is most easily
&quot;

remembered,&quot;

because it is more apparent in its visible copies than the

other Essences are in theirs (Phaedrus, 250 D). The Eternal

Beauty manifests itself to the eye in beautiful things more

clearly than the Eternal Justice, for instance, manifests itself

to the &quot; moral sense
&quot;

in actions, laws, and institutions.

&quot;Ep&)9,
awakened by the sight of &quot;beautiful

things,&quot;
is the

form taken by this
&quot;

recollection
&quot;

of the Eternal Beauty an

impulse, at once emotional and intellectual, of the whole man,

by which he is carried on, through the apprehension of that

Essential Principle which is most easily apprehended, to the

apprehension also of the Essential Principles of Conduct and
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Science. Hence
epo&amp;gt;9, avd/jLvrfcns, and (friXocro^ia are practi

cally convertible terms,
1 and mean amor intellectualis Dei.

This enthusiastic love of the beautiful
&quot;

intelligible world/

sharpening recollection till all forgetfulness is overcome, and

the Soul is made perfectly pure, and is redeemed from the flesh

for ever this fyiKoaofyia (to sum up all in a single word), being
a nisus which engages the whole man in one concentrated

endeavour, can only be felt and affirmed, cannot be explained.

It is the very Life of the Subject of all experience, and

cannot be treated as if it were an Object to be explained

scientifically in its place among other Objects like itself.

The Philosopher as conceived by Plato is an ardent Lover.

He lives all his earthly life in a trembling hope, and, out

of his hope, sees visions, and prophesies.

Plato, keenly appreciating the power with which expres
sion of thought or feeling reacts on thought or feeling, spares

no pains in showing how to give artistic form to Myth, the

natural expression (if only as by-product) of the enthusiastic

philosophic nisus after self-realisation or purification. This

is the justification of the artistic Myth, for the construction

of which Plato supplies models that it helps to moderate

and refine and direct the aspirations, the hopes, the fears, the

curiosity, of which Myth is the natural expression. It will

be remembered what importance is attached, in the scheme of

education sketched in the Republic, to
&quot;

good form
&quot;

in the

mode of expressing not only literary meaning and musical

feeling, but also athletic effort. The form of expression is, as

it were, the vessel which contains and gives contour to the

character which expresses itself. We must be careful to see

that we have in our system of education good models of

expression into which, as into moulds, young character may
be poured. Apart from its bearing on education, the whole

question of the reaction of expression on that which expresses

itself is an interesting one, and may be studied in its biological

rudiments in Darwin s work on the Expression of the Emotions

in Man and Animals.

1 So Dante (Conv. iii. 12), says, &quot;Filosofia e uno amoroso uso di Sapienza
&quot;

:

Amor is the Form, and Sapienza the Subject Matter of Filosofia (Conv. iii. 13.

14). So also Wordsworth, substituting &quot;Poetry&quot;
for

&quot;

Philosophy
&quot;

(Pref. to

Lyrical Ballads), &quot;Poetry is the breath and finer spirit of all knowledge : it i.s

the impassioned expression which is in the countenance of all Science.&quot;
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I said that we should do well, considering the complexity
of the Phaedrus Myth, not to detach its Deduction of Cate

gories or doctrine of avdfAvrjcns too much from the general
context. The doctrine of avd^vriai^ is treated by Plato, in

the Phaedrus and Meno, as inseparable from the doctrine of

the prenatal existence and immortality of the Soul, and is

closely bound up with the Orphic doctrine of KaOapa^ and
his own version of it the doctrine of philosophic epws. It

is impossible, then, to pledge Plato to belief in the literal truth

of the doctrine of dva^vrjcri^, unless we are prepared to go
with Zeller the length of thinking that he is in earnest in

believing that the Soul actually existed as a separate person
before it was born into this body, and will pass through a

series of incarnations after the death of this body.
&quot;

If it be

impossible/ writes Zeller (Plato, pp. 404 ff., Eng. Tr.), &quot;to

imagine the soul as not living, this must equally hold good
of the future and of the past ;

its existence can as little begin
with this life as end with it. Strictly speaking, it can never

have begun at all
;

for the soul being itself the source of all

motion, from what could its motion have proceeded ? Accord

ingly Plato hardly ever mentions immortality without alluding
to pre-existence, and his expressions are as explicit and
decided about the one as the other. In his opinion they
stand or fall together, and he uses them alike to explain the

facts of our spiritual life. We therefore cannot doubt that

he was thoroughly in earnest in his assumption of a pre-
existence. And that this pre-existence had no beginning is

so often asserted by him * that a mythical representation like

that of the Timaeus can hardly be allowed any weight to the

contrary. We must, nevertheless, admit the possibility that in

his later years he did not strictly abide by the consequences of

his system, nor definitely propound to himself whether the soul

had any historical beginning, or only sprang to its essential

nature from some higher principle.
&quot;

If the two poles of this ideal circle, Pre-existence and

Immortality, be once established, there is no evading the

doctrine of Eecollectiori which lies between them
;
and the

notions of Transmigration and of future rewards and punish
ments appear, the more we consider them, to be seriously

1

Phaedrus, 245 c, D ; Meno, 86 A.
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meant. With regard to Kecollection, Plato speaks in the

above-cited passages so dogmatically and definitely, and the

theory is so bound up with his whole system, that we must

unconditionally reckon it among the doctrinal constituents of

that system. The doctrine is an inference which could not

well be escaped if once the pre-existence of the soul were

admitted
;

for an existence of infinite duration must have left

in the soul some traces wr

hich, though temporarily obscured in

our consciousness, could not be for ever obliterated. But it is

also in Plato s opinion the only solution of a most important
scientific question : the question as to the possibility of

independent inquiry of thought transcending sensuous per

ception. Our thought could not get beyond the Immediate

and the Actual
;
we could not seek for what is as yet unknown

to us, nor recognise in what we find the thing that we sought

for, if we had not unconsciously possessed it before we recognised
and were conscious of it.

1 We could form no conception of

Ideas, of the eternal essence of things which is hidden from

our perception, if we had not attained to the intuition of

these in a former existence. 2 The attempt of a modern work

to exclude the theory of Eecollection from the essential

doctrines of the Platonic system
3 is therefore entirely opposed

to the teaching of Plato. The arguments for the truth and

necessity of this doctrine are not indeed, from our point of

view, difficult to refute
;
but it is obvious that from Plato s

they are seriously meant.&quot;

I venture to think that the doctrine of avd^vrjcris, in

itself, and in its setting, is not intended by Plato to be taken

literally that it is not Dogma but Myth. This view, for

which I may appeal to the authority of Leibniz and Coleridge,
4

1
Meno, 80 D ff.

2
Phaedo, 73 c ff. and 76 D.

3
Teichmiiller, Studien zur Gcsch. d. Begriffe, pp. 208 ff.

4 Leibniz (Nouv. Ess. Avant-propos) describes the Platonic doctrine of

Reminiscence as toute fabuleuse ;
and Coleridge (Eiog. Lit. ch. 22), speaking of

Wordsworth s Ode on the Intimations of Immortalityfrom Recollections of Early
Childhood, says :

&quot; The ode was intended for such readers as had been accustomed
to watch the flux and reflux of their inmost nature, to venture at times into

the twilight realms of consciousness, and to feel a deep interest in modes of

inmost being, to which they know that the attributes of time and space are

inapplicable and alien, but which yet cannot be conveyed, save in symbols of

time and space. For such readers the sense is sufficiently plain, and they will be

as little disposed to charge Mr. Wordsworth with believing the Platonic pre-
existence in the ordinary interpretation of words, as I am to believe that Plato

himself ever meant or taught it.&quot;
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seems to me to be borne out by the passage in the Meno l

dealing with dvd/Avrjcris : dvdfjLvrjcris is presented there, in

accordance with Orphic belief, as becoming clearer and clearer

at each incarnation, till the soul at last attains to the blessed

life of a
^&amp;gt;aifjLwv.

Can it be maintained that Plato is in

earnest with all the Orphic details of this passage? and, if

not with all, with any ? It is to be noted, too, that Socrates

ends by recommending his tale about avdfjLv^cn^ entirely on

practical grounds, as likely to make us more ready to take the

trouble of seeking after knowledge. Here we are in this

world, he says in effect, with mental faculties which perhaps
deceive us. How are we to save ourselves from scepticism
and accidie ? Only by believing firmly that our mental

faculties do not deceive us. Science cannot establish in us

the belief that our mental faculties do not deceive us
;

for our

mental faculties are the conditions of science. The surest

way of getting to believe that our mental faculties do not

deceive us is, of course, to use them : but if the absence of

scientific proof of their trustworthiness should ever give us

anxiety, the persuasiveness of a Myth may comfort us
;

that

is, a Myth may put us in the mood of not arguing about our

mental faculties, but believing in them. Meno, in argu
mentative mood, asks how it is possible to investigate a thing
about which one knows absolutely nothing in this case,

Virtue, about which Socrates professes to know nothing

himself, and has shown that Meno knows nothing. One s

investigation, Meno argues, having no object whatever before

it, might hit by accident on some truth but how is one to

know that it is the truth one wants ? To this Socrates

replies : I understand your meaning, Meno. But don t you
see what a verbal sort of argument it is that you are intro

ducing ? You mean &quot;

that one can t investigate either what
one knows or what one does not know

;
for what one knows

one knows, and investigation is unnecessary ;
and what one

does not know one does not know, and how can one investi

gate one knows not what ?
&quot;

Meno. Exactly ;
and you think it is a good argument ?

Socrates. No, I don t.

M. Why, pray ?

1
Meno, 81.
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S. I will tell you. I have heard from men and women
who are wise concerning divine things

M. What have you heard ?

S. A Tale, true I believe, and great and glorious.

M. What was it ? Who told you ?

S. Those priests and priestesses whose continual study it

is to be able to give an account of the things which are their

business
;
and also Pindar, and many other divine poets. And

their Tale is this it is for you to consider whether you think

it a true Tale : they say,
&quot; That the Soul of Man is immortal,

and to-day she cometh to her End, which they call Death
;

and then afterwards is she born again, but perisheth never.

Wherefore it behoveth us to go through our lives observing

religion alway : for the Souls of them from whom Persephone
hath received the price of ancient Sin, she sendeth lack to the

light of the Sun above in the ninth year. These lie they who

become nolle kings and men swift and strong and mighty in

wisdom, and are called Blessed of them that come after unto all

generations.&quot;

Since the Soul, then, Socrates continues, is immortal, and

has often been incarnate, and has seen both the things here

and the things in Hades, and all things, there is nothing which

she has not learnt. No wonder, then, that she is able, of herself,

to recall to memory what she formerly knew about Virtue or

anything else
; for, as Nature is all of one common stock and

kind, and the Soul has learnt all things, there is no reason why,

starting from her recollection of but one thing (this is what is

called
&quot;

learning &quot;),
a man should not, of himself, discover all

other things, if only he have good courage, and shirk not inquiry

for, according to this account, all inquiry and learning is

&quot;

remembering.&quot; So, we must not be led away by your verbal

argument. It would make us idle
;
for it is an argument that

slack people like. But my account of the matter stirs people

up to work and inquire. Believing it to be the true account,

I am willing, along with you, to inquire what Virtue is.
1

The practical lesson to be drawn from the Myth contained

in this passage is indicated by Socrates a little further on :

2-

There are things, he says, in the Doctrine, or Myth, of

Reminiscence on which it is hardly worth while to insist, if

1
Meno, 80 D-81 E. 2

Meno, 86 A, B, c.
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they are challenged ;
but there is one thing in its teaching

which is worth maintaining against all comers that, if we
think that we ought to investigate what we do not know, we
are better men, more courageous and less slothful, than if we
think that what we do not know is something which it is

neither possible to ascertain nor right to investigate.

Zeller s reason for maintaining that the doctrine of

avd/Avrjo-Ls, set forth in this passage and in the Phaedrus

Myth, is to be taken literally seems to be that the doctrine

is propounded by Plato as the sole explanation of what he

certainly accepted as a fact the presence of an a priori

element in experience, and, moreover, is an explanation involv

ing the doctrine of Ideas which, it is urged, Plato wishes to

be taken literally.

I do not think that because introspection makes Plato

accept as a fact the presence of an a priori element in experi

ence, it follows that even the only
&quot;

explanation
&quot; which

occurs to him of the fact is regarded by him as
&quot;

scientific.&quot;

The &quot;

explanation
&quot;

consists in the assumption of Eternal

Ideas which are &quot;recollected&quot; from a prenatal experience on

the occasion of the presentation, in this life, of sensible objects
&quot;

resembling
&quot;

them. I go the length of thinking that the

Eternal Ideas, as assumed in this
&quot;

explanation,&quot; are, like their

domicile, the Plain of Truth, creations of mythology.
1

It is

because Aristotle either could not or would not see this, that

his criticism of the doctrine of Ideas 2
is a coup manqu6.

Milton s poem De Idea Platonica quemadmodum Aristoteles

intellexit seems to me to express so happily the state of the

case that the doctrine of Eternal Ideas set forth by Plato in

Myth is erroneously taken up by Aristotle as Dogma that I

venture to quote it here in full :

3

1 This view of the Ideas as we have them in the Phaedrus Myth is, of course,

quite consistent with an orthodox view of their place in Logic. In Logic the

ei5?? are scientific points of view by means of which phenomena are brought into
natural groups and explained in their causal context. Answering to these
scientific points of view are objectively valid Laws of Nature. Couturat (de Plat.

Mythis, p. 81), after pointing to certain differences in the accounts given in the

Tim., Phaedo, JlepubL, and Sophistes, respectively, of the I5ai, ends with the
remark that we might complain of &quot;inconsistency

&quot;

were it not that the whole
doctrine of i3&u is

&quot;

mythical.&quot; This, I think, is going too far. It is interesting
to note that Dante (Conv. ii. 5) draws a close parallel between the Platonic iBtai

and &quot;Gods
&quot;

: so far as the parallel goes, the former will belong to &quot;

mythology
&quot;

equally with the latter.
2 Met. M. 3 Masson s Poetical Works of John Milton, vol. iii. p. 76.
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Dicite, sacrorum praesides nemorum deae,

Tuque iioveni perbeata numinis

Memoria mater, quaeque in immenso procul
Antro recumbis otiosa Aeternitas,

Monumenta servans, et ratas leges Jovis,

Coelique fastos atque ephemeridas Deum,
Quis ille primus cujus ex imagine
Natura solers finxit humanum genus,

Aeternus, incorruptus, aequaevus polo,

Unusque et universus exemplar Dei ?

Haud ille, Palladis gemellus innubae,
Interna proles insidet menti Jovis ;

Sed, quamlibet natura sit communior,
Tamen seorsus extat ad morem unius,

Et, mira ! certo stringitur spatio loci :

Seu sempiternus ille siderum comes

Caeli pererrat ordines decemplicis,
Citimumve terris incolit Lunae globum ;

Sive, inter animas corpus adituras sedens,

Obliviosas torpet ad Lethes aquas ;

Sive in remota forte terrarum plaga
Incedit ingens hominis archetypus gigas,

Et diis tremendus erigit celsum caput,

Atlante major portitore siderum.

Non, cui profundum caecitas lumen dedit,

Dircaeus augur vidit hunc alto sinu
;

Non hunc silenti nocte Pleiones nepos
Vatum sagaci praepes ostendit choro

;

Non hunc sacerdos novit Assyrius, licet

Longos vetusti commemoret atavos Nini,

Priscumque Belon, inclytumque Osiridem
;

Non ille trino gloriosus nomine
Ter magnus Hermes (ut sit arcani sciens)

Talem reliquit Isidis cultoribus.

At tu,
1
perenne ruris Academi decus,

(Haec monstra si tu primus induxti scholis)

Jam jam poetas, urbis exules tuae,

Eevocabis, ipse fabulator maximus
;

Aut institutor ipse migrabis foras.

To put the matter briefly : I regard the whole doctrine of

avd/jbvrj(Ti&amp;lt;;,
and of l&eai qua involved in that doctrine, as an

Aetiological Myth plausible, comforting, and encouraging

1 Prof. Masson (o.c. iii. 527) says :

&quot; Tu is, of course, Plato ;
and here, it

seems to me, Milton intimates at the close that he does not believe that the

Aristotelian representation of Plato s Idea, which he has been burlesquing in the

poem, is a true rendering of Plato s real meaning. If it were so if Plato had

really taught any such monstrosity, then, etc. I rather think commentators on
the poem have missed its humorous character, and supposed Milton himself to be

finding fault with Plato.&quot;
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to explain the fact that Man finds himself in a World in

which he can get on. The Myth is a protest against the

Ignava Ratio of Meno and his like the sophistry which

excuses inactivity by proving, to the satisfaction of the inac

tive, that successful advance in knowledge and morality is

impossible.

IV

Pliaedrus, 248 D, E

The fact that the Philosopher and the Tyrant are respect

ively first and last in a list of nine can be explained only by
reference to the importance attached by Plato to 9x9x9 =
729, which, in Republ. 587 D, E (see Adam s notes), marks the

superiority of the Philosopher over the Tyrant in respect of

Happiness. The number 729 had a great vogue in later

times. Plutarch, in his de animae procreatione e Timaeo,

ch. 31, makes it the number of the Sun, which we know from

the de few. in orbe lunae, ch. 28, stands for vovs : tear avrov Se

rov rf\,Lov Kal K KOI ty , oaris a/ia re rerpdyayvo^ re KOI

Kv/3o$ larL It is also involved in the &quot;

mysterie of the

Septenary, or number seven,&quot; which is of two kinds 77 eVro&amp;lt;?

Setcd&os e/3SoyLta?, i.e. the 7 which comes in the series 1, 2,

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
;
and

77 e/cro? Se/eaSo? e/3So//,a?, which

is the seventh term from unity in the series 1, 3, 9, 27, 81,

243, 729. This is both a square (
= incorporeal substance)

and a cube (
= corporeal substance), i.e. 27x27 and 9x9

X 9 both = 729. This is worked out by Philo in a passage
of his Cosmopoeia Mosaica, quoted by Dr. Henry More in his

Defence of the Moral Cabbala, ch. ii. p. 164 (ed. 1662); and

More s application is worth quoting :

&quot; Seven hundred and

twenty-nine is made either by squaring of twenty-seven, or

culically multiplying of nine, and so is both cube and square,

Corporeal, and Incorporeal. Whereby is intimated that the

World shall not be reduced in the Seventh day to a mere

spiritual consistency, to an incorporeal condition, but that

there shall be a cohabitation of the Spirit with Flesh in a

mystical or moral sense, and that God will pitch his Tent

amongst us. Then shall be settled everlasting Eighteousness,,
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and rooted in the Earth, so long as mankind shall inhabit

upon the face thereof.&quot;

Again, Dante makes 9 the number of Beatrice. She was

in her ninth year when he first saw her ( Vita Nuova, 2) ;
his

first greeting he received from her nine years afterwards at

the ninth hour of the day (V. N., 3); and she departed this

life on the ninth day of the ninth month of the year,

according to the Syrian style (V. N. 30):
&quot;

Questo nurnero,&quot;

he concludes (V. N. 30), &quot;fu ella medesima
; per similitudine

dico, e cio intendo cosi : Lo numero del tre e la radice del

nove, perocche senza numero altro, per se medesimo moltipli-

cato, fa nove, siccome vedemo manifestamente che tre via tre

fa nove. Dunque se il tre e fattore per se medesimo del nove,

e lo fattore dei miracoli per se medesimo e tre, cioe Padre,

Figliuolo e Spirito Santo, li quali sono tre ed uno, questa donna

fu accompagnata dal numero del nove a dare ad intendere, que
ella era un nove, cioe un miracolo, la cui radice e solamente la

mirabile Trinitade.&quot; With this may be compared a passage in

Convivio, iv. 24, in which Dante, referring to Cicero, de Senectute

( 5), as authority, says that Plato died aged eighty-one (cf.

Toynbee, Dante Diet., art. &quot;Platone,&quot; at the end, for a quotation

from Seneca, Ep. 58, to the same effect); and adds: &quot;e io

credo che, se Cristo non fosse stato crucifisso, e fosse vivuto lo

spazio che la sua vita potea secondo natura trapassare, egli

sarebbe all ottantuno anno di mortale corpo in eternale

trasmutato.&quot;

The contrast between the celestial mise en scene of the

History of the Soul represented in the Phaedrus Myth, and

the terrestrial scenery of the great Eschatological Myths in the

Phaedo, Gorgias, and Republic, is a point on which some re

marks may be offered.

In the Phaedrus Myth we are mainly concerned with the Fall

and Ascension of human Souls through the Heavenly Spheres
intermediate between the Earth and the irebiov akrfOeia^.

Eeference to the Sublunary Kegion which includes Tartarus,

the Plain of Lethe, and the Earthly Paradise (Islands of the

Blessed, True Surface of the Earth, ra vrepl &amp;lt;yrfv

=
ovpavo&amp;lt;^) }

is
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slight and distant. In the Phaedrus Myth we have light

wings and a Paradiso
;

in the three other Myths mentioned,

plodding feet and an Inferno and a Purgatorio.

This distinction answers to a real difference in the sources

on which Plato drew for his History of the Soul. On the one

hand, he was indebted to the Pythagorean Orphics, who put

KaOapais in the forefront of their eschatology. On the other

hand, he had at his disposal, for the selection of details, the

less refined mythology of the rcardpacris et9
f/

Atof, as taught

by the Priests denounced in the Republic.
1

The eschatology of the Pythagorean Orphics may be

broadly characterised as celestial and astronomical. The Soul

falls from her native place in the Highest Heaven, through
the Heavenly Spheres, to her first incarnation on Earth. By
means of a series of sojourns in Hades, and re-incarnations on

Earth (the details of which are mostly taken from the myth
ology of the /card/Baais et?

r/

Ai$ov\ she is purified from the

taint of the flesh. Then, at last, she returns to her native

place in the Highest Heaven, passing, in the upward flight of

her chariot, through the Heavenly Spheres, as through Stations

or Doors.

The earliest example which has come down to us of this

celestial eschatology is that which meets us in the passage
with which Parmenides begins his Poem. Parmenides goes

up in a chariot accompanied by the Daughters of the Sun
;

he rides through the Gate of Justice where the paths of Day
and Night have their parting ;

and comes to the Kegion of

Light, where Wisdom receives him.2

In contrast to this celestial eschatology, the eschatology
of the Priests denounced in the Republic may be described

as terrestrial. All Souls go to a place on Earth, or under the

Earth, to be judged, and the good are sent to the right to

eternal feasting (/jL0rj aiwvios, Rep. 363 D), and the wicked

to the left, to lie for ever in the Pit of Slime. Of the true

KtiOapa-is effected by a secular process of penance and

philosophic aspiration these Priests have no conception. The
1 363 c, D

;
364 B ff.

2 See Burnet s Early Greek Philosophy, pp. 183 ff.
;
and Dieterich, Eine

Mithrasliturgic, p. 197. The passage does not express the views of Parmenides
himself

;
but is borrowed from the Pythagorean Orphics, probably for the mere

purpose of decoration. The Soul-chariots of the Phaedrus Myth are derived from
the same source.
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only fcd0apcris which comes within the range of their thought
is that effected, once for all in this life, by ritual observance.

The /cdOapcTis thus effected in this life is all that is needed

to bring the Soul to the very
&quot;

earthly
&quot;

Paradise of their

eschatology.

Although Plato leaves us in the Gorgias with only the

Islands of the Blessed and the Pit of Tartarus of this

terrestrial eschatology, he makes it plain in the Phaedo

Myth, not to mention the Timaeus and the Phaedrus Myth,
that the ultimate destination of the virtuous Soul is not any
Terrestrial Paradise of sensual delights (which might well be

that secured by mere ritual purification), but a Celestial

Paradise, to which the Pure Intelligence rises by its own

strenuous effort, recalling to memory more and more clearly

the Eternal Truth which it ardently loves.

It was through what may be called its astronomical side,

and not through that side which reflects the mythology of

the /cardfiao-i,? et9 &quot;AiSov, that the Platonic eschatology

influenced subsequent religious thought and practice. The

doctrine of fcdOaporis effected by personal effort in a Cosmos

governed by God, which, after all, is the great contribution

made by Plato to the religious thought and practice of

Europe, found its appropriate vehicle in the large astronomy
which meets us in the Timaeus and Phaedrus an astronomy

which was afterwards elaborated, with special reference to the

aerial and aethereal habitats of Daemons and disembodied

human Souls, by the Stoics no less than by the Platonists.

Dieterich, in his Eine Mithrasliturgie (1903), mentions the

Stoic Posidonius, Cicero s teacher, as the writer who did most

to unite the Pythagorean and Platonic tradition with the

doctrines of the Stoa. As result of his accommodation of

Platonic eschatology to Stoic doctrine, reference
:

to a sub

terranean Hades disappears, and the History of the Soul after

Death is that of its dvafiacrw from Earth to Air, from Air to

Aether, and through the Spheres of the Planets to the Sphere

of the Fixed Stars. The substitution of dvdfiacris for fcard-

fiacns, even in the case of the Souls of the wicked, con

nects itself closely with the &quot;

physical science
&quot;

of the Stoics.

In the Phaedrus Myth the Soul has wings and flies up ;
but

1 Eine Mithrasliturgie, pp. 79 and 202.
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the Stoics give a &quot;

scientific
&quot;

reason for its ascent, the
&quot; matter

&quot;

of which it is made is so rare and light that it rises

of necessity when it is separated from the terrestrial body.

To Posidonius, and through him to Plato and the Pythagorean

Orphics, Dieterich l carries back the eschatology of Cicero s

Somnium Scipionis and Tusculanae Disputationes,
2 and of

Seneca s Letter to Marcia 3 an eschatology in which the Soul

is represented as ascending through Heavenly Stations
;
while

the astronomy of the pseudo-Aristotelian irepl KOO-JJLOV, a

work of the first century after Christ, translated in the

second century by Apuleius, he contends, is essentially that

of Posidonius. The latest embodiment of the Type first

made known to us in the Poem of Parmenides and the

Phaedrus Myth is Dante s Paradiso, the scheme of which

is
&quot; The Ascension of a Purified Soul through the Moving

Heavens into the Presence of God in the Unmoved Heaven.&quot;

Let us try to follow the line, or lines, along which the

influence of the Phaedrus Myth (for the Poem of Parmenides

scarcely counts beside the Phaedrus Myth) was transmitted

to the Paradiso.

It was transmitted to the Paradiso along two main lines.

The first passed through the Aristotelian Metaphysics and

de Coelo the influence thus transmitted showing itself in the

definite astronomical framework of the Paradiso, and the

notion of V Amor che move il Sole e V altre Stelle. The

second line (which I believe to be necessary, with the first,

for the full explanation of the scheme, and more especially

of the f)0os, of the Paradiso) has two strands, one of which

consists of the Somnium Scipionis, and its antecedents, chiefly

Stoical
;
the other, of certain astronomical apocalypses, chiefly

Christian these apocalypses being closely related to certain

sacramental rites, or mysteries, which embody the eschatology
of the Phaedrus Myth.

Let me enlarge a little on these two lines of influence;

and, first, try to indicate how the Myth of the vTrepovpdvtos

TOTTO? the goal of all volition and intellection passes

through Aristotle into the Christian mythology of Dante.

The vwrov ovpavov of the Phaedrus Myth (247) is the

convex surface of the eighth Sphere the Sphere of the

1
o.c. p. 201. 2

i. 18, 19. 3 Ch. 25.

2A
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Fixed Stars, which includes, according to Plato s astronomy,
all the other Spheres, and carries them round with it in its

revolution from east to west, while they have their own

slower motions within from west to east.
1

The gods, sitting in their chariots, are carried round on

this outer Sphere, throughout its whole revolution, in full

sight of the Eternal Kegion beyond, while human Souls, at

least till they are perfectly purified, obtain only broken

glimpses of it. We must suppose that it is in order to get
a connected view of this Super-celestial Kegion that the

newly created Souls in the Timaeus (40 E 42 E) are sent,

each in its star-chariot, on a journey round the Heavens. It

is the invincible desire of seeing the Super-celestial Kegion
which draws all Souls, divine and human, up to the vwroi

ovpavov, and obliges them to go round with the revolution of

1 See Timaeus, 36 B
; Republic, 616 B ff.

;
and Boeckh, Commentatio altera de

Platonico Systemate Coelestium Globorum, et de vera indole Astronomiae Philo-

laicae (Heidelberg, 18] 0), p. 5. According to the system accepted by Plato as

scientifically true, the Earth occupies the centre, round which the Heavens
revolve ; but the Earth does not revolve on its own axis

;
the eiXXo^vrjv of

Tim. 40 B means &quot;wrapped, or globed round,&quot; not
&quot;revolving&quot;

as Arist. de

Coelo, ii. 293 b 30, falsely interprets. If Plato made the Earth revolve

on its axis, that would neutralise the effect of the revolution of the Sphere
of the Fixed Stars (Boeckh, o.c. p. 9). In the Phaedrus Myth, however,
Boeckh (p. 28) is of opinion that Plato deserts the system which he accepts as

scientifically true, and follows the Pythagoreans, who put Eorta (Ai6s &amp;lt;i&amp;gt;iAa/c7?)

in the centre of the Universe (see Burnet s Early Greek Philosophy, 125, pp.
319 ff.). The ptvet yap Ecma ev de&v ofoy fwvrf of Phaedrus, 247 A, is in favour
of Boeckh s opinion ; but, apart from this one clause, there is nothing in the Myth
to suggest that Plato does not think of the Earth as fixed iu the midst of the
Heavens. If he thought of the Earth as one of the planets revolving round a

Pythagorean central fire, wr

hy does the Earth not appear with the other planets,
in this Myth, as one of the planet-gods in the train of Zeus? &quot;The planet-

gods,&quot;
Plato in effect says, &quot;after their journey come home. Ecrrta, the

hearth, is the home to which they come.&quot; This is a quite natural sequence
of ideas

;
and I think it better to suppose that it passed through Plato s mind,

than to have recourse to the view that he abandoned the doctrine of the

centrality of the Earth, without which, indeed, it would be very difficult to

visualise the Fall and Ascension of human Souls the main &quot;incident&quot; of the

Myth. The statement of Theophrastus recorded by Plutarch, that Plato in his

later years regretted that he had made the Earth the centre in the Timaeus, is

doubtless justly suspected by Zeller and other scholars : see Zeller s Plato,

p. 379, n. 37, Eng. Transl.

I have spoken of the choir of Zeus as
&amp;lt;;

planet-gods
&quot;

; but, as there are seven

planets and twelve gods or eleven in the absence of Hestia the expression
is only approximately exact. Of. Thompson s Phaedrus, p. 159.

For later developments of the geocentric system accepted by Plato, see Arist.

Met. A, 1073 b 17 ff. (A is judged to be post-Aristotelian by Rose, de Arist. lib.

ord. et auct. p. 242), where the system of Eudoxus with 27 spheres, that of

Callippus with 34 spheres, and that of the writer himself with 56 spheres, are

described. Of. Zeller s Arist. i. 499-503, Engl. Transl. These spheres were
added to explain the &amp;lt;j)vu.v6ij.eva.
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the ovpavos moving in order to apprehend the whole extent

of that which is unmoved. Human thought here on Earth is

rational in so far as it reproduces, or
&quot;

imitates,&quot; within the

microcosm of the circular brain, the orbit in which the

Heavenly Sphere moves in the presence of this Unmoved

(Timaeus, 47 B).

Aristotle, although he omits the mythology of Souls in

their chariots, retains the motive of the Phaedrus Myth, and,

indeed, much of its language,
1

in his doctrine that the Outer

Sphere the Primum Mobile is itself moved by the attrac

tion of something beyond which is unmoved
;

and this

ultimate unmoved source of the heavenly motion he identifies

with God, described as an immaterial, eternally active, Prin

ciple, final object at once of knowledge and desire, Who
moves the Heavens as One Beloved moves a Lover Kivzl &&amp;gt;?

epa)/j,evov.
2 Now this is Myth. God the Best Beloved, the

Final Truth, takes, in Aristotle s theory, the place of the TreSiov

d\7]6etas which the Souls, in Plato s Myth, eagerly seek to

see. The language of the Aristotelian passage, too, is worthy
of the dignity of the Myth. &quot;With all its technicalities the

passage is a lofty hymn which has deeply influenced the

religious imagination of all after ages.

The vTrepovpdvios TOTTO?, or TreSiov d\r)0eia$, of the

Phaedrus Myth the God of Met. A, Who, unmoved (aKivrjTov)

object of volition (^ov\rjr6v) and intellection (Z/OTJTOZ/), moves

the Heavens appears in the Christian doctrine, which Dante

poetises, as the Quiet Heaven, the Empyrean, the unmoved

dwelling-place of God and all the blessed spirits. This, in

the mediaeval astronomy, is counted as the Tenth Heaven, for

between it and the Eighth Sphere of the Platonico-Aristotelian

system the Ninth Starless Sphere, the Crystalline Sphere,
had been interpolated as primum mobile. Let us turn again
to the passage in the Convimo (ii. 4) in which Dante speaks
of the Tenth Heaven, and read it afresh

3
in the light of what

lias been said about the Tre&iov aXrjOelas and the Aristotelian

God:
&quot; There are nine Moving Heavens

;
and the order of

1

Phaedrus, 245 c, is the source of the thought and phraseology of Arist.

Met. A, 1072 a 23 ff.

- See Arist. Met. A, 1072 a 21-1072 b 30.
3 See p. 164 supra.
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their position is as follows : The first that is reckoned is that

of the Moon
;

the second that in which Mercury is
;

the

third Venus
;
the fourth the Sun

;
the fifth Mars

;
the sixth

Jupiter ;
the seventh Saturn

;
the eighth is that of the Stars

;

the ninth is that which can only be perceived by the move
ment above mentioned, which is called Crystalline, or dia

phanous, or wholly transparent. But outside of these

Catholics suppose the Empyrean Heaven, which is as much
as to say the Heaven of Flame, or the Luminous

;
and they

suppose this to be immovable, since it has in itself, in respect

of every part, that which its matter requires. And this is

the reason why the primum mobile has most rapid movement :

because by reason of the fervent longing which every part of

it has to be joined to every part of that most divine Motion

less Heaven, it revolves within that with so great desire

that its velocity is, as it were, incomprehensible. And this

Motionless and Peaceful Heaven is the place of that Supreme

Deity which alone fully beholds itself. This is the place of

the blessed spirits, according as Holy Church, which cannot

lie, will have it; and this Aristotle, to whoso understands

him aright, seems to mean in the first book de Coelo&quot;

In this doctrine of the Quiet Heaven, justly said to have

the authority of Aristotle in its favour, we have the motive

of the whole Myth of the Paradiso. The ascent of Dante,

through the Nine Moving Spheres, to the Unmoved Heaven,
his will and intellect moved at every stage by

&quot; the Love

which moves the sun and other stars,&quot; is a Myth how
valuable in its regulative influence the world knows, and

may yet know better a Myth setting forth like the Myth
of the Soul-Chariots, man s personal effort to take his place

in the Cosmos by
&quot;

imitating
&quot;

its eternal laws in his own

thought and will, not content to look always down, like the

brutes, at the things beneath him on the ground, but, first,

lifting up his eyes to the Visible Gods the stars in their

orderly courses and then thinking out the law of their order
;

thus, as we read in the Timaeus (47 A), realising the final

cause of eyes, which is to awaken thought. The ultimate

identity of Thought and Will as both drawn forth by the

attraction of one Object the Object, Plato would say, of
&quot;

Philosophy,&quot; of
&quot;

Theology
&quot;

Aristotle and Dante would say
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is thus contained in the Myth of the Paradiso, as in the

Phaedrus Myth. The associations of Dante s Myth lie

nearer to our modern life than those of Plato s Myth, and

we may be helped to appreciate the latter through the

former. In both we have models of what a refined Myth
ought to be. It ought to be based on old tradition, and yet
must not fetter, but rather give new freedom to, present-day

thinking. It is impossible to define, or even describe, the aid

which a refined mythology, such as that of Dante, brings to

a man s life, for the aid which it brings is inseparable from

the charm under which his personal study of it has at last

brought him : %pr) ra rotavra wcr-Trep eirabeiv eavra).
1

The TreSiov dXijOeias of the Phaedrus Myth, which thus

answers to Aristotle s KIVOVV ov Kivovpevov, or God, and to

Dante s Unmoved Heaven, or Empyrean, the dwelling-place
of God, holds an important position in the Neo-Platonic

philosophy. The passage in which Plotinus describes it is

one of the most highly-strung pieces of philosophical writing
in the whole of his Enneads, and need not be entered upon
here

;

2 but Plutarch s description of it may be given. It

occurs in his de defectu oraculorum? where he records the

doctrine of a &quot; Barbarian
Stranger,&quot; who, rejecting alike the

view of Plato, that there is only one Cosmus, and the view of

others, that the number of Cosmi is infinite, and that of

others still, that there are five of them, maintains that there

are exactly 1 8 3
4
of them, arranged in the figure of a triangle,

the sides of which they form, touching one another 60 to

each side, and one in each angle. These Cosmi move round

along the sides of the triangle in procession, arpe^a Trepuovras

wcrTre/o ev xppeia ; and the area of the triangle which these

moving Cosmi make is called the Plain of Truth, tre&iov

a\rj6eia^. In this Plain abide unmoved the rationes
(\6&amp;lt;yoi),

formae (etS?;), exemplaria (irapaBeLyfiara), of all things which
ever have, and ever shall, come into being ;

and round about
1
Phaedo, 114 D.

2 Enn. vi. 7. 13. Two sentences from it will show its character sufficiently :

v avT$ 6
a\-r)di.i&amp;gt;bs vovs irtyvKe TrXavaaOai.- TT^VKC 5 iv oiV/cus Tr\a.vav6ai

ffvvdeovffCjv T&V ov&amp;lt;n&v TOLLS avrov TrXdi/cus. Travraxou 5 auT6s tan fj.vov&amp;lt;rav

ovv %X I- TV Tr\6.vt]v. 77 de TrXdvr] avT&amp;lt; v rip TTJS dX^^etas ireSiy, oO OVK

tK.fia.ivei..
3 Ch. 22.
4 Half of the number of the days in the year, as a friend suggests to me.

Of. the number of the /SatriXe^s (729), Rep. 587 E.
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these Eternal Verities is spread Eternity (alwv), which flows

out as Time (^0^09) upon the moving Cosmi. Human Souls,

if they live virtuously, have sight of these Eternal Verities

once in ten thousand years. The holiest mysteries of this

world are but a dream of that Perfect Revelation.
&quot; This Myth of the Barbarian Stranger/ says the narrator

of it in Plutarch s Dialogue,
&quot;

I listened to as though I were

being initiated. The Stranger offered no demonstration or

other evidence of the truth of it.&quot;

The Myth
1

is a good instance of the way in which the

later Platonists used Plato s suggestions and, it must be

added, Aristotle s
;

for in the de Coelof aloov, outside the

ovpavos, where there is neither TOTTO?, nor Kevov, nor %p6vos,
nor jjbera^o\rj, is identified with God, whose life is described

as airaOrjs, apiary, avTap/cearaTr]. Platonists had, indeed,

almost as rich a mine to work in Aristotle as they had in

Plato himself.
3

Before I leave the subject of the influence of the Pkaedrus

Myth as transmitted to Dante through the de Coelo and

Metaphysics it shows itself mainly in the definite astro

nomical framework of the Paradiso, and the notion of

L Amor clie move il Sole e 1 altre stelle

I may notice another notion very prominent in the Paradiso

which seems to have taken form in the course of an evolution

starting from the Pkaedrus Myth, or the eschatology of which

that Myth is the most eminent product. I refer to the

notion that the various temperaments, or characters, are

produced by the action of the stars, especially of the planets.

This notion is deeply embedded in the structure of the

Paradiso. The spirits whom Dante sees in the three lower

spheres are seen by him there in human form because in their

earthly lives they yielded to influences exerted by the Moon,

by Mercury, and by Venus respectively because they broke

1 Referred to by Dr. Bi^g, Neoplatonism, p. 121.
2

i. 9. 279 a 16.
3 The Axiochus (371 B) is quite un-Platonic, and indeed singular, iu its view

of the Trediov a\r)6eias. The place where Minos and the other Judges of the

Dead sit is called the Trediov d\fjdeias, and is on the other side of Acheron and

Cocytus, i.e. down in Tartarus
;
whereas the Xei/xwv of the Judgment-Seat in the

Phaedo is on this side of these rivers, and in the Republic is certainly outride

of Tartarus.
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vows, were ambitious, were guilty of unehastity. In the

four upper planetary spheres likewise Dante sees spirits

whose characters on Earth were such as their various planets

determined
; these, however, being beyond the shadow of the

Earth and its influence, are no longer in human form, but

enclosed in an envelope of light they are ardenti sole 1

spherical, like the stars
;

for the sphere is the perfect form

which the pure aethereal vehicle naturally takes. Now, if we

turn from the Paradiso to the Phaedrus Myth we find that

there Souls are ^opevrai of, follow in the train of, various

Planet-Gods, Zeus, Ares, and others, in their ascent to the

Empyrean, or TreStW a\7]6eias, and show corresponding tem

peraments of character when they are afterwards born in the

flesh.

This mythological explanation of the varieties of tem

perament may be compared with that offered by Macrobius

in his Commentary on Cicero s Somnium Scipionis, which I

cannot do better than give in Professor Dill s words :

2

The Commentary on the Dream of Scipio enables one to

understand how devout minds could even to the last remain

attached to paganism. It presupposes rather than expounds the

theology of Neoplatonism. Its chief motive is rather moral or

devotional than speculative. The One, supreme, unapproachable,

ineffable, residing in the highest heaven, is assumed as the source

of mind and life, penetrating all things, from the star in the

highest ether to the lowest form of animal existence. The
Universe is God s temple, filled with His presence. The unseen,
inconceivable Author created from His essence pure mind, in the

likeness of Himself. In contact with matter mind degenerates
and becomes Soul. In the scale of being the moon marks the

limit between the eternal and the perishable, and all below the

moon is mortal and evanescent except the higher principle in

man. Passing from the divine world through the gate of Cancer

(cf. Plotin. Ennead, iv. 3. 15), mind descends gradually, in a fall

from its original blessedness, through the seven spheres, and, in

its passage, the divine and universal element assumes the various

faculties which make up the composite nature of man. In Saturn
it acquires the reasoning power, in Jupiter the practical and

moral, in Mars the spirited, in Venus the sensual element. But
in the process of descending into the body, the divine part suffers

a sort of intoxication and oblivion of the world from which it

1 Par. x. 76.
2 Roman Society in the Last Century of the Western Empire, pp. 90, 91.
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comes, in some cases deeper than in others. Thus the diffusion

of Soul among bodily forms is a kind of death
;
and the body is

only a prison, or rather a tomb, which cannot be quitted save by
a second death, the death to sin and earthly passion.

Here, in the Commentary of Macrobius, two things kept

separate in the Phaedrus Myth the Fall of Souls to the Earth

Sia TO Trrepoppveiv, and their membership of the retinue of

particular gods are combined. It is in its Fall that a Soul

comes into touch with the gods ;
and derives, it would seem,

a complex temperament from touch with them all in suc

cession.
1

With regard to the cause of the Fall of Souls the Neo-

Platonic mythology, while retaining the Trrepoppvelv explana
tion given in the Phaedrus, dwells more particularly on the

ideas of illusion and intoxication. Souls remain at peace

above till, like Narcissus, they see themselves reflected in the

mirror of Dionysus :

2
this is the flowing stream of sense and

generation, into which they plunge, mistaking the image for

reality. With the idea of illusion thus illustrated, the idea of

intoxication connects itself naturally. The stream of sense, the

mirror of Dionysus, is the bowl of Dionysus. Plunging into

it the Soul drinks forgetfulness of Eternal Truth, and the

world into which it is born thereafter is the (nrrj\aiov \r)0&amp;lt;rjs.

There are Souls which have not drunk so deeply as others of

this cup. There are the
&quot;

dry souls
&quot;

of Heraclitus.
3

They
still retain some recollection of the disembodied state, and in

this earthly life hearken to the good ^ai/juwv who comes with

them in their /cdOo&os. The comparison of the body to a

1
Macrobius, Somn. i. 12, 68. See Lobeck, Aglaoph. pp. 932 ff., where other

writers are quoted for this view of the formation of human temperament. The
seven planets likewise connect themselves with the seven days of the week, and
the seven metals (e/fdary rCov acrrtpuv V\TJ TIS dvayerai, 77X10; fj.v 6

&pyvpos, &quot;Apei (rldr/pos, Kpo^uj yu6Xt/35os, Ati r^Xe/crpos,

%a\/c6s, Schol. on Pindar, Isthm. v. 2) ; consequently the Mithraic

heres, throstair, /cXZ/ta^ eTrrdTriAos, represented the seven planetary spheres, through which
the Soul passes, by seven metals : the first step, that of Saturn, was of lead ;

the second, that of Venus, of tin
;
the third, that of Jupiter, of brass

;
the

fourth, that of Mercury, of iron, and so on, the days of the week being taken in

backward order : see Lobeck, Aglaoph. p. 934. Further, there are seven colours,

seven strings, seven vowels, seven ages of a man s life, as well as seven planets,
seven days, and seven metals (of. Dieterich, Mithrasliturgie, pp. 186 ff.) ;

also

seven seals, some of them associated with differently coloured horses, and seven

angels, in Rev. v.-viii.
2 Plotin. Ennead, iv. 3. 12, vol. i. p. 247, ed. Kirchhoff.
3
Bywater, Heracliti Rel. p. 30.
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Heraclitean river, which occurs in Timaeus (43 A), doubtless

contributed to this Nee-Platonic mythology of the Fall.

The second line of influence connecting the Paradiso with

the Phaedrus Myth has, as I said, two strands, the first of

which consists of the Somnium Scipionis and its antecedents,

chiefly Stoical. The links between the Phaedrus Myth and

Somnium Scipionis (which Dante undoubtedly knew)
l
are in

dicated by Dieterich in passages referred to above,
2 and need

not be specified here
;
but the second strand, consisting of the

astronomical apocalypses, has scarcely received the attention

which it deserves, and I venture to say something about it.

It is remarkable how little Dante is indebted in the

Paradiso to the Revelation of St. John. The seven references

in the Paradiso to that Apocalypse noted by Dr. Moore (Studies

in Dante, First Series, Index to Quotations, 1) concern details

only. The Revelation of St. John has indeed nothing service

able for Dante s purpose except details, for its scheme is quite

different from that of the Paradiso. It is very doubtful if the

writer knows anything of the astronomy of the eight Moving
Heavens and the Unmoved Heaven

;
at any rate, if he does, he

makes no use of it
;
his scheme is not that of the Ascension of

a Soul through Heaven after Heaven. The scene is always

changing from Heaven to Earth, and to Hell
;
and the New

Jerusalem, in the description of which the Vision culminates,

descends out of the New Heaven, and is established upon the

New Earth. It is to apocalypses of an entirely different type
that the Paradiso is related to apocalypses in which the

whole mise en scene of the eschatological drama is astronomical,

and the preoccupation of the writers is not, as that of the

writer of the Revelation of St. John largely is, with the Reign
of the Messiah on Earth over a chosen people, but with the

KaOapcns of the disembodied Soul of the individual. These
&quot;

astronomical apocalypses,&quot; as we may call them some of

them of Jewish authorship (like the Book of the Secrets of

Enoch, the &quot; Slavonic Enoch,&quot;
3 which was written, before the

1 See Tozer (An English Commentary on Dante s
&quot; Divina Commedia

&quot;)
on Par.

xxii. 133 ff.
;
and cf. Annual Report of the Dante Society (Cambridge, Mass.), 1901

;

Index of Authors quoted by Benvenuto da Imola, by Paget Toynbee, art.
&quot;

Macrobius.&quot;
2
Supra, pp. 352, 353.

3 Translated from the Slavonic by W. R. Morfill, and edited with Introduc

tion, notes, and indices, by R. H. Charles, 1896.
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end of the second century B.C., at Alexandria, in the main in

Greek, although portions of it reproduce a Hebrew original),

the majority of them of Christian authorship owe their astro

nomy mainly to Greek sources. It is true, of course, that the

conception of Seven Heavens answering to the Seven Planets

was familiar in the East before the Hellenistic period ;

1 but

the remarkable prominence which the conception suddenly
assumed in that period can only, I submit, be ascribed to

direct Greek influence.2 The scheme of these apocalypses
is always that of a Soul separated by ecstasy from its body,

and, with some angel or daemon as guide or /jLvo-rayatyos,

rising from the Earth, through air to aether, and then from

planetary sphere to planetary sphere, up to the Presence of

God in, or beyond, the Seventh Heaven. Thus in the

Ascension of Isaiah? Isaiah is conducted, through the seven

planetary spheres, to the Presence of God the Father, and

hears Him commissioning His Son to descend to the Earth.

The descent of Christ through the spheres is then described
;

and after an account of His life on Earth, and death, and

resurrection, the Apocalypse closes with His Ascension through
the Heavenly Spheres to the right hand of God.

The persistence of this type the &quot; astronomical apoca

lypse
&quot;

is as remarkable as its wide distribution. Appearing
first among the Jews in the second century B.C., it is adopted

by the Christians Greek, Latin, Slavonic, and Ethiopian, and

at last by Islam
;

for the Vision of Mahomet is one of the

best examples of it.

The Vision of Mahomet is the story of the Prophet s

miraculous journey from Mecca to
&quot; the further temple

&quot;

at

Jerusalem, and his ascent thence,
4

through the Circles of

Heaven, into the immediate Presence of God, far beyond where

even Gabriel could ascend. I give the story (only briefly

referred to in the Quran itself, ch. xvii. 1, but told in all the

1 See Prof. Charles s Introduction to The Boole of the Secrets of Enoch, pp.
xxi. ff.

2 Dieterich (Eine Mithraslituryie, p. 192) remarks that the conception of the

ascension of the Soul through Heavenly Stations does not appear in Jewish

literature till the Hellenistic period in the Apocalypse of Enoch.
3 Written in Greek, according to Prof. Charles (see his Ascension of Isaiah,

1900, and his articles on Apocalyptic literature in the End. Brit, and Eiicl.

Bib.}, between A.D. 50 and 80, translated into Latin, Ethiopia, and Slavonic,
and extant now in its entirety only in the Ethiopia version.

4 It is from the spot antipodal to Jerusalem that Dante ascends.
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earliest Lives of the Prophet) in the words of Mr. P. de Lacy
Johnstone (Muhammad and his Power, 1901, pp. 84

ff.)
:

At the portal of the first heaven the angel knocked, and a

voice from within inquired who sought admittance. Gabriel

answered,
&quot;

It is I, Gabriel.&quot; But again the voice asked,
&quot;

Is there

any with thee 1
&quot; and he said,

&quot;

Muhammad.&quot; Again came the

question,
&quot; Hath he been called (to the office of prophet) ?

&quot; and he

answered,
&quot;

Yes.&quot; Then was the gate opened, and they entered
;

and Adam greeted Muhammad with the words,
&quot;

Welcome, pious
son and pious Prophet !

&quot; Then Muhammad beheld, and saw two

doors, the one on Adam s right hand, and the other on his left.

As oft as he looked towards the first he laughed with delight, and
there issued therefrom a sweet savour

;
but as often as he turned

to the other he wept, and from it came evil odours
;
and the

Prophet marvelled, and asked of Gabriel what this should mean
;

and it was told him that the one door led to Paradise, and the

other to Hell, and that the Father of Mankind rejoiced over those

who were saved, and wept over those of his children who were lost.

Then they soared upward to the second Heaven, to which they
entered after the same questions and answers as at the first

;
and

there were two young men, John the Baptist and Jesus, and they

greeted Muhammad,
&quot;

Welcome, pious brother and pious Prophet !

&quot;

Thence they passed to the third Heaven, to receive the same wel

come from Joseph,
&quot; whose beauty excelled that of all other crea

tures as far as the light of the full moon surpasses that of the stars
&quot;

;

then to the fourth, where Enoch greeted them
;
and the fifth, where

Aaron welcomed them with the same words. In the sixth Heaven
Moses welcomed him as his brother and a Prophet ;

but he wept
as he soared above him not for envy of Muhammad s glory sur

passing his own, but to think that so few of his own nation were

appointed to Paradise. From the Heaven of Moses the Archangel
led Muhammad up to the seventh, where he showed him Abraham
&quot;his Father,&quot; who bade him &quot;Welcome, pious son and pious

Prophet !

&quot;

In this seventh Heaven the Prophet beheld the

wondrous Tree, the abode of Gabriel, round which fly countless

myriads of angels ;
from its foot spring the two rivers of Paradise,

and the two great rivers of Earth Euphrates and the Nile
;
and

&quot;the light of God overspreads the whole Tree.&quot; There, too, was
the heavenly Kaaba, the original of the Meccan, and round it went,
in adoring circuit, radiant armies of angels ;

so vast indeed is their

number that the same worshipping host never returns after once

making the mystic round. Beyond the seventh Heaven Gabriel

could only go with the Prophet, and that by special permission, as

far as the first of the seventy veils of dazzling light (each 500

years journey from the next) that shut in the Throne of God. As
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the Prophet passed each successive stage, the gracious Voice bade

him &quot; come nearer !

&quot;

till at last he entered the immediate presence
of God. There he was endowed with perfect wisdom and know

ledge, cheered with the promise that all who received his message
should be taken into Paradise, and commanded to lay on his faith

ful followers the duty of praying fifty times in the day. The

Prophet returned from God s Presence Chamber to the lower

heavens, and told Moses of the duty laid upon him. But by the

old Lawgiver s advice he time after time ventured back to plead
with his Lord till the burden of the daily prayers was reduced to

five the perpetual ordinance of Islam. Then with lightning

speed the Prophet was returned to his chamber at Mecca, and, for

all the wondrous things he had seen, yet was the bed warm when
he lay down again.

There can be no doubt, of course, that the Vision of Mahomet
was deliberately modelled on the Astronomical Apocalypse of

which the Ascension of Isaiah may be taken as an example.
Can there be any doubt that the same Type was before Dante s

mind when he wrote the Paradiso ? It would be unreasonable

to suppose that a Poem, which in
r)0o&amp;lt;?

as well as in astro

nomical scheme so closely conforms to a Type of which the

examples were so widely distributed, was written in ignorance
of that Type. The Paradiso, as it stands, cannot be accounted

for by the supposition that the Somnium Scipionis first

suggested to the Christian Poet an astronomical scheme which

he elaborated on lines laid down for him by Aristotle and

Alfragarius, in whose works he happened to be learned and

greatly interested. It was not, I take it, because he knew
the Somnium Scipionis and was interested in the traditional

astronomy that he adopted the astronomical scheme, but

because he found that scheme in the Christian Apocalypse

already consecrated to the subject with which his Poem is

concerned (and the Somnium Scipionis is not) the /cddapo-^
of a Soul.1

Taking, then, the Astronomical Apocalypse of which the

1 The Ascension of Isaiah, one of the most elaborately astronomical of the

apocalypses, existed in a Latin version which Dante may well have known. It

was printed at Venice in 1522, and contains 6-11 the &quot;ascension&quot; proper.
See also Mr. M. R. James (The Revelation of Peter, p. 40, and Texts and Studies,
ii. 2, pp. 23 ff.) for the influence of the Apocalypse of Paul (a fourth or early fifth

century work, which exhibits, with some confusion, the astronomical scheme
which is so exactly followed in the Ascension of Isaiah) upon mediaeval visions

and the Divina Commedia.
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Secrets of Enoch, the Ascension of Isaiah, and the Vision of

Mahomet are examples, as the Type on which Dante deliber

ately modelled the Paradiso, with the aid of the de Coelo,

and Metaphysics, and Elementa of Alfraganus, and Somnium

Scipionis (itself a divergent example of the same Type), let

me try to indicate the connection of this Type with the

eschatology of the Phaedrus Myth.
The connection is to be found, I think, in the use made

by sacramental ritual of the celestial mise en scene adopted in

the Phaedrus Myth for the representation of the Soul s History
the sacramental ritual itself being the germ out of which

the literary product the Apocalypse grew. Fortunately
Dieterich s recent work, Eine Mithrasliturgie (1903), enables

us to form a clearer idea of the sacramental ritual referred to

than was possible before.

The &quot;

Liturgy
&quot; x which Dieterich edits and comments on

(whether a Mithras liturgy, as he holds, or belonging to some

other ritual, as Cumont holds 2

)
is the Order to be observed in

a Sacramental Drama which conducts the /uJo-r??? through

stages or stations of ritual performance representing the

grades of the ascent of the disembodied Soul, through the

Heavenly Spheres, up to the Presence of the Highest God

beyond the Pole. What happens ritually here to the fivcrr^

will be accomplished actually for his Soul after death. The

ecstasy which the solemn sacrament procures and regulates

through ascending grades of feeling is a preparation for, and a

guarantee of, the actual ascension of the disembodied Soul.

The Liturgy begins with a Prayer which the /jLva-rrjs, still

1 The Paris Papyrus 574, Supplement grec de la Bibliotheque Nationale, from
the text of which Dieterich restores this Liturgy, was, according to him, written

at the beginning of the fourth century after Christ (see o.c. p. 43), not, however,
in the interest of worship, but as a book of magic. A Greek Mithras liturgy

composed in Egypt in the second century (see o.c. pp. 45, 46) was transcribed
in the fourth century, and d&amp;lt;nj/xa ofo^cara, &quot;nonsense words,&quot; interspersed

through its text
;
and the farrago thus produced was to be recited as a spell, or

series of spells.
On the origin, nature, and remarkable spread of Mithras-worship the reader

may consult Cumont s Mysteres de Mitlira (1902), with map.
2 See especially M. Cumont s elaborate criticism of Dieterich s Mithrasliturgie,

in the Revue de I Instruction Publique en Belgique. The
&quot;Liturgy,&quot; according

to M. Cumont, is a &quot;magic-book&quot;
after all, reproducing the thoughts and even

the style of the Hermetic treatises
;
but the writer, to enhance the value of his

work, instead of following the ordinary method and publishing it as a revelation
of Isis to Horus or of Hermes to Tat, presents it as a communication received

by himself from the great foreign god Mithras through the intermediation of an

archangel.
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regarded as in the Sublunary Kegion, must recite. The

Prayer recited, he rises, using set forms of words (some of

them perhaps ao-rj/jia ovo^ara) at each stage, from the element

of Earth to that of Water
;

then to Fire (sublunary, not

celestial), and then to Air. Then, next, he stands before

Doors l
of Fire which admit to the aethereal world of the

Gods the Spheres of the Planets. Standing before these

Doors, the /juvo-rrj^ says,
&quot; I too am a star which goetli

along with you, rising with his beams out of the depth :

oxyoxerthouth
&quot;

eya) eljjut, crv/ATrXavos VJMV do-rrjp teal etc TOV

ffdOov? dvaXdpTrwv ogvogepOovO? At these words the Door

keeper, the Fire-God, opens the Doors, and the /^CTT??? enters

the Kegion of the Planets, where the Sun appears and goes
before him to the Pole. Arrived there, he is in the Sphere of

the Fixed Stars represented by the seven rv%cu and the

seven
7ro\oKpdrope&amp;lt;;, probably the Seven Stars of the Little

Bear and the Great Bear round the Pole. Beyond the Pole

and Sphere of the Fixed Stars is the throne of the Highest

God, who guides the Great Bear, aprcros, which, in turn,

moves the Sphere of the Fixed Stars in a direction opposite

to that in which the Planets move. Into the presence of this

Highest God the /-tvcrr??? at last comes
;
and the Liturgy ends

with his words of adoration /cvpie, ^alpe, Seo~7roTa vBaro^,

^alpe, icardp^a 7779, ^alpe, Swdo-ra Trvev/jLaros. icvpie, iraKiv

&amp;lt;yevbjjbevo&amp;lt;; d7royl&amp;lt;yvo/jiai
I die, I am born again aufoyitez o?

KOI av^riOels re\evra), CLTTO yeveo-ews ^MOJOPOV &amp;lt;yevbfjievo&amp;lt;;
el?

aTroyevecriav dva\vdei&amp;lt;$ Tropevo^at, co? &amp;lt;rv efcricras, GO? cry

Here, then, in the &quot; Mithras liturgy
&quot; we have the order

of a sacrament carried out on lines laid down in the Vision

of Parrnenides and the Phaedrus Myth, the astronomical

eschatology of these pieces is embodied in a ritual the actual

ascension of the disembodied Soul is prepared for, and indeed

guaranteed, in this life, by means of a dramatic representation

of it, in which the //.uo-r?;? is the actor. Associated thus with

a practical end of the highest importance the salvation of

the yu-ucTTT;?
the astronomical scheme would be likely to hold

the field against all rivals
;
and this is what it actually did.

1 There are Doors also through which Parmenides passes in his ascension.
2

Dieterich, o.c. p. 8.
3

Dieterich, o.c. p. 14.
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The notion of dvd[Ba&amp;lt;Tis so completely extruded that of

tcardpacris, that we find even the Place of Torment localised

somewhere in the air as by Plutarch, in his de facie in orbe

lunae * and his Aridaeus-Thespesius Myth ;

2 in the latter the

region just under the moon is designated as the furthest point

reached by Orpheus when he went to seek Eurydice the

traditional Optyeax; KarajSaa^ is actually transformed into an

I cannot but think that the extraordinary popularity
obtained by the Astronomical Apocalypse was due to the fact

that behind it sacramental ritual originally stood. It is

certainly remarkable that the Hellenistic and early Christian

period, which produced the Astronomical Apocalypse, was also

the age of innumerable Sacramental Cults. We can hardly
have here a mere coincidence. The Apocalypse, I take it, was

valued, at first, as setting forth, in interesting narrative, the

ascension which the ritual symbolised and guaranteed :

indeed, it was probably valued for something more than its

interesting narrative for some sacramental value which it

derived from the parent ritual. We seem to have this

mysterious
&quot;

something more &quot;

even in Dante s conception of

his own Apocalypse. His Vision of Paradise is to him a

saving sacrament of which he has partaken :

Donna, in cui la rnia speranza vige,

E che soffristi per la mia salute,

In Inferno lasciar le tue vestige ;

Di tante cose, quante io lio vedute,
Dal tuo podere e dalla tua bontate

Kiconosco la grazia e la virtute.

Tu m liai di servo tratto a libertate

Per tutte quelle vie, per tutt i modi,
Che di ci6 fare avei la potestate.

La tua magnificenza in me custodi,

Si che 1 aninia mia, che fatt hai sana,

Piacente a te dal corpo si disnodi. 3

In his note on this passage Mr. Tozer 4
says :

&quot; Dante s

1

Chapter 23.
2 De sera numinis vindicta, chapter 22. In his Introduction to The Book of

ilw Secrets of Enoch (pp. xxxiv. ff.), Prof. Charles remarks that &quot;the presence of
evil in heaven caused no oii ence in early Semitic thought.&quot; In the northern

region of the Third Heaven Enoch sees the place of the damned, and Mahomet
sees it in the First Heaven.

3 Par. xxxi. 79 ff.

4
English Commentary on Dante s

&quot; Divina Commedia,&quot; pp. 615, 616.
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conversion and ultimate salvation were the primary object of

his journey through the three realms of the spiritual world.&quot;

The close connection between sacramental ritual or initia

tion and apocalypse is very clearly brought out in the Myth
with which Plutarch ends his de sera numinis vindicta the

Vision of Aridaeus-Thespesius just now alluded to. The hero

of the Myth is a wicked man called Aridaeus, who, as the

result of an accident to his head, lies unconscious for three

days, during which time his Soul (the rational part of it, but

not the irrational) visits the world of spirits in the air, where

he receives a new name, Thespesius. With this new name he

returns to this world, a new man, regenerate, and lives ever

after in the practice of virtue and religion. This Myth
is one of a well-marked class of eschatological visions, or

apocalypses, which render, in literary form, the ritual observed

at initiation initiation being viewed as a Death, and a New

Birth, warranting the imposition of a New Name. Like the

initiatory ritual which it renders, this type of apocalyptic

vision involves what may be figured as the Death of the

JJ^VCTT^ by ecstasy he passes into a state from which he

returns to his ordinary life a new man.

It is as a new man as one filled with a joy which is not

of this world that Dante returns from the apocalyptic vision,

or initiation, of the Paradiso

Credo ch io vidi, perche piu di largo,

Dicendo questo, mi sento ch io godo.
1

The Paradiso is the last of the descendants of the

Phaedrus Myth ;
and reveals its parentage in nothing so

clearly as in its character of being, for its author, and even

for ourselves, a ^varripLov a solemn ritual at which one may
assist, not merely an admirable piece of literary workmanship.

Plutarch s Aridaeus-Thespesius Myth
2 seems to me to be

so important for the understanding of what I have called the

celestial and astronomical mise en sc&ne given to eschatology

by Plato in the Phaedrus Myth, and, after him, by philosophers

of different schools, by religious societies, more especially in

the order of their sacramental ritual, by the apocalyptic writers,

Jewish, Christian, and Mohammedan, and, lastly, by Dante in

1 Par. xxxiii. 92, 93. 2 De sera numinis vindicta, ch. 22.
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his Paradiso, that I shall give the reader the opportunity of

perusing the passage in Philemon Holland s version :

1

There was one Thespesius of the city of Soli in Cilicia, who

having led his youthful days very loosely, within a small time

had wasted and consumed all his goods, whereby he was fallen

for a certain space to extreme want and necessity, which brought
him also to a lewd life, insomuch as he proved a very bad man

;

and repenting his former follies and dispense, began to make

shifts, and seek all means to recover his state again ... he for-

bare no lewd, indirect, and shameful practices, so they turned to

his gain and profit, and within a little while he gat together not

great store of goods, but procured to himself a bad name of

wicked dealing, much shame, and infamy. But the thing that

made him famous, and so much spoken of, was the answer de

livered unto him from the Oracle of Amphilochus, for thither had
he sent, as it should seem, to know whether he should live the

rest of his life better than he had done before. Now the oracle

returned this answer : That it would be better with him after he

was dead
;
which in some sort happened unto him not long after :

For being fallen from an high place with his head forward, with

out any limb broken, or wound made
; only with the fall the

breath went out of his body, and there he lay for dead
;
and three

days after, preparation being made for his funerals, carried forth

he was to be buried
;
but behold all on a sudden he revived, and

quickly came to himself again ; whereupon there ensued such a

change and alteration in his life, that it was wonderful
;
for by the

report and testimony of all the people of Cilicia, they never knew
man of a better conscience in all his affairs and dealings, whiles he

did negotiate and dwell among them
;
none more devout and re

ligious to God-ward, none more fast and sure to his friends, none
bitterer to his enemies

;
insomuch as they who were most inward

with him, and had kept his company familiarly a long time,
were very desirous and earnest with him, to know the cause of

so strange and sudden alteration. . . . Thus he reported unto

them and said : That when the spirit was out of his body, he fared

at the first (as he thought himself) like unto a pilot, flung out of

his ship, and plunged into the bottom of the sea
;
so wonderfully

was he astonished at this change ;
but afterwards, when as by

little and little he was raised up again and recovered, so that he
was ware that he drew his breath fully, arid at liberty, he looked

round about him, for his soul seemed as if it had been one eye

fully open ;
but he beheld nothing that he was wont to view, only

1 The Philosophic, cotnmonlie called The Morals, written by the learned

Philosopher Plutarch of Chaeronea, translated out of GreeJce into English, and
conferred with the Latine translations and the French, by Philemon *- Holland of
Coventrie, Doctor in Physicke. London, 1603.

2B
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he thought that he saw planets and other stars of an huge bigness,
distant an infinite way asunder, and yet for number innumerable,

casting from them a wonderful light, with a colour admirable,
the same glittering and shining most resplendent, with a power and

force incredible, in such sort, as the said soul being gently and easily

carried, as in a chariot, with this splendour and radiant light, as

it were upon the sea in a calm, went quickly whithersoever she

would
;
but letting pass a great number of things worthy there

to be seen, he said that he beheld how the souls of those that were

departed this life, as they rose up and ascended, resembled certain

small fiery bubbles, and the air gave way and place unto them as

they mounted on high ;
but anon when these bubbles by little

and little brast insunder, the souls came forth of them, and appeared
in the form and shape of men and women, very light and nimble,
as discharged from all poise to bear them down : howbeit, they
did not move and bestir themselves all alike and after one sort

;

for some leaped with a wonderful agility, and mounted directly
and plumb upright; others turned round about together like

unto bobbins or spindles, one while up and another while down, so

as their motion was mixed and confused, and so linked together,
that unneth for a good while and with much ado they could be

stayed and severed asunder. As for these souls and spirits, many
of them he knew not (as he said) who they were

;
but taking

knowledge of two or three among them who had been of his old

acquaintance, he pressed forward to approach near and to speak
unto them : but they neither heard him speak, nor indeed were in

their right senses
;
but being after a sort astonied and beside

themselves, refused once to be either seen or felt, wandering and

flying to and fro apart at the first
;
but afterwards, encountering and

meeting with a number of others disposed like unto themselves,

they closed arid clung unto them, and thus linked and coupled

together, they moved here and there disorderly without discretion,

and were carried every way to no purpose, uttering I wot not

what voices, after a manner of yelling or a black-sanctus, riot

significant nor distinct, but as if they were cries mingled with

lamentable plaints and dreadful fear. Yet there were others to

be seen aloft in the uppermost region of the air, jocund, gay and

pleasant, so kind also and courteous, that oftentimes they would
seem to approach near one unto another, turning away from those

other that were tumultuous and disorderly. . . . Among these (by
his own saying) he had a sight of a soul belonging to a kinsman

and familiar friend of his, and yet he knew him not certainly, for

that he died whiles himself was a very child
; howbeit, the said

soul, coming toward him, saluted him in these terms : God save

you, Thespesius: whereat he marvelled much, and said unto him :

I am not Thespesius, but my name is Aridaeus : True, indeed
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(quoth the other), before-time you were so called, but from hence

forth Thespesius shall be your name : for dead you are not yet,

but, by the providence of God and permission of Destiny, you are

hither come, with the intellectual part of the soul
;
and as for all

the rest, you have left it behind, sticking fast as an anchor to your

body : and that you may now know this and evermore hereafter,

take this for a certain rule and token : That the spirits of those

who are departed and dead indeed, yield no shadow from them
;

they neither wink nor yet open their eyes. Thespesius, hearing
these words, began to pluck up his spirits so much the more, for

to consider and discourse with himself : looking therefore every

way about him, he might perceive that there accompanied him a

certain shadowy and dark lineature, whereas the other souls shone

round about, and were clear and transparent within forth, how-
beit not all alike

;
for some yielded from them pure colour, uni

form and equal, as doth the full moon when she is at the clearest
;

others had (as it were) scales or cicatrices, dispersed here and
there by certain distant spaces between

;
some again were wonder

ful hideous and strange to see unto, all to be specked with black

spots, like to serpents skins
;
and others had light scarifications

and obscure risings upon their visage. Now this kinsman of

Thespesius discoursed severally of each thing, saying : That
Adrasteia the Daughter of Jupiter and Necessity was placed

highest and above the rest, to punish and to be revenged
of all sorts of crimes and heinous sins, and that of wicked and
sinful wretches there was not one (great or small) who either by
force or cunning could ever save himself and escape punishment :

but of one kind of pain and punishment (for three sorts there be

in all) belonged to this gaoler or executioner, and another to that
;

for there is one which is quick and speedy called Howr/, that is

Penalty, and this taketh in hand the execution and chastisement

of those who immediately in this life (whiles they are in their

bodies) be punished by the body, after a mild and gentle manner,

leaving unpunished many light faults, which require some petty

purgation ;
but such as require more ado to have their vices and

sins cured, God committeth them to be punished after death to a

second tormentress, named AIKT;, that is to say, Revenge; mary those

who are so laden with sins that they be altogether incurable, when

AIK?/ hath given over and thrust them from her, the third minis-

tress of Adrasteia, which of all other is most cruel, and named

Erinnys, runneth after, chasing and pursuing them as they wander
and run up and down

;
these (I say), she courseth and hunteth

with great misery and much dolor, until such time as she have
overtaken them all and plunged them into a bottomless pit of

darkness inenarrable arid invisible. . . . Observe well (quoth he)
and consider the diverse colours of these souls of all sorts

;
for
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this blackish and foul duskish hue is properly the tincture of

avarice and niggardise ;
that which is deep red and fiery betokeneth

cruelty and malice
;
whereas if it stand much upon blue it is a

sign that there intemperance and looseness in the use of pleasures
hath remained a long time, and will be hardly scoured off, for that

it is a vile vice : but the violet colour and sweetish withal pro-
ceedeth from envy, a venomous and poisoned colour. . . . But
here it is a sign that the purification of the soul is fully finished,

whenas all these tinctures are done away quite, whereby the soul

may appear in her native hue, all fresh, neat, clear, and lightsome.
. . . Now, of these souls some there be which after they have

been well and thoroughly chastised, and that sundry times, recover

in the end a decent habitude and disposition ;
but others again

are such as the vehemence of their ignorance, and the natter

ing shew of pleasures and lustful desire, transporteth them
into the bodies of brute beasts . . . they desire by the means of

the body to enjoy the fruition of their appetite ;
forasmuch as

here there is nothing at all but a bare shadow, and as one would

say, a vain dream of pleasure which never cometh to perfection
and fulness. When he had thus said, he brought and led me

away most swiftly an infinite way ; howbeit, with ease and gently,

upon the rays of the light, as if they had been wings, unto a certain

place where there was a huge wide chink tending downward still,

and thither being come, he perceived that he was forlorn and for

saken of that powerful spirit that conducted and brought him

thither; where he saw that other souls also were in the same case;

for being gathered and nocked together like a sort of birds, they

fly downward round about this gaping chawne, but enter into it

directly they durst not
;
now the said chink resembled for all the

world within the caves of Bacchus, so tapissed and adorned they
were with the verdure of great leaves and branches, together with

all variety of gay flowers, from whence arose and breathed forth

a sweet and mild exhalation, which yielded a delectable and

pleasant savour, wonderful odoriferous, with a most temperate air,

which no less affected them that smelled thereof than the scent of

wine contenteth those who love to drink : in such sort as the

souls, feeding and feasting themselves with these fragrant odours,

were very cheerful, jocund and merry ;
so as round about the said

place there was nothing but pastime, joy, solace, mirth, laughing
and singing, much after the manner of men that rejoice one with

another, and take all the pleasure and delight that possibly they
can. And he said, moreover, that Bacchus by that way mounted

up into the society of the Gods, and afterwards conducted Semele;
and withal, that it was called the place of Lethe, that is to say,

Oblivion : whereupon he would not let Thespesius, though he

were exceeding desirous, to stay there, but drew him away per-
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force
; instructing him thus much and giving him to understand,

that reason and the intelligible part of the mind is dissolved and,
as it were, melted and moistened by this pleasure ;

but the un

reasonable part which savoureth of the body, being watered and

incarnate therewith, reviveth the memory of the body ;
and upon

this remembrance, there groweth and ariseth a lust and con

cupiscence, which haleth and draweth unto generation (for so he

called it), to wit, a consent of the soul thereto, weighed down and

aggravated with over much moisture. Having therefore traversed

another way as long as the other, he was ware that he saw a

mighty standing bowl into which diverse rivers seemed to fall and

discharge themselves, whereof one was whiter than the foam of the

sea or driven snow, another of purple hue or scarlet colour, like to

that which appeareth in the rainbow
;
as for others, they seemed

afar off to have every one of them their distinct lustre and several

tincture. But when they approached near unto them, the afore

said bowl, after that the air about was discussed and vanished

away, and the different colours of those rivers no more seen, left

the more flourishing colour, except only the white. Then he saw
there three Daemons or Angels sitting together in triangular form,

medling and mixing the rivers together with certain measures.

And this guide of Thespesius s soul said, moreover, that Orpheus
came so far when he went after his wife

;
but for that he kept not

well in mind that which he there saw, he had sowen one false tale

among men
;

to wit, that the oracle at Delphi was common to

Apollo and the Night (for there was no commerce or fellowship
at all between the Night and Apollo). But this oracle (quoth he)
is common to the Moon and the Night, which hath no determinate

and certain place upon the Earth, but is always errant and wander

ing among men by dreams and apparitions ;
which is the reason

that dreams compounded and mingled, as you see, of falsehood and

truth, of variety and simplicity, are spread and scattered over

the world. But as touching the oracle of Apollo, neither have

you seen it (quoth he), nor ever shall be able to see
;
for the

terrene substance or earthly part of the soul is not permitted to

arise and mount up on high, but bendeth downward, being fastened

unto the body. And with that he approached at once nearer, en

deavouring to shew him the shining light of the three-feet or three-

footed stool, which (he said) from the bosom of the goddess Themis
reached as far as to the Mount Parnassus. And having a great
desire to see the same, yet he could not, his eyes were so dazzled

with the brightness thereof
; howbeit, as he passed by, a loud

and shrill voice he heard of a woman, who, among other things
delivered in metre, uttered also, as it should seem by way of pro

phecy, the very time of his death: and the Daemon said it was
the voice of Sibylla ;

for she, being carried round in the globe
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and face of the moon, did foretell and sing what was to come : but

being desirous to hear more, he was repelled and driven by the

violence of the moon, as it were with certain whirl-puffs, clean a

contrary way ;
so he could hear and understand but few things,

and those very short
; namely, the accident about the hill Vesuvius,

and how Dicaearchia should be consumed and burnt by casual fire,

as also a clause or piece of a verse, as touching the emperor who
then reigned, to this effect :

A gracious prince he is, but yet must die,

And empire leave, by force of malady.

After this they passed on forward to see the pains and torments

of those who were punished ;
and there at first they beheld all

things most piteous and horrible to see to
;

for Thespesius, who
doubted nothing less, met in that place with many of his friends,

kinsfolk, and familiar companions, who were in torment, and

suffering dolorous pains and infamous punishment they moaned

themselves, lamenting and calling and crying unto him. At the

last he had a sight of his own father rising out of a deep pit ;
full

he was of pricks, gashes, and wounds, and stretching forth his

hands unto him, was (mauger his heart) forced to break silence,

yea, and compelled by those who had the charge and super
intendence of the said punishments, to confess with a loud and
audible voice, that he had been a wicked murderer of certain

strangers and guests whom he had lodged in his house
;

for

perceiving that they had silver and gold about them, he had

wrought their death by the means of poison ;
and albeit he had

not been detected thereof in his lifetime, whiles he was upon the

earth, yet here was he convicted and had sustained already part
of his punishment, and expected to endure the rest afterwards.

Now Thespesius durst not make suit nor intercede for his father,

so affrighted he was and astonied
;

but desirous to withdraw

himself and be gone, he lost sight of that courteous and kind

guide of his which all this while had conducted him, and he saw
him no more : but he might perceive other horrible and hideous

spirits who enforced and constrained him to pass further, as if it

were necessary that he should traverse still more ground : so he

saw those who were notorious malefactors, in the view of every
man (or who in this world had been chastised), how their shadow
was here tormented with less pain, and nothing like to others, as

having been feeble and imperfect in the reasonless part of the

soul, and therefore subject to passions and affections
;
but such as

were disguised and cloaked with an outward appearance and

reputation of virtue abroad, and yet had lived covertly and

secretly at home in wickedness, certain that were about them
forced some of them to turn the inside outward, and with much
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pain and grief to lay themselves open, to bend and bow, and
discover their hypocritical hearts within, even against their own

nature, like unto the scolopenders of the sea, when they have

swallowed down an hook, are wont to turn themselves outward :

but others they flayed and displayed, discovering plainly and

openly how faulty, perverse, and vicious they had been within,

as whose principal part of the reasonable soul vice had possessed.
He said, moreover, that he saw other souls wound and interlaced

one within another, two, three, and more together, like to vipers
and other serpents, and these not forgetting their old grudge and
malicious ranker one against another, or upon remembrance of

losses and wrongs sustained by others, fell to gnawing and

devouring each other. Also, that there were three parallel lakes

ranged in equal distance one from the other; the one seething
and boiling with gold, another of lead exceeding cold, and a

third, most rough, consisting of iron : and that there were certain

spirits called Daemons which had the overlooking and charge of

them
;
and these, like unto metal-founders, or smiths, with certain

instruments either plunged in, or drew out, souls. As for those

who were given to filthy lucre, and by reason of insatiable avarice

committed wicked parts, those they let down into the lake of

melted gold, and . when they were once set on a light fire, and

made transparent by the strength of those flames within the said

lake, then plunged they were into the other of lead
;
where after

they were congealed and hardened in manner of hail, they trans

ported them anew into the third lake of iron, where they became

exceeding black and horrible, and being cracked and broken by
reason of their dryness and hardness, they changed their form,
and then at last (by his saying) they were thrown again into the

foresaid lake of gold, suffering by the means of these changes and
mutations intolerable pains. But those souls (quoth he) who
made the greatest moan unto him, and seemed most miserably

(of all others) to be tormented, were they who, thinking they
were escaped and past their punishment, as who had suffered

sufficiently for their deserts at the hands of vengeance, were taken

again and put to fresh torments
;
and those they were for whose

sins their children and others of their posterity suffered punish
ment : for whensoever one of the souls of their children or

nephews in lineal descent either met with them, or were brought
unto them, the same fell into a fit of anger, crying out upon
them, shewing the marks of the torments and pains that it

sustained, reproaching and hitting them in the teeth therefor
;

but the other, making haste to fly and hide themselves, yet were
not able so to do

;
for incontinently the tormentors followed after

and pursued them, who brought them back again to their punish
ment, crying out and lamenting for nothing so much as that they
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did foresee the torment which they were to suffer, as having
experience thereof already. Furthermore, he said that he saw

some, and those in number many, either children or nephews,

hanging together fast like bees or bats, murmuring and grumbling
for anger, when they remembered and called to mind what
sorrows and calamities they sustained for their sake. But the

last thing that he saw were the souls of such as entered into

a second life and new nativity, as being turned and transformed

forcibly into other creatures of all sorts, by certain workmen

appointed therefor, who, with tools for the purpose, and many a

stroke, forged and framed some of their parts new, bent and
wrested others, took away and abolished a third sort

;
and all,

that they might sort and be suitable to other conditions and
lives : among which he espied the soul of Nero afflicted already

grievously enough otherwise, with many calamities, pierced

thorough every part with spikes and nails red-hot with fire :

and when the artisans aforesaid took it in hand to transform it

into the shape of a viper, of which kind (as Pindarus saith) the

young ones gnaweth through the bowels of the dam to come into

the world, and to devour it, he said that all on a sudden there

shone forth a great light out of which there was heard a voice

giving commandment that they should metamorphose and trans

figure it into the form of another kind of beast more gentle and

tame, forging a water-creature of it, chanting about standing
lakes and marishes

;
for that he had been in some sort punished

already for the sins which he had committed, and besides, some

good turn is due unto him from the gods, in that, of all his

subjects, he had exempted from tax, tallage, and tribute the best

nation and most beloved of the gods, to wit, the Greeks. Thus
far forth, he said, he was only a spectator of these matters

;
but

when he was upon his return, he abid all the pains in the world

for very fear that he had
;

for there was a certain woman, for

visage and stately bigness admirable, who took hold on him, and

said : Come hither, that thou mayest keep in memory all that

thou hast seen the better : wherewith she put forth unto him
a little rod or wand all fiery, such as painters or enamellers use

;

but there was another that stayed her : and then he might
perceive himself to be blown by a strong and violent wind with

a trunk or pipe, so that in the turning of an hand he was within

his own body again, and so began to look up with his eyes
in manner out of his grave and sepulchre.

Let me now call the reader s attention to some points

which ought to be noticed in the foregoing Myth.
The Myth, as I said, is one of a well-marked class of

Eschatological Myths (to which the Timarehus Myth in
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Plutarch s de Genio Socratis also belongs) based on the ritual

observed at Initiation, which, indeed, they merely transfer

from the sanctuary in this world to the world of spirits.

The apparent death of Aridaeus-Thespesius stands in the

Myth for the ceremonial death which an initiated person

suffers, who, in simulating actual death by falling into a

trance, or even by allowing himself to be treated as a corpse,

dies to sin in order to live henceforth a regenerate life in this

world. The accident which brings on the state of apparent
death is a literary device adopted in order to give veri

similitude to the idea that the Soul of Aridaeus-Thespesius

actually visits the other world, and returns to this world to

tell the tale. By this device the experiences of a newly
initiated person returning to ordinary life a regenerate man
are transformed into those which an actual revenant from

beyond the grave would have to tell. The accident which

befalls Aridaeus-Thespesius is, in fact, the mythological

equivalent of the eWX^fi? which confounds the candidate at

the beginning of his Initiation an e/cTrX?^? comparable with

the sharpness of death, and resulting in a trance, during
which he is ceremonially a dead man.

Pour acquerir une ame nouvelle (says M. le Comte Goblet

d Alviella),
1 &quot;

il faut renoncer a 1 ancienne
;

il faut d abord mourir.

Aussi la plupart des initiations impliquent-elles une mort

apparente, soit qu on soumette le neophyte a une immolation

simu!6e, soit qu on lui impose un voyage au pays des defunts.

Mourir, disait Plutarque, en jouant sur les mots, c est etre

im tie&quot; : reAeirrav = reAeta-tfai. Reciproquement, pourrait-on ajouter,
etre initie, c est mourir. Du moms c est encourir une mort

temporaire pour revivre dans les conditions differentes et meil-

leures. En ce sens 1 initiation est bien une regeneration. II

en 6tait ainsi chez les anciens, aussi bien que parmi les peuplades
non civilisees dont je viens de decrire les coutumes. 2

Nous voyons par le recit d Apu!6e que 1 initiation aux mysteres
d Isis etait envisagee comme une mort volontaire conduisant a

1 Eleusinia (Paris, 1903), p. 63.
2

o.c. p. 62 : &quot;Dans certaines parties du Ccmgo, les jeunes gens en age de

passer homines feignent de tomber morts. Emportes par les feticheurs dans
la foret, ils y passent plusieurs mois, parfois plusieurs annees

; puis ils ren-

trent dans leur famille, mais ils doivent se comporter comme s ils avaient tout
oublie de leur vie anterieure, y compris le laugage et 1 habitude de se nourrir

eux-memes. On doit refaire leur education, comme s il s agissait de nouveau-
nes.&quot; Cf. W. H. Bcntley, Life on the Congo (London, 1887), pp. 78 If.
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une autre vie. 1 Les mysteres de Cybele comprenaient le tauro-

bole et le criobole, oil 1 initie, couche dans une fosse, recevait sur

le corps le sang d un taureau ou d un belier
;
des ce moment il

devenait tanrobolio criobolioque in aeternum renalus. 2 Dans Tlnde,

aujourd hui encore, le jeune brahmane qui veut se fair initier

a la connaissance du Veda par un gourou doit se soumettre a une

ceremonie qui le fait pretendument repasser a 1 etat d embryon.
3

Enfin, au sein du Christianisme, le bapteme qui constitue la for-

malite essentielle de Fentr6e dans la communaut6 des fideles a

toujours ete presente comme un ensevelissement symbolique en

vue d une resurrection spirituelle.
4 On lit sur 1 architrave du

baptistere du Latran, le plus ancien de la chretiente actuelle, la

devise suivante, qu y avait fait graver, au Ye

siecle, le papc

Xystus iii. :

Caelorum regnum sperate, hoc fonte renati
;

Non recipit felix vita semel genitos.

La prestation des vceux, dans certains ordres religieux, qui est

une veritable initiation, comprend une ce!6bration de Toffice des

morts sur le novice couch6 dans une biere ou etendu sous un

suaire, entre quatre cierges. Apres le chant du Miserere, il so

releve, fait le tour de 1 assistance eri recevant le baiser de paix
et va communier entre les mains de 1 abbe. 5 De ce jour, il prend
un nouveau nom qu il gardera jusqu a la mort. 6

1 Met. xi.
2

Corp. Insc. Led. vi. p. 97, No. 510.
3 Sacred Boolcs of the East, vol. xliv. pp. 86-90. Perhaps we may be allowed

to bring into comparison with this custom another custom mentioned by Dr.

Budge : speaking of a certain prehistoric form of burial in Egypt, he says

(Egyptian Ideas of the Future Life, p. 162 ff.): &quot;They are buried in the ante

natal position of a child, and we may perhaps be justified in seeing in this

custom the symbol of a hope that as the child is born from this position into the

world, so might the deceased be born into the life in the world beyond the

grave. . . . The Egyptians continued to mummify their dead, not believing
that their physical bodies would rise again, but because they wished the

spiritual body to sprout or germinate from them, and if possible at least

it seems so to be in the form of the physical body.&quot;
4 Rom. vi. 4, Coloss. ii. 12, &quot;Buried with him in baptism, wherein also ye

are risen with him through the faith of the operation of God, who hath raised

him from the dead.&quot;

5 Ceremoniale bcncdictinum, in Dictionnaire de Theologie Catholique (Paris,

Gaume, 1863), t. xix. pp. 184, 185.
6 See also Dieterich (Eine Mithrasliturgie, pp. 158-161, 166, 175), and

authorities cited by him (e.g. Frazer, The Golden Bough, iii. 442 ff.
; Codrington,

The MeJanesians, 39), for the wide prevalence among primitive, as well as among
civilised races, of this view of Initiation (whether Initiation at the age of

puberty, or at other times) as a Death (simulated by the novice) and a New
Birth, followed often by the imposition of a New Name. When ceremonial

Death takes the form of actual unconsciousness, a stupefying drink is generally
the agent employed. I would suggest that the drinking of the water of Lethe,

in Greek mythology, by Souls about to be born again in the flesh, has its origin

in this custom of administering a stupefying drink to the patients of initiatory

rites, who &quot;die to live.&quot;

&quot; For all Greek mysteries,&quot; says Mr. A. Lang (Homeric Hymns, p. 93), a
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The Place of Lethe, in the Aridaeus-Thespesius Myth, is

difficult to localise
;
but it is evidently a place Souls come

to in their descent from the aethereal and aerial regions, lying

somewhere between these regions and the Earth. The foliage

and flowers of the place remind us of the Terrestrial Paradise,

midway between Heaven and Earth, in which Dante places

the Stream of Lethe. Plutarch s whole description, however,

reflects the doctrine, which we afterwards find in Plotinus

and others of the Neo-Platonic school, of the Mirror and Bowl

of Dionysus, and cannot properly be brought into line with

such a description of the Kiver of Lethe as we have in the

Myth of Er. In one point, however, the two descriptions

seem to be at one the Place of Lethe is not subterranean.

The Bowl, the Oracle of Night and the Moon, at which

the three Daemons sit, mixing dreams, is, I think, the Moon,
above which the Soul of Aridaeus-Thespesius cannot rise,

because the irrational part of it is still in the body on Earth.

As we learn from the de facie in orbe lunae,
1 that part, as well

as the rational part, rises, at the death of the body on Earth,

up to the Moon
;

and it is only when the death of the

irrational part has taken place on the Moon that the rational

part can rise to its original home, the Sun. The rational

part of the Soul of Aridaeus-Thespesius, then, conies near to,

but may not pass, the Moon
;
and can only see from afar the

glory of the true Delphi which is eternal in the Heavens

the Sun, the seat of Apollo, the home of Eeason. Orpheus,
when he went to seek Eurydice, came, Aridaeus-Thespesius is

told, only as far as the Oracle of Dreams, i.e. the Moon. The

celestial or astronomical eschatology, which, in Plutarch, has

taken the place of the terrestrial, converts, we thus see, the

tcard/Sacris O/9&amp;lt;e9
into an avd/3acris.

2

satisfactory savage analogy can be found. These spring straight from human
nature

;
from the desire to place customs, and duties, and taboos under divine

protection ;
from the need of strengthening them, and the influence of the

elders, by mystic sanctions
;
from the need of fortifying and trying the young

by probations of strength, secrecy, and fortitude
;
from the magical expulsion of

hostile influences
;
from the sympathetic magic of early agriculture ;

from study
of the processes of nature regarded as personal ;

and from guesses, surmises,

visions, and dreams as to the fortunes of the wandering soul on its way to its

final home.&quot;

1

Chapters 28-30.
2 Mr. Arthur Fairbanks (Class. Eev. Nov. 1901), commenting on Soph. Ajax,

1192, and quoting Eur. Hel. 1016, 1219, Frag. 971, Suppl. 1140, connects the
ascension of Souls into the aether with the practice of cremation.
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The torments of Hell or Purgatory are described in the

Aridaeus-Thespesius Myth with almost Dantesque power ;

indeed, the three lakes and the treatment of Souls in them

present a picture of terror which it would be hard to out

match in literature. But where is the place of these

torments ? Under the Earth ? I think not. The following

passage in the de facie in orle lunae seems to me to be

conclusive in favour of locating these torments in the lower

region of the air : Traaav ^Irv^tjv, avow re teal o~vv
vu&amp;gt;,

el^apfjuevov earl To3 fjuera^v 77)9 /cal

7r\avY]Qr]vai %povov OVK foov aAX al pev aBifcoi teal

aKO\acrTOi S/A:a&amp;lt;? rwv dBi,Kr)fjidrcov Tivovai ra?

oaov dtycvyvevcrai, teal aTTOTrvevcrai CLTTO rov crcoyu-aro?,

alriov TTOvrfpov, fjaaajjuov^, ev rc3 TrpaoTaTW TOV depos, ov

Actyiicom? a&ov tca\ovon, Sel ^LvecrQai ^povov TLVCL Tray/j,evov.
1

The conclusion to be drawn from the foregoing passage seems

to be borne out by the passage at the beginning of the

Aridaeus-Thespesius Myth, where Souls are seen ascending
like bubbles Souls of all sorts, good, bad, and indifferent,

each sort distinguished by its own colour
;
and the gulf, or

^acr/^a, which Timarchus sees in the de genio Socratis Myth,
he sees when he is no longer within sight of the Earth : it

is the place of torment a seething abyss of air (I think),

on the surface of which half-submerged Souls are seen floating,

like stars or will-o -the-wisps.
2 At the same time it must

be admitted that Plutarch s power of place-visualisation is

not so clear and distinct as to leave one without doubt as to

the locality of his Place of Torment it may, after all, be

subterranean, not aerial
;

I am inclined, however, to think

that, following undoubted precedent,
3 he makes it aerial

that he localises the whole eschatological drama Inferno,

Purgatorio, and Paradiso in the air and aether.

There is another point of interest which ought to be

noticed in connection with the Aridaeus-Thespesius Myth
the remarkably developed power of colour-visualisation of

1
Plutarch, de fac. in orbe lun. 28. 2 De gen. Soc. 22.

3 See Rohde, Psyche, ii. 319, n. 4, where the Stoical doctrine of the levity of

the Soul is alluded to as incompatible with its /card/Satm, and Sext. adv. phys. 1,

71, is quoted for this /cat 70,^ ov5 ras ^ii%as V&amp;lt;TTLV vTrovoijcrai /cdrcj (pepofj^vas.

XeTrro^aepas -yap oScrat et s rovs &vw /JLCL\\OV TOTTOVS
Kov&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;o&amp;lt;popov(n.

See supra,

p. 367, n. 2, for the localisation of Hell in the Third Heaven by the writer of

the Secrets of Enoch.
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which it affords evidence. Effects of light, lustre, and colour

constantly appeal to us. But, on the other hand, the power
of place-and-form-visualisation seems to be deficient, or, at

any rate, not to be developed equally with that of colour-

visualisation. Plutarch s other great Eschatological Myth
that in the de genio Socratis likewise affords evidence of

highly developed power of colour-visualisation with, at any
rate, comparatively little power of place-and-form-visualisa

tion. 1

Highly developed power of visualising in both kinds

in both colour and form is indeed a rare gift. Dante

had it. Place and Form are as distinct in the Inferno and

Purgatorio as Light and Colour are glorious in the Paradiso.

Plato visualises Place and Form with great distinctness, but

not, I think, with Dante s convincing distinctness
;

the

Abstract Thinker competed, in Plato, with the Poet to a much

greater extent than in Dante. In power of colour-visualisa

tion, however, Dante is greatly Plato s superior ;
and com

paring Plato and Plutarch in this respect, I would say that

the latter gives, at any rate, more evidence of the possession

of the power than the former does. Against the remarkable

colour effects of the Myths in the de genio Socratis and the

de sera numinis vindicta, we can only set, from Plato s Myths,
some much more ordinary effects that of the description, in

the Phaedo Myth, of the party-coloured Earth seen from above,

that of the colour of the Stygian Eegion in the same Myth,
that of the rainbow-coloured pillar in the Myth of Er, and

certain general effects of light conveyed by words here and

there in the Phaedrus Myth. This is not the place to pursue
the subject of the relation of highly developed power of

colour-visualisation and highly developed power of form-

visualisation to each other and to other faculties in the Man
of Science and the Poet respectively. It is a subject which

has special importance for the psychology of the poetical

temperament, and deserves more attention, in that connection,

than it has hitherto received
; although invaluable service has

already been done, in the way of laying the foundation from

which any such special inquiry must start, by Mr. F. Galton

in his Inquiries into Human Faculty and its Development

(1883), to which the reader is now referred.

1 This Myth is given on pp. 441 ff.
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VI

r aTTo Movcrwv KaroKO) re fcal

It was maintained in the Introductory Part of this work

that the Poet performs his essential function as Poet only in

so far as he rouses Transcendental Feeling in his patient,

and that he does so by inducing in him the state of dream-

consciousness. It is characteristic of this state, as induced

by the Poet, that it does not continue for any appreciable

length of time, but takes the form of fitfully recurrent lapses

in the midst of a waking consciousness, which it is also the

Poet s function but only as skilled workman, not as inspired

Poet to furnish with suitable objects. As workman the

Poet must have skill to tell a story, whether in narrative,

or in dramatic or in lyrical form, whether true or fictitious,

which shall be interesting to the waking consciousness as

a story which shall appeal powerfully to our natural love of
&quot;

anthropology,&quot; and to other common sentiments of the

human breast. The interesting story, with its appeal to our

common sentiments, constitutes, as it were, the Body of the

poem, and bulks largely

She would na ha e a Lowland Laird,

Nor be an English Lady ;

But she s awa wi Duncan Graham,
An he s row d her in his plaidie.

This is
&quot; what the poem is about

&quot;

its subject matter, its

Body and is always with us. But the Soul the essential

Poetry of a poem, is apprehended only at those moments

when the common sentiments wonder, love, pity, dread,

curiosity, amusement roused by the workman s artistic

handling of the subject-matter, are satisfied fantastically, as

in a dream, by some image presented or suggested, or by some

1
Phaedrus, 245 A : Tplrrj 5e airo HLovffQv /caro/cw^7? re /cat fjt-avia. \aj3ouaa

a.Tra\r]v /cat afiarov \f/vxrjv eyeipovcra /cat tK/BaKxevovcra /card re cJSas Kal Kara

TTJV &\\7]v iroir)ff&amp;lt;.v jjivpia T&V TraXatcDi pya /cocr/xoCcra TOVS iri.yi.yvo^vovs

TraiSetiei. 6s 5 av avev /j.avias MOUCTWJ eVt TrotTyrt/cds dupas &&amp;lt;j)licr)Tai,
7retcr#eis cjs

dpa K r \yris IKO.VOS Trot^rrjs ecro/xei/os, dre\7js airros re /cat rj 7rot?7&amp;lt;ns
vrrb r^J

TIJJV fj.aiVO[J.v(i)v r?
TOV aufppavouvTOS 7](pavi&amp;lt;r6r).

Plato s Ion should be read in connection with this. It is a study of
&quot; Poetic

Inspiration.&quot;
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mysterious omen of word or phrase or cadence. It is in

giving such satisfaction to natural sentiments which his art

has aroused in his patient that the Poet shows his genius
as distinguished from his art. His gift is a sort of pavnKrj
KCL& VTTVOV. In sleep some ordinary sensation of cold, or

heat, or of some other kind, starts an explanatory pageant
of dream-images. So in the Poet s mind some common senti

ment, which he experiences more vividly than other men as

he tells his story, expresses itself suddenly in some image or

other representation ;
and his reader, in whose mind he has

already roused the same sentiment by his story, welcomes the

image or other representation, as expressing the sentiment

as relieving the weight of it, as solving the mystery of

it, as justifying it. It is in a dream, fantastically, that the

relief, the solution, the justification, are found
;

for the Poet s

image, the product in him of the dream-consciousness, becomes

in the Poet s patient the producer of a state of consciousness

like that which produced it in the Poet. The case is

analogous to that of one mimicking or dwelling on the out

ward expression of a mental state in another, and having the

state thereby produced by reaction in himself.

The dream-state produced in the patient by the reaction

on his consciousness of the imagery, and other dream-products,

supplied by the genius of the Poet, though it lasts as dream-

state but for a moment, yet leaves an effect behind which

persists more or less sensibly throughout the waking con

sciousness which follows
;
and if the lapses into the dream-

state induced by a poem are frequent, the effect, persisting in

the waking consciousness which apprehends the subject-matter,

becomes always more and more impressive. This effect may
be described as a feeling of having lately been in some Saifiovio?

T07T09, where the true reasons of the things which happen in

this world of ordinary experience are laid up ;
a Place in

which one understood the significance of these things, although
one cannot now explain what one then understood. In the

P/iaedrus Myth, where the Souls peep over the edge of the

Cosmos for a moment into the Tre&iov a\ij@eias beyond, and

then sink down into the region of the sensible, this feeling of
&quot;

having just now understood the true significance of things
&quot;

is pictorially rendered.
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I venture to urge on those who discuss that vexed

question
&quot; What is Poetic Truth ?

&quot;

the importance of not

neglecting this
&quot;

feeling of having just now understood the

true significance of things
&quot;

a feeling which, of course, is

experienced pretty generally, and quite apart from the in

fluence of Poetry, although in the case of those who come

under that influence it is so elaborately procured and regu
lated as to become an important factor in their lives. When
we are told by the exponents of

&quot; Poetic Truth,&quot; from Aristotle

downwards, that it is the &quot;

Universal,&quot; that &quot;Poetry sets

forth the Universal/ we are not asked to believe that there

are Universals (in the plural) of Poetry like those of Science

principles supplied by Poetry which explain particulars, or

furnish some definite guidance in respect of them, as, e.g., the

Law of Gravitation
&quot;

explains
&quot;

the orbits of the planets, or

even as the
&quot;

Principles of Economics
&quot;

furnish guidance in

particular cases arising in the course of business. If, then,

the exponents of
&quot; Poetic Truth

&quot;

do not claim for the &quot; Uni

versal
&quot;

of Poetry that it provides any such explanation or

guidance in detail, what do they understand it to be and do ?

It seems to me that their exposition amounts to this :

The Universal of Poetry is that which does for the details of

the Poet s interesting Story or Picture what &quot;

Knowledge of

the Good &quot;

does for the objects of Conduct : it is olov TO 0w?,
as it were a Light, in which they are bathed and altered

an atmosphere of solemn elemental feeling through
which we see the representations of Poetry, as we see the

presentations of Social Life its claims and temptations

through the medium of the Sense of Duty. If this is

what the doctrine of the &quot; Universal of
Poetry,&quot;

as ex

pounded by those who have written on the subject, amounts

to, I am entirely in agreement with them. I am merely

putting their doctrine in other words when I state my own

view as follows : The &quot; Universal of Poetry
&quot;

is apprehended

by us when, having entered at the beck of the Poet, our jjuva-ra-

70)709, into the vast wonderland of the dream-consciousness,

we presently return therefrom to the waking world of his

interesting story, and see its particulars again with the eyes

of revenants who now know their secret meaning or rather,

know that they have a secret meaning that they represent,
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here in the world of our ordinary observations and sentiments,

the truth of a deeper order of reality. So, Plato
1
will have

his Guardians believe that the particular events of their lives

here are but representative doubles of things which are accom

plished in a real life behind : the Guardians are to be told

that &quot;

their youth was a dream
&quot;

that they merely imagined
that they were being educated here : in reality, all the while,

it was elsewhere, in the womb of their Mother Earth, that

they were being fashioned and nurtured.

Let me not be misunderstood. I do not underrate the

importance in Poetry of all that appeals to our love of
&quot;

anthropology.&quot; The Odyssey must be interesting as, say, the

Voyages of Columbus are interesting ;
the Songs of Burns and

Goethe must be interesting as the common sentiments and

experiences which they set forth are interesting to us all in

our own lives and the lives of our neighbours. Minute

character-drawing, the picturesque portrayal of people as they
strike the eye in their surroundings, dramatic representation

of their doings and fortunes, and description of the natural

world, especially as scene of man s adventures and musings
all these, in their proper places, must be supplied by the Poet

;

but they are what I have called the Body of Poetry they
constitute the material which the Soul of Poetry inspires.

The material must, indeed, be interesting to the waking con

sciousness, if it is to be inspired ;
but it may well be interest

ing without being inspired. The inspiration, I have argued,
if it comes, comes from the dream-consciousness. The Soul of

Poetry is apprehended in its Body at the moment when we
awake from the

&quot; Poet s Dream,&quot; and on a sudden see the passing

figures and events of his interesting story arrested in their

temporal flight, like the &quot; brede of marble men and maidens
&quot;

on the Grecian Urn, and standing still, sub specie aeternitatis,

as emblems of what ? of Eternal Verities,the purport of which

we cannot now recall
;
but we know that they are valid, and are

laid up in that other world from which we are newly returned.
2

1
Republic, 414.

2 See Plotinus, Enn. vi. 9. 9 and 10 : speaking of the return from the ecstatic

to ordinary consciousness, he says 5vff&amp;lt;ppa.ffTov
TO d^a^a (what was seen in the

ecstatic state). TTWS 70,^ &v airayyeiXeit ns cos erepov OVK iuv e/ceiVo 6re eOearo

frepov, dXXd v irpos eavrov
;
and see infra, p. 387, where it is contended that the

feeling of being &quot;one with the world&quot; is that experienced when great poetry
exerts its influence most powerfully.

2c
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It may be objected that &quot; Poetic Truth
&quot;

is not rated

highly enough when its
&quot; Universal

&quot;

is identified with a
&quot;

vague feeling
&quot;

of some inexplicable significance attaching to

objects and sentiments, within the sphere of ordinary experi

ence, which are brought before us in the Poet s story. The

patent fact that Poetry
&quot;

elevates
&quot; men s lives may be urged

against a view which reduces its
&quot; Truth

&quot;

to the low level, it

may be thought, of a feeling of the &quot;

Irrational Part of the

Soul.&quot; I would meet this objection by referring to what I

have said about the relation of the conscious Self of waking-

experience the sensitive and rational Self to the Self of

the dream-consciousness, and of both to the unconscious Self

of the &quot;

Vegetative Part of the Soul,&quot; in which they have

their roots. The Vegetative Part, I argued, is the principle

within us which inspires the conscious life with that which

is the foundation of conduct, and (when we turn to specula

tion) the beginning and end of Metaphysics that faith in

reality and goodness in the strength of which we struggle on,

seeking ever new experiences and adventures. I put no

slight, therefore, upon the &quot; Universal of Poetry
&quot;

if I ascribe

it to the inspiration of this fundamental principle making
itself felt in consciousness, not in the normal form of implicit

belief in the Worth of Life, but less normally as the dream-

intuition of a ground of that belief. The Metaphysician is

too often found trying to set forth a ground which shall be

plain to the Understanding, forgetting that

Thou canst not prove the Nameless,
Nor canst thou prove the world thou movest in,

For nothing worthy proving can be proven,
Nor yet disproven.

The Poet does better : he induces the dream-intuition of a

ground, and leaves us with the wonder of the vision haunting
our minds when we wake to pursue the details of his interest

ing story.

But in what form, it will be asked, does this ground of

our faith present itself to the dream - consciousness ? It

presents itself, I would answer, as
&quot; another world

&quot;

one,

unchanging, good, certified, by the testimony of one swift

act of perfect intuition, to exist beyond, or rather within, the
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world of multiplicity and change and trouble which the senses

and understanding present to us
; and, recapitulating all that

I have said in this section, and other parts of this work, I

would describe the way in which the Poet brings us to this

intuition as follows :

The Poet, by means of words, makes us, his patients, see

those wondrous images of the familiar things of human life

and experience which he himself sees.
1 We dream his dream.

But, in a moment, our dream is past, and we see, with the

waking mind s eye, the familiar things which, a moment
before or was it not ages ago ? were so wondrously trans

formed for the dreaming mind s -eye. Henceforth all is

changed. Whatever bit of interesting human life and ex

perience the Poet has taken for his
&quot;

subject,&quot; be it the

situation which appeals to tender sentiment in a love-song,

the action which appeals to pity, fear, grief, risibility, expect
ant curiosity, in a play, the world of nature which appeals to

us as scene of man s adventures and musings, in a poem of

observation and reflection, whatever be the interesting bit of

human life and experience which the Poet has presented to

us, it is now, for us also, no longer a mere particular experi
ence. We now see this bit of common experience in a setting
of mysterious feeling. When we try to explain to ourselves

what this mysterious feeling is which can so wondrously

transfigure a bit of common experience, we are fain to borrow

the language of logic, and speak of it as a
&quot; Universal &quot;-

&quot;

the particular,&quot; we say,
&quot;

is no longer a particular : it bears

the image of the Universal, reflects the light of the Uni

versal.&quot; But this so-called &quot;Universal&quot; is no conceptual

product of the logical understanding : the logical understand

ing, like the senses, regards the World as a number of more or

less connected items external to itself; but this feeling which

is come over us is the feeling of being one with the World.

This feeling of being one with the World is the reflection, in

consciousness, of the condition of that unconscious &quot;

Vegetative
1 &quot; Als die einfachste und richtigste Definition der Poesie mo elite ich diese

aufstellen, dass sie die Kunst ist, durch Worte die Einbildnngskraft ins Spiel
zu versetzen

&quot;

(Schopenhauer, Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung, ii. 484).
Poesis est genus doctrinae, verbis plerumque adstrictum, rebus solutum et

licentiosum
; itaque ad phantasiam refertur, quae iniqua et illicita prorsus

rerum conjugia et divortia comminisci et machinari solet (Bacon, de Augm.
Sc. ii. cap. 13).
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Soul
&quot;

in us which is the foundation of our conscious life

which, by its continuous activity, sustains the broken activities

of our conscious life, and correlates them, and inspires us with

invincible faith in a real World, as part of which, or as one

with which, it is good to live. This faith is the stuff out of

which the Thinking Faculty, in course of time, constructs its

preposterous
&quot;

ontology,&quot;
or theory of a real World in which,

and of which, it is good to be a theory which consists in

the production of ex post facto reasons for what Transcendental

Feeling, representing, in consciousness, the condition of the

unconscious &quot;

Vegetative Soul
&quot;

in us, lays down as a sure

first principle, that behind, or rather within, the temporal
world of particular items presented to us in the life of the

senses and understanding, behind the world of
&quot;

phenomena
which we can never explain

&quot;

and &quot;

passions of which we have

not yet formed clear and distinct ideas,&quot; there is an eternal

World one, unchangeable good. This is the World which the
&quot;

Vegetative Part of the Soul
&quot;

puts its trust in
;
and the

other
&quot;

Parts,&quot; sensitive and rational, follow its lead with

increasing hesitation and scepticism as
&quot;

higher
&quot;

operations of

consciousness come into play : but yet they follow

ayov Se // &amp;lt;5 Zev KOU a~v y
3

?}

TroO
3

vfj.lv ifj,i SiaTCTay/xe

\j/ojJLai y aoKvos- r}v Se
/XT)

yevo/xei/os, ovSev JJTTOV

To feel of a sudden that there is surely an eternal World

behind, or within, the temporal world of particular items, is

to experience the tcdOapo-ts which Poetry one among other

agencies effects in us.

I would conclude this Section with some remarks on

the place of Metrical Form melodious and rhythmic
diction and of Imagination, or Representation, respectively

in Poetry.

If the essential function of Poetry, as Poetry, is to rouse

Transcendental Feeling by inducing lapses into the state of

dream-consciousness, it is easy to see that metrical form is helpful

towards the exercise of this function. Metrical form repre

sents song and dance, both natural expressions of, and both

powerfully reacting on, those modes of what may be called
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Empirical
l

Feeling which have been most influential in the

development of man as social being sympathy with kinsmen

and associates, joy and sorrow, love and hatred, confidence and

fear, experienced by each man in common with the other

members of his tribe.
2 When we civilised men are subjected

to the influence of metrical diction, we are visited, in our soli

tude, by faint shadows, as it were, of those actual feelings

which social song and dance expressed and strengthened in

primitive man. As experiencing these feelings in this shadowy
form, we are, ipso facto, withdrawn from the current world of

actual feelings, sense-impressions, and concepts of the under

standing, and carried away to the confines of the dream-world

into which it is the peculiar office of the Poet to transport us,

in order that we may see, just for a moment, the creations

with which he has filled it, and then may return, surrounded

by an atmosphere of Transcendental Feeling, to see, in the

waking world of his interesting story, the doubles of these

creations reflecting, each with its own specific tint, the solemn

light of that feeling. But is metrical form absolutely necessary
to the exercise of this peculiar office of Poetry ? For an answer

to this question I go to a great poet, than whom there is none

greater, I think, whether he be judged by power of rousing
Transcendental Feeling or by mastery of the art of versifica

tion to Coleridge.
&quot; The writings of Plato,&quot; he says,

3 &quot; and

1
I venture to speak of

&quot;

Empirical Feeling&quot; as distinguished from &quot;Tran

scendental
Feeling.&quot; Empirical Feeling has such modes as love, hate, fear, anger,

surprise ; they are specifically marked off from one another, and are always
experienced each in a set of circumstances, or in relation to some object, which
is specifically marked off from other sets of circumstances or other objects. These
modes of feeling accordingly, like the objects which arouse them, come into con

sciousness, or supervene ; they are a posteriori data of consciousness empirically
received. But Transcendental Feeling Faith in the Worth of Life is not a

datum of conscious experience, like this or that mode of Empirical Feeling ;
it

does not merely supervene or come into consciousness
;

it is already involved
in consciousness

;
it is the a priori condition of conscious activity ;

if we had it

not, we should not endure to live and seek after the a posteriori data which make
the content of life.

2 &quot;

Circling in the common dance, moving and singing in the consent of com
mon labour, the makers of earliest poetry put into it those elements without which
it cannot thrive now. ... It is clear from the study of poetic beginnings that

poetry in its larger sense is not a natural impulse of man, simply as man. His

rhythmic and kindred instincts, latent in the solitary state, found free play only
under communal conditions, and as powerful factors in the making of society.

&quot;-

Gummere, The Beginnings of Poetry (1901), p. 473. I find much that I can

agree with in Prof. Gummere s book
;
but I think that he (together with many

others) is wrong in making metrical form essential to Poetry.
3
Coleridge, Biogr. Lit. ch. xiv.
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Bishop Taylor, and the Theoria Sacra of Burnet, furnish

undeniable proofs that poetry of the highest kind may exist

without metre, and even without the contradistinguishing

objects of a poem ;&quot;
and again,

1 &quot; Metre in itself is simply a

stimulant of the attention ... I write in metre, because I

am about to use a language different from that of
prose.&quot;

The

evidence of Wordsworth is to the same effect
;
but as he is not

a great master of versification, as Coleridge is, his evidence

may be thought, perhaps, to be less valuable :

&quot;

It has been

shown that the language of Prose,&quot; Wordsworth says in the

Preface to the Second Edition of his Poems (including Lyrical
Ballads

),

&quot;

may yet be well adapted to Poetry ;
and it was pre

viously asserted that a large portion of the language of every

good poem can in no respect differ from that of good Prose.

We will go farther. It may be safely affirmed that there

neither is, nor can be, any essential difference between the

language of Prose and metrical composition. ... I here use

the word Poetry (though against my own judgment) as

opposed to the word Prose, and synonymous with metrical com

position. But much confusion has been introduced into criticism

by this contradistinction of Poetry and Prose, instead of the

more philosophical one of Poetry and Matter of Fact, or Science.

The only strict antithesis to Prose is Metre
;
nor is this, in

truth, a strict antithesis, because lines and passages of metre so

naturally occur in writing prose, that it would be scarcely

possible to avoid them, even were it desirable.&quot; If this

evidence, as coming from one who is no great master of versi

fication, be thought lightly of, it ought, on the other hand, to

be remembered that Wordsworth is Coleridge s peer in power
of rousing Transcendental Feeling, and exercises this power
often through the medium of studiously prosaic diction. His

Poetry, therefore, is evidence, apart altogether from his critical

opinion just quoted, in favour at least of the view that full

poetic effect can be produced where the diction is hardly dis

tinguishable from that of prose.

The view maintained by Coleridge and Wordsworth 2
is

not, it would seem, orthodox. Kecent critics of Poetry are

1

Coleridge, o.c. ch. xviii.
2 And Shelley, A Defence of Poetry : &quot;The distinction between poets and

prose writers is a vulgar error.&quot;
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generally in favour of the view that metrical form is an

essential condition of the existence of
&quot;

Poetry.&quot;

]

Now, the difference between a great poet himself and

critics of the ars poetica who are not, and do not pretend to

be, great poets, or even poets at all, appears to me to be worth

defining ;
and I venture to define it as follows :

A great poet, like Wordsworth or Coleridge, is so intent

upon the End of Poetry that he uses the means with little

thought of what they happen to be in themselves. Critics of

Poetry, on the other hand, even when they are endowed with

personal feeling for the End of Poetry, are apt, as critics, to

take that End for granted, and devote their attention exclu

sively to the very interesting subject of the means whereby it

is achieved. They assume that, of course, a great poet pro
duces &quot;

poetic effect
&quot;

;
but not cherishing that effect as a

personal experience to be received with undiminished wonder

and joy whenever they read his poetry, they are apt, in their

capacity of critics, to lose clear sight of it, and then to mistake

for part of it something entirely distinct from it the mere

aesthetic effect produced by the melody and rhythm un

doubtedly present in most cases where there is Poetry. This

mistake, I venture to think, lurks in the following definition

of
&quot;

Poetry,&quot; which may be taken as expressing the view of a

large, and in some respects, meritorious class of critics those

who are impressed by the &quot;

necessity of considering literature

as material of science
&quot;

:

&quot;

Poetry is literature, usually of a

high degree of Human Interest, which, in addition to its

Human Interest, has in it an added Aesthetic Interest,&quot; i.e.

appeals to
&quot; an aesthetic sense of rhythm.&quot;

2 Here it may be

that &quot;

high Human Interest
&quot;

though said to be only
&quot;

usually
&quot;

present stands for the End of Poetry as Words
worth and Coleridge understand it

;
but the attainment of

this end is made entirely dependent on successful appeal to

1 A collection of opinions on this subject, I should think pretty nearly com
plete, and certainly somewhat embarrassing by reason of the often very minute
differences recorded, will be found in Professor Gummere s work, The Beginnings
of Poetry (1901) ;

see also Professor Butcher s Aristotle s Theory of Poetry and
Fine Art, pp. 143-147, and Mr. Adamtfnote on Republic, 601 B, 9. Plato and
Aristotle both make fj.vdos the essential thing in Poetry : ^irpov is ancillary : see

Phacdo, 61 B, and Poet. 1451 b 29, quoted by Mr. Adam.
&quot;An Introduction to the Scientific Study of English Poetry, by Mark H.

Liddell (1902), pp. 72 and 65. See also Gnxnxnere, o.c. ch. ii., &quot;Rhythm as the
Essential Fact of

Poetry.&quot;
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the aesthetic sense of rhythm metrical form is made absolutely

necessary to the exercise of the essential function of Poetry.

Indeed, so vital is the connection between &quot; metre
&quot;

and
&quot;

poetry
&quot;

conceived to be, that we are asked to regard the

rhythmic structure of the diction as only the outer form of a
&quot;

rhythmic structure of ideation
&quot;

: there can be no Poetry
where there is not only a rhythmic structure of diction, but a

rhythmic structure of ideation. 1

While maintaining that not only is
&quot; Verse Form

Interest
&quot; 2

successful appeal to the aesthetic sense of rhythm
no part of the true poetic effect, but that metrical form is

not essential, even as means, to the production of true poetic

effect, I, of course, am ready to admit that, when metrical

form is absent, poetic effect is produced with greater difficulty

than when that form is present ;
for the appeal made to the

Self of the dream-consciousness is so much the weaker as

being made solely through dream-scenery, without the aid of

the nascent emotion accompanying the suggested Song and

Dance. But dream-scenery suggested by the plainest prose is

often, I submit, enough, by itself, to make the milieu in which

it is possible to experience the true poetic effect. This could

be illustrated abundantly from the Icelandic Sagas. On the

other hand, it is often the case that the destruction of the

metrical form, dream-scenery being left untouched, destroys

that milieu : of this Plato gives us an amusing example in

Republic, 393 E ff, where Miad, i. 17 ft
.,

is turned into prose;

and, as Professor Gummere asks,
3 &quot; What would be left in prose,

any prose, of Goethe s Ueber alien Gipfeln ist Hull ?
&quot;

Nothing
of that particular poem certainly, the original diction of which

is metrical. But, I submit, there are poems the original

diction of which is not metrical. Because a poem, originally

composed in metrical form, is spoilt as a poem by translation

into prose, it does not follow that
&quot;

prose
&quot;

is impossible as the

original form in which a poem may be composed.
&quot; There is no

valid test for the historian save this test of rhythm,&quot; says Pro

fessor Gummere.4
It is a rough test convenient, I dare say,

for the purpose of the historian
;
but the philosophical student

cannot accept it as having any value for his own purpose.

1
Liddell, o.c. p. 145, 2

o. c. p. 74.
3

o.c. p. 49. 4
o.c. pp. 49, 50.
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I would class metrical form, then, along with interesting

story and skilful word-painting, as a part an important, but

not absolutely necessary part of the milieu in which the

genius of the Poet finds it possible to produce poetic effect in

his patient ;
that effect itself, of course, being something

essentially distinct from the interest felt in the story, from

the specific emotions roused by its incidents and scenery, or

from the Tra6o&amp;lt;$ caused (it may be, first of all in the vocal

chords J

) by the rhythm and melody of the words, whether

spoken or unspoken. In the milieu of imagery and emotion

produced by the Poet s story or description, especially when it

is couched in melodious language,
2
the Poet s patient is ready

to experience, when the &quot;

psychological moment &quot;

arrives, that

sudden flash of Transcendental Feeling in which, I contend,

the essence of poetical effect consists.

I venture to think that the exaggerated importance attached

to metrical form, regarded as an essential condition of poetic

effect, has been responsible for the comparatively scanty atten

tion paid by recent writers on the nature of Poetry to the

immensely important part played by Representation, simply
as Representation, in the creation of what I have called the

poetic milieu, to distinguish it from poetic effect. The Greek

identification of TTOLTJO-^ with /u/^cr^ seems to me to have

the root of the matter in it, if we understand by pi^Gis the

production of the poetic milieu, and take KaOapais (as it appears
in Aristotle s Poetics) to stand for the poetic effect the flash

of Transcendental Feeling in that milieu.

The Poetic milieu, as I have argued throughout this work,
is a state of dream-consciousness not, indeed, shut off, as in

sleep, from the waking state, but concurrent with, or inserted

into, it. As we read or listen to Poetry we are in a day
dream. We are, indeed, aware of the &quot;

real things
&quot;

of this

world round about us
;
and yet we are in another world, not

of
&quot;

real
things,&quot;

but of representations, imitations, pictures,

1
&quot;I believe that with careful self-observation many men with an ear for

verse will recognise that the essential part of poetic excitation has lain in scarcely

perceptible changes of tension in the muscles of the throat
&quot;

(Myers, Human Per

sonality, i. 102). I confess that it is with much astonishment that I iind Myers
among those who make the sense of nascent melodious speech in the vocal chords
the essential condition of experiencing poetic effect.

a Mr. W. B. Yeats in his book, The Idea of Good and Evil, p. 16, propounds
the charming idea of &quot;

poems spoken to a
harp.&quot;
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reflections. These reflections resemble the &quot;

real things
&quot;-

and yet, they are quite different from them as different as

the upside-down trees in the pool of water are different from

the real trees of which they are reflections. The reflections

of Poetry, like those of the pool, are in another world. What
do they mean ? They are more beautiful than the &quot;

real

things
&quot;

of this world. The &quot;

real things
&quot;

therefore cannot

account for them. They are copies surely of
&quot;

eternal things
&quot;

existing somewhere. Where ? Such is the reasoning, and

such is the final aTropla, or impasse, of the dream-consciousness

which the Poet can induce in his patient simply by means of

Representation. Sometimes the patient does not get beyond
the a7ropia or impasse ;

sometimes and this is to experience
the true poetic effect the impasse is opened for a moment,
the aTropia is solved in a swift act of intuition too swift,

alas ! for the truth revealed to be retained in the memory :

Vedela tal, che, quando il mi ridice,

lo non lo intendo, si parla sottile

Al cor dolente, che lo fa parlare.
1

I have spoken of objects reflected in a pool of water. The

feeling which such reflections cause is, I think, very nearly
akin to that which poetic /u/^crt? causes. The phantasms of

real things in water, in painting, in word-painting, lend

themselves to the feeling that there is
&quot; another world.&quot;

They are seen in a strange light and atmosphere, and, as we

look at them, the world of waking experience recedes, and

we pass into dreamland as we do sometimes on a still

autumn evening when we see familiar houses and trees

silhouetted against the pure sky, like things in a picture

which we now look at for the first time with wonder and

eerie surmise.

Shelley s rendering of the feeling produced by reflections in

water is worth careful consideration as a great poet s record

of an experience which is closely related to, if not identical

with, that produced by poetical
&quot;

Imitation,&quot; or
&quot;

Repre
sentation.&quot; I close this section by quoting his lines 2 as an

answer not the less valuable because not intended by the

1 Vita Nuova, Sonetto xxv.
2 The Recollection.
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poet himself to be an answer to the question, What is the

end of Poetry, and how does Imitation subserve that end ?

We paused beside the pools that lie

Under the forest bough,
Each seemed as twere a little sky

Gulfed in a world below
;

A firmament of purple light,

Which in the dark earth lay,

More boundless than the depth of night,
And purer than the day

In which the lovely forests grew,
As in the upper air,

More perfect both in shape and hue

Than any spreading there.

There lay the glade and neighbouring lawn,
And through the dark-green wood

The white sun twinkling like the dawn
Out of a speckled cloud.

Sweet views which in our world above

Can never well be seen,

Were imaged by the water s love

Of that fair forest green.
And all was interfused beneath

With an Elysian glow,
An atmosphere without a breath,

A softer day below.





THE TWO SYMPOSIUM MYTHS

CONTEXT

THE subject of the Symposium, like that of its companion

Dialogue, the Phaedrus, is Love.

The subject is treated, from various points of view, in

speeches made, in succession, ~by those present at a Banquet

in the house of Agathon the tragedian ~by Phaedrus, ~by

Pausanias, by Eryximachus, by Aristophanes, ~by Agathon

himself, by Socrates reporting the Discourse of Diotima the

Woman of Mantinea, and lastly by Alcibiades.

Two of these speeches that of Aristophanes, and that of

Diotima, reported by Socrates are Myths.

397
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Symposium 189 c 193 D.

189 C E/tol yap BoKovo-iv dvdpwrrot, rcavrdrcaai rrjv rov epcoros

Svvauw OVK rjcrdTJo-Qai,, eVel alaOavouevou ye fMeyicrr av

avrov lepd KaraaKevdcrai, /cal
/3o&amp;gt;/zoi&amp;gt;9

/cal Ovaias av rroielv

[jieyicrras, ov% warrep vvv rovrcov ovBev ylyverai Trepl avrov,

D Beov Trdvrcov /jLa\t,crra yiyveaOai. ecrri yap 0ewv (frikavOpa)-

Troraro?, eiriKOVpo^ re cov rwv dvdpcoTrcov /cal larpos rovrcw,

MV ladevrcDv f^eyiarrj evSai/jLOvia av rc5 dv0pa)7rei(t) yevet

elr]. eya) ovv Treipdo-ofjuai, vfilv elcrTjy^crao-Oai rrjv Bvva/jiiv

avrov, v/juels be rwv a\\wv SiSdorKoXot, eaeade. Set 8e

irpwrov vfjuas uaOeiv rrjv dvdpcoTrivrjv cf)V(riv Kal rd rraBrjfjiara

avrfjs.
fH ydp rca\ai rjuwv (f)V(Ti,s ov% avrr) fjv ijtrep vvv,

dX)C d\\oia. rrpwrov aev ydp rpia rjv rd yevij rd rwv

dv0pt)7ra)v, oi&amp;gt;% wcrirep vvv Svo, dppev /cal 0^\v, d\\d /cal

E rpirov TrpoaTJv KOLVOV ov djj,(f)orepa)v rovrcov, ov vvv ovo/jua

\oi7r6v, avrb Se rj^dvicrrai dvbpoyvvov ydp ev rore /juev rjv

Kal el&o? Kal ovo^a e% d/ji(j)orepa)v KOLVOV rov re appevos

Kal #77X609, vvv S OVK ecrnv aXX 77 ev oveiSei ovopa Kei-

/jievov. erreira o\ov fy eKaarov rov dvdpcoTrov TO 6t8o?

crrpoyyv\ov, vwrov Kal 7T\evpds KVK\W e%ov.

rerrapas et%e, Kal
&amp;lt;7Ke\rj

rd l&amp;lt;ra rals ^epo-i, Kal

190 8vo err av^evi KVK\orepel, o/jboia rravry Ke&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a\rjv
S eV

duffrorepois rot? rrpocr^rro^ evavrlow Keifievois (juiav, Kal

a)ra rerrapa, Kal alSola Svo, Kal rd\\a Trdvra ft)? dtro

rovrcov dv rt&amp;lt;? elKaaeiev. erropevero Se Kal opOov wa-irep

vvv, OTTorepwae pov\7j0ei7]- Kal orrore ra%y opprjcreie Qelv,

warrep ol Kvf3i&amp;lt;rrwvres et? opdov rd (TKeXrj

Kvftiarr&cri KVK\W, oKra) rore overt, rot? peXea

ra^y efyepovro KVK\W. r)V Be Bid ravra rpia rd yevrj Kal

B roiavra, ori TO p,ev dppev fjv rov rj\iov r^v dpyfiv eKyovov,

TO Se 6rj\v TT)? 7779, TO Se du(f)orepa)v aere^ov rrjs cre\r]vris,

on Kal 77 o~e\r)vr) dfi^&amp;gt;orepcov aere^ei. Trepifapr) Be Brj r\v

Kal avrd Kal 77 rropeia avrwv Bid TO Tot9 yovevcnv
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TRANSLATION OF THE MYTH TOLD BY ARISTOPHANES

Men, methinks, have altogether failed of apprehending the

power of Love; for had they apprehended it, for him would

they have builded the greatest temples and the greatest

altars, and unto him would bring the greatest burnt offerings ;

whereas now no such honours are paid unto him honours

meet for him above all other gods ;
for he is that one of them

all who loveth men most
;
he is the helper of mankind, and

our physician where healing bringeth the greatest happiness.
I will therefore endeavour to instruct you in his power ;

and

you shall teach others.

First must be told what Human Nature is, and what are

the affections thereof.

Human Nature was not originally what it now is, but

different
; for, in the first place, there were three genders of

mankind, not as now, two male and female, but a third in

addition thereto a common gender composite of the two.

This gender itself is clean gone, and only the name thereof

remaineth, Man-Woman, as a name of reproach. Secondly,
the whole form of every human creature was round, whereof

the back and sides made one circumference
;
and it had four

hands, and likewise four legs ;
and two faces, altogether

similar to each other, upon a round neck
;
and on the top

of these faces, which were set opposite to each other, one

head
;
and four ears

;
and there were two privy members

;

and all the other parts after the same manner
;
and these

people walked upright, as men do now, whithersoever they
would

;
and also, when they desired to go quickly, they

rolled quickly round, pushing off with their eight limbs,

like tumblers who tumble over and over with their legs going
round in the air.

Now the genders were three, and of this sort, because the

male gender was in the beginning sprung from the Sun, and

the female gender from the Earth, and that which partook of

both from the Moon for the Moon partaketh of both Sun
and Earth : so it came to pass that they themselves and their

manner of progression were circular after the likeness of
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elvai. rjv ovv rrjv lo-^yv Seivd teal TTJV pto/jLijv, teal ra

(frpovijuaTa jjbeyd\a el%ov, eTre^eiprjcrav Se rot? Oeois, KOI o

Xeyet
f

O/jL7]po$ Trepl E^taXrou re Kal &quot;flrou, Trepl erceiv&v

C \eyeTai, TO et? rov ovpavov dvdffacriv eTTi^eipelv irot,elv, o&amp;gt;9

eTTiOfjcroijievcov rot? Oeols.

rO ovv Zev? Kal ol a\\oi 6eol e{3ov\6vovro, o TI %pij

CLVTOVS TTOirjo-ai, fcal r)7ropovv ovre yap OTTCO? aTrotcreivaiev

Kai cocrTrep roi;? f

yi&amp;lt;yavTa&amp;lt;$ Kepavvct)cravT6&amp;lt;?
TO

al Tifial yap avTols Kal lepa TO, Trapa

oi&amp;gt;9* OTTO)? eaiev d(re\yaiveiv.

Sr/ o Zew? evvorjcras \ej6L, OTL Ao/cw JJLOL, ecfrr)

/jbrj-^avrfv, &&amp;gt;? av elev re avOpcoTroi ical TravoraivTO r?)?

D tt/coXacr/a? dcrOeveaTepot, yevo/Jievoi. vvv fj^ev yap avTovs,

ecfrrj, SiaT/jua) 3/^a eicacrTOV, Kal cifjia fjiev ao-OevecrTepot

ecrovTai, a/jLa Be %p7)cri/jLa)TepoL rj/jiiv Sia TO 7r\iov$ TOP

dpiOfAov yeyovevau Kal ftaSiovvTai, bpOol eVl Svoiv &amp;lt;7tce\oiv.

eav 8 GTI, SoKwaiV do-e\,yaLveiv Kal
/JLTJ

0e\a)(n,v r^crv^iav

dyeiv, TcaKiv av, e(f)rj, reyLtw Sfya, WCTT
e^&amp;gt;

ez/o? TropevcrovTai

&amp;lt;TKe\ovs dcrKU)\i^ovTes. TavTa

E ^&amp;gt;LXa &amp;gt;

to&amp;gt;a7rep L Ta oa Te/J,vov

r) w&amp;lt;T7rp
ol Ta aid rat? 6pi%iv. ovTiva oe re/u-ot, TOV

e/ceXeue TO re TrpoawTrov /AeTacrTpe^eiv Kal TO TOV

Trpos Tr]V TO/JUIJV, iva Oeco/juevos TTJV avTOV

L7j 6 dv6pw7ros, Kal ToXXa IdcrOat

Se TO Te TTpocrwTrov peT(7Tpe(f)e, Kal &amp;lt;rvve\KO)V

TO Sep/jLa 67rl TTJV yacrTepa vvv Ka\,ov/jLevyv,

Ta avcrTrao-Ta /3a~\dvTia, ev crTojua TTOIWV dtreoei,

a fjuearjv TTJV yaaTepa, o $r) TOV
6/j,&amp;lt;f)a\bv

Ka\ovcn. Kal

191 TO,? uv aXXa? pVTioa? Ta? TroXXa? ej~e\eatve Kal Ta o-TtjOr)

SliypOpOV, %COV Ti TOIOVTOV OpyaVOV, olov ol CrKVTOTOfJLOit

Trepl TOV Ka\o7roBa \eaivovTes Ta? TCOV CTKVTWV pvTiSas
1

oXz/ya? &e KaTeXiire, Ta-9 Trepl avTrjv TJJV yaorTepa Kal TOV

oz/, fivrj/juelov elvai TOV 7ra\aiov irdOovs. eTreiSr) ovv
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their parents : and they were terrible by reason of their \/

strength and valour
;
and their hearts were proud, and they

made assault upon the Gods
;
for that which Homer telleth

concerning Ephialtes and Otus is told concerning them that

they essayed to go up into Heaven for to lay hands on the

Gods.

Wherefore Zeus and the other Gods took counsel what

they should do, and were in doubt
;

for they were not

minded to slay them, as they slew the giants, with thunder

bolts, and to make men to cease utterly from the Earth, for

then would the worship and the sacrifices which men render

unto the Gods also cease
;
nor were they minded to let them

go on in their iniquities. At last after a long while Zeus

bethought him of this that followeth, and said :

&quot;

I have

found out a way, methinks, of keeping men alive, and yet

making them weaker, so that they shall cease from their

wickedness : I will cut each one of them in twain
;
and so

shall they be made weaker, and also more serviceable for us,

having been increased in number
;

and they shall walk

upright on two legs ;
and if I see them again behaving

themselves frowardly and not willing to live peaceably, I

will cut them yet again in twain,&quot; he said,
&quot;

so that they shall

go hopping on one
leg.&quot;

Having spoken thus, he straightway began to cut men in

twain, as one cutteth apples for pickling, or eggs with hairs
;

and each one whom he cut in twain he delivered unto Apollo,
and commanded him to turn round the face and half of the

neck towards the cut, so that the fellow, beholding it, might
behave himself more seemly ;

likewise the other parts did he

command Apollo to dress : and Apollo turned the face round,

arid pulled the skin together from all parts over that which

is now called the belly, even as one draweth together a purse,

and the one opening which was left he closed and made fast

in the middle of the belly this is that which they now call

the navel
;
and smoothing out all the other wrinkles every

where, he fashioned the breasts with an instrument like unto

that wherewith cobblers smooth out the wrinkles of the

leather round the last
;
but he left a few wrinkles about the

belly itself and the navel, to be for a memorial of that which

had been done of old.

2D
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j, TroBovv e/cao~Tov TO TJ/JLIO~V TO avTov

KOL 7repi{3d\\ovTes TCLS %elpas KOI crv/JL7r\efc6fjLevoi

ttXX??Xot9&amp;gt; eirtdv/uiovvTes av^vvau, dTreOvrja/cov VTTO TOV

B \ifjbov /cal TTJS aXX?;9 dpjias Bid TO /jurjBev e6e\eiv
%o&amp;gt;&amp;gt;t9

d\\ij\a)v irately. /cal oVore TL aTroOdvoc TO&amp;gt;V rj/jLicrecoV) TO

Be \ei$6elri, TO \ei(f)0v aXXo ef^ret /cal avveTrXe/ceTO, etre

yvvai/cbs T?}9 0X7^9 evTV^ot, rj/jLicrei, o Brj vvv
&amp;lt;yvvaL/ca

/ca\ov-

/J&amp;gt;ev,
etV dvbpos KOI oi/Ta&amp;gt;9 a?ra)XXu^To.

e\eijcra&amp;lt;&amp;gt;
Be o

Zei/9 a\\7]V fjLr)%avr)v Tropi^eTai, /cal fjueTaTiOrjcriv avTMV TO,

alSoia et9 TO Trpoadev re&)9 yap /cal TavTa e/cTos

C /cal
e&amp;gt;yevva)v

/cal CTLKTOV OVK els d\\tj\ovs, aXX els

wcrirep ol TeTTiyes. /JbeTedrjice re ovv OVTCOS avT&v els TO

irpoo dev /cal $ia TOVTWV Trjv yeveo~iv ev aXX?^Xot9 e7roir)o~,

&t,a TOV appevos ev ro5 6rj\ei, rcoz/Se eve/ca, tva ev TIJ

o-v/jL7T\o/cfj afjia /juev el dvrjp yvvai/cl evTv^oi, &amp;lt;yevva&amp;gt;ev
/cal

jijvot,TO TO yevos, afjLa 8 el /cal dppev dppevi, 7T\r)o-/^ov^

yovv ylyvoLTO Trjs crvvovcrias /cal BiaTravoiVTO teal eirl TCL

epya TpeTroivTO /cal TOV aXXou /3iov eViyLteXot^TO. &quot;Eo-rt Brj

D ovv e/c TOO~OV o epcos e/ji(f)VTOs d\\r)\a)v Tols dvOpcoTTOis /cal

TTJS dp^aias &amp;lt;u&amp;lt;re&&amp;gt;9 o~vvaya)yevs /cal
e7TL^ei,pa)v Troifjo-ai ev

e/c Bvolv /cal Ido-acrdai, Trjv fyvcriv TTJV dv0pa)7Tivijv.

ovv r)/j,cov IOTTLV dvOpcoTrov fu/&amp;gt;t/3oXo^,
are

wcTTrep at tyrjTTai, ef evbs &vo. ^rjTei Br) del

TO avTov e/ca(TTOS i;v/jL/3o\ov. oaou p,ev ovv TMV dvSpwv
TOV icoivov Tfjirj/jid elo~t,v, o Brj rore dvSpoyvvov e/cd\,iTO,

(f)i\oyvvai/ces r elcrl ical ol TroXXol TO&amp;gt;V fjiOi^wv e/c TOVTOV TOV

E yevovs yeyovaat,, /cal ocrat av yvval/ces (f)l\avBpoi re /cal

fjLOi^evTpiai, e/c TOVTOV TOV jevovs yiyvovTai,. ocrai Be TMV

yvvai/c&v yvvai/cbs Tfjur^jid elcriv, ov irdvv avTai Tols
dv&pd&amp;lt;ri

TOV vovv TTpoo-eXpvo-iv, aXXa jjua\\ov Trpbs Tas yvvai/cas

elaL, /cal al eTaipi&Tpiai e/c TOVTOV TOV yevovs

oaoi Be appevos T/JLrj/jid elcri, TO, dppeva Bioo/covcrt,

teal reo)9 /JLCV dv TralSes WCTLV, are Te/^d^ta ovTa TOV

dppevos, (f)i\ovcr(, TOVS dvBpas /cal %aipovcri o-vyKaTaKei^evoL

192 /cal o-v/jL7re7r\e&amp;lt;yfjivoi, TOLS dvbpdcri,, /cal elcriv OVTOL /3e\Ti,&amp;lt;rTOl

T&V TraiStov /cal fjueipaKiwv, are dvBpeioTaTOi, ovTes
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;vo-ei.

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;aal

Be Btf Tives avTOvs dvaia&quot;%vvTOVs elvai,,
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Now when the original creature was cut in twain, the one

half, longing for the other half, went to meet it, and they
cast their arms around one another, and clung unto one another,

eagerly desiring to be made one creature
;
and they began to

die for lack of food and of all other things that a man must

provide for himself; for neither would eat aught save together
with the other : and when one of the halves died, and the

other was left, that which was left went about seeking for

another half, and when it happened upon the half of that

which aforetime was a woman this half we now call woman
or upon the half of that which was a man, joined itself

unto it : and thus did they perish. Then Zeus had compas
sion upon them, and brought forth a new device : He brought
their privy parts round to the front for before that time

their privy parts were set in the outerpart of their bodies,

and they had not intercourse one with another, but with the

earth, as grasshoppers. So he changed them and caused them

to have intercourse one with another, to the end that, if a

man happened upon a woman, there might be propagation,
and if male happened upon male, there might be satisfaction,

and then an end made of it, both turning to other things and

minding them. Of such oldness is the love of one another

implanted in us, which bringeth us again into the primitive

state, and endeavoureth of two to make one and to heal the \

division of Human Nature. Every human creature, then, is

a counterpart, being a half cut flat like unto a flounder, and

alway seeketh his own counterpart.

They who are the halves of that composite nature which

was then called Man-Woman are the kind whereof the most

part of adulterers are
;
and of this sort likewise are women

which lust for men and are adulteresses. But those women
who are halves of the whole which was Woman take little

heed of men, but rather turn them to companionship with

women
;
and those males which are halves of the whole

which was male, go after the male : while they are boys,

inasmuch as they are slices of the male, they love men and

take pleasure in companionship with men
;

these be of all

boys and youths the best, inasmuch as they are by nature the

mqst_manly : some, indeed, say that they are without shame
;

but herein they speak falsely ;
for it is not by reason of
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ov yap VTT
dvaio&quot;xyvTias

TOVTO Bp&criv, aXX VTTO 0dppov$

Kal dv8peia$ teal appevwirias, TO opoiov avTols d

fMeya Se TeKurjpiov fcal yap Te\ew6evTe&amp;lt;$ JJLOVOI d

6^9 Ta Tro\iTLKa dvBpes ol TOLOVTOL. eire&av Se

B TraiBepacrTovon Kal Trpos yduovs Kal TraiSoTrouas ov Trpoa-

TOV vovv
(ftvo-ei,

d\\d VTTO rov VO/JLOV dvay/cd^ovrai-

apKel avrois per d\\rj\&amp;lt;DV Karaffiv dydfjioi^. Trdv-

TO)9 /JLV OVV O TOIOVTOS 7TCuSep&amp;lt;XC7T?79
T6 KOI, ^)L\pa(TT^

yiyverai, del TO %vyyeves daTra^o/jievos. oTav pev ovv Kal

avTw e/ceivq* evTV^r] rw avTov
rj/Jilo-ei, Kal o

7raiepa&amp;lt;TTr)S
Kal

C aXXo? ?ra9, Tore Kal Oav/jbaaTa e/cTrX^rro^Tat ^&amp;gt;i\ia
re Kal

olKeLOT^Ti Kal epcoTi, ovK e0e\ovTs, o&amp;gt;9 67T09

aOai aXX^Xeoy ovSe (r/JbiKpov -^povov. Kal ol

fjL6T* d\\r)\a)v Bid /3iov OVTOI elaiv, OL ovS* av e^oiev elirelv,

o Ti /3ov\ovTai, cr^icri, Trap d\\r)\a)v yi
r

yveo 6ai. ovSe yap

av 8ofete TOVT elvai rj TWV d(j)po$i,o-i(i)V crvvovoria, &&amp;gt;9 dpa

TOVTOV eveKa ere/309 eTepw yaipei %vvci)V ouT&)9

D o&quot;7rouS?79*
aXX aXXo Ti {3ov\ofjLevr) eKaTepov rj

eo~TiV, o ov SvvaTai elirelv, d\\d pavTeveTat, o j3ov\Ta(,

Kal alviTT6Tai. Kal el avTols eV TU&amp;gt; avTto KaTaKeifjuevois

7TicrTa9 o
f/

H^&amp;gt;ato-T09, e^wv TO, opyava, epoiTo- &quot;Tl ecr$ o

J3ov\ecr0e, a) avOpwiroi, vulv Trap d\\rj\a)V yeveaOai ;

&quot;

Kal

el aTTOpovvTas avTOvs iraXiv epoiTO ^Apd ye Tovoe

, ev TO) avTa) yeveaOai, o TI yLtaXtcrr aXX^Xot9,

Kal vvKTa Kal rjfiepav fir) dTroXeiTrecrOai d\\rf\,a)v ; el

E ydp TOVTOV TTi,0vueiTe, e0e\a) v/jid^ awTTJ^ai, Kal crv^vcrai,

et9 TO auro, wcrre Sv 6Vra9 eva yeyovevai Kal ea)9 r dv

%r)Te, &)9 eva ovTa, KOivfj d/JL&amp;lt;f)OTepovs ^TJV, Kal eTrei&dv

dTT00dvr)Te, eKel av ev
r/

A^Sov dvT\ Bvelv eva elvai KOivfj

T0vetoTe aXX opaTe, el TOVTOV epaTe Kal e^apKel vf.uv,

av TOVTOV Tv^rjTe
&quot;

TavTa dKovcras Icrfjuev OTI ov& dv 6^9

ov$ aXXo TL dv fyaveir) /3ov\6jj,evos, aXX are^z W9

dv aKTjKoevai TOVTO, o Trdkai dpa eTreOvfjuei, crvv\0a)v

Kal crvvTaKels TK&amp;gt; epco/jieva)
IK Svelv et9 yevecr0at. TOVTO
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shamelessness that they do this, but by reason of the courage
and manliness in them, which their countenance declareth.

Wherefore do they greet joyfully that which is like unto

themselves : and that this I say concerning them is true, what

followeth after showeth
;

for afterward when these are grown .

up, they alone of all men advance to the conduct of politicoes.

Now when these are grown up to be men, they make youths
l

their companions, and their nature inclineth them not to

wedlock and the begetting of children
; only the law con-

straineth them thereto : for they are content to pass their

lives with one another unwedded, being lovers one of another,

and always greeting that nature which hath kinship with

their own. When, therefore, one of these happeneth upon
the very one who is his own other half, then are the two con

founded with a mighty great amazement of friendship and kin

ship and love, and will not nay, not for a moment be parted
from each other. These be they who all their life through are

alway together, nor yet could tell what it is they wish to

obtain of each other for surely it is not satisfaction of

sensual appetite that all this great endeavour is after : nay,

plainly, it is something other that the Soul of each wisheth

something which she cannot tell, but, darkly divining, maketh
her end. And if Hephaestus came and stood by the two

with his tools in his hand, and asked of them saying,
&quot; What

is it, men, that ye wish to obtain of each other ?
&quot; and when

they could not answer, asked of them again saying,
&quot;

Is it this

that ye desire to be so united unto each other that neither

by night nor by day shall ye be parted from each other ? If

it is this that ye desire, I will melt and fuse you together so

that, although ye are two, ye shall become one, and, as long
as ye live, shall both live one common life, and when ye die,

shall be one dead man yonder in Hades, instead of two dead

men : see now, if it be for this ye are lovers, and if the

getting of this is all your desire.&quot; We know well that

there is none who would say nay unto this, or show a wish

for aught else
; yea, rather, each one would think that this

which was now promised was the very thing which he

had alway, albeit unwittingly, desired to be joined
unto the beloved, and to be melted together with him,
so that the twain should become one : the cause whereof
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yap ea-Ti TO aiTiov, on rj ap^aia Averts rj/juwv r)V avTij Ka\

rjfjiev o\ot, rov 6\ov ovv rrj eTTiOvfJiia KOI Bico^ei ep&K

193 ovofjia. Kal irpb TOV, wcrTrep \eyco, ev rj/juev vvvl Be Bid

Trjv dBiKiav Bia)Ki(r6rjfjLev VTTO TOV 6eov, KaOdirep Ap/caSe^

VTTO A.aiceoaiijLOVLCDv. &amp;lt;j)6/3o$
ovv CCTTIV, eav

/JLTJ KOO-JJUIOI, 0)

7T/J09 rou? Oeovs, OTTO)? /JUT)
Kal av6i$ S{,ao-%io-0r)

a)(T7rep ol ev rat? crT^Xat? KaTa

\iGTcai. a\\a TOVTCM eveKa TTOLVT avSpa

B aTravTa 7rapaKe\eveo~6at, evo-efteiv Trepl Oeovs, wa TCL /J,ev

, TWV Be Tv^coj^ev, &&amp;gt;v o
Epa&amp;gt;9 r^/MV r^yefji^v xal

o&amp;gt; /jLfjBel^ IvavTid TTpaTTeTw TTpciTTei B evavTia

ocrri? ^6049 aTre^OdveTai. cj)i\oi, yap yevo/juevoi, Kal BiaXXa-

yevTes TCO 6ea&amp;gt; e^evprjo-ofjuev re Kal evTev^o^eOa rofc Tra&LKols

rot9 rjfjLeTepow avTwv, o TWV vvv o\lyoi, Troiovai,. Kal
yu-r;

/JLOI, V7ro\dftr) ^pv^ifjua^o^ KO)/j,(t)Ba)V TOV \6yov, a&amp;gt;9 Havcraviav

Kal A.yd6a)va \eya) tcrcos /juev yap Kal OVTOI TOVTCOV

C Tvy^dvovcnv 6Vre9 Kai elcriv d/a^oTepoL TTJV fyvcrLV appeves,

\eya) Be ovv eycoye Ka9 aTrdvTcov Kal dvBpcov Kal yvvaiKMV,

OTI, OVTCOS dv rjfjbwv TO yivos evBai/juov yevoiTO, el eVreXecrat-

fjuev TOV epa)Ta Kal TWV TraiBiK&v TWV avTOv e/cao-T09 TV%ot

et9 TTJV dp^aiav a7re\0a)v
&amp;lt;pv(7LV.

el Be TOVTO apiaTov,

dvayKaiov Kal TWV vvv TrapovTcov TO TOVTOV eyyvTaTO)

apiaTov elvat. TOVTO 8 eVrt Trai&iK&v Tv^elv KaTa vovv

D avTU) TTC^VKOTCOV. ov Br; TOV aiTiov 0eov v/jLVovvTe?

dv vfjivol/Aev &quot;Etpa)Ta, 09 ev re TW TrapovTi r)

ovivrjdLv els TO oiKelov dycov, Kal els TO enreiTa

/jLeylo~Tas Trape^eTai, TJ/JLWV Trape^o/jLevcov Trpbs Oeovs evcre-

fieiav, KaTacrTTJcras rjfjids els Trjv dp^aiav (f)i&amp;gt;o~iv
Kal Lacraf-ie-

vos fJLaKapiovs Kal evBaifiovas rcoiriaai.

j
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is this, that our original nature was such that we were
^

One Whole.

Love, then, is the name of our desire and pursuit of the )|

Whole
;
and once, I say, we were one, but now for our

wickedness God hath made us to dwell separate, even as the

Arcadians who were made to dwell separate by the Lacedae

monians
;

and even yet are we in danger, if we are not

obedient unto the Gods, to be again cut in twain, and made
to go about as mere tallies, in the figure of those images
which are graven in relief on tablets with their noses sawn

through into halves. Wherefore let our exhortation unto every
man be that he live in the fear of the gods, to the end that I

we may escape this, and obtain that unto which Love our

Captain leadeth us. Him let no man withstand. Whoso is

at enmity with the gods withstandeth him
;
but if we are

become friends of God, and are reconciled unto him, then

shall we find and meet each one of us his own True Love,

which happeneth unto few in our time.

Now I pray Eryximachus not to break a jest upon my
discourse, as though Pausanias and Agathon were in my mind;
for peradvenfcure they too are of those I speak of, and are

both by nature male : but, be that as it may, I speak con

cerning all men and women, and say that the state of

mankind would become blessed if we all fulfilled our love,

and each one of us happened upon his own True Love, and

so returned unto his original nature.

If this is best of all, it followeth of necessity that that

which in our present life cometh nearest thereto is best this

is that each one of us should find the love which is naturally

suitable to him
;
and the God we ought to praise for this

is Love, who both at this present time bestoweth on us the

greatest benefit, in that he leadeth us unto our own, and for

the time to come giveth us promise of that which is best,

if we render the observance to godward that is meet, to wit,

the promise that he will restore us to our original nature, and

heal us of our pain, and make us divinely blessed.
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GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE MYTH TOLD BY

ARISTOPHANES

The Myth told by Aristophanes in the Symposium
l differs

from all other Platonic Myths in being conceived in a spirit,

and told in a manner, reminding one of Eabelais or Swift. It

explains the sentiment of love as due to the fact that e/cacrro^

r)/jL(t)v
ecmv avOpooTrov av/jufto^ov

2

every human being is a

tally : which came about in the following way : Primitive

man was round, and had four hands and four feet, and one

head with two faces looking opposite ways. He could walk

on his legs if he liked, but he could also roll over and over

with great speed like a tumbler
;
which he did when he

wanted to go fast.
3 There were three genders at that time,

corresponding to the Sun, the parent of the masculine gender,
to the Earth, the parent of the feminine gender, and to the

Moon, the parent of the common gender. These round people,

children of round parents, being very swift and strong, attacked

Zeus and the other gods. Instead of destroying prospective

worshippers with thunderbolts, Zeus adopted the plan of

doubling the number of the round people by cutting each one

of them in two. This not only doubled the number of his pro

spective worshippers, but humbled them, for they had now to walk

on two legs and could not roll
;
and he threatened, if they gave

him any further trouble, to halve them again, and make them

merely bas-reliefs, and leave them to hop about on one leg.
4

1 189 D ff.
2 191 D.

3 Mr A. B. Cook (Zeus, Jupiter, ami the Oak, in Glass. Rev. July 1904, p. 326),

speaking of the Sicilian triskeles as a survival of the Cyclops as primitively con

ceived, i.e. conceived as (1) three-eyed, and (2) as a disc representing the solar

orb, remarks that &quot; Plato was probably thinking of the Empedoclean ovXofivcis

. . . TVTTOI (251 K) when he spoke of Janiform beings with four arms and four

legs which enabled them to revolve /ctf/cXy (Symp. 189 E
;
cf. Tim. 44

r&amp;gt;).&quot;

4 In Callaway s Zulu Nursery Talcs, i. 198-202, the story is told of a woman
who is carried away by one-legged people. When they first saw her they said :

&quot;Oh, it would be a pretty thing but, oh, the two legs! They said this

because she had two legs and two bands
;

for they are like as if an ox of the

white man is skinned and divided into two halves ; the Amadhlungundhlebe
were like one side, there not being another side.&quot; In a note ad loc. (p. 199)

Callaway refers to Piiny (H.N. vii. 2) for a nation of one-legged men hominum
genus qui monocoli vocarentur, singulis cruribus, mirae pernicitatis ad saltum ;

and to Lane s notes to the Introduction to the Arabian Nights, p. 33 &quot;The

Shikk is another demoniacal creature, having the form of half a human being,
like a man divided longitudinally.&quot;
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Now Love is the remembrance of the original undivided

state : it is the longing which one half has to be again united

to its other half, so that the original Whole may be restored :

every human being is a tally.

It is difficult to think of this story
l
as a Platonic Myth

in the ordinary sense. Does it deduce any Category, or set

forth any Keg illative Principle ? If it does, it is only as a

satirical parody of the impressive Aetiological Myth. Love

is a mysterious principle, Plato seems to say : but here is a

Comic History of it which may help to make it less mysterious !

And yet, after all, does the circumstance that one Aetiological

Myth is comic, and another is serious and impressive, con

stitute a real difference ? We have to remember, with regard
to these comic or grotesque histories, that at one end of the

list of them there are some of the earliest attempts at Myth
or Story-telling made by the human race, and at the other

\

end, some of the most effective expressions of the scorn and
\

zeal and pity of civilised man. The Life of Gargantua and

Pantagruel and Gulliver s Travels show us how the comic or

grotesque history, as well as the solemn Myth, Myth of Er

or Purgatorio, may set forth the Universal.

The place held in such a deeply religious system as the

Orphic by a savage grotesque like the story of Zagreus
enables us to understand how Plato if only in a spirit of

parody could insert a story like that of the round people in

a serious discussion of the nature of Love.

Zagreus
2 was the son of Zeus and Persephone, and his

father s darling. But Hera was jealous, and incited the

Titans to slay the child. They surprised him among his toys,

1

Perhaps suggested by the -rroXXa ^ev a/uLfinrpocruTra /cat a^iffrepv efii/ovTO

Boiryei T; dvdpoirpupa of Empedocles. Professor Burnet s illuminating account
of the theory of &quot;organic combinations&quot; advanced by Empedocles is full of

suggestion for the reader of the Myth told by Aristophanes in the Symposium :

see especially section 94 of Early Greek Philosophy.
- For the story of Zagreus and its place in religious doctrine and practice,

see Lobeck, Aglaoph. pp. 547 ff., Gardner s New Chapters in Greek History,
p. 396, and Jevons Introduction to the History of Religion, p. 355. Dr. Jevons
sums up as follows : The Zagreus Myth, before Pythagoreanism affected the

Orphic cult, had driven out all others, and was accepted as the orthodox

explanation of the new worship, by which it was reconciled with the old

customary religion. Pythagoreanism afterwards allegorised this Myth in the
interest not of religion, but of a philosophical system. See also Olympiodorus
ad Plat. Phaedonem, 70 c, Grote s Hist, of Greece, part i. ch. i. (vol. i. p. 17,
n. 1, ed. 1862), and Miss Harrison s Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion,
Introduction, p. xi.
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while he was wondering at the image of his own face in a

mirror, and tore him to pieces and ate him, all save his heart,

which Athena brought to Zeus, who gave it to Semele, and

from her Zagreus was born again as Dionysus. The Titans

Zeus in anger consumed with his lightning, and out of their

ashes arose Man, whose nature thus unites in its composition
an evil element the flesh of the Titans, and a good element

the flesh of Zagreus which they had eaten.

Much was made of this Myth by Orphic and Neo-

Platonic interpreters. The dismemberment (Sta/xeAtcr^o?) of

Zagreus was symbolic of the resolution of the One unto the

Many ;
his birth again as Dionysus, of the return from the

Many to the One
;
while the moral of all was that by cere

monial rites and ecstasy we may overcome the Titanic element

in us.
1

That Zagreus, the Horned Child, Kepoev ftpefyos,
as he is

called, represented the bull which was torn to pieces and eaten

in a savage rite, and that the Greek story which I have

sketched was an Aetiological Myth to explain the rite, it

is impossible to doubt. Out of this savage material were

evolved the highly philosophical and moral results which I

have indicated. This parallel I have brought in the hope
of making Plato s introduction of the Eound People into

his Philosophy of Love more intelligible.

I said that the story of the Bound People, told by

Aristophanes, stands alone among the Platonic Myths in being

conceived in a spirit and related in a manner which remind

one of Eabelais or Swift. Let me cap it from Eabelais

(iv. 57-61):

Pantagruel
2 went ashore in an island, which, for situation and

governor, may be said not to have its fellow. When you just

come into it, you find it rugged, craggy, and barren, unpleasant
to the eye, painful to the feet, and almost as inaccessible as the

mountain of Dauphine, which is somewhat like a toad-stool, and was

never climbed, as any can remember, by any but Doyac, who had

charge of King Charles the Eighth s train of artillery. This same

Doyac, with strange tools and engines, gained the mountain s top,

and there he found an old ram. It puzzled many a wise head to

guess how it got thither. Some said that some eagle, or great

1 See Rohde, Psyche, ii. 117 ff.; Lobeck, Aglaoph. 710 ff.

2
I avail myself of the version of Urquhart and Motteux.
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horn-coot, having carried it thither while it was yet a lambkin,
it had got away, and saved itself among the bushes.

As for us, having with much toil and sweat overcome the

difficult ways at the entrance, we found the top of the mountain

so fertile, healthful, and pleasant, that I thought I was then in

the true Garden of Eden, or earthly paradise, about whose

situation our good theologues are in such a quandary, and keep
such a pother.

As for Pantagruel, he said that here was the seat of Arete

that is as much as to say, Virtue described by Hesiod. This,

however, with submission to better judgments. The ruler of this

place was one Master Gaster, the first master of arts in the world.

For, if you believe that fire is the great master of arts, as Tully

writes, you very much wrong him and yourself : alas, Tully never

believed this. On the other side, if you fancy Mercury to be the

first inventor of arts, as our ancient Druids believed of old, you
are mightily beside the mark. The satirist s

l sentence that affirms

Master Gaster to be the master of all arts is true. With him

peacefully resided old Goody Penia, alias Poverty, the mother of

the ninety-nine Muses, on whom Porus, the lord of Plenty,

formerly begot Love, that noble child, the mediator of heaven

and earth, as Plato affirms in Symposia. We were all obliged to

pay our homage, and swear allegiance to that mighty sovereign ;

for he is imperious, severe, blunt, hard, uneasy, inflexible
; you

cannot make him believe, represent to him, or persuade him

anything. He does not hear. . . . He only speaks by signs. . . .

What company soever he is in, none dispute with him for pre
cedence or superiority. . . . He held the first place at the Coun
cil of Basle

; though some will tell you that the Council was

tumultuous, by the contention and ambition of many for priority.

Every one is busied, and labours to serve him; and, indeed, to

make amends for this, he does this good to mankind, as to invent

for them all arts, machines, trades, engines, and crafts
; he even

instructs brutes in arts which are against their nature, making
poets of ravens, jackdaws, chattering jays, parrots, and starlings,
and poetesses of magpies, teaching them to utter human language,

speak, and sing. ... At the court of that great master of

ingenuity, Pantagruel observed two sorts of troublesome and too

officious apparitors, whom he very much detested. The first were
called Engastrimythes ;

the others Gastrolaters. . . . The first

were soothsayers, enchanters, cheats, who gulled the mob, and
seemed not to speak and give answers from the mouth, but from
the belly. ... In the holy decrees, 26, qu. 3, they are styled

1

Persius, Prologus

Magistcr artis, ingenique largitor
Venter.
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Ventriloqui ;
and the same name is given them in Ionian by

Hippocrates, in his fifth book of Epid., as men who spoke from

the belly. Sophocles calls them Sternomantes. ... As for the

Gastrolaters, they stuck close to one another in knots and gangs.
Some of them merry, wanton . . . others louring, grim, dogged,

demure, and crabbed
;

all idle, mortal foes to business, spending
half their time in sleeping, and the rest in doing nothing, a rent-

charge and dead unnecessary weight on the earth, as Hesiod saith
;

afraid, as we judged, of offending or lessening their paunch. . . .

Coming near the Gastrolaters, I saw they were followed by a

great number of fat waiters and tenders, laden with baskets,

dossers, hampers, dishes, wallets, pots, and kettles. . . .

Those gastrolatrous hobgoblins being withdrawn, Pantagruel

carefully minded the famous master of arts, Gaster. . . . From
the beginning he invented the smith s art, and husbandry to

manure the ground, that it might yield him corn
;
he invented

arms, and the art of war, to defend corn
; physic and astronomy,

with other parts of mathematics, which might be useful to keep
corn a great number of years in safety from the injuries of the

air, beasts, robbers, and purloiners ;
he invented water, wind, and

hand-mills, and a thousand other engines to grind corn, and to

turn it into meal
;
leaven to make the dough ferment, and the use

of salt to give it a savour, for he knew that nothing bred more
diseases than heavy, unleavened, unsavoury bread. He found

a way to get fire to bake it; hour-glasses, dials, and clocks to

mark the time of its baking ;
and as some countries wanted corn,

he contrived means to convey it out of one country into another.

. . . He invented mules. . . . He invented carts and waggons.

... He devised boats, gallies, and ships. . . . Besides, seeing

that, when he tilled the ground, some years the corn perished in

it for want of rain in due season, in others rotted, or was drowned

by its excess, ... he found out a way to conjure the rain down
from heaven only with cutting a certain grass. ... I took it to

be the same as the plant, one of whose boughs being dipped by
Jove s priest in the Agrian fountain, on the Lycian mountain in

Arcadia, in time of drought, raised vapours which gathered into

clouds, and then dissolved into rain, that kindly moistened the

whole country. Our master of arts was also said to have found

a way to keep the rain up in the air, and make it fall into the

sea. . . . And as in the fields, thieves and plunderers sometimes

stole, and took by force the corn and bread which others had

toiled to get, he invented the art of building towns, forts, and

castles, to hoard and secure that staff of life. On the other hand,

finding none in the fields, and hearing that it was hoarded up and

secured in towns, forts, and castles, and watched with more care

than ever were the golden pippins of the Hesperides, he turned
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engineer, and found ways to beat, storm, and demolish forts and

castles, with machines and warlike thunderbolts, battering-rams,

ballistas, and catapults, whose shapes were shown us, not over-

well understood by our engineers, architects, and other disciples

of Vitruvius.
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Symposium 202 D 212 A.

202 D Tt ovv dv, e$rjv, eirj 6
&quot;E^co? ; OvyjTos ;

r/

H/ctcrra 76.

E AXXa TI ur)v ; &quot;QaTrep
ra Trporepa, e(f&amp;gt;rj, /juera^v 6wt]TOV

Kal dOavaTOV. Ti ovv, o&amp;gt; Atort/xa ; Aaiucov ueyas, w

ZtO)KpaTes Kal yap TCCLV TO
^&amp;gt;aifjioviov /AeTa^v eo~Ti Oeov re

real dvrjTov. Tiva, rjv 8 eyco, ^vva^iv e^ov ;

teal Bia7rop0/jLVov ^eot? ra Trap* dv9pa)7ra)v KOI d

ra wapa Oewv, rwv /j,ev ra? o*eij(rei,s Kal 0v&amp;lt;Tias, T&V re

ra? eVtra^et? re Kal ayu,ot/9a? rwv Qvcriwv. ev
fjue&amp;lt;T&amp;lt;a

Se ov

d/j,(f)OTepa)v crv/JLTrKi^pol,
wcrre TO irav avro aura) J;vv$e$ecr0ai,.

Sta, TOVTOV Kal T) pavriKr) Trdcra %copei Kal
77 rwv lepeaiv

re%v7] T&V re irepl ra? OvcrLa^ Kal ra? reXera? Kal ra?

203 eVcoSa? Kal rrjv fiavreiav Traaav Kal yorjreiav. 6ebs Be

dvOp(*)7rw ov /jLiyvvraL, d\\a 8ia TOVTOV irao-d eaTiv rj

Kal rj StaXe/cro? Oeols Trpos dvOpoojrovs, Kal

Kal KaOevBovcri. Kal 6 fiev Trepl TO, Toiavra

o? dvrfp, 6 Se aXXo TL
&amp;lt;jo^&amp;gt;o9

cbv 77 Trepl

77 xeipovpyias Tivas ftdvavaos. OVTOL Sr) ol Sai^oves

TToXXol Kal TravToSaTTOi elcrw, els &e TOVTWV ecrrl Kal o

&quot;Epa&amp;gt;?. IIaT/309 ^e, rjv 8 eya), TWOS ecrrt Kal /jLijTpos ;

B MaKpOTepov ^ev, ecf)
1

^, Birj&amp;lt;yr}o-ao-0ai,. OJJLWS Se croi epw. ore

yap eyeveTO rj *A.(f)po$LTrj, elo~TicovTO ol 6eoi, oT re aXXot

Kal o r?}9 M-ijTibos vlos Tlopos. eTrei&r) Se eoeiTrvijcrav,

Trpoo-aLTrjaovo-a, olov Srj evw^Las 01/0-779, dfyiKeTo 77
Tievta

Kal TJV Trepl TCLS dvpas. o ovv Hopos aeOvo-0els TOV

veKTapos, olvos yap OVTTO) rjv, els TOP TOV Ato9 KTJTTOV

elo-e\9a)v /3e/3apr)/jLevos rjvBev. 77 ovv TIevia, eTn/3ov\evov(ra

Sid TTjv avTrjs diropiav Traibiov Troirjo-acrdai, eK TOV Tlopov,

C KaTaK\LveTaL re Trap* avTO) Kal eKVijae TOV
&quot;Epwra.

Sto

77
Kal Trjs A.^poBiTTjs dKO\ovdos Kal BepaTrcov yeyovev o

&amp;gt;/

E/)o)9, yevvrjOels ev TOLS e/ceiwrjs yeveOXiois Kal aua

Trepl TO Kd\6v, Kal Trjs
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TKANSLATION OF THE DISCOURSE OF DIOTIMA

What then is Eros ? is he Mortal ? Nay, Mortal he

verily is not. What then is he ? Betwixt Mortal and

Immortal, she answered. What sayest thou, Diotima ? He
is a great Daemon, Socrates : for the whole tribe of Daemons

is betwixt God and Mortal. And what is their office ? said

I. They are Interpreters, and carry up to the Gods the

things which come from men, and unto men the things which

come from the Gods our prayers and burnt-offerings, and

their commands and the recompenses of our burnt-offerings.

The tribe of Daemons being in the midst betwixt these twain

the Godhead and Mankind filleth up that distance, so

that the Universe is held together in the bond of unity.

Through the intermediation of these cometh all divination
;

the art of priests cometh also through them, and of them

that have to do with burnt -
offerings and initiations and

enchantments and every sort of soothsaying and witchery.

The Godhead mingleth not with Mankind
;
but it is through

the Daemons only that Gods converse with men, both when
we are awake and when we are asleep : and he who hath the

wisdom whereby he understandeth this work of the Daemons
is a man inspired, and he who hath any other wisdom

whereby he excelleth in some art or craft is a mechanic.

Now these Daemons are many and of all sorts : and one of

them is Eros. And who is his Father, I said, and who is his

Mother ? That is a longer story, she said, but I will tell it

unto thee.

On the day that Aphrodite was born, the Gods made
a feast, and with them sat Abundance the son of Prudence.

When they had eaten, Poverty, perceiving that there was

good cheer, came for to beg, and she stood at the door. Now
Abundance, having made himself drunken with nectar for

there was no wine then, entered into the Garden of Zeus,

and being heavy with drink, slept ;
and Poverty, being minded

by reason of her helplessness to have a child by Abundance,

lay with him, and she conceived and bore Eros. Wherefore

Eros became the companion and servant of Aphrodite ;
for
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0^(7779. are ovv Hopov KOI Tlevias vlb? wv 6
&quot;EpcD?

ei&amp;gt;

roiavrrj rv^rj KaOearrjKe. Trpwrov /juev reeves dei ecrri, Kai

TToXXoO Bel a7raXo9 re teal tfaXo?, olov ol TroXXol olovrai,

D d\\d cricKrjpos KOI av^/ju^pb^ ical dvvTroBrjro^ teal

del a)V /cal dcrrpcoros, 7rl
6vpai&amp;lt;s

KOI eV o

oip,u&amp;gt;iJievo$, rrjv T/}? yu-T/Tpo? (f&amp;gt;v(7iv %o)v ael evBeia

Kara $e av rov irarepa e7rl/3ov\6s ecm rot?

real rot? dyaOols, av^petos wv Kal irrjs /cal

os, aeL nvas 7r\eicwv /jLr)%avds, /cal

rjs, /cal 7ropt/zo?, (f)t,\oo-o(f&amp;gt;(ov
Sia iravTos rov filov,

70779 /cal
d&amp;gt;apua/cevs

/cal aofyLOTTOS Kal ovre w?

E dQdvaros Tretyv/cev ovre a&amp;gt;9 Ovrjros, d\\a rore ^ev T/)?

avrfjs iip,epa$ 8d\\ei re Kal %f), orav evirop^crrj, rore 8e

dTro9vr)(TKei, rra\iv Se dvaffiwcrKerai, SLO, rr/v rov irarpos

fyvcnv. TO Be TTOpi^o/Jbevov del vireKpel, axrre ovre aTropel

Trore ovre rrXovrel. crocfrias re av /cal dfJLaBLas ev

ecrriv. e%e(, yap & Oewv ovSels
(f&amp;gt;i\oo-o(f)i

ov8

)09 yeveaOaL&quot; e&amp;lt;jn yap- ov& el ri&amp;lt;$ aXXo?

204 cro009, ov fyiKoaofyel. ov& av ol djjuaOels (fu\o(ro(f)OVG-i,v

ovo em6vfJiov(Ti ao(f&amp;gt;ol &amp;lt;yevecr9ai,
avro yap rovro eari

XaX.eTTov dfjiaOia, ro
yitr)

ovra /ca\ov /cdyaObv yu-^

Bo/cetv avr(p elvai i/cavov. OVKOVV eTriOvfJLe i, 6

eVSer/9 elvai, ov av
/JLT) oi^rai em^elcrOai. TtVe9 ovv,

e&amp;lt;ya),
a) Atort/m, ol

$i\0(ro&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;ovvres,
el ^re ol

o~o(f)ol

B ol dfjuaOels ; A?}Xoz/ Srj, e(j)r),
rovro ye 77877 Kal rrai&i, on

ol /jiera^v rovrcov
df^&amp;lt;porepci)v,

MV av Kal o
&quot;E^a)9.

ecrn

yap Brj r&v Ka\\io~rwv 77 aofyLa, &quot;E^oa)9
3 earlv ep&s Trepl

TO Ka\ov, cocrre dvay/caiov &quot;Epcora &amp;lt;pt,\6&amp;lt;ro(f)ov
elvai,

(f)i\6(7o&amp;lt;pov
Be ovra /^era^v elvai cro(j)ov Kal dua6ov$. alria

Be avra) Kal rovrwv
77 yevecrw rrarpos fJ^ev yap cro(pov
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he was begotten on her birthday, and is, moreover, by nature

a lover of Beauty and of Aphrodite the Beautiful.

Inasmuch, then, as Eros is the son of Abundance and

Poverty, his case standeth thus : First, he is poor alway ;
and

so far is he from being tender and fair, as most do opine, that

he is rough and squalid, and he goeth barefoot and hath no

house to dwell in, but lieth alway on the bare earth at doors

and on the highways, sleeping under the open sky ;
for his

mother s nature he hath, and he dwelleth alway in company
with want. But he hath also his Father s nature, and ever

plotteth against the fair and good ; being a bold lad, and

ever ready with bow strung, a mighty hunter, alway weaving
devices, eagerly desiring knowledge, full of inventions, playing
the philosopher all his life, a mighty charlatan and master of

enchantments and subtle reasons. Inasmuch, then, as he hath

the nature neither of Immortal nor of Mortal, he bloometh

and liveth when that aboundeth unto him which his heart

desireth, and, anon, the very same day he dieth
;
and then he

cometh to life again, because of his Father s nature : that

which is continually supplied unto him in abundance runneth

away continually, so that he is neither poor nor rich. More

over, he standeth in the midst betwixt Wisdom and Ignorance ;

for the matter standeth thus No God is a Philosopher, to

wit, one who desireth to become wise, for a God is already

wise; and if there be any man who is wise, neither is he

a Philosopher. Nor are the ignorant Philosophers ; they
desire not to become wise

;
for herein lieth the evil of

Ignorance, that when a man is without Virtue and

Wisdom, he nevertheless thinketh that he is sufficiently

furnished therewith, and no man desireth that which he

thinketh he lacketh not.

Who, then, Diotima, said I, are the Philosophers, if neither

the wise nor the ignorant are Philosophers ?

A child could answer that, she said : They that are

betwixt the two sorts, even as Eros himself is. For Wisdom
indeed is of the number of those things which are the most

beautiful
;
and Eros is desire that fluttereth about the Beautiful

;

wherefore it followeth that Eros is a Lover of Wisdom, a

Philosopher, being betwixt the wise and the ignorant.

Whereof his parentage is the cause also
;

for his Father

2E
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Kal evTropov, fjLfjTpbs 8e ov
cro(f)rjs KOI diropov. 77 /jue

ovv (frvGLS TOV Sai/jiovos, co
(j)i\e 2*a)KpaTe$, avTTj ov Be o&quot;u

C
(pr)6r)&amp;lt;$ &quot;EpcoTa eivai, davj^aaTov ovBev eiraOes. (prjOrjs 8e,

&&amp;gt;9 e^u-ol SoKel TeK/juaLpo/jievrj e wv crv \eyeis, TO epcafjievov

&quot;Epojro- elvai,, ov TO epwv. Sia TavTa aoi, olfiai, 7rdytca\os

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;aiveTO
6 E^o)?. KOI yap ecrr^ TO epa&Tov TO rc3 QVTI

KdXbv Kal d/3pbv /cal re\eov KOI /juafcapio-Tov TO Be 76

Ipcov a\\rjv iSeav TOiavTvjv %ov, o iav

206 A &quot;Ecrrtz apa v\\r}/3$7]v, e^&amp;gt;rj,
6 epws TOV TO dyaObv

elvat, del. AX^^ecrraTa, etyqv eyco, Xeyet?.
r/f~\ &amp;lt;\ / *

&amp;gt;/ jv J/&amp;lt;?o^&amp;lt;/ /

B vJre o^ TOVTOV o eptos eo~Tiv ai, TJ
6

ij, TMV Tiva

TpOTTOV SltoKOVTWV CLVTO KOI V TLVl TTpd^ei, 7] (TTTOvBrf /COL T)

crvvTacris epco? av /ca\oiTO ; TL TOVTO Tvy^dvei, ov TO

epyov ; e^et? elirelv ; Ov /JLEVT av ere, ecfrrjv eya), w

AtortyCta, 0av/jia^ov 7rl
ao&amp;lt;pia

Kal (f)OiTcov Trapd ere avTa

TavTa /jLaOijo-o/jievos. AXX eyco aoi, e^ij, epco. eaTi ydp

TOVTO TOKOS ev Ka\q) Kal KaTa TO crw/Aa Kal KaTa TTJV

tyv%rfv. Maz/Teta-9, rjv S eye*), ^etrat o TL TTOTG ~\,eyei,s, Kal

C ov /JuavOdvco. AXX eye*), rj S
77, aaffreo-Tepov epw. Kvovcn

ydp, (j)rj,
w ^wKpaTes, TrdvTes dvOpwirou Kal KaTa TO crw/Jia

KOL KaTa TTJV ^jrv^tjv, Kal lireibav ev TLVL rj\iKia yevwvTat,,

TLKT6LV 7TiOv/JLel TJfJiWV 7) fyvCTlS. TLKT6LV Se V fJiV

ov SvvaTaL, ev Se rco /caX&&amp;gt;. 17 yap dvSpbs Kal

(Tvvovaia TOKOS IO-TLV. ecrrt Se TOVTO Oelov TO Trpay/Jia, Kal

TOVTO GV 6v7]TU) OVTL TftJ
fft)ft&amp;gt;

dOdvaTOV eveCTTLV, T) KV7](TLS

Kal T) yevvrjcrLS- TCLVTCL $ ev TW dvapfjiocrTW dSvvaTov

D yeveo-6ai. dvappoaTov 8 ecrrl TO ala^pbv iravTi TOJ
0eiq&amp;gt;,

TO be Ka\bv dp/uuoTTOv. M.olpa ovv Kal T&t\ei0via r]

Ka\\ovri ecrTt TT) yeveaeL. SLCL TavTa OTav fiev KO\&amp;lt; Trpocr-

TO KVOVV,
r

i\ea)v Te ylyveTaL Kal

Kal TLKTCL Te Kal
yevva&quot;

OTav 8e

o&quot;Kvdpco7rov
Te Kal \V7TovfjLevov crvcnreipaTat, Kai
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is wise and rich, and his Mother is not wise and poor.

This, my dear Socrates, is the nature of the Daemon Eros
;

and I marvel not that thou thoughtest another was Eros

for thou thoughtest, as I judge from what thou sayest,

that the Beloved, not That which Loveth, is Eros. For this

cause, methinks, Eros seemed all beautiful in thine eyes, for

tis the Beloved that is indeed fair and delicate and perfect,

and worthy to be accounted happy ;
but as for That which

Loveth, it is of another kind, such as I have declared.******
The sum of the whole matter, she said, is this : That Love

which is Eros is the desire of having the Good alway for his

own. Most true, I said. Since this is what Love ever desir-

eth, she said, how shall a man follow after this, and what shall

he do that his diligence and endeavour in following after it

may be rightly called Love ? What is the very thing which

he must bring to pass ? Canst thou tell it ? I cannot tell it,

I said, else should I not be here drawn by thy wisdom, thy

disciple come unto thee to learn this very thing.

Then I will tell it unto thee, she said: (-The bringing
of somewhat to timely birth in Beauty, both according to the

flesh and according to the spirit that is the Work of Love,

Thy meaning needeth a prophet for the interpretation thereof,

I said : I understand it not. Well, I will make it plain,

she said.

All mankind, Socrates, do conceive according to the flesh

and according to the spirit ;
and when we are come to the

proper time of life, our nature desireth to bring forth : but

it cannot bring forth in that which is deformed, only in that

which is beautiful : and this work which it doeth when it

conceiveth and begetteth is divine : this work is that which

in the life of the mortal creature hath immortality ;
but it

cannot be accomplished in aught that is unfit : now, that which

is deformed is unfit for the divine
;
and the beautiful is fit :

Beauty, therefore, is the Fate which ruleth nativities and the

Divine Midwife. Wherefore, when that which hath conceived

cometh nigh unto that which is beautiful, it is filled with soft

delight, and being thereby relaxed bringeth forth and be

getteth ;
but when it cometh nigh unto that which is

deformed, it is drawn together with frowning and pain, and
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Kal avei\\erai Kal ov yevva, aXX Icryov TO Kvrjfjia

(frepei,.
oOev Srj rc3 KVOVVTL re real TJ^TJ cnrapywvTi TroXX?)

E f) TTToiTjcris yeyove irepl TO Ka\ov Bid TO
fjbeyd\ri&amp;lt;$ atBivos

d7ro\veiv TOV e^ovTa. eo~Ti ydp, &amp;lt;w Sco/cpare?, (/&amp;gt;?],
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e/9&&amp;gt;9
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207 xal aOdvciTOV 009 QvrjTQ) TI &quot;/evvricris- a6ava(rias Se

e7Ti6vfJie.lv ftera ayadov e/c TWV wfjLo\oy7]^ivwv,

TOV dja6ov eavTO) elvai, del epws ecrTiv. dvayicalov

rj e/c TOVTOV TOV
\o&amp;lt;yov

Kal Trjs dOavacrias TOV
epa&amp;gt;Ta

elvai.

208 E Ot uev ovv
ey/cvjj,ove&amp;lt;&amp;gt;, e(^rj,

KaTa craj/jiaTa 6We9

r&amp;lt;z9 yvvaiKas /jid\\ov TpeirovTai KCLL TavTy epcoTiKOi ei&amp;lt;Jiy

8td TraiBoyovia? dOavaaiav Kal ^vrj/jLTjv Kal evBaiuoviav, &&amp;gt;9
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re Kal TIJV aX\,r)v dpeTrjv wv Sij elcri, Kal ol

TrdvTes yevviJTOpes Kal TO&amp;gt;V Byuiovpycov oo~oi

\eyovTai evpeTiKol elvai. TTO\V Be ueyio~Tr], e(f)7j,
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Ka\\i(TTrj TTf^ (j)povrjo-eax; 77 Trepl ra9 TWV 7ro\ea)V re Kal

oiKt]o~e(0v BiaKoo~/jii]o~ei
(
f, f} Brj ovoud eo~Ti o~co(j)poo~vvrj
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B BiKaioavvr). TOVTWV av OTav rt9 IK veov eyKv^cov r) Trjv

^jrv^rjv delos wv, Kal rjKOvo-rjs T7J9 rjXiKias TiKTeiv re Kal

yevvdv rJS?; eTridvfJbel. fr/ret Brj, olaai, Kal OVTOS

TO KO\OV ev co dv yevvrfcreiev ev rc3 ydp alo~%p&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

yevvrjaei. Ta re ovv crco/iara ra Ka\d ad\\ov TJ
TO,

alo-^pd do-Trd^eTai are KVO&amp;gt;V, Kal edv evTv^rj ^v^fj Ka\r]

Kal yevvala Kal
ev(f&amp;gt;vei,

Tcdvv Brj dcnrd^eTai TO %vva[i-

(froTepov,
Kal 7rpo9 TOVTOV TOV dvOpo)7rov evOvs evTropei

G \bywv Trepl dpeTrjs Kal Trepl olov ^p^ elvai TOV dvBpa TOV
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turneth itself away, and is rolled up, and begetteth not, but

holdeth in that which it hath conceived, and is in sore dis

tress. So it cometh to pass that when any one hath conceived,

and is already big, he fluttereth alway with vehement desire

around that which is beautiful, because the possession thereof

easeth him of his sore travail : for, she said, Love is not ful

filled in the Beautiful as thou thinkest, Socrates. Wherein,
then ? In begetting and bringing forth in the Beautiful.

So be it, said I. Yea, she said, it is so
;
but wherefore in

begetting ? Because this is that which, in the Mortal, is

Immortal from generation unto generation without end.

Immortality, together with Good, Love must needs desire,

according to our premises, for Love is desire of having Good

alway for his own. This, then, followeth further from our

argument, that Love aimeth at Immortality.******
They who conceive after the flesh, she said, turn them

rather to the love of women, by the procreation of children

laying up for themselves, as they think, immortality and

remembrance and felicity for evermore : but they who conceive

after the spirit for, she said, there are who conceive in their

souls more truly than others conceive in their bodies these,

she said, conceive that which is meet for the soul to conceive

and to bear : and what is that ? Wisdom and all Virtue
;

whereof all the poets are begetters, and every workman of whom
we say that he is a cunning inventor : but the greatest by far,

she said, and the fairest part of Wisdom is that which hath to

do with the ordering of cities and households, which is called

by the names of Temperance and Justice. The man who in his

youth hath conceived these in his soul, being inspired of God,
as soon as the time of life cometh, desireth to bring forth and

beget : so he goeth about seeking the Beautiful wherein he

may beget ;
for in the deformed he will never beget : and

beautiful bodies rather than deformed he greeteth with wel

come, inasmuch as he hath conceived : and if he happen upon
a beautiful soul of noble nature and excellent parts, in a beau

tiful body, he greeteth the twain beautiful body and beautiful

soul with double welcome
;
and upon him who hath the

twain he straightway, endeavouring to instruct, poureth out

Speech in abundance concerning Virtue and what the Good
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d&amp;lt;ya0ov /cal a eTriTfjoeveiv, KOI eTTt^eipel nraibeveiv. dirTo-

fievos yap, ol/jiai, TOV KO\OV /cal 6/jiL\a)v avTco, a irdkat,
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eavrwv

KaraXeiTrovcnv, a efceivois dOdvarov /^Xeo9 /cal

avrd roiavra ovra el 8e /SouXet,
e&amp;lt;j)7j

t

TraiSas /careXiTrero ev

os /cal &&amp;gt;9 e?ro9 el Trelv

Trap&quot; vfjiiv /cal 2oX&&amp;gt;z&amp;gt; Bid rrjv rwv VO/JLCOV yevvr]criv, real

E aXXot d\\oOi TroXXa^oO avbpes, /cal iv
f/

^\\r)o-i, /cal ev

/Bap/Bdpois, TroXXa /cal /ca\d dTro^rjvdjjievoi ep&amp;lt;ya, ryevi rj-

aavres iravroLav dperrjv &v /cal lepd TroXXa rjSTj yeyove

Sid TOU9 TOLOVTOVS TTalBas, Sid Se rou9 dv0pa)7ri,vovs

OV&ev6$ 7TQ).

Tavra fjiev ovv rd epa)ri/cd icrays, c5 2,a)Kpares, icdv (TV

210 ^vr)6ei7]^ rd 8e reXea teal eTTOTm/cd, a&amp;gt;v eve/ca /cal ravra

ecrnv, edv Tt9 6p6a)S fJbeTir], OVK oiS el 0^09 T av ^779.

iev ovv,
e&amp;lt;f)ij, eycw /cal Trpodv/^ia^ ovSev diroXetya)

8e eTreadai, dv 0^09 re 779.
Ae f

y^/3&amp;gt; C^T/, TOV

lovra eVl TOVTO TO Trpdy/jia dp^eaOat, fiev veov OVTCU

Ikvai eTrl ra /ca\d ado/jiaTa, teal Trp&TOV aev, lav
op6a)&amp;lt;$

rjyrJTai, 6 rjyov/jievos, 6^09 avTov cr(*)p,aTOS epdv teal IvTavda

yevvdv Xo70f9 /caXou9, eTretra Se avTov /caTavoijcrai, OTL TO

B /eaXXo9 TO eVl OTWOVV crco/jiaTi, rc5 eVl erepw &amp;lt;roo/jiaTi

d\&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;ov
eo-Ti, /cal el Bel Sico/ceiv TO ITT eiSei, tca\ov, TroXX?;

dvoia
/jirj ov% ev re /cal TavTov

r)&amp;lt;yelcr6ai,
TO eVl TTCLCTI rot?

/caXXo9* TOVTO 6 evvotfo-avTa /caTaaTrjvai,
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Man ought to be and do
; for, methinks, when he possesseth

the Beautiful One and converseth with him, or being absent

remembereth him, that is brought to birth which long-time
before was conceived

;
and that which is born these two together

rear, so that they have a stronger bond betwixt them than

children after the flesh, and a surer friendship than spouses,

inasmuch as they have in common fairer and more immortal

children. Who would not rather have born unto him such

children than children after the flesh ? Who, having con

sidered Homer and Hesiod and the other great poets, account-

eth them not blessed, in that they have children which, being
themselves immortal, bestow on their parents immortal fame

and remembrance for evermore ? as do also, she said, the chil

dren which Lycurgus left behind in Lacedaemon, saviours of

Lacedaemon, yea of Greece
;
and amongst you of Athens, she

said, Solon is held in honour because of the laws which he

begat ;
and in many other places, both throughout Greece and

amongst the barbarians, are men honoured for the fair works

which they have brought to light, and the diverse virtues

which they have begotten yea, even worshipped, because of

these their children
;
but because of children after the flesh

hath no man been worshipped.
Into these Lesser Mysteries of Eros, peradventure, mightest

thou, even thou Socrates, be initiated
;
but his Greater Mys

teries of the End and the Perfect Vision, for whose sake, if

any man shall pursue after them in the right way, these Lesser

Mysteries are performed, I know not if thou art able to receive.

Nevertheless, she said, I will do what in me lies to open them

unto thee
;
do thou endeavour to follow if thou canst.

He who would rightly approach this Initiation whereof I

now speak must begin in his youth, and come near unto Beau

tiful Bodies : and first, if his leader lead him aright, he will

be smitten with love of one of these, and will straightway of

his love engender Beautiful Discourse. Thereafter he will

perceive of himself without instruction that the Beauty which

belorigeth to any Corporeal Body is kin to the Beauty of

another
;
and that if the Specifick Beauty is that which must

be sought after, twould be foolishness to think that the Beauty
which belongeth to all Bodies is not one and the same. When
he hath comprehended this he must needs become the lover of
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tcd\a)v aco/jLaTcov pacrT^vt evbs Se TO crfyobpa TOVTO

^pov^aavra /cal crjjLiKpov r}yrjo-d

8e ravra TO ev Tat? tyv^als /eaXXo9 TifJuiwTepov rjyrj

TOV ev Tc5 aco/jLCLTi,, ware /cal edv eTriet/crjs &&amp;gt;v rrjv

C Tt9 teal [eav] a/jiLKpov avdos fyr], e^ap/celv avra&amp;gt; teal epdv

/cal K.rf&amp;gt;ecr6ai /cal Ti/creiv \6yovs TOIOVTOVS teal fyrelv,

7TOLT) oroven, /3e\Tiov$ Tou? Wof?, Lva dvay/cao-0fj av

ai, TO ev Tot? eTriTrjSev/jiao-i, /cal Tot? VO/JLOLS /ca\ov

teal TOVTO ISeiv, OTL irdv avro avrw
v&amp;lt;yyeve$ eomv, iva TO

irepl TO crwfjba /ca\ov crfiiKpov TI ^j^aTjTai elvai /jLeTa Se

aTa evrl Ta? eTrtcrT^yu-a? dyayeiv, wa iBrj av

XXo?, teal /3\e7ro)v Trpo? TTO\V ijSrj TO tca\bv

TcS Trap evi, waTrep ol/ceTTjs, dyaTTMV TratSaplov

rj dvOpa)7Tov TIVOS rj eV^T^Seu/iaTO? ei^o? BovXevcov

&amp;lt;f)av\o$ TI /cal
&amp;lt;r/jii/cpo\o&amp;lt;yos,

d\J)C eVt TO TTO\V

TOV tca\ov teal Oecopwv TroXXou? teal

/cal
/me&amp;gt;ya\o7rpe7rels TitcTy teal Siavorj/jiaTa ev

(f)L\ocro(f)la dffrOovw, ea)? av evTavOa pcocrOels /cal avtfijOel?

/caTlSrj TLvd eTTLo-Ttj/Jirjv jjiiav ToiavT^v, rj eaTi tcaXov

E TotoOoV Heipw Se
JJLOI,, (^77,

TOV vovv Trpoae^eiv &)? oiov

T /JLaXlCTTa.

V

O9 rydp av
ftexpi,

evTavOa irpos Ta epwTitcd Trai&ayci)-

, 0ea)/Aevo$ e&amp;lt;pej;r]s
Te /cal

6p6a)&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

Ta /ca\d, Trpos TeXo?

laiv TMV epcoTi/cwv e^ai^vrjs /caTotyeTai TI OavfJLacrTov

Trjv &amp;lt;f)V(7iv KaKov, TOVTO e/ceivo, a) 2,a)/cpaTes, ov or) eveicev

/cal ol e/jLTTpoaOev irdvTes TTOVOI rjcrav, TrpwTov fjiev del ov

211 /cal ovTe yiyv6jj,evov ovTe d7ro\\v/jievov, ovTe av^avo/jievov

OVT fyOlvov, eTreiTa ov Trj fjiev /ca\6v, rf/ & ala^pov, ov&e

TOT6 /^eVf TOTe S ov, ovBe Trpos /JLCV TO tca\ov, Trpos Be TO

ev6a fjuev Ka\ov, evOa Se alcr^pov, W9 TKTI

ov KoX,ov, Tial Se alcrypov. otS av
&amp;lt;j)avTacr0rjo

Tat,

avT&amp;lt;p
TO tcaXov olov TrpocrcoTrov TI ovSe

^elpe&amp;lt;^
ovoe aXXo

ovSev wv a)jJLa /jLeTe^ei, ov$e Tt9 Xo^y ? ov&e Tts 7rio~TrjjjL,r)
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all Beautiful Bodies, and his vehement love of the one Body
he will remit, despising it now and thinking it a small thing.

Thereafter cometh the time when he deemeth the Beauty that

is in Souls more precious than the Beauty in the Body ;
so

that if any one hath some goodness of Soul, but little comeli

ness of Body, such an one pleaseth him well and he loveth

him and careth for him, and in companionship with him

bringeth to birth, and seeketh after, such Discourse as shall

make young men better : seeking after this, he is constrained

to survey that Beauty which is in Morals and Laws, and seeth

clearly that it is all of one kindred. Apprehending this

Beauty, he must needs deem the Beauty of the Body a small

thing.

After Morals, behold him next led up to Sciences, that he

may see their Beauty ;
and looking at Beauty now widely ex

tended, may no longer be as a bondman, mean and paltry,

enslaved unto the Beauty of one, unto the Beauty of some

boy, or man, or custom, but having turned him unto the

Great Sea of Beauty, and looking upon it, may bring forth

many Arguments fair and high, many Thoughts out of the

fulness of Philosophy, until, having been there strengthened
and increased, he can discern that One Science which com-

prehendeth that One Beauty. Now, I beseech thee, she

said, hearken, as diligently as thou canst, to my words and

understand them.

Whosoever hath been led by his preceptor thus far into

the Mysteries of Eros, and hath surveyed beautiful things in

the right order, when he cometh at last to the end of his

Initiation, on a sudden shall behold a marvel, a Thing of

Beauty, That Thing, Socrates, for whose sake all the former

labours were endured That Which Alway Is, without genera
tion or destruction, or increase or decrease

;
which is not, on

this side, or at this time, beautiful, and on that side, or at that

time, deformed
;
in comparison with one thing, beautiful, and

with another thing, deformed
;

in one place beautiful, and in

another, deformed; beautiful in the eyes of one man, and in

the eyes of another, deformed. Nor will the Thing of Beauty

appear unto him as a countenance, or as hands, or as aught
which Corporeal Body hath belonging unto it

;
nor as any

Speech, or Science, nor as that which is somewhere in some
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ovBe TTOV bv ev eTepo) Tivi, olov ev &&amp;gt;o&amp;gt; rj ev
&amp;lt;yf) r) ev

B ovpavq) rj ev rco aXXw, d\\d avro /ca0 avrb /*e# avrov

/jiovoeiBes del ov, ra Se d\\a irdvTa /ca\d e/ceivov ^ikyovra

TpoTTov Tiva TOLOVTOV, olov yiyvo/Aevcov re TCOV aXXcov /cal

/j,r)$e Trda^eLv firj^ev. orav $rj rt? diro rcovfte

$ia TO 6p0cos Trai^epao Teiv eiraviwv etcelvo TO Ka\ov ap^rj-

Tdi KaOopav, a%$ov av TL UTTTOLTO TOV reXou?. TOVTO yap

C Brj eo-Ti TO opOws eVt TO, epwTiKa Ikvai rj VTT dX\ov dye-

a6cu, dp^ojjievov diro rw^Se T&V KO\COV e/ceivov eveica TOV

/ca\ov del ejravievai, waTrep e7rava{3ao-iJioi$ xpa)/jievov,
avro

ei/09 eVl ovo /cal aTrb Svew ejrl TrdvTa ra tca\d

/cal avro TWV fca\)v o-co^aTcov eVl TCL /ca\d

/cal ttTro TMV tca\a)v eTTLTrjSev/jLdTcov eVl TCL /ca\d

e&amp;lt;TT dv diro TWV ^aOrj/jLaTcov eir e/celvo TO /judO Tj/jLa reXeu-

Trjcrr), o CCTTIV ov/c aXXou rj
avTOv eiceivov TOV Ka\ov

D /JidO rjfjia, ical
&amp;lt;yva)

avTo TeXevTwv o eorTi /ca\6v. }LvTav0a

TOV fliov, a) (j)i\e ^(afcpaTes, ecftr) rj MavTivi/cr) %evr), eiTrep

TTOV d\\o0i, {SitoTov dv9pu&amp;gt;TTU), Oeco/jievf*) avTo TO fca\6v. o

lav 7TOT6 io~r)s, ov /caTa ^pvalov re ical ecrdrjTa /cal rou?

/caXou? TratSa? re KOI veavicr/covs 8ofet aoi elvai, 01)9 vvv

opwv e/c7r7r\7]j;ai, /cal GTOL/JLO^ el /cal crv /cal aXXot TroXXo/,

op&vTes Ta Tra^L/cd /cal %vvovTes del avTols, el TTCD? olov T

r)V, /jiiJTe ecrOieiv fJir^Te Triveiv, aXXa OedaOai fjbbvov /cal

%vvelvai. TI ofjTa, et^ij, olo/jieda, el TO) yevoiTo avTo TO

E KO\OV ISetv el\i/cpives, KaOapbv, d/JLircTOv, d\\d pr) dvanrKewv

crapicwv re dvOpwTTiVwv /cal ^pwp^dTWV /cal aXX^? TroXX?}?

&amp;lt;f)\vaptas 0vr)T7Js, aXX avTo TO Oelov /ca\bv

/jLovoetSes KaTi&elv ; dp olei,, etyrj, &amp;lt;j)av\ov ftlov

212 e/ceicre /3\e7rovTOS dv6pu)Trov /cd/celvo a&amp;gt; Bel Oecofjuevov /cal

avTcp ; 77 ov/c evOvfiel, efyri,
OTI evTavOa avr(p

yevrfo-eTai, bp&VTi co bpaTov TO /ca\6v, TiKTeiv ov/c

peTT)s, are ov/c elSa)\ov etyaTrTO/jievti),
aXX dKf]6ri,

are TOV dXrjOovs efyaTrTOfjLevw, TZKOVTI be dpeTrjv d\r)B^ /cal

Trdp-^ei 0eo(f)i\ei yevecrOat real, elirep TO) aXX&&amp;gt;

, dOavaTw /cal e/ceivq) ;
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other thing, as in a living creature, or in earth, or in heaven,

or in any other thing ;
but he shall see It as That which Is

in Itself, with Itself, of one Form, Eternal
;
and all the other

beautiful things he shall see as partaking of It after such

manner that, while they come into being and perish, It be-

cometh not a whit greater or less, nor suffereth any change at

all. Tis when a man ascendeth from these beautiful things

by the Eight Way of Love, and beginneth to have sight of that

Eternal Beauty, tis then, methinks, that he toucheth the goal.

For this is the right Way to go into the Mysteries of Eros, or

to be led by another beginning from the beautiful things here,

to mount up alway unto that Eternal Beauty, using these things
as the steps of a ladder ascending from one to two, and from

two to all, Beautiful Bodies, and from Beautiful Bodies to

Beautiful Customs, and from Beautiful Customs to Beautiful

Doctrines, and from these till at last, being come unto that

which is the Doctrine of the Eternal Beauty and of naught else

beside, he apprehendeth what Beauty Itself is. Tis then, dear

Socrates, said the Woman of Mantinea, that life is worth living,

and then only, when a man corneth to behold Beauty Itself
;
the

which if thou hast once seen, thou wilt hold wealth, and fine

raiment, and fair companions, as naught in comparison with it

yea, those fair companions whom thou now lookest upon
with amazement, and art ready thou and many others of thy
like to pass your lives with them, gazing upon them, and, if

it were possible, neither eating nor drinking, but only behold

ing them and being with them alway. What thinkest thou,

then, she said, if a man could see Beauty Itself, clear, pure,

separate, not gross with human flesh, and tainted with colours,

and decked out with perishing gauds what thinkest thou, if

he could behold Beauty Itself, divine, uniform ? Thinkest

thou, she said, that it would be a paltry life for a man to live,

looking unto that, beholding it with the faculty meet therefor,

and being with it alway ? Understandest thou not that thus

only shall he be able, seeing with that whereby Beauty is seen,

to bring forth, not Images of Virtue for tis no Image that he

layeth hold of, but Things True for he layeth hold of That

which is True
;
and when he hath brought forth True Virtue

and nurtured her, understandest thou not that then he hath

become above all men beloved of God, and himself immortal !
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE DISCOURSE OF DIOTIMA

I

The Myth in which Diotima sets forth the parentage and

nature of Eros differs in style from the Myth of the Bound

People told by Aristophanes, as widely as it is possible for one

composition to differ from another. If the Myth of the Eound

People is so barbarously grotesque that one has difficulty in

recognising it as a Platonic Myth, Diotima s Myth is equally
hard to bring under that designation, on account of the pre

valence of philosophical allegory in its style. It is, indeed, in

its first part simply a philosophical allegory
1

setting fortli

pictorially an analysis of Love into elements which are seen

to be identical with those given by an analysis of Philosophy.
is neither IIo^o? nor Hevia, but the child of these two

;

is neither a/jiaOia nor
oro&amp;lt;pia,

but the outcome of

both. This point, however, once reached by the way of alle

gory thinly disguising the results of previous analysis, Diotima s

Discourse henceforward assumes the character of true Myth, if

not in its matter for no further narrative is added yet cer

tainly in its essential form : it becomes an imaginative develop
ment of the notion of

tf)i\ocro&amp;lt;pia: &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;i\oao(f)La
is set forth as

the Desire of Immortality. Philosophy is not merely a System
of Knowledge, but a Life, nay, the Life Eternal the true Life

of the immortal Soul.
2 Diotima s Discourse thus ends in the

character of a true Myth, setting forth in impassioned imagina
tive language the Transcendental Idea of the Soul. It is out

of the mood which expresses itself in, and is encouraged by,

such impassioned imaginative language that prophetic visions

arise, and great Myths about the Soul s creation, wanderings,
and goal. Diotima s Discourse in its latter, non-allegorical,

1
Plotinus, Enn. iii. 5, maybe read for an elaborate interpretation of Diotima s

Allegory : Zeus is
?&amp;gt;oDs, Aphrodite is

i/ uxty Poros is \6yos, Periia is
i&amp;gt;\r) ;

and
much more to the same effect. Cf. Cudworth, Intellectual System, vol. ii. p. 379

(ed. Mosheim and Harrison).
2 See Zeller s Plato, pp. 191-196 (Eng. Tr.), for the connection made, in the

Phaedrus and Symposium, between Eros and Philosophy ; and, especially p. 194,

n. 66, for the meaning of Diotima s Discourse, and a protest against the Neo-

Platonic interpretation of its meaning adopted by Jahn in his Diss. Plat. 64 ff.

and 249 ff.
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part we must regard as a true Myth although it has no

story, no pictures, because we feel that it might at any
moment break out into the language of prophetic vision.

Its identification of Love and Philosophy is intended to

bring home to the Imagination the great Platonic doctrine

that Philosophy is Life. The outline, or ideal, presented here,

without articulation, to the Imagination, is articulated, still

for the Imagination, in the astronomical Eschatology of the

Phaedrus Myth ;
and for the Understanding, in the account

given in the Republic
l of the Philosophic Nature and of the

Education which it needs. A vast non-articulated ideal, like

that held up by Diotima in the latter part of her Discourse,

lends itself easily to either kind of articulation it may be

articulated in an abstract way as a great system of laws, or

pictorially, as a group of symbols making an Allegory which,

because it is so vast, easily assumes the character of Myth.
And Myth may be painted as well as spoken. As a scheme

of education, articulating for the Imagination the Ideal of
&quot;

Philosophy is Life,&quot; the Spanish Chapel fresco, which has

already
2 been instanced as a painted Myth, may well be

placed beside the scheme set forth for the Understanding in

the Republic. The details in the fresco are the result of

minute analysis of the elements which constitute true educa

tion
;
but they are so presented to the eye as to reveal to its

intuition the spiritual bond which unites them together in

one meaning in one ^0709 rr)9 /ue&&amp;gt;?
which transcends the

parts. Faith, Hope, and Charity are hovering in the sky, and

beneath them, also in the sky, are Courage, Temperance, Justice,

Prudence. Beneath these are seated in a row ten Prophets
and Apostles, with S. Thomas Aquinas on a throne in the

middle. Beneath these again sit the Sciences Divine and

Natural, fourteen of them
;
and beneath each Science sits her

greatest earthly Teacher.

The separate figures are symbols, and form groups which

1 485 B ff. That the scheme of education in the Republic articulates for the

Understanding an outline, or ideal, presented to the Imagination is plainly
admitted. The scheme is called a Myth as 376 E, WL oZv, wairep ev utidy

fj.vdo\oyovt&amp;gt;T^s re /ecu o^oA^ dyovres \6y(j) Traide6o/j.ei&amp;gt; TOI)S &v5pa$ : and 501 E,

77 TroXtreta ty ^uddKoyov^ev \6yu: and see Couturat, de Plat. Mythis, p. 50
&quot;

Respublica tota ex ipsius auctoris sententia mythica est : cf. Tim. 26 c,

Remp. 420 c, 536 B, c, 376
i&amp;gt;,

501 E, 443
is,

c.&quot;

2
Supra, pp. 114 and 257.
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may be interpreted as Allegories, but the whole picture which

contains them is a Myth.
It is difficult, as I have pointed out before, to distinguish,

in the work of a great creative artist, between Allegory and

Myth. Allegory, consciously employed as such by a man of

genius, always tends to pass into Myth. In dealing with

this point I have said that Plato s Cave, carefully constructed

as it is in all its detail, like the Spanish Chapel fresco, to

give a picture of results already in the possession of its

author, is, beyond all that, a wonder for the eye of Imagina
tion to be grasped in one impression. Beneath the inter

pretation of the Allegory we are aware of the enigma of the

Myth. Plato, we feel, had seen the whole before he began to

articulate the parts. Perhaps, as I ventured to suppose, some

weird scene in a Syracusan quarry gave the first suggestion.

I said that, although the former part of Diotima s Dis

course is an Allegory, the latter part has the true character

istic of the Myth, setting forth, without narrative or pictures

indeed, but in impassioned imaginative language, the Tran

scendental Idea of the Soul. It is only by accident, we feel,

that the Discourse does not break out into the language of

prophetic vision.

The Diotima of this Discourse may be taken as a study
of the Prophetic Temperament.

Let me try to bring out the essential nature of this

temperament by making some passages in Spinoza s Tractatus

Theologico-Politicus do service as a commentary on Plato s

study. To appreciate the nature of the prophetic tempera
ment and the use of prophecy as determined by the great
Jewish critic he was one of the founders of biblical criticism

is, I think, to go far towards appreciating the function of

Myth in Plato s Philosophy.
The passages to which I refer are in the first and

second chapters of the Tractatus Theologico-Politicus. Spinoza

begins by distinguishing teachers of natural science from

prophets. Although natural science is divine, its teachers

cannot be called prophets ;
for what the teachers of natural

science impart as certain, other men receive as certain, and

that not merely on authority but of their own knowledge.
It is by the faculty of Imagination that prophets are dis-
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tingnished from teachers of natural science. By Imagination

prophets perceive the revelations of God and transcend the

limits of the Scientific Understanding. This is why they

impart what they perceive almost always in parables, express

ing spiritual truths by means of sensible images ;
for this

is the method which their faculty naturally prescribes.

Prophets are not endowed with a more perfect Intelligence,

but with a more vivid Imagination than other men, Pro

phecy, as it depends on Imagination, does not per se involve

certainty : prophets are not made certain of the revelation of

God by the revelation itself, but by a sign. Thus Abraham

(Genesis xv. 8), on hearing the promise of God, asked for a

sign. He, indeed, believed God, and did not ask for a sign
in order that he might believe God, but in order that he

might know that the thing was actually promised to him by
God.1 Herein prophecy is inferior to natural knowledge,
which needs no sign, but has its certainty in itself. The

prophet s certainty is not metaphysical but moral. The

prophet may be recognised by three marks: (1) he imagines
the things revealed as vividly as if they were objects of

waking sense, (2) he needs a sign, and (3) and chiefly he

has a mind inclined to that which is just and good. Though
this may seem to show that prophecy and revelation are un

certain, yet they have much that is certain
;

for God never

deceives pious men,
&quot; His Elect.&quot; He uses them as instru

ments of His goodness, as he uses the wicked as instruments

of His wrath. Now, since the signs are merely to persuade
the prophet in a matter where the certainty is not meta

physical but moral, it follows that the signs are suited to the

opinions and capacity of the prophet ;
and the revelation (i.e.

the thing imagined) varies with the temperament (gay or sad),

and the beliefs, of the prophet. The conclusion of all is that

prophecy never adds to the knowledge of the prophet or of

others, but leaves them in their preconceived opinions ;
so

that, in merely speculative matters, we are not at all bound
to believe prophets ;

but in matters which concern righteous
ness and moral character we are.

2

1
Similarly, miracles do not make us believe in the existence of God. We

must believe in the existence of God before we can believe in the occurrence of
miracles.

2
Prophecy, says Professor P. Gardner (Jowett Lectures, 1901, p. 117), &quot;is
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I offer no particular remarks on the foregoing passage,
but merely recommend it to the attention of the reader, as

defining the use of Prophecy in a manner similar to that in

which I think the use of the Platonic Myth ought to be

defined.

With Spinoza s view of the end of Prophecy, Henry More s

view of the end of Scripture has much in common. The in

terpretation of the literal text, he explains,
1 must always

depend on what we have learned from Philosophy, not from

Scripture ;
but the sole end of the Scripture is the furthering

of the Holy Life.

Similarly, John Smith says,
2 &quot; Christ s main scope was to

promote an Holy Life as the best and most compendious way
to a right Belief. He hangs all true acquaintance with

Divinity upon the doing God s will. If any man will do his

will he shall know the doctrine, whether it be of God.&quot;

This view of the meaning of Prophecy, and generally of

inspired scriptures, held by the Cambridge Platonists in in

dependent agreement with Spinoza, is one which finds much
favour at the present day among those critical students of

the Bible whose paramount interest is still in religion as a

practical concern. Their teaching on the subject of
&quot;

inspira

tion
&quot;

and &quot;

divine revelation,&quot; in my view, throws much light

on the subject of this work. I would summarise my advice

to those who wish to realise for themselves the function of

the Platonic Myth as follows : After reading Plato s Myths,
each one in its own context, seal the effect of the whole by

reading the work of some other great master of Myth best

of all the Divina Commedia
;
then turn to the writings of

those modern critics of the Bible whose paramount interest is

still in religion as a practical concern. Were the student to

undertake the last -mentioned part of this programme, he

would probably find the word &quot;

inspiration
&quot;

a difficulty. He
would probably think that the use made of the word by the

based on insight, and sees not future events but the tendency of existing forces,

and looks beneath the surface of the present and sees its true inwardness. . . .

The Jewish prophet dealt far less with the future than with the present. He
was first and foremost a teacher of righteousness one who explained the pur

poses of God and made his ways bare to man. He was, in fact, a preacher.&quot;
1
Appendix to the Defence of the Philosophick Cabbala, ch. xii., especially 3.

pp. 150, 151, ed. 1662.
2 Select Discourses (1660), p. 9 (&quot;The True Way or Method of attaining

Divine Knowledge&quot;), and cf. pp. 169 ff.
(&quot;

Of Prophesie&quot;).
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critics is vague and uncertain. But let him remember that

Plato s use of the corresponding epcos (especially where
e/oco?

and
(f)i\o(70(j)ia

are identified, as in Diotima s Discourse) is

equally vague. Precision is not to be looked for in the

description of such a condition or gift. Indeed, Diotima s

$&amp;gt;i\oao&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;ia
is perhaps even more vague than the &quot;

inspiration
&quot;

of these critics; for the former is the condition of an in

dividual, while the community rather than the individual is

the recipient of the latter
&quot;

It is not the individual so

much as the society or community which is the recipient of

divine inspiration,&quot; says Professor P. Gardner,
1

interpreting

Kitschl. While the &quot;

inspiration
&quot;

of the individual is an

abnormal condition, difficult to describe psychologically, and

still more difficult to estimate in respect of
&quot;

value,&quot; the
&quot;

inspiration
&quot;

received by a community is something which

can be definitely reviewed, being the series of ideas of better

ment which spring up in the community one after another

and actually determine its development. The historian may
find it difficult to show how this idea or that arose

;
but he

can generally describe the circumstances in which, having

arisen, it
&quot;

caught on
&quot;

and became an effective factor in the

development of the community. The &quot; idea of emancipating
slaves

&quot;

may serve as an example of what is meant when the

&quot;inspiration received by a community&quot; is spoken of; and a

prophet is one who can put such an idea before his contem

poraries so vividly that it must perforce, sooner or later,

realise itself in practice. When we look back over the past
life of a nation we see how true it is that the grain of

mustard seed becomes the great tree. How the seed came we
seldom can tell

;
it is so small that we should not even have

noticed it at all, unless the tree had grown out of it. We
rather infer it from the tree; and if the tree is good we are

apt to think of the seed as
&quot;

divinely implanted
&quot;

in some

special way. What we can trace clearly to antecedents we
do not regard with religious feeling ;

but when we come to

some little inexplicable thing, which we recognise, after the
1 Jowctt Lectures, p. 270. Expressing his own view Professor Gardner says :

&quot;It may be that in this matter Kitschl goes too far, for, after all, it is only in

the consciousness of individuals that divine inspiration can be realised
; religious

utterances must come from individuals
;
and the will of individuals must lead

society in the right way : nevertheless there is profound and most important
truth in the recognition of the divine mission of the societv.&quot;

2F
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event, as source of great things, we say that it comes by
divine dispensation Oeia fioipa.

As the influence of the new biology makes itself more

and more felt in the field of historical study, we may expect
that the doctrine of

&quot;

inspiration received by the community
&quot;

will recommend itself more and more to religious minds, as a

solution of the difficulty which few indeed are content to put

by wholly the difficulty of conceiving how the development
of beautifully articulated organisms can take place along lines

opened up by
&quot;

accidental variations.&quot; This difficulty the

new biology has brought home to us thoroughly, by showing
us how decisive is the part played in evolution by these
&quot;

accidental variations
&quot;

among the factors which maintain

the moving equilibrium of life. The objections which stand

in the way of accepting the alternative solution Weismann s

theory, which explains
&quot;

accidental variations
&quot;

as provided for

in the original germ-plasma seem to be at least as formid

able as those which might be brought against the theory of
&quot; divine inspiration of which the community or race is the

recipient.&quot;

II

EXCURSUS ON THE HISTORY OF THE DOCTRINE OF DAEMONS

(Symposium, 202 E)

The doctrine, here enunciated, of Saipoves who perform
the office of interpreters and mediators between the Gods and

Men, played a great part in the History of Eeligious Belief.

In its original sense Salfjuwv is synonymous with 0e6$,

and means simply
&quot; a divine immortal

being.&quot;
But Hesiod s

Saifjuoves dyvol eTri^doviot
1

introduced a specification of the

term. These Sai/jioves iiriyQovioi are indeed &quot;

divine immortal

beings/ but they are not eTrovpdviou or
y

O\v/jL7rov e^ovre^,
&quot; divine immortal beings who dwell in Heaven &quot;

; they dwell

in
&quot;

the parts about the Earth,&quot;
2 and more especially

&quot; in the

Air.&quot; They are, in fact, the disembodied spirits of the men of

a long past age the Golden Age. When these men died,

1 0. et 1). 108.
2 The region described as irepi yijv in Phaedrus, 257 A.
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their bodies were buried
;
but their immortal spirits remained

in the neighbourhood of the Earth, and will ever remain

there, to be the Guardians and Patrons of mortal men :

fjiV TrptoTtcrra ycvos
dOdvaroi Trofycrav QkvpTria, Sco/xar e

ot yuev 7Tt Kpovov ijcrav, or ovpavio
ws 5e Oeol {weo-Kcy, a/c^Sea BVJJLOV

vocr&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;Lv drcpOe TTOI/ODV Kat oi^os* ovSc n SeiAov

7rrjV atet Se TroSas Kat ^et^as 6/xotot

ev OaXtrjCTL KaKWv ZKrocrOev a

6vrja-Kov 8 cos IUTTVCO
8eS/zr//&amp;gt;ti

ot crd\a Se

Totcrtv e^v Kapirov 8 efapt ^eiScopos dpovpa
TroAAov re Kat

a&amp;lt;fiOovov
ot 8 e

eyoya ve/xovro crvv Icr^Aotcrtv TroAeecrcrtv.

avTap 7ret87y TOUTO yei/o? Kara yata KaAi^ev,
ot

/xei/ SatjU-o^es dyvot iiri^Oovioi KaAeovrat,

TrAovroSorat Kat TOVTO yepas ^ao~tA^i

When the men of the Silver Age died, their spirits went

under the Earth. They became VTTO^OOVLOL jLLdtcapes OvrjToi
2

a difficult phrase, on which Eohde may be consulted.
3

They
too, although their works on Earth were displeasing to the

Gods, receive honour and worship from men.

The third age was that of the Copper Men. They did

evil on Earth, and went down nameless to the black pit of

Hades.4

The fourth age was that of the Heroes those who

fought at Thebes and Troy. Some of them died
;
some of

them were translated in the flesh to the Islands of the

Blessed, where they enjoy everlasting felicity :

Tois //.ev
Oavdrov reAos d/^eKaAvi/ e,

rots Se Si)^ dvOpUTruv PIOTOV /cat ijOt oVacro-as

Zevs KpovtS^s Karevacro-e irarrjp es Tretpara yaiTys*

Kat rot
/zei&amp;gt;

vatovcrtv aK?^8ea OV/JLOV e^ovres
ev yaaKapcoi/ v?yo&quot;oto~t, Trap QKeavov J3a.0v8ivrjvt

oXf3iOi ijpwes roto~tv /xeAtT^Sea Kaprrov
ereos ^aAAovra

^&amp;gt;epet ^eiSoj/oos dpovpa.^

The fifth age is the present that of the Men of Iron.
6

No one who reads the Cratylus, 397 D ff., where the

1 0. e i&amp;gt;. 97 ff.
2 0. ^ i&amp;gt;. 125.

3
Psj/cfo, i. 99-102. 4 0. e&amp;lt; Z&amp;gt;. 137 ff.

5 0. e Z&amp;gt;. 150 ff.
6 0. et I). 157 ff.
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etymology of Saifjuoves is discussed and Hesiod s verses about

the &ai/Aove$ eW^owot are quoted, and the Laws, iv. 713,
and Politicus, 272, where the Myth of the Golden Age of

Cronus, when Sai/juoves ruled over men, is told, can fail to see

that the Hesiodic account of
Sai/j,ove&amp;lt;;

has a great hold on

Plato s imagination ;
and it may be that even the

cj)i&amp;gt;\aKs
of

the Republic men with gold in their nature (as the
eTri/covpoi,

have silver, and the artisans and husbandmen have copper
and iron) are somehow, in Plato s imagination, parallel to

Hesiod s c^uXa/ce? Owrjrcov dvOpcoTrwv, the spirits of the men
of the Golden Age.

1 But we must not forget that there is a

difference between Plato s Sal^oves of the Laws and Politicus

and of Diotima s Discourse, and Hesiod s Sa//xoi/69, which is

greater than the obvious resemblance. Hesiod s Sat/xo^e?

are the spirits of deceased men as are Pindar s

dyvoL (Meno, SI c) ;
but the Sai/jioves of the Laws

and Politicus, who rule over men in the Golden Age, are not

spirits of deceased men, but beings of an entirely different

order Gods, who were created Gods, to whom provinces on

Earth were assigned by the Supreme God ol Kara row
T07TOU9 crvvdpXpvTes TCO ^e^icrTw Saijj,ovi OeoL, as they are

described in Politicus, 272E; and in Diotima s Discourse TO

Saifjioviov, headed by Eros, is clearly set forth as an order of

divine beings essentially superhuman, not spirits of deceased

men. They are, I take it, of the same rank as, indeed prob

ably identical with, the yevvTjrol 6eoi of the Timaeus

created before men, to be managers of human affairs on behalf

of the Supreme God. 2 In Rep. v. 468 E, on the other hand,

1 This parallel is suggested by Mr. Adam in a note on Republic, 468 E, and
worked out by Mr. F. M. Corn ford in an interesting article on &quot;Plato and

Orpheus&quot; in The Classical Review, December 1903.
2

Chalcidius, in his Commentary on the Timaeus, is at pains to show (cnp.

cxxxv.) that the Platonic cJat^oj/es and the Souls of deceased men are two dis

tinct orders: &quot;Plerique tamen ex Platonis magisterio, daemouas putant auimas

corporeo munere liberatas : laudabilium quoque virorum aethcreos daemonas,

improborum vero nocentes, easdemque animas anno demum millesimo terrenum

corpus resumere. Empedoclesque non aliter lougaevos daemonas fieri has auimas

putat. Pythagoras etiam in suis aureis versibus :

Corpore deposito cum liber aethera perges,
Evades hominem factus deus aetheris almi.

Quibus Plato consentire miiiime videtur, cum in Politia tyranni animam facit

excruciari post mortem ab ultoribus, ex quo apparet aliam esse animam, alium

daemonem : siquidem quod cruciatur et item quod cruciat diversa necesse sit.

Quodque opifex Deus ante daemonas instituit quam nostras animas creavit ;
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Plato s use of the term SaL^oves is strictly Hesiodic he is

speaking not of such Gods at all, but of the spirits of deceased

men of the Golden Class. As Mr. Adam, in his note on the

passage, says,
&quot; Plato compares his golden citizens with the

heroes of the Hesiodic golden age. He would fain surround

them with some of the romantic and religious sentiment

that clung around the golden age of Greek poetry and

legend/
The two doctrines of Saifjuoves which we find in Plato

that enunciated in the Golden Age Myth and Diotima s

Discourse, and that adopted from Hesiod in Rep. v. 468 E

were both taken over by the Stoics, and accommodated to the

tenets of their
&quot;

physical science.&quot;

According to the Stoics, the Soul, ^rv^, is material,

?],
but its matter is rarer and finer (apauorepov and

Chrysippus apud Plutarch de Stoic. Repugn.

41) than that of the body. The Soul is, in fact, irvevpa

evOepfjuov,
&quot; hot air, or breath.&quot;

]

When Souls leave their earthly bodies they do not immedi

ately perish. According to Cleanthes, they all retain their

individuality until the Conflagration, pe^pi T?}? e/cTrvpaxreGx: :

according to Chrysippus, only the Souls of Wise Men. 2 At
the Conflagration, however, all Souls perish as individuals

are dissolved back into the one substance, the elemental fire,

God, whose airoo-frda-fULTa, or sundered parts, they were during
the term of their individual existence.

When Souls leave their earthly bodies, they rise into the

Air which occupies the space between the Earth and the Moon,
TOV VTTO (TeXrjvrjv TOTTOV* That the dissolution of, at any
rate, the majority of Souls inhabiting this aerial space takes

place before the Conflagration is clearly the view of Marcus

Aurelius in a curious passage (Comment, iv. 21), in which he

meets the difficulty of the Air having room for so many
separate beings. Room, he says, is always being made in the

quodque lias indigere auxilio daemonum, his voluerit illos praebere tntelam.

Quasdam tamen animas, quae vitam eximie per trinam incorporationem egerint,
virtutis nu-rito aereis, vel etiam aethereis, plagis consecrari putat, a necessitate
incorporationis immunes.&quot; The whole passage relating to Daemons in the Com
mentary of Chalcidius (cxxvi. -cxxxv.) is interesting. He compares the Daemons
of Plato with the angels of the Hebrews.

1

Diog. Laert. vii. 157. ~
o.c. vii. 157.

3
Posidonius, in Sext. Phys. i. 73.
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Air for new-comers by the progressive dissolution of their

predecessors, just as room in the Earth is always made for

new bodies by the progressive dissolution of those earlier

buried : el ^la^vovaiv al ^v^ai, TTCO? auras e a&lov

^copel 6 drfp ; TTOJ? Se
77 &amp;lt;yr( ^copel ra TCOV IK TOCTOVTOV

ala)i&amp;gt;os Oairro/jLevcov crw/LLara ; wcrTrep &amp;lt;yap
evOdSe r) TOVTWV

jvriva 7ri$iafjiovr)v fj,eTa/3o\7j KOI $id\vo~is vaipav

ve/cpois iroiel, ovrws al et? rbv depa
ejrl Trocrov (jv^elvaaai, ^era/3d\\ov(7L /cal

teal e^aTTTOvrat, et? rov rwv o\wv (rnrepiJiariKOv \o&amp;lt;ycv

/cal TOVTOV rov rpoTrov ^copav

It is probably to the Stoic Posidonius, whose astronomy
has been mentioned as influential in the development of the

theory and practice of Mithras-worship and similar sacra

mental cults,
1 that the idea of the Air as the habitat of the

Souls of the deceased and also of Bai/jioves an order of

beings distinct from that of human Souls is chiefly indebted

for its vogue. Posidonius wrote a treatise Trepl 7]poowv /cal

^aipbvwv, quoted by Macrobius (Sat. i. 23),
2 and Cicero (de

Div. i. 64) quotes him as saying that the Air is full of Souls

and Daemons. 3 That belief in Daemons spirits which have

never been incarnate in human bodies is as consistent with

the &quot; materialism
&quot;

of the Stoics as belief in the continued

existence of human Souls in the Air, is insisted upon by

Zeller,
3
and, indeed, is obvious.

So much for Stoical belief. But it was exactly the

astronomy
- -

Pythagorean and Platonic in its origin

popularised by the Stoic Posidonius, which seems to have

suggested a mode of escape from the Stoical doctrine that

the Soul, though subsisting for a longer or shorter time

after the death of the body, yet is ultimately dissolved.

Above the Air the Stoical habitat of Sai/jioves and Souls

of deceased men, equally doomed to dissolution, according

to the orthodox doctrine of the school there is the

Aether. 4 Into this region Souls purified by Philosophy
1 See supra, pp. 352 ff.

2 See Rohde, Psyche, ii. 320.
3

Stoics, Epicureans, and Sceptics, p. 333, Engl. Transl.
4

I use the term &quot;aether&quot; here in its proper sense, as the name of the

element which contains the visible
gods,&quot;

the stars. This element is sometimes.,

as in the Epinomis, 984 (cf. Zeller, Plato, p. 615), called irvp, fire, while &quot;aether&quot;
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or, it may be, by sacramental observances rise, and there,

though united to God, retain their individuality for ever.

This is the doctrine of the Somnium Scipionis which

probably owes its astronomy to Posidonius
l and of the

Tusc. Disp. (i. 17, 18, 19); it is the doctrine to which even

the Stoic Seneca (ad Marc. 25. 1) seems to incline, and it

inspired those sacramental cults, Orphic, Mithraic, and

Egyptian, which became so important in the religious life

of the first two centuries of the Christian era.
2

In this doctrine of Aether, the region of the heavenly

spheres, as everlasting home of purified Souls, we have, of

course, merely the mythology of the Timaeus and Phaedrus

framed in an astronomical setting somewhat more definite

than that furnished by Plato himself. What it is important,

however, to recognise is that this mythology, so framed,

takes the place of what is properly called irvp, fire, in the list &quot;fire, air, water, earth.&quot;

Bywater (Journ. of Phil. vol. i. pp. 37-39, on the Fragm. of Philolaus] quotes
the de Coelo, i. 270 b, and the Meteor. 339 b, for &quot;aether&quot; above the four

elements, and remarks that &quot;the occurrence of this quinta essentia in the

Platonic Epinomis is one of the many indications of the late origin of that

Dialogue.&quot;
1 See Rohde, Psyche, ii. 320, and Dieterich, Eine Mithrasliturgic, quoted supra,

p. 352.
2 The following references to the Commentary of Hierocles (President of the

School of Alexandria) on the Golden Hymn of the Pythagoreans may be taken
to show how the astronomy of the Timaeus and Phaedrus influenced eschatology
even in the fifth century of the Christian era. Hierocles (see Mullach s

Fragm. Phil. Grace, i. 478 ff. )
is commenting on the lines

dAX eipyov fipurdv, &v eLirofj-ev, ev re Ka.dapiJ.ois,

ev re \vcrei
i/

i X??? Kpivuv, /ecu
0pd(ei&amp;gt;

rjvio-)(_ov yv&[j,riv ffrrjffas KaBvirepOev

and, after referring for rjvLoxov to the Phaedrus Myth, and remarking that it

embodies Pythagorean doctrine, says that, for the purification of the aethereal

body irpos rr\v Ko.Qo.poiv rov avyoeidovs TJ/ULUIV a&amp;lt;J}fj.aros we must put away the
filth of the terrestrial body, and submit ourselves to purificatory observances,

Ka.6apfj.oi, which he describes by means of which we shall rise from the Place of
Generation and Corruption, and be translated to rb rfXixnov -rrediov Ka.1 Aldepa
rbv e\evdepov. But as the terrestrial body must be shed on Earth, the

crvfj.&amp;lt;f)vk,

i.e. the aerial body, must be shed in the aerial region immediately under the
Moon (cf. Pint, de fac. in orbe lunae, 28, quoted p. 440 infra}. Then the
aethereal or astral body (TO affrpoeides, avyoeides, (purewbv &amp;lt;rcD/ia

or 6%7?yu,a) which
is the immortal vehicle of the Soul, is free to ascend, with the Soul, into the
Aether : TOVTO d yevofj-evos ws olbv re fierd TTJV KaQapaiv, o dei eiffiv ol fj.rj els

yevtffiv irLirreLv irefyvKbres, rots
/J.ei&amp;gt; yvucrecnv evovrai TO; iravri, /ecu irpbs avrbv

avdyerai. rbv 6eov
&amp;lt;ru&amp;gt;fj.a

d
ffv/Ji&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;ves exuv, roirov 5e?rai els Kardra^iv darpoeidTJ,

olov deffiv farCjv. TrpeTrot. 5 av rw rcuoirry crt6/xart TOTTOS 6 virb ae\r/vr)v

irporrex&s, ws virepex^v [j.ev r&v (pdapruiv cwfj-dr^v, VTro^f^rjKws d rwv ovpavtwv,
ov aidepa e\evdepov ol Hvdayopeioi Ka\ov&amp;lt;riv aldepa i*.ev, a/s di)\ov /cat dtSiov

ffCofjia fXevdepov de, ws V\LKWV Tra8r//jidTO}v KaOapbv. rl oftv b eKclcre e\6&amp;lt;j)v &amp;lt;-&amp;lt;rrai,

f/ rovro o
&amp;lt;f)ri&amp;lt;Tiv,

^crcreat dOdvaros 6eos, u[j.oiu)[j,ei&amp;gt;os rois iv apxy ru&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;

\exOe~iffiv ddavdrois deols, ov (pixrei dddvaros deos.
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appeared to Platonists to be a sufficiently
&quot;

up-to-date
&quot;

refutation of the
&quot; materialism

&quot;

of the Stoics. The Soul,

when perfectly purified, rises out of the Air into the Aether,

returning to its original home, and there lives for ever and

ever. Its perfect purification effected by Philosophy, or

ritual performances, or both guarantees its immortality ;
for

its eternal intelligible essence vovs stripped of perishing

sensible vehicles, terrestrial crw/xa and aerial ^f%^
is alone left. Of this intelligible essence Aether is the

vehicle. The aethereal region is full of /vigor mm e mncenti l

immortal spirits made pure by Philosophy, and suffering,

and holy rites. This Platonist doctrine is set forth by
Plutarch in his de genio Socratis, and in his de facie in

orbe lunae. In a curious passage in the latter work (ch. 28)
he tells us that reason vovs has its home in the Sun.

Thither the purified spirit returns, having shed its corporeal

vehicle o-w^a on Earth, and its aerial tyw%ij on the

Moon. This is the order of purification. And the order of

generation, he explains, is the contrary of that of purification :

Of the three parts which make up man, the Sun supplies

vovs, the Moon -^v^, the Earth crw/m.
2 Death on Earth

makes the three two : death on the Moon makes the two

one. Every Soul, whether rational or irrational,
3 must

wander for a time in the region between the Earth and the

Moon. In the lower parts of this region the unrighteous

are punished and corrected, while the righteous tarry for an

appointed time in its highest parts- in the region of the

softest air, which is called the Meadow of Death eV TU&amp;gt;

TrpaoTaTO) rov aepos ov Xetytwm? aSov /ca\ov(Ti
;

4
then,

being filled, like those initiated, with a strange joy, half

amazement half hope, they aspire to the Moon. There, now

styled Bai/jioves by Plutarch,
5

they have their abode,

descending sometimes to Earth to help men to assist at

mysteries, to watch and punish crimes, to save in battle

and at sea. The good among them (for some of them are

wicked and become incarnate again in human bodies) are

the Souls of those who lived on Earth in the reign of Cronus,

and they are still worshipped in many places. When one

1 Par. x. 64. 2 Plut. defac. in orb. lun. 28.
3

o.c. 28. 4
o.c. 28. 6

o.c. 30.
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of these good Daemons at last loses his power on Earth and

fails his worshippers, it is because his lunar death has taken

place his true Self, vovs, has at last been separated from

the tyvxfi, which remains, like a corpse, on the Moon. The

separation of i/oO? from ^v^ is effected by the operation

in him of Love of the Solar linage aTroKpiverai S epwn
r^9 7Tpl TOV r]\iov elfcovos, Si? rjs 67rt\d/JL7ri, rb efarbv
teal icakov real delov KOI fiatcdpiov, ov Trdaa

(J)V&amp;lt;TI&amp;lt;;,

aXXw?, opeyercu . . . XetVerat Se r

rfj (reXrpr), olov fyvi] rwa ffiov /cat oveipara

s fca(7TO$ r)fj,a)V ov OV/JLOS IGTIV, ovSe &amp;lt;o/3o?,

KaOdirep ovSe adpices, ovSe
v&amp;lt;ypoT7]Tes,

dX)C

a KOL (^povov/jiev . . . TOVTCOV Be rj

ecrriv, avakvovTai yap et? TavTrjv, wairep els

Tr)v &amp;lt;yrjv
Ta crco/uiara TWV ve/cpwv.

Plutarch s other work, mentioned above, the de genio

Socratis, is so important for the doctrine of Daemons, that

it cannot be dismissed in a paragraph like that just devoted

to the de facie in orle lunae. On the whole, I think the

best way of laying its contents before the reader is to let it

speak for itself in the Myth of Timarchus, which indeed

presents all that is essential to Plutarch s daemonology. As
in the case of the Aridaeus-Thespesius Myth, I avail myself
here again of Philemon Holland s version.

There was one Timarchus of Chaeronea, who died very young,
and requested earnestly of Socrates to be buried near unto

Lamprocles, Socrates his son, who departed this life but few days
before, being a dear friend of his, and of the same age. Now
this young gentleman, being very desirous (as he was of a

generous disposition, and had newly tasted the sweetness of

Philosophy) to know what was the nature and power of Socrates

familiar spirit, when he had imparted his mind and purpose
unto me only and Cebes, went down into the cave or vault of

Trophonius, after the usual sacrifices and accustomed compli
ments due to that oracle performed : where, having remained two

nights and one day, inasmuch as many men were out of all hope
that he ever would come forth again yea, and his kinsfolk and
friends bewailed the loss of him one morning betimes issued

forth very glad and jocund. . . . He recounted unto us many
wonders strange to be heard and seen : for he said that being
descended into the place of the oracle, he first met with much

darkness, and afterwards, when he had made his prayers, he lay
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a long time upon the ground, not knowing whether he was awake
or dreamed. Howbeit, he thought that he heard a noise which
lit upon his head and smote it, whereby the sutures or seams
thereof were disjoined and opened, by which he yielded forth

his soul
; which, being thus separate, was very joyous, seeing

itself mingled with a transparent and pure air. . . When he

looked behind him he could see the Earth no more, but the Isles

all bright and illuminate with a mild and delicate fire, and those

exchanged their places one with another, and withal, received

sundry colours, as it were diverse tinctures, according as in that

variety of change the light did alter
;
and they all seemed unto

him in number infinite and in quantity excessive : and albeit they
were not of equal pourprise and extent, yet round they were
all alike : also, by their motion, which was circular, the sky
resounded. . . Amid these Islands there seemed a sea or great
lake diffused and spread, shining with diverse mixed colours upon
a ground of grey or light blue. Moreover, of these Isles some
few sailed, as one would say, and were carried a direct course

down the water beyond the current
;
but others, and those in

number many, went aside out of the channel, and were with

such a violence drawn back that they seemed to be swallowed

under the waves. . . . And the same sea hath two mouths or

entrances, whereby it receiveth two rivers of fire breaking
into it, opposite one to the other, in such sort as the blueness

thereof became whitish by reason that the greatest part was

repelled and driven back. And these things he said he beheld

with great delight. But when he came to look downward, he

perceived a mighty huge hole or gulf all round, in manner of a

hollow globe cut through the midst, exceeding deep and horrible

to see to, full of much darkness, and the same not quiet and still,

but turbulent and oftentimes boiling and walming upward, out

of which there might be heard innumerable roarings and groanings
of beasts, cries and wrawlings of an infinite number of children.,

with sundry plaints and lamentations of men and women together,
besides many noises, tumults, clamours, and outcries of all sorts,

and those not clear, but dull and dead, as being sent up from a

great depth underneath. . . . One whom he saw not, said unto

him : The division of Proserpina, you may see if you will,

how it is bounded with Styx. Styx (quoth he) is the way
which leadeth unto hell and the kingdom of Pluto, dividing two

contrary natures of light and darkness with the head, and top
thereof

; for, as you see, it beginneth from the bottom of hell

beneath, which it touches with the one extremity, and reacheth

with the other to the light all about, and so limiteth the utmost

part of the whole world, divided into four regiments. The first

is that of life
;
the second of moving ;

the third of generation ;
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and the fourth of corruption. The first is coupled to the second

by unity, in that which is not visible
;
the second to the third,

by the mind or intelligence, in the sun
;
the third to the fourth,

by nature, in the moon. And of every one of these copulations
there is a Friend, or Destiny, the Daughter of Necessity, that

keepeth the key. Of the first, she that is named Atropos, as one

would say Inflexible
;

of the second, Clotho that is to say, the

Spinster ;
of the third in the moon, Lachesis that is to say, Lot,

about which is the bending of geniture or nativity. As for all

the other Isles, they have gods within them
;

but the Moon,

appertaining to the terrestrial Daemons, avoideth the confines of

Styx, as being somewhat higher exalted, approaching once only
in an hundred seventy seven second measures : and upon the

approach of this precinct of Styx, the souls cry out for fear. And

why 1 Hell catcheth and swalloweth many of them, as they

glide and slip about it : and others the Moon receiveth and taketh

up, swimming from beneath unto her
; such, I mean, as upon

whom the end of generation fell in good and opportune time, all

save those which are impure and polluted : for them, with her

fearful flashing and hideous roaring, she suffereth not to come
near unto her

; who, seeing that they have missed of their intent,

bewail their woeful state, and be carried down again, as you see,

to another generation and nativity. Why, quoth Timarchus, I

see nothing but a number of stars leaping up and down about

this huge and deep gulf, some drowned and swallowed up in it,

others appearing again from below. These be (quoth he) the

daemons that you see, though you know them not. And mark,

withal, how this comes about. Every soul is endued with a

portion of mind or understanding : but look how much thereof

is mingled with flesh and with passions ; being altered with

pleasures and dolors, it becometh unreasonable. But every soul

is not mixed after one sort . . . for some are wholly plunged
within the body . . . others partly are mingled with the flesh,

and in part leave out that which is most pure, and not drawn
downward by the contagion of the gross part, but remaineth

swimming and floating as it were aloft, touching the top or crown

only of a man s head, and is in manner of a cord hanging up
aloft, just over the soul which is directly and plumb under, to

uphold and raise it up, so far forth as it is obeisant thereto, and
not over-ruled and swayed with passions and perturbations : for

that which is plunged down within the body is called the soul
;

but that which is entire and uncorrupt the vulgar sort calleth the

understanding, supposing it to be within them as in mirrors that

which appeareth by way of reflection : but those that judge aright
and according to the truth name it Daemon, as being clean

without them. These stars, then, which you see as if they were
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extinct and put out, imagine and take them to be the souls which
are totally drowned within bodies

;
and such as seem to shine out

again and to return lightsome from beneath, shaking from them
a certain dark and foggy mist, esteem the same to be such souls

as after death are retired and escaped out of the bodies
;

but

those which are mounted on high and move to and fro in one

uniform course throughout are the Daemons or spirits of men who
are said to have intelligence and understanding. Endeavour now
therefore and strain yourself to see the connection of each one,

whereby it is linked and united to the soul. When I heard this

I began to take more heed, and might see stars leaping and

floating upon the water, some more, some less, like as we observe

pieces of cork shewing in the sea where the fishers nets have been

cast
;
and some of them turned in manner of spindles or bobbins,

as folk spin or twist therewith, yet drawing a troubled and

unequal course and not able to direct and compose the motion

straight. And the voice said that those which held on a right
course and orderly motion were they whose souls were obeisant

to the reins of reason . . . but they that eftsoons rise and fall up
and down unequally and disorderly are those which strive against
the yoke. ... Of such as are obedient at the first, and presently
from their very nativity hearken unto their proper Daemon, are

all of the kind of prophets and diviners who have the gift to

foretell things to come, likewise holy and devout men : of which

number you have heard how the soul of Hermodorus the Clazo-

menian was wont to abandon his body quite, and both by day and

night to wander into many places ;
and afterwards to return into

it again . . . which it used so long, until his enemies, by the

treachery of his wife, surprised his body one time, when the soul

was gone out of it, and burnt it in his house. Howbeit, this was

not true
;
for his soul never departed out of his body ;

but the

same being always obedient unto his Daemon, and slacking the

bond unto it, gave it means and liberty to run up and down, and

to walk to and fro in many places, in such sort, as having seen

and heard many things abroad, it would come and report the

same unto him. But those that consumed his body as he lay

asleep are tormented in Tartarus even at this day for it
;
which

you shall know yourself, good young man, more certainly within

these three months (quoth that voice) : and for this time see you
depart. When this voice had made an end of speaking, Timarchus,
as he told the tale himself, turned about to see who it was that

spake ;
but feeling a great pain again in his head, as if it had

been violently pressed and crushed, he was deprived of all sense

and understanding, and neither knew himself nor anything about

him. But within a while after when he was come unto himself,

he might see how he lay along at the entry of the foresaid cave
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of Trophonius, like as he had himself at the beginning. And thus

much concerning the fable of Timarchus
;
who being returned to

Athens, in the third month after, just as the voice foretold him,
he departed this life.

The Aether, then, according to the Platonist belief which

we are examining, is the birthplace of human Souls, and

their final abode when they have completed the purification

which guarantees immortality to them as Pure Intelligences.

But the Air is, none the less, the habitat, and, it would appear,

the permanent habitat, of another class of immortal spirits,

Saifjioves, who never were incarnate in terrestrial bodies.

These immortal Salfjioves occupy the Air, that they may be

near to help men on Earth, and mediate between them and

God, whose dwelling is in the aethereal region. It is in this

interspace between the &quot;visible Gods,&quot; the Stars, and the

Earth that the author of the Epinomis
*

places the $al/j,oves,

whom he describes as interpreters between men and the

Gods. He distinguishes three classes of such Sal^oves :

first, those who live in the so-called Aether under the Fire

or true Aether, i.e. in the higher part of the space between

the Earth and the Moon
; secondly, those who inhabit the Air

round the Earth these two kinds of Daemons are invisible
;

thirdly, Daemons whose vehicle is watery mist these are

sometimes visible.
2

It is in the same space between the Earth and the Moon
that the Platonist Apuleius, writing in the second century
after Christ, places the Satyuoz/e? of Diotima s Discourse, an

order of divine mediators between God and men to which

he conceives the ^aipoviov of Socrates and the Guardian

Angels of all other men as belonging.

Atque (he says)
3 si Platonis vera sententia est, nunquam se

Deura cum homine communicare, facilius me audierit lapis, quam
Jupiter. Non usque adeo (respondent enim Plato pro sententia

sua, mea vice), non usque adeo, inquit, sejunctos et alienatos a

nobis deos praedico, ut ne vota quidem nostra ad illos arbitrer

pervenire. Neque enim ipsos cura rerum humanarum, sed

contrectatione sola removi. Caeterum sunt quaedam divinae

1
According to Zeller (Plato, p. 561, Engl. Transl.

), probably Philippus of

Opus, one of Plato s pupils.
2
Epinomis, 984, 985

;
cf. Zeller, Plato (Engl. Transl.), p. 615.

3
Apuleius de Deo Socratis, vol. ii. p. 116, ed. Betolaud.
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mediae potestates, inter summum aethera et infimas terras, in

isto intersitae aeris spatio, per quas et desideria nostra et merita

ad deos commeant
;

hos Graeci nomine Scu/xovas nuncupant.
Inter terricolas caelicolasque vectores, hinc precum, inde donorum

;

qui ultro citro portant, hinc petitiones, inde suppetias, ceu

quidam utriusque interpretes et salutigeri. Per hos eosdem,
ut Plato in Symposio autumat, cuncta denunciata, et magorum
varia miracula, omnesque praesagiorum species reguntur. Eorum

quippe de numero praediti curant singula, proinde ut est eorum

cuique tributa provincia : vel somrdis confirmandis, vel extis

fissiculandis, vel praepetibus gubernandis, vel oscinibus erudiendis,
vel vatibus inspirandis, vel fulminibus jaculandis, vel nubibus

coruscandis, caeterisque adeo, per quae futura dinoscimus. Quae
cuncta caelestium voluntate et numine et auctoritate, sed

daemonum obsequio et opera et ministerio fieri arbitrandum

est . . . Quid igitur
J tanta vis aeris, quae ab humillimis lunae

anfractibus, usque ad summum Olympi verticem interjacet ?

Quid tandem 1 Vacabitne animalibus suis, atque erit ista naturae

pars mortua ac debilis ? . . . Flagitat ratio 2 debere propria enim
animalia in aere intelligi ; superest ut quae tandem et cujusmodi
ea sint, disseramus. Igitur terrena nequaquam, devergant enim

pondere ;
sed ne flammida, ne sursum versus calore rapiantur.

Temperanda ergo nobis pro loci medietate media natura. . . .

mente formemus et gignamus animo id genus corporum texta,

quae neque tarn bruta quam terrea, neque tarn levia quam
aetherea, sed quodammodo utrimque sejugata. . . . Quod si

nubes 3 sublime volitant, quibus omnis et exortus est terrenus,
et retro defluxus in terras est

; quid tandem censes daemonurn

corpora, quae sunt concretu multo tanto subtiliori ? Non enim
sunt ex hac faeculenta nubecula, tumida caligine conglobata,
sicuti nubium genus est

;
sed ex illo purissimo aeris liquido et

sereno elemento coalita, eoque nemini hominum temere visibilia,

nisi divinitus speciem sui offerant, quod nulla in illis terrena

soliditas locum luminis occuparit, quae nostris oculis possit

obsistere, qua soliditate necessario offensa acies immoretur
;

sed

fila corporum possident rara, et splendida, et tenuia, usque adeo

ut radios omnis nostri tuoris et raritate transmittant, et splendore

reverberent, et subtilitate frustrentur. . . . Debet deus 4 nullam

perpeti vel odii, vel amoris temporalem perfunctionem ;
et idcirco

nee indignatione nee misericordia contingi, nullo angore contrahi,

nulla alacritate gestire ;
sed ab omnibus animi passionibus liber,

nee dolere unquam, nee aliquando laetari, nee aliquid repentinum
velle vel nolle. Sed et haec cuncta, et id genus caetera, daemonum
mediocritati rite congruunt. Sunt enim inter nos ac deos, ut loco

regionis, ita ingenio mentis intersiti, habentes communem cum

1
o.c. p. 119. 2

o.c. p. 119. 3
o.c. p. 121. 4

o.c. p. 124.
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superis immortalitatem, cum inferis passioriem. Nam, proinde ut

nos, pati possunt omnia animorum placamenta vel incitamenta :

ut et ira incitentur, et misericordia flectantur, et donis invitentur,

et precibus leniantur, et contumeliis exasperentur, et honoribus

mulceantur, aliisque omnibus ad similem nobis modum varientur.

Quippe, ut finem comprehendam, daemones sunt genere animalia,

ingenio rationabilia, animo passiva, corpore aeria, tempore aeterna.

These Daemons Apuleius distinguishes sharply,
1

as never

having been incarnate, from the lower sort of Daemons

Lemures, Lares, Larvae spirits of deceased men. It is from

the number of the Daemons who never were incarnate that

the Guardian Spirit attached to each man at his birth comes.

Ex hac sublimiori 2 daemonum copia Plato autumat, singulis
hominibus in vita agenda testes et custodes singulos additos, qui
nemini conspicui, semper adsint arbitri omnium non modo

actorum, verum etiam cogitatorum. At ubi vita edita remean-

dum est, eundem ilium, qui nobis praeditus fuit, raptare illico et

trahere veluti custodiam suam ad judicium, atque illic in causa

dicunda assistere : si qua commentiatur, redarguere : si qua vera

dicat, asseverare : prorsus illius testimonio ferri sententiam.

Proinde vos omnes, qui hanc Platonis divinam sententiam, me

interprete, auscultatis, ita animos vestros ad quaecunque vel

agenda, vel meditanda formate, ut sciatis, nihil homini prae istis

custodibus, nee intra animum, nee foris, esse secreti, quin omnia
curiose ille participet, omnia visat, omnia intelligat, in ipsis

penitissimis mentibus vice conscientiae deversetur. B

Maximus Tyrius, writing about the same time as Apuleius,

1
o.c. p. 128. 2

o.c. p. 129.
3

&quot;To a mind carefully formed upon the basis of its natural conscience,&quot;

says Cardinal Newman (Grammar of Assent, ch. v.), &quot;the world, both of nature
and of man, does but give back a reflection of those truths about the One Living
God which have been familiar to it from childhood. Good and evil meet us

daily as we pass through life, and there are those who think it philosophical
to act towards the manifestations of each with some sort of impartiality, as if

evil had as much right to be there as
g-&amp;gt;od,

or even better, as having more

striking triumphs and a broader jurisdiction. And because the course of things
is determined by fixed laws, they consider that those laws preclude the present
agency of the Creator in the carrying out of particular issues. It is otherwise
with the theology of the religious imagination. It has a living hold on truths
which are really to be found in the world, though they are not upon the surface.

It is able to pronounce by anticipation, what it takes a long argument to prove
that good is the rule, and evil the exception. It is able to assume that,

uniform as are the laws of nature, they are consistent with a particular
Providence. It interprets what it sees around it by this previous inward

teaching, as the true key of that maze of vast complicated disorder
;
and thus

it gains a more and more consistent and luminous Vision of God from the most

unpromising materials. Thus conscience is a connecting principle between the
creature and his Creator

;
and the firmest hold of theological truths is gained by

habits of personal religion.&quot;
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has remarks to the same effect in his Dissertation (26) on

the Scu/jioviov of Socrates, which he describes as one of those

dOdvaroi Sevrepoi who are posted between Gods and Men, in

the space between Earth and Heaven ev neOoplu* 7779 KOI

ovpavov reray/jievoi to be ministers of the Gods and

guardians, GTTio-rdraL, of men. The number of these medi

ators between Gods and Men is countless : he quotes Hesiod

rpis yap [/.vpioi ti&lv ITTI \6ovl TrovXv/BoTtipy
dOdvaroi Zryi os TrpoVoAoi

1

Some of them heal our diseases, others give counsel in

difficulties, others reveal things hidden, others help men at

their work or attend them on their journeys ;
some are with

men in the town, others with men in the country ;
some are

near to give aid at sea, others on land
;
one is at home in

Socrates, another in Plato, another in Pythagoras et

8 a/V/Vo? aAA/r;z/ ecrriav crcof^aro^, 6 p,ev ^
H\aTa&amp;gt;va . . . ocrai ^ucret? dvSpwv rocravrai /cal

and the unrighteous Soul is that which has no Guardian

Daemon domestic within it edv Se TTOV
fjLO-%6ripdv Seigrjs

\frv%r)v, dve(mos avrij /cal dvenTiaTdT rjTos.

The doctrine of the individual s Guardian Daemon, set

forth in the P/iaedo Myth and the Myth of Er, and corrobo

rated from the personal experience of Socrates in the Apology,
3

Republic? and Theages? seems, in the works of Apuleius and

Maximus Tyrius just now quoted from, to amount very nearly

to the identification of that Daemon with Moral Character

or Conscience an identification which, it is interesting to re

member, was made even before Plato s time by Heraclitus, r)6os

dvOpooTra) Saificov,
6 and meets us in the teaching of the Stoics,

where, indeed, it seems to be only the legitimate consequence
of the &quot; naturalism

&quot;

of the School, and does not surprise us, as

it does in the teaching of Platonists : the following passage, for

instance, in Arrian s Dissertationes
(i. 14), giving the words of

Epictetus, merely states the doctrine known to moral theology

as that of the
&quot;

authority of conscience
&quot;

:

1 0. fit D. 235.
2 This seems to have been the generally accepted view

;
but Servius on Virg.

Aen. vi. 743, records another view that every man at birth has assigned to him
two genii, a good and a bad.

;
&amp;gt; 40 A.

4 496 c.
6 128 D if.

6 Heraclili Eph. Reliquiae, Bywater, Fr. cxxi.
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7TLTpo7rov eKcccrTOj TTapGCTTtjcrev 6 Ziv$ rot e/cacrTov SaifAova, Kai

eStoKe
cf&amp;gt;v\dcr(rLV

OLVTOV avrw, Kat TOVTOV aKot/u/^TOi/ Kat d-jrapa-

Aoyicrrov. TtVt yap aAA(j&amp;gt; Kpeirrovi Kat
e7rt/zeAecrTe/c&amp;gt;u&amp;gt; c/&amp;gt;vAaKi

TrapaStSojKev ?}/XWF eVao-rov; w&amp;lt;r# orav /cAeto-^Te ras 6vpa$ Kat

CTKOTOV eVSov TrotTyVryre, /xe^v^cr^e /x^SeTrore Aeyetv 6Vt /jtdvot

ov8e ecrre aAA 6 $ebs evSov eari Kat 6 v/xere/aos Saiyatov ecrrt.

To the same effect Marcus Aurelius (Comment, v. 27) says:

(ru&? ^^ Scot s 6 o-wexojs SetKVv? avrois TT)V eavroi; ij/vxyv

/xev rot? aTrovejito/zevots, Troiovcrai ocra povAerat 6

oi/ IKCICTTW TrooorraTTiv Kat iWeuova 6 Zevs eSwKej
,

a7rocr7ra(r,a
r ^ ? -&amp;gt;/5 C t / V\
eavrov. OUTOS oe ea rtv o Kacrrov voi S Kat Aoyos.

So much for the philosophical outcome of the doctrine of

the SaifjLwv e/cdo-rov that part of the general doctrine of

aerial ^ai^ove^ which seems to have been more interesting

than any other to Platonists and Stoics alike.

But what, it may be asked, is the ultimate source of this

belief in the Saipwi e/cdcrrov out of which moral theology, by
a rationalising process, has evolved &quot;

conscience,&quot; or even
&quot; noumenal character.&quot;

l

I would suggest that, in order to approach the answer to

this question, we first dismiss from our minds those aerial

SatyU-oz/e? who never were incarnate (although it is to their

order, according to Plato, that the Satyu-o^e? attached to indi

viduals belong), and think only of the Hesiodic Sai/jioves, the

Souls of dead men, inhabiting the Air. The notion of Sai/j,ovs

who never were incarnate is subsequent to that of those who
are Souls of dead men inhabiting the air, and came in, we may
take it, only after the theological doctrine of the transcend

ence of One Supreme God had established itself. That

theological doctrine required mediators between God and men,

beings through whom the creative and regulative functions of

God are exerted, while He Himself remains from everlasting
to everlasting unmoved

;
and it was only logical to conceive

these beings as Powers of the Godhead anterior in time and

dignity to the Souls of men.

The primitive doctrine of Sa/ynoi/e?, with which the later

one has less connection than might at first sight appear, is

that of the presence on, under, or near the Earth of the Souls

of dead ancestors
;
and it is still a widely spread belief that

the company of these Souls is being continually drawn upon
1 See Rolide, Psyche, ii. 317.

2(J
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to supply infants, as they are born, with Souls. No new Souls

come into being ;
old Souls are always used. I have already

adverted to this belief,
1 and return to it here to suggest that

it is the source of the doctrine of the &ai/jba)v efcdo-rov or

Guardian Spirit of the individual. Every new person born is

at once himself and some deceased ancestor. He is essentially

double.
&quot; In the Niger Delta,&quot; says Mr. J. E. King,

2
citing

the authority of Miss Kingsley,
&quot; we are told that no one s soul

remains long below. The soul s return to its own family
3

is

ensured by special ju-jus. As the new babies arrive, they are

shown a selection of small articles belonging to deceased

members of the family. The child is identified by the article

which first attracts its attention. Why, he s Uncle John
;

see ! he knows his own pipe.
&quot;

I would suggest that in
&quot; Uncle John &quot; we have the

source out of which the notion of the Guardian Genius, the

fjivo-Taycoybs rov /3tou,
4 was evolved.

The Jewish doctrine of Angels on which the reader may
consult the Jewish Encyclopaedia, article

&quot;

Angelology
&quot;

bears

considerable resemblance to the Greek doctrine of Sai^oves as

divine beings (not Souls of deceased men) intermediate between

God and men. Philo indeed goes the length of identifying the

Jewish Angels with the Sai^oves of the Greek philosophers.
5

The Jewish, like the parallel Greek doctrine, seems to

have been largely consequential on the doctrine of the tran

scendence of One Supreme God. G

1 See supra, pp. 198 ff. and pp. 302 ff.

2 &quot; Infant Burial,&quot; Classical Rev. Feb. 1903. Mr. King s reference is to Miss

Kingsley s Travels in West Africa, p. 493.
3 Of. Olympiodorus on Phaedo 70 c OTL rb fwov /ecu TO renews e

KaraaKevd^ei K rrjs /Jtaprvpias TUV iraXai&v iroL^rCov r&v dwb Op0^ajs,

\tyovros
01 6&quot; avrol Trar^pes re Kai vites iv

rjd &\oxoi (reeved ttedvai re dvyarpes

yap 6 IlXdrwj TrapwSet rd rov

&quot;Quorum,&quot; adds Lobeck (Aglaoph. p. 797), &quot;liaec sententia esse videtur:

aniniis in corpora remigrantibus saepe fit, ut qui olim naturae et affinitatis

vinculis conjunct! fuerant, postea aliquando in eandeiu domurn recolligantur ad

pristinam conditionem revoluti.&quot;

4 diravn
dai/jiui&amp;gt; dvdpi avf^Trapaararel

evdvs yevo/uLtvip /jLvvrayuyos rov /3iov. MENANDER.

5 De Somniis, i. 22
;

arid also calls them Xo7ot (o.c. i. 12-19).
6 See Hatch, Hibbert Lectures, 1888, pp. 246, 247 : Idtai, \6yoi, dalfiovet,

dyyeXoi, are conceptions which easily pass into one another a philosophical

basis, he argues, for the theory of a transcendent God was afforded by the

Platonic t6Ycu and the Stoical
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WHICH SET FORTH THE NATION S, AS DISTINGUISHED FROM

THE INDIVIDUAL S, IDEALS AND CATEGORIES

HITHERTO we have seen the Individual s Ideals and Cate

gories set forth in Myth. Let us now conclude our review of

the Platonic Myths by looking at two, in one of which the

Atlantis Myth
l we have a Nation s Ideal set forth we

assist at the spectacle of a Nation led on by a Vision of its

Future
;
while in the other the Myth of the Earth-Born,

the Foundation -myth of the /caXTuVoXt? 2 we have a

Nation s Categories deduced the life of the &quot;

social organism
&quot;

is exhibited as conditioned by its Past, as determined a priori

by certain deep-cut characteristics.

The Atlantis Myth is introduced in the Timaeus as

necessary to complete the ideal of the Ka\\i7ro\i,s, or Perfect

State, presented in the Republic. The Timaeus, we must

remember, stands in very close artistic and philosophic con

nection with the Republic, and begins with a recapitulation of

the first live books of the Republic. Having recapitulated,

Socrates says that he wishes now to see the Constitution of

their yesterday s conversation exhibited in action
;
and it is

to meet this wish that Critias tells the story of Atlantis

merely summarised in the Timaeus, but afterwards begun on

full scale in the Critias, unfortunately a fragment.

There are two chief points to be noticed about the follow

ing on of the Atlantis Myth to complete the Republic :

(1) It is an imaginary Athens in the Atlantis Myth, which

is the tca\\L7ro\Ls of the Republic in action. Much has been

1
Timaeus, 19 ff. (where it is sketched), and Critias (where it is begun on a

large scale, but not finished).
2
Republic, 414 u.
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said and written about Plato s dislike of Athenian democracy
and admiration of Spartan institutions as shown in the

Republic, The ideal city of the Republic has been epigram-

matically described as
&quot; a Dorian State and a Pythagorean

Order.&quot; But it is a glorified Athens, not Sparta, which

represents Hellas against barbarism in the Myth told by
Critias.

&quot;

Athens, with all thy faults I love thee still,&quot; is

Plato s deepest sentiment.

(2) The action of the /ca\\L7ro\^ is assumed without

question to be war. The education of the Republic is the

education of warriors, and the Myth of Atlantis is the History
of a Great War which puts that education to practical test.

Of all Utopias, Plato s is the most militant. The Philosophers
who rule are recruited from the Army. Only those who have

first learnt, as patriotic soldiers, to reverence the ideal of

Country one and indivisible, can afterwards comprehend that

ideal intellectually in its contour and articulation can take

the &quot;

synoptic view
&quot;

required in the Philosopher-King.
Industrial people immersed in private affairs never rise, either

as patriots or as statesmen, to the ideal of Country one and

indivisible. A &quot;

Philosophic Banker,&quot; as Grote was called,

Plato could not have conceived. Civilisation, as its course is

sketched in the Second Book of the Republic} begins with

the formation of an Army. The little rustic 7^79 TTO/U?

the City of Pigs contented with mere comfort, can never

become the home of civilisation. It is out of the unrest and

lust of the
&amp;lt;p\ey/jLaLvov(Ta vroXt? that civilisation is evolved;

for in order to satisfy its lust it must go to war, and in order

to wage war successfully it must have professional soldiers,

who, if they are not to turn upon their fellow-citizens and

rend them, must be trained in a certain manner. What, then,

is to be the training of these soldiers ? They were called

into existence solely, it would appear, for the purpose of

serving the evil policy of the
&amp;lt;p\ey/jLaivovcra ?roXt9. But where

is now the
&amp;lt;p\e&amp;lt;y/jLaivovo-a

TroXt? ? It is gone only its soldiers

remain
; and, by one of those dream-like transformations which

mean so much in Plato s Philosophy, its soldiers are changed

into the Guardians of the /eaXAtVoAt? to be
; and, without a

word of explanation offered, a beginning is straightway made

1

Republic, 372, 373.
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of their training for the service of that city. And what does

this dream-like transformation mean ? That the highest good
is won only in the struggle against difficulties into which evil

passions have brought us

What we call sin

I could believe a painful opening out

Of paths for ampler virtue. 1

The contented life of the 7^779 7r6\t,$ must be succeeded by
the restless lustful life of the

(j&amp;gt;\ey/jLatvovcra TroTu?, in order

that upon the necessity of war the beauty of true civilisation

may be grafted by discipline and education.

The doctrine of the Republic, then, is that the leaders of

civilisation are men who have been trained for war o Be ye

f)/j,eTpos (f)v\ai; TroXeyLUtfo? T6 /cal
&amp;lt;])i\6(ro(f)o&amp;lt;; rv^^dvei wv?

Here Plato seems to me to take hold of a fundamental prin

ciple in biology. Look at the races of living creatures : their

specific beauty and intelligence have been developed on lines

laid down by the necessity of defence and attack : victrix

causa deis placuit. It does not astonish the reader of the

Republic, then, to see the Myth of the Ka\\LTro\^ completed

by the Atlantis Myth, in which the Military State, small

and disciplined, overthrows the Commercial State, large and

luxurious. The individual Soul may indeed pass out of the

KVK\OS &quot;/eveaewv
and enter into peace e venni dal martirio

a questa pace ;

3 but the State has no immortal destiny it is

of this world, and is always implicated in the struggle of the

earthly life. IIoXe/AoOyae^
r

lv elpijvrjv aywfjbev is not in

Plato s vein. Were war to cease in the world, what would

become of the Platonic system of Education ? Plato does not

expect and, more than that, does not wish to see war cease.

His ideal of earthly life is Hellas in arms against Barbarism.

War began in eiriOvfjuia, in appetite ;
then it was waged to

satisfy Ov^6&amp;lt;;
for la gloire ;

and we ought to hope that the

time will come when it will be waged only in the cause of

Xoyo? to propagate an idea
;
but let us remember this is

Plato s message to us, as I understand it that the &quot; idea
&quot;

we fight for our ev TOVTM viicas is a sign which shines only

1

dough, Dipsychus.
2
Republic, 525 B 3 Par. xv. 148.
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before the eyes of the militant, and would fade from the sky
if we laid down our arms.

The Atlantis Myth throws the future back into the past
it reflects, in the form of a History of Invaders coming from

the West, Plato s hope and fear as he looks towards the East.

The shadow of Persian Invasion still darkened Greece. Pluto,

in the /caXA/TroTu? of the Republic and the Atlantis Myth, sets

forth his ideal of a glorified Athens which, under the spiritual

leadership of the Delphian Apollo,
1
shall undertake the politi

cal leadership of a united Hellas, in order to stem the onslaught
of the Barbarian, and maintain the Hellenic ideal of

&quot;

culture
&quot;

against the barbaric reality of
&quot; material civilisation.&quot; Thus,

taken in connection with each other, as they certainly ought
to be, the Republic and the Atlantis Myth set forth a dream

of the future which takes rank beside Dante s dream of Empire
and Church in the de Monarchia.

Plato s dream was soon to come true, though not in the

manner which any forecast of his could have anticipated ;
for

even Aristotle writes as if Alexander had not conquered Asia

and opened a new epoch for Hellas and the world. &quot; The

history of Greece,&quot; says Prof. Percy Gardner,
2 &quot;

consists of

two parts, in every respect contrasted the one with the other.

The first recounts the stories of the Persian and Peloponnesian

wars, and ends with the destruction of Thebes and the subju

gation of Athens and Sparta. The Hellas of which it speaks

is a cluster of autonomous cities in the Peloponnesus, the

Islands, and Northern Greece, together with their colonies

scattered over the coasts of Italy, Sicily, Thrace, the Black

Sea, Asia Minor, and Africa. These cities care only to be

independent, or, at most, to lord it over one another. Their

political institutions, their religious ceremonies, their customs,

are civic and local. Language, commerce, a common Pantheon,

and a common art and poetry are the ties that bind them

together. In its second phase, Greek history begins with the

expedition of Alexander. It reveals to us the Greek as every

where lord of the barbarian, as founding kingdoms and

federal systems, as the instructor of all mankind in art and

science, and the spreader of civil and civilised life over the

1
Republic, 427 B, c.

a New Chapters in Greek History, pp. 416-417.
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known world. In the first period of her history Greece is

forming herself, in her second she is educating the world.

We will venture to borrow from the Germans a convenient

expression, and call the history of independent Greece the

history of Hellas that of imperial Greece the history of

Hellenism.&quot;

The ideal, adumbrated in the Republic and the Atlantis

Myth, of a Hellenic Empire, created and maintained by the

joint forces of Athens and Delphi, is one between which and

the ideal of personal salvation through union with God

ofjiolwcris rep 6e&amp;lt;x&amp;gt; there is a very real opposition. The more

men live for the ideal of national greatness the less does the

ideal of personal salvation concern them. Plato s chief interest

undoubtedly was in the ideal of personal salvation, which he

derived mainly from the Orphic religion ;
and it was exactly

this Orphic element in Platonism which constituted by far the

most important part of its influence on subsequent philosophy,

and, more especially, on the development of Christian doctrine

and practice. The Heaven and Hell and Purgatory of Chris

tian eschatology come not, to any large extent, from Jewish

sources, or from the teaching of the Gospels and Epistles, but

mainly from the Apocalypses, which are thoroughly Orphic
in matter and spirit.

1
It is not to be supposed, of course, that

the Apocalypses got their Orphism or
&quot; Sacramentalisrn

&quot;

to use a term which covers the ground better from Plato.

They got it from the teaching of the Orphic and similar

sacramental societies which existed throughout the world.

But the direction given, at the beginning, to Christian thought
and feeling, and, it is safe to add, to Christian practice, by the

influence of these societies, produced a condition of religious

belief which afterwards lent itself easily to the influence of

the refined Orphism of the Platonists.

Just as the ideal of national greatness on Earth, though
we see it in the Republic and Atlantis Myth swimming into

Plato s ken, was of little account to him, and to those whom
he influenced, beside the ideal of personal salvation through
union with God, so, in the development of Christianity, to

which Platonism contributed so much, the materialistic Jewish

1 See Gardner s Exploratio Evangelica, p. 270, with reference to Dieterich s

analysis of the Apocalypse of Peter.
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conception of a reign of the Messiah on Earth, over a chosen

people raised in their earthly bodies from the dead, gave place

to the spiritual ideal of union with the Heavenly Christ be

ginning for each man now in this present life and continuing
for ever the ideal which St. Paul came at last to cherish,
&quot;

having a desire to depart and to be with Christ, which is

far better.&quot;
]

i Phil i. 23
;
and see Gardner s Exp. Ev. pp. 435-438.



THE ATLANTIS MYTH

CRITIAS begins by saying
1 that he heard the story, when he

was a boy, from his grandfather Critias, who had heard it from

his father Dropides, who got it from Solon. Solon brought
it from Egypt, having got it from a priest of Neith that is,

of Athena at Sais. Solon had been telling the priests of

Neith some of the old Greek stories, especially that about the

Flood which Deucalion and Pyrrha survived, when a very

aged priest exclaimed,
&quot; You Greeks are always children

;

there is not an old man among you !

&quot;

meaning that the

oldest Greek stories were but of yesterday. Deucalion s Flood

was not the only one
;
there were many Floods and other

catastrophes before it, by which civilisations both in Greece

and in other parts of the world were destroyed. But Egypt
had been exempt from catastrophes, and her priests had

made records, which were still preserved in continuous

series, of all that had happened, not only in Egypt, but

in other parts of the world, during the successive periods

terminated by the various Floods and other catastrophes.

Among these records was one relating to the Athens which

flourished before the greatest of the Floods. This Athens,
the aged priest told Solon, Athena founded nine thousand

years before his time one thousand years before she founded

Sais
;
and the constitution of the antediluvian Athens was

similar to that which the sister city of Sais still preserved,

especially in the separation of the class of priests and the

class of warriors from a third class, including the castes of

artisans, shepherds, huntsmen, and husbandmen. He then

went on to give the History of the Great War in which

Athens, so constituted, was engaged with the people of the

]

Timaeus, 20 E.
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Island of Atlantis, explaining that this island, which was

larger than Libya and Asia together, lay in the Ocean outside,

off the straits now called the Pillars of Hercules. Beyond
this island there were other islands in the Atlantic Ocean, by
means of which it was possible to pass to the Continent on

the farther side of that Ocean. In the Island of Atlantis itself

there was a mighty dynasty of Kings who ruled over that

island, over many of the adjacent islands, over parts of the

Transatlantic Continent, and over Libya as far as Egypt, and,

on the other side of the Mediterranean Sea, as far as Etruria.

This mighty Power, collecting all its forces, was moving east

wards to add to its empire the remaining Mediterranean

countries, Greece and Egypt, when Athens stood forth as

their champion ; and, now leading the other Greek States,

now deserted by them, waged a glorious war against the in

vaders, and conquered them, and not only saved Greece and

Egypt, but liberated the Western Mediterranean countries

which had been enslaved. Then, sometime after, came the

Deluge. Athens was overwhelmed, in a day and a night, by
flood and earthquake ;

and the Island of Atlantis sank under

the sea, leaving shoals which still render the navigation of the

Ocean difficult in these parts.

This is the Atlantis Myth as sketched by Critias in the

Timaeus. 1

He then proposes to enter fully into its details, on the

understanding that the citizens of the Ideal State constructed

in the Republic are identified with the citizens of the ante

diluvian Athens
;
but first, Timaeus must give his promised

account of the creation of the world and of man, so that, when
all is said, we may have the full history of man created in

the Timaeus, educated in the Republic, and acquitting himself

nobly in the Atlantis Myth.
The Critias, in which the Atlantis Myth was to have been

told fully, is a fragment a fragment, however, of considerable

bulk
;
and I do not propose to translate it verbatim or to

print the Greek text. A detailed account of its contents will

serve our purpose sufficiently.

The fragment begins by saying that, in the old time, the

Earth was divided into provinces, each of which was directly

1 21A-25D.
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governed by a God, or Gods.
1 Thus Athens was assigned to

Hephaestus and Athena, brother and sister, and the Island of

Atlantis to Poseidon.

The Athens of Athena and Hephaestus was constituted

according to the model set forth in the Eepullic. There were

artisans and husbandmen, and a class of warriors originally

set apart by certain
&quot;

divine men.&quot; The warriors dwelt to

gether, and had all things in common, being supported by the

labour of the other citizens. Men and women alike practised

the art of warfare. The territory of the city, co-extensive

with Attica as it now is, was the most fertile in the world.

What is now a mere skeleton of mountains and rocks was

then filled in with rich soil, so that what are now mountains

were then only hills
;
and Pnyx, Acropolis, and Lycabettus

formed one almost level ridge of loam. On the top of this

ridge, where the Acropolis now is, the warriors lived round

the Temple of Athena and Hephaestus, their winter quarters

towards the north, and their summer quarters towards the

south. The number of these warriors, men and women, was

always about twenty thousand. They were the guardians

((f)v\afce^ of their own citizens, and the leaders (ijyefioi/e?)

of the other Greeks their willing followers. Such were the

ancient Athenians
;
and they were famous throughout Europe

and Asia for the beauty of their bodies and the various virtues

of their souls.

To Poseidon the Island of Atlantis was allotted. Near the

centre of the island there was a fertile plain, and near it a

mountain. In this mountain dwelt the earth-born Evenor,
who had a daughter Cleito. Her Poseidon loved, and enclosed

the mountain in which she lived with concentric rings of sea

and land, three of sea and two of land, so that it could not be

approached, for at that time there were no ships. Being a

god, he easily brought subterranean streams of water, one cold

and the other hot, to this island-mountain, and made it fruit

ful. Here he begat ten sons
;
and he divided the whole island

of Atlantis among them into ten parts. To the first-born,

who was named Atlas, he gave the island-mountain and sur

rounding territory, and also made him King of the whole

of Atlantis, his nine brethren being governors under him in

1 Cf. Politicus, 271 n, and Laws, iv. 712 E ft .
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their several provinces. From Atlas were descended the

Kings of Atlantis in long and unbroken line
;
and under them

the island prospered greatly, receiving much through foreign

trade, and itself producing much metals, timber, spices, and

all manner of food for man, and pasture for the elephants and

other animals which abounded. Great works were also carried

out by these Kings. . . . First they made a bridge across the

rings of sea which enclosed the ancient metropolis, and began
to build a palace on the island-mountain, to the size and

adornment of which each generation added till it became a

wonder. Then they dug a canal 50 stadia long, 300 feet

broad, and 100 feet deep, making a waterway for the largest

ships from the ocean to their metropolis, which thus became a

seaport. They also cut passages for ships through the two

rings of land, and spanned the passages by bridges under

which ships could go. The first ring of land, like the outer

most ring of sea, was three stadia broad
;
the second ring of

land, like the ring of sea which enclosed it, was two stadia

broad
;
while the ring of water which immediately surrounded

the island-mountain was one stade wide
;
the island-mountain

itself being five stadia across. The island-mountain and its

palace they surrounded with a wall
;
and another wall they

built round the circuit of the mid ring of land
;
and a third

wall round the circuit of the outer ring of land
;
and also a

wall on either side of the great bridge leading from the coun

try without to that ring ;
and towers and gates they placed at

the bridges which spanned the passages cut in both rings of

land. The stone for the walls they quarried from the foot of

the island-mountain and from both sides of the two rings of

land, thus at the same time making cavities in the rock which

served as covered docks. The stone was of three kinds white,

black, and red
;
and these three kinds, pieced together in one

building, made it beautiful to behold. The outermost wall

was coated with brass, laid on like ointment
;
the middle wall

with tin, and the wall of the Acropolis itself with orichalcum

glancing red like fire. Within the enclosure of the Acropolis

was first the holy place of Cleito and Poseidon, in which no

man might set foot the spot where the ten sons were be

gotten. It was surrounded with a golden fence. Thither

they brought the seasonable fruits of the earth, from each of
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the ten provinces, as offerings to each of the ten sons. Then

there was the Temple of Poseidon himself, in length a stade,

in breadth three plethra, and of proportionate height, on the

outside coated all over with silver except the pinnacles, which

were coated with gold a spectacle of barbaric splendour ;
and

within, the roof of ivory inlaid with gold and silver and

orichalcum, and all other parts walls, pillars, and floor

covered over with orichalcum and images all golden ;
the

God himself mounted on a chariot driving six winged horses,

his head towering up to the roof of the temple, and round him

in a ring a hundred Nereids riding on dolphins ;
and there

were other images too, which had been put up by private

persons within the temple ;
and outside, golden statues of the

Kings and their wives, and many other statues presented by

persons at home and in foreign countries belonging to the

Atlantic Empire. There was also an altar in keeping with

the temple, and there were magnificent palaces hard by.

The numerous fountains of cold and hot water which

Poseidon had caused to spring in his island-mountain were

housed and made to sorve as baths for the Kings, for private

persons, for women, and for horses and other beasts of burden
;

and the water not used in this way was conducted, some of it

to the beautiful grove of Poseidon in the island-mountain,

some of it by aqueducts across the bridges to the two rings of

land, where also there were temples and gardens and gymnasia
and race-courses for horses especially in the outermost of the

two rings, where there was a race-course a stade wide running

right round the ring. Along this grand course were the

quarters of the main body of the troops ;
a smaller number of

trusted troops was quartered in the inner ring of land, and

the most trusted of all in the Acropolis itself as bodyguard
to the Kings.

The docks close under the island-mountain and the two

rings of land were full of war-ships and stores
;
and when you

crossed these two rings and came to the outermost ring of sea,

or harbour, you found it and the canal leading to the ocean

full of merchant shipping. At the ocean-mouth of this canal

the two semicircles met of a wall which ran always at a dis

tance of fifty stades from the outermost ring of sea, and en

closed a densely-populated area.
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So much for the royal city. Atlantis itself was a moun

tainous island, save for the plain in which the royal city

stood. This plain was oblong, extending 3000 stades in one

direction, and 2000 inland through the centre of the island.

The mountains which enclosed it were great and beautiful, and

sheltered it from the north wind. A fosse 10,000 stades long,

one stade broad, and a hundred feet deep a work, it may be

thought, of superhuman magnitude was carried round the

whole oblong of the plain. The streams from the mountains

poured into it, and it had an outlet into the ocean. From the

furthest inland part of it parallel canals were cut through the

plain at intervals of one hundred stades, and these were con

nected by cross canals. By means of this system of canals,

timber and fruits were brought down to the city. There were

two harvests, one after the winter rains, the other in summer,

raised by irrigation from the canals. The plain was divided

into 60,000 lots, each lot being a square with sides measuring
ten stades. Over those lit for military service in each lot was

set a Leader
;
and there were likewise Leaders of those who

dwelt in the mountains and other parts of the country a vast

population according to their settlements and villages. Each

Leader was bound to supply a sixth part of the cost of a chariot

of war in this way 10,000 chariots were furnished; he was

also bound to supply two horses with riders, and a light chariot

for a pair of horses, with a shield-bearer to go on foot with it,

and a driver to ride in it and drive the horses
;
each Leader

was also bound to supply two heavy-armed soldiers, two archers,

two slingers, and, as skirmishers, three stone-throwers and

three men armed with javelins, also four sailors to help to man
the fleet of 1200 war-ships. Such was the armament of the

capital ;
and the nine provinces had also their own different

armaments, but it would be tedious to describe these.

In each of the nine provinces, as well as in the capital, its

own King was supreme over the lives of the citizens and the

administration of the laws
;

but the dealings of the ten

governments with one another were determined by the Com
mandments of Poseidon, which were engraved by the first men
on a Table of orichalcum, which was preserved in the Temple of

Poseidon on the island-mountain. There, every fifth year and

every sixth year alternately, a meeting was held for the dis-
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cussion of affairs and the judgment of transgressions ;
and this

is how they conducted their business : There were sacred

bulls, which were kept within the precincts of Poseidon. The

Ten, who were left alone in the precincts, after they had prayed
to the god that they might take that bull which should be an

acceptable sacrifice to him, began to hunt the bulls, without

weapons of iron, with staves and nooses
;
and when they had

taken one of them they brought him to the Table of the Com
mandments, and there struck him on the head and shed his

blood over the writing, and afterwards burnt his members, and

mingled a bowl, casting into it clots of his blood, one clot for

each of the Ten. Then they drew from the bowl in golden

vials, and poured a libation on the fire, and swore that they
would give judgments, and do all things, according to the

Commandments of their Father Poseidon written on the Table.

When they had drunken of the vials, and dedicated them in

the Temple, they supped ;
and after supper, when it was dark

and the sacrificial fire had died down, they put on azure robes

exceeding beautiful, and sat down on the ground about the

embers, all the lights in the Temple having been extinguished,
and there, in the darkness of night, judged and were judged ;

and when day dawned they wrote the judgments on a golden

tablet, and laid it by, along with their robes, for a memorial.

There were laws also regulating the behaviour of the Ten

Kings towards one another. They were not to make war

against one another
; they were to aid any one of their

number if his subjects rose against him in rebellion and tried

to overthrow Ids dynasty ; they were to take counsel together
about war and other matters, always recognising the suze

rainty of the line of Atlas
;
and a majority of the Ten must

agree before a King could put to death one of his kinsmen.

For a long while the people of Atlantis preserved the

divine nature that was in them, and obeyed the laws and loved

the Gods, honouring virtue above gold and all other possessions,

and using their wealth in temperance and brotherly love. But
in course of time their divine nature, from admixture with

human nature, became feeble, and they were corrupted by their

prosperity, so that, in the end, their life, at the very time

when it seemed most glorious, was indeed most debased, being
filled with lust of wealth and power. Then Zeus, God of Gods,
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whose kingship is the rule of law, perceiving that a noble

nation was in a wretched plight, and wishing to punish them

that they might be reformed by chastisement, summoned all

the Gods to an assembly in his most holy mansion, which, being
situate in the centre of the Cosmos, beholds all things which

partake of generation ; and, when the Gods were assembled,

spake unto them thus :
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY OF

THE ATLANTIS MYTH

Enough, I hope, has been said to indicate the importance
of the Atlantis Myth as setting forth the ideal of Imperial
Hellas

;
and now a few remarks may be added on the interest

ing, though comparatively unimportant, topics of its Geology
and Geography.

Mr. Arthur Platt, in a very instructive article on &quot; Plato

and
Geology,&quot;

1 after quoting from the Critias (110 E) Plato s

account of the antediluvian Attica as a rolling champaign very
different from the broken rocky country of the present epoch,

says :

&quot; To put this into the language of modern geology we
should say, The whole of Attica has suffered great denuda

tion, withstood by the underlying hard rocks, which now

accordingly stand out like the skeleton of the country.
&quot;

Mr.

Platt does well in claiming for Plato, on the strength of the

Critias, rank as an &quot;

original geologist.&quot;

&quot;

Sir Charles
Lyell,&quot;

he says,
&quot;

in his history of the progress of geology,
2 has en

tirely omitted the name of Plato as an original geologist, and

I am not aware that this omission has ever been corrected.

Yet it is in reality a serious one. . . . This statement of

denudation by Plato is, I believe, the first ever made, certainly
the first upon so grand a scale. It is true that Herodotus

(ii. 10
ff.),

when he speaks of the formation of the Delta

in Egypt, implies denudation of those districts which furnish

the alluvium . . . but he does not call attention to this

necessary denudation, and does not seem to have appreciated
its consequences, his mind being fixed solely on the formation

of the new deposit. Plato therefore must have the credit of the

first distinct enunciation of a most important geological doc

trine.&quot;
&quot; The next question,&quot; Mr. Platt proceeds,

&quot;

is : Is this

doctrine, however true in general, true of Attica in particular ?
&quot;

and he quotes LyelTs authority for an affirmative answer :

&quot; The

whole fauna/ says Lyell, speaking of the remains of Miocene

age discovered by Gaudry in Attica, attests the former ex

tension of a vast expanse of grassy plains, where we have

1 Journal of Philology, vol. xviii. pp. 134-139 (1889).
2
Principles of Geology, chap. ii.

2H
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now the broken and mountainous country of Greece, plains

which were probably united with Asia Minor, spreading over

the area where the deep Egean Sea and its numerous islands

are now situated.
&quot;

Mr. Platt concludes his article with a

quotation from Gaudry (Animaux Fossiles et Gdologie de

I Attique, 1862),
1
in which that geologist gives his own per

sonal experience of the effect of short downpours of rain, in

Attica and other parts of Greece, in carrying away vast quan
tities of soil.

&quot; A man accustomed to such debacles,&quot; remarks

Mr. Platt,
&quot;

might more easily talk of one night s rainfall

carrying off the whole surface of the Acropolis than could a

dweller in our climate.&quot; In &quot;

compelling nature to do all her

work in a single night
&quot;

Plato was doubtless wrong, as Mr.

Platt insists, from the point of view of geology as reformed by

Lyell : at the same time, I would have the reader of the Critias

bear in mind that the geology of that work is, after all, the

geology of the Aetiological Myth, in which a result, which

Plato, as scientific observer, may well have conceived as due to

a secular process, was bound to be attributed to a &quot;

catastrophe.&quot;

A few words now on the Geography of the Myth. I do

not think that it is necessary to suppose, or that it is even

likely, that Plato had any sailors stories of a great land beyond
the Western Ocean on which to found his Myth. Nor can the

ostensible source of the Myth Egypt have been the real

source. Egyptologists know nothing of a lost Atlantis.
2 As

for the interesting circumstance that recent Physical Geography
assumes the former existence of a so-called

&quot;

Atlantis,&quot;
3
that,

of course, is without bearing on the question of the source of

Plato s Myth.
Atlantis, I take it, is a creation of Plato s own imagina

tion
4

a creation which he knows how to give verisimilitude

to by connecting with the accepted
&quot;

scientific
&quot;

doctrine of

terrestrial catastrophes (which we have already seen presented

in the Politicus Myth), and also with what was believed, in

1
Pages 450, 451.

2 So Sander, Atlantis, p. 11, on the authority of Brugsch.
3 See H. J. Mackinder s Britain and the British Seas, p. 98 &quot;a continental

c Atlantis of which Greenland and the Scoto-Icelandic rise may be remnants
&quot;

;

and see also pp. 100, 103, 140, 177, 179, 354, 355, 357.
4
This, the only reasonable view, as it seems to me, is that of Jowett (Intro

duction to the Critias), Bunbury (History of Ancient Geography, i. 402), and

Sander, Atlantis.
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his day, to be a fact the shallow muddy nature of the ocean

outside the Pillars of Hercules. This supposed fact is recorded

by Scylax, whose TLepiTrXovs, or Circumnavigation, was written

some time before the accession of Philip.
1

Scylax speaks of
&quot;

many trading stations of the Carthaginians, and much mud,
and high tides, and open seas, outside the Pillars of Hercules

&quot;

v CTT^\MV ra&amp;gt;v ev rfj &quot;EivpctiTry e^Tropia 7ro\\a

KOI ^77X09 KOI Tr^rj/jL/jivplSes /cal 7re\dyr) (Perip.

1). &quot;It is evident,&quot; says Bunbury, commenting on this

passage,
2 &quot;

that these seas were never at this time visited by
Greek traders, while the confused notions of the obstacles to

their navigation, purposely diffused by the Carthaginians, were

all that had reached our author s ears.&quot; Similarly, in the

Aristotelian Meteorologica, ii. 1. 354 a 22, we are told that

the sea outside the Pillars is shallow and muddy, and windless

ra S e^co crrrp^wv j3pa%ea fjuev Sia TOP 7rrj\ov, airvoa 8

ecrrlv co? ev KOL\W T?}? 9a\drr7]^ ovcrrjs which again shows,

Bunbury remarks,
3 &quot; how little it was known to the Greek

mariners.&quot;
4

The Island of Atlantis, then, is a creation of Plato s

imagination, rendered &quot;

probable
&quot;

by the confirmation of
&quot;

science
&quot;

and &quot; observed facts
&quot;

a creation intended to con

trast with the Ka\\i7ro\is, the creation of the Republic
intended to stand as

&quot; the negative,&quot;
as Sander puts it,

5
of the

antediluvian Athens. The People of Poseidon (commerce)
must yield to the People of Athena (wisdom) and Hephaestus

(handicraft). Carthage, of course, may well have helped
Plato to seize the type described in this selfish Commercial

Atlantis, greedy of Empire like England, as she appears to

her rivals.

While the attempt to trace Plato s Atlantis to the tales of

Phoenician or other navigators who had visited the American

islands or continent is, I feel sure, as mistaken on the one

side as the Neo-Platonic exegesis is on the other side, which

interprets the Myth as an allegory of the struggle of matter

1
Bunbury, o.c. i. 385-386. 2

o.c. i. p. 386. *
o.c. i. 398.

4 The pseudo-Aristotelian de Mundo (see Rose de Ar. lib. ord. et auct. pp.
90-100) &quot;bears,&quot; says Bunbury (i. 398), &quot;the unquestionable stamp of a much
more advanced stage of geographical knowledge than that of the age of
Aristotle.&quot; See also Grote s Hist, of Greece, ii. 462 (ed. 1862).

5 F. Sander, Atlantis, p. 6.
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against form,
1

yet it must be noted that the Platonic creation

was not without practical influence on the age which produced
Columbus. Plato was then for the first time being read in Greek

by Western scholars,
2 and his wonderful land across the ocean,

so circumstantially described in the Critias, came to be talked

about as a possibility at least. Maritime discovery soon con

verted the possibility into a reality ;
and Plato was very

naturally credited with knowledge which a more critical

scholarship than that of the Renaissance now sees that he

could not have possessed.

Before closing these observations I must notice a scholium

on the opening sentences of the Republic which might be

taken to imply that the war between Athens and Atlantis

was a stock Athenian Myth. The scholium says that at the

Little Panathenaea a peplus was woven, and embroidered with

the War of Athens and Atlantis.
3 Of course, it might be

argued that this custom was subsequent to Plato s time, and

that the Myth on the peplus was taken from Plato
;

for Critias

introduces his story as unheard before. This, however, is very

unlikely. A popular ceremony can hardly have originated in

that way. If the scholiast is right, it is pretty plain that the

story of the War of Athens and Atlantis (in spite of what

Callias says about its being hitherto unknown) was known at

Athens long before Plato s time. But the scholiast is not

1 See Sander, o.c. p. 17.
2 The Atlantis Myth as it appears in the Critias was then being read in the

West for the first time
;
but the Timaeus, to 53 c, was already known in the

Latin version of Chalcidius (circ. Cent. V. ). It is strange that Dante, who knew
the Timaeus in this version (either directly, or as Mr. Toynbee, Dante Diet. art.
&quot; Timeo2

,&quot;
thinks more probable, through Albertus Magnus and S. Thomas

Aquinas), nowhere mentions or refers to Atlantis. The land which Ulysses

sights (Inf. xxvi.) is the Mount of Purgatory in the Southern Hemisphere, not
Fortunate Islands or an Atlantis in the Western Ocean. The commentary of

Chalcidius does not touch the introductory part of the Timaeus, which is, how
ever, contained in the version

;
and Dante s references to the Timaeus (the only

work of Plato of which he shows any special knowledge) are limited to topics

occurring in the Discourse of the chief speaker, with which alone the commentary
of Chalcidius deals. This seems to make for the view that Dante knew the

Timaeus only through his own study of the commentary, or through the

references of other writers to it and the corresponding part of the version, and
that he had no first-hand acquaintance with the version itself as a whole. If he

had read the first part of the version, it is difficult to understand his not having
been struck by the Destruction of Atlantis, and his not having made use of an
event so suitable for poetic treatment.

3 TO. 5 /j.LKpa YLavaOrjvata Kara rbv Iletpcua eTe\ovi&amp;gt;, iv ots /cat TreTrXos aXXos

dvelro rf? 0ea5, Kad $v fjv idelv rovs Adyvatovs, Tpo&amp;lt;pLfj,ovs foras O.VTTJS, viKuvras rbv

rrpos ArXavTivovs iroKepov. Schol. on Republ. 327 A.
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right. His note is founded on a stupid misunderstanding
of a passage in the commentary of Proclus on the Timaeus,

where the remark is made that Callias has woven a Myth
worthy of Athena. Proclus is evidently speaking metaphori

cally. There is no question of the Atlantis Myth being

actually represented on a peplus.
1

So far as the Republic, scholiast is concerned, then, we may
adhere to our view that the Atlantis Myth is the product of

Plato s own imagination.

1 See Sander, Atlantis, p. 13.



Republic 414 B-415 D

414 B T/9 av ovv rj/jiiv, r}V 8 eyco, jjL7]%avrj yevoiro rwv

tyevocov ro)v ev Beovn yiyvouevwv, MV Srj vvv eXeyoyiiez
1

,

C ryevvalov TI ev ifrevSo/Aevovs Treiacu jjiaXtcrra jAev KOI avrov?

rovs
ap%ovra&amp;lt;;,

el Se utf, TTJV d\\r]v vrokiv ; Tiolov TL ;

6(f)rj. M.7]$ev Kcuvov, r]v 8 6700, a\Xa QQLVIKIKQV TL, Trpore-

pov [Jiev ijSr) TroXXa^oO yeyovos, w? fyacriv ol Troirjral KOI

TreTreiKacriv, e
^) rjjjiwv Se ov 7670^09 ov& olBa el

&amp;lt;yevofjievov

av, Trelcrai Se aw^yf)? ireiOovs. H? eoiicas, (f)rj,
OKVOVVTL

&amp;lt;TOI, r}v 8 eya), KOI fJLo)C el/corco?

D 7TlSaV L7TCi). A^ ,
&amp;lt;^7],

KOI
fjir) (f)OJ3oV.

OVK olBa, OTroia ToKfir] r) TTOLOLS \6yois

eTT^eLptjaa) Trpwrov f^ev auroi 9 rot 9 ap^ovras TreLOeiv Kal

TOL9 arparLOOTas, eTreira Se Kal TTJV aXXrjv iroKiv, 009 dp
1

a
?7yLt6t9 avrovs erpe(f)o/uLev

re Kal eTrai^evoaev, wcnrep oveipara

eftoKOvv Tavra Trdvra
7rdo&quot;%iv

re Kal yiyveaOai Trepl

rjcrav Se rore rf/ a\rj6eia VTTO 7779 eVro9 TrKaTTOfjievoL

Tp(f&amp;gt;6aevoi
Kal avTol Kal ra ovrXa avrwv Kal

E (TKevrj Brjuiovpyov/jLevrj, eVetS?? Se 7ra^TeXco9

rjtrav, [Kal] rj 77} avrovs ^Tifjp ovcra dvrjKe, Kal vvv Bel

a&amp;gt;9 Trepl UTjTpo? Kal rpocfrov TT)$ ^uypas, ev y elcri, /3ov\eve-

re Kal d/jbvveiv avrovs, edv rt9 CTT avrrjv Hrj, Kal VTrep

ovrcov Kal
yrj&amp;lt;yevcov

Siavoel-

&amp;lt;jQai. OVK ero9, e^rj,
rjrd\ai Tja^yvov TO tyevSos \eyeiv.

415 Hdvv, TJV 8 ejo), et/coTo9* aXX 0/^0)9 aKove Kal TO \OITTOV

TOV fjivdov. ecrre fjiev yap &rj irdvTes ol ev Tfj 7ro\i dSe\-

(f&amp;gt;ol,
009 (^TjaofjLev 7rpo9 avrovs fJLv6o\o&amp;lt;yovvre&amp;lt;s,

aXX o #09

OCTOL pev V/JLCOV iKavol ap^eiv, %pvcrbv ev rrj

Sio TifjUtoTaroi elanv oaoi S

470
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WE must try, says Socrates, to invent a Noble Fiction for the

good of the People which we have distributed into the three

classes of Eulers, Soldiers, and Workmen a Fiction which,

if possible, we must get the Rulers themselves to believe, but,

failing that, the other citizens. And let our Fiction eschew

novelty : let it be framed after the pattern of those Founda

tion-Myths which the Poets have made familiar. I hardly
know how to recommend my story to the belief, first of the

Rulers, then of the Soldiers, and then of the other citizens

it will be difficult, indeed, to get them to believe it
; yet, let

me make the venture and tell them that &quot; All the things

which they deemed were done unto them and came to pass

in their life, when we were bringing them up and instructing

them, were dreams, so to speak : all the while, in truth, twas

under the Earth, in her womb, that they were being fashioned

and nourished, and their arms and all their accoutrement

wrought. Then, when the making of them was fully accom

plished, the Earth, which is their Mother, sent them forth
;

and now must they take good counsel concerning the Land

wherein they are as concerning a Mother and Nurse, and

must themselves defend her, if any come against her, and also

have regard unto all their fellow-citizens, as unto brethren

children, along with themselves, of one Mother, even of

Earth.&quot;

We shall further say to them in pursuance of our

Myth :

&quot; All ye of this City are brethren : but God, when He
fashioned you, mingled gold in the nature of those of you who
were Able to Rule

;
wherefore are they the most precious : and

silver in the nature of the Soldiers : and iron and copper in

471
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dpyvpov criSrjpov Be Kal %a\Kov rot? re yecopyols KOI roZ?

aXXot9 SrjiJbiovpyols. are ovv %vyyevels oWe? Trdvres TO fjuev

E TTO\V 6/jbOiovs av vfjuiv avTols yevv&amp;lt;pT,
ecrii & ore e/c %pvcrou

jevvrjdeirj av apyvpovv Kal e% apyvpov ^pvcrovv eicyovov

Kal ra\\a Travra OUT&)? ef aXXrfKwv. rot? ovv ap-^pvcn

Kal TrpwTov Kal fjiakiara irapayyeXhei, 6
6eo&amp;lt;$, OTTCO? fju^evo^

OVTW (f)v\aK$ dyadol ecrovrai yu-T/S ovrco (T(j)6opa (f)v\dj;ovcri,

co? TOU? eicyovovs, o TL avrots TOVTCOV ev rat9 ^rv^/ac^

Kal edv re o-fyerepos eKyovos v7r6^a\Ko^ tj

C i&amp;gt;7rocri$
r]po&amp;lt;&amp;gt; yevrjrai,, /jurj^evl rpoTrw KareXerjO ovo Lv, d\\a TTJV

rfj (f&amp;gt;vo-ei Trpoa-iJKOvaav rL/jirjv dTroSovres waovaLV 6t9

&ri/jiiovpyovs rj et9 yecopyovs, Kal av av 6K TOVTWV rt9

vTTO^pva-o^ rj vTrdpyvpos &amp;lt;f&amp;gt;vrj, Ti/jurjo-avres dvd^ovai rou9

/jiV 669
^&amp;gt;V\aKTjV,

TOi 9 &6 69 I TTLKOVpiaV, ft&amp;gt;9 ^pTJCT/JLOV 6Wo9

rore rrjv 7r6\iv Sta^Oaprjvai, orav avrrjv 6 0-^77/509 ^ o

(j)V\d^y. TOVTOV ovv rov fjivOov OTTO)? av ireicrOelev,

Tiva fjurj^avrjv ; OuSayu,w9, (f)7j,
OTTCO^ y* av avrol

D OVTOL 07T&)9 /JL6VT

1

av ol TOVTCOV Viet? Kal Oi 7TLTa ol T*

aXXot avOpwTroi ol varepov. AXXa Kal rovro, rjv 8 eyco,

ev av ^%oi ?rpo9 TO /uid\~\ov avrovs T?}9 7roXeco9 re Kal

yap TI /jiavddva) o
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the Husbandmen and Craftsmen. Now, albeit that, for the

most part, ye will engender children like unto their parents,

yet, inasmuch as ye are all of one kindred, it will sometimes

come to pass that from gold silver will be brought forth, and

from silver, golden offspring yea, from any sort, any other.

And this is the first and chiefest commandment which God

giveth unto the Rulers, that they be Watchmen indeed, and

watch naught else so diligently as the issue of children, to see

which of these metals is mingled in their Souls : and if a child

of theirs have aught of copper or iron in him, they shall in

no wise have pity upon him, but shall award unto him the

place meet for his nature, and thrust him forth unto the

Craftsmen or Husbandmen
; whereas, if there be any one born

among these with gold or silver in him, they shall take account

of this, and lead him up unto the place of the Watchmen,
or unto the place of the Soldiers

;
for hath not the Oracle

declared that the City will be destroyed in the day that Iron

or Copper shall keep watch ?
&quot;

This is the Myth. How are we to get them to believe

it ? The generation to whom it is first told cannot possibly

believe it
;

but the next may, and the generations after.

Thus the Public Good may be served, after all, by our Noble

Fiction.
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ON THE MYTH OF THE EARTH-BORN

The three inetals of this Myth must be taken in connection

with the doctrine of Hesiod (O.D. 9 V ff.) ;
for which the reader

is referred to the section on Daemones among the Observations

on the Discourse of Diotima. 1

With regard to the fancy which inspires the Myth the

fancy that &quot; our youth was a dream &quot;

I would only remark

that Plato seems to me here to appeal to an experience which

is by no means uncommon in childhood to the feeling that

the things here are doubles of things elsewhere. The produc
tion of this feeling in his adult patient has been dwelt on 2 as

one of the chief means by which the Poet effects the purpose
of his art.

1
Pages 434 ff. supra.

2
Pages 34, 384 ff. supra.



THE MYTHOLOGY AND METAPHYSICS OF THE
CAMBRIDGE PLATONISTS

THE purpose of this Concluding Part is to show that

Alexandrine Platonism, indebted for its chief tenets to the

mythology of the Timaeus, PJiaedrus Myth, and Discourse of

Diotima, has been, and still is, an important influence in

Modern Philosophy.
Our chief concern will be with the &quot;

Cambridge Platonists
&quot;

of the seventeenth century ;
but we shall keep a watchful eye

throughout upon their successors, the English Idealists of the

present day.

Before we consider the central doctrine of the Cambridge
Platonists and compare it with that of the English Idealists

of the present day, we must try to realise the environment of

the former. It was, in one word,
&quot;

academic.&quot; That, in the

seventeenth century, meant &quot;

theological.&quot; Their paramount
interest was in Theology. They brought to the cultivation of

Theology, first, classical, patristic, and rabbinical learning, and

secondly, physical science, Cartesian and .Newtonian, if I may
be allowed so to call the reformed science which was already
all but ripe for Newton s great discovery.

With regard to their Learning: It was that of the

Eenaissance, i.e. Platonic, not Aristotelian. The learning of

the medieval Church had been Aristotelian
;
and the great

Myth of that Church, the Divina Commedia, sprang into life

out of the ashes of Aristotelianism. Antagonism to the

Roman Church had, doubtless, much to do with the Platonic

revival, which spread from Italy. Ficino, the great Florentine

Platonist, took the place of Thomas Aquinas, and is the

authority the Cambridge Platonists are always found appeal

ing to. Their Platonism, moreover, was that of Plato the
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mythologist, not that of Plato the dialectician
;
that is, it was

Alexandrine Platonism which attracted them, especially as

its doctrine had been used by Philo to interpret the Old

Testament, and by Origen and other Fathers to set forth

the philosophy of the Christian mysteries, on lines common
to them with Plotinus.

Philo, whose method of exegesis has been referred to in

the section on Allegory,
1 never thought of doubting that

Platonism and the Jewish Scriptures had real affinity to each

other, and hardly perhaps asked himself how the affinity was
to be accounted for

;
but the English Platonists, imitators of

his exegetical method, felt themselves obliged to satisfy doubts

and answer questions. To make good the applicability of the

Platonic philosophy to the exegesis of the Holy Scriptures,

they felt, with Aristobulus and JSTumenius,
2 that it was

important to be able to show that Plato was Moses Atticus.

In the Preface to his Oonjectura Cablalistica, or a Conjectural

Essay of interpreting the mind of Moses in the three first

Chapters of Genesis, according to a threefold Cabbala, viz.,

literal, philosophical, mystical, or divinely moral (1662), Dr.

Henry More writes (p. 3) :

Moses seems to have been aforehand, and prevented the subtilest

and abstrusest inventions of the choicest philosophers that ever

appeared after him to this very day. And further presumption
of the truth of this Philosophical Cabbala is that the grand mysteries
therein contained are most-what the same that those two eximious

philosophers, Pythagoras and Plato, brought out of Egypt, and the

parts of Asia, into Europe, and it is generally acknowledged by
Christians that they both had their philosophy from Moses. And
Numenius the Platonist speaks out plainly concerning his master :

What is Plato but Moses Atticus? And for Pythagoras, it is a

thing incredible that he and his followers should make such a

deal of doe with the mystery of Numbers, had he not been
favoured with a sight of Moses his creation of the world in six

days, and had the Philosophick Cabbala thereof communicated to

him, which mainly consists in Numbers.

Again in the same work (ch. iii. 3, p. 100) he writes:

1
Pages 234 if. supra.

2 Aristobulus asserted the existence of a much older translation of the Law
from which Plato and the Greeks stole their philosophy. Numenius is the

author of the phrase Mwuo-^s CLTTLKI^WV : see Dr. Bigg s Christian Platonists of

Alexandria, p. 6.
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That Pythagoras was acquainted with the Mosaical or Jewish

Philosophy, there is ample testimony of it in writers
;

as of

Aristobulus an Egyptian Jew in Clemens Alexandrinus, and

Josephus against Appion. S. Ambrose adds that he was a Jew
himself. Clemens calls him TOV e E/Spaitov ^tAoo-o^ov., the

Hebrew Philosopher. I might cast hither the suffrages of Justin

Martyr, Johannes Philoponus, Theodoret, Hermippus in Origen

against Celsus, Porphyrius, and Clemens again, who writes that it

was a common fame that Pythagoras was a disciple of the Prophet
Ezekiel. And though he gives no belief to the report, yet that

learned antiquary Mr. Selden seems inclinable enough to think it

true. . . . Besides all these, lamblichus also affirms that he lived

at Sidon his native country, where he fell acquainted with the

Prophets and Successors of one Mochus the Physiologer or Natural

Philosopher crwe/3aAe rots Mw^ov TOV (/nxrioAoyov Trpo^yyTai?

aTroyovois which, as Mr Selden judiciously conjectures, is to be

read TO?S Mwo-ews K.r.A. . . . wherefore it is very plain that

Pythagoras had his Philosophy from Moses . . . and now I have
said this much of Pythagoras, there will be less need to insist

upon Plato and Plotinus, their Philosophy being the same that

Pythagoras s was, and so alike applicable to Moses his text.

So much, by way of specimen, to indicate the kind of

evidence by which Plato is proved to be Moses Atticus. The

proof, as managed by both More and Cudworth, calls into

requisition a vast amount of uncritical learning. One has to

read these learned lucubrations to estimate the revolution

wrought by Bentley.
One of the oddest results of the desire of the Cambridge

Platonists to show the derivation of Pythagoreanism and

Platonism from the Mosaic philosophy was the thesis main

tained by them that the Mosaic philosophy was an atomistic

system a system which Pythagoras and Plato borrowed and

kept in comparative purity, but which Democritus (the
Hobbes of antiquity see Cudworth, Intellectual System, vol. i.

p. 276, ed. Mosheim and Harrison) corrupted into atheism.

The true Mosaic atomism, or physical science, was of such a

nature as to make it necessary to postulate God as source of

motion
;
whereas Democritus and modern materialists explain

everything by blind mechanical principles. But why this

desire to make out the true philosophy that of Moses and

the Greeks who retained the Mosaic tradition atomistic 1

Because the Cartesian natural philosophy was &quot;

atomistic,&quot; i.e.
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mathematical and mechanical. This was the natural philo

sophy in vogue the natural philosophy which was reforming

Physics and Astronomy, and was about to bring forth Newton.

It need not surprise us, then, if we look at the matter atten

tively, that these alumni of Cambridge wished to show that

Moses taught allegorically, it is true the Cartesian or

mechanical philosophy. It was as if theologians of our own

day were anxious to show that the account of the Creation in

Genesis, or, if that would be too paradoxical, belief in a Special

Providence, is compatible with Darwinism. It is true that

More and Cudworth, especially the latter, are not entirely
satisfied with the Cartesian theology, although they accept the

Cartesian mathematical physics as giving a correct explanation
of natural phenomena. It was indeed &quot; atomism &quot;

in its

genuine Mosaic form which Descartes revived, not the

atheistic Democritean atomism
;

for he posits an &quot; Immaterial

Substance
&quot;

;
but he leaves this Substance, as First Principle,

too little to do. While recognising immaterial cogitative
substance as distinct from extended material substance, he

falls into the error of identifying cogitative substance entirely

with consciousness, and for the &quot;

plastic soul
&quot;

a spiritual or

immaterial, though non-conscious, principle in Nature he

substitutes blind
&quot;

mechanism,&quot; thus depriving theology of the

argument from design. This is the gist of a remarkable

criticism of Descartes which occurs in Cudworth s Intellectual

System, vol. i. pp. 275, 276. It is well worth reading in

connection with criticism of the same tendency to be met with

in such modern books as Professor &quot;Ward s Naturalism and

Agnosticism.

More, in a notable passage in the Preface General to his

Collected Works (1662), speaks of Platonism as the soul, and

Cartesianism as the body, of the philosophy which he applies

to the interpretation of the Text of Moses. This philosophy
is the old Jewish-Pythagorean Cabbala, which teaches the

motion of the Earth and the Pre-existence of the Soul. The

motion of the Earth as Mosaic doctrine he discusses in the

sixth chapter of his Appendix to the Defence of the Philo-

sopJiick Cabbala (p. 126), and the passage in which he deals

with an objection against ascribing the doctrine to Moses may
be noted as an instructive specimen of the method of these
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Cambridge Platonists. The objection a sufficiently formid

able one on the face of it is that the doctrine does not

appear in the Mosaic writings. More takes up the bold

position that, although the doctrine of &quot; the motion of the

Earth has been lost and appears not in the remains of the

Jewish Cabbala, this can be no argument against its once

having been a part thereof.

Though the fame of this part of the Cabbala (he says) be

in a manner extinct among the Jews, yet that it was once the

hidden doctrine of the learned of that nation seems to me

sufficiently credible from what Plutarch writes of Numa Pompilius.
For his so strictly prohibiting the use of images in divine worship
is very apparently Mosaical . . . and Numa s instructor is said to

be not a Grecian but fidppapos rt
/3eAr&amp;lt;W TivOayopov, some

Barbarian greater and better than Pythagoras himself; and

where, I pray you, was such an one to be found, unless descended

from the Jews 1 ... It seems exceedingly probable from all these

circumstances that Numa was both descended from the Jews and
imbued with the Jewish religion and learning. What s this to

the purpose ? or how does it prove the motion of the Earth once

to have been part of the Judaical Tradition or Cabbala ? Only
thus much : that Numa . . . knowing there was no such august

temple of God as the Universe itself, and that to all the inhabitants

thereof it cannot but appear round from every prospect, and that

in the midst there must be an ever-shining Fire, I mean the Sun
;

in imitation hereof he built a round temple, which was called the

temple of Vesta, concerning which Plutarch speaks plainly and

apertly,
&quot; That Numa is reported to have built a round temple of

Vesta for the custody of a fire in the midst thereof that was never

to go out : not imitating herein the figure of the Earth, as if she

was the Vesta, but of the Universe; in the midst whereof the

Pythagoreans placed the Fire, and called it Vesta or Monas, and
reckoned the Earth neither immovable, nor in the midst of the

Mundane Compasse, but that it is carried about the Fire or Sun,
and is none of the first and chief elements of the World.&quot; What
can be more plain than these testimonies ?

The learning of the Cambridge Platonists, of which the

above passage enables us to take the measure, is expended in

two main directions, pointed out by Philo and by Plotinus

respectively. Philo was their master in Scriptural exegesis
the exegesis by whicli dogma was established (although

Plotinus, too, helped them here, especially with regard to the

doctrine of the Trinity) : but Plotinus was especially their
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master in what concerned devotional religion. It would be

tedious to quote passages in which they employ Philo .s

exegetical method (already illustrated in another part of this

work) in order to establish dogma : it will be sufficient merely

to mention More s Philosophick Cabbala, ch. 1, his Defence of

the Philosophick Cabbala, ch. 1, Cudworth s Intellectual System

of the Universe, vol. ii. p. 366 and p. 406 (ed. Mosheim and

Harrison), and Morris s Reason and Religion (1689), pp.

133, 134; but a few words respecting the aids to devotion

which they derived from their Cabbala may not be out of

place here.

First, it is to be observed that ecstasy was the general
form in which they tended to envisage religious devotion ;

and here, doubtless, Plotinus was their model. The ecstasy

of Plotinus is an obscure phenomenon, probably deserving the

attention of the physiologist as well as of the theologian ;

x
it

will be enough, by way of indicating its nature, to refer to

Cudworth, who quotes
2 a well-known passage in Porphyry s

Life of his friend and master Plotinus :

And that we may here give a taste of the mystical theology and

enthusiasm of these Platonists too, Porphyrius in his Life of

Plotinus affirmeth, that both Plotinus and himself had sometimes

experience of a kind of ecstatic union with the first of these three

gods [Cudworth here refers to the Platonic Trinity], that which

is above mind and understanding :

&quot; Plotinus often endeavouring
to raise up his mind to the first and highest God, that God some
times appeared to him, who hath neither form nor idea, but is

placed above intellect, and all that is intelligible; to whom I

Porphyrius affirm myself to have been once united in the sixty-

eighth year of my age.&quot;
And again afterwards :

&quot; Plotinus chief

aim and scope was to be united to and conjoined with the Supreme
God, who is above all

;
which scope he attained unto four several

times, whilst myself was with him, by a certain ineffable energy.&quot;

That is, Plotinus aimed at such a kind of rapturous and ecstatic

union with the TO eV, and rayaOov,
&quot; the first of the three highest

gods
&quot;

(called the One and the Good), as by himself is described

towards the latter end of this last book (Enn. vi. 9), where he

calls it
7ru.(f&amp;gt;Y)V,

and Trapovo-iav 7ricrT7^u?7S Kpeirrova^ and TO eavroii

Kvrpov TO) otov 7ravTO)i/ KfVTpti) crwaLTTTCLV,
&quot; a kind of tactual

1 For modern cases I would refer to Professor James s Varieties of Eeligious

Experience (1902).
2

Intell. System, ii. 315, 316.
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union,&quot; and
&quot; a certain presence better than knowledge,&quot; and &quot; the

joining of our own centre, as it were, with the centre of the

universe.&quot;

This doctrine, or rather practice, of ecstasy, especially

identified with the name of Plotinus, appeals strongly to the

English Platonists, who understand it, however, not as a

mysterious trance, but as a &quot;

Holy Life,&quot; ecstatic in the sense

of being dead to the flesh and the vanities of the world.

Death to the flesh and the world is secured by nay consists

in,
1

Contemplation of the glorious and lovable nature of God.
&quot; The highest and last term of Contemplation,&quot; says Norris,

2

&quot;

is the Divine Essence. Whence it follows necessarily that

the mind which sees the Divine Essence must be totally and

thoroughly absolved from all commerce with the corporeal

senses, either by Death or some ecstatical and rapturous
Abstraction. So true is that which God said to Moses, Thou

canst not see my face, for there shall no man see me, and

live.&quot; Similarly, John Smith, in his Discourse on &quot; The true

way or method of attaining Divine knowledge,&quot; speaks of

a good Life as the TT/JOX^-^S or Fundamental Principle of

Divine Science :

&quot;

If any man will do his will, he shall know
the doctrine, whether it be of God.&quot;

&quot; Were I indeed to define Divinity, I should rather call it a

Divine Life, than a Divine Science
;

it being something rather to be

understood by a Spiritual Sensation, than by any verbal descrip
tion.&quot;

3
. . . &quot;Divinity is not so well perceived by a subtile wit,

okrTre/3 attrOTrprei KtKaOapfjitvy, as by a purified sense, as Plotinus

phraseth it.&quot;
4

. . .
&quot; The Platonists . . . thought the minds of

men could never be purged enough from those earthly dregs of

Sense and Passion, in which they were so much steeped, before

they could be capable of their divine metaphysics; and therefore

they so much solicit a Copier/jibs GOTO rov crw/xaro?, a separation
from the Body, in all those who would KaOapus &amp;lt;iAo&amp;lt;ro&amp;lt;eiv,

sincerely understand Divine Truth
;

for that was the scope of

their Philosophy. This was also intimated by them in denning
Philosophy to be prAer?/ Oavdrov, a meditation of Death

; aiming
herein at only a moral way of dying, by loosening the Soul from

1
Of. Aristotle, E. N. x. 8. 8. 1178 b 32, efy &v 17 evdai/movia dewpia. r&amp;lt;y.

2 Reason and Religion (1689), p. 3. It is a book &quot;of a devotional nature
written for the use and benefit of the Learned Reader,&quot; &quot;whose Heart may want
as much to be inflamed as the other s Head {i.e. the head of the unlearned

person for whose use devotional books are mostly written] does to be instructed.&quot;
3 Smith s Select Discourses (1660), p. 2. 4

o.c. p. 10.

2i
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the Body and this Sensitive life . . . and therefore, besides those

dpeTal KaOapTiKai by which the Souls of men were to be separated
from Sensuality . . . they devised a further way of separation
. . . which was their Mathemata, or mathematical contemplations
. . . besides many other ways they had, whereby to rise out of

this dark body ; ava/3acreis e/&amp;lt; rov a-TrrjXaiov, several steps and
ascents out of this miry cave of mortality, before they could set

any sure footing with their intellectual part in the Land of Light
and Immortal

Being.&quot;

1
&quot;The Priests of Mercury, as Plutarch

tells us, in the eating of their holy things, were wont to cry out

y\vKv rj dAr}$eia, Sweet is Truth. But how sweet and delicious

that Truth is which holy and heaven-born Souls feed upon in their

mysterious converses with the Deity, who can tell but they that

taste it ? When Reason once is raised by the mighty force of the

Divine Spirit into a converse with God, it is turned into Sense :

that which before was only Faith well built upon sure principles

(for such our Science may be) now becomes Vision. We shall then

converse with God rw i/w, whereas before we conversed with him

only TIJ SLCLVOLU, with our Discursive faculty, as the Platonists were

wont to distinguish. Before we laid hold on him only Aoyw
cxTToSeiKTi/cu), with a struggling, agonistical, and contentious Reason,

hotly combating with difficulties and sharp contests of diverse

opinions, and labouring in it self in its deductions of one thing
from another

;
we shall then fasten our minds upon him Aoyy

(XTTo^avrtKO), with such a serene understanding, yaX^vy voepa, such

an intellectual calmness and serenity as will present us with a

blissful, steady, and invariable sight of him.&quot;
2

It may perhaps be thought that in the foregoing passage
Smith oversteps a little the line which divides &quot;

ecstasy
&quot;

as
&quot;

Holy Life
&quot;

from &quot;

ecstasy
&quot;

as temporary state of exalted

religious feeling ;
and perhaps in the following passage too,

from his Discourse of the Immortality of the Soul, he may be

thought to commit the same fault
; yet the passage seems

to me to contain what is so valuable for our understanding
of the influence of Plafconism as mythological, rather than

logical system on present-day religious thought, that I

venture to transcribe it, together with the notable quotation

from Plotinus included in it :

J

Though in our contentious pursuits after science, we cast
j

Wisdom, Power, Eternity, Goodness, and the like into several

1
o.c. pp. 10, 11.

a
o.c. pp. 16, 17. This and the foregoing quotations are all from the

Discourse concerning the True Way or Method of attaining to Divine Knowledge.
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formalities, so that we may trace down Science in a constant chain

of Deductions
; yet in our naked Intuitions and Visions of them,

we clearly discern that Goodness and Wisdom lodge together,
Justice and Mercy kiss each other : and all these and whatsoever

pieces else the cracked glasses of our Reasons may sometime

break Divine and Intelligible Being into, are fast knit up together
in the invincible bonds of Eternity. And in this sense is that

notion of Proclus descanting upon Plato s riddle of the Soul do?

yevv??Tr) KCU ayevi/^ros, as if it were generated and yet not generated,

to be understood
; \povos apa /cat atwv TTC/H rr)v i^vyjiv, the Soul

partaking of Time in its broken and particular conceptions and

apprehensions, and of Eternity in its Comprehensive and Stable

Contemplations. I need not say that when the Soul is once got

up to the top of this bright Olympus, it will then no more doubt
of its own Immortality, or fear any Dissipation, or doubt whether

any drowsy sleep shall hereafter seize upon it : no, it will then

feel itself grasping fast and safely its own Immortality, and view

itself in the Horizon of Eternity. In such sober kind of ecstasies

did Plotinus find his own Soul separated from his body ...&quot; I

being often awakened into a sense of my self, and being

sequestered from my body, and betaking myself from all things
else into my self

;
what admirable beauty did I then behold.&quot; . . .

But here we must use some caution, lest we should arrogate too

much to the power of our own Souls, which indeed cannot raise

up themselves into that pure and steady contemplation of true

Being ;
but will rather act with some multiplicity or erepo-n/s (as

they speak) attending it. But thus much of its high original

may appear to us, that it can correct itself for dividing and disjoin

ing therein, as knowing all to be every way one most entire and

simple. . . . We shall add but this one thing further to clear the

Soul s Immortality, and it is indeed that which breeds a true sense

of it viz., True and real goodness. Our highest speculations of the

Soul may beget a sufficient conviction thereof within us, but yet
it is only True Goodness and Virtue in the Souls of men that can
make them both know and love, believe and delight themselves in

their own Immortality. Though every good man is not so logically
subtile as to be able by fit mediums to demonstrate his own

Immortality, yet he sees it in a higher light : his Soul being

purged and enlightened by true Sanctity is more capable of those

divine irradiations, whereby it feels itself in conjunction with

God, and by a o-wavyeia (as the Greeks speak), the Light of divine

goodness mixing itself with the light of its own Reason, sees more

clearly not only that it may, if it please the Supreme Deity, of

its own nature exist eternally, but also that it shall do so. ...
It is indeed nothing else that makes men question the Immor
tality of their Souls, so much as their own base and earthly loves,
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which first makes them wish their Souls were not immortal, and
then think they are not

;
which Plotinus hath well observed and

accordingly hath soberly pursued this argument : . . .

&quot; Let us

now (saith he, Enn. iv. 7. 10) consider a Soul, not such a one as

is immersed into the Body . . . but such a one as hath cast

away Concupiscence and Anger and other Passions. . . . Such
a one as this will sufficiently manifest that all Vice is un
natural to the Soul, and something acquired only from abroad,
and that the best Wisdom and all other Virtues lodge in a purged
Soul, as being allied to it. If, therefore, such a Soul shall reflect

upon itself, how shall it not appear to itself to be of such a kind

of nature as Divine and Eternal Essences are ? For Wisdom and
true Virtue being Divine Effluxes can never enter into any
unhallowed and mortal thing : it must, therefore, needs be Divine,

seeing it is filled with a Divine nature Sta o-iryyeveiav /cat TO

6/zoova-tov, by its kindred and consanguinity therewith. . . . Con

template, therefore, the Soul of man, denuding it of all that which
itself is not, or let him that does this, view his own Soul

;
then

he will believe it to be immortal, when he shall behold it h TO&amp;gt;

i/o^rcT KOI GV ra KaOapu, fixed in an Intelligible and pure nature ;

he shall then behold his own intellect contemplating not any
sensible thing, but eternal things, with that which is eternal, that

is, with itself, looking into the intellectual world, being itself

made all lucid, intellectual, and shining with Sun-beams of eternal

Truth, borrowed from the First Good, which perpetually rayeth
forth his Truth upon all intellectual beings. One thus qualified

may seem without any arrogance to take up that saying of

Empedocles, yaiper , *y^ &
fy&quot;

v ^e s &/A/J/DOTOS Farewell all

earthly allies, I am henceforth no mortal wight, but an immortal

angel, ascending up into Divinity, and reflecting upon that likeness

of it which I find in myself. When true Sanctity and Purity
shall ground him in the knowledge of divine things, then shall the

inward sciences that arise from the bottom of his own Soul display
themselves

; which, indeed, are the only true sciences
;

for the

Soul runs not out of itself to behold Temperance and Justice

abroad, but its own light sees them in the contemplation of its

own being and that divine essence which was before enshrined

within itself.&quot;
l

So much for Smith s presentation of the &quot; Idea of Soul
&quot;

;

it owes its main features to the doctrine of epw? and
avdfjLvr)&amp;lt;ri,&amp;lt;;

set forth in the Phaedrus Myth ;
and the &quot;

regulative
&quot;

value

of the &quot; Idea
&quot;

is finely appreciated. The regulative value of

the &quot; Idea of God &quot;

is as finely appreciated in the Discourse of

1
o.c. pp. 99-105.
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the Existence and Nature of God, where he says,
1 &quot; God is not

better defined to us by our understandings than by our wills

and affections&quot;
and notes

2 the pre-eminence, in Platonism, of

TO ayaOov, which begets in us TO epwrucov ird6os. Similarly,

in his Discourse of the Jewish Notion of a Legal Righteousness,

he contrasts the doctrine of Works set forth by the rabbinical

writers with the Christian doctrine of Faith, and shows that

the latter amounts to a doctrine of
&quot;

divine grace and bounty
as the only source of righteousness and happiness.&quot; St. Paul s

doctrine of
&quot;

Justification by Faith
&quot;

is to be explained pla-

tonically as ofioioxrw TO&amp;gt;

6e&amp;lt;p.
It is the justification of a sancti

fied nature a nature which, by the grace of God, has been

made a partaker of His life and strength. In Faith there is

a true conjunction and union of the Souls of men with God,

whereby they are made capable of true blessedness.
&quot; The Law

is merely an external thing consisting in precepts which have

only an outward administration&quot; it is the Siarcovla jpa/jLfjLaro^

KOI Oavdrov : but &quot; the administration of the Gospel is intrin-

sical and vital in living impressions upon the Souls of men &quot;

it is the Sia/covia jrvevparas?
&quot;

By which,&quot; he argues in

a significant passage,
4 &quot; the Apostle (2 Cor. iii. 6, 7) cannot

mean the History of the Gospel, or those credenda propounded
to us to believe

;
for this would make the Gospel itself as

much an external thing as the Law was, and according to the

external administration as much a killing or dead letter as

the Law was. . . . But, indeed, he means a vital efflux from God

upon the Souls of men, whereby they are made partakers of

Life and Strength from Him.&quot;

I doubt we are too nice Logicians sometimes in distinguishing
between the Glory of God and our own Salvation. We cannot in a

true sense seek our own Salvation more than the Glory of God,
which triumphs most and discovers itself most effectually in the

salvation of Souls
;

for indeed this salvation is nothing else but a

true participation of the Divine Nature. Heaven is not a thing
without us, nor is Happiness anything distinct from a true con

junction of the mind with God in a secret feeling of his goodness
and reciprocation of affection to him, wherein the Divine Glory
most unfolds itself. ... To love God above ourselves is not indeed

so properly to love him above the salvation of our Souls, as if these

c. p. 137. 2
o.c. p. 139. 3

o.c. p. 311. 4
o.c. p. 312.
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were distinct things ;
but it is to love him above all our own sinful

affections, and above our particular Beings. . . . We cannot be com

pletely blessed till the Idea boni, or the Ipsum Bonum, which is

God, exercise its sovereignty over all the faculties of our Souls,

rendering them as like to itself as may consist with their proper

capacity.
1

I have quoted Smith at considerable length, that the

reader may appreciate the place of the Platonist doctrine, or

rather ao-Kr/o-ts, of
&quot;

ecstasy
&quot;

in the Life and Philosophy of the

Cambridge school. It would be easy to quote similar passages
from Cudworth, More, and Norris

;
but Smith seems to me to

&quot;

keep his head
&quot;

better than the others in the intoxicating
Neo-Platonic atmosphere, and, moreover, to present

&quot;

ecstasy
&quot;

in a form which can be more easily recognised as connecting
link between the doctrine of epcos and avd^v^o-i^ set forth in

the Phaedrus Myth and the doctrine of the &quot; Presence of the

Eternal Consciousness in my Consciousness,&quot; which meets us

in the Epistemology and Ethics of T. H. Green and his school.

Leaving the learning of the Cambridge Platonists, let us

now look at their science. Their science was Cartesian that

is, it was physics and astronomy treated mathematically,

according to mechanical principles, the application of which

by Copernicus and Galileo, in the latter branch, had already
overthrown the Aristotelian tradition, and produced an intellec

tual revolution, which can be compared only with that which

Darwinism has produced in our own day. Natural science

has always been influential in England in giving impulse to

Philosophy, and even to Theology. Locke s Essay was occa

sioned and inspired by the activity of the Eoyal Society ;

Berkeley s Idealism found expression in a monograph on the

physiology of vision
;
and it was not by mere accident that

the University of Newton was the alma mater of the English
Platonists.

They received the new astronomy with enthusiasm. They
were inspired by it. Like Xenophanes, they looked up at the

Heavens and said,
&quot; The One is God.&quot;

* &quot; One great Order
&quot;

and &quot;

Infinite Space
&quot;

are the scientific ideas which dominate

1
o.c. pp. 410. 411, from &quot;Discourse of the Excellency and Nobleness of

True Religion.&quot;
2 Arist. Met. A 5. 986 b 24, els rbv 6\ov ovpavbv dirofiXtyas TO v elval

rbv 6ebv.
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Cudworth and his friends, and bring conviction to their belief

otherwise established by the authority of revelation and

Platonic philosophy in a &quot; Governor of the Universe/ a
&quot;

Perfect and Infinite
Being,&quot;

a God who, in Plato s moral

phrase, is
&quot; The Good,&quot; and yet, in scientific sense, may not

unfitly be conceived spatially as by Cudworth, in a strange

It is certain that there can be no mode, accident, or affection

of Nothing ;
and consequently, that nothing cannot be extended

nor measurable. But if space be neither the extension of body,
nor yet of substance incorporeal, then must it of necessity be the

extension of nothing, and the affection of nothing ;
and nothing

must be measurable by yards and poles. We conclude, therefore,

that from this very hypothesis of the Democritic and Epicurean
Atheists, that space is a nature distinct from body, and positively

infinite, it follows undeniably that there must be some incorporeal
substance whose affection its extension is, and because there can

be nothing infinite but only the Deity, that it is the infinite exten

sion of an incorporeal Deity.

To this strange passage let me append some stanzas from

More s PhilosophicJccdl Poems, which show how the Copernican

astronomy impressed his imagination how the centrality of

the Platonic a^aOov in the intelligible world seemed to him to

be imaged by the centrality of the Sun in the visible world.

He has been speaking of the &quot;

stiff standers for ag d Ptolemee.&quot;

and proceeds :

2

But let them bark like band-dogs at the moon
That mindless passeth on in silencie :

I ll take my flight above this outward Sunne,

Regardless of such fond malignitie,

Lift my self up in the Theologie
Of heavenly Plato. There I ll contemplate
The Arch type of this Sunne, that bright Idee

Of steddie Good, that doth his beams dilate

Through all the worlds, all lives and beings propagate.

One steddy Good, centre of Essences,

Unmoved Monad, that Apollo hight,
The Intellectual Sunne whose energies
Are all things that appear in vital light,

1 Intellectual System, vol. iii. p. 232 (ed. Mosheira and Harrison).
2
Psychozoia, or Life of the Soul, pp. 157 ff.
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Whose brightness passeth every creature s sight.

Yet round about him, stird with gentle fire,

All things do dance
;
their being, action, might,

They thither do direct with strong desire,

To embosom him with close embracements they aspire.

Unseen, incomprehensible, He moves
About himself each seeking entity
That never yet shall find that which it loves.

No finite thing shall reach infinity,

No thing dispers d comprehend that Unity ;

Yet in their ranks they seemly foot it round,

Trip it with joy at the world s harmony,
Struck with the pleasure of an amorous stound,

So dance they with fair flowers from unknown root y-crowned.

Still falling short they never fail to seek,

Nor find they nothing by their diligence ;

They find repast, their lively longings eek

Eekindled still, by timely influence.

Thus all things in distinct circumference
Move about Him that satisfies them all ;

Nor be they thus stird up by wary sense

Or foresight, or election rationall,

But blindly reel about the Heart of Lives centrall.

So doth the Earth, one of the erring seven,
Wheel round the fixed Sunne, that is the shade

Of steddy Good, shining in this Out-heaven

With the rest of those starres that God hath made
Of baser matter, all which he array d

With his far-shining light. They sing for joy,

They frisque about in circulings unstay d,

Dance through the liquid air, and nimbly toy,

While Sol keeps clear the sprite, consumes what may accloy.

The centre of each severall World s a Sunne
With shining beams and kindly warming heat,

About whose radiant crown the Planets runne,
Like reeling moths around a candle light.

These all together one World I conceit.

And that even infinite such worlds there be,

That unexhausted Good that God is hight
A full sufficient reason is to me,

Who simple Goodnesse make the highest Deity.

The mathematical physics of Descartes and the Copernicaii

astronomy were welcomed with joy by the Cambridge Platonists,

as affording a far better
&quot;

Argument from Design
&quot;

for the
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existence of God than had been afforded by the Ptolemaic

System, which, with its cumbrous commentary of Epicycles,

called the mind away from the wisdom of the Creator to the

ingenuity of man. The Copernican astronomy, by taking the

fixed stars out of the solid sphere in which the Ptolemaic

astronomy held them fast, and showing them to be central

suns round which, as round the sun of our system, planets

revolve in liquid aether, forces on us the thought that there is

an infinity of such solar systems, or worlds, not a rounded-off

universe, beyond whose flammantia moenia there is mere

nothingness.
&quot; The infinity of worlds

&quot; was accepted as proof

of the existence of an infinite, omnipresent Deity, an Incor

poreal Principle a circle
&quot; whose centre is everywhere, and

circumference nowhere.&quot;
l A &quot;

finite universe
&quot; would be an

argument for a &quot;

Corporeal Deity.&quot;
This is why the Cam

bridge Platonists are so anxious to show that the Pytha

goreans and Platonists held, with Moses, the doctrine of the

motion of the Earth.
&quot; Modern Science

&quot; had convinced them

that this was the only doctrine consistent with a spiritual

philosophy.
The profound theological influence which the vast prospect

opened up by the reformed astronomy exercised over the minds

of men in the seventeenth century cannot be better brought
home to us than by a passage in which Newton himself puts
his own theological belief on record :

2

The six Primary Planets revolve round the Sun in circles

concentrical to the Sun, with the same direction of their motion,
and very nearly in the same Plane. The moons (or secondary

planets) revolve round the Earth, Jupiter, and Saturn, with the

same direction of their motion, and very nearly in the plane of

the orbs of the planets. And all these regular motions have not

their rise from mechanical causes, seeing the comets are carried in

orbs very eccentrical, and that very freely through all parts of

the Heavens. . . . This most elegant system of planets and
comets could not be produced but by and under the Contrivance

and Dominion of an Intelligent and powerful Being. And, if the

fixed stars are the centres of such other systems, all these, being
framed by the like counsel, will be subject to the dominion of

One
j especially seeing the Light of the fixed stars is of the same

1 More s Philosophickall Poems, notes, p. 409.
2 Scholium generale at the end of the Principia. I avail myself of Maxwell s

translation in his edition of Cumberland s Laws of Nature.
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nature with that of the Sun, and the Light of all these systems

passes mutually from one to another. And He has placed the

systems of the fixed stars at immense distances from one another,
lest they should mutually rush upon one another by their gravity.
He governs all things, not as the Soul of the World, but as the Lord

of the Universe and because of His dominion, He is wont to be

called TravTOKpdrup, Universal Emperor. For God is a relative

word, and hath a relation to servants
;
and the Deity is the Empire

of God, not over His own Body, as is the opinion of those who
make Him the Soul of the World, but over His servants. The

Supreme God is a Being, Eternal, Infinite, Absolutely Perfect :

but a Being, however Perfect, without Dominion, is not Lord God.

. . . He governs all things, and knows all things which are done,
or which can be done. He is not Eternity and Infinity, but He is

Eternal and Infinite
;
He is not Duration and Space, but He

endures and is present. He endures always, and is present every
where

;
and by existing always and everywhere, He constitutes

Duration and Space, Eternity and Infinity. Whereas every

particle of Space is always, and every indivisible moment of

Duration is everywhere, certainly the Framer and Lord of the

Universe shall not be never, nowhere. . . . We have not any notion

of the Substance of God. We know Him only by His properties
and attributes, and by the most wise and excellent structure of

Things, and by Final Causes
;
but we adore and worship Him on

account of His Dominion. For we worship Him as His servants
;

and God without Dominion, Providence, and Final Causes, is

nothing else but Fate and Nature. There arises no Variety in

Things from blind metaphysical necessity, which is always and

everywhere the same. All diversity in the Creatures could arise

only from the Ideas and Will of a necessarily-existent Being.
We speak, however, allegorically when we say that God sees,

hears, speaks, laughs, loves, hates, despises, gives, receives, rejoices,

is angry, fights, fabricates, builds, composes. For all speech con

cerning God is borrowed, by Analogy or some Eesemblance, from

human affairs. ... So much concerning God, of Whom the Dis

course from Phenomena belongs to Experimental Philosophy. . . .

The main business of Natural Philosophy is to argue from

Phenomena without feigning Hypotheses, and to deduce Causes

from Effects, till we come to the very First Cause, which certainly

is not mechanical.

Besides the better Argument from Design which the

reformed astronomy seemed to offer, there was also the

famous Cartesian argument from our Idea of a Perfect Being
to his Existence. Cudworth l seems to feel the difficulties

1 Intellectual System, vol. iii. pp. 38 ff.
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connected with this argument, but is unwilling to declare

himself against it. More,
1

however, who is less critical,

accepts it thankfully. I have already alluded to one serious

objection which Cudworth has to offer to the Cartesian system

viz., that by substituting
&quot; mechanism

&quot;

for the
&quot;

plastick

soul,&quot; it leaves the immaterial substance, theoretically retained,

little, if anything, to do, and weakens immensely the value of

the argument from Design in Nature. 2
However, the general

tendency of Cartesianism being favourable to religion, and

opposed to Hobbes, Cudworth is satisfied with merely warning
his readers against this particular flaw in the system. Holding
as he does a brief for Descartes, he argues that &quot;

mechanism,&quot;

in the Cartesian system, is so conceived as to necessitate the

assumption of the existence of an immaterial substance as ap^rj

Kivrfcreo)?. He evidently attaches more value to this merit in

Cartesianism than to its proof of the Existence of God from

our Idea of him
;
and yet it is plainly not a very great merit

after all, if we are left with data from which we are, indeed,

compelled to infer an Immaterial Power or Force beyond dead

matter, but cannot infer Wisdom controlling that Power or

Force. We are not surprised, then, to find that Cudworth
and his school, Cartesians though they profess to be, are

very strenuous in maintaining the contrary of the Cartesian

doctrine which makes True and False, Eight and Wrong,
depend entirely on the Will of God, and not rather on an
&quot; Eternal Nature of

Things,&quot;
or

&quot; Law of the Ideal World,&quot;

logically distinct from, and prior to, the Will of God, in

accordance with which, however, the Will of God is always
exercised. Smith, indeed, the clearest head, I think, among
the English Platonists, is so well aware of the difficulty of

combining Cartesianism with Platonism that he touches but

lightly on the arguments for the existence of God supplied by
the former system, and dwells mainly on the evidence fur

nished by man s moral nature and sanctified heart.
&quot; A Holy

Life he says,
3

is the best and most compendious way to Eight

Belief&quot;
Of the two witnesses spoken of by Kant &quot; The

starry Heaven above, and the Moral Law within&quot; Smith

1 An Antidote against Atheism, Book i. chaps. 7 and 8, pp. 20 ff.

2 See p. 478 supra.
3 The True Way or Method of attaining to Divine Knowledge, p. 9.
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chose the latter to found his theological belief upon in this,

perhaps, more philosophical than Cudworth and More, the

greater lights of the school, who, without ignoring the &quot;

argu
ment from the heart,&quot; are inclined rather to look to

&quot;

science
&quot;

to
&quot;

design in nature,&quot; and to
&quot;

epistemology
&quot;

for proof of

the existence of God.

For the Immortality of the Soul, the other cardinal

doctrine of Theology and Morals, Cudworth and More are very

busy in producing
&quot;

scientific
&quot;

evidence, and, on the whole,

find it easy to press the science of their day into the service

of the doctrine.

The starting-point of their scientific argument is, that the

Soul is an &quot;

incorporeal substance.&quot; Systems of Philosophy,
both ancient and modern, are distinguished as

&quot;

theistic
&quot; and

&quot;

atheistic,&quot; according as they profess or deny the doctrine of
&quot;

incorporeal substance.&quot; The saving merit of Descartes, as we
have seen, is that, after all, he recognises

&quot;

incorporeal sub

stance.&quot; On the other hand, Hobbes denies it. In the ninth

chapter of the First Book of The Immortality of the Soul,

More examines Hobbes disproof of Spirit or incorporeal

substance. Hobbes argument is,
&quot;

Every substance has

dimensions
;
but a Spirit has no dimensions

;
therefore there

is no spiritual substance.&quot;
&quot;

Here,&quot; writes More,
1 &quot;

I con

fidently deny the assumption. For it is not the character-

istikall of a Body to have dimensions, but to be impenetrable.

All Substance has dimensions that is, Length, Breadth, and

Depth ;
but all has not impenetrability. See my letters to

Monsieur Des Cartes.&quot; This refutation of Hobbes falls back

on the definitions of Spirit and of Body which More has given
in an earlier part of the same treatise 2

Spirit is defined as
&quot; a Substance penetrable and indiscerpible

&quot;

; Body, as
&quot; a Sub

stance impenetrable and discerpible.&quot; This definition he

amends in the chapter against Hobbes, putting it thus :

Spirit or Incorporeal is
&quot; Extended Substance, with activity

and indiscerpilnlity , leaving out impenetrability&quot; More thus

plainly ranges himself with those who assumed an extended

incorporeal substance
; but, of course, there were many incor-

porealists, among whom was Plotirms,
3 who regarded Spirit as

1
Page 41. 2

Page 21.
3 See Cudworth, Intell System, vol. iii. p. 386.
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unextended. Cudworth compares the opposite views of these

two classes of incorporealists at great length, and ends l

by

leaving the question open, although one might gather that he

inclines to the view favoured by More from his speaking of

Space as incorporeal substance, with the attribute of exten

sion, and infinite
;
and therefore as equivalent to God, who is

the only infinite substance. 2

But the &quot;

incorporeal substance
&quot;

of Descartes, though a

good enough
&quot;

scientific
&quot;

beginning for a doctrine of the

Immortality of the Soul, is only a beginning ; just as it is

only a beginning for a &quot;

scientific
&quot;

proof of the existence of

God. Cartesianism falls short, according to the Cambridge
School, as we have seen, in ignoring the &quot;

plastic principle,&quot;

or
&quot;

soul of nature.&quot; It leaves us between the horns of a

dilemma : either mere mechanism, once started by God, pro
duces effects blindly ;

or God interferes personally in the

smallest details. The plastic principle releases us from this

dilemma. It may be described as an incorporeal substance,

or principle, which, like Aristotle s
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;ucrt9,

works evetcd rov

without consciousness. To it God, who is Self-conscious Good

ness and Wisdom, delegates, as it were, the task of canying on

the operations of nature : these operations are therefore God s

operations, and His goodness and wisdom may be inferred from

them
;
but we are not obliged to hold the ridiculous opinion

that He produces them by immediate intervention. It is the

plastic principle which, in the inorganic world, immediately

determines, e.g., the distances of the fixed stars from one

another and the paths of their planets, and, in the organic

world, appears as that
&quot;

vegetative part of the Soul
&quot;

which

builds up the body terrestrial, aerial or aethereal, without

which, as
&quot;

vehicle,&quot; consciousness would be impossible in the

case of finite spirits :

3 without this plastic, vehicle-building,

principle there could be no &quot;

reproduction,&quot; to use T. H.

Green s terms, of the &quot; Eternal Consciousness.&quot; I have

already, in an early part of this work,
4 had occasion to

describe the use which More makes of the plastic principle
in his account of the future existence of the Soul, and would

1
o.c. iii. 398. 2

o.c. iii. 232.
3 Cudworth thinks it &quot;probable

&quot;

that no spirit except God can exist without
a body of some kind (Intell. System, vol. iii. p. 368).

4
Pages 95 ff.
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only add here that Cudworth treats of the principle in his

Intellectual System, vol. i. pp. 235-252 (ed. Mosheim and

Harrison) in a passage well worth the attention of any one

interested in the point at issue between the &quot;

teleologieal
&quot; and

the &quot; mechanical
&quot;

explanation of the world. The English
Platonist of the seventeenth century, with his

&quot;

plastic soul,&quot;

makes out, I venture to think, as plausible a case for
&quot;

teleology
&quot;

as his successor, the English Idealist of the

nineteenth or twentieth century, manages to do with his
&quot;

spiritual principle.&quot; The chief difference between the two

advocates is that the former tells us frankly that his

plastic soul is &quot;unconscious,&quot; while the latter leaves us in

doubt whether his
&quot;

spiritual principle
&quot;

is
&quot;

conscious
&quot;

or
&quot;

unconscious.&quot;

Having attempted to describe in mere outline the

learning and the science of the Cambridge Platonists, I now

go on to compare their central doctrine with that of the

English Idealists of the present day the school of which

T. H. Green may be taken as representative. The comparison
will show, I think, that the central doctrine of these English

Idealists, equally with that of the Cambridge Platonists, is to

be traced to Plato and to Plato the mythologist, rather than

to Plato the dialectician.

The central doctrine of the Cambridge Platonists is the

Doctrine of Ideas as presented in the Phaedrus Myth that

is, presented to religious feeling as theory of the union of man
with God in knowledge and conduct. In the Doctrine of

Ideas, as it is presented to the scientific understanding in such

contributions to Logic as Republic, 509 D if., the Cambridge
Platonists, like their Alexandrine predecessors, seem to take

little interest.

The Doctrine of Ideas as adopted by the Cambridge
Platonists may be stated as follows : Sensible things, which

come into existence and perish, are but reflections, images,

ectypes, of Eternal Essences, Archetypal Forms, or Ideas. These

Ideas are the vo^fiara, the &quot;

Thoughts,&quot; of God the elements

which constitute his Eternal Wisdom, a-ofyla,
or \6yo$. The

Wisdom of God is that World of Ideas, that mundus arche-

typus, according to the conception of which he created this

visible world. Man attains to knowledge, eVtcrT^/z.?;, only in
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so far as he apprehends these Eternal Thoughts of the Divine

Wisdom only in so far as, spurred to reflection by the stimuli

of sense, he enters into communion with the Mind of God,
&quot;

sees things in God.&quot; This communion is possible only be

cause man s spirit is of one kind with the spirit of God rov

jap yevos eo-pev.
&quot; All minds partake of one original mind,&quot;

l

are &quot;

reproductions of the Eternal Consciousness
&quot; 2

find that

its eternal Ideas are theirs too. Thus epistemology involves

theology. The theory of knowledge involves the supposition
of a &quot;

universal consciousness,&quot; or
&quot; Wisdom of God,&quot; as Eternal

Subject of those eiSrj or
&quot;

forms,&quot; without the constructive

activity of which in the mind of man his sensations would be
&quot;

blind.&quot;

From this sketch it may be seen that the doctrine of

archetypal Ideas amounts, in the English Intellectualists, to a

Theory of Knowledge, in which the a priori element is recog

nised, as in the Kantian philosophy. Let me fill in my sketch

by quoting some passages from More, Cudworth, Smith, Norris,
and Berkeley.

In his antidote against Atheism,
3 More speaks of

&quot;

relative

notions or ideas
&quot;

Cause and Effect, Whole and Part, Like

and Unlike in much the same way as Kant speaks of his
&quot;

Categories of the Understanding.&quot; These &quot;

relative ideas,&quot;

he says,
&quot; are no external Impresses upon the senses, but the

Soul s own active manner of conceiving those things which are

discovered by the outward senses.&quot; Again, in the Cabbala* in a

passage which carries us out of the &quot;

Critique of Pure Reason
&quot;

into the
&quot;

Metaphysic of Morals,&quot; he says :

&quot; The Soul of man
is not merely passive as a piece of wood or stone, but is forth

with made active by being acted upon ;
and therefore if God

in us rules, we rule with him
;

if he contend against sin in

us, we also contend together with him against the same
;

if

he see in us what is good or evil, we, ipso facto, see by him
In his light we see light ;

and so in the rest.&quot; Again, in

his Philosophickall Poems? the following curious passage occurs

a passage, I venture to think, of considerable philosophic

import, on account of the wide view taken of innate ideas, or

a priori forms : bodies, it is suggested, are shaped, as well as

1
Cudworth, Int. System, iii. 62. 2

Green, Prolegomena to Ethics.
3
Page 18, bk. i. ch. 6.

4
Page 154. 5

Page 238.
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conscious experience organised, according to a priori, constitu

tional forms :

If plantall souls in their own selves contain

That vital formative fecundity,
That they a tree with different colours stain,

And diverse shapes, smoothnesse, asperity,

Straightnesse, acutenesse, and rotoundity,
A golden yellow, or a crimson red,

A varnish d green with such like gallantry ;

How dull then is the sensitive ? how dead,
If forms from its own centre it can never spread ?

Again, an universal notion,

What object ever did that form impresse

Upon the soul ? What makes us venture on

So rash a matter, as e er to confesse

Ought generally true ? when neverthelesse

We cannot e er runne through all singulars.

Wherefore in our own souls we do possesse
Free forms and immateriall characters,

Hence tis the soul so boldly generall truth declares.******
What body ever yet could figure show

Perfectly, perfect, as rotundity,

Exactly round, or blamelesse angularity ?

Yet doth the soul of such like forms discourse,

And finden fault at this deficiency,

And rightly term this better and that worse
;

Wherefore the measure is our own Idee,

Which th
5 humane Soul in her own self doth see.

And sooth to sayen whenever she doth strive

To find pure truth, her own profundity
She enters, in her self doth deeply dive

;

From thence attempts each essence rightly to descrive.

The lines with which the last stanza ends find their com

mentary in a passage in Smith s Discourse of the Immortality

of the Soid,
1 in which the Kivrjcris 7rpo/3a,TiKij and the /clvrjcri,?

KVK\iKr} of the Soul are distinguished. By the former she goes
forth and deals with material things ; by the latter she reflects

upon herself. What she finds by
&quot;

reflection
&quot;

he sets forth

in his Discourse concerning the Existence and Nature of God?

Plotinus hath well taught us, eis eavrov
TricrTpe&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;(j)v,

eis a/ox^

rTT/o&amp;lt;t,
He which reflects upon himself, reflects upon his own Origi-

nall, and finds the clearest Impression of some Eternall Nature and

1
Pages 65, 66. 2

Pages 123, 124.
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Perfect Being stamp d upon his own Soul. And therefore Plato

seems sometimes to reprove the ruder sort of men in his times for

their contrivance of Pictures and Images to put themselves in

mind of the 0eot or Angelicall Beings, and exhorts them to look

into their own Souls, which are the fairest Images, not onely of the

lower Divine Natures, but of the Deity itself; God having so

copied forth himself into the whole life and energy of man s Soul,

as that the lovely Characters of Divinity may be most easily seen

and read of all men within themselves
;
as they say Phidias the

famous statuary, after he made the statue of Minerva with the

greatest exquisiteness of art to be set up in the Acropolis at

Athens, afterwards impressed his own Image so deeply in her

buckler, ut nemo delete possit aut divellere, qui totam statuam non

imminueret. And if we would know what the Impresse of Souls

is, it is nothing but God himself, who could not write his own
name so as that it might be read but onely in Rational! Natures.

Neither could he make such without imparting such an Imitation

of his own Eternall Understanding to them as might be a per

petual Memorial of himself within them. And whenever we look

upon our own Soul in a right manner, we shall find an Urim and

Thummim there, by which we may ask counsel of God himself,

who will have this alway born upon its breastplate.

The passage which I shall quote from Cudworth is a

criticism of Hobbes &quot;

atheistical
&quot;

doctrine that &quot;

knowledge
and understanding being in us nothing else but a tumult in

the mind raised by external things that press the organical

parts of a man s body, there is no such thing in God, nor can

they be attributed to him, they being things which depend

upon natural causes.&quot;
] To this Cudworth replies :

There comes nothing to us from bodies without us but only
local motion and pressure. Neither is sense itself the mere passion
of those motions, but the perception of their passions in a way of

fancy. But sensible things themselves (as, for example, light and

colours) are not known or understood either by the passion or the

fancy of sense, nor by anything merely foreign and adventitious,,

but by intelligible ideas exerted from the mind itself that is, by
something native and domestic to it. ... Wherefore, besides the

phantasms of singular bodies, or of sensible things existing without

us (which are not mere passions neither), it is plain that our

human mind hath other cogitations or conceptions in it namely,
the ideas of the intelligible natures and essences of things, which
are universal, and by and under which it understands singulars.

1 In fell. System, iii. p. 60.

2K
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. . . which universal objects of our mind, though they exist not

as such anywhere without it, yet are they not therefore nothing,
but have an intelligible entity for this very reason, because they
are conceivable. ... If, therefore, there be eternal intelligibles
or ideas, and eternal truths and necessary existence do belong to

them, then must there be an eternal mind necessarily existing,
since these truths and intelligible essences of things cannot possibly
be anywhere but in a mind. . . . There must be a mind senior to

the world, and all sensible things, and such as at once compre
hends in it the ideas of all intelligibles, their necessary scheses

and relations to one another, and all their immutable truths
;
a

mind which doth not ore ^kv voei, ore 8e ov voet (as Aristotle writeth

it), sometimes understand, and sometimes not understand . . . but

ovorttt ei/epyeta, such a mind as is essentially act and energy, and
hath no defect in it. ... Hence it is evident that there can be

but one only original mind ... all other minds whatsoever par

taking of one original mind, and being, as it were, stamped with

the impression or signature of one and the same seal. From
whence it cometh to pass that all minds, in the several places and

ages of the world, have ideas or notions of things exactly alike, and

truths indivisibly the same. Truths are not multiplied by the

diversity of minds that apprehend them, because they are all but

ectypal participations of one and the same original or archetypal
mind and truth. As the same face may be reflected in several

glasses, and the image of the same sun may be in a thousand eyes
at once beholding it, and one and the same voice may be in a

thousand ears listening to it, so when innumerable created minds

have the same ideas of things, and understand the same truths, it

is but one and the same eternal light that is reflected in them all

(that light which enlighteneth every man that cometh into the

world), or the same voice of that one everlasting Word, that is

never silent, re-echoed by them. . . . We conclude, therefore,

that from the nature of mind and knowledge it is demonstrable

that there can be but one original and self-existent Mind, or

understanding Being, from which all other minds were derived. 1

This is a passage, I venture to think, of first-rate histori

cal importance. It furnishes the link which connects the

Epistemological Theism which we find in the writings of T. H.

Green with the Mythology of the Timaeus and Phaedrus.

Norris s discussion of the a priori in knowledge has some

points of special interest. Having shown, in the ordinary

way, that there are eternal and necessary Truths, i.e. eternal

and necessary Propositions, he dwells on the point that the

1 Intell. System, iii. pp. 62-72.
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simple essences, the mutual relations or habitudes of which

are set forth in these propositions, must be themselves eternal

and necessary.
&quot; There can be no mutual habitudes or

relations of things as to affirmation or negation,&quot; he says,
1

&quot; without the reality of the things themselves.&quot; The point
here insisted on by Norris is one which the modern dictum,

&quot;

Things are nothing except as determined by Eelations,&quot; is

apt to make us lose sight of; and his remarks following seem

to me to be worth attention :

Two circles touching one another inwardly cannot have the same

common centre. This is a true Proposition. But I here demand,
How can it possibly have this certain habitude of division or

negation unless there be two such distinct simple Essences as

Circle and Centre. Certainly there can be no reference or

relation where there is nothing to support it. ... If there can

be no connexion or relation between things that are not, then also

there can be no eternal connexion or relation between things that

have not an eternal existence. . . . But there are such eternal

habitudes and relations, therefore the simple Essences of things
are also eternal. ... I know very well this is not according to

the Decrees of the Peripatetic School, which has long since con

demned it as Heretical Doctrine, to say that the Essences of things
do exist from eternity. . . . They tell us that the habitudes are

not attributed absolutely to the simple Essences as in actual being,
but only hypothetically that whensoever they shall exist, they
shall also carry such relations to one another. There is, says the

Peripatetic, only a conditional connexion between the subject and
the predicate, not an absolute position of either. This goes

smoothly down with the young scholar at his Logic Lecture, and
the Tutor applauds his distinction, and thinks he has thereby

quitted his hands of a very dangerous heresie. But now to this

I return answer . . . that these habitudes are not (as is supposed)

only by way of hypothesis, but absolutely attributed to the

simple Essences, as actually existing. For when I say, for

instance, that every part of a circle is equally distant from the

centre, this proposition does not hang in suspense, then to be

actually verified when the things shall exist in Nature, but is at

present actually true, as actually true as ever it will or can be
;

and consequently I may thence infer that the things themselves

already are. There is no necessity, I confess, they should exist in

Nature, which is all that the objection proves, but exist they must.

For of nothing there can be no affection. . . . Having cleared our

way by making it evident that the simple Essences of things are

1 Reason and Religion, p. 73.
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eternal, the next thing that I consider is, that since they are not

eternal in their natural subsistences, they must be eternal in some
other way of subsisting. And that must be in some understand

ing, or by way of ideal subsistence. 1 For there are but two con

ceivable ways how anything may exist, either out of all under

standing, or within some understanding. If, therefore, the simple
Essences of things are eternal, but not out of all understanding, it

remains they must have an eternal existence in some understand

ing. Which is what I call an ideal subsistence. There is, therefore,

another way of existing besides that in Rerum Natura, namely,
in the Mundus Archetypus, or the Ideal World, where all the

Rationes rerum, or simple Essences of things, have an eternal and

immutable existence, before ever they enter upon the Stage of

Nature. I further consider, that this understanding wherein the

simple Essences of things have an eternal existence must be an

eternal understanding. For an Essence can no more eternally

exist in a temporary understanding than a body can be infinitely

extended in a finite space. Now, this Eternal Understanding can

be no other than the Understanding of God. The simple Essences

of things, therefore, do eternally exist in the Understanding
of God.2

God, Norris goes on to argue, is a simple and uncom-

pounded Being, and there is nothing in Him which is not

Himself
; accordingly, these Eternal Ideas, or Simple Essences

of Things, are but the Divine Essence itself, considered
&quot;

as

variously exhibitive of things, and as variously imitable or

participable by them.&quot;
3 &quot; This Ideal World, this Essence of

God considered as variously exhibitive and representative of

things, is no other than the Divine Xo^yo?, the Second Person

of the ever Blessed Trinity.&quot;

4
Descartes, it is argued,

5 makes

God, as conceptive, the cause of Truth i.e. as pleased to

conceive e.g. a Triangle so and so not as exhibitive of the

Eternal Ideas. Here Descartes &quot; blunders
horribly.&quot;

&quot;

I am
for the dependence of Truth upon the Divine Intellect as well

as he, but not so as to make it arbitrary and contingent, and

consequently not upon the Divine Intellect as conceptive, but

only as exhibitive. That is, that things are therefore true

inasmuch as they are conformable to those standing and

1 Norris here (Reason and Religion, p. 80) draws the distinction of which

Lotze makes so much in his Logic (Book iii. ch. 2, The World of Ideas, pp.
433 ff., English Transl.), between the Reality of Existence and the Reality of

Validity.
2 Reason and Religion, pp. 74-81.

3
o.c. pp. 81, 82. 4

o.c. p. 85. 5
o.c. pp. 92, 93.
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immutable Ideas which are in the mind of God as Exhibitive

and representative of the whole Possibility of
Being.&quot;

God
is omniscient, as

&quot;

comprehending within himself all the

Ideas and Essences of things with all their possible references

and respects, that is, all Truth
&quot; *

a doctrine which seems to

me to be exactly equivalent to T. H. Green s doctrine of
&quot; the

Eternal Consciousness as subject of all Kelations.&quot; &quot;We see

and know all things in God.&quot;
2 This doctrine, Norris tells us,

he thought out for himself, and afterwards found in Plotinus,

Proclus, St. Augustine, Marsilius Ficinus, and especially in

Malebranche, whose doctrine he then proceeds to state :

3 We
know objects by the mediation of

&quot;

Ideas.&quot; The &quot; Ideas
&quot;

of

things are in God. &quot; God by his presence is intimately
united to our minds, so that God may be said to be the Place

of Spirits, as Space is the Place of Bodies&quot; Thus &quot; we see all

things in God.&quot;
4 This is the doctrine of Malebranche,

accepted by Norris a doctrine which labours under the

ambiguity attaching to its use of the term &quot;

Idea,&quot; which

means both a mental image derived from a sensible object, and

an eternal IBea in the Platonic acceptation. But we need not

go into this difficulty in Malebranche s doctrine
;

it is enough
here to notice that Norris understands the doctrine as

genuinely Platonic. Plato s definition of knowledge as a
&quot;

Participation of Ideas
&quot;

amounts, he says,
5 to

&quot;

seeing all

things in God.&quot;

&quot;

If we did not some way or other see God, we should see nothing
at all

;
even as if we did not love God, that is, if God did not con

tinually impress upon us the love of good in general, we should

love nothing at all : for since this Love is the same with our Will,
we cannot love or will anything without him, since we cannot love

particular goods but by determining towards those goods that

motion of Love which God gives us towards himself.&quot;
6 &quot; All our

Illumination proceeds from the Divine Aoyos, the substantial

Wisdom of God. But St. John speaks more plainly : This is the

true light which enlightens every man that comes into the world. Now,
true Light is here the same as only Light, and implies that all other

pretended lights are false ones. Again, says our Lord, / am the

Light of .
the World. And, / am the way, the truth, and the life.

And again says our Lord in his Prayer, Sanctifie them through

1
o.c. p. 101. ~

o.c. p. 185. :i
o.c. pp. 187-194.

4
o.c. p. 202. 5

o.c. p. 207. o.c. p. 200.
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thy truth; thy word is truth : which is not meant of the written

word, but of the Substantial and Eternal Word, as appears from

the context. Lastly, the Apostle says expressly of this Divine

Word, that he is made unto us Wisdom. Which is exactly accord

ing to our hypothesis that we see all things in the Ideal World,
or Divine Aoyos. . . . All our Light and Illumination proceeds

wholly from him who at first said let there be light. We see so

much of Truth as we see of God. The Ideas which are in God are

the very Ideas which we see. The Divine Aoyos is our Wisdom, as

well as the Wisdom of his Father. So absolutely necessary is

the Doctrine of Ideas, when rightly stated, to the explaining the

Mode both of Divine and Human knowledge; without which I

shall venture to affirm that they can neither of them be explained

or understood&quot;
l

Dominus Uluminatio Mea: &quot;The Platonic Philosophers

do wonderfully refine upon Light, and soar very high/ as

Berkeley writes in Siris
2

himself, at last, a professed ad

herent of the school of Cudworth :

As understanding perceiveth not, that is, doth not hear, or

see, or feel, so sense knoweth not
;
and although the mind may

use both sense and fancy as means whereby to arrive at know

ledge, yet sense or soul, so far forth as sensitive, knoweth nothing.
For as it is rightly observed in the Theaetetus of Plato, science

consists not in the passive perceptions, but in the reasoning upon
them, TO) 7T/H KiVWV (TV\\OJ lOT/ZO).

3

So much for the epistemology, strictly so called, of the

Cambridge Platonists. It is a theory of the communion of

man with God, derived from the doctrine of ISeai as set forth
&quot;

mythologically
&quot;

in the Timaeus, Phaedrus, and Symposium.
It is easy to see how this epistemology explains the

function ascribed by the school to Keason, as Moral Faculty
as recognising and imposing Obligation. Morality is the

Eational Life the Life regulated by the consciousness of

Self, not as passive in the midst of the flux of vanishing

sensibles, but as actively displaying its own spiritual nature

and kinship with God by communicating in His eternal and

immutable nature. Its rational communion in his nature is

not an outward act, like looking at a picture which one may
turn away from when one pleases: it is an inward act

l ox. pp. 222-224. 2 210. :&amp;gt;

Siris, 305.
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of reflection Kivrjcns KVK\(,KT) revealing ones own per

manent nature permanent, in that it
&quot; mirrors

&quot;

or &quot;

repro

duces
&quot; God s nature

;
it is an inward act revealing one s

own permanent nature, which one cannot even when it

would please one to do so turn one s back upon. The

object of Reason, with which Reason is itself identical, is the

whole man, regarded sub specie aeternitatis, seen in God, seen

in his own proper place in the Cosmos. This object cannot

be set aside, as the object of a passing inclination may be set

aside. This is how &quot; Reason imposes Obligation.&quot; Nor does

the physical organism of plant or animal differ in this respect

from the moral nature, if we consider the matter philosophi

cally. It obliges those functions and acts which are in accord

ance with its particular Type, its particular Type being a
&quot; mode &quot;

of the Universe.
&quot;

Reason,&quot; then, as it is understood by the Platonists,

being the consciousness of Self as creature made after the

image of God as mirror of the aeternae rationes rerum which

constitute the Divine Sapientia,
&quot;

Reason,&quot; being this, needs

not to have its dictates enforced by any alien power : in being

promulgated they are carried out. The moral life is, on its

plane, as inevitable as the physical life. All living creatures

strive after that good which is competent to their several types
in the places which they hold in the great system of the

Universe. &quot; There is nothing,&quot; says Norris,
1 &quot;

in nature more

necessary no, nor so necessary and invincible, as that motion

whereby we are carried forth to good in general. Here the

Soul must not pretend to the least shadow of Liberty, having
no more command over this motion than she has over the

motion of the Sun.&quot;
&quot; God is that which we directly and

properly love (or desire), and created goods, or particular

goods, are only so far loved as they resemble and participate

of the nature of that universal
good.&quot;

&quot;

If we did not love

God ... we should love nothing at all. . . . This Love is

the same with our Will.&quot; &quot;We are reminded of Aristotle s

TO eV TUMP 0eiov, that answering nisus or love in us, and in all

living creatures, which is awakened by God, who, himself

unmoved, moves all things by the attraction of loveliness a

doctrine glossed by Plotinus, where he says that the Principle
1 Reason and Religion., pp. 237, 238. -

o.c. p. 200.
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of Organic Life is Love contemplating the Ideal Forms, and,

by its mere act of silent contemplation, producing embodi

ments of them KOI ol epcore? l&ovrcov /cal eVl TO

That &quot;

Eeason,&quot; in the epistemology and moral theology
of our Platonists, is consciousness of the Whole of God-in-

Man and Man-in-God is a point which it is important to

keep steadily in view, not only if we would understand what

is meant by
&quot;

obligation,&quot;
but also if we would get behind

phrases to real meaning, when we are told that the
&quot; Truths

apprehended by Keason
&quot;

are
&quot;

eternal and immutable,&quot; that

is,
&quot;

necessary,&quot; being at once the contents of the Divine

Wisdom and the conditions of human knowledge. No
&quot;

Truth,&quot; taken by itself, can be apprehended as
&quot;

necessary
&quot;

:

it can only be accepted as a vTrodeo-^. The &quot;

necessity
&quot;

of a
&quot; Truth

&quot;

is apparent only to a synoptic gaze, which takes in

the whole order of which the
&quot; Truth

&quot;

is a part. The whole

is first acquiesced in as ap^rj avwjroOeTos, and then we

see that its parts severally
&quot; cannot be otherwise.&quot; This

is the gist of the passage at the end of the Sixth Book

of the Republic, where the function of Keason in Dialectic

is set forth. A &quot; Truth
&quot;

is seen to be &quot;

necessary
&quot;

when it is seen to be involved in the
&quot; whole

&quot;

;
and the

progress of knowledge is a process of integration by which

disjecta membra of experience are pieced together into a con

sistent whole, and their natures seen to be such as
&quot; cannot be

otherwise.&quot; But this process would be impossible unless the

Kational Soul came to her task of integration with a native

idea of the
&quot;

whole.&quot; This native idea is not something which

is a mere part of her. It is herself the unity of her self

hood of which she is conscious. As her knowledge advances

that is, as she brings more and more data into clearly-seen

relation with her own &quot;

self-centrality,&quot; as More phrases it, she

herself spreads from her centre, becoming more and more
&quot;

adequate
&quot;

to the objective world, more and more assimilated

to God. This growth of the Eational Soul in
&quot; Likeness to

God &quot;- in
&quot;

correspondence with environment
&quot;

expresses the

law of her inmost being, commanding categorically : Live thy

Life.

1 Enn. iii. 8. 7.
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&quot;

Keason,&quot; then, according to the Platonic school, is
&quot;

organism.&quot; How shallow the criticism which finds fault

with them for giving us, in Eeason, a principle which is not a

principle of action, and carries with it no consciousness of

obligation ! As if organism, with its invincible Wille zum

Leben, did not move, and oblige, to action !

The central doctrine of the English Platonists. which I am

trying to set forth, gives an important place to the discussion

of the relation of God s
&quot; Will

&quot;

to his
&quot; Wisdom and Good

ness.&quot; By the &quot; Wisdom and Goodness
&quot;

of God they under

stand the perfect order of that mundus arclietypus, or system
of ISeai, or vorffjuara, dwelling from all eternity in the Divine

Intellect; by the &quot;Will&quot; of God, the going forth of his

Power in the production and preservation of this visible world

and all that is in it. They maintain, against Descartes and

others,
1

that God s
&quot; Will

&quot;

did not make, and cannot alter,

the contents of the intelligible world, which have natures
&quot;

essential,&quot; not &quot;

arbitrary.&quot; God s
&quot; Will

&quot;

is ruled by his
&quot; Wisdom and Goodness

&quot;

that is, his
&quot; Will

&quot;

expresses his

essential nature. He cannot make right wrong, or true false,

by arbitrary act of Will.

If God do all things simply at his pleasure
2

Because he will, and not because it s good,
So that his actions will have no set measure

;

Is t possible it should be understood

What he intends ? I feel that he is loved

Of rny dear soul, and know that I have borne

Much for his sake
; yet is it not hence proved

That I shall live, though I do sigh and mourn
To find his face

;
his creature s wish he ll slight and scorn.

Nor of well-being, nor subsistency
Of our poor souls, when they do hence depart,
Can any be assured, if liberty

We give to such odde thoughts, that thus pervert
The laws of God, and rashly do assert

That Will rules God, but Good rules not God s Will.

What e er from right, love, equity, doth start,

For ought we know then God may act that ill,

Only to show his might, and his free mind fulfill.

1

E.g. Occam (as quoted by Maxwell iu his edition of Cumberland s Laws of
Nature, p. 80)

&quot; nullus est actus malus, nisi quatenus a Deo prohibitus est, et

qui non potest fieri bonus, si a Deo praecipiatur, et e converse.&quot;
2
More, Phil. Poems, p. 179.
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To the same effect, Cudworth :

l

Plotinus writeth, Trote? TO tietov cos 7re&amp;lt;vKe, 7re&amp;lt;i&amp;gt;K Se KaT&amp;lt;x TTJV

O.VTOV owiav, rj
TO KaAov ev Tat? ei/epyeiacs avTov Kat TO SIKOUOV

o~vvK(f)pi, et yap /XT)
e/&amp;lt;ei TavTa, TTOU av

177 ;
&quot; The Deity acteth

according to its own nature and essence
;

and its nature and

essence displayeth goodness and justice : for if these things
be not there, where should they else be found 1

&quot; And

again, elsewhere : $eos oVep ^xpfy civai, ov TOLVW OVTID

(rvvefirj, aAA eSei OUTW* TO 8 eSet TOVTO apx*l r^v ~a eSei :

&quot; God is essentially that which ought to be : and therefore he did

not happen to be such as he is : and this first ought to be is the

principle of all things whatsoever that ought to be.&quot; Wherefore
the Deity is not to be conceived as mere arbitrariness, humour, or

irrational will and appetite omnipotent (which would, indeed, be

but omnipotent chance), but as an overflowing fountain of love

and goodness, justly and wisely dispensing itself, and omnipotently

reaching all things. The will of God is goodness, justice, and

wisdom
;
or decorousness, and ought itself, willing ;

so that the

TO P\TLO-TOV, that which is absolutely the best, is vd/xo? aTrapdfiaTos,
&quot; an indispensable law to it, because its very essence.&quot; God is

ptTpov TravTtui/, an &quot;

impartial balance
&quot;

lying even, equal, and

indifferent, to all things, and weighing out heaven and earth, and

all the things therein, in the most just and exact proportions, and

not a grain too much or too little of anything. Nor is the Deity
therefore bound or obliged to do the best, in any way of servility

(as men fondly imagine this to be contrary to his liberty), much
less by the law and command of any superior (which is a contra

diction), but only by the perfection of its own nature, which it

cannot possibly deviate from, no more than ungod itself.

Now, we must not regard this question of the relation of

the &quot; Will
&quot;

to the &quot; Wisdom and Goodness
&quot;

of God as one of

those bygone questions of scholasticism with which we need

no longer, in our day, trouble ourselves. It is a present-day

question indeed, a perennial question. It raises the whole

issue of Pessimism against Optimism.
Pessimism will never infect the bulk of mankind those

who do not reflect, but push their way on, and lead ambitious,

industrious lives
;
but reflective idle people a growing number

in the modern world it is likely to infect more and more.

It is likely to get hold of literature, and even of philosophy, to

a greater extent. The number is steadily growing of those

who are educated in book-learning, and can make a living by
1 Intdl. System, iii. 463, 464.
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supplying idle readers with reflections on life embodied in the

novel and other forms of
&quot;light reading.&quot; Pessimism suits

well with the mood which such writers have to cater for the

mood of habitual lookers-on at life
;
but those whose energetic

temperament moves them to put their hand to things and try

to get them done are not troubled with the suspicion that all

their work is vanity.

It was a profound insight which caused Plato to debar

from philosophy all those who were not likely to have an

opportunity of taking an active part in affairs.
1

It is Plato,

of all the Greeks the most enthusiastically possessed by the

idea of Greek civilisation as an influence to be propagated in

the world, it is Plato, with his firm practical hold of the

belief that Life is worth living, who stands out, in the His

tory of Philosophy, as the opponent of individualism, whether

hedonistic or pessimistic. The individualists of his day, the

Sophists, whom he opposes expressly or by implication through
out the whole range of his writings, were men for the most

part without close political ties, aliens in the cities where they

taught, who cultivated philosophy without patriotism and

religion. It was from them that the doctrine ov fyvaei, ra

Sifcaia, a\Xa vopw povov came a doctrine which answers to

the view combated by the Cambridge Platonists, that Eight
and Wrong, True and False, are creatures of God s arbitrary

Will. If this is true, the
&quot;

virtuously happy, or holy, life
&quot;

is

not worth pursuing ;
chance is lord of all, and strenuous effort

on our part is labour lost. This was how the Cambridge
Platonists argued. In our own day, Pessimism is most often

disappointed Hedonism. But it may well come from any cause

which damps the energies of men : thus, the doctrine of

Determinism may produce it by persuading us that our actions

are all determined beforehand by the
elfjuapfievrj

of the Uni

verse, and that we are but the passive spectators even of our

own actions. Without denying that
el/jLap/jLevrj,

in the sense

of law universal, determines our actions, I would submit that

the doctrine is too abstract to be of practical consequence. It

takes us back to the axioma maxime generate the Universe

and omits the immediate antecedent the concrete character

of the individual who performs the actions. It is this im-

1
Republic, 473 D.
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mediate antecedent, however, which one who wishes to take a

scientific view of the actions must chiefly consider the Uni

verse, or chain of remote antecedents, may
&quot;

go without

saying
&quot;

; and, above all, it is this immediate antecedent on

which the agent himself must fix his attention
;
he must &quot; look

to himself as the phrase is, not to
&quot; the Universe/ if he is to

do anything worth doing. The abstract doctrine of Deter

minism, by calling attention away too much from the im

mediate antecedent of actions the concrete agent himself

is at once unscientific and practically harmful, tending to

paralyse the energy of the agent whose actions it seeks to

account for. The agent must &quot;

believe in himself
&quot;

if actions

are to be done
;
and he cannot believe in himself unless he

believes in a system of things which is suitable to him, in

which he can get on a friendly, not an alien world. These

two beliefs go together belief in Self, and belief in a Friendly
World. They are the two faces of the same coin. And this

is the great truth signified by the doctrine of Reflection /clvrjo-is

KVK\LKT} set forth by the Cambridge Platonists their doc

trine that the Soul s reflection upon herself reveals to her that

system of Eternal Truths which are at once the principles of

human knowledge and conduct, and the Thoughts of God in

accordance with which his Will is determined to do every

thing for the Best. The only sovereign antidote against
Pessimism is a belief (tacit, or expressed better, perhaps, tacit)

of this sort. But such belief, it must be remembered, rests

not on speculative grounds, but is the birth of conduct. It

is the possession of those only who are aTrovSaioi in earnest

about the practical life. The issue between &quot; Mechanism &quot;

and
&quot;

Teleology
&quot;- for that, again, is the issue involved in the ques

tion about the relation of God s
&quot; Will &quot;

to his
&quot; Wisdom and

Goodness &quot;- is not one to be settled by logical thinkers, but

by moral agents. Logical thinkers, it seems to me, must decide

in favour of
&quot; Mechanism &quot;

;
moral agents will always decide

in favour of
&quot;

Teleology.&quot; And they are right, because
&quot;

Teleology
&quot;

is the working hypothesis of Life, whereas the

doctrine of
&quot; Mechanism &quot;

damps the vis viva on which Life,

including the logical understanding itself, depends for its con

tinuance.

The central doctrine of the Cambridge Platonists receives
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considerable illumination from their treatment of the famous

maxim, identified chiefly with the name of Descartes,
&quot; Clear

and distinct ideas must be true.&quot; The maxim, of course,

can be traced back to Plato himself, who, at the end of the

Sixth Book of the Republic, makes a-a^veia the test of

a\r)6eia. It is a maxim which undoubtedly lends itself to

abuse, if not limited, as it is carefully limited by Plato in the

passage just mentioned, as referring only to
&quot;

ideas
&quot;

in the

sense of
&quot;categories&quot;

or
&quot; notions &quot;-

organic conditions of

experience and not also to
&quot;

ideas
&quot;

in the more ordinary sense

of
&quot;impressions,&quot;

or data of experience. Kant s final proof of

the apriority of his Categories of the Understanding is that
&quot; we cannot think them away &quot;- their opposites are inconceiv

able they belong to the structure of the mind are not data

received by it. Similarly, the Cambridge Platonists accept as

principles of knowledge and conduct those Ideas which the KLVTJ-

cris KvicKiicri, or Reflection of the Soul upon herself as mirror

of the Divine Wisdom, sees clearly and distinctly. Such are

the &quot;

relative ideas
&quot;

(as More calls them), Cause and Effect,

Whole and Part, etc., and the Ideas of God and of Immor

tality. The truth of such &quot; Ideas
&quot;

is simply
&quot;

their clear in

telligibility.&quot;
Their truth needs no other witness. It is in

order to maintain this view of the self-evident truth of these
&quot; Ideas

&quot;

or
&quot;

Categories
&quot;

that Cudworth submits to a search

ing criticism Descartes doctrine, that we fall back upon the

supposition of the &quot;

Veracity of God &quot;

as ground of our belief

that our clear and distinct ideas do not deceive us. Against
this doctrine he argues that not even God could make clear

and distinct
&quot;

Ideas,&quot; in the sense of vo^ara, Categories, or

principles of knowledge, false : they are essentially true
;
and

their clear intelligibility is alone sufficient warrant of their

truth, or objective validity. Our very
&quot; Idea

&quot;

of a Perfect,

and therefore Veracious, God is itself one of these voij/j,aTa,

the truth of which is warranted by their
&quot;

clear
intelligibility.&quot;

The passage
l

in which Cudworth makes this point against
Descartes is, indeed, a notable passage in the History of the
&quot;

Theory of Knowledge,&quot; and merits close comparison with

Kant s Transcendental Analytic :

1
Intell. System, in. 31-35.
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It hath been asserted by a late eminent philosopher that there

is no possible certainty to be had of anything, before we be certain

of the existence of a God essentially good ;
because we can never

otherwise free our minds from the importunity of that suspicion
which with irresistible force may assault them

;
that ourselves

might possibly be so made, either by chance or fate, or by the

pleasure of some evil demon, or at least of an arbitrary omnipo
tent Deity, as that we should be deceived in all our most clear

and evident perceptions, and, therefore, in geometrical theorems

themselves, and even in our common notions. But when we are

once assured of the existence of such a God as is essentially good,
who, therefore, neither will nor can deceive, then, and not

before, will this suspicion utterly vanish, and ourselves become
certain that our faculties of reason and understanding are not

false and imposturous, but rightly made. . . . Now, though there

be a plausibility of piety in this doctrine . . . yet does that very

supposition that our understanding faculties might possibly be so

made as to deceive us in all our clearest perceptions, render it

utterly impossible ever to arrive to any certainty concerning the

existence of a God essentially good ;
forasmuch as this cannot

be any otherwise proved than by the use of our faculties of under

standing, reason, and discourse. For to say that the truth of our

understanding faculties is put out of all doubt and question as

soon as ever we are assured of the existence of a God essentially

good, who therefore cannot deceive
;
whilst the existence of a God

is in the meantime itself no otherwise proved than by our under

standing faculties
;
that is at once to prove the truth of God s

existence from our faculties of reason and understanding, and

again to prove the truth of those faculties from the existence of a

God essentially good : this, I say, is plainly to move round in a

circle, and to prove nothing at all ... so that if we will pretend
to any certainty at all concerning the existence of a God, we must
of necessity explode this new-supplied hypothesis of the possibility
of our understandings being so made as to deceive us in all our

clearest perceptions. ... In the first place, therefore, we affirm

that no power, how great soever, and therefore not omnipotence
itself, can make anything to be indifferently either true or false.

. . . Truth is not factitious
;

it is a thing which cannot be arbi

trarily made, but is. The divine will and omnipotence itself hath

no imperium upon the divine understanding ;
for if God under

stood only by will, he could not understand at all. In the next

place, we add that, though the truth of singular contingent pro

positions depends upon the things themselves existing without, as

the measure and archetype thereof, yet as to the universal and
abstract theorems of science, the terms whereof are those reasons

of things which exist nowhere but only in the mind itself (whose
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noemata and ideas they are), the measure and rule of truth con

cerning them can be no foreign or extraneous thing without the

mind, but must be native and domestic to it, or contained within

the mind itself, and therefore can be nothing but its clear and dis

tinct perception. In these intelligible ideas of the mind whatsoever
is clearly perceived to be is

; or, which is all one, is true. . . .

The very essence of truth here is this clear perceptibility, or in

telligibility. . . . The upshot of all this is, that since no power,
how great soever, can make anything indifferently bo be true, and
since the essence of truth in universal abstract things is nothing
but clear perceptibility, it follows that omnipotence cannot make

anything that is false to be clearly perceived to be, or create such
minds and understanding faculties as shall have as clear concep
tion of falsehoods that is, of nonentities as they have of truths

or entities. For example, no rational understanding being that

knows what a part is, and what a whole, what a cause, and what
an effect, could possibly be so made as clearly to conceive the part
to be greater than the whole, or the effect to be before the cause,
or the like. . . . Conception and knowledge are hereby made to

be the measure of all power, even omnipotence or infinite power
being determined thereby ;

from whence it follows that power hath
no dominion over understanding, truth, and knowledge.

1

We see, then, that the Epistemology of the Cambridge
Platonists involves a Theory of God, according to which the

Divine Will is subordinate to the Divine Wisdom and Goodness.

A God merely all-powerful would be one of whom, and of

whose world, knowledge would be impossible. We have a
&quot;

clear and distinct idea
&quot;

of a wise and good God, and in the

light of this
&quot; idea

&quot;

see the truth and do the right.

This Platonic doctrine seems to me to contain all that is

important in Kant s doctrine of the regulative value of the

Idea of God. The Idea of God, Kant tells us, has no object
in a possible experience. It lies deeper in human nature than

the scientific understanding. Together with the Idea of Soul

and the Idea of Cosmos, it has its seat in Reason
;
which

1

Compare Spinoza, Eth. ii. 43. schol. : Veram liabere ideam nihil aliud

signiticat quam perfecte sive optiine rem cognoscere ;
nee sane aliquis &amp;lt;le hac re

dubitare potest, nisi putet, ideam quid mutum instar picturae in tabula, et non
modum cogitandi esse, nempe ipsum intelligere . . . quid idea vera clarius et
certius dari potest quod norma sit veritatis. Sane sicut lux se ipsam et tenebras

raanifestat, sic veritas norma sui et falsi est.&quot; And again (de Intellectus Emen-
datione, vi. 33) :

&quot; Modus quo sentimus essentiam formalem est ipsa certitudo.
Unde patet quod ad certitudinem veritatis nullo alio signo sit opus quam veram
habere ideam.&quot; And (o.c. ix. 71): &quot;Forma verae cogitationis in eadern ipsa
cogitatione sine relatione ad alias debet esse sita

;
nee objectum tanquam causam

agnoscit, sed ab ipsa intellectus potentia et natura pendere debet.&quot;
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must not be regarded as a &quot;

faculty
&quot;

co-ordinate with other
&quot;

faculties,&quot; but as the whole man the indivisible organism
in which &quot;

faculties
&quot;

inhere. The Idea of God, then, having
its seat in Reason, is an attitude of the whole man. An
&quot; Idea

&quot;

which has no object in a possible experience, if

expressed in language at all, must be expressed in figurative

language ; so, I need not apologise for using a figure here to

help me, and least of all for using the figure of Light, on which
&quot;

the Platonists do wonderfully refine, and soar very high.&quot;

The &quot; Idea of God &quot;

is like the influence of Light, which draws

living creatures out of the prison of darkness into the freedom

of its borders. It is not a particular impression, nor yet one

of the Categories in which impressions are received, but the

Good Hope which urges on the living creature to go forth

and meet the impressions of experience and organise his life

in the world which they constitute.

It is in feeling the stimulus of this Good Hope that man
feels the obligation of the &quot;

Categorical Imperative.&quot; When
I say that the doctrine of the

&quot;

Categorical Imperative.&quot; is deeply
embedded in the philosophy of the Cambridge Platonists, I am
not trying to get them credit for great originality in their

anticipation of a doctrine which has been too much identified

with the name of Kant. Every system of Ethics, worthy to

be called a system at all, takes us down to the bed-rock of the
&quot;

Categorical Imperative.&quot; But what I do wish to claim for the

Cambridge Platonists is that they lay the bed-rock very bare.

The first original obligation (says Cudworth)
l

is not from

will, but nature. Did obligation to the things of natural justice,

as many suppose, arise from the will and positive command of

God, only by reason of punishments threatened and rewards

promised, the consequence of this would be that no man was

good and just but only by accident, and for the sake of something
else

;
whereas the goodness of justice or righteousness is intrinsical

to the thing itself, and this is that which obligeth (and not any

thing foreign to
it),

it being a different species of good from that

of appetite or private utility, which every man may dispense
withal.

Again, in Smith s Discourse of Legal Righteousness and of

the Righteousness of Faith, the Gospel, as distinguished from

1 Intdl. System, iii. 512.
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the Law, is presented as involving the obligation of a &quot; Cate

gorical Imperative
&quot;

:

The Righteousness of the Gospel transcends that of the Law
in that it hath indeed a true command over the inward man, which it

acts and informs
;
whereas the Law by its menaces and punish

ments could only compel men to an external observance of it in the

outward man ; as the Schoolmen have well observed, Lex ,vetus

ligat manum, Lex nova ligat animum.

Again, Maxwell,
1

criticising the view which he ascribes

(erroneously) to Cumberland, that the obligation of the

Law of Nature is not in itself, but in its external sanction,

says :

Although Sin and Punishment are closely connected, yet the

obligation of it may not be done (non licet) is distinct from the

obligation of not with impunity (non impune), as Sin and Punishment
are of distinct consideration. But a man is bound, both when he

cannot do a thing without sin, and when he cannot do a thing
without punishment. But because the obligation of non licet is ante

cedent to the obligation of non impune, the Precept to the Sanction,
and the Sin is made by the Law, the Law hath so much obligation
as to make the Sin, before the Penalty is enacted

; therefore the

Law has an obligation antecedently to the Sanction of it.

Maxwell s view of Cumberland that he leaves the Law
of Nature with no obligation save that derived from self-

interest I consider entirely mistaken
;
Cumberland is really

at one with Maxwell and the whole Platonist school in holding
that the moral agent, the subject of obligation, is conscious of

obligation in being conscious of the identity of the Law of

Righteousness in himself with the Law which rules the Divine

Nature. The moral agent is obliged, not because God arbi

trarily commands him, and will punish disobedience, but

because he is conscious of a Law so august that even God is

ruled by it. In Kant this consciousness which the moral

agent has of God ruled by the Law of Righteousness is

attenuated down to a consciousness of the &quot;

universality
&quot;

of the

Law. Thus the English statement of the doctrine of
&quot;

obliga

tion
&quot;

enables us to see the theological basis concealed under

Kant s superstructure ; but, at the same time, shows us how

1 In his edition of Cumberland s Laws of Nature, Appendix, p. 56 (1727).

2L
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Kant may be successfully defended against the criticism of

which Schopenhauer s attack, in the Grundlage der Moral,
1

may
be taken as a specimen the criticism which urges that the

Imperative is, after all, not &quot;

categorical,&quot;
but &quot;

hypothetical
&quot;

has an external sanction, the penalty which attaches to

disobeying God s command. The Platonic doctrine of the

relation between the Divine Will and the Divine Wisdom
and Goodness, and of man s participation in the mundus

archetypus constituted by that Wisdom and Goodness the

doctrine of the &quot;presence of the Eternal Consciousness in

man s consciousness
&quot;

explains and justifies Kant s use of the

epithet
&quot;

categorical,&quot;
and turns the edge of Schopenhauer s

criticism, which proceeds on the assumption that the Deity,

who undoubtedly stands behind the Kantian moral Imperative,

is effective as mere Power threatening punishment, not rather

as Wisdom-and-Goodness drawing the minds and hearts of all

men unto it. In an amusing passage,
2
Schopenhauer compares

Kant to a man who dances the whole evening, at a ball,

with a masked lady, who turns out, in the end, to be his own

wife. That lady is Theology. But Schopenhauer takes for

granted that she is the juridical theology modelled after the

Eoman Civil Law
; whereas, if we compare Kant with his

next of kin, the English Platonists, we see that his masked

theology is the theology of Platonism a theology as

different from the other as the Hellenic genius is different

from the Eoman. I submit that the
&quot;

Categorical Imperative
&quot;

is best understood in close connection with the Greek moral

notions of the dya9ov and the KCL\OV. Moral obligation is not

essentially pressure brought to bear on the unwilling, but is

rather the nisus of a nature eagerly seeking its appointed

place in the Cosmos, and, in its efforts, experiencing, by anti

cipation, the joy of success. Virtue grows up like a flower to

the light, joyfully realising its own nature as part of universal

nature. This is, indeed, the way in which Maxwell wishes us

to understand &quot;

obligation
&quot;

not juridically, but, if I may foist

the term on him, biologically. Having quoted Shaftesbury at

length, as holding the doctrine of the intrinsic obligation of

the Law of Virtue &quot; That the excellence of the Object, not the

Reward or Punishment, should be our motive,&quot; he states his

1
Pages 120 ff.
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own view thus :

1 &quot; The Good in Morality, the Good of Virtue,

is the fcd\ov KOL ayaOov, the Beauteous-Beneficial Life and

Practice.&quot; This Greek standard he afterwards explains, in a

way which reminds one of Kant, as &quot;impartiality between

man and man.&quot;
&quot; We should do all

things,&quot;
he says,

2 &quot; no

otherwise than as if Justice itself did them.&quot; Maxwell s

criticism of Cumberland that he makes the ultimate motive

the self-interest secured by obedience to the Law of Nature is,

as I have said, mistaken
;
but it is interesting on account of

its similarity to the criticism which Schopenhauer brings

against Kant. Both critics are, I think, misled by the sup

position that their respective authors are juridical and not

Platonist theologians. That juridical theology influenced both

Cumberland and Kant is, of course, indisputable ;
but it is a

grave error, on the part of the critics, to mistake an influence,

which made itself felt in the details of the superstructure, for

the theological foundation of the building. We may grant
to Schopenhauer that theology stands masked behind Kant s

doctrine of the Categorical Imperative. But our study of the

English Intellectualists Kant s next of kin enables us to

recognise that theology as the Platonist theology of the com
munion of man s mind with God s mind rather than that of

obedience to God as a superior who issues commands armed

with sanctions the theology of the Freedom of the Gospel,

as Smith puts it, rather than that of the Bondage of

the Law.

I think I have now said enough to explain the central

doctrine of Cudworth and his school in its relationship to the
&quot;

mythology
&quot;

of Plato on the one side and to the
&quot; formalism

&quot;

of Kant and of T. H. Green on the other side. Let me add

the observation that Cudworth and his school can hardly be

said to make the Theory of Morals an independent subject.

They make it merely an illustration of their Theory of Know

ledge. Moral good is simply an intelligibile, on the same

footing as the other ISecu, or Eternal Eeasons, required by the

epistemology of the school. Cudworth s Eternal and Immutable

Morality has much more to say about mathematical Truth than

about Right and Wrong.
&quot;

Obligation
&quot;

is treated merely as a

1 Maxwell s Obligation of the Law of Nature, p. 68 (Appendix to his edition of

Cumberland).
2

o.c. p. 85.
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case of
&quot;

clear intelligibility,&quot;
and the perception of it assimi

lated to the self-evidence of mathematical principles. Duty is

clearly perceived by Keflection, just as Triangularity is. This

characteristic of the System of Cudworth and his associates

that their Theory of Morals is but a corollary and is carefully

kept in the subordinate position of a mere corollary of the

Theory of Knowledge, is also a characteristic of the English

System which, in our own day, represents that of the Cam

bridge Platonists. T. H. Green s Moral Theory is closely

bound up with, and indeed, except so far as
&quot; contaminated

&quot;

by utilitarianism, identical with, his epistemology -an epistem-

ology which, as I have tried to indicate, has close affinity with

that of Cudworth and his associates, inasmuch as it includes,

as theirs does, a proof of the existence of God is theology, or

epistemology, indifferently. Green s Prolegomena and Cud-

worth s Eternal and Immutable Morality are books which

should be read in connection
; and, in reading them together,

let the reader take as his guide the thought that the theology

of Green, as well as that of Cudworth, is ecstatic, not juridical.

The critic s problem in interpreting the Philosophy of Green

is that of interpreting a product of the Kenaissance of the

revival of Christian Platonism I had almost said a late-born

product of the Eenaissance
;
but the Eenaissance, after all, is

not circumscribed by dates it is always with us as a reno

vating principle, as a vivid spirit craving for the freedom of

personal experience.

Platonism is a temper as well as a doctrine
;
and in

Cudworth and his associates, as in their Alexandrine pre

decessors, it is even more a temper than a doctrine an

enthusiastic mystical temper, always longing passionately for

intuition, always ready to accept the clearness of passionate

intuition as Standard of Truth in Divine Things :

&quot; Nature

itself plainly intimates to us,&quot; says Cudworth,
1
that there is

some such absolutely perfect Being, which, though not incon

ceivable, yet is incomprehensible to our finite understandings,

by certain passions which it hath implanted in us, that

otherwise would want an object to display themselves upon ;

namely, those of devout veneration, adoration, and admiration,

together with a kind of ecstasy and pleasing horror
; which,

1
Intell. System, ii. p. 519.
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in the silent language of nature, seem to speak thus much to

us that there is some object in the world, so much bigger and

vaster than our mind and thoughts, that it is the very same

to them that the ocean is to narrow vessels
;

so that when

they have taken into themselves as much as they can by con

templation, and filled up all their capacity, there is still an

immensity of it left without which cannot enter in for want

of room to receive it, and therefore must be apprehended after

some other strange and more mysterious manner, namely, by
their being, as it were, plunged into it, and swallowed up or

lost in it.&quot; Similarly, More appeals
l

to the natural remorse

of conscience, to good hope, and to reverence and worship, as

proofs of the existence of God
; presenting the faculty of

&quot; Divine Sagacity
&quot;- the birth of a &quot;

Holy Life
&quot;

as
&quot;

ante-

cedaneous to Reason
&quot;

airKwaov creavrov, simplify thyself, he

says,
2 and walk by the

&quot;

easie
Sagacity,&quot;

&quot; the simple light of

the Divine Love
&quot;

;
while Norris lays it down 3 that &quot;

the

mind which sees the Divine Essence must be totally and

thoroughly absolved from all commerce with the corporeal

senses, either by Death, or some ecstatical and rapturous
abstraction

&quot;

;
and Smith rests his belief in God and Immor

tality far more on the certitude of the Heart than of the

Head. To these devout Platonists God and Immortality are

simply wants wants of the practical volitional part of us,

for the sake of which, after all, the thinking part thinks. A
God fashioned logically, in such a way as to satisfy the think

ing part alone that is, fashioned by the thinking part

making its own satisfaction its end will be a God who does

not satisfy the volitional part, and consequently cannot, in the

long run, be maintained. We have much to learn from the

Platonists who, by laying stress on the mere want of a God,

suggest that the logical faculty ought not to be allowed to

have the last word in theology.
4

That Platonism is a temper is brought home to us by

nothing in the History of Philosophy more clearly than by
the development of Berkeley s mind. His early thought

1 Antidote against Atheism, book i. ch. 10. p. 29.
2
Defence of the Moral Cabbala, ch. 1, p. ]55.

3 Reason and Religion, p. 3.
4 I would refer, in this connection, to a remarkable Essay on &quot; Reflex Action

and Theism,&quot; by Professor W. James, in his volume, The Will to Believe.
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moved on lines laid down by Locke. In the New Theory of

Vision (1709) and Principles of Human Knowledge (1*710),

works of his early manhood, he appears as the mid-link

between Locke and Hume in the sensationalistic succession.

His interest, at this period, is mainly scientific, although there

is a theological reference even in this early work which

distinguishes it from the work of either Locke or Hume.

Experience, though interpreted according to the principles of

the Lockian Critique, is yet
&quot;

the Language of God &quot;

Male-

branche s doctrine of
&quot;

seeing all things in God &quot;

doubtless

influences him. In The New Theory and The Principles

Berkeley may be said to adopt sensationalistic doctrine en

Platonicien. But see how this Platonist temper, showing
itself even in works written chiefly under the influence of

Locke, hurries the man away from science into action, rouses

him into sympathy always, be it noted, practical and

statesmanlike with the miseries of the Irish people, carries

him across the Atlantic on his enthusiastic mission to found a

college which should be the centre of evangelical work among
the American aborigines. The scheme failed

;
he returned,

disappointed, but not disillusioned, to devote the remainder of

his life to the advocacy of philanthropic schemes and to

write that wonderful Siris, a Chain of Philosophical Reflections

and Inquiries concerning the Virtues of Tar-ivater, in which

the practical Platonism of his nature, pent up, as age and a

fatal disorder condemned him to greater retirement, found

natural relief in dogmatic expression. It is in Siris that

Berkeley appears as the latest adherent of the school of Cud-

worth and More But what, it may be well asked, is the

connection between Tar-water (which Berkeley recommends as

a panacea) and Platonism ? The answer is, that tar, the exuda

tion of the pine, is the purest vehicle of that
&quot;

invisible fire or

Spirit of the universe
&quot;

by the agency of which all things live :

the introduction of an additional amount of this vital cosmic

principle into the human system by means of a decoction of tar

has the effect of heightening the bodily powers and expelling

all diseases. That there is such a vital principle of the Universe

is shown to be the only hypothesis consistent with that Platonism

which to adopt Mere s phrase with a slight alteration is
&quot;

the

soul of the Philosophy of which modern science is the body.&quot;
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Let me close this work with two quotations from Siris

eloquent utterances of the Platonist temper :

It might very well be thought serious trifling to tell my
readers, that the greatest men had ever a high esteem for Plato

;

whose writings are the touchstone of a hasty and shallow mind
;

whose philosophy has been the admiration of ages ;
which

supplied patriots, magistrates, and law-givers, to the most flourish

ing states, as well as fathers to the Church, and doctors to the

schools. Albeit in these days, the depths of that old learning are

rarely fathomed, and yet it were happy for these lands, if our

young nobility and gentry, instead of modern maxims, would
imbibe the notions of the great men of antiquity. ... It may be

modestly presumed there are not many among us, even of those

who are called the better sort, who have more sense, virtue, and

love of their country than Cicero, who, in a letter to Atticus,

could not forbear exclaiming, Socrates et Socratici viri ! nunquam
vobis gratiam referam. Would to God many of our countrymen
had the same obligations to those Socratic writers ! Certainly
where the people are well educated, the art of piloting a state is

best learnt from the writings of Plato. . . . Proclus, in the first

book of his commentary on the Theology of Plato, observes that,

as in the mysteries, those who are initiated, at first meet with

manifold and multiform gods, but being entered and thoroughly
initiated, they receive the divine illumination, and participate in

the very Deity ;
in like manner, if the Soul looks abroad, she

beholds the shadows and images of things ;
but returning into

herself she unravels and beholds her own essence : at first she

seemetb only to behold herself, but having penetrated further she

discovers the mind. And again, still further advancing into the

innermost Sanctuary of the Soul she contemplates the #ov yei/os.

And this, he saith, is the most excellent of all human acts, in the

silence and repose of the faculties of the Soul to tend upwards to

the very Divinity ;
to approach and be clearly joined with that

which is ineffable and superior to all beings. When come so high
as the first principle she ends her journey and rests. 1

# * &amp;gt;( * # #

Whatever the world thinks, he who hath not much meditated

upon God, the Human Mind, and the Summum Bonum, may
possibly make a thriving earthworm, but will most indubitably
make a sorry patriot and a sorry statesman. 2

1
Siris, 332, 333. 2

o.c. 350.
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doctrine of Daemons, 450

Apocalypse of Paul, Dr. M. R. James on,

364

Apocalypse, the astronomical, 361 ff.

relation of, to Sacramental Cults,

365-8

Apuleius, his interpretation of the Ulysses

Myth, 241, 242

demonology of, 445 ff.

Aquinas, St. Thomas, on the Earthly
Paradise, 104

Archer-Hind, Mr., his Timaeus quoted,
269

Aristippus, Henricus, translated Phaedo
and Meno in 1156, 102

Aristotle and Eudemus echo Timaeus, 90

C, 295

Aristotle, misapprehends the Timaeus, 269
his God, 355

poetised astronomy, 163, 164
his poetised astronomy, influence of,

on Dante, 163, 164
his supposed tomb near Chalcis, 153
Plato s KaXXiiroXis misunderstood by,

58

gives up ideas of a Personal God and
of Personal Immortality of the Soul,
53

Aristotelian astronomy, 354

Astronomy, part played by, in Poetry,
163

2L2
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Atlantis Myth and maritime discovery.
468

Axiochus, the, date and characteristics of,

110

places the world of the departed in the

southern hemisphere of the earth,

110

singular in its localisation of the irediov

s, 358

Bacon, his allegorical interpretation of

Myths, 242
his definition of Poetry, 387

Bacon, Roger, on the Earthly Paradise, 105

Berkeley, his Siris characterised and

quoted, 518, 519
as Platonist, 517 ff.

Bernard, his translation of Kant s Kritik

d. Urtheilskraft quoted, 222 ff.

Bigg, Dr., on allegorisation of Homer by
the Stoics, 233

on allegorical interpretation, 236
on Myth of Cupid and Psyche, 245

Boeckh, referred to for Plato s astronomy,
354

BookoftJie Dead, 130

Bosanquet, Prof. B., on &quot;

present
&quot;

as &quot; ex
tended time,&quot; 56

Bran, The Voyage of, referred to for

connection between notions ofmetem
psychosis, metamorphosis, and preg
nancy without male intervention,
304

Brownell, C. L., quoted for Japanese
story of origin of tea, 14

Brunetto Latini, on the infernal rivers,
103

Buddhism, attitude of, to belief in Im
mortality, 301

Budge, Dr.
,
on Book of the Dead, 66

on a prehistoric form of burial in

Egypt, 378

Bunbury, on the geography of the Atlantis

Myth, 466 ff.

Bunyan s Pilgrim s Progress, an allegory
and also a myth, 16, 246

Burnet, Prof., on the
a&amp;lt;f)bv8v\OL

of the

orrery in Myth of Er, 165
referred to on Plato s astronomy, 354
on the Poem of Parmenides, 351
on the monsters and &quot;

organic com-
j

binations
&quot;

of Empedocles, 409

Bury, Prof., on spread of Orphic cult, 66

Butcher, Prof., his Aristotle s Theory of

Poetry and Fine Art referred to, 391

Butler, on Necessity and Freedom, 172

Bywater, Prof., on the Epinomis, 439

Caird, Dr. E., on Kant s Ideas of Reason,

quoted, 48

Callaway, Nursery Tales of the Zulus,

quoted, 8-10

Callaway, on one-legged people ;
cf. Myth

told by Aristophanes in Symposium,
408

Cambridge Platonists, their learning,
475 ff.

influenced in two directions, by Philo
and by Plotinus respectively, 479 ff.

maintain that Moses taught the motion
of the Earth, 478, 489

their enthusiasm for the new astronomy,
486 ff.

their science, 486 ff.

their central doctrine, the Doctrine of

Ideas as theory of union of man
with God in knowledge and conduct,

494, 495

go back to Plato the mythologist rather

than to Plato the dialectician, 494
their epistemology, 502
their epistemology, derived from the

doctrine of idtai &quot;mythologically
&quot;

set

forth, explains their theory of Reason
as Moral Faculty, 503 ff.

their discussion of the relation of G-od s

&quot;Will&quot; to his &quot;Wisdom and Good
ness,&quot; 505 ff.

their doctrine of Categorical Imperative,
512 ff.

enable us to connect the &quot; formalism
&quot;

of Kant and Green with the &quot;

myth
ology

&quot;

of the Phaedrus and Sym
posium, 515

Campbell, Prof., on Protagoras Myth,
221

Carus, his Gesch. d. Zoologie referred to, 17

Catastrophes, doctrine of, in Plato and
the Peripatetics, 196

Categorical Imperative, doctrine of, in

Cambridge Platonists, 512 ff.

Kant s doctrine of, criticised by
Schopenhauer, 514

Categories of the Understanding and
Moral Virtues, Plato s mythological
&quot;deduction&quot; of, 50

Categories of the Understanding, mytho
logical deduction of, 337 ff.

the Forms seen in the Super-celestial
Place explained as, 339 ff.

Cave, Plato s Allegory of, 250 ff.

an allegory and also a myth, 16

its meaning, 56
Schwanitz on, 252
Couturat on, 252

Cebetis Tabula, 245

Chalcidius, translated the Timaeus, 102

quoted on Daemons, 436
his version of the Timaeus, how far

used by Dante, 468

Charles, Prof. R. H., his editions of

Secrets of Enoch and Ascension of

Isaiah, referred to, 361, 362
Choice of Hercules, 2, 245
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Church, Dean, on The Letter to Kan
Grande, 18

Cicero, eschatology of his Somnium
Scipionis and Tusc. Disp., 353

Circe and Calypso Myths, Neo-Platonic

interpretation of, 240 if.

Claudian, on the Earthly Paradise, 105
&quot; Clear and Distinct Ideas,&quot; 509

Clough, quoted to illustrate doctrine of

K6\acris and Kadaptris in Gorgias,
126

Coelo, de, influence of, in the Paradiso,
353

Coleridge, on &quot;poetic faith,&quot; 6

on deep sky akin to feeling, 22

quoted for the statement that a poem
ought not to be all poetry, 34

on Plato s doctrine of the pre-existence
of the Soul, 61

on Wordsworth s Ode on Intimations

of Immortality, 61

his Anima Poetae quoted, 258
on Dante s Canzone xx., 258

regards the Platonic doctrine of Pre-

existence as mythical, 344
holds that Poetry may exist without

metre, 389, 390

Comparetti, on gold tablets of Thurii and

Petelia, 130, 156
on the Kaleicala, 204

Conscience, Cardinal Newman on, as con

necting principle between creature

and Creator, 447
Guardian Daemon as, 447, 448

Conybeare, Mr., his Philo, de Vita Con-

templativa, referred to, 234

Cook, Mr. A. B., on the Sicilian triskeles,

and the Myth told by Aristophanes
in Symposium, 408

Cornford, Mr. F. M., on the
&amp;lt;j)t\aKes

of

the Republic and the Hesiodic

Daemons, 436

Courthope, Mr., his definition of Poetry
quoted, 36

Couturat, on doctrine of Immortality of

the Soul as held by Plato, 61, 70
Timaeus totus mythicus est, 197
on the Cave, 252
holds that the whole doctrine of Idtai

is mythical, 348

Cratylus, the, on the Philosopher Death,
127, 128

on the Sirens, 128

Crenzer,Plotimis de Pulchritudine, quoted,
240, 241

Cudworth, his criticism of Descartes com
pared with criticism of the same

tendency in Prof. Ward s Naturalism
and Agnosticism, 477, 478

conceives God spatially, 487

supplies the link between the epistemo-

logical theism of Green and the

mythology of the Timaeus and

Phaedrus, 498

Cudworth, hi.s criticism of the sensational

ism of Hobbes, 497, 498
his criticism of Descartes, 509 ff.

Cultus Myth, a variety of the Aetiological

Story, illustrated, 13

Cumberland, criticised by Maxwell, 513 ff.

Cumont, his Mysteres de Mithra, 365
his criticism of Dieterich s Mithras-

liturgie, 365

Cupid and Psyche, Myth of, Mr. A. Lang
on, 245

Dr. Bigg on, 245

Daemon, Guardian, doctrine of, connected

with belief in re-incarnation of Souls

of ancestors, 449, 450
as Conscience, 447, 448

Daemon, the, of Socrates, 445, 448
;

cf.

2, 3

Daemons, doctrine of, 434 ff.

two kinds of, recognised by Plato, 436 ff.

Dante, Letter to Kan Grande, quoted for

distinction between literal and alle

gorical truth, 18-19

Convivio, quoted for literal, allegoric,

moral, and anagogic interpretation,
19-20

his &quot;personal religion,&quot; 19

expresses Transcendental Feeling in last

canto of Par. and 25th sonnet of

V. N., 23
V. ^V. sonnet 24, quoted for effect

produced similar to that produced
by Plato s Eschatological Myths, 26

F. iY. sonnet 11, quoted to illustrate

the &quot;magic&quot;
of certain kinds of

Poetry, 38

Hell, Mount of Purgatory, and Earthly

Paradise, compared with the Tartarus

and True Surface of the Earth in the

Phaedo, 101 ff.

Quaestio de Aqua et Terra, 102

the tears of this world flow in the

rivers of his Hell, 103

singular in locating Purgatory on the

slopes of the Mountain of the Earthly

Paradise, 104
Mount of Purgatory sighted by Ulysses,

104
his use of the teleological geography of

Orosius, 105, 106
his mythological explanation of the

distribution of plants, 106, 107

the human race created to make good
the loss of the fallen angels, 106

&quot;the seven P
s,&quot;

130
the three parts of his D. 0. correspond

to the &quot;Three Ways,&quot; 132

Lethe and Eunoe, 154 ff.

Earthly Paradise, 154 ff.
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Dante, his mythology of Lethe and Eunoe

compared with the Platonic dvd-

/Lw-rjcris, 158

KaOapcris by gradual ascent of Mount of

Purgatory takes the place of Kad-

ap&amp;lt;ris by metempsychosis, 159

appearance of Saints in the moving
Spheres, 165

and the Timaeus, 210
his allegorisation of the story of the

three Marys, 244

Inferno, iv. 46-43, and Plato s Cave,
253

Coleridge on, 258

&quot;suppressed&quot; symbolism in, 258
Procession in Purg. xxix. ff., 339
on relation of Philosophy to Science,

342

compares the Platonic I5ai to
&quot;

Gods,&quot;

347
on the number of Beatrice, 350

Paradiso, latest example of the astro

nomical apocalypse, 353

Convivio, quoted for his astronomical

system, 164, 355 ff.

on influence of Planets in producing
temperaments, 358, 359

regards his vision of Paradiso as having
sacramental value, 367

theory in the de Monarchia compared
with that of the Republic and Atlantis

Myth, 454
his knowledge of the Timaeus through

the version and commentary of

Chalcidius, 468

Darwin, on the feebleness of imagination
in the lower animals, 4

his Expression of the Emotions in Man
and Animals referred to, 342

Dead, Book of the, Egyptian, 66

Delphi, place assigned to, by the side of

the Platonic State, 58

Descartes, criticised by Cambridge Pla-

tonists, as ignoring the plastic

principle,&quot; 478, 493
criticised by Cudworth, 478. 491, 493,

509 ff.

Dialogue, the Platonic, two elements in

Argumentative Conversation and

Myth, 1

Dieterich, on Orphic /card/3a&amp;lt;m
ets

AiSou, 66, 154
on refrigerium, 161

on Mithraic /cAt/iaf eTrraTriAoj, 162
his Mithrasliturgie referred to for

influence of Posidonius. 352
his Mithrasliturgie, 365 ff.

Dill, Professor, referred to for mixture

of Science and Myth in Macrobius,
101

on Plutarch s allegorisation of Egyptian
Myths, 232

Dill, Professor, quoted on Macrobius Com
mentary onthe Somnium Scipionis,359

Disorderly Crew, Plato s Allegory of.

253 ff.

Dramatists, the Athenian, their attitude

to the doctrine of the Immortality
of the Soul, 62 ff.

take the Family, rather than the In

dividual, as the moral unit, 63

Dream-consciousness, induced by Poetry,
382 if.

&quot;Dream-thing,&quot; the, illustrated from
Wordsworth s Prelude, 153

Dream-world, the, of the primitive story
teller characterised, 5

During, holds that the Phaedrus Myth is

a &quot;

Programme,&quot; 338

Earth, rotundity of, recognised by Plato

in Phaedo, 94

central position of, in Phaedo, 94

Earthly Paradise, the, 103 ff.

of Dante and medieval belief, 104 ff.

Dante s, 154 ff.

Earthquake and thunder accompany new
birth in Myth of Er and Dante,

Purgatorio, xxi., 159

Ecstasy, Plotinus quoted on, 385
as understood by Cambridge Platonists,

480 ff.

&quot;Empirical&quot; distinguished from &quot;Tran

scendental&quot; Feeling, 389

Enoch, Secrets of, referred to, 361 ff.

Eothen, Kinglake s, quoted to illustrate

allegory of Disorderly Crew, 254 ff.

Epictetus on Guardian Daemon as Con

science, 448, 449

Epimetheus, contrasted with Prometheus,
225 ff.

Epinomis, demonology of, 445

Er, Myth of, place of, in the Republic, 64,

72, 73

great philosophical question raised in,

169 ff.

Ewotas deos in Mithraic doctrine, 162

Evil, origin of, mythically explained in

Politicus Myth, 197, 198

presence of, in Heaven, 367

Exeter Book, the, on the Earthly Paradise,

105

Expression, importance attached by Plato

to, as reacting on that which is ex

pressed, 113
reaction of, on that which is expressed,

342

Eyes, the final cause of, 356

Fairbanks, Mr. A., on cremation and

a.va.j3a&amp;lt;ns,
379

Fall, the, of Souls as conceived by the

Neo-Platonists, 360

Ficino, on the Narcissus Myth, 240
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Flinders Petrie, Prof., on Book of the

Dead, 66

referred to for Book of the Dead, 130

Gallon, Mr. F., on power of visualisation,

381

Gardner, Prof. P., on thiasi, 71

on the story of Zagreus, 409

on Prophecy, 431

on new epoch opened for Hellas by
Alexander, 454

on Apocalypses, 455

Gebhart (I ltalie mystique), on Dante s

&quot;personal religion,&quot; 19

Gems, mythological theory of origin of,

in Phaedo, 94, 95

Dante on origin of virtues of, 95

Geology of Attica in Atlantis Myth,
465 ff.

Gfrorer (Urchristenthum), on Philo s al

legorical method, 234 ff.

Ghosts, H. More on, 96

Gildersleeve, Prof., on Pindar, 01. ii.

75, 68

Glaucon in Rep. 608 D, attitude of, to

doctrine of Immortality of the Soul,

64

Goblet d Alviella, on connection between

Egyptian and Greek guide-books for

the use of the dead, 66

on Initiation as Death and He- birth,

377 ff.

God, a Personal, is a Part, not the Whole,
53

Goethe, quoted to illustrate the &quot;

magic
&quot;

of certain kinds of Poetry, 37

Gollancz, his edition of the Exeter Book,
105

Good, the, not one of the objects of

Knowledge, but its condition, 59,
cf. 44

Gray, Sir George, his version of Maori

story of Children of Heaven and

Earth, quoted, 11-13

Green, T. H., his doctrine of &quot;the Presence

of the Eternal Consciousness in my
Consciousness,&quot; its Platonic proven
ance, 486, 493 ff.

his Eternal Consciousness compared
with the Ideal World of Cambridge
Platonists, 501

his Philosophy a revival of Christian

Platonism, 516

Grote, on the Cultus Myth, 13
on doctrine of Immortality of the Soul

as held by Plato, 61

on thiasi, 71
on the general characteristics of the

Politicus Myth, 196
on the Protagoras Myth, 220
on allegorical interpretation, 243
on story of Zagreus, 409

Gumrnere, Prof., makes metrical form
essential to Poetry, 391

Hades, Voyage of Odysseus to, of Orphic
origin, 66

Harrison, Miss, on the Cultus Myth, 14
on the Sirens, 127
her Prolegomena to Study of Greek

Religion referred to, 154
on Dante s Eunoe, 161
on story of Zagreus, 409

Hatch, on allegorical interpretation, 236
on Angels and Daemons, 450

Heavens, motion of, determines sublun

ary events, 196
motion of, in the Politicus Myth, and

in the accepted astronomy, 198

Hegel, his view of the oatfji.bvi.ov of

Socrates, 3

on doctrine of Immortality of the Soul

as held by Plato, 61

on the Soul as Universal, 228

Helbig, on Prometheus sarcophagus in

Capitol, 229

Heraclitus, his
77/377 i/a X?7 as understood

by Neo-Platonists, 240, 360
Hesiod on the Five Ages, 434, 435

his Daemons, 434, 435

Hierocles, on bodies terrestrial, aerial, and

astral, 439

History, relation of mythology to, accord

ing to Plato, 94

Hobbes, his Social Covenant a &quot; founda

tion-myth,&quot; 171
his disproof of Spirit or Incorporeal

Substance criticised by More, 492
his sensationalism criticised by Cud-

worth, 497, 498

Holland, Philemon, his version of Plut

arch s Moralia, 369, 441

TTTfpovpa.vt.os TOTTOS of Phaedrus and the

Aristotelian God compared, 355

Idealists, modern English, go back to

Plato the mythologist rather than to

Plato the dialectician, 494
their central doctrine that of the

Cambridge Platonists the Doctrine of

Ideas as theory of union of Man with

God in knowledge and conduct, 495

Ideas, Doctrine of, how far mythical ?

347 ff.

as adopted by Cambridge Platonists

and modern English Idealists, 494
&quot; Ideas of Reason,&quot; Soul, Cosmos, and God,

set forth by Plato in Myth, not

scientifically, 49

mythological representation of, 337 ff.

Imagination, rather than Reason, dis

tinguishes man from brute, 4

part played by, in the development of

human thought, 4-6
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Immisch referred to for medieval transla

tion of the Phaedo, 102

Immortality of the Soul, attitude of

Simonides, Tyrtaeus, Attic Orators,

Dramatists, Aristotle, the Athenian

Public, to doctrine of, 61 ff.

Plato s doctrine of, according to Hegel,
Zeller, Grote, Coleridge, Thiemann,

Couturat, Jowett, Adam, 61, 62,

70, 71

personal, presented by Plato in Myth, 53

agnosticism regarding, in the Athens of

Plato s day, 61 ff.

conceived by Plato eminently in Myth,
61, 73, 74

Plato s doctrine of, according to Jowett,
70

three sorts of, distinguished, 300 ff.

attitude of Buddhism to belief in, 301

&quot;Imperial Hellas,&quot; ideal of, in Plato,
454 ff.

ideal of, how far it competes with that

of Personal Salvation in Plato, 455,
456

Initiation, as ceremonial Death and Re-

birth, 368, 377, 378

Ion, Plato s, a study of &quot; Poetic Inspira

tion,&quot; 382

Isaiah, Ascension of, referred to, 362
Islands of the Blessed, 107 ff.

in the Platonic Myths, 108, 109
in Greek and Celtic mythology, 108
in Gorgias, identical with &quot;True Surface

of the Earth
&quot;

in Phaedo, and
&quot;Heaven&quot; in Myth of Er, 107-110

Jackson, Dr. H., on the 5a.Ljj.ovi.ov of

Socrates, 3

James, Dr. M. R., on Apocalypse of Paul,
364

James, Prof. W., on teleology, 52
his Varieties of Religious Experience

referred to, 480
his essay on Reflex Action and

Theism
&quot;

referred to, 517

Jevons, Dr., on thiasi, 71

on the story of Zagreus, 409

Johnstone, Mr. P. de L., his Muhammad
and his Power quoted, 363

Jowett, on Imagination and Reason, 4

on Plato s attitude to doctrine of Im

mortality of the Soul, 70
on the general characteristics of the

Politicus Myth, 196

Kaibel, on gold tablets found at Thurii

and Petelia, 156

Kalewala, the, described, 203, 204

story of the Birth of Iron, in the, 204 ff.

German version of, by H. Paul, 204

KaXAiTToXts, Plato s, not an isolated munici

pality, but an Empire-city, 58

Kant, his distinction between Categories
of the Understanding and Ideas of

Reason not explicit in Plato s mind,
but sometimes implicitly recognised

by him, 45
his distinction between Categories of

the Understanding and Ideas of

Reason explained, 45 ff.

in charging Plato with &quot;transcendental

use, or rather misuse, of the Categories
of the Understanding,&quot; ignores the

function of Myth in the Platonic

philosophy, 72.

his Critique of Judgment quoted, 222 ff.

on distinction between the Teleological
and the Mechanical explanations of

the world, 222 ff.

his theology that of the Platonist, 514

Kar&amp;lt;i/3a&amp;lt;m
et s &quot;AiSou, Dieterich on, 151

Rohde on, 154
Lobeck on, 252

the, eschatology of, 351 ff.

Kadapa-is, poetic, 393

King, Mr. J. E., on infant burial, 200, 450

Kingsley, Miss, on re-incarnation of souls

of deceased relatives, 450

Knowledge, Theory of, common to Cam
bridge Platonists and modern English

Idealists, 495

Kiihner, on the dai/moviov of Socrates, 3

Land, Prof. J. P. N., on Physiologus, 17

Lang, Mr. A., on Myth of Uranus and

Cronus, 11

on Myth of Cupid and Psyche, 245
on savage analogies for Greek mysteries,

378

Leibniz, his &quot; Pre-established Harmony&quot;

and &quot; Prenatal Choice &quot;

in Myth of

Er compared, 170
describes the doctrine of dfd/x.i ^cris as

mythical, 344

Lelewel, referred to for position of Earthly
Paradise, 104

Lelut, on the 5aifj.6viov of Socrates, 3

Lethe, the River of, its locality discussed,

154
Thiemann on locality of, 154

not one of the infernal rivers, 154, 168

its locality in the Aeneid, 154, 155

and Mnemosyne in the Orphic cult,

156 ff.

topography of, in Myth of Er, and

Petelia Tablet compared, 157

drinking of, precedes re -incarnation,

157
and Mnemosyne at Oracle of Trophonius,

160
Roscher on references to, 168

Liddell, Professor Mark H., makes

metrical form essential to Poetry,

391, 392
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Lie, the, in the Soul, what ? 54

Lobeck, Aglaophamus on the &quot;Cycle of

Incarnations,&quot; 156
on the allegorisation of Homer, 231
on story of Zagreus, 409
on re-incarnation of souls of deceased

relatives, 450

Lotze, his distinction between the Reality
of Existence and the Eeality of

Validity, appears in Norris, 500
Love song, the &quot;

magic
&quot;

of, 37
Lucian on the Stoic &quot;Steep Hill of

Virtue,&quot; 104

Lucifer, the Fall of, how made use of by
Dante, 106

Mackinder, Mr. H. J., ou &quot;

Atlantis,
&quot;

466

Macrobius, on the Bowl of Dionysus, 239
his Commentary on the Somnium

Scipionis compared with the Phae-
drus Myth, 360

on influence of Planets in producing

temperaments, 359, 360

Madness, four kinds of, distiguished in

Pkaedrus, 306, 339

&quot;Magic&quot;
of certain kinds of Poetry dis

cussed and illustrated, 36, 38

Mahomet, Vision of, quoted, 363

Malebranche, his doctrine of &quot;seeing all

all things in God &quot;

adopted by
Norris, 501

Make-believe and Belief, 6, 7

Mann, Max Friedr., his Bestiaire Divin
referred to, 17

Maoris, their Story of the Children of

Heaven and Earth quoted, 11-13
Marcus Aurelius on the aerial habitat of

souls, 437, 438
on Guardian Daemon as Conscience,

449

Masson, Professor, on Milton s De Idea \

1 latonicd, 348
Maximus Tyrius, demonology of, 447, j

448

Maxwell, his criticism of Cumberland,
513 if.

his theory of obligation, 514, 515
Meadow (Xet/xwi/), the, of the Judgment-

j

Seat, position of, 152
Mechanism and Teleology, 508

Metempsychosis, and Resurrection, 198 ff.
j

not necessarily connected with notions

of Retribution and Purification,
302 ff.

relation of, to metamorphosis, and to

conception without male intervention,
302 ff.

Meteorologica, geography of, 467
Metre and Representation, the place of

each in Poetry, 388 ff.

Millennium, the, H. More on, 97

Millet s &quot;Sower,&quot; 250

Milton, adheres to old astronomy in

Paradise Lost, 163
his Poem De Ided Platonicd quemad-
modum Aristoteles intellexit, quoted,
3471

Mirror and Bowl of Dionysus, Neo-Platonic

interpretation of, 239-40

Mitchell, Mrs., on Prometheus sarcopha

gus in Capitol, 229
Mithras cult, the KXt(jt.a eTrrciTnAos of,

162

Mithrasliturgie, Dieterich s, 365 ff.

Mnemosyne, drinking of, precedes final

disembodiment of purified soul, 157

Models, astronomical, in antiquity, 165

Moore, Dr. E., on authenticity of the

Quaestio de Aqua et Terra, 102
on the geography of Orosius, 105
ou re Terences in Paradiso to Revelation

of St. John, 361

More, H., on the Plastic Principle in

Nature, 95 ff.

on vehicles, terrestrial, aerial, and

aethereal, 96

on the Millennium, 97
a soul must have a vehicle of some

kind, 97

on the effect upon terrestrial and aerial

bodies of the Fire of the Last Day,
97, 98

on sunspots, 98
one of his &quot;Myths&quot; quoted, 98 ff.

indebtedness of his mythology of aerial

daemons to that of the Platonists

and Stoics, 99
his belief in witchcraft, 100

on the number 729, 349
his view of the end of the Scripture,

432
his Philosophickal Poems quoted, 487 ff .,

496, 505
criticises Hobbes s disproof of Incor

poreal Substance, 492

Morfill, Professor, his translation of Secrets

of Enoch referred to, 361
Moses Atticus, Plato as, 476

Mundo, de, astronomy of, 353

geography of, 467

Murray, Air. G. G. A., on Brit. Mus. Gold

Tablets, 156

Myer and Nutt s Voyage of Bran, on

conception without male intervention,

199

Myers, F. W. H., on the daifjioviov of

Socrates, 3

makes changes in tension of muscles of

the throat essential part of poetic

excitation, 393

Mysteries, stronghold in Greece of doctrine

of Immortality, 65

Mysticism, Goethe s definition of, 70
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Myth, the eschatological, characterised,
14

interpretation of, must be psychological,
16

the vehicle of exposition chosen by
Plato, when he deals with the

a priori conditions of conduct and

science, 49

education of children to begin with,

according to Plato, 53 ff.

Plato brings, into conformity with

science as far as possible, 94
not to be taken literally, according to

Plato, but to be &quot;sung over oneself&quot;

till the charm of it touches the

heart, 113

aetiological, value attached to, by
Plato, 201 ff.

aetiological, in the Kalewala, 203, 204
its two

&quot;meanings,&quot;
244

the Phaedo, motif of, Moral Responsi-

bility, 114
the Gorgias, Moral Responsibility the

motif of, 126
the Gorgias, its theory of /coAacrts and

Kadapvis of Punishment and Pardon,

126, 127
the Gorgias, its rendering of the wonder

and reverence with which man re

gards Death, 127, 128
the Gorgias, on the infinite difference

between vice with large and vice

with small opportunity, 129 ff.

distinguishedfromAllegory and Parable,

15

Myth and Allegory, Westcott on, 243
difference between illustrated from

Spanish chapel fresco, 429

Myth and Ritual compared, 58

Myths, introduction of, perhaps suggested
to Plato by certain passages in the

conversation of Socrates, 2

Plato s, appeal to that part of the

soul which expresses itself, not in

theoretic, but in value-judgments,
or rather, value-feelings, 21

Plato s, effect produced by, compared
with that produced by contemplation
of Nature, 22

Plato s, effect produced by, compared
with that produced by Poetry

generally, 22 ff.

Plato s, described as Dreams expressive
of Transcendental Feeling, 42

allegorical interpretation of, Plato s

judgment on, 242

allegorical interpretation of, Bacon s,

242

Narcissus Myth, Neo-Platonic allegorisa-

tion of, 239, 240
&quot; Necessarv

&quot;

Truth, what ? 504

Necessity, the throne of, in the Myth of

Er, where ? 153, 165 ff.

Nettleship, R. L., on the lack of organic
connection in latter half of Rep. x.,

73
on the V&TOV ovpavov, 165

Newman, Cardinal, on Conscience as

connecting principle between creature

and Creator, 447

Newton, his Principia quoted for his

theological belief, 489 ff.

Norris, his Reason and Religion referred

to, 480, 481, 498 ff

on ecstasy and the holy life, 481

on the a priori in knowledge, 499

distinguishes, as Lotze does, between

Reality of Existence and of Validity,
500

his Ideal World compared with T. H.

Green s Eternal Consciousness, 501

adopts Malebranche s doctrine of &quot;See

ing all things in God,&quot; 501
on moral obligation, 503

Number 729, 349, 350

7, instances given of its importance, 360

Obligation, how Reason imposes, accord

ing to Platonism, 503

Old Testament, Philo s allegorisation of,

234 ff.

Olympiodorus on the infernal rivers, 168

Optimism and Pessimism, 506 ff.

Orators, Attic, their attitude to the

doctrine of the Immortality of the

Soul, 61 ff.

Orosius and the doctrine of one continu

ous oiKOVfj.vr), 105

Orphic cult, spread of, 65 ff.

Plato s attitude to, 66 ff.

Philosophy described by Plato in terms

of, 69

Lethe and Mnemosyne in, 156 ff.

Orphic Kard/ScKrts as &quot;AiSov, 66

Orphic priests, as distinguished from

Orphic doctrine, Plato s attitude to,

70

Orrery, the, in the Myth of Er, 165

Pandora Myth, in Hesiod, 238

Parable, Reville on, 250

Parables, the, of the New Testament, 250

Paradiso, the, latest example of the

&quot;Astronomical Apocalypse,&quot; 364

Parmenides, the celestial eschatology of

the opening lines of his Poem, 351

Paul, H., his version of the Kaleicala, 204

Pausanias on Lethe and Mnemosyne at

oracle of Trophonius, 160

|

Uediov dXrjdeia^ the, 355 ff .

Plotinus on, 357
Plutarch on, 357, 358

the Axiochus on, 358
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Personal God, idea of, presented by Plato

in Myth, 53

Pessimism and Optimism, 506 ff.

Phaedo, hydrostatics of, criticised by
Aristotle, 102

medieval translation of, 102
Phaedrus Myth, the, celestial or astro

nomical mise en scene of its eschat

ology, 350 If.

Philo, his allegorical interpretation of the

Old Testament, 18, 234 ff.

on the number 729, 349
on Jewish Angels and Greek Daemons,

450
influence of, on Cambridge Platonists,

480

Philosophy as Life and Immortality, 428,
429

Physiologus described and quoted, 17

Pilgrim s Progress, at once an Allegory
and a Myth, 246

quoted, 246 ff.

Pillar of Light, the, in the Myth of Er,

discussed, 152, 167 ff.

Pindar, his eschatology, 66 ff.

Plato s debt to, 68

Pitra, on Physiologus, referred to, 17

Planets, influence of, in producing tem

peraments, 358 ff.

Plastic Principle, the, ignored by Des

cartes, 478, 493

explains, for Cambridge Platonists, the

existence of &quot;

vehicles
&quot;

without

which the &quot;Eternal Consciousness&quot;

could not &quot;reproduce&quot; itself, 493
of Cambridge Platonists compared with

the &quot;

Spiritual Principle
&quot;

of modern

English Idealists, 494

Plato, as Moses Atticus, 210
his attitude to Teleology, 224 ff.

his attitude to the allegorisation of

Myths, 231
his astronomy, 354

Platonism, as temper, illustrated by
Berkeley s life, 517 ff.

Platt, Mr. A., on Plato and Geology,
465 ff.

Pliny, on Lethe and Mnemosyne at oracle

of Trophonius, 160

Plotinus, attitude of to the &quot; Problem of

the Universe,&quot; 45

his allegorisation of the Myth of Pro

metheus and Pandora, 238
his allegorisation of Narcissus Myth,

239

quoted on mirror and bowl of Dionysus,
360

his interpretation of Diotima s allegory,
428

influence of, on Cambridge Platonists,

480 ff.

on #ew/na and epws (directed to i5^cu)

as constituting the Principle of Life,

503, 504

Plutarch, on the justice of punishing
children for sins of fathers, 63

on allegorisation of Homer, 231, 232
his Aridaeus -

Thespesius Myth, given,
and commented on, 369 ff.

his power of colour-visualisation, 381
on vovs, faxy, and

&amp;lt;ru/j,a supplied by
Sun, Moon, and Earth respectively,
440, 441

his daemonology, 441 ft ,

his Timarchus Myth given, 441 ff.

&quot; Poetic Truth, what ? 384 ff.

Poetry, chief end of, production and

regulation of Transcendental Feeling,
33 ff.

its effect identical with that produced
by other Fine Arts, and sometimes
even with that produced by con

templation of Nature and Human
Life, and by the memories of Child
hood and Youth, 35

a Theory of, 382 ff.

Posidonius, influence of, on development
of astronomical eschatology, 352

on aerial daemons, 438

Postgate, Mr. J. P., on the Sirens,

128

Pre-existence and dvd/j.ut](ris, Zeller on,
343 ff.

Pringle-Pattison, Professor A. S., referred

to, 52
on &quot;Categories in Things,&quot; 340

&quot;Problem of the Universe,&quot; relation of

Thought and Transcendental Feeling
respectively to, 44, 45

attitude of Plotinus to, 45

Prometheus, contrasted with Epimetheus,
225 ff.

Prometheus Myth, on Capitoline Sar

cophagus, 228 ff.

various versions of, 229
lends itself easily to allegorisation,

230

allegorised by Plotinus, 238

Prophecy, Professor P. Gardner on, 431,
433

Prophetic Temperament, the, Diotima a

study of, 430 ff.

Spinoza on, 430, 431

Purgatory, Dante s Mount of, and the
Stoic &quot;

Steep hill of Virtue
&quot;

com
pared. 104

Rabelais, quoted in comparison with the

Myth told by Aristophanes in Sym
posium, 410 ff.

Rashdall, Dr., referred to for medieval
translation of the Phaedo, 102

Refrigerium, doctrine of, taken in con
nection with Dante s Eunoe, 161
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Religious Consciousness, the, demands a

Personal God, 51

how opposed to the Scientific Under

standing, 52 ff.

Renan, on Spanish Chapel fresco. 114.

Representation and Metre, the place of

each in Poetry, 388 ff.

Resurrection, doctrine of, 198 ff

Revelation of St. John, not an &quot; Astro
nomical Apocalypse,&quot; 361

Dante little indebted to, 361

Reville, on the profound philosophy of

Myths, 16

on Rite and Myth, 58
on Ritual, 256

Ritschl, his view of Inspiration, 433

Ritual, compared with Myth, 58

with Myth and Allegory, 256 ff.

Robertson-Smith, on relation of Myth to

Ritual, 14

Rohde, on Greek agnosticism regarding

Immortality of the Soul, 62
on Orphic rites, 65

on Pindar s eschatology, 67

on KarajSacris eis&quot;Ai5ov, 154
on refrigerium, 161

on dwpoi, 200

Roscher, on Lethe. 168
Round People, the, of Aristophanes, com

pared with the Sicilian triskeles, 408

compared with Zulu and Arabian one-

legged people, 408

compared with the monsters of Em-

pedocles, 408, 409

Rouse, Mr., on votive figures, 153

Ruskin, on Spanish Chapel fresco, 114,

257

Sander, on Geography of Atlantis Myth,
466

Scartazzini, on Dante s Purgatory and

Earthly Paradise, 104

Schiller, Mr. F. C. S., on ei/^yio, aKiv-rjcrias,

164

Schleiermacher, on the Protagoras Myth,
220, 227 ff.

Schmidt, on Dante s Quaestio de Aqua et

Terra, 103
referred to for position of the Earthly

Paradise, 104

Schopenhauer, his Freedom in esse com

pared with Prenatal Choice in Myth
of Er, 171

his definition of Poetry, 387
his criticism of Kant s Categorical Im

perative, 514

Schwanitz, on Allegory of the Cave, 252

Scylax, his TreptTrAous referred to, 467
Seneca s Letter to Marcia, eschatology of,

353
Sensitive Soul, supervenes upon the

Vegetative, 40

Shelley, Adonais quoted for effect pro
duced similar to that produced by
Plato s Eschatological Myths, 27 ft ,

on distinction between poetry and

prose, 390
his Poem, The Recollection, quoted,

395

Simonides, his attitude to doctrine of

Immortality of the Soul, 62

Sirens, the, associated with Death, 127
Miss Harrison on, 127
Mr. J. P. Postgate on, 128

Smith, John, his view of the relation

between a Holy Life and a Right
Belief, 432

on ecstasy and the Holy Life, 481
differs from Cudworth and More in

relying less on &quot; Science
&quot;

than on
&quot;moral feeling&quot; for proof of the

existence of God, 491, 492

distinguishes /averts Trpo/Sari/c?? and

/likens KwAt/o), 496

Socrates, his &quot; mesmeric
&quot;

influence, 2
his Daemon, 2, 3

Somnium Scipionis probably owes its

astronomy to Posidonius, 439
astronomical eschatology of, 353

Sophists, the their use of Allegories or

Illustrative Fables, 1

Soul, the Idea of, as represented in

Plato s Eschatological Myths, 60 ft .

Soul-stuff, in Twiaeus, 304 f.

Souls, number of, fixed, 198, 199

Spanish Chapel, fresco referred to, 114
referred to to illustrate difference

between Myth and Allegory, 429

Spencer and Gillen on Souls of ancestors

entering into women, 199

Spenser, the human race created to make

good the loss of the fallen angels, 106

his allegory of Castle of Medina, 257

Spinoza, his view that religion is a matter

of piety rather than of dogmatic
truth, 59

on the Prophetic Temperament, 430,
431

Springs, hot and cold, origin of, in

Phaedo, 94

Stallbaurn, on the general characteristics

of the Politicus Myth, 196
on Protagoras Myth, 221

on Myth and Dialectic, 242

Stevenson, R. L., his Woodman quoted,
40

Stoics, the, their doctrine of avyKard-

0e&amp;lt;ns, 63

their allegorisation of Homer, 233, 234

their doctrine of aerial habitat of

daemons and souls of the dead,

437 ff.

Story-telling, love of, importance of for

the development of man, 5
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Story-telling, always &quot;about people and

animals,&quot; 6 ff.

Stories, distinguished as Simply Anthropo
logical and Zoological, Aetiological,
and Eschatological, 8 ff.

Simply Anthropological and Zoological,

illustrated, 8 ff .

Aetiological, illustrated, 10-14

and magic, 10

various classes of, 10

Cosmological, a variety of the aetio-

logical story, 10-13

Sun, western rising of, in Atreus Myth,
197

rising where he now sets, and setting
where he now rises, in Egyptian
story, 197

Symbolism, &quot;suppressed,&quot; illustrated from

Dante, 258

Tablets, attached to Souls by Judges of

the Dead, 130

gold, of Thurii and Petelia, 130, 156 ff.

Tablet, Petelia, quoted, 156

Tannery, on Orphic rites, 65

Tartarus, has entrance and exit separate
in Phaedo and Myth of Er, 112

Teleology, attitude of the religious con

sciousness and the scientific under

standing respectively to, 52
Plato s attitude to, 224 ff.

and Mechanism, 508

Teleological and mechanical explanations
of the World, distinction between,
set forth in Protagoras Myth, 222 ff.

Theodore of Mopsuestia, his exegesis, 237

Thiasi, and personal, as distinguished
from official, religion, 71

Thiemann, on doctrine of Immorality of

the Soul as held by Plato, 60
on locality of Lethe, 154

Thomas the Rhymer, Ballad of, quoted
for rivers of blood in Elf-land, 1 03

referred to for the &quot;Three Ways,&quot;

131

Thompson, regards the Phaedrus Myth
as a Rhetorical Paradigm, 336

regards the Phaedrus Myth as an

allegory, 336, 339
Three Ways, the, Ballad of Thomas the

Rhymer referred to for, 131
the three parts of Dante s D. C. corre

spond to, 132
Tides of Atlantic Ocean, origin of, in

Phaedo, 94

Timaeus, the only work of Plato which
Dante knew directly, 102

reputation of, in antiquity and the

middle age, 210
one of a Trilogy, 259, 299

Toynbee, Dr., on Dante s acquaintance
with Claudian, 105

Toynbee, Dr., on Dante s acquaintance
with Pliny, 160

referred to for Dante s knowledge of

Macrobius, 361
on Dante s knowledge of the version of

the Timaeus made by Chalcidius,
468

Tozer, Mr., quoted for Dante s know
ledge of Somnium Scipionis, 361

on Par. xxxi., 79 ff., 367
Transcendental Feeling, production and

regulation of, the end of Poetry,
22, 33

expressed by Dante, last Canto of Par.,
and V. N., Sonnet xxv., 23, 38

Poets quoted to illustrate means em
ployed for production of, 23-33

means employed by Poetry to produce
the dream-consciousness in which it

arises, 33 ff.

in a nascent form accounts for the
&quot;

magic
&quot;

of certain kinds of Poetry, 36

explained genetically, 39 ff.

two phases of, 41

Imagination the Interpreter of, 42
its relation to Sense and Understanding,

42

Consciousness aware of &quot; the Good &quot;

in

44
;

cf. 59
the beginning and end of Metaphysics,

44

Consciousness comes nearest to the

object of Metaphysics, Ultimate

Reality, in, 44

&quot;Transcendental,&quot; as distinguished from

&quot;Empirical

&quot;

Feeling, 389

Tylor, Prof., on the state of the imagina
tion among ancient and savage
peoples, 7

Universal, the, of Poetry, 384 ff.

&quot;Vegetative Part of the Soul,&quot; funda

mental, and source of that implicit
Faith in the Value of Life on which
Conduct and Science rest, 39

and &quot; Universal of
Poetry,&quot; 386

Vehicles, terrestrial, aerial, and aethereal,
H. More on, 96

aerial, of Souls in Purgatory, Dante on,
97

Vernon, on Lethe aud Eunoe, 155

Virgil, where does he localise the Eiver
of Lethe ? 155

Visualisation, colour- and form-, power
of, possessed by Plato, Plutarch, and
Dante, 380, 381

Volcanic action, explained in Phaedo, 94

Volquardsen, his view of the
5ai/u.6vioi&amp;gt; of

Socrates, 3

Votive figures and the filwv irapadeiy-
of the Myth of Er, 153
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Wallace, W., on Kant s Ideas of Keason,

quoted, 46-7

Walt Whitman s Memories of President

Lincoln, quoted for effect produced
similar to that produced by Plato s

Eschatological Myths, 31 ff.

War, Plato s view of, 452, 453

Ward, Prof., his Naturalism and Agnos
ticism referred to, 478

Weismann, Prof., referred to, 434

Westcott, Bishop, on Aeschylus view of

the Condition of the Dead, 63

on influence of Plato s Myths through
later Platonic schools, 230

on Myth and Allegory, 243
Wilamowitz - Mollendorff, on Voyage of

Odysseus to Hades, as Orphic epi
sode in Odyssey, 66

Witchcraft, Cudworth s belief in, 100
Smith s belief in, 100
H. More s belief in, 100

Wordsworth, his lines beginning
&quot; There

was a boy
&quot;

quoted to illustrate the

nature of
&quot;poetic effect,&quot; 35

Wordsworth, on relation of Poetry to

Science, 342
on place of metre in Poetry, 390

Xenophanes, on the immorality of Homer
and Hesiod, 231

Yeats, Mr. W. B., referred to for the idea

of &quot;poems spoken to a harp,&quot; 393

Zagreus Myth, 239

compared with that told by Aristo

phanes in Symposium, 409 ff.

Zeller, on the daifubiSLOv of Socrates, 3

on doctrine of Immortality of the Soul
as held by Plato, 60, 70

on allegorisation of Homer by the

Stoics, 233
on Neo-Platouic allegorisation, 242
on Pre-existence and avd/jt-vrjcris, 343 ff&amp;lt;

THE END
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